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ARC -A Faster PC
Advanced Technology at It's Best

Finally, a system to fit your needs. Designed around the
4 -layered 8088-2 X turbo motherboard, the ARC Turbo
gives 60% more speed than any other system around. The
512/640K RAM memory allows more room for those
popular software programs. For a system that brings out
the best in computer technology, try the ARC Turbo.

The ARC 286 Turbo. A workhorse which combines the
best in advanced technology. To give more of what your
buy a computer for. An advanced 8MHz 80286
microprocessor provides much more speed than either the
IBM'Tm) XT or AT. The 640KB on -board memory runs
FrameworkTM, SymphonTM, and other packages like a
native. High speed and maximum memory in one sys-
tem. That's the ARC 286 Turbo advantage.

ARC (UK)

160B HANCRAFT ROAD HANDCROFT TEL: (1)-6832896

CROYDON SURREY CRO 3LE FAX: (1)-6831948

American
Research
Corporation

Reliability Technology Value

Under ARC turbo
£1595 + VAT

 8088 2/
8MHz clock

 512KB
 Video Card
 360KB FDD
 20MB HDD
 7 -Plus Card
 12" CRT
 MS/DOS 3.1

£2595 + VAT
 80286/

8MHz clock
 640KB
 Lettertex

Mono. Graphic
 1 parallel
 2 serial port
 1.2MB FDD
 20MB HDD
 12" CRT
 MS/DOS 3.1

IBM XT. AT are the registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp.



ASSEMBLERS
C LIBRARIES

New version of Microsoft Macro -86 and
lower price for Microsoft Macro -80

2500AD 8086 Asm.
Dig.Res. RASM-86
MS Macro -86 v4.0

Phoenix Pasm-86

2500AD 8086 Asm.
Dig.Res. RASM-86

2500AD Z80 ASM
Dig.Res. RMAC
Microsoft Macro -80
SLR Z8OASM
SLR Z8OASM-PLUS
SLR MAC
SLR MAC -PLUS
SLR 180 (Hitachi)
SLR 180 -PLUS (Hitachi)

MS-DOS £ 95
MS-DOS £180
MS-DOS £115
MS-DOS £175

CP/M-86 £ 95
CP/M-86 £180

CP/M-80 £ 95
CP/M-80 £180
CP/M-80 £ 75
CP/M-80 £ 50
CP/M-80 £185
CP/M-80 £ 50
CP/M-80 £185
CP/M-80 £ 65
CP/M-80 1230

Not all assemblers are supplied with
linker. Check before ordering.

CROSS ASSEMBLERS

a

We supply cross -assemblers by Avocet,
2500AD, and IAR Systems for more than
thirty target processors to run on MS-
DOS, CP/M-86 and CP/M-80. This totals
more than 200 products and we do not
have space to list them all here. We
hold some stock but you should allow
10-14 days for delivery. Please call

for information or advice.

LINKERS

The new version of Plink -86 is here.

Plink -86 MS-DOS £260
Plink -86 Plus MS-DOS £325

Plink -II

SLRNK (Z80)
SLRNK-PLUS (z80)

CP/M-80
cP/m,80
CP/M-80

£235
£ 60
£185

PROGRAM EDITORS

BRIEF V1.31
Lattice CVUE
Epsilon V3.01
FirsTime for C
FirsTime for Pascal
FirsTime for Turbo -P PC -COS

Pmate PC PC -DOS

}CPC (with Pascal source)PC-DOS

Vedit-Plus PC -DOS

CSE (with C source)
MIX Editor
Pmate 86 v4.00
Vedit-Plus

PC -COS

PC -DOS

PC -DOS

PC -COS

PC -DOS

MS-DOS
MS -COS

MS-DOS
MS-DOS

£180
95

£170
£275
£235
£ 85
£150
£ 70
£175

£ 85
£ 40
£150
£175

Vedit-Plus CP/M=86 £175

CSE (With C
MIX Editor
Vedit-Plus

source) CP/M-80 £ 85
Z80 + CP/M-80 £ 40

CP/M-80 £175

For more information please call us.

PRICES & DELIVERY

Prices do not include VAT or other
Local taxes but do include delivery in
UK and Europe. Please check prices at
time of order, ads are prepared some

weeks before publication.

For other products in our range see
our other page in this issue or ask us

to send you a complete price list.

THE C LANGUAGE

There is a new version of Lattice C.

C COMPILERS

Aztec C Personal 1.060 CF/M-80 £150
Aztec Commercial 1.060 CP/M-80 £250
Toolworks C/80 v3.1 CP/M-80 £ 45
BIDS C 1.50a Z80 + CP/M-80 £ 75
Eco-C v3.1 Z80 + CP/M-80 £140
Mix C Z80 + CP/M-80 £ 55
Alcor C Z80 + CP/M-80 £ 95

Lattice C v3.00
Microsoft C v3.0
Aztec C86 Personal
Aztec C86 Developer
Aztec C86 Commercial
Aztec Apprentice
Mark Williams MWC86
CI Optimizing C86 v2.3
Wizard C v2.1
C -Systems C v2.0
De Smet C88 v2.4
Digital Research C
Toolworks C/86 v3.1
MIX C
LETS C (Mark Williams)
Alcor C

Aztec C86 Developer
Aztec C86 Personal
CI Optimizing C86
De Smet C88
Digital Research C
Lattice C v1.04

MS-DOS
MS -COS

MS -COS

MS -PrIS

MS -COS

MS-DOS
MS -COS

MS-DOS
MS-DOS
MS -COS

MS-DOS
MS -COS

MS-DOS
MS-DOS
MS -COS

MS -COS

£295
£290
£150
£210
£325
£ 50
£360
£270
£350
1210
£ 145

1290
£ 45
1 55
£ 75
1 95

CP/M-86 £270
CP/M-86 1160
CP/M-86 £270
CP/M-86 £145
CP/M-86 £290
CP/M-86 £295

Aztec C65 Apple DOS 1150

Aztec
Aztec
Aztec

C68 Commercial
C68 Developer
C68 Personal

MACINTOSH £325
MACINTOSH 1210
MACINTOSH £150

C CROSS COMPILERS

We supply Aztec and Lattice Cross
Compilers hosted on MS-DOS, Apple,
PDP11, and targeted on Z80, 8085,
6502, and 68000. Please call for

information or advice.

C INTERPRETERS

C-terp
Introducing C
Living C
Instant -C v1.44

RUN/C
RUN/C Professional

PC -DOS £240
PC -DOS £ 99
PC -DOS £ 75
MS-DOS £360

MS-DOS 1 99
MS-DOS £CALL

Living C Apricot MS-DOS £ 75

Instant -C v1.27 CP/M-86 £360

PROGRAMMING TOOLS

Ada Compilers
Assemblers
Basic Interpreters
BCPL Compilers
C Interpreters
C Utilities
Camms.Libraries
Database Libs.
Dis-assemblers
Expert Systems
Fortran Libraries
Linkers
Mbdula-2
Pascal Compilers
Prolog
Smalltalk

Algol Compilers
Basic Compilers
Basic Utilities
C Compilers
C Libraries
Cobol Compilers
Cross Assemblers
Debuggers
Editors
Fortran Compilers
Graphics Libraries
Lisp
Nial Interpreters
Pascal Libraries
Screen Libraries
Snobol

We stock many items for which there
is no space in these advertisements.

v NJ A rill' Kit CA? Arrrr14
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TEL. (0364) 53499 TEL. (0364) 53499

DATABASE

C -tree (source any C)
SoftFocus Btree (source any C)
Softfocus ISAM (source any C)
C-Index/Plus (source any C)
db-VISTA (most C's) MS-DOS
db-VISTA (with source) MS-DOS
Btrieve (CI,DS,L) MS-DOS
Btrieve/N (multi-user) MS-DOS
Multikey (DS,L) MS -COS
C-to-dBase (source CI) MS -Iris

Lattice dBCII (L) MS-DOS
Lattice dBCIII (L) MS-DOS
Novum Database(CI,DS,L) MS-DOS

GRAPHICS

Multi -HALO (CI,L.11S3)
Halo Font Libraries
GraphiC (CI,L,DS,MS3)
MetaWINDOWS (CI,L,MS3)
GSS Kernel
GSS Lattice Binding
GSS Additional Drivers
GSS Plotting System
GSS Metafile Intrprtr.
GEN Prog.Toolkit (L)

GSX Prog.Toolkit (DR)

PC -DOS

PC -DOS

PC -DOS

PC -DOS

PC -DOS

PC -DOS

PC -DOS

PC -DOS

PC -DOS

PC -LOS

PC -DOS

SCREEN & WINDOWS

Panel (most Compilers) MS-DOS
Entelekon Windows(s'ce) PC -DOS
Vitamin C (source) PC -DOS
Lattice Windows (L) PC -DOS

Windows for Data (most) PC -DOS
Windows for C (most C) PC -DOS
Blaise View Manager PC -DOS

Curses Screen Mngr. (L) PC -DOS

GENERAL FUNCTIONS

Greenleaf (source) PC -DOS

Smorgasbord (source) PC -DOS

Blaise Tools (source) PC -DOS

Blaise Tools 2 (source) PC -Iris
ESI Utility Lib(source) PC -DOS
Entelekon Funct(source) PC -DOS
Novum Blocks 1 (source) PC -DOS

Novum Blocks 2 (source) PC -DOS

COMMS LIBRARIES

Blaise Asynch (source) PC -DOS
Greenleaf Comms(source) PC -DOS
Novum Cams. (source) PC -DOS

£265
£ 70
£ 40
£285
£165
£375
£225
£485
£170
£120
£175
£175
£350

£165
1 70
1210
1120
1350
1110
1140
1350
1140
£450
£325

£245
1 99
1140
£195
£250
£185
1245
/110

1155
£120
I. 95

£ 75
1155
£ 99
1150
1150

£145
1145
1140

SCIENTIFIC LIBRARIES

Wiley Scientific Lib. ANY C 1165

PROGRAMMERS UTILITIES

PC -Lint

Pre -C (Phoenix Lint)

Figureflow C-DOC
FAST -C (debug util)(L)
C Helper
Lattice Cross Ref.
Lattice Text Utilities

MS-DOS £110
MS -COS £260
MS-DOS £275
PC -COS £195
MS-DOS £125
MS -COS £ 45
MS-DOS 1 85

DISK COPYING SERVICE

We can copy files to and from 400 disk
formats including CP/M, CP/M-86, MS-

DOS, PC -DOS, ISIS, APPLE, SIRIUS, BBC,

TORCH, APRICOT, HP150, MEMOS, DEC RI'-
11, IBM BEF, ATAR1520, AMSTRAD.

Our charge is £10.00 + disk + VAT with
discounts on small quantities and

disks are normally despatched within
24hrs of receipt.

For more information call us.

141 v m AT TER
)13 70F

TEL. (0364) 53499
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I ESC Offer the UK's Best Service
on computer software

PEGASUS
PEGASUS SINGLE USER £160
PEGASUS SENIOR £295
PEGASUS MULTI USER £355
INFORMATION MANAGER £225
INCOMPLETE RECORDS £995

SUPPORT CONTRACT (Free to ISC Customers)
Prices are per module for 2 years

SINGLE USER £50
MULTI USER £100
Call for further details.

DATA TRANSFER/UPGRADES
BESPOKE/TRAINING

INSTALLATION

STATIONERY
2 PART STATEMENTS per 500 26
3 PART STATEMENTS per 500 27
2 PART INVOICES per 500 29
3 PART INVOICES per 500 31

4 PART INVOICES per 500 43
PAYSLIPS per 500 21

REMITTANCE ADVICE per 500 32
BANK GIRO per 500 19
P14/P60 per 500 34
P35 per 500 35
STATEMENT ENVELOPES per 500 22
PAYSLIP ENVELOPES per 500 21

GUARANTEED 24 HOUR ThNT DELIVERY ON ALL STATIONERY
FREE IN MAINLAND U.K.

COME TO THE EXPERTS - ISC ARE ONE OF THE LARGEST
AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR PEGASUS SOFTWARE IN THE U.K.

Call Huntingdon (0480) 300505 for further Information

4 PCW JULY 1986



XEN IN STOCK

Offer the UK's lowest prices
on computer systems

COMP! ITF
APRICOT F2 WITH SCREEN £999
APRICOT F10 WITH SCREEN £1,399
APRICOT X1FD 512K RAM 2 x 720 £1,289
APRICOT X1HD 512K RAM 10MB £1,899
OLIVETTI M19 256K TWIN £1,489
OLIVETTI M19 256K 10MB £1,799
OLIVETTI M24 256K 20MB £1,899
OLIVETTI M24 5P 20MB £2,549
IBM PC 256K TWIN £1,489
IBM PCXT 256K 10MB £1,849
IBM PCATE 512K 20MB £3,249
TANDON PC 256K TWIN £1,099
TANDON PC x 10 256K 10MB £1,349
TANDON PC x 20 256K 20MB £1,449
TANDON PC x A20 512K 20MB £2,229
TANDON PC A30 512K 30MB £2,479
COMPAQ PORTABLE 256K TWIN £1,349

-COMPAQ RANGE AVAILABLE -

COLOUR SYSTEMS ADD -
IBM £230 TANDON £250 OLIVETTI £270

DEMONSTRATION AND SECOND USER APRICOT,
XEN, TANDON AVAILABLE WITH AS

NEW WARRANTY
NOTE-CASH PAID FOR USED COMPUTERS

COMPANY SERVICES
INCLUDE:
CUSTOMISED DATABASE SYSTEMS,
MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS, INSTALLATION
CONTRACTS, NETWORK SYSTEMS, MULTI-USER
SYSTEMS.

TRADE AND EXPORT
ENQUIRIES WELCOME

All products carry 12 months full guarantee, with
HOTLINE phone support.

Prices exclude only VAT and delivery
We GUARANTEE* the lowest prices!

Telex line 329115 1SC LTD G

4ta "
111110911

PRINTERS
EPSON FX85 £310
EPSON FX105 £410
EPSON RX100 £299
EPSON LX80 + TRACTOR £213
EPSON DX100 £307
EPSON LQ1500 + i/F £879
CANON 1080A £259
CANON A55 £355
CANON LASER £1999
JUKI 6100 £249
JUKI 6200 £410
JUKI 5510 £249
BROTHER HR35 £779

SOFTWARE
PEGASUS SINGLE USER £160
PEGASUS MULTI-USER £355
dBASE II £235
dBASE 111+ £355
WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL £244
WORDSTAR 2,000 £299
LOTUS 1-2-3 £279
SMART SYSTEM £450

RAM BOARDS
APRICOT 256K £135
APRICOT 512K £185
IBM 256K £135
IBM 512K £186

- ALL IBM CARDS INCLUDE FREE SERIAL PORT

CASH, LEASE -RENTAL, LEASE -PURCHASE,
HIRE-PURCHASE, PERSONAL LOANS,
INSTANT CREDIT (subject to status).

* Provide a currently advertised lower price
within 7 days of purchase and difference will be
refunded.

SPECIAL OFFER
APRICOT 256K AND 512K RAM CARDS
HALF PRICE IF PURCHASED WITH ANY

APRICOT COMPUTER
JUKI 6100 £249
SONY 3.5 D/S £35
JUKI 6100 £249

GRAPHIC HOUSE, 88 WAVENEY ROAD

ST IVES, CAMBS PE17 4FW

TEL: 0480 300533/300530

SUPPORT LINE: 0480 300505
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FOR APRICOT THE
COMPUTAPLANT

Apricot XEN HD 20mb hard disk
single 720K drive 1 Mb RAM

Apricot XEN FD Twin 720K disk drive
512K RAM

COMPUTAPLANT NOW APPOINTED
IBM Compatibles Printers

Tandon PC Twin £975 Epson FX85 £310
Tandon PC x 10 £1195 Epson FX105 £410
Tandon PC x 20 £1345 Epson RX100 £199
Tandon PCA20 £2095 Epson LX80 £199

Epson LQ800 £465
Olivetti M24 Twin Drive 640K RAM £1600 Epson LQ1000 £545
Olivetti M24 10Mb 360K RAM £2150
Olivetti M24 Sp 20Mb 360K, 640K RAM £2500

ARC Turbo Twin 360K 512K RAM £1250
ARC Turbo 10Mb 512K RAM £1550
ARC Turbo 20Mb 512K RAM £1850

Laser Printers

Apricots
Apricot XI 5Mb + Monitor £1350
Apricot F10 + Monitor + Printer £1500
Apricot F2 + Monitor + Printer £1100
Apricot Portable 512K with GEM £695
Apricot 256K RAM £105
Apricot 512K RAM £165

Canon Al Laser £1899
Canon A2 Laser £2799 Box Sony Double Sided Diskettes £35
H.P. LaserJet £1995 Box Sony Single Sided Diskettes £15
H.P. Laser Jet + £2695

,-71 CONTACT ONE OF OUR BRANCHES FOR

FURTHER DETAILS

OMPUTAPLANT
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ANSWER IS APRICOT

XENs

(UK) LTD. IN STOCK

Apricot XI FD TWIN 720K disk drive
512K RAM

Apricot XI HD 10mb hard disk
single 720K drive 512K RAM

XEN MULTI-USER DEALER
Software

Pegasus Single User £155
Multi user £345

Delta 4 £315
DBase II £235
DBase III £355
Friday £135
Word Star Professional £240
Word Star 2000 £289
Microsoft Word £295

Lotus 1-2-3 £269
Lotus Symphony £415
Psion X change £325
Smart Series £440
Open Access £375
Logistix £299

Trade ft Export

NEW APRICOT

LASER PRINTER

10 PAGES
PER MINUTE

RING NOW FOR DETAILS

Prices exclusive of VAT & delivery
All prices are correct at time of printing
Computaplant (UK) Ltd reserves the right to vary prices
without prior notice.

OR VISIT ONE OF OUR SHOWROOMS
Cromwell Mews,

5 Station Road, St. Ives,
Huntingdon, Cambs PE17 4BH

TEL: (0480) 300169

Penwood House,
St. Breward,

Bodm in, Cornwall
TEL: (0208) 850918

140 Queens Street,
Peterhead,

Aberdeenshire
TEL: (0779) 75318
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CLIP FAST
CLIP's backup is:

* The most efficient - fewer diskettes.
* The easiest to use - fewer errors.
* The fastest on the job - save time.
* The most secure -

and that is what backup is about. CLIP is the product of 5 years specialist experience in
hard disk backup. Send now for details why CLIP is more secure than any other product
(and its other features). The difference shows when it matters most.

CLIP cuts no corners, it just cuts out the hassle.

CLIP THE BACKUP PROGRAM

CLIP comes standard with Winchester systems supplied by
Olympia, Cifer Systems, Research Machines, Philips and British Telecom

And is highly recommended by other major manufacturers

£120.00 All prices excl. VAT, post free in U.K.

13 Most popular disc formats from stock.

KEELE CODES LTD
University of Keele, Keele, Staffordshire, U.K. Tel: (0782) 629221 Telex: 36113

FREE SOFTWARE???
YES!!

olivetti Olivetti Olivetti
Up to 400 disks packed FREE software available when you buy one of our 100% IBM
Compatible personal computer systems. Free software includes spreadsheets,
word -processors, databases, games, etc. 5mb of FREE software with each Hard Drive

system purchased.

BARGAIN PRICES

 On olivetti M24; two floppies, ten or twenty MB, 640K RAM
Call for best prices in UK - we will better any legitimate competitor.

 Or on other 100% IBM compatibles, eg PC 640K IBM keyboard, 8 expansion slots,
parallel board, mono screen, C DOS, etc.

 Printers and software I Delivery anywhere in the U.K.

DON'T MISS IT, CALL (0342) 28528 NOW
MICROLIVE LTD,

6 WHITEHALL PARADE LONDON ROAD,
EAST GRINSTEAD, WEST SUSSEX

8 PCW JULY 1986



ORLD IDE PRICE LIS
Worldwide Computers Ltd are authorised dealers for the leading computers and software at prices that are guaranteed
to be the best in the country. We supply everyone from leading UK companies, government departments and local
authorities to the small business and the private individual - anywhere in the world.

:,....-.
E = =7=_ _
Auth,r1.

OLIVETTI
PERSONAL
COMPUTER ALSO

AVAILABLE- EPSON APRICOT
Personal
computers 111111111

LONDON BRIGHTON SCOTLAND
Spa
Wimbledon
Telex:

01

House, 1 1 - 1 7 Worple Road,
SW1 9 4JS

8955888 WOWICO 20

543 2211
LINES

Regent House. 2.3,4 North Road,
Brighton,
Sussex BN1 1YA 5 LINES

0273 609331

14 Maritime
Edinburgh

031

Street, Leith,
EH6 6SB

5 LINES

554 4361
IBM
IBM PC Model 64 1x360K D/D . £899.00 IBM Mono Display Green £153.00

IBM PC -XT 256K 2x360K D/D £1149.00 IBM EGA Colour Display £608.00

IBM PC -XT 256K 1 x 360K D/D+10MB H/Disk. £1999.00 IBM Mono Display/Printer Adapter £149.00

IBM ATE Base 256K 1x1i2MB D/D £2149.00 IBM UK Keyboard £153.00

IBM ATE 512K 1 x1i2MB D/D+20MB H/Disk . £2699.00 IBM Base Colour Monitor £149.00
IBM Colour Display £455.00

IBM /olivetti ADD-ONS
Extra Memory 64kb (9 Chips) £39.00

Hercules Colour Graphics/Printer Card £169.00
Hercules Mono Graphics/Printer Adapter £325.00
IBM Asynch Comms Adapter £71.00
IBM Bisynch Comms Adapter V2 £165.00
IBM Colour/Graphics Adapter £160.00
IBM EGA Graphics Adapter £433.00
IBM EGA Memory Expan Kit 128kb £210.00
IBM EGA Memory Expansion 64kb
IBM PC Dos V 3.0

£160.00
£60.00

IBM Printer Adapter £71.00
K/B 5050 £105.00
K/B 5151 (extended) £175.00
Memory Expansion Card with 64kb £140.00
Qubie Mono Display & Tilt Swivel £150.00

Qubie Colour Display+Tilt/Swivel £408.00
Sixpack Multifunction Card with 384kb £350.00
Sixpack Multifunction Card with 64kb £199.00
Taxan Mono Display Amber or Green £131.00
Taxan Colour Display £360.00
Techmar Master Graphics Adapter £530.00

10MB Height Hard Disc complete £595.00

20MB Height Hard Disc complete £695.00

8087 Maths Co -processor £175.00

olivetti
Olivetti M24 128k 1 x360k D/D £949.00 Olivetti M24 SP 640K RAM +20MB H/Disk £2225.00
Olivetti M24 128k 2X 360k D/D £1150.00 Olivetti M10/24 £375.00
Olivetti M24 128k 1 x360 D/D+10MB H/Disk £1799.00 Olivetti Mono Displays £169.00
Olivetti M21 128k 1 x360k D/D+Key+VDU £1149.00 Olivetti extended K/B 1102 keys) £120.00
Olivetti M21 128k 2x360k D/D+Key+VDU £1299.00 Olivetti/IBM style K/B (83 keys) £120.00
Olivetti M21+1OMB H/Disk £1999.00 Olivetti Colour Display £475.00

APRICOT
PC 256K RAM+2x720K D/D £1299.00 F2+Mouse £1149.00
Xi1Os 512K RAM 10MB+Expansion £1999.00 F10+Mouse £1749.00
Xi2Os 1MB RAM 20MB+Expansion £3099.00 XEN 2 X 720 £1599.00
9in. Monitor £150.00 XEN 20MB £2399.00
12in. Monitor £190.00 Apricot colour Monitor £349.00

EPSON
Epson PX8 computer £649.00
Epson PX8-1-128K RAM £799.00
PF10 D/D £299.00
CX21 Acoustic Coupler £130.00

Epson PC £649.00

f:)c.:)-1- 11(:)-1-R I. X
Anadex DP 9000 £875.00

Brother M1009 (P) £145.00

Brother M1509 P+S+ (NLQ) £385.00

Canon PW 1080A (NLQ) £249.00

Canon PW 1156A (NLQ) £349.00

Canon Laser Printer £2149.00

Data Products 8050 £1075.00
Data Products 8070 £1499.00

Epson LX80 (NLQ) £199.00
Epson RX 100 F/T £249.00

Epson FX 85 (NLQ) £339.00

Epson FX 105 F/T (NLQ) £425.00

Epson LQ 1500 (NLQ) £825.00
Packard Laser Printer £2599.00HewlettOKI

Microline 182 £249.00

Olivetti DM 5801 CB (NLQ) £885.00
Panasonic KP1091 (NLQ) £255.00

SPECIAL OFFERS

COMPLETE
20MB HARD DISK SYSTEMS

Olivetti M24 System inc:
M24 Base Unit

Compatible 20MB Hard Disk
360k Floppy Disk

640K RAM
7 Slot Bus Convertor

Olivetti Monitor
Olivetti/IBM Keyboard

DOS 2.11

£1999.00
IBM PC System inc:-

IBM PC Base Unit

DAISYWHEEL
Brother HR15 £295.00
Brother HR25 £609.00
Brother HR35 £695.00
Daisy Step 2000 (20 CPS) £219.00
Diablo 630 (API) £1310.00
Epson DX 100 £299.00
Epson P 40 £85.00
Hitachi 672 plotter £395.00
IBM Wheelprinter £1150.00
IBM Quietwriter £1150.00
Juki 6100
Olivetti DY 250 £554.00

£299.00

Olivetti DY 450 £799.00
)

Qume letter P
Qume 1140 (ROro

20

£1175.00
£450.00

Ricoh RP 1600 8k £1325.00

MORROW
Morrow Portable 2x 360K 640K RAM with
Backlit LCD Display .. £1649.00

20MB Hard Disk
360K Floppy 256K RAM

IBM Keyboard IBM Mono Display
Parallel Printer Port

PC DOS 3.0

ACCESSORIES
Keyboards, cables, interfaces, tractor feeds, sheet

feeds, disks, software, up -grades, listing paper, ribbons,
daisy wheels available for most products.
All prices excluding VAT and DELIVERY MAY (Al

AU SOFTWARE AVAILABLE AT BEST PRICES

£1999.00
Brother M1509 P+SHNLQ) £385.00
Epson LX80 (NLQ) £199.00

Juki 6100 18 CPS DW £299.00

IBM TYPEWRITERS
IBM Actionwriter 6715 £259.00

IBM Super Selectric16746 £449.00

IBM Super Selectric 116747 £599.00

IBM Thermotronic 6750 £749.00

= - - -
-----_._.------. -i-_=



Our competitors
are going ape
over our prices

EPSON TAXI+ Call for price
Olivetti M24. Mono Olivetti Monitor
83 or 102 key keyboard MS-DOS
GWBasic. Single floppy disk drive.
Seagate ST225 20MB Winchester
640K RAM delivery £1,899
Kaypro PC/XT, single floppy drive,
Seagate ST225 20MB Winchester.
Mono Philips Monitor, Keyboard/
256K RAM. MS-DOS/Wordstar/
GWBasic/Mite/Polywindows. Mail-
merge/Correctstar/KDesk £1,399
Epson Taxi PC, double floppy
drives, 256K RAM/MS-DOS/
keyboard. Zenith ZVM1240E mono
monitor £899
Atari 1040STF. Mono £686

Colour £869
All Atari 1040 software 15% discount
Quendata DWP1120 Daisywheel
printer £130
SKC branded IBM-compatible
floppy disketts £10 per box

COMPUTER

Sri

Smart System £450
Compaq Computers 15% off
PC Mouse £125
Word Perfect £300
Star SR15 £389
Epson LX80 £189
Plus Hardcard £525
Quaid Copywrit £39
Epson Taxi 20MB £1,325
Epson Taxi single drive £635
VP -Planner £90
Epson L01000 £589
Star NL10 £215

11 AIME

IMMO,

.111.W NMI MN .11i1.11P

0727-72790
SINGLE AND MULTI USLF MICE MESSES ANL `WARE SALES AND SUPPORT

99 PARK STREET LANE BRICKET WOOD REM AL2 27A TEL: ST. ALBANS (0727) 72790

MAJOR DISCOUNTS

brain boxes
Cm commodore 128

C128/64 IEEE 488 interface £69.95
(as reviewed in July 86 POW)

C128/64 RS232 interface £49.95

C128/64 Centronics Printer Driver
Software £5.99

C128/64 Centronics Parallel Printer
Cable £19.95

IEEE -RS232 and parallel
bidirection interface
16k buffer £195.00

r 7-a E

71 PC CIEEE 488J interface
includes software £199.95

Add c1.50 P&P (t irst class recorded delivery)
All prices plus VAT at 15%

Unit 3G, Wavertree Technology Park ,

Wavertree Boulevard South,
Liverpool, L7 9PF

Tel:051- 220 2500

Amu COMPUTER SYSTEMS
EPSON CWO QUME CWO BROTHER CWO APPLE COMPUTERS AND PLHIP
LX80 198.80 Sprint 11/40 (not inc I/F) 993,72 HR10 (Ser & Par) 229.43 Macintosh 512/800K 1516.00
GX80 194.22 Sprint 11/55 (not inc I/F) 1126.32 HR15XL (Ser & Par) 358.23 Macintosh Plus 1836.00
FX80+ 300.30 Sprint 11/90 (not inc I/F) 1305.72 HR25 (Ser & Par) 635.95 Macintosh Ext Disk 800K 316.00
RX100+ 241.02 Sprint 11/130 (not inc I/F) 1572.48 HR35 (Ser & Par) 744.63 Apple Modem 236.00
FX85 341.64 Sprint 11/130VVT (not inc I/F) 2159.04 2024L (Ser & Par) 800.98 Imagewriter// 356.00
DX100 287.82 Sprint 12/20 Letterpro (Serial) 428.22 M1009 (Ser & Par) 156.98 Daisywheel Printer 1065.60
JX80 374.40 Sprint 12/20 Letterpro (Parallel) HR5 (Ser & Par) 128.00 Laserwriter 3996.00
FX100+ 443.82 464.10 Twinwriter (Parallel) 1042.48 Hard Disk 20 Meg 1196.00
FX105 443.82 Sprint 12/20 Letterpro (D/Write 2) M1509 (Ser & Par) 398.48
LQ800 464.10 506.22
LQ1000 620.10 //c Bungle twin drives, 128K
LQ1500inc 2K I/F 760.50 OKI CWO OTC CWO computer, monitor+ stand,
LQ 1500 inc 32K I/F 799.50 Microline 84 (Parallel) 643.20 OTC 700 (700 chars per sec) +software 850.00
LQ2000 inc 2K I/F 1423.50 Microline 84 (Serial) 723.70 1605.98
LQ2000 inc 32K I/F
HI -80 Plotter

1501.50
312.00

Microline 84 XS 1042.48
Microline 182 (Par & IBM) 208.50
Microline 182 (HS Serial) 232.65 TOSHIBA CWO

Apple//e 128K, twin drives
+ monitor + software 1363.00

Microline 192 (Par & IBM) 321.20 P351 (Ser & Par) 769.60
Microline 192 (Serial) 374.33 Desktop Publishing System
Microline 193 (Par & IBM) 441.95 CANON CWO Macintosh Plus + Laserwriter

JUKI
6000 (Parallel & Serial)
6100 (Parallel)
6100i (Parallel IBM)
6100a (IBM 3270)
6200 (Parallel IBM)
6300 (Parallel)

CWO
£165.17
331.17
331.17

1510.60
414.17
663.17

Microline 193 (Serial) 495.08
OKI 2350 (Parallel) 1412.78
OKI 2350 (Serial) 1461.08
OKI 2410 (Parallel) 1509.38
OKI 2410 (Serial) 1557.68
OKIMATE 20 (Par, Ser & IBM)

208.50

PW1080A
PJ1080A
A50
A55
LBP8-A1
LBP8-A2

279.20
399.20
205.62
350.22

1975.00
2999.10

+ software POA

LASERWRITER PRINTING
SERVICE- CALL FOR

DETAILS

6300 (Serial) 663.17 Microline 192 (Serial) 374.33 AUTHORISED APPLE DEALER
63001(Parallel IBM) 663.17 MICRO P CWO
6300a (IBM 3270 1618.50 HEWLETT PACKARD CWO MP165 190.07 LEVEL 1 SERVICE CENTRE
5520 (Parallel) 372.67 Laserjet 2157.84 MP165i 223.27
5510 (Parallel) 248.17 Laserjet+ (RS232 & Par) 2849.58 MP165Q (QL) 248.17 LASERWRITER DEALER

Access/Barclaycard/Visa accepted. All prices are exclusive of VAT. Telephone for quotations for other
Printers or ACCS.

Prices correct at time of going to press. Cable from £15 extra. Carriage Printers £7 (except lasers)
Lasers £20. Printers- Mail Order only -Terms strictly cash with order.

Phone (0730) 62808 16A College Street, Petersfield, Hampshire GU31 4AD

10 PCW JULY 1986



COMPUMART
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NEXT DAY DESPATCH

comma Lotus Olivetti EPSON

pfeOZ °frac
Upgrade your

PC/XT with .....

PLUS 10Mb HARDCARD
This easy -to -install,

single slot 10Mb

Hard Disk on a card will work in any
£550.00

IBM PC, XT or compatible..

AST SIX PACK & HI-RES

COLOUR MONITOR

Boost your PC/XT to 640K and og

one-up on IBM's Colour Graphics

standard with this outstanding

combination
of card and hi-res

colour monitor.

AUTOCAD for Education

Very substantial discounts currently

available for bona fide schools and

colleges.

SOFTWARE

Only £750.00

Multimate Word Processor
Wordstar 2000 Word Processor
Lotus 1-2-3 Spreadsheet
Symphony Integrated
dBase III Plus Database
GEM Collection

PRINTERS

£275.00
£345.00
£275.00
£385.00
£415.00
£99.00

Dot Matrix
Epson FX85 (160cps, 80 col, NLQ)
Epson FX105 (160cps, 132 col, NLQ)
Epson LQ1000 (180cps, 132 col, NLQ)

Letter Quality
NEC Spinwriter ELF (18cps)
NEC Spinwriter 3550 (35cps)
IBM Quietwriter Model 2 (45cps)

Al prices include cable.

£350.00
£445.00
£660.00

£280.00
£575.00
£1115.00

=MO
INEM 1MMD 

MN
=A MEM,
=IP M1=1/6 MD .0 =1

IMIN a=  MO

PC XT (SDD) 640K RAM 2x360K Disks
PC XT (SFD) 640K RAM 360K + 20Mb Disks
PC AT (E) 512k RAM 1.2Mb + 20Mb Disks
PC AT (X) 512K RAM 1.2Mb + 30Mb Disks

Mono Monitor + Adapter
Colour Graphics Monitor + Adapter
EGA Monitor + Adapter
PC XT (S) Keyboard £126.00 8087 Chip
PC AT (E) Keyboard £142.00 80287 Chip
PC AT (X) Keyboard £126.00

Parallel Adapter
Serial Adapter
AT Parallel/Serial

£37.00
£5400
£88.00

comma

Display Stand
AT 360k Disk
PC DOS

£1178.00
£1542.00
£2382.00
£2824.00

£244.00
£435.00
£800.00

£15400
£13400

£50.00
£145.00
£50.00

Portables
Portable I (256k RAM 2x360k Disks)
Portable I Plus (256k RAM 360k t 10Mb Disks)
Portable 11(640k RAM 360k 10Mb Disks)
Portable 286 (640k RAM 1.2Mb 20Mb Disks +

10Mb Tape Backup)

Deskpros
Model 2 (256k RAM 2x360k Disks)
Model 4 (640k RAM 360k + 20Mb Disks +

10Mb Tape Backup)
286 Model 2 (512k RAM 1.2Mb + 30Mb Disks)
286 Model 4 (640k RAM 1.2Mb + 70Mb Disks

+ 10Mb Tape Backup)
Al prices include Keyboard Monitor & DOS

Olivetti

£1415.00
£1846.00
£2782.00

£3538.00

1486.00

£2386.00
£321400

£4726.00

Mono Colour
M24 (128k RAM 2x360k Disks) £1435.00 £1720.00
M24 (128k RAM 360k + 10Mb Disks) £2010.00 £2345.00
M24SP (640k RAM 360k + 20Mb Disks) £2388.00 £2689.00

NEW MODEL
M19 (256k RAM 360k + 10Mb Disks £1800.00 £2110.00

M prices include Keyboard Monitor & DOS.

Other Printers, Multifunctional Cards & Software available.

Please ring for an immediate response.
Additional discount available for bulk orders.

Prices exclude VAT & Delivery. All goods subject to availability.
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

VI 0923 47405
Unit 8, Woodshots Meadow, Croxley Centre, Watford, WD1 8YU



ATT Corporation Ltd
PRICE GUARANTEE

PROVIDE A WRITTEN LOWER QUOTATION FROM AN AUTHORISED
DEALER WITHIN 7 DAYS OF PURCHASE AND THE DIFFERENCE WILL

BE REFUNDED!

CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

1

411111114.1111-11141-11-ilMe

APPLE

MACINTOSH
PLUS 1720

MAC 512-800

IMAGEWRITER
II

IMAGEVVTER
15"

MAC DRIVE 800K

HARD DISK 20MB

APPLE LAZERWRIT

LAZERWRITER
PLUSER

1450
310
395
306

1120
3696
4225

1020

Portable
FP 512k

1120
1720

F2 inc mouse 1305

PC 512k 2x720
F10 inc mouse 1999

XEN

1595
XI 10 S 512k + 10Mb

XEN 20Mb

2390
2 x 720 Driye 150

190

Apricot
9" mon

Paperwhite
monitor inc adapter

for the XEN5
41

Apricot 12" mon

APRICOT

FINANCE

CANON LAZER PRINTER

CANON LAZER PLUS

HP LAZER PLUS
HP LAZER PLUS

1950
2850
2099
2750

I products carry a 12 months Full

1E3

MACIN-TOSH
MACINTOSH

PUBLISHING
DESK SYSTEMS

Macintosh
Plus

External
800k Disk OfiVe

LaserWriter
Two Apple Talk Connectors

MacDraw
MacPaint
Microsoft

Word

Aldus
ageMaker iskettes

Box ofPPaPer
and Five D

* 0622 *

COMP ATIBL
S

POWER
WITHOUT

THE PRICE

We will
ARD
suppDly

ISC
20 MEG H

Machines
at .

less n Floppy Disc Prices!!

Callt NhaOVil on
01-739 4596

LAZER PRINTERS
LEASE

RENTAL
CASH

LEASE
PURCHASE

HIRE PURCHASE

INSTANT
CREDIT

(subject
to status)

IN N 01-7 9 7033
ATT Corporation Ltd 1121

(TI) INDUSTRIAL UNITS STANWAY STREET LONDON N1 6RY
TEL: 01-729 7033 Telex: 895 1182 GECOMS G6-
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THE PROFESSIONAL'S CHOICE
FREE ONSITE SERVICE ON THE

FOLLOWING SYSTEMS

OLIVETTI M19 PC -£1395
256Kb Ram Memory  Two DSDD 360K Floppy Disk Drives  Keyboard  On -site Service Contract  Colour

Monitor Available As Optional

OLIVETTI M24 PC ENHANCED £1999
 640k Ram Memory  DSDD 360K Floppy Disk Drive  20Mb Internal

Hard Disk  Hard Disk Controller  Seven Expansion Slots 
Keyboared  On -Site Service Contract  Colour or Monochrome

Monitor Available As Option.

OLIVETTI M28 IBM -AT COMPATIBLE- CALL
 640K Ram Memory 1.2Mb Floppy Disk Drive  20Mb Internal Hard
Disk  Seven Expansion Slots  Hard Disk Controller  Keyboard 

On -Site Service Contract  colour or Monochrome Monitor
Available As Option.

OLIVETTI M21 PORTABLE PC
- £1399

 128K Ram Memory  Two DSDD
360K Floppy Disk Drive  On -Site

Service Contract.

OLIVETTI M21 PORTABLE PC HARD DISK - £1999
 128K Ram Memory  DSDD 360K Floppy Disk Drive  10Mb Internal

Hard Disk  9" Text/Graphic Amber Monitor. On -Site Service
Contract.

OLIVETTI M24 SP PC - £2595
 640K Ram Memory  DSDD 360K Floppy Disk Drive 20Mb Internal

Hard Disk  Keyboard  On -Site Service Contract  Colour or
Monochrome Monitor Available As Option.

HEWLETT PACKARD VECTRA PC MODEL 45 IBM
COMPATIBLE - £3999

 640k Ram Memory (Expandable to 3Mb)  1.2Mb Floppy Disk Drive
 20Mb Internal Hard Disk Drive (40Mb optional)  Seven Expansion

Slots  Keyboard  Video Card  Colour Or Monochrome Monitor
Available As Option.

AMIGA SYSTEM 1-£1475 (NOW AVAILABLE)
 512K Ram  80Kb Floppy Disk Drive  Keyboard and Mouse 

Colour Monitor with sound  Kick Start  Workbench 
Amiga Tutor

TASHA RENTALS
Rent a micro -computer, Printer, monitor and Hard

Disk from Tasha Rentals for any period from one day
to two years or more.

rlasha
Business Systems

191 Kensington High Street
London W8

Tel: 01-937 8529/3366

Prices do not include VAT.
Prices subject to change
without prior notice.

JULY 1986 PCW 13



IMPECCABLE PEDIGREE
UNBELIEVABLE PRICE!

FERRANTI PC 2860 AT
* Fully IBM Compatible
* 6 or 8 MHz
* 640k Ram Standard
* 16 bit 80286 Processor
* 1.2 Mbyte Floppy
* 20 Mbyte Hard Disc

£2750.00
Including:
12 MONTHS WARRANTY

FREE SOFTWARE

XT (20) E1875 - XT (10) £1510 - PC FLOPPY £999.00

FAX
ADVANCED
FACSIMILE
SYSTEMS

PLUS
FERRANTI
Personal computers

Ferranti PC Networking

FULL MULTI USER/MULTI TASKING SYSTEMS

RUN 16, 20, 30 TERMINALS FROM 1 AT!

SALES, PURCHASE, PAYROLL, STOCK ETC ! ETC!
ALSO FULL NETWORKING FACILITIES AVAILABLE

Fascimile, Telex, Printers, Ribbons, Discs and all other consumables.

CITEQUIP LTD Please supply further details

Name Networks El

"The Communications Specialists" Position Multi-user El
Rockford House
34-38 Heathcote Street Address P.C.S 
Nottingham NG1 3AA Facsimile 

Telex LI

(0602) 588 500 Telex
(0602) 588 505 (Fax) 377041

Tel No Consumables 

14 PCW JULY 1986



LATEST
VIACINT

OS11
SOFT\NARS

Easy 3-D- simple,
low-cost

program
to

create three dimensional
objects

complete
with full rendering

and

Mac 3D- the most powerful

object

M
3D package

available
on the

perspective.

Nlac. Create
architecural

models,

engineering
diagrams,

mechanical

Yontoglapliof
-create

nevv or edit

existing
Lasenrvriter

fonts. Easy to use and
drawings

etc,

Cricket
Graph- graphics

package
for

extremely
powerful.

scientific
and business

use. All the usual

formats
plus stacked

bar/column
and

polar graphs.
Linear,

log, semilog
axes

and error bars. Curve
fitting supported

usina regression
or interpolation.

COIVIIONICATIONSSOVT

\NOE

SPECIAL OFFERS

Airborne £10
Factfinder £60

Thunderscan £225
Filevision £25

VeIsaTelra-
the alternative

to

NlacTerminal.
Offers

VT100,

Tektronix
4014/4105,

Data

General
D200,

and HP2623/2624

terminal
emulation.

Prices
from £99.

Telcalike
- emulates

DEC VT100,

VT640,
Tektronix

4000 series and

4105 graphics
terminals.

\corn 3.1 latest version
of UK

developed
communications

package
with full support

for

Prestel/Viewdata

systems.

Apple //e Bundle
Apple //e 64k computer,
Duodisk - dual disk unit,
Monitor //e £970

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENTS
TML Pascal

Experlisp, Experlogo and ExperOPS5
Aztec C by Manx Software

plus many more - call for details. I
EX -DEMO EQUIPMENT

We have available ex -demo
machines at considerable
savings. For example:
Macintosh 512k £1200
Apple 400k disk drive £150

Laserwriter £3800
TecMar 10MB disk drives
from £1750
All items are covered by a 12 month
return -to -base warranty, which can be
extended to full on -site if required.

SECOND CITY have been
supporting Apple computer
systems since 1979. We are
a leading supplier of
Macintosh systems and
software to industry, small
business and educational
establishments in the
Midlands and across the
country. We only sell Apple
systems and can offer total
support, including
nationwide on -site
maintenance.

By dealing with one range
of hardware instead of the
multiplicity of products sold
by most dealers, Second
City has developed its
understanding and skill in
the manipulation of the
product to meet user
requirement. The company
is therefore better able to
provide satisfactory
solutions than those dealers
who dissipate their skills
over many types of
equipment and software
packages.
EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS
Second City have opened a
specialist branch based at
Aston University in
Birmingham to cater for the
needs of educational users.
Phone 021-359 4621 for
details of our specially
negotiated prices for bona
fide educational
establishments.

Authorised Apple Dealer
and Service Centre, Lotus,
Microsoft,

USINESS SYSTEMS Second City Systems Ltd Second City House Warwick Road Birmingham B11 2EW 021-707 873'

DUCATIONAL CENTRE The Apple Centre Aston University Guild Aston Triangle Birmingham B4 7ES 021-359 462



Back-up your PC/XT/AT-
and most compatibles

with the CRISTIE TS1000.
 The TS1000 backs up all files

through a file image or selectively
backs up files (modified files only,
dated files etc:)

 Directory of files backed up
available on screen or printer

"Best all-round
Tape streamer.

P.C. BUSINESS WORLD

L'

Operatesa
With the AT nd

PC CoMpatibles
as Well as Witli

the XT.

 Selective restore.

 Needs no internal slots.

 Friendly menu driven operation or
command line.

 Password protection of data
volumes.

 Designed, manufactured
and supported
in the U.K.

Cristie Electronics Limited,
Rodney House, Church Street, Stroud, Glos. U.K.

Telephone 04536 79821. Telex 43551 Cristy G.
16 PCW .JULY 1986



Tasha Business Systems are APPLE's leading Dealer (since 1980) in the UK
and as such are in a good position to offer a competitive and reliable

source of supply of Macintosh and Apple II products. We aim to carry the
whole range of Macintosh products (eg. see below) and can offer a wide
range of Micro Computing requirements from consultancy and advice to

system sales, training, total support, leasing and maintenance, whether you
are buying or renting. Our customers include Corporate companies,

Government departments, Small businesses and Universities.

Contact us for the latest Macintosh Business and Entertainment Software.

Macplus MacAuthor Vicom 3.1 DESK
HD20 20MB Hard Disk Microsoft Word MacTerminal TOP
External Disk Drive Excell Easy 3D PUBLISHING
Lazer Writer PageMaker Mac 3D APPLE ACCOUNTING
Lazer Writer Plus Jazz FontMaker Nominal Ledger
Image Writer II Macdraft Fontastic Sales Ledger
Macpalette Macdraw Golf Purchase Ledger

SPECIAL OFFERS
APPLE Ile - £899

 64k Ram Memory  Dual Disk Drive  Disk Controller
Card  Monochrome Monitor.

APPLE Ilc - £849
 128k Ram Memory  Two Disk Drive  Monochrome
Monitor  Monitor Stand  Mouse and Mouse Paint

 Appleworks  TV Modulator  Carrying Case.
MACINTOSH DESK TOP PUBLISHING SYSTEMS -

£7495
 Macintosh Plus  External 800k Disk Drive  LaserWriter

 Two AppleTalk Connectors  MacDraw MacPaint 
Microsoft Word  Aldus PageMaker  Box of Paper  Box

of Floppy Disks

rlasha
Business Systems

191 Kensington High Street, London W8
Prices are Exclusive ofr VAT, delivery & installation

TELEPHONE: 01-937 8529 or 937 3366

rlasha
Business Systems

191 Kensington High Street,
London W8

Phone: 01-937 7896
Telex: 946240 (CWEASY G)

MBX No. 19001120

I am interested in the following.
Please send the further information.

APPLE He
APPLE IIc
APPLE ACCOUNTING
MAC PLUS
SOFTWARE
WORD PROCESSING
COMMUNICATIONS
TRAINING
DESK TOP
PUBLISHING
LASER WRITER
Name
Position:

Company:

Address:

"lel No. J
JULY 1986 PCW 17



THE OSBORNE PC/XT

Introducing £495
* *! ! GENIUS !!* *

* A complete IBM-compatible system
* 256K RAM, expandable to 640K on board
* Colour graphics display adapter
* Foppy disk drive
* AT -Style keyboard
* 6 full-size adapter card slots
* Serial and parallel ports
* MS DOS 2.1
* Monochrome monitor
* Case with flip -up lid
* 12 -months warranty

only £495 + VAT

OPTIONAL ITEMS

* 256K Ram £75
* Second floppy £95
* Hard disk -10 Mb £325
* Hard disk- 20 Mb £445
* 8087 Maths co -processor £225
* DOS 3.1 £55
* TWIN (Lotus 123 -compatible spreadsheet/graphics) £145
* INTEGRATED 7 (7 function productivity program) £495
* COLOUR DISPLAY MONTITOR £325

11444111$111
1/ 11 11 1/ 11 14 14 11 11 11 /1 1i 1

et111111111.1

The most cost-effective way to enter
Order Form the world of IBM-compatible computing

PRODUCT QTY PRICE TOTAL

Ordering Information
Please read this information carefully before completing
the Order
Form.
Orders may be placed by post or telephone.
Payments can be made by Visa, Access, Cheques,
Bankers Draft or Bank Transfer.
Please note that we require to clear cheques before
goods are despatched.
Goods are, as far as possible, shipped within a few
days of receiving your order, but we do ask you to
allow up to 28 days for delivery.

Please examine goods as soon as possible after
delivery. Any damage must be reported within 7 days
of receipt.

This document does not in itself constitute an offer for
sale. We reserve the right to vary the specification of
any item or withdraw, modify or amend any item
without prior notice. Prices quoted are current retail
prices and may be changed without notice.

Note: When placing orders please make cheques
payable to: FUTURE MANGEMENT.

15% VAT

TOTAL

FUTURE
MANAGEMENT

38 Tanners Drive,
Blakelands North

Milton Keynes
MK14 5LL

Telephone: 0908 615274
Telex: 825200 FMC UKO

*Model illustrated with
colour display option

Access

Name

Company

Address_

Telephone No.

Company Order No

I wish to pay by:

Visa El Access1=1 ( hcyucLi

My Visa Card Number is:

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Expiry Date

My Access Card Number is:

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Expiry Date

Signature

IBM is a registered trade name of International Business Machines.
Lotus is a registered trade name of Lotus Development Corporation Limited.
Integrated 7 is registered trade name of Mosaic Software.
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LOGICAL AT -3 COMPUTER

CPU 80286 8Mhz 1 Mb RAM
Colour/Graphics Card.
Serial and Parallel Ports
Detached keyboard IMB compatible.
1.2 Mb Floppy Disk Drive.
20 Mb Winchester Disk.
12" Mono screen swivel/tilt

POWER SUPPLY UNIT WITH
* BATTERY BACKUP -
MSDOS 3.1 Six expansion slots.
- SIX MONTHS FREE ON SITE

MAINTENANCE *
PRICE FROM £2680

N

PRINTERS DELIVERY CHARGE £8.70
Citizen MSP10 80 column
160 cps 40 cps NLQ
Citizen MSP15 132 column
160 cps 40 cps NLQ
Citizen MSP20 80 column
200 cps 50 cps NLQ
Citizen MSP25 132 column
200 cps 50 cps NLQ
Citizen Sheetfeeder
Ref MSP10/20
Citizen sheetfeeder
Ref MSP15/25

LE/The newly released
range of computers
rom NCR are ideal if

SYSTEM SHOP
you are looking for a high performance, high
spec and neat looking IBM XT or AT compatible
from a large and long established computer

manufacturer.
Take for example the PC8, an AT compatible
driven by an 80286 8Mhz processor. It comes
with an enhanced keyboard and a large screen
giving very high resolution (640 x 400), both in
colour and mono. Configurations can include fast
full height hard disk and tape streamer internally

mounted.
To cap it, prices are competitive and all machines
come with a three month on -site maintenance
contract backed by NCR, plus our service and

support.

Demonstrations * Support
Installation * Consultancy

EPSON PC

Epson PC single floppy £665
Epson PC dual floppy £750
Epson PC 20Mb hard disk £1350

These range of machines are unusual in
that they combine brand quality with very

low cost.
The Taxi PC is fully IBM compatible and is
available with mono or colour screens.
Configurations available range from sin-
gle floppy to 20MB hard disk systems, all

very competitively priced.

SOFTWARE Prices for the IBM PC PC and compatibles for the latest versions, ex VAT. Other titles
are available, please call or drop in. Government, Education and Export enquiries welcome. TURBO

COLLECTION
dBase II £240 MS Word III NEW£299. Sage Financial Controller £750 Turbo Pascal ver 3 £49

dBase III PLUS
Framework II

£375
£325

Multimate Advantage 3.6£250
Multiplan 2 NEW£185

Sage Accountant Plus .

Sage Accountant
£465
£345

Turbo Pascal 8087/BCD
Turbo Editor Toolbox
Turbo Database Toolbox

£87
£49
£39

GEM Collection £99 Open Access £295 Sage Bookeeper £199 Turbo Graphics Toolbox £39
GEM Draw £105 Paradox POA Sidekick (unpotected) . £55 Turbo Gameswork £49
GEM Graph NEW£140 PFS Write (w/speller) .. £99 Summa Mouse £99 Turbo Tutor £25
GEM Wordchart NEW£105. Psion Xchange Suite £295 SuperProject Plus NEW£295 Turbo Jumbo Pack NEW £199

Lotus 1-2-3 rel 2
MS C Compiler
MS Quick Basic

£275
£295

£85

Q & A
Ready
Reflex

NEwE199
NEW £65

£70

VP Planner
Word Perfect 4.1
Wordstar 2000 rel 2 .

£79
£285

NEW£295

Turbo PROLOG
Turbo Lightning
SuperKey

NEW £85
£70

NEW £49

MS Windows £79 Smart System III NEW £450 Wordstar Professional £235

IR Computer n 01-226 3043 Mon -Fri 9 to 5
Sun 10 toP,

recision  TELEX 299091 BRIDGE ATTN COMPRE

Computer Precision Limited
271 Upper Street
London N1 2U0

+Litt\ i.41.1

NEW WORLD COMPUTERS
FOR BEST PRICES & FAST DELIVERY

SPECIAL OPENING OFFER HURRY WHILE STOCKS LAST £40 OFF CITIZEN MSP20 &
MSP25 PRINTERS

PRINTERS DELIVERY CHARGE £8.70

285.00

359.00

309.00

379.00

103.00

125.00

Epson LX80 + Tractor
Epson LQ1500
Epson LQ1500 + 32K buffer
Epson SQ2000
Epson DX100
Epson LQ800
Epson LQ1000
Canon Laser LBP-8AL
All Canon Laser accessories available.

213.00
734.00
889.00

1355.00
307.00
449.00
599.00

1999.00

EPSON SPARES AVAILABLE FOR RX AND FX RANGES. SEND FOR
LIST.

RPS DISKETTES POST FREE

5.25" DS/DD FOR AT
3.5" SS/DD
3.5" DS/DD

34.41
30.25
36.23

SPECIAL OFFER ON RPS DISKS AS SHOWN UNDER. 12
DISKS FOR THE PRICE OF 10 PLUS FREE LIBRARY CASE

5.25" DS/DD 48TPI 16.73
5.25" DS/DD 96TPI 19.46
5.25" SS/DD 48TPI 14.00

TWO YEARS WARRANTY ON ALL CITIZEN PRODUCTS. ONE YEAR ALL OTHERS EXCEPT LASER PRINTERS WHICH ARE FOR THREE MONTHS ONLY.
MAINTENANCE AVAILABLE ON ALL MACHINES.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST OF CUT PRICE BUT TOP QUALITY PRINTER RIBBONS
AN EXTRA CHARGE WILL BE MADE ON COMPUTER DELIVERIES.
ALL PRICES PLUS VAT. FINANCE AVAILABLE OR CASH WITH ORDER
THIS IS ONLY A SMALL LIST OF THE GOODS WE HAVE AVAILABLE. PLEASE ENQUIRE FOR ANY ITEM YOU DON'T SEE HERE. PRICES SUBJECT TO
ALTERATION WITHOUT NOTICE.
NEW WORLD COMPUTERS, 5 ANTHONY STREET, MOSSLEY. ASHTON U LYNE OL5 OHU TEL: 045 75 4270
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ARE YOU BORED TO DEATH WITH THE LIMITATIONS OF YOUR
PC'S OPERATING SYSTEM?

FED UP WITH PROCESSORS THAT DON'T UNDERSTAND
PROGRAMMERS REQUIREMENTS?

INFURIATED AT THE RIP OFF PRICES BEING CHARGED FOR
MULTI -TASKING MULTI-USER SOFTWARE?

FROM NOW ON THINGS ARE GOING TO BE DIFFERENT.
LOOK WHAT WE GOT FOR YOU .

THE PERSONAL OPERATING SYSTEM THAT GIVES YOU A THE PERSONAL OPERATING SYSTEM THAT GIVES
UNIX ENVIRONMENT ON PERSONAL COMPUTERS

PCUNIXTM
THE PERSONAL OPERATING SYSTEM
FOR SYSTEM PROGRAMMERS

£79.95
PCUNIX is powerful! It is a true multitasking, multiuser operating sys-

tem from AT&T. This first release includes 30 utilities, designed to make
your program development a snap.

PCUNIX is versatile! It runs MS-DOS and PC -DOS programs, so that
you'll never have to buy another set of development tools! Simply use
your existing compilers and linkers. You need nothing more! As with the
development of all our Operating System, Wendin has used the Wendin
Operating Systems Toolbox to construct PCUNIX. Because of this, your
programs will have access to the over 70 enhanced system services
found in the Wendin Operating System Toolbox.

PCUNIX is complete! Full source code to the shell and all utilities,
written in 'C', is included with this incredible package. And if you would
like the source to Wendin's Personal Operating System Kernel, you may
also want to purchase the Wendin Operating System ToolboxTm.

THE ULTIMATE PROGRAMMER'S EDITOR

XTCTM
THE ULTIMATE PROGRAMMER'S
EDITOR

£69.95
XTC is the world's first multitasking editor for the IBM PC. It

also runs on IBM XT and IBM AT computers, as sell as true
compatibles. Designed by programmers for programmers, XTC
is the ultimate editing tool for sofware developers using 'C',
Pascal, Assembly, Basic, Fortran and other languages.

Why is XTC the ultimate tool for editing in your development
environment? Because it has powerful features like multitask-
ing macros, windows, text buffers, undo N times, macro pro-
gramming, control structures and variables, as well as blinding
speed that leaves other editors in the stone age.

XTC comes with full source code written in Microsoft Pascal
on two DSDD disks.

NOW AVAILABLE IN THE U.K. THROUGH
C.O.L. SOFTWARE SERVICES TELEPHONE
0483 506948

The people who make quality
software tools affordable.

PC -DOS is a trademark of IBM
MS is a trademark of Microsoft
Unix is a trademark of AT & T
VAXNMS is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation
Wendin and XTC are Registered Trademarks of Wendin, Inc.
PCVMS, PCUNIX, and Operating System Toolbox are Trademarks of Wendin, Inc.

VAX/VMS PERFORMANCE ON PERSONAL COMPUTERS.
UPI

PCVMS TM
THE PERSONAL OPERATING SYSTEM FOR
APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMERS

£79.95
PCVMS is Wendin's version of the popular VAX/VMS operating syst-

em, which was developed by Digital Equipment Corporation for their line
of VAX computers. PCVMS turns your IBM-PC, XT, AT, or true compat-
ible into a supercharged, multitasking, multiuser workstation that runs
MS-DOS and PC -DOS programs.

As with the development of all our Operating Systems, Wendin has
used the Operating System Toolbox to construct PCVMS, allowing your
programs access to the over 70 enhanced system services available in
the Toolbox.

PCVMS comes with full source code to the PCVMS shell and its utilit-
ies, all written in 'C'. If you also want the source to Wendin's Personal
Operating System Kernel, you may want to purchase the Wendin Oper-
ating System Toolbox.

THE PERSONAL OPERATING SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION SET
THAT YOU CAN USE TO BUILD YOUR OWN MULTITASKING,
MULTIUSER OPERATING SYSTEM.

OPERATING SYSTEM TOOLBOX ®
YOUR GATEWAY TO A BETTER PERSONAL
OPERATING SYSTEM

£79.95
Operating System Toolbox is a software construction set that enables

you to build your own multitasking, multiuser operating system. All you
need is your creativity and imagination to write a shell and link it with
the Toolbox. What you receive for your effort is an oprating system that
interacts with the way you work, performs the jobs you need in the way
you want them done. Toolbox runs MS-DOS and PC -DOS programs
with full source code written in Microsoft 'C' organised into 7 basic
modules, all on disk. The package includes both source and object code
for each module (just in case you don't have Microsoft 'C'), plus a fan-
tastic, in depth, step-by-step instruction manual on how to build your
own personal operating system.

The best part of the news is the price, so low you'll want to order
today, just to keep up with the state of the art in operating systems.

r
PLEASE SEND ME:
PC UNIX £79.95
PC VMS £79.95
OPERATING SYSTEM TOOLBOX £79.95
XTC £69.95

MORE DETAILS PLEASE
Total enclosed (add 15% VAT)
NOT COPY PROTECTED
Official orders accepted from PLC's government and
education authorities only. Outside UK: make payment by
bank draft payable in pounds sterling.

NAME
ADDRESS

Quantity

Make cheques payable to: COL SOFTWARE SERVICES,
la REDCLIFFE GARDENS, LONDON SW10 9BG.
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PC/XT COMPATIBLE COMMTER CP/M & MS DOS SOFTWARE
Fully PC/XT Compatible Computer: 640K Ram, 2 X 360K dual floppy drives,
colour graphics card, Real Time Clock with battery back up, parallel and serial
printer ports, games port £649 (a)
20 Mbyte Hard Disc with Controller Card £240 (a)
12 months full warrant on above e.ui.ment.

PRINTERS and PLOTTERS

EPSON Tractor Feed £14 (d)
L -X80 NPQ £195 (a) Brother HR15 £315 (a)
Optional Tractor Feed £20 (c)
FX85 (80 col) £315 (a)
FX105 (136 col) £449 (a)
LQ800 (80 col) £495 (a)
LQ1000 £729 (a)
TAXAN
KP810 (80 col) £230 (a)
KP910 (156 col) 379 (a)
JUKI
New 5510 (dox matrix) £229 (a)
5510 Colour Upgrade £99 (b)
6100 (daisy wheel) £249 (a)

Centronics £109 (b)

COLOUR PRINTERS
Epson JX80 1420 (a)
Integrex Jet Printer £549 (a)
Canon P.11080A £369 (a)
Dotprint Plus for FX/RX

compatiblesf31£28 (d)
Dotprint Dual for MX range £28 (d)

PLOTTERS
Epson 111-80 £325 (a)
Hitacti 672 £465 (a)
Graphics Plotter £629 (a)
Plotmate A4 £299 (a)
A4M £399 (a), A3M £549 (a)

ACCESSORIES:
We hold a wide range of printer attachments (sheet feeders, tractor feeds etc) in
stock. Serial, parallel, IEEE and other interfaces also available. Ribbons available
for all above printers. Pens with a variety of tips and colours also available for above
plotters. Please phone for details and prices.

PRINTER BUFFERS & SHARERS
TSB: A centronics printer buffer sharer that can be connected to three computers.
It scans its three ports every 5 seks to check for data and switches automatically
between the ports, 64K buffer capacity. Data.input 4800 bytes/sec. Internal check
for data integrity. LED indication for amount of memory used/available. Switches
for PAUSE, RESET, COPY key to copy current document. Mains powered.
TSB64K £199 (b) TSB256K £275 (b)
BUFFALO: A 32K buffer centronics fits internally on most EPSON printers. £75 (d)
PRINTER SHARERS: (All lines are switched) Parallel
3 Computers to one printer £69 (c)
4 computers to one printer £85 (c)
2 Computers to 1 or 2 printers £69 (c)
TCS26 1 computer to 2 printers for BBC.

Cable sets for all popular computers available.

External Serial/Parallel or Parallel/Serial Converter

Serial
£65 (c)
£75 (c)
£69 (c)

£19.50 (c)

£89 each (c)

DISC DRIVES
A range of Mitsubishi high performance, fast access, lower power 5.1" floppy and
fixed disc drives:
DISC DRIVES
51/4" TPI double sided. 0.5Mb unformatted DD £82 (b)
51" 96 TP1 double sided I Mb unformatted DD £98 (b)
3.5" 96 TPI double sided I Mb unformatted DD £92 (b)

The above mechanisms are also available in cased versions with integral power
supplies.

FOPPECLENE disc drive head cleaning kit with 20 disposable cleaning discs
which ensure consistent drive performance and no recontaminations.

31/2" £16 (d); 51/4" £14.50 (c)
Industry standard high quality discs with reinforcing hub rings and guaranteed error free
performance for life. Discs in packs of 10

PA" DISCS 31/4" DISCS

40T SS DD £10.50 (d) 40T DS DD £12.75 (d) SOT SS DD £18 (d)
SOT SS DD £14.75 (d) SOT SS DD £16.00 (d) SOT SS DD £25 (d)

LOCKABLE 51/4" DISC STORAGE BOXES:
40 Discs: £12 (c) 70 Discs: £14 (c)

31/2" Disc box: £3..50 (d)

IF EC H N 0 LI NE VIEWDATA SYSTEM

100 discs: £16 (b)

(using PRESTEL type protocols)
For detailed information on our product range,_
prices, orders etc:

01-450 9764
24 hours -7 days a week

EPROM PROGRAMMERS

Industrial Programmer P8000 £695 (a)
Industrial Prod. Programmer P9010 £795 (a)
Industrial Prod. Programmer P9020 1995 (a)
Industrial Prod. Programmer P9030..11295 (a)
GANG OF EIGHT PRODUCTION

PROGRAMMER £395 (a)
E.romer II for BBC £99 (b)

N I RASTRS:
UVI8 6 Eproms £47 (b)
UV1T.with timer 6 Eproms £59 (b)
UV 140 14 Eproms £71 (b)
UV141 with timer 14 Eproms £88 (b)

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE,
VAT

Please add carriage
indicated a,

(a) £8 (b) £2.50 (c) £1.50
(d) £1.00

SPECIAL OFFER
EPROMs & RAM

2764-25 £2.00 (d)
2718-25 £2.50 (d)
6264LP-15 £3.40 (d)

We stock a wide range of
components and connectors
which cannot be listed here.
For full details send for our
catalogue.
All prices subject to change
without notice.

Wordstar £230 (d) ProPascal £275 (d)
Dbase II £295 (d) Wordstar Professional £279 (d)
SuperCalc II £165 (d) Dbase III £380 (d)
Lotus 123 £360 (d) SuperCalc III £180 (0)
Smart £500 (d) Symphony £405 (d)
Multimate £220 (d) Open Access £300(d)

BOOKS (No VAT £2 p&p)
Wordstar Made Easy £16.95 Understanding dBase II £22.95
Multiplan Made Easy £18.95 dBase II for the 1st time User . £16.95
Wordstar Handbook £11.95 Understanding dBase III £22.95
RS232 Solution £17.95 CP/M Handbook £14.95
Intro to Wordstar £17.95 Mastering the CP/M £17.95
Multimate Complete Guide .... £16.95 ABC of LOTUS 123 £15.95
Understanding UNIX £18.45 UNIX User Guide £19.95

MODEMS
All modems listed below are BT approved

NEW WS 4000 'SCHOOLS' MODEM - a new low-cost high performance
'Hayes' intelligent modem with A/Dial and A/Answer and V21/23 £149 (a)
A V22 upgrade can be added at £250 and V22 bis at £405. Other options
available, please send for details.

MIRACLE WS 3000 RANGE:
The new professional range of microprocessor based modems offering a range of up
to 2400 baud, full duplex. Their many advanced features include: Auto -answer,
Auto -dial, printer port, internal number directory (with battery backup for the
memories), data security option, auto -speed setting, CCITT/BELL standards, line
monitoring etc. Speed buffering allows computers with 1200/1200 baud to use split -
speed services e.g. Prestel. Ease of operation is assured with `plain -English' Hayes'
protocols.
WS3000 V2I23 (V21 & V23) £295 (b)
WS3000 V22 (as above plus 1200 baud full duplex) £495 (b)
WS3000 V22bis (as above plus 2400 baud full duplex) £650 (b)
Data Cable for IBM PC £10 (d)
DATATALK: Communication package for the IBM PC, compatibles and Apri-
cot PC for only £70 if ordered with the modem.
MIRACLE 2000
A world standard modem covering V21, V23 (Bell 103/113/108 outside UK) and
including 75, 300, 600, 1200 baud ratings. Optional Auto dial, auto answer cards,
complete control from computer keyboard. WS2000 £102 (b)
Data cable for IBM PC £10 (d)
Data Cables for above modems available for most computers.

Software available for IBM PC, PC Compatibles, Apricot, BBC, Amstrad etc.

MONITORS
The monitors listed below are compatible with IBM PC and PC Compatibles and
are supplied wit leads suitable for the PC.

MICROVITEC 14" RGB MONITORS: TAXAN 12"
1456 D12 £395 (a) KI2SV3 green/amber options
1446 D12 £475 (a) KX1212PC Hi Rg Green P39
MITSUBISHI 14" HI RES RGB:
XC 1404 -CB £229 (a) KX1213PC Hi Res Amber

£345 (a)

£129 (a)
£139 (a)

MULTIFORM Z80 2nd Processor for the BBC
This unique Z80 2nd Processor running OS/M will allow use of almost any standard
CP/M software on the BBC micro. It is supplied with a number of different CP/M
formats and includes a utility to configure it to read other formats. This is par-
ticularly useful in environments where computers with different CP/M formats are
used and the data cannot be easily exchanged between them. Mains powered. £299 (b)
Utility to read and write to IBM Utility Discs £69 (c)

META ASSEMBLER for the BBC
The ultimate macro -cross -assembler for the BBC. Covers 17 8bit and 16bit processors
including 65xx, 68xx, 8048, Z80, 68000, Z8 etc. Many advanced features including
conditional assembly, search/replace, Libraries and more. Please ask for leaflet. £144 (b)

1.1111:=EMMIM
Serial Cable switchabte at
both ends allowing pin
options to be re-routed or
linked at either end using a 10
way switch - making it
possible to produce almost
any cable configuration on
site
Available as M/M or MI:

£24.75 (dl

GENDER CHANGERS
25 way D type

Male to Male £10
Male to Female £10
Female to Female £10

IMEMEESMIMIll
Allows an easy method to
reconfigure pin functions
without rewiring the cable
assy.
Jumpers can be used and
reused. £22 Id!

Serial Mini lest

Monitors RS232C and CCITT
V24
Transmissions, indicating
status ,ith dual colour LEDs
on 7 most significant lines.
Connects in Line. £22.50 (dl

!MC COMP! I IM tit 511AM

We hold in stock one of the our pamphlet.
largest range of BBC com-
puters, peripherals, add Acorn's 32016 Co-Pro-
ons and software. For full cessors now available
details please send for from stock.

TFA :11 NOM ATIC LTD
MAIL ORDERS TO: 17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NWIO TED

SHOPS AT: 17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NMI)
(Tel: 01-208 1177 (4 lines) Telex: 922800)

305 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2 Tel: 01-723 0233

PLEASE ADD CARRIAGE AS PER CODE & 15071) VAT
(Lwow fin N NI p&I` al 01.41

Orders from Gin eminent Denis. A Colleges etc. w
Nlininuon 1 elephone Order £5.

l'riec I i.l opt request.
Slink item. arc nurwalh Ity return 01 post.

14J



20mb EPSON Pc
WITH

MONITOR

£1499
trt

11111.11111111111111111Minumumili

Epson PC with 20mb Seagate
Winchester Disk Drive, 360k Floppy Disk
Drive, 256k RAM, Monochrome Display
Adapter, Taxan Monochrome Monitor,
AT Style Keyboard, MSDOS Operating
System, Serial & Parallel Ports.
New Epson PC+ P.O.A.

SNIP
Integrated Accounting Package, comprising
Sales Ledger
Stock Control
Purchase Orders
Invoicing E499Purchase Ledger
Nominal Ledger

Inclusive of free telephone support for 90
days.

Installed and ready to go when purchased
with an Epson PC. Also available for IBM and
compatibles and Apricot.

Evaluation copy available for £35 which is
refundable against your order.

Terms: Normally available ex -stock. Prices
exclusive of Carriage and VAT. All purchases
Cash with Order Only.

BENCHREQME
computer systems limited

8 Leigh Road, Street. Somerset. BA16 OHA Telephone Street (0458)43418

Bolo Computers
10 Old Crown, Windsor Road, Slough, Berks SL1 2DL

Sales Hotlines: 131 Slough (0753) 34191
(0753) 824767

60 MILE FREE
DELIVERY!

(£7.50 ON SALES BELOW £100)
COMPUTERS

Commodore PC10 256k Mono Mon 985
Commodore PC20 256k 10meg Mon .... 1375
Commodore Amiga 1750
Commodore 128D + Drive & Green Mon .. 499
Canon A200 PC Color + Mon Par/Ser 1575
Canon A200 PC 10meg + Mono Mon 2600
Olivetti M24 640k 2 x 360k Drives 1425
Olivetti M24 10mg NECdr 1FD Mon 1999
Olivetti M24SP 20meg 1 x 360k + Mon . 2540
Bondwell 34 PC IBM comp 2 xdr + Mon... 850
Bondwell 22 port IBM 512k 720kdr 1250
Atari 1040ST 1mg Ram 720d Col Mon .... 999*
Atari 1040ST 1mg Ram 720d Mon Mon 799*
Atari 520STM 720k Drive 499*
Acorn Masterclass 128k 434
Amstrad 8512 512k 2 Drives 499
Amstrad 8256 399
Epson PC 256k 1 x 360k Drive 769
Epson PC 256k 2 x 360k Drive 895
Upgrade to 512k 128

Epson Taxi Software/Mouse/Disc 265
Epson Mono Monitor + Card 237

MONITORS

Taxan 12" Supervision 3 RGB HiRes 325
Taxan 12" Supervision 4 Ultra -Res 475
Taxan 24. 75Khz Color Card SVis3 165

Taxan 1121212" Green IBM PC TTL 129

Taxan 1120212" Green BBC 98

Philips BM 7502 Green 70

Philips BM 7522 Amber 72

Philips 8533 Color + lead IBM/Comp 250
Microvitec 1451 Med Res Col RGB 235
Commodore 1901 Monitor 245
Atari SC 1424 Color Monitor 346*
Atari SM 124 Mono Monitor 129

SOFTWARE
Flight Simulator 11 (color) 62
Framework 11 320
OMS Delta 4 Database 345
dBase 111 Plus 350
GEM Graph NEW 140
MicroPro Pocket Wordstar Amstrad 79
Multimate Advantage 3.60 250
Multiplan 11 185

Lotus Symphony 1.1 355
Lotus 1-2-3 Release 11 270
Lotus 1-2-3 Report Writer 115
SAGE Popular Accounts Amstrad 76
SAGE Accountant 335
SAGE Accountant PLUS 445
Supercalc 3 2.1 190
SuperProject NEW 395
Subject Software Int Accounts 925
Smart System 111 Int Package 475
Open Access 285
Turbo Pascal Version 3 49
Wordstar 2000 Release 11 280
Wordstar Professional 232

DISKS

Elephant 51/4" SS/DD 48 tpi £12
Elephant 51/4" DS/DD 10 48 tpi £14
Elephant 51/4" DS/CID 10 96 tpi £32
Fuji 31/2" SS/DD (10) 135 tpi £25
Fuji 31/2" DS/DD (10) 135 tpi £33

PRINTERS £

Canon PW1080A NL0/160cps 80c 223
Canon A50 NLQ/180cps 80col 290
Canon A55 NLQ/180cps 136co1 415
Canon Bubble Jet BJ-80 449
Canon PJ 1080A 7 -col Ink Jet 365
Canon Laser LBP-8 A2 Graph 3175
Juki 6000 Daisywheel 12 cps 183
Juki 6100 Daisywheel 18 cps 235
Juki 6200 Daisywheel 32 cps 410
Juki 6300 Daisywheel 40 cps 670
Juki 6500 Daisywheel 65 cps 925
Juki 5510 NLQ/180 cps 195

Juki 5510 color upgrade 97
Juki 5520 NL0/180 cps 7 -color 295
Epson U(80 25NL0/100 cps 196
Epson FX85 32NL0/160 cps 80c 315
Epson F)(105 32/160 cps 156 cl 420
Epson LQ800 60L0/160cps 80c 460
Epson LCI1000 6o/,so cps 156c 620
Epson HI -80 Plotter 317
Epson S02000 32k Ink Jet 1420
Epson JX BO Colour 390
Citizen 120D Win cps 160
Mannesmann Tally MT 80 + 167
Mannesmann Tally MT 85 180 cps 289
Mannesmann Tally MT 86 136 col 392
Mannesmann Tally MT 290 685
Taxan 810 NLQ/150cps 80 col 195
Taxan 810 IBM 250
Taxan 910 NLQ/150cps 156co1 325
Brother HR 10 Par 12 cps 220
Brother HR 15 Par 18 cps 289
Brother HR 25 Par 25 cps 590
Brother HR 35 par 35 cps 655
Brother 1509 NLQ + Tractor 385
Siekosha SP1000A NLCl/100cps . 183

MODEMS BOARDS ASSESSORIES ETC

Miracle WS 2000 V21 V23 Man 108
Miracle WS 3000 V21 V23 295
Miracle WS 3000 V22 1200/1200 495
Miracle V22bis 2400 full duplex 650
Miracle WS 4000 V2123 AutO/A 350
PACE Nightingale/Commstar BBC 110

Racal Modem + Speakeasy 375
Minimo Plus Datatalk 338
Hayes Smartmodem 1200 (RS232) 130

Opus 58020 BOOK Drive 235
Tall Trees J RAM 3 2mb + Serial 559
Hercules Mono Graph/Printer 315
Microsoft Mouse Bus 140
NEC 20 Meg Hard Drive + Con1r1 475
Western Digital 20 Meg Card 735
PC Memory upgrade 256 to 640k 125

Set of 9 DRams 150ns 64k 15

Mountain Drivecard 20MB 799
135W PSU for PC/XT 89
Alloy 60 Meg Tape 895
PC/XT 8088 8 -Slot Motherboard 219
IBM Compatible Keyboard 72

Atari SF 314 1 Megabyte Drive 173

*FREE PACK OF FUJI 31/2" DS/DD DISKS
WITH MARKED ATARI PRODUCTS

WE MOVE SERVICE WITH OUR BOXES
WE TAKE ORDERS FROM:-

PEOPLE WISHING TO EXPORT - UK GOVERNMENT
BODIES - EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS -
COMPANIES - AND INDIVIDUALS OF COURSE

LEASING AND EASY CREDIT ARRANGMENTS MADE TO
SPREAD THE COSTS A LITTLE

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
PLEASE ADD VAT TO ALL PRICES

=, WE OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAYS
Prl 1-1 POP IN AND SEE US ANY TIME
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TAY COMMERCIAL
SERVICES LTD

WASH LANE, BURY, LANCS BL9 7DU
TEL: 061 705 2288 TELEX: 665233

COMPUTERS
OLIVETTI
M19
M24
M24SP
M28
SPERRY

MALL
MALL
MALL
MALL

MODEL 200 £1850
MODEL 400 £2950
MODEL 450 £3200
P.C./I.T. £CALL
ARC
2 x 360K Drives 512K Ram £1250
1 x 360K, 10MB 512K Ram £1550

PRINTERS
EPSON LX80
EPSON FX85
EPSON FX105
EPSON LQ800
EPSON LQ1000
EPSON LQ1500(INC.32KI/F)
EPSON SQ2000
EPSON H180 PLOTTER
BROTHER HR25
BROTHER HR35
BROTHER TWINWRITER
DIABLO 630
TOSHIBA P351
STAR SG 10 £189 STAR SG 15
STAR SR10 £339 STAR SR 15
STAR SD 10 £291 STAR SD 15
STAR NL 10 £225 STAR NB 15

£189
£319
£419
£450
£599
£799

£1399
£315
£620
£739

£1039
£1539

£839
£291
£414
£359
£775

DISKETTES BOX 10
51/4 DSDD 40 TRACK
3M £18
DYSAN £21
XIDEX £17
31/2 DSDD FUJI £32

SOFTWARE
DELTA 4
WORDSTAR PROF
WORDSTAR
WORDSTAR 2000
WORDSTAR 2000+
SYMPHONY
DBASE III +
LOTUS 123
SUPERCALC II
SUPERCALC III
MULTIPLAN
MULTIPLAN II £180
MULTIMATE ADVANTAGE £279
PEGASUS FROM £160

£350
£259
£175
£275
£370
£399
£379
£295
£139
£235
£165

THIS IS A LIMITED SAMPLE OF THE GOODS WE OFFER.
PLEASE CALL FOR FURTHER DETAILS.

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE
CHEQUE WITH ORDER OR ACCESS/DINERS/AMERICAN

EXPRESS

FOR ALL YOUR COMPUTER REQUIREMENTS AT

ATARI

ATARI 1040 Colour System. £940.00
ATARI 1040 B/W System £749.00
ATARI 520 STM Computer £329.00
ATARI SM124 B/W Monitor £120.00
ATARI SF354 Yznig Drives £120.00
ATARI SF314 1mg Drives £159.00

COMMODORE

Commodore Amiga System I £1475.00
Commodore Amiga System II £1675.00
Commodore 128D £433.00
Commodore 1571 Drive £219.00
Commodore 1901 Monitor £247.00
Commodore 64 Pack £173.00

AMSTRAD

Amstrad 8512 W/Processor £499.00
Amstrad 8256 W/Processor £399.00
Amstrad 6128 Colour £346.00
Amstrad 6128 Green £260.00

ACORN

B.B C Master 128K £433.00

TOSHIBA

T1100 portable 256K £1390.00

ACCESS  BARCLAY El AMERICAN [1] DINNERS D

CARD NO

NAME

ADDRESS

TELEPHONE NO

PRINTERS

Juki 6100 Daisywheel £229.00
Juki 2200 Typewrite/print £219.00
Juki 5510 180cps Dot Matrix £169.00
Juki 6000 Daisywheel £159.00
Canon PW1080 Dot Matrix £219.00
Canon BJ1080 Bubble Jet £449.00
Canon PJ 1080 Colour Inkjet £449.00
Epson LX80 Dot Matrix £199.00
Citizen 120D Dot Matrix £155.00
Commodore MPS 1000 Dot Matrix ... £219.00
Commodore DPS 1101 Daisywheel. .. £174.00

MONITORS

Philips BM 7502 Green £69.95
Philips 8533 Colour £227.00
Micovitec 1451 Colour £227.00
Sony KX14P Colour £346.00
Thompson Colour Monitor £346.00

We Stock Range of Software
Accessories and

All Prices Marked Are
Excluding VAT

G & B
Computer Electronics

230 Tottenham Ct Rd. London W1
242 Tottenham Ct Rd. London W1

01-580 3702 or 01-636 6500

Modems Printers
Epson CX21 V21 £99 Epson LX80 £219
Epson CX23 V23 £132 Epson LX80 Sheet feeder £45

PC Comms. Quattro internal £660 Epson U(80 Tractor feed £17
Breakout + Crosstalk £780 Epson GX80 with no interface £205
Breakout + s/w + tone chip £435 Epson GX80 interfaces £41
Answercall Minimodem V21 £59 Epson L0800 £495
Dacom DSL2123 V21N23 AA £165 Epson L0800 Sheet feeder £115
Dacom DSL2123 V21N23 AA AD £210 Epson L0800 Tractor teed £34
Dacom DSL2123ADH V21N23 Hayes £210 Epson LQ800 all font faces £49
Dacom DSL2123 GT £329 Epson LQ1000 £655
Intelekt Prospect V21N23 £105 Epson L01000 Sheet feeder £135
Intelekt Portman V21N23 AA £145 Epson LQ1000 Tractor feed £42
WS2000 V21N23 £89 We can supply most interfaces and butters for
WS3000 V21N23 £244 the Epson range of printers
WS3000 V21N22N23
WS3000 V21N22N23N22bis

£410
£539 NEC P2 Pinwriter (80 col) no i/f £289

Steebek Quattro £656
NEC P3 Pinwriter (132 col) no i/f £410

Steebek SB1212 V22 AA £380 NEC Parallel i/f for P2 or P3 £77

Steebek SB1212 V22 M AD £499 NEC RS232 i/f for P2 or P3 £107

Tandata TM110 V23 AD £84 NEC IBM-PC i/f for P2 or P3 £77

Tandata TM512 V21N23 AD £210 Dataproducts 8010 (80 col) £386

Tandata TM512 Hayes £219 Dataproducts 8020 (132 col) £460

Tandata TM602 V21N22N23 £385 Dataproducts SSF for 8010/8020 £239

Thorn EMI VX543 V21N23 M AD £160 Microline 292 parallel or serial £425..
Microline 292 IBM compatible £399

Communications Software Microline 293 parallel or serial £576
Chitchat for IBM or Apricot £95 Microline 293 IBM compatible £555
Chitchat for Amstrad £63 Microline 294 parallel or serial £767
Datatalk for IBM or Apricot £105 Microline 294 IBM compatible £735
Vicom for Apple II & Ile £59 Microline Okimate 20 £182
Vicom for Macintosh £110 rother Twinwriter 5 £1069
Viewcom for IBM £110 rother Twinwriter 5 Serial i/f £39

Hard Discs and Backup Facilities rother Twinwriter 5 Tractor £85

All systems include controller/cables rother Twinwriter 5 Sheet feeder £229

Seagate 10Mb 1/2ht. Internal £389 rother HR10 £239

Seagate 20Mb 1/2ht. Internal £440 rother HR25 £659

Everex 20Mb Internal £440 Laser Printers
Cristie TS1000 PC/AT/XT £765 Canon 8AI serial or parallel £2149
Everex Stream 20MB Internal £639 Canon 8A2 serial or parallel £3175

Canon BDT single sheet feeder £154
Aptec/Ricoh £2149
BDS Laser 630/8 £2149
BDS Gothic Font Cartridge £66

Please add VAT at 15% to prices shown. Carriage at £6 will be made by
courier.

Make cheques, PO's payable to:-

ROVOREED LTD.
40, Dorien Road, London, SW20 8EJ

01-540 8573
Or call our Bulletin Board on 01-542 4977 24Hrs V21/V23/V22/V22bis
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The Bngbuster.
"There wouldn't be a SIDEKICK* without
A tron's hardware -assisted debug tools."

Philippe Kahn, BORLAND INTERNATIONAL

A vailable for the PC, AT and Multibus. The Atron probe is
an expansion card that simply plugs into the back of your
system. With a link to the CPU's socket, the probe monitors

the CPU and I/O channel activity for complex breakpoints and real time trace.

Features: * Hardware Breakpoints. * Real Time trace. * Source level debugging in
'C', Pascal Fortran or Assembler. * Symbolic debugging. * Performance and timing
analysis. * 80286 Protected Mode support. * Program crash recovery. * Full technical
support. *Training from the world's leaders in PC technical training.

For further details contact: Mike Pini

QA Training Ltd, Queen Anne House,
Cricklade Street, Cirencester, Glos GL7 LIN

Telephone: (0285)69173
Telex: 437242 QAMAN

Cal !haven
Computers

Your
Macintosh Centre

in
Kingston-upon-Thames

CALLHAVEN COMPUTERS

111
43 Fife Road Kingston-upon-Thames Surrey KT1 1SF

Tel: 01-549 5612

IL_ J

VALUE FOR
MONEY

PERIPHERALS
FOR

YOUR
APRICOT TM

n1======1=1
/1=1==MM11111111111-------

-----------------------------
-111111111-1111111111-1111-110111111

THE XM-512
(512 KB RAM BOARD)
"Simply the best Apricot r" memory
board on the market"

A SUPERB SINGLE BOARD
CONSTRUCTION TO FIT ALL
APRICOT T"MODELS (INCLUDING
THE VERY EARLIEST). FEATURES
TRANSPARENT REFRESH (i.e. NO
WAIT STATES).

EXCELLENT VALUE AT £120.00

XEN RAM ALSO AVAILABLE . POA
(FAST ACCESS DAUGHTER BOARD)

WOT... NO WAIT STATES?

A SECOND 31/2 FLOPPY
DRIVE FOR YOUR
APRICOT TM' Fl OR
PORTABLE:
THE ALPHA DISC XF700A
COMPRISES OF A DOUBLE -SIDED
(720 KB) FLOPPY DRIVE, CASED
WITH INDEPENDENT POWER
SUPPLY CONNECTS VIA A
CONTROLLER BOARD TO THE
INTERNAL EXPANSION SLOT ON
YOUR APRICOTr'

READ/WRITE/FORMAT BOTH
SINGLE AND DOUBLE -SIDED
APRICOT*m DISKETTES

ONLY £195.00

N.B. PRICES EXCLUDE £6.00 CARRIAGE AND VAT

LINKSOFT. LTD, 73 EVENDONS LANE, WOKINGHAM, BERKSHIRE RG I 1 4AD
TELEPHONE 0734 794963

VISA



PROTECT YOUR COMPUTER
AGAINST SPIKES AND
POWER SURGES

FOR JUST £4H INCLUDINGAT

A small price to pay to safeguard your
valuable data and expensive equipment -.
- also used for telex and telephone
systems worldwide.

* High Energy Absorption
* Instantaneous Response
* R.F. Filtering
* Plug in/plug out

no hard wiring

MANY
SATISFIED

CUSTOMERS

Send a cheque or phone your Access/Barclaycard
No. to Kevin Hepburn on 0462-36111

efigc");CROTAril Tel 0462)36111

NHaecwh,Bn

8252441Elbr,guryiandWay.. l (

ELECTRONICS LTD Cable Stable Hitchin

How to get
Wordstar, Calcstar and a

Philips Computer
(and only pay for the software).

PHILIPS P2010 PERSONAL COMPUTER
COMPLETE WITH BUNDLED SOFTWARE
Including green 9" hi-res graphics monitor, 93 -key
keyboard, dual 51/4" disk drives, CP/M 2.2, Wordstar
word-processing, Calcstar spreadsheet, M/soft Basic,
utility programs, std RS232 ports. MS-DOS upgrade
available. Original price £1395.
(Also P2012 with 1.2mb storage
and Dataplot graphics, £495).
VAT extra.

MORGAN COMPUTER CO.
179 Tottenham Court Road, W1. 01-636 1138

and from CD) branches in Manchester,
Birmingham, Bristol, Southampton, Reading and Feltham.

XT Compatible
20 Megabytes £925

The XT Turbo.
Legal Bios.
Switchable 4.77 MHZ and 8 MHZ Clock.
256K Ram Expandable to 640K.
20 MB Hard Disk.
One 360K Floppy.
Parallel Printer Port RS232 Serial Port.
Mono/Printer Card.
8 Expansion Slots.
130W. Power Supply.
MS-DOS 2.11
Monitor.
12 months warranty.

- Other Configurations and Cards available.
- Quantity Discount.

Also
AT COMPATIBLE
20MB

£1750

MUM= (UK) Ltd.
3, OAKDALE, 216, NETHER STREET,

LONDON N3 1JE
TEL: 01-349 0112
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These directories are like rooms in a house where you can
group together similar programs, files, letters, etc.
Direc-Tree orginated the ideas that the best way to help you
organize and operate your hard disk is to display a graphic
picture -a tree diagram of these directories on your screen -
and to make this picture "functional".
With Direc-Tree, you use the arrow keys to highlight any
directory of interest and press a function key to do what you
wish - such as LOOKING at a text file, or even EDITING it
or WRITING a new file - or LISTING, or RENAMING,
or LOCKING, or DELETING, or COPYING or MOV-
ING files, or RUNNING programs.
Beautifully ingenious - wonderfully simple.
To organize your hard disk - you can CREATE new direc-
tories, or RENAME directories, or DELETE old ones,
again by simply pointing - and you can watch your tree
change and grow on the screen, and print it out on your
printer.

Direc -Tree III©
the experts' choice for managing your Hard Disk

"Before I used it, I thought my
directories were well organized . . . To
be honest, I am surprised to find -
myself liking and using DIREC-
TREE."

- Timothy Berry,
Business Software, 8/85

"Help enormously in waltzing through
director trees."

- Peter Norton,
PC Magazine 8/20/85

14.11.,1 -

1 ./.1/41

1:112110

I .11 /o' -
I., 4;11111

WPR1JC
DI IN

1.1.1,17f

MC= CLIM:101333M311

-None of the utilities I've seen to date
come close to a program called Direc-

Tree."-Gary Ray
PC Week, 10/23/84

a standout" shell program.
- Alan Hoenig,

PC World, 8/85

"If you use a hard disk . . . Direc-Tree definitely should be part of your software
inventory." - Tom Badgett (PC Magazine), 1/8/85

The beauty and logic of Direc-Tree . .

Your hard disk can store hundreds - or even thousands - of You can quickly PRESET up to 100 of your day-to-day
programs and files, and DOS lets you create directories on programs on a stored menu, and simply press a key to select
the disk to assist in arranging your files in a logical order. and RUN any of these - or set-up MACROS (one will auto -

execute when Direc-Tree is stated) - or LOCATE lost files
- or get a disk and ram STATUS check - or MOVE from
one drive to another. The list goes on and on.
There is no "learning" required with Direc-Tree. The pro-
gram is easy to use - intuitive - visual. The functions are
organized simply and logically - and a "menu" window pops
up at the press o a key. You can customize Direc-Tree for
your colour or monochrome monitor, your disk, and your
printer.
Take a tip from the experts and a thousands of satisfied
users who know that Direc-Tree is the best hard disk man-
ager your money can buy. "Worth the price," says PC
World, 8/85.

The DIREC-TREE operates with IBM, PC, XT, or AT (or
true compatibles) using monochrome or graphics board/
'isplay. Requires PC -DOS or MS-DOS versions 2.0 or
higher - 128K RAM. Program can be set up to operate any
IBM compatible printer.

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE (inc VAT) £59.95
MANG DRAGON SOFTWARE AND UTILITIES FOR THE I.B.M. P.C. (tm) and compatible M.S. DOS. (tm) microcomputers
8088 8086 DISASSEMBLER. £59.95 For command and execute files. Enables you to read and tailor even protected programs.
MASTER SPY (C). f49.95
Disk Utilities with dump to screen or printer. Display Hidden Files. Read and modify either HEX or ASCII data. Hide files: entirely Menu Driven.
MASTER CROSS REFERENCE (C). £49.95

Utility to assist in debugging programs: lists all variables and reserved words and addresses, provides full formatted list of source codes, all line numbers: supportsdifferent
Basics, Fortran, Pascal, Logo, Module 2, Cobol, Assembler. DBII/III and others.
CODE PURPLE ENCRYPTION D.S.E. (C). £49.95
Entirely software generated encrypting facility for File Security and protection of your data to the latest standard.
HACKERS TOOLS. £49.95
Progfams written in C for Snapshots of memory: use communications to enter memory, work with the operating system. The ultimate tool for Programmers.
MASTER BASIC UTILITIES (C). £49.94
50 powerful basic sub routines for program building, peeking and poking into memory, control of BIOS, DOS Key Board and other I/O devices.
MASTER PRINTER UTILITIES (C). £49.95
Printer utilities for IBM Epson and other printers: Software port redirection: Print Buffer with multicopy facilities. Headers Footers: file name/data/time incorporation: Select
compressed/normal/expanded print Select power up or paper detector on/off: 90 DEGREE ROTATION.
MASTERDBII. CONY (C). £49.95
Compiles and prevents unauthorised adjustment of your DBII Programs: prevents the unauthorised distribution of pirate copies and speeds up the program execution.
All products include 5.25" disk and instruction brochure. All prices include V.A.T.

International Business Office (f.sarl.) Dept P1, 58 Clarendon Avenue, Leamington Spa CV32 4SA
Please supply the following software products:

Direc Tree
Disassembler
Master Spy
Master Cross Ref
Master DBII.Convl

Name

£59.95 Code Purple Encryption f49.95

£59.95 Hackers Tools £49.95

£49.95 Basic Utilities E49.95

£49.95 Print Utilities £49.95

£49.95 Postage and insurance, per item 220

Company Tel:

Address

Postcode City Cheque enclose for

Barclaycard/Access/American Express (delete n/a) Card No

Exp Date / /Signature 1012

Dealer enquiries welcome
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RIBBONS
OUR PROMISE

NO ONE sells better - Superb Ktralife Ribbons
NO ONE ships faster - Orders despatched in 4 hours *

NO ONE matches us - Value for money every time
OR YOUR MONEY BACK!

DISKING, FREEPOST, Liphook, Hants. GU30 7BR. UK
General enquiries & sales (0428) 722563
Wholesale & Government (0428) 722840

* When stocked

If you do not see your:-
PRINTER/TYPEWRITER
CASH REGISTER here,
JUST CALL

All prices for a minimum order of £15 exc VAT
PRINTER
Anadex 8000/9500/all models
APPLE IMAGEWRITER
BROTHER CE50/CE50/CE41/CE60
CE70/EM100/EM200/EM300/HR15
HR25/COMPU & EXECUTRON/DX15
CANON 1156/1080
CENTRONICS 150/152
CENTRONICS 350/352/353/357/358
CENTRONICS LINEWRITER 400/800
CENTRONICS 6000 SERIES
CENTRONICS HORIZON
C ITOH 8500/8510/1550
C ITOH 8600
COMMODORE 1516/1521/1525/4023
COMMODORE MPS801
COMMODORE 2022/4022
DATA GENERAL LP2/DASHER
DEC LA30/36
DEC LA34/38
DEC LA120/180
DIABLO HYTYPE 11/630/1300 SERIES
1600 SERIES/3200/MG30
COMPATIBLE
EPSON MX70/80/82/FX80/85/RX80
EPSON LX80
EPSON FX100/RX100/ERC-08
EPSON 220/240/ERC-03/
EPSON LQ1500
IBM DISPLAYWRITER
IBM SYS 23 (5241/15242)
MANNESMAN TALLY 110/120/160/261
MANNESMAN TALLY 130/140/180
MANNESMAN TALLY 1000 SERIES
NAKAJIMA AE300/AE300/AE350
NEC PINWRITER P1/P2
NEC PINWRITER P3
NEC 200 SERIES/3500/3520/7700
NEC SPINWRITER 5000 SERIES/700
NEC SPINWRITER 5000 SERIES/700
NEC 8023 SERIES
NCR 499/0202/2500/6440/8150/1770
OKI MICROLINE 80/82/82A/83/83A/92
OKI 84
OKI 182/192/193
OLIVETTI ET201/TES401
PRINTRONIX P300MF
QUME SPRINT 3/5
QUME SPRINT 3/5 (BLACK/RED)
QUME 7/8/9/11/11 + /14
QUME 7/8/9/11 + /14
QUME QUICKLOAD/LETTERPRO 665 MS
RICOH 1600/1200/1300/1500/FLOWR'R 691 MS
SANYO 1150/1250/INFOSTAR/CALCST'R 235
SEIKOSHA GP500/A/550A 236
STAR RADIX 10 410
STAR RADIX 15 415
STAR DELTA & GEMINI 10 & 15 66
TAXAN KAGA 223

PART No: PRICE
262 6.29
330 3.89
224 3.89
696 MS 4.19
696 SC 2.99
223 3.99
328 3.49
345 13.99
361 24.99
226 9.39
223 3.99
330 3.89 (col at 4.39)
383 13.19
698 MS 4.99
236 3.89 (col at 4.29)
273 3.89
231 4.09
51P 3.89
237 3.49
62 3.79
205 3.69
256 5.39
567 HM 2.49
273 3.89
454 3.49
320 4.89 (col at 5.39)
274 3.49
409 4.39
667MS 6.29
313 4.19
351 5.29
358 6.29
235A 3.49
701 SC 2.39
254 5.29
260 5.99
372 4.49
259 3.69
576 3.19
330 3.89
209 5.99
66 1.29 (col at 1.39)
87 3.89

9.99
572 MS 4.49
60 7.49
204 3.19
253 4.19
343 4.89
664 MS 3.49

2.69
3.19
3.49
4.99
5.29
5.99
1.29
3.99

PRINTER
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 810/820
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 850
TOSHIBA R02/1350/R02
TOSHIBA P1150/PA7251/2
WANG 721
WANG 5531/2/2231NVNNS

PART No: PRICE
51 25E 3,29
400 5.99
362 9.49
330 3.89
52 5.09
261 4.89

Buy any 2 Ten -packs of: -

VERBATIM or
MEMOREX DISKETTES

before July 31st 1986
at these prices

and we will pack
another ten -pack

ABSOLUTELY FREE

ONLY IF YOU MENTION PCW

UK P&P rates exc VAT

All ribbons any quantity £1.50

Key to abbreviations
All ribbons fabric unless, MS, SC or HM
M = Metal spool
P = Plastic spool
MS = Multistrike
SC = Standard correctable
HM = High Yield Multistrike
A = Closed jaw

V SA
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51/4" Diskettes
Prices exc VAT & relate to Ten Packs

DISKING SILVER 'PROFESSIONAL'
Be the envy of your friends, choose the silver disk

5-9 10+
DID S/S 48 tpi 15.90 13.90 13.40 12.90
020 D/S 48 tpi 17.90 15.90 15.40 14.90
D10 S/S 96 tpi 17.90 15.90 15.40 14.90
D20 S/S 96 tpi 19.90 17.90 17.40 16.90

DISKING COLOURED
Red/Orange/Yellow/Green/Blue/White

1 2-4 5-9 10+
1D S/S 48tpi 16.90 14.90 14.40 13.90
2D D/S 48tpi 18.90 16.90 16.40 15.90
1DD S/S 96tpi 18.90 16.90 16.40 15.90
2DD S/S 96tpi 20.90 18.90 18.40 17.90
To order precede type number with the letter
(R)ed, (0)range, Mellow, (G)reen, Moe or
W)hite eg R20 for Red D/Sided 48 tpi.
rder RAINBOW for multicoloured pack.

BULK BLACK 1 2-4 5+

BL 10 S/S 48 tpi 10.00 9.50 9.00
BL 20 D/S 48 tpi 12.00 11.50 11.00
BL 10D S/S 96 tpi 12.00 11.50 11.00
BL 2DD S/S 96 tpi 14.00 13.50 13.00

BULK SILVER 1 2-4 5+

5113 S/S 48 tpi 11.00 10.50 10.00
S20 D/S 48 tpi 13.00 12.50 12.00
51 OD S/S 96 tpi 13.00 12.50 12.00
S2DD S/S 96 tpi 15.00 14.50 14.00

VERBATIM VEREX
1 2-4 5-9 10+

150 S/S* 48 tpi 14.90 12.90 11.90 10.90
200 S/S 48 tpi 15.90 13.90 12.90 11.90
250 D/S 48tpi 17.90 15.90 14.90 13.90
25713/S 96tpi 19.90 17.90 16.90 15.90
"Single density

VERBATIM DATALIFE
2-4 5-9 10+

525 S/S 48 tpi 20.90 18.90 17.90 16.90
550 D/S 48 tpi 23.90 21.90 20.90 19.90
577 S/S 96 tpi 23.90 21.90 20.90 19.90
557 D/S 96 tpi 26.90 24.90 23.90 22.90
MD/HD IBM PC -AT 34.90 32.90 31.90 30.90

MEMOREX 1 2-4 5-9 10+

5210 S/S 48 tpi 18.90 16.90 15.90 14.90
5220 D/S 48 tpi 21.90 19.90 18.90 17.90
5410 S/S 96 tpi 21.90 19.90 18.90 17.90
5420 D/S 96 tpi 24.90 22.90 21.90 20.90
5660 IBM PC -AT 41.90 39.90 38.90 37.90

MAXELL 1 2-4 5-9 10+

MD 1.0 S/S 48 tpi 20.90 18.90 17.90 16.90
MD2-D D/S 24.90 22.90 21.90 20.90
MD1-DD S/S 96 tpi 24.90 22.90 21.90 20.90
MD2-DS D/S 96 tpi 29.90 27.90 26.90 25.90
M02 -HD IBM PC-AT1.6MB40.90 38.90 37.90 36.90

DYSAN 1 2-4 5-9 10+

104/10 S/S 48 tpi 22.90 20.90 19.90 18.90
104/20 D/S 48 tpi 29.90 27.90 26.90 25.90
204/10 S/S 96 tpi 29.90 27.90 26.90 25.90
204/20 INS 96 tpi 34.90 32.90 31.90 30.90

31/2" Diskettes
Prices exc VAT & relate to Ten -Packs

DISKING 'PROFESSIONAL'
1 2- 5- 10+

D S/S 135 tpi 24.90 22.90 22.40 21.90
DM2D D/S 135 tpi 31.90 29.90 29.40 28.90

VERBATIM DATALIFE
1 2 - 5- 10+

MF350 S/S 135 tpi 29.90 27.90 26.90 25.90
MF360 D/S 135 tpi 39.90 37.90 36.90 35.90

MEMOREX 1 2-4 5-9 10+
3450 S/S 135 tpi 29.90 27.90 26.90 25.90
3460 INS 135 tpi 39.90 37.90 36.90 35.90

MAXELL 1 2-4 5-9 10+

MF1-DD S/Sided 37.90 35.90 34.90 33.90
MF2-DD D/Sided 49.90 47.90 46.90 45.90

3" Diskettes
Prices exc VAT & relate to Ten -Packs

MAXELL/AMSOFT
1 2- 5 - 10+

CF2 D/S Revers 44.90 42.90 41.90 40.90
CF2D D/S 45.90 43.90 42.90 41.90

8" Diskettes
Please Call - All stocked

DISKETTES
OUR PROMISE

NO ONE sells better - Lifetime guarantee on all disks
NO ONE ships faster - Orders despatched in 4 hours+

NO ONE matches us - Value for money every time

OR YOUR MONEY BACK!
DISKING, FREEPOST, Liphook, Hants. GU30 7BR. UK

General enquiries & Sales (0428) 722563 Wholesale & Government (0428) 722840
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FREE CALCULATOR
A FREE Credit Card memory calculator with every pack of
Disking Professional or Disking Coloured disks, either 51/2" or
31/2" at these prices.

Buy two packs and get two calculators and so on.

FREE Diskette storage with disks
Choose either the Slimpack 10 library box worth £2.19 inc.
with every ten 51/4" disks, or the Budget 50 (B 50) with every
fifty 51/4" disks. If you don't specify, we will always pack
library boxes.

51/4" Storage
* BUY 2 GET 1 FREE *

FF10 Flip 'n' File for 10 disks 3.90
FFS10 Rainbow pack of FF 10's 18.90
FF15 Flip 'n' File for 15 disks 5.90
MINI 50 Flip 'n' Flle for 50 disks 16.90
MINI 100 Flip 'n' File for 100 disks 32.90
KM25 Keybox Flip 'n' Flle 25 disks 25.90
KM50 Keybox Flip 'n' Flle 50 disks 36.90

31/4" Storage
* BUY 2 GET 1 FREE *

M5 Flip 'n' Flle for 5 microdisks 3.90
M5S Rainbow pack of M5's 18.90
M10 Flip 'n' Flle for 10 microdisks 4.90
M25 Flip 'n' File for 25 microdisks 10.90
M50 Flip 'n' File for 50 microdisks 19.90
M40 F 'n' F for 40 microdisks latch 31.90

Economy Storage

Slim 10
Slim 3
SEE 10.8
B50
JUMBO
EM50

* BUY 2 GET 1 FREE *
Best U.K. library box for 10 disks
As above for ten microdisks
As above for tel 8" disks
Budget 50 for 50 disks
Lockable storage for 100+ disks
Lockable 50x31/" or 15 x 3" disks

1.90
1.90
3.50
8.90

18.90
19.90

Diskette Accessories
DSM

ENV

LAB

WP
DW
MOD

SDD

Minimum order value £5.00 please

51/4" Mailer for 1-4 disks (100)
511/4" White blank envelopes (100)
51/4" Disk user labels (100)
W/P tabs for 51/4 disks (100)
Diskwriters black or blue (10)
51/4" Disk drive head cleaning kit
31/4" Drive cleaning kit (s/sided)

24.90
5.00
3.00
1.00
5.00
8.90
8.90

How to Order
Enquiries/Retail (0428) 722840
Roger & Joan are here to HELP - JUST CALL

Credit Card Orders(0428) 722563 (24-hrs)
ACCESS & VISA welcome. Call anytime but
please don't whisper when leaving the
following details.
1. Day -time telephone number
2. Cardholder name and address
3. Delivery (or invoice address) if different
4. Your Credit Card Number
5. What you want and how many
6. Normal or first class post

Leave the REST to US!
Urgent Orders
If posting your order, omit the word FREEPOST
from our address, and use our normal post code
GU30 7EJ and stamp it first class. If telephoning
your order request first class post, which for mini
or microdisks is £2.00 1st pack, £1.50 each extra
pack.

Desperate Orders
Just call, and we'll put you on to our marriage guidance
counsellor.

Official Company Orders
If you are a large but efficiently run public or
private company, we will accept your order.
Unfortunately the majority of dinosaur
corporations in our Sceptred Isle are not efficient,
due to political hierarchy clogging the works. For
you we will send a pro -forma invoice.

Official Government Orders Welcome
We supply all Government bodies including
schools, Universities, Colleges, Hospitals, the
Utilities, Research Establishments, Armed
Forces, the Ministries and Local Authorities
world-wide. If ordering in quantities of fifty
diskettes or more, please ask for our Wholesale
Price List.

UK P&P rates exc VAT
51/4" Disks/Microdisks
1-2 packs each pack @ 95p
3-5 packs each pack @ 75p
6-9 packs each pack @ 60p
10+ pack POST FREE

Diskette Storage
M10, FF10, SEE 10, FF15, SEE
10-3, SEE 10-8.
1-4 off @ 40p each
5-9 off @ 30p each
10+ off @ 20p each

M50, M40, MINI 100, KM25,
FFS10, KM50, JUMBO
1 off £2.00 each
2-7 off £1.30 each
8+ off POST FREE

8" Diskettes
1-2 packs each pack @ 1.60
3-5 packs each pack @ 1.20
6-9 packs each pack @ 90p
10+ packs POST FREE

M25, MINI 50, BUDGET 50,
EM50
1 off £1.00 each
2-7 off 70p each
8+ off POST FREE

Cleaning Kits
1 off 60p each
2-7 off 40p each
8+ off POST FREE

Disking Supermailers
100 -pack 3.00

Disk envelopes, labels, diskwriters etc
50p any quantity

DISKING, FREEPOST, Liphook, Hants GU30 7BR

Tel: (0428) 722563
(0428) 722840 Wholesale
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Mains interference
means data loss
and corruptio

..so before your
micro suffers.

Mains Interference -
causes and effects

In a domestic environment, as in the modern office, the performance
of your micro can still be affected by the problems of interference on
your mains supply, resulting in data loss and corruption, micro 'crash'
and sometimes, even damage to hardware and software alike.

The type of mains interference most likely to affect the performance
of any micro is usually caused by the variation and switching of electrical
loads in the general vicinity.

Typical offenders in the home are 'fridges, deep freezers, washing
machines, electric heating systems - the 'household heavies' usually
pre-set to switch on and off at certain times. The sudden impact on the
mains of a 'fridge or heating system switching on, causes a voltage
transient or 'spike' which is particularly harmful to the sensitive
electronic circuitry 9f a micro. When this happens, data loss or
corruption often occurs. Smaller appliances such as hair dryers and
electric kettles have even been known to cause the same problem!

Once switched on, these appliances can
generate a continual level of interference known
as 'powerline noise', also harmful to your
computer.

When you've spent time and effort
programming data into your micro, to suddenly
lose it all in a fraction of a second, or see it

corrupted to the degree that you have to start all
over again, can be extremely frustrating!

The COMPUFILTER Mains Filter
Designed specifically for use with micro-

computers, the COMPUFILTER simply yet

The COMPUFILTER Mains
Filter. Two models available -
2 socket (22 x 8 x 10.5cm) and
4 socket (36 x 8 x 10.5cm).

effectively 'filters' any interference on your mains supply before it

reaches your micro, rendering it completely harmless.
Unlike many other similar devices on the market which have a single

filter for incoming interference, the COMPUFILTER comprises a series
of filters designed to eliminate both incoming mains interference and
interference generated between other equipment plugged into it.

Apart from the main filter unit (which, as a further safeguard also
incorporates a special transient suppressor), each socket also has its
own individual filter. This means that you can plug your micro and
peripherals into the one COMPUFILTER and each unit will operate
totally free of mains interference.

So don't let the 'household heavies' (or their smaller allies) give your
micro a hard time - 'COMPUFILTER your mains supply' as soon as
possible!
FEATURES

Rated at 12 amps input with a choice of two or four outputs. Illumi-
nated ON/OFF indicator and 1.5 metres of input
three -core mains lead and moulded plug.

SPECIFICATION
Input: 240V 50Hz single phase
Output: 240V per 13 amp 3 pin socket outlet

(maximum current per socket: 3 amps)

ATTENUATION
Input to output:
Output to output:

>70dB - 3MHz
>70dB - 3MHz

(between each socket)
Cream and brown aluminium casing. Rubber feet
standard to all models. Adaptor plate for wall
mounting (optional).

Send coupon with your remittance/credit card details to Cetronic Power Products Ltd.
at the address below.

rPilease supply the following: (all prices incl. VAT and p & p)/MI I Two Socket COMPUFILTER(S) £70.73 each Qty. Total

Four Socket COMPUFILTER(S) £91.43 each Qty Total

PLEASE NOTE * Wall Mounting Bracket(s) £14.95 each Qty Total

I I enclose remittance for: Total

Cetronic
Power Products Ltd.
Hoddesdon Road, Stanstead Abbotts,
Ware, Herts SG12 8EJ England.

Telephone Order
Calls can be made on
WARE (0920) 871077

I
(cheques made payable to Cetronic Power Products Ltd.)

Or, charge my Credit Card
I (tick applicable box )

Insert Card No.

I

Expiry Date

Cardholders
Name

Goods will be despatched within 28 days of receipt
of order.

Signature

I Address

*

Post code

*Name

Tel, No
BLOCK CAPITALS

I

I

I

I

I

I

I



THOUGHTS & CROSSES
(COMPUTERS) LTD.

33 MARKET STREET, HECKMONDWIKE, WEST YORKS
COMPUTERS Zork 2 or 3

Amstrad PCW 8512 £573 View
Amstrad PCW 8256 C458 Video Digitiser
Amstrad CPC464 (Green Screen + FREE software) C199 Laserbase
Amstrad CPC464 (Colour Monitor) + £100 FREE software £299 Diary
Amstrad CPC6128 (Col. 8) disk drive) 0399 Address Book
Amstrad CPC6128 (Green 8 disk drive £299 Power Pack Database
Atan 1040 ST £820 Mission House
Atari 520 ST £685 MCC Assembler
88C Master Series 0499 Lattice C
CBM 128 Inc Free Software C259 MCC Pascal
Commodore 128D £489 The Pawn
Sinclair OL £149 Talisman
Sinclair Spectrum 128K £139 Ram Disk 8 Seeder
ZX Spectrum + £60 free software £129

PRINTERS
Amstrad DMP-2000 NLO £159
Canon PW/1080A E285
Canon PW1156A NLO £359
Citizen 1200 NLO £185
Citizen MSP10 E.295
Epson GX80 NLO 0295
Epson LX80 NLO 0235
Juki 5510 NLO E230
Juki 5520 Colour £425
Mannesman MT80 + £175
Mannesman MT85 810 £335
Penman Plotter £265
Seneca DX85 £190
Shinwa CPA80 £175
Shinwa CPA80 + NLO £199

DAISY PRINTERS
Brother HR15 0375
Juki 6100 £320
Juki 6100-1 (IBM Compatible) £324
Juki 6200 £549
Juki 2200 printer/typewriter £259
Quen Data 1120 £199

PRINTER ACCESSORIES
Brother EP44 AC adaptor £17
Brother M1009 Tractor unit 027
Brother HR45 AC adaptor £17
Daisy Step 2000 Tractor Feeder £115
Epson LX80 Tractor Unit £22
Epson LX80 Sheet Feeder £55
Juki 6100/6200 Tractor Feeder £129
Juki 6100/6200 Sheet Feeder £220
(hen Data Tractor Feeder.. ,,,, ........... £115

PRINTER INTERFACES
INTERNAL RS232 TYPE

Canon PW1080/1156A £85
Epson 8143 122
Epson 8148 + 2K Buffer C72
Juki 6100 £90
Mannesman M780 with 2K Buffer 145
Mannesman Tally M780 + E38
Shinwa CP(A)80 8 2K Buffer DM

EXTERNAL CENTRONICS TYPE
Kempston interface -E Rom based for Spectrum E39.95
Kempston Interlace -S coos for Spectrum £29.95
Tasman Cassese for Spec C35
OL Centronics interlace £30
IEEE to Centronics for CBM 4032/8096 £70
Turbo Pnnt GT-Atari 800 ETC C75
Ibek CBM64/+4 £90
Tripler 20/64 for CB VIC20/64 1:513

Printerface Centronics ()RS232 converter CII5

PRINTER RIBBONS
Amstrad PCW8256 £5.50
Anadex 9500 Ell
Brother EP44 £2.30
Brother 11R5 C2.99
Brother M1009/Centronics GLP £3.80
Brother 11615/25/35 S S £4
Brother HR 15/25/35 Correctable £3
Brother KR 1525/35 M S RI

2ElnaggOrlam £1.g
CBM MPS802 ......... ,,,,,, ..... ,,,,,,,,, rill
CBM MPS803
Citizen 1200 £5
DMP 2000 MAKI
Epson LX80 £4.50
Epson MX/FMiRX80 £4
Epson MX/FX 100 CO

Juki 5510 . £4
Juki 6100 Single Strike £2
Juki 6100 Multistrike £5Juki 2200 Correctable........£4
Juki 2200 Mulbstrike es
Mannesman Tally MT80/M780 Plus £0
Memotech DMX80 ES

NEC 8023 £7
SKI Microline 80 12.30
Panasonic KX-P1091 £9
flume Multistrike £4.30
Some nylon £5.50
Riteman Al £7
Seikasha GP80 ... £4.50
Seikosha GP100 .... C4.50
Seikosha GP550 £8.50
Shinwa CP80/CPA80/SP80 ...ES

10 or more ribbons deduct 10%
Others available, please ask

Also PRINT WHEELS available. please ask.

LEADS
Amstrad Centronics Printer Lead £10
Apricot Centronics Lead £15
Atari 520 ST printer £15
BBC Centronics Printer Lead £10
BBC Microvitec RGB C5.95
BBC Serial RS232 Printer Lead E10
Commodore Serial Lead C5.95
Dragon Centronics Printer Lead £10
Einstein Centronics Pnnter Lead £10
Electron + 1 Pnnter £10
IBM Printer Lead (Ribbon) £15
IBM Printer Lead (Cable) £22
Memotech Centronics Printer Lead £10
MSX Centronics Printer £15
Opus Discovery Centronics Lead . £15
Oric Centronics Printer Lead £10
OL to RS232 lead ... . ... 214.95
Watadrive to Centronics Lead £15
ZX Interface Ito RS232 '0' C14.95
RS232 Trt to RS232 'D' £20

PRINTER PAPER
1000 Streets of continuous tractor feed paper 179

4000 Sheets of continuous tractor feed paper £29
1000 Single DR Double tractor feed labels C6.50
5000 Single OR Double tractor feed labels 229

MONITORS
Commodore 1901 C290
Microvitex 1431 MS Standard res.)
Microvitec 1451 MS Medium res.)

£215
F290

Microvitec 1431 MS Spectrum) £245
Microvrtec 1451 DDS Sinclair, Ell £275
Microvitec 1431 AP (Standard res. RGB/TTLI £235
MiCTINfteC 1451 AP MS4 (Medium res ROBTIL £345
Philips 7502 anti -glom green screen monitor (20MHz) £132

Philips 7513 anti -glare green screen monitor (IBM) C115
Fbilips 7522 Anti -glare amber screen monitor C89
Philips 7542 anti -glare paper white monitor (20MHz) 019
Philips 8533 RGB/TTL/Audio Med Res.. C290
Ferguson mono inc lead CV
Amstrad Modulater MP2 - (6128) 129.95

BBC PRODUCTS
View 2 f55
View 3 Inc Dirver £80
View Driven Gen C8.95
View Driven Gen Disk £10.65
View Index Disk £12.50
View Sheet £55
View Store £55
AMX 30 Zicon £22.50
AMX Database E22.50
AMX Mouse - f85
AMX Pagemaker C49
AMX Super ROM £49
AMX %AM 022.50
Sidewise ROM/RAM ATPL £43
Slam° £14
Opus 5005 Interface £90
Nightingale + Commstar £139
Nightingale Auto Dial/Answer
Nightingale Auto Dial Software [11
Ramamp RA20 + 44 £79
Ramamp RA32N C59

DISKS DRIVES
Furguson TX Monitor Di 1220
Commodore 1571 P06
Amstrad CID -1 (Drive + Interlace) £159
Amstrad FD -1 (Second drive) £99
Amstrad FD -1L 664/6128 E109
OL Disk Interface + Single 7200 Drive £199
OL Dish Interlace 8 twin 720k drives 0280

DISK DRIVES
FOR SINCLAIR SPECTRUM

ZX Microdrive fA5
ZX Interface 1 £45

AMSTRAD PRODUCTS
PCW RS232/Centronics
464/6128 RS232 Interface
454 Speech Synthesiser SSA1
464/6128 Slomo
464/6128 AMX Mouse
464/6128 Doubler
Nightingale modem with Commstar
OKT 464 1281( Upgrade
DKT 6128 256K Ram disc
DKT 6128 256K Upgrade

JOYSTICKS & INTERFACES

£87
C49.95can

EU

£1475:
£139

C47
£95
£95

ZX Expansion System £95 ACORN ELECTRON
Discovery 1 Opus
Dish interface with 180k drive, centronics interface, joy stick inter-

Sure Shot Joystick/Interface/Utility Program
AMSTRAD CPC464/644/61211

C32

face. green screen, monitor interface all for £115 Sure Shot Joystick £15

DISK DRIVES
Sure Shot Supreme
BBC BB -FA A NALDGUE

£17.95

FOR BBC Vulcan Joysticks (pair proportional joysticks the BBC)
Sureshot

£20
no 955401 100K 407 Opus 799

CBM 64/1/C211r1214ATARI RANGE5401P 1000k 407 + PSU Opus . £145 Sure Shot Joystick E155802 4000 40/80T Opus rug
58020 2 x 400K 40/80T DS + PSU Opus £320

Shure Shot Supreme E17.95

5802P 400K 4010T OS + PSU Opus £139 SPECTRUM INTERFACES
CD800 2 x 400K 40/80T EIS -r- PSU Cumana goggg

Challenger with 512K Ram -r 720K Drive C249

Dual Port Interface
Games Player Interface E:

2566 Opus with 256k 8720k drive 0239 SPECTRUM JOYSTICKS
CS 100100K 401 + PSU Cumana C139 Sure Shot Joystick £15
CSX100 100K 407 Cumana £115
CS 400 400K 40/807 DS + PSU Cumana C145

Sureshot Supreme C17.95

CS0400 4000 40/80 DS Sumana C135 COMPUTER SOFTWARE
DISKETTES

S/S
3M, CONTROL DATA

BD 401 10 for £15

Spectrum Commodore 64/128
Amstrad 464/664/6128/8256

MemotechBBC Memotech
OL Macintosh

Cl/S DID 40T 10 for 08
DiS DID 807 10 for £24

Apple 11(e) IBM
Apricot Atari ST

Parrot diskettes include FREE library case Ail our software is discounted by 10%
5 or more boxes deduct 10% Please send for software lists.

DYSAN DISKETTES SPECTRUM
104/D S/S D/D 40T 10 for £18 Title Company
104/ 25 S/S Dill 400 10 for 026
204/2D S/S D/D 801 10 for.. £30

Laser Basic Ocean
The Patch Grlsoft

£17.95
05.35

The Colt Hisoft 011.85
COMPACT DISKETTES Beta Basic 3.0 Betasoft £13.50

3" Amsott Diskettes 40T £4.50 Campbell £13.50
3- Amsoft Diskettes 10 for Masterfile 8 MF Print Campbell C18.00
3.5" Single sided mu Astronomer II CP Software £0.95
3.5" Single sided 'Parrot". 10 loi £30
3.5" Double sided £4.50

Floating Point Forth CP Software
Supercode III CP Software

£9.95
£11.85

3.5" Double sided "Parrot". 10 tar au) Leonardo Creative
Mini Office Database

£7.15
. £5.35

PVC COVERS The Illustrator ' 'Base £13.50
Acorn Electron ,,,, £2.99
Amstrad Colour Monitor £4.110

The Quill Gilsott
C Compiler Hisoft

213.50
£22.50

Amstrad CPC464 . £3.99 Dev Pac 3 Hisoft ..... £12.50
Amstrad CPC664 E3.99
Amstrad CPC6128... £3.99£3.99

Pascal Hisof
Ultrakit Hisott . .

£22.50
£9.50

Amstrad Green Monitor 03.99 Melbourne Draw Melbourne .. £12.90
BBC Computer......... £3.99 Ornnicalc 2 Microsphere ... 013.511

88C Master £4.60
Brother #015 C5.60

Machine Code Tutor New Generation

I

New Generation
£13.50
E13.50

Brother M1009 £4.30 Address ManagerStandard OCP £0.95
Canon PW1080A/Kaga Taxan 04.80 Address Manager Plus 80 OCP ...... ....... £17.95
COM 16/20/64 E2.99
CBM128 1)3.99

Editor Assembler£11.65
Finance Manager Standard OCP 01.05.. ....

CBM MPS 801 £4.30 Finance Manager Plus 80 OCP ...... . £17.95
Epson FX80 £4.80
Epson RX80 F/T £4.30

Machine Code Test Tool OCP
Stock Manager Plus 80 OCP

£13.95
£11.95

Epson 0580 £4.30 VAT Manager Standard OCP £8.05

Juki 6100 C5.60 VAT Manager Plus 80 OCP E17.95

Mannesman Tally MISS E4.30 Editor 8 Assembler Fhcturesque (7.115

Memotech MTX 512 £3.99
Microvitec 14' .

Philips 7502/7522 etc £'44 : 38°0

Spectrum Monitor Picturesque
Small Business Accounts Sinclair...£6.50
VU 30 Sinclair...04.50

£6.75

Saga Emperor Keyboard £4.50
Seikosha GP80 £3.50

Tascopy Tasman .

Tasrnerge Tasman .

£8.90
C9.80

Seikosha GP100 C3.75 Tasprint Tasman £8.90
Shinwa CP80 ....... ..... £4.30
Shinwa CPA80 C4.30

Taswide Tasman
Taswoed 2 Sinclair

£4.95
FA

Sinclair SL £3.99
ZX Spectrum E1.99

The Artist Seek
Blast (Compiler) Oxford

E11.65
£22.50

ZX Spectrum Plus . C2.99

SINCLAIR PRODUCTS
ATARI 520 ST SOFTWARE

Music Studio £23
AMX Mouse 065
Mrcroslot Currah . 131.95 MillionaireBn

Blue Chip
Blue Chip

'157TN17,12=..
1:20
OS

Tycoon Blue Chip
DigitalDrawulater

OK Keyboard 129 1"C Digital
E,OKt.Lnis9hotoPteonKey.y MI Soft

Hi Soft
C45

Microdrive Extension Lead Devpac ST Hi Soft
Double Evesham £14.50
Interface III Evesham £37

Deadline
Enchanter

nfocom
nfocom 036

Slomo
ifl:VTX 5000 Modern

Hitchhikers Guide nfocom
nfocom

126
C40

Multiface 1
64K Wafa Cartridges

ntocom
nfocom

C21

£21
Elite 3 Keyboard Saga 035
Emperor 1 Keyboard Saga x46

Sorcerer
Wishbringer

ntocom
nfocom

C40
£36

Microdrive Cartridge
Pack of 4 Cartridges L7.50

ntocom. £20

Microdrive Library Case £5.95
Kernpston Mouse with An Studio..125
DL Mouse CBS

COMMODORE 64 PRODUCTS
Modern COM 010
Simon's Basic E45
Microspeech Cough £22
Doubler Evesham 114.50
Slomo C14
Modern 1000 £125
Turbo 50 Robocom C39.95
Turbo 10 Robocom £24.95
Interpod RS232 Interface £49

Tel: (0924) 409753 for
We welcome enquiries from Government, Local Authorities & Education

Special BFPO Rates

Access

Infocam C36
Haba £67
Haba £126
Lasersoft E90
Lasersoft £27
Lasersoft £18
Lasersoft .. E27
Eidersott £18
Metracomco £45
Metracomco .... [90
Metracomco C81
Rambird C22
Tallent
Tallent £22

AMSTRAD W8256 SOFTWARE
Title Company
Combo: Stock, Invoicing, Sales Amsoft C103.49
Nominal Ledger Amsott £103.49
Purchase Ledger Amsoft .... . C41.39
Brain Storm Caxton E45.00
Cardbox Caxton £90.00
Scratchpad Plus Caxton E63.00
Smart Key Caxton E45.011
Touch 'N' Go Caxton 022.50
Accounts (Nom/PurchiSalesilnys)Compact. 2179.95

Nominal Ledger
Compact
Compact

045.00
E62 . 95

Nucleus (2nd drive reqr0 Compact. ...... E89.95
Payroll (2nd drive reqd) Compact. 039.95
Purchase Ledger Compact £82.95
Sales 8 Invoicing Compact £62.95
Stock Control Compact E62.95
C Basic Compiler Digital £45.00
DR Draw Digital_ ... . 145.00
DR Graph Digital £45.00
Pascal MTi+ £45.00
Personal Assistant ' OW 00
Devpac 80 Hisoft .. £35.95
Pascal 80 Hisaft .. £35.95
Pocket Wordstar MicrOpro

-

£45.00
Accountant Plus E135.00
Chit Chat Sage £63.00
Chit Chat Combo Sage £90.00
Database Sage £63.00
Invoicing Sage £63.00
Popular Accounts Sage. £89.00
Popular Payroll Sage £89.00
Popular Accounts/Payroll Sage £135.00
Supercombo Sage £180.00
Supercalc 2 Sorcim £45.00
Oxford Pascal OCS £45.00
PSIL Accounts Camsoft £135.00

DATAGEM Gemini £36.00
Hisott .. £35.95

Sandpiper Accounts Sandpiper £119.00

SINCLAIR OL SOFTWARE
Tale Company
Cash Trader Accounting Software 062.95
Meteor Storm Arrakis £11.65
OL Home Finance Burn 122.50
Steve Davis Snooker COS 013.50
Bridge Player CP C16.96
Home Accounts Manager Dialog £17.95
Transact Dialog £31.50
Sprite Generator Digital_ ... ... ..£22.50
Su per Backgammon Digital £14.40
Supercharge Digital £54.00
Supeeforth I. Revers I Digital £27.00
Super Astrologer Digital E22.50
Super Arcadia Digital £14.40
Monitor/Diassessmbler Digital... £17.95
Archiver Eidersott £17.00
Ice Eidersoft 022.50

IZecPely ne"

English £13.50
Adventure Gemini £11.65

Life 8 Business Organiser Gemini £17.95
OL Gardener Gordian £22.50
Assembler GST [35.95
Touch 'n' Go Harcourt £17.95
OL Mon Hisoh £17.95
OL Cavern JMF £11.65
Scrabble Leisure Genius £13.50
Assembler Metmacomo £35.95
BCPL Metmacomo £53.95
OLC Metmacomo £89.95
Lisp Metmacomo f53.95
Pascal Metmacomo £80.95
Lands of Havoc Microdeal £17.95

Flights Microdeal
.

£17.95LsPsion
£17.95

Match Point Psion ' £13.50
Toolk(t Oiump 122.50
Knight Flight Reaftime £13.50
IsieLatned de

Sinclair
Sagesoft £79.95

18.95
Cartridge Doctor Talent... £13.50
Cosmos Talent £13.50
Graphigl Talent £31.50
OL Paint Talent 022.50
West Talent .013.50
Zkul Talent E13.50
Tascopy Tasman £11.65
Tasprint Tasman £17.95
Decision Maker Tryptych £35.95
Entrepreneur Tryptych £35.95
Project Planner Tryptychvee £35.95
OL Fictionar5 £11.85
Odraw Psion C13.50
Choice Idersoft 013.50
TOOlkit Idersoft E.95
Mice Idersott £11.60
()spell Idersoft £17.95
Supercharge Compile £50.00
Impact (Sales. Nominal Ledger 0 Strad Control) £159

ALL PRICES INCLUDE
VAT AND CARRIAGE

EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME
ASK OR SEND FOR PRICE LIST

BARCLAYCARD

ILYAME

Tel: (0924) 402337 for General Enquiries.
TELEX 556577 CROSSG

Shop open 9-5pm Mon -Sat: Mail Order 9-8pm Mon -Sat.
During the day our phones are red hot, but between 6-8pm they are usually

free.
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Computer Centres
48 Junction Road, Archway, London N19 5RD
238 Muswell Hill Broadway, London N10 3SH

PHONE
01-263 9493/5 or 01-883 3705

-Macintosh

MACHINTOSH BUSINESS
SYSTEMS
Macintosh Plus
External 800k Disk Drive
Imagewriter II Printer
Imagewriter Accessory Kit
Macwrite
MacPaint
Switcher
Box of Paper and Five

MACINTOSH DESK TOP
PUBLISHING SYSTEMS
Macintosh Plus
External 800k Disk Drive
LaserWriter
Two AppleTalk Connectors
MacDraw
MacPaint
Microsoft Word
Aldus PageMaker

Diskettes £2550 Box of Paper and Five
Diskettes £7495

MACINTOSH HARDWARE
Macintosh Plus £1895

Mac Author
£199

Ext 800K Disk Drive £316

MACINTOSH SOFTWAREImageWriter II Printer £316

ImageWriter Accessory Kit £25 MacWrite £89

LazerWriter £4495 MacPaint £89

AppleTalk Connector Kit £50 Vicom f135

AppleTalk 10metre Cable Kit MacDraw£51600 £89

Hard Disk 20meg £1 Microsoft Word £150

Apple Modem £235 Aldus PageMaker £395

Modem Accessory Kit £45 MacDraught £199

ImageWriter II 32k Buffer £70 Ready Set Go £169

ImageWriter II SheetFeeder £160 MicroSoft File £150

Microsoft Excel £335

Lotus Jazz £329

Omnis III £350
UPGRADE YOUR MAC MacProject £89

TO A MAC PLUS Switcher £19

UPGRADE 512K 128K MicroSoft Multiplan £150

Logic Board, 1meg Mem, SCSI DBS Payroll £120

& Rear Housing 450 550 MacPuter Accounts £445
Disk, Roms 220 220 Thunderscan £250
Keyboard £95 £95 MacAuthor £199

SERVICE *
SUPPORT *
TRAINING *

Chromasonic are an Aproved Apple
Service Centre. Maintenance contracts
are available for all systems that we
supply. From as little as £60 we will
install your system on your premises.
Training is available on all software that
we supply from £135 per day. Our
support lines are 01-263 9495 and
01-883 3705 to answer any problems
you may encounter.

TERMS
Payments by Access, Visa, Bankers Draft, Building Society cheque. Sorry
cheques take 5 days to clear. We reserve the right to alter prices without
prior notice. Please check for carriage charges before ordering. All prices
EXCLUDE VAT instant credit up to E1000 & budget account available.

LOWEST PRICES IN UK?
Micros
Sinclair Spectrum Pius
Sinclair Spectrum 128
Sinclair OL
Commodore 64
Commodore 64 Comp. Pack Recorder

£87
£117
£113
£130

Accessories -Postage Paid in U.K.
Z x Expansion System £79
C64 Easyscript £25
C64 Future Finance £25
For Amstrad:
Popular Accounts. Sagesoft £79

Music Maker & Software £166 Pop Accounts/payroll. Sagesoh £117
Commodore 64 with Disk Drive POA Pop Accounts Plus-Sagesoft £117
Commodore 128 £220 Payroll Sagesoft £55
Commodore 128 Comp. pack Recorder InvoicingrStock Control-Sagesoft £55
Joystick Music Maker & Software £247 Chit Chat Communication Pack Sagesoft £188
Commodore 128D £412 Chit Chat Combo-Sagesoft £79
Commodore 128 & Disk Drive POA Chit Chat E. Mail-Sagesott £55
Commodore Amiga POA Chit Chat View Data-Sagesoft £55
Amstrad PCW 8512 POA Cardbox-Caxton £79

Amstrad PCW 8256 POA Scratchpad Plus Caxton £55
Amstrad CPC 6128 Green Monitor F260 Brainstorm -Caxton £40
Amstrad CPC 6128 Colour Monitor £347 Touch 84' Go -Caxton £20
Psion organiser II XP £115 Smartkey-Caxton £40
Psion Organiser II CM £82 DR Draw -Digital £40
PRINTERS DR Graph -Digital £40
Commodore MPS 803 £140 Basic Compiler -Digital £40
Commodore MPS 1900 £221 Pascal MT - Digital £40
Juin 5510 £199 Pocket Word Star -Deluxe £55
Epson Lx 80 £199 DISKS -Postage Paid in U.K.

Star NLI 0 £230 Amosoft SS/DD-For 10 £36
Citizen MSP10 £296 Arnosoft DS/OD-For 10 £60
Juki 6100 £249 5V4" 3M SS/DD - For 10 £13
MONITORS DS/DD - For 10 £17
Commodore 128 Colour £248 5V4" Dysan SS/DD - For 10 £18
Commodore Green £78 DS/DD - For 10 £22
BBC Colour £173 30-2" DS/DD - For 10 £39
DISK DRIVES SS/DO - For 10 £27
Commodore 1541 with Future Finance £140 JVC Video Tapes E180 -For 10 £33
Commodore 1571 £221 Sony Video Tapes E180 - For 10 £33
Amstrad 3" D01 £139 Sony Video Tapes L750 - For 10 £34
Amstrad 3" FD1 £87 CASIO-Postage Paid in U.K.
TYPEWRITERS FX750P £75 PB110 £33
Canon Typestar 611 £148 FX77OP £69 TV25 £95
Canon Typestar 7 £175 FX7000G £52 Data Bank £31
Canon Typestar SR -RS232 £139 FX720P £42 Watches POA
Casio CW10 £130 FX4000P £30 Calculators POA
Casio CW20 E £42 Keyboards POA

in InterfaceCasio CW25 Built rface
Brother EP44-RS-232

Answering Machines
Telephones

POA
POA

Complete range of Casio. Amstrad, Commodore & Spectrum add ons at discount prices. Prices/Goods
subject to availability and change without notice.

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT. P&P £5 (within UK)

Export enquiries welcome. TELEX: 268312 WESCOM G ATTN KKS

K.K. STATIONERS
187 Edgware Road
Marble Arch
London W2 1ET
Tel: 01-723 1436

VISA

126 Edgware Road 172 Queensway
Marble Arch Oueensway

London W2 2DZ London W2 4QT
Tel: 01-402 4592 Tel: 01-229 3247

414) fierlative BLOPROM-RS
* For micros with an RS 232 port. Either polarity RCS/CTS.
* Fully intelligent uP based unit. Short Basic listing for micro supplied.
* Baud rates: 300, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600.
* EPROM types: 2516-32-64, 2716-32-64-128-256-512, 513, 2732A -64A -128A
* Functions: CHECK, READ, BLOW, VERIFY, CRC (RAM/EPROM)
* Programming modes: SMART, FASTand EXTRA FAST

Special Features:
* Reverse device protection
* System activity indicator LED
* Safe break Panic Button
* 110V/60Hz option

f189. 95
The price is the surprise
incl. cable and disc/µ (choice) for IBM-PC, BBC, Apple, QL, Spectrum

User Notes incl. short Microsoft Basic prog. for screen prompts etc.
Dhobi-1 Mains operated EPROM ereaser £18.95
Dhobi-2 as Dhobi-1, but with automatic timer £22.95

More! CAMEL PRODUCTS More!
BB -PROM 29.95  Q -PROM 69.95  Q -CART 5.95  Q -CENT 26.04  BB -
CENT CABLE 8.65  PROM -64 34.75  64 -CART 5.95  ROM -SP 29.95 
PROMER-SP 29.95  PROMER-81S 24.95  BLOPROM-SP 89.95
CRAMIC-SP 89.95  PRINT -SP 31.25  POLYPR1NT 44.95  PIO-SP 18.50 
NIKE SP/AT81 17.35 MEMIC-81 29.95  PROMER-8I 24.95  P10-8114.95

* NEW *
QE -32 replacement ROM for Q-PROM/27256. £14.95 

* BB PROM32 for 27256 pgm g on BBC £29.95

U.K. 15% VATextra, P&P free. Europe p&p 5%. Overseas P&P + 10%, no VAT

Cambridge Microelectronics Ltd.
One Milton Rd.,

CAMBRIDGE CB4 1UY.
TEL: (0223)314814 TLX: 81574 CML

CML is a MAPCON Approved Consultancy.
We conned your ideas into products, ON SCHEDULE, ON BUDGET, ON TIME.
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OLIVETTI M24

£1895
Olivetti M24 640K RAM; 360K F.D.
Internal Add-on 20MB Hard Disk
Monitor; Keyboard; MS.DOS

MAKE YOUR PC 4 TIMES FASTER - FOR
ALL BUSINESS COMPUTERS NOW INCLUDE FRE

novivicirR mom

VPC2 £899
640K RAM; 1 x 360K Drive
Mono Display; Keyboard; M.S.DOS 3.1
20MB Internal Hard Disk
Upgrade - Only £495

FREE WITH MICROCACHE DISK HANDLING
E PRINTER BUFFER AND DISK CACHE SOFTWARE

ALL COMPUTER PRICES INCLUDE MONO MONITOR, KEYBOARD AND MS-DOS

OLIVETTI VICTOR

Olivetti M24 128K 1 x 360K 1375 Victor 9000 256K 2.4MB 1299

Olivetti M24 256K 2 x 360K 1495 Victor 9000 256K 10MB 1899

Olivetti M24 640K + 10MB 1745 Victor VPC 2 640K 2 x 360K 1050

Olivetti M24 640K + 20MB 1895 Victor VPC 2 Colour (extra) 275

Olivetti M24 SP 640K 20MB 2395 Victor V286 512K 20MB 2499

Olivetti M21 256K 2 x 360K 1475

Olivetti M21 640K + 20MB 1845 TANDON

M24 Colour Monitor (extra) 275 Tandon PC 256K 2 x 360K 1195

Enhanced Graphics Card 475 Tandon PCX 256K 10MB 1395

7 Slot Bus Expansion 85 Tandon PCX 256K 20MB 1495

Tandon PCA 512K 20MB 2395

NEW OLIVETTI SYSTEMS Tandon PCA 512K 30MB 2695

Call for details Tandon Colour Monitor (extra) 275

APRICOT
COMPAQ Apricot XEN IMB + 20MB 2775

Compaq Plus 256K 10MB 2495 Apricot Xi 512K 2 x 720K 1495

Portable 11 256K 2 x 360K 2350 Apricot Xi 512K 10MB 2195

Portable II 640K 10MB 3195 Apricot 12in Monitor (extra) 50

Portable 286 640K 20MB 3795

Deskpro 256K 2 x 360K 1690 HARD DISKS/

Deskpro 256K 10MB 2495 TAPE BACKUP

Deskpro 286 512K 30MB 4725 Internal HT 10MB 445
Compaq 10MB Tape Backup 695 Internal HT 20MB 595

Internal HT 40MB 995
SPERRY Plus 5 20MB Plus Card 750

Sperry PUT (80286/8M04 Tandon 20MB Business Card 695

512K + 44MB Hard Disk Christie 20MB Tape (ext) 795

1 x 1 2MB Mono 3895 Archive 60MB Tape (ext) 675

ADD ON BOARDS

AST Six Pak Plus 384K

AST Advantage 1.5MB S+ P

Hercules Mono Graphics
Hercules Colour Graphics
Persyst EMS 2MB

256K RAM for Apricot
512K RAM for Apricot
Breakout Internal Modem

Intel 8087 Processor

PRINTERS

Brother HR.15

Brother M.1509

Brother Twinwriter 5
Canon LBP-8 Al Laser
Epson LX.80 + Tractor
Epson LQ 800 NLQ

Epson LQ 1000 NLQ

Epson FX 105

Epson FX 85

Hewlett Packard Laser
Hewlett Packard 7475

Juki 6100

Juki 6200 30 CPS

Olivetti DY 450 45 CPS

Olivetti DY 800 80 CPS

Olivetti DM 290 NLQ

NEC Pinwriter P3

Ricoh 1600 Flowriter

TEC F10140 40CPS

249

599

275

149

599

149

199

425

150

299

390

995

2195

219

475

595

420

339

2195

1545

299

425

755

945

375

495

1299

795

SOFTWARE

Crosstalk
DBase II

DBase III plus
DMS Delta 4

Framework 2

Gem Collection
Lotus 123

Lotus Symphony

Microcache
Microsoft Word 2
Multimate

Multiplan V2

Multisoft Accounts
Open Access
Pegasus Accounts
RBase 5000

Smart System (Ind
Supercalc 3 Ref 2

Wordperfect 4.1

Wordstar Professional
Wordstar 2000

120

235

335

350

325

95

275

375

150

275

265

190

P.O.A.

295

P.O.A.

375

Spellchecker)495
199

275

235

299

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT + DELIVERY

MAYFAIR
MICROS
BLENHEIM HOUSE, PODMORE ROAD.
LONDON SW18 1AJ

TEL: 01-871 2555 / 870 3255
We accept official orders from UK Government and
Educational Establishments, Mail Order and Export
Enquiries welcome. Callers by appointment

1L z



*** CUT PRICE MICROS ***
* APPROVED LOCAL AREA NETWORK INSTALLERS
* FREE TELEPHONE SUPPORT
* COMPETITIVE PRICES
* CUT PRICES SYSTEMS
* PROMPT SERVICE
* LEASING FINANCE
* TRAINING
* LARGE SATISFIED USER BASE
* OWN MAINTENANCE CONTRACT

I I : II I
I.

01.11 1:111 1121 256K R:\11
I \ 31101'10pp% disc
10 00.44ithte hard(liscdri%
ke board monitor Ohl pear letter

printer box of 1 °discs box
01 paper any low -modules of
pegasusactotiniiiig sof t are

£3496.00

APRICOTS AND ADD ON'S

F2, Epson 80 Printer, Mouse with 9"
monitor £1300.00
with 12" monitor £1363.00
with 10" monitor (colour) £1539.00
F10, Epson 80 Printer, Mouse with 9"
monitor £1760.00
with 12" monitor £1803.00
with 10" monitor (colour) £1979.00
XI FD 2x720K 5I2K RAM £1290.00
XI HD lx720K 512K RAM10mb h/d

9" mono monitor
12" mono monitor
10" colour monitor
Colour Card
XI 5mb to 20mb upgrade
XI 5mb to 10mb upgrade
XI 10mb to 20mb upgrade
Single Sides to Double Sided upgrade

£242.00

£1985.00
S150.00
S190.00
£325.00
£190.00
£549.00
£449.00
£495.00

PEGASUS
BUSINESS
SOFTWARE

lOS 5 12k R 101
\ 720K dri% 12 monitor

OKI near Iettcryualih printer data
cable for printer bout IlldiSCS
box ()limper am lour modulesof
pegasusactotiniingsottiAare

£3596.00

PC to 20mb upgrade
PC to 10mb upgrade
PC to 5mb upgrade
Motherboard upgrades
to 512K RAM £250.00
to 960K RAM £400.00

OLIVETTI M24 AND ADD ON'S

M24 128K RAM 1x360K £1140.00
M24 128K RAM 2x360K £1425.00
M24 mono monitor
amber/green/white £195.00
M24 MS/DOS £52.00
Colour Monitor £470.00
7 Slot Bus Convertor £75.00
102 Key Keyboard £120.00

IBM/M24 ADD ON'S

Motherboard RAM upgrades
64K £25.00

OUR SALES
PHILOSOPHY
WEWON'TSELLYOU A
COMPUTER WE'LL OFFER YOU
A BUSINESS SOLUTION WHICH
MAY INCLUDE A COMPUTER,
SOFTWARE RIGHT FOR YOUR
BUSINESS AND A PRINTER
APPROPRIATE TOYOUR
NEEDS.

1111ilf. ()I 2 7201% 2561 R 1%1
12 monitor 1.psim 1P1/4 1 011(1015
% live! printer datacable forpriuher

boy of 10 discs bo of fanfold
paper MI% four modules ol prgasus
accounting soltiAare

£2596.00

p.o.a. £52.00
p.o.a. £67.00
p.o.a. p.o.a.

£595.00

256K
512k
10mb Hard Disk upgrade
20mb Hard Disk upgrade

SOFTWARE

PEGASUS single user £159.00
PEGASUS senior £255.00
PEGASUS multi user £295.00

PRICE
If you are interested in buying a box with
little or no support, then again - We can
help - Of course having purchased the
system you may then subscribe to our help
service.

ABOUT US
The systems you see are only examples of
to deals which we can put together for you
we can quote on any configuration and
supply from stock.

MCg(HEAD OFFICE)
78-82 KIRKTON ROAD 01-800 8182

LONDON N15 5EY



Convert your Amstrad PCW8256 to a PCW8512
Only £189.95

Export enquiries to:
Micro Interface, 84 Talbot Road, London N6.
Tel: 01 340 0310 Telex: 295441 BUSY BEE G

Existing owners of PCW8256 machines can
now upgrade to the PCW8512 for only
£189.95 inc. VAT.

 Easy to follow instructions.
 Skills similar to replacing

fuse required.
 Fits internally.
 1 megabyte internal second drive.
 256K of extra internal ram./ No external boxes and cables.
Memory & disk upgrade kit. £189.95 Inc. VAT and P & P.
Memory only upgrade. £39.95 Inc. VAT and P & P.

Send cheques,
postal orders
or Access No. to:

CP egad,
Citadel Products Limited

Dept. PCW, 50 High Street. Edgware, Middlesex. HA8 7EP.
Telephone: 01 951 1848

AUTOMATIC PRINTER SWITCH
4 WAY AUTOMATIC SERIAL SWITCHING DEVICE

The DS4 Dataswitch is a multi -purpose RS232C signal switching device
which routes asynchronous data between the single "DCE" port and one
o fthe four "DTE" ports. In essence, it is an electronic one -of -four switch
which may be operated manually or automatically.
All inputs to, or outputs from the DS4 conform to RS232C specifications,
and are fully buffered and filtered accordingly. The DS4 is data -
transparent and therefore baud -rate independent. The unit performs no
data manipulation or processing.
There are three operating modes: -

a) Manual: by means of the facia switches
b) Auto: under control of the RS232 hand -shaking signals from

the devices connected to the
"DTE" ports

c) DCE Control: under control of the device connected to the
"DCE" port.

FURTHER DETAILS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

£242+VAT CARRIAGE PAID

AVAILABLE EX -STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
FROM OUR RANGE OF PROFESSIONAL DATA PRODUCTS

HOMESTEAD DATA PRODUCTS

Trelawney Industrial Court, Trelawney Avenue
Langley, Slough, Berks. SL3 7UJ.

0753-44269
BARCLAYCARD

VISA



CMC 1000
IBM PC/AT Compatible
UNBEATABLE INTRODUCTORY PRICE:

£1600.00

Price includes: 80286 6MHz Processor
1 Floppy Drive
Serial/Parallel Card
512K RAM Expandable to 1MB

The CMC 1000XT
Personal Computer

£1100.00 includes: 20MB Hard Drive
1 Floppy 360K Drive
1 80 Column Printer (dot matrix)
256K Memory on Main Board,

IBM PC/AT Compatible Boards

AT 001

AT 002
AT 003
AT 005
AT 006
AT 008
AT 009
AT 011
AT 013
AT 017
AT 018
AT 019
AT 021

2.5Mb Multifunction Card
3.0Mb Multifunction Card
Serial/Parallel Card
Keyboard 84 Keys
PC/AT Mainboard 6MHz
1.2MB Floppy Disk Drive Adapter
Colour Graphic Card
Mono/Graphic Card
Power Supply (200 Watts)
FDD/HDD Adapter
AT Case
3.5MB RAM Card
2,5MB RAM Card

ALL CARDS HAVE 'OK RAM

All prices are exclusive of VAT

£145.08
£168.20
£60.32
£62.64

£498.80
£67.78
£44.08

60.32
£110.00
£290.00
£56.00

£120.00
£110.00

IBM Compatible PC/XT Boards
XT 001 256K Multifunction Card £63.70
XT 002 384K Multifunction Card £83.18
XT 003 384K Multifunction Card £114.38
XT 004 Colour Graphic Card £49.39
XT 005 512K RAM Card £35.08
XT 006 I/O Card £89.68
XT 007 Monochrome Card £45.50
XT 008 Hard Disc Controller £153.38
XT 009 Mono/Graphic Card (Version II) £67.50
XT 010 Colour Graphic Card £79.29
XT 011 RS232C Card £51.99
XT 012 Super 256L Mainboard £92.28
XT 013 I/O Card £87.08
XT 014 I/O Card £91.00
XT 017 Floppy Disk Card £28.58
XT 018 Printer Card £14.28
XT 019 RS323C Card £28.58
XT 020 Floppy Disc Card £33.79
XT 021 AD/AD Card £71.48

Floppy Disc Drive 400K Teac £130.00
400K Namal £95.00

All prices exclusive of VAT

"IBM is a registered trade mark of International Business
Machines

The CMC Business Computer Centre
64 Cherry Hinton Road Cambridge CB1 4AA
Telephone 0223 215195 Telex 817445

L J Credit cards accepted



QUALITY PC CARDS AT SENSIBLE PRICES

PC26 HIGH SPEED A TO D. (PC XT & AT)

25 uS conversion time, 16 channel
input E249

OTHER EXAMPLES
OF OUR EXTENSIVE
RANGE:

Citadel Boards for the IBM PC and compatibles
have the quality that comes from a quarter of a

century's experience in electronics.
In widespread use throughout industry, these

cards have earned their reputation for
performance and reliability.

K9XT ENHANCED KEYBOARD. (XI) K9AT ENHANCED KEYBOARD (AT)
105 key clone of new IBM keyboard As left for AT E149
Works on all PC & XT models. E159/ / / / , , / .,str, , ,/ ve7 Vw V7/ 71,fr/iliel / ^, wr VA404,7 ' PC1 CLOCK & SERIAL RS232. OM

Switchable COM1 & COM2. Battery
backed clock/calendar E49

NEW IBM CLONE FROM £149
7030 200W POWER SUPPLY. IAT) PC11 PARALLEL PRINTER. (PC XT & AT) PC18 COLOUR GRAPHICS DISPLAY ADAPTOR. 7025 150W POWER SUPPLY. (XT)
IBM PC AT Plug compatible. £154 Centronic parallel printer £19 (PC XT & AT) IBM PC XT Plug compatible £79
7039 FLOPPY/HARD DISK CONTROLLER. (AT) PC13 SINGLE RS232. (PC XT & AT) RGB and composite colour outputs.
Controls 2-360K or 1.2Mbyte floppies & 2 hard Baud rates 50 to 9600 Independent receiver Composite mono output Light pen interface
disks. With cables £348 clock input. Full buffering £28 £65

Above pricing includes carriage.
EGA 01 ENHANCED GRAPHIC ADAPTOR. PC12 DUAL RS232. (PC XT & AT) PC16 MONOCHROME DISPLAY ADAPTOR. U K orders add VAT at 15%
(PC XT & AT) Baud rates 50 to 9600 £49 (PC XT & AT) Overseas add E15 for dots and deliver,.
IBM EGA, Hercules mono -graphics & IBM colour 7016 DISC CONTROLLER. (XT) 7x9 character & 80 colx25 row text IBM

CP evadagraphics all on half size card with parallel

printer. £289
Two internal & two external drives Four

internal alternative. £33

mono'display compatibility £56

7002 PC XT 640K MOTHERBOARD.
PC7 384K MULTIFUNCTION. (PC XT)

64K to 384K memory Parallel printer port
PC21 HERCULES COMP. MONO/GRAPHICS.

(PC r & AT)

8088 or NEC V20 series CPU Up to 640K ram

on board Legal BIOS IBM PC XT compatible Citadel Products Limited
Serial port. Clock/calendar, battery backed £94 Parallel printer port 720x384 graphic replacement With 256K memory £149 Dept. PCW 50 High Street,

PC4 512K MEMORY, (PC XT) resolution 7x9 character & 80 colx25 row AT1 2.5MBYTE MULTIFUNCTION. IAT) Edgware, Middlesex. HA8 7EP.
64K to 512K memory. With OK memory E45 text £85 Parallel printer port. Serial port OK memory £218 Tel: 01 951 1848

100% IBM® compatible PC £750 ex VAT
(including 256K memory, twin drive, monitor, RS232 and Printer Portl

20meg Hard Card 65ms £650
int/ext

lOmeg HD + cont £350/525

20meg HD + cont .. £450/625

40meg HD + cont . . £800/975
Other HD and streamer options
available: also for Apricot, Sanyo,
and BBC.

1 Omeg I/streamer

20meg T/streamer
360K Floppy Drive

int/ext
£400/600

£695/895

1 meg Floppy Drive

Increase your 8088/86 perforance by 30%
Use our single chip add on, 145 + VAT

8087
41256-15
41256-12
4164-15
4128-15

51/4
31/2

£90

£90

-1 . . £190
-2.. £155 8271 £30.00
-3.... £100

£3.75 27256 £5.00
£4.50 Acorn interface £40.00
£1.10 Prices + VAT
£5.20 Free post and parcel

DD/DD

Ds/QUAD

SS 135TPI

DS 135TPI

1-4

£9.50

£11.50

£21.50

25.50

5-9 10
£8.50 £8.00

£11.00 £90.00

Diskettes supplied in quantity
of 10 in library case

Add £9.00 for 50 capacity
storage box if required

ALL - TEC
84 HIGHFIELD ROAD, ROMFORD, ESSEX

Tel: (0708) 27043

TASKFLOVV
*** RAM ***

Apricot 128K £65
512K £125
704K £269

Sirus 512K £149
IBM 512K £99

256K 15ONS Dram Chips £2.45
Also Olivetti and Simon Board

Upgrade Kits
8087 - f110 £125 (Boxed)

8087-2 f145
Taskflow Limited, Telephone
Freepost, 0932-243600

(24 hrs)
Walton -On -Thames 0932-248312
Surrey KT12 3BR Telex:

919873-TASKF-6

There is no charge for post and
packing, prices do not include

VAT. dealer enquiries welcome.

LIMITED
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RESIDENT
MOVE FROM PROGRAM TO

PROGRAM WITH THE PUSH OF A KEY!

Dear PC User,

We now have in stock a single diskette, RESIDENT, that
will increase your convenience in using your PC, and your
total software and hardware investment. Because it allows
you to have up to twenty-six different programs memory
resident all at once. With RESIDENT, you'll be able to go
from one program to another, then back again, just by
touching a key.

RESIDENT, also offers another specialized benefit, with
a cut and paste feature that lets you transfer information
from one program to another instantly. And if you're
looking for a desktop manager, look no further than
RESIDENT. It includes a bonus desktop utility package
with a Calculator, Note Pad, ASCII Table, Communication
Terminal, Card File, Phone Dialer and Message Pad.

With more programs on the market than ever before,
quick convenient access from program to program is not
only a benefit, but a necessity. Contact us today, so you
can start enjoying the easy convenience only RESIDENT
can offer, as soon as possible.

You will need an IBM-PC or compatible + PC DOS 2.0
or higher. And all it costs is f 99.00 + VAT!

Yours sincerely,

Pi -IrjrnItil TII
e6D UAL II
1- 1111.11 LILL611J

10 Chaytor Terrace North, Stanley, Co. Durham DH9 6AY
Tel: 0207-284415

PCA RANGE
Tendon PCA ST-CommtMe C2.495.00

Nel802116 .12 W.
room PP arm
O2 Kbyre 'ROM,

WRA mokron snow
Wane 'WRAY ENE.
Keytoaso

NS -DOS 3. SW &SIC
Language Opvalog
SMem

Tendon PCA20 Same coHormor 552.595 90
PCA ex.
addinnal 20 NOKe aw
neves s...sa

Tendon PC30 Same 0 PCA co lipid -53.995.00
ROT exCePI

Woo. 30 Mode Ws

TANDON - SPECIAL OFFER TILL END OF JULY
Technology Computers (UK) Ltd.

Presenting the Tandon range of PC/AT Compatible

ZENITH Z171

£1599

1111111MMIC

-I®

PCX RANGE

Tendon PCS SCEcenow. C1.295 00
In 0088 2 r MO rade

mom 34r arres
256 Kores mam memo .

PM ams3
A

Par
FERRRA TOR,

moose ronar Engem

Keybpar0

MS-DOS S 3 Opp.,
Swim GIS BASIC Ean

9a29e
Tandon PC810 SYCompaWle C1,695.00

Same conamalos as

PCS erCePS

FOP, Na. ox
TOP

10 MOyie Vd.mnesin

'WO A. AWE
Tendon PC20 Sarre conirmalon 0E1..5.00

POMO MEV
20 413de Hnonsmer sere

das Pre

THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE FREE GEM COLLECTION WITH SU14043USE

640 KBYTE STORAGE MEMORY UPGRADE OR EPSON 15080 PRINTER

Free 6 month on site guarantee with extended guarantee option.

SOFTWARE PACKAGE
dBASE 9
dBASE 19

E245
MOT MATTER (SPE=TCWERS1

Epson F% 105 (NEW)
052

DELTA A
FRAMEWORK
LOTUS VERSION 2
MULTIOWTE
MULTIPLW

E340
E270
E270
E165

Epson L2110 00cs MLO
Epson G880 NEON
Epwn L0800
Epson LO 1500 2K Butler
Epson L01500 3214 Buller

El.
E199
000
C299
C939

tTa

C1080
OPEN ACCESS
SAVE ACCOUNTANT

Epson HU Plotless
Taxan Ksma 910

039 C390

SAGE BOOKEEPER
SAGE PAYROLL

10
PO*

SMART SYSTEM
SYMPHONY

E502
E350

WORDSTAR C191
C290

74grIg:112124%

These are just a few samples from the wide range software/hardware
packages available.

Please telephone with particular requirements.
Discounts available for those not requiring GEM collection or mouse

TECHNOLOGY COMPUTERS LTD, 59 STANMORE CRESCENT,
LUTON, BEDS, LU3 2RJ. - (0582-502319)

ALL PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT - CARRIAGE

HARTFORD COMPUTERS

APRICOT PC TWIN 315K + MONITOR £1100
APRICOT PC TWIN 720K (with 512K RAM) £1310
APRICOT XI 1 Omb (with 512K RAM) £1990
APRICOT F2 with MONITOR £1150
APRICOT F10 with MONITOR £1600
APRICOT 9" MONITOR £150
APRICOT 12" MONITOR £200
APRICOT 10" COLOUR MONITOR £330
EPSON LX80 + TRACKER £212
EPSON FX85 £ 310

EPSON FX105 £398
EPSON RX100 £199
EPSON DX100 £307
EPSON LQ1500 + INTERFACE £879

APRICOT XEN also available

BRINGS TO YOU THE MOST

COMPETITIVE PRICES YET

ALSOAVAILABLE:
FULL RANGE OF SOFTWARE, COMPUTER

ADD ON PRINTER ADD ON

MULTIUSER SYSTEMS,

SOFTWARE, BESPOKE

SOFTWARE SYSTEMS,

INSTALLATION, TRAINING

MAINTENANCE AND FINANCING

PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT AND
DELIVERY AND SUBJECT TO

AVAILABILITY

WE GUARANTEE LOWEST PRICES

42 WAVENEY ROAD, ST. IVES, CAMBS PEI 7 6FW
TEL: 0480 69325



Most Provocative Innovation
in Disk Technology

The Universal Disk
Cuts the choice to one disk.
*Certified to work on all
ommonly available 51/4" drives.
*Eases stockholding problems.

*Simplifies buying decisions.
*Increases profitability.
*Lifetime guarantee.
*Own label service and bulk
media also available.
*Supplied in stylish plastic
librarycases.

51/4" UNIVERSAL DISK

ISK
23-24 King's Mews London WC1N 2JB
Tel: 01.242 5511 Telex: 295254 DISKX-G
For further information complete this coupon.

Name

j Company

/ Address
I
I

Country

Telephone Telex: pm/

Title



AVAILABLE AT ALDERS  BOOTS  CURRYS  DIXONS  GREENS  JOHN LEWIS  LASKYS  TANDY  W.H. SMITH  COMMERCIAL OFFICE EQUIPMENT  FARNELLS



The electric typewriter's days are numbered.
Because now there's a machine that puts real

wordprocessing power within everyone's reach.
The Amstrad PCW 8256 is a complete word -

processor and a powerful computer in one unit.
And its unbelievably low price includes a screen

with built-in disc drive, keyboard, printer and word-
processing software.

It's a complete wordprocessor
The PCW 8256 is totally equipped for word-

processing. It has a high resolution screen with 90
columns and 32 lines of text.

That's 40% more usable display area than most PC's.
There's a high speed RAM disc that allows you to

store and retrieve information instantaneously, as
you're creating a document.

There's also an optional combined serial and
parallel interface that gives you access to modem,
additional printers and other peripherals. And you
can even add an extra 1 M byte drive.

Training
The PCW 8256 comes with a comprehensive user

guide that tells you, in simple language, how to
master its wordprocessing and computer capabilities.

But if you want to get to grips with it even quicker,
there are now a great number of training courses
available throughout the country.

On -site maintenance
Amstrad computers are exceptionally reliable.
But many business users find it reassuring to

know that nationwide on -site service and
maintenance contracts can be arranged.

KEYBOARD, SCREEN
AND PRINTER

TOE AMSTRAD WORDPROCESSOR

The 82 key keyboard is specifically designed for
wordprocessing. Its special function keys allow you
to refer to 'pull down' menus as you work, so you
don't have to memorise complicated codes.

And the PCW 8256 has an integrated printer with
compatible software that gives you a choice of letter
quality and high speed drafting capabilities.

Finally, there's an automatic paper load system,
as well as tractor feed for continuous stationery.

It's a powerful computer
The PCW 8256 is also a purpose built computer

with an enormous 256k memory.
For computer buffs, the Mallard basic, Dr Logo

and GSX Graphics system extensions will mean you
can write your own programs.

All of which puts the ordinary office typewriter
firmly in its place.

The place featured on the opposite page.

FPlaase send me some more information about the PCW 8256
Home user Office user D (Please tick)

Name

Address

Tel
8256/3pcw

Company

Amstrad PCW 8256
Amstrad, P.O. Box 462, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4EE.

Tel: (0277) 230222.

METYCLEAN  OFFICE INTERNATIONAL  RONALD MARTIN  RYMANS  SANDHURST  THOMAS HILL  WILDINGS AND GOOD INDEPENDENT COMPUTER STORES



The
Amstrad CP/M Plus

by

Andrew R. M. Clarke
David Powys-Lybbe

540 pages in Book £12.95

c).8c)
The most complete book on CP/M PLUS

for the Amstrad 8256, 8512 and 6128

computers, by two leading authorities on
CP/M PLUS.

Available from dealers, or,
in case of difficulty, from the publishers

at £14.95 including p&p.

A disk of software including example
programs from the book is also available at a

price of £14.95.

Trade enquiries to publishers:
MML Systems Ltd,

11 Sun Street,
London EC2M 2PS.

Available at Amstrad Computer Show,
New*Star Stand Nos 41/51

ATARI COMPUTERS

The 1040STF. 520STM and 520STM + come with
tos and gem In rom and logo, basic, neochrome,
II rstword, db master one, doodle and megaroids.
1040STF with disc drive, mouse and monitor: -
monochrome £836 (0839) £916, colour £1046
(01046) E1156. Atari 520 STM Computer (512K
version) 0343 (0336) 0376. Atari 520 STM+ (1
Megabyte version) £426 (E416) £456.1 megabyte
upgrade for the Atari 520STM E99 (C99) £109.
Cumana economy 1000K disc drives for the
520STM:- single £148 (0148) C170, dual £239
(0239) 0271. Atari 5004 ST disc drive £130 (£132)
052. Atari 1000K ST disc drive £173 (0172)0192.
Atari ST monochrome monitor E136 (046) £194.
Ecomony Fidelity ST colour monitor £199 (£204)
£264. Atari 14' medium resolution ST colour
monitor £354 (0349) £399. 20 Megabyte ST hard
disc £730 (C699) £769. Atari 130XE computer +
game £115 (Et 21) £141. 130XE computer + cas-
sette recorder + software £148 (047) £172.
130XE computer + disc drive + software £234
(0233) £263.130 XE computer + disc drive + 1027
printer + software £307 (0309) £369. Atari 1027
£116 (0122) £148. Atari 1050 0 16 (E122) £148.

SINCLAIR COMPUTER

Sinclair Spectrum 128 £136 (0138) £158. Sinclair
pocket TV 097 (E95) C101. Sinclair OL computer
£194 (0196) £229. 00 Floppy disc interlace (See
Cumana disc section below for suitable disc
drives) C86 (084) 094. Sinclair Spectrum Plus
Computer 48K £96 (099) 019. Spectrum Plus
Computer + cassette + 4 games + joystick with
interface 0139 (0139) 0169. Kit to upgrade the
Spectrum to Spectrum Plus £40 (040) £50. Micro -
drive £49 (050) £60. RS232 interface 1 £49 (E50)
£60. Special offer:- Microdrive + Interface 1 -- 4
blank cartridges 097 (099)0107. Blank microd rive
cartridges C2.50 (03) C4. Spectrum floppy disc
Interface (See Cumana disc section for suitable
disc drives) £107 (£99) £109. Interface 2 £20.45
(020) £24. Spectrum Centronics printer interface
046 (042) £47.

COMMODORE
COMPUTERS
Commodore 128 £250 (0249) £279. New Com-
modore 128 compendium pack £279 (£275) £310
Commodore 128D £466 (0460) £510. 1571 Disc
drive £257 (C250) C270. Commodore 64 +
recorder + musicmaker keyboard + software
£191 (£195) £235. Convertor to allow most ordi-
nary mono cassette recorders to be used with the
Commodore 128 and the Commodore 64 £9.78
(£9) £11. Centronics printer interface for Vic 20
and the Commodore 64 £45 (041) £46. MPS803
Printer £138 (0145) £175.

AMSTRAD AND ENTER-
PRISE COMPUTERS
New Amstrad PCW8512 0564 (C575) £675.
Amstrad PCW8256 £449 (0450) £550. Amstrad
464 Colour £297 (0322) £402. Amstrad 464 Green
£197 (£230) £310. Amstrad 6128 Colour £397
(£420) £500. Amstrad 6128 Green £297 (0322)
£402. Amstrad DMP2000 printer £156 (0159)091.
Extra disc drive for Amstrad 6128 £99 (0103)
0133. Enterprise 64 0110 (016) £156. Enterprise
128 0159 (C163) £203. Enterprise disc drive inter-
face (See Cumana disc drive section for suitable
disc drives) £84 (80) 85.

CUMANA DISC DRIVES
To suit disc interfaces of Sinclair OL, Spectrum,
Enterprise and BBC B. 80 track double sided,
cased and with power supply:- single 3.5' £134
(0134) £156, dual 3.5 £224 (0224) 0256, single
5.25' £172 (0172) £201, dual 5.25 £310 (0310)
£350.

PRINTERS
New Epson LX80 £249 (0249) £282. Tractor for
LX80 E20 (E20) 030. Brother HR5 £148 (0152)
084. Brother M1009 £201 (0203) £234. Shinwa
CTI CPA80+ 093 (0192) C228, Taxan KP810 £218
(0219) £269. Cannon PW1080A £309 (0306) £356.
Microperipherals MP165 £223 (E223) £263.
Brother EP44 £224 (0220) £240.

SWANLEY ELECTRONICS
The Computer Export Specialists

Dept PCW, 32 Goldsel Rd., Swanley, Kent BR8 BEZ, England
Tel SWANLEY (0322) 64851. Official orders welcome. UK prices are shown first and include
post and VAT. The second price in brackets is for export customers in Europe and includes
insured airmail postage. The third price is for export customers outside Europe (including
Australia etc) and includes insured airmail postage.

NERRA Computer Consultants Ltd.
TANDON, JUKI, PEGASUS, SAGE, BCL., CASHLINK, QUEST AUTHORISED DEALERS

0
11111=1.,

J1111111111111111111111111111111111MIL

PCX, THE TANDON XT
Intel 8088. 360kb FDD, 640 KByte main

storage memory 20 Mbyte Fixed disk drive,
14" Tilt/Swivel Hi res monitor, keyboard,

MSDOS.

:11/-1,- 

PCA, THE TANDON AT
Intel 80286 6 8 Mhz, 1.2 Mb FDD, 640 KByte

main memory, 30 MByte Fixed Disk, 14"
Tilt.Swivel Hi Res monitor, keyboard, MSDOS.

FREE
***640 KB UPGRADE & PRINT
SPOOLING SOFTWARE ON ALL

SYSTEMS SOLD THIS MONTH*

 **VERY SPECIAL PRICES ON
PEGASUS CP.O.A*

Olivetti

11,111111_

=rf6T.Prz.*T4V4'''

The PCX-20 costs £1695
or PCX-10 Mb £1595

SOFTWARE PACKAGES

dBASE II C251
dBASE III PLUS C355
DELTA 4 C364
FRAMEWORK II C339
LOTUS 123 V2 C275

THE PCA-30 costs £2995
or PCA-20 Mb £2695

HARDWARE UPGRADES

10 MByte fixed disk C395
20 MByte fixed disk C475
Mono Graphics card 0190
Hercules color card 0146
Microsoft mouse 0138

OLIVETTI M19 EP.O.A
OLIVETTI M22 CP.O.A
OLIVETTI M24 CP.O.A
OLIVETTI M24SP CP.O.A
OLIVETTI M28 EP.O.A

MULTIMATE
MULTIPLAN

0276
£165

Sage Chit Chat modern 0298 RENTAL PACKAGES
NORTON UTILITIES
SAGE BOOK-KEEPER

£62
C198

PRINTERS
Epson FX85 C339

I TANDON PCX.20 LOTUS 122 EPSON L0800.
Disks& paper Cash pnce E2579

Rent from E25pw
SAGE ACCOUNTANT £459 Epson F X105 £459 2 TANDON PCA.30. CONCURRENT DOS. TAPE
SAGE PAYROLL £140 Epson L0800 0486 STREAMER 2 WYSE TERMINALS. EPSON L01000.
SMART SYSTEM V3 £495 Juki 5510 C269 °mks & paper Cas0 price E5295
SYMPHONY £358 Juki 6000 0199 Rent I rornESO pw

WORDSTAR
WORDSTAR 2000

£191
0294

Juki 6100
CANON PW1156a

C349
C389

Rental prices include lull insurance cover and on pie maintenance These are lust a
small sample nommeverde range of packages available - please leiephOne for your

WORDSTAR PROF. £241 CANON PW1080a 0259 panicuiar requirements Allencesare exclusive of VAT andcamage

SANDERSON CENTRE, LEES LANE, GOSPORT, HANTS P012 3UL. Telephone: (0705) 504874

42 PCW JULY 1986



Within
Your
Reac

(--APPOVED
for connRection to If E149.95* is within your reach

telecommunication - then so is the world.systems specified
in the instructions * Price excludes VAT. Total delivered price, UKtor use subject to
the conditions set mainland, is £178.19. Prestel, Telecom Gold,

out in them. Micronet and Microlink are registered trade marks
of those companies. Access & Visa cards accepted.

E149.95* fora Hayes compatible, autodial,
autoanswer with speed seeking smart modem from
one of the UK's best-known modem manufacturers
- that really brings the world of data
communications within your reach!
If that wasn't enough, the new WS4000 is also fully
intelligent and speed buffered. And you can add your

choice of optional extras now or
later, taking it right up to full V22
or even the 2400 bps V22 bis
standard.
For only £149.95 * you can reach
out to Prestel, Telecom Gold,
Micronet, Microlink and the
world's databases, bulletin boards
and telex links through your own
telephone line. User -user file
transfer too.
WS4000 is made to the same high
quality as all our products. The
price breakthrough is a direct
result of our massive component
buying power through high
volume sales to business, home,
educational and Government
users throughout the world.

" MIRACLE TECHNOLOGYffI Mr I R(0A4C7L3E) T2E1C6H14N1OLO6GLYIr(s

LINES(UK)

LTD ECS TO MP EGTOELRDS7S9TRKEEEYT 0017 W( DIeCaleIrPi i1n k1X7B2, DETNBG1L0A1N3D5)

[T.2 946240 CWEASY G 19002985 PRESTEL MAILBOX 919992265
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COMLEX
COMPUTERS -PRINTERS -MONITORS -DRIVES -SOFTWARE

AMSTAR Colour
"r24)101 lor.IPAGVADE

£239
25'PCW 8256 11385

PCW 8512 £485
BBC Master £391
Apricot
F2 writer 22 cordless mouse £949.00
F10 writer 22 cordless rnouse. ...... .. ... ....... £1314.00
X1FD £1205.00
XIHD £1765.00
XEN FD £1532.00
XEN CD £1897.27
XEN HD E2262.27

MONITORS (APRICOT)
9" Monitor £145
12" Monitor £180
10" Colour Monitor E291
12" Paper White Monitor £291
12" Medium Res Color E415
12" High Res Color ESN

CONTROLLERS
Green £109
Paper White £149
High Res Color £218
Olivetti M24 10360K DD 256K E1350
Olivetti M24 20360K DD 256K £1450
Olivetti M24 10360K DD
20meg HD Olivetti 640K £1995
Olivetti M24 10360K DD
20 meg HD se ate 640K E1750
Olivetti M14 SP 10360K DD
20 meg HO Olivetti 640K £2085
Bus Convener E79
All M24 Machines With Green Screen Monitor,
Keyboard And MS-DOS Colour Option £240
Olivetti M19, M21, M28 EP.OA.
Tendon PCX 256 20360K DD £945
Tendon PCX 256 10380K 10 meg HD E1185
Tendon PCX 256 10360K 20 meg HD £1239
PCA 20 512K 101.2K DD 20 meg HD £1989
Tendon PCA 30 512K 101.2K DD 30 meg HD 132189

190
Victor VP2 10360K DD 640K ................. ..... £700
Victor VP2 20360K DO 6400 E899
Victor VP2 20360K DD Color 640K ..... ..... . £1146
Victor VP2 10360 K DD 640 20 meg HD £1499
Victor VP2 10360K DD 640K
20 meg HD Color
Victor V286 101.2 00 5120
Victor V286 101.2 DD 20 meg HD. ....... ..........
Victor V286 101.2 1313 40 meg HD ............

HARD DISK UPGRADES
PC Hard di. upgrad 10 rneg.. .............. £425
PC Hard disc upgrade 20 meg E499
20 meg tapestreamer upgrade E599

IBM, Sperry and Olivetti supplied.
Sperry products at competitive prices.

MONITORS
Philips 7502 (Green).............. ............................. ..£69.110
Philips (Amber) ........... ......... ........,.. .............. ..E74.00

E1746
E1649
E2249
E2650

Microvitec IBM .. . . . ............ .......... .............. EP.OA.
Microvitec 1456 MED £389.00
Microvitec 1456 09 E339.00
Business Software at competitive prices.
88C Diu Drives, Opus and Cumana prices on
application.

PRINTERS

Epson 1080
Epson DX100 daisywheel 11349 00

GOVERMENT AND EDUCATIONAL ORDERS
EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME

STANDARD DELIVERY £5 - ADD 1VAT TO ORDER TOTAL
COMLEX

Unit 7, Fife St., Nuneaton, vvarvvickshire CV11 5PR
Nuneaton (0203) 371371

Manchester Hotline 061-976 3763

Epson LX 1500.... .....0799.00
Epson 61180 £329.00
Canon 1080A £225.00
Canon 1156A £329.00
Karga 810 187.00
Karga 910 £321.00
Juki 6100 £321.00
Juki 6300 0799.00
Sheet feeder for the above .6179.00
Brother HR5 ...0188.00
Brother HR15 E325 00
Brother HR25 £630.00
Brother HR35 £685.00
Brother M1009 154.00
Brother EP44 £184.00
Brother 2024 0779.00

Further range pt,Ingzi.rsvailable -
SOFTWARE
Multimate E245
Wordstar E185
Wordstar Pro E245
Lotus 1.2.3 E285
Lotus Symphony E3135
Wordstar 2000 E275
0 Base II £235
0 Base III ... . .............. .... ............... ..... ........ ..
Gem collector ... .. £89

Sage Accountant E330
Sage Accountant Plus E446
Sidekick £55
Word Perfect 1275
Open Access £295
Bonus E299
Delta 4 015

Autocat £P.OA.
CAD Equipment IE plotters, Digitisers,

High Hire Rate, Monitors. Mathsco processors,
available on request.

Instalation At Extra Cost If Required.

WELCOME,
50/0

All Orders to Nuneaton
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-1ROVE
SOFTWARE

by

PEGASUS
Single -User, Senior, Multi -User

WOR:0211A1.7

Latus
Symphony

dBASE II & III PLUS

Laserjet=== =- -=
Quietwriter

Hotline Support

After -Sales Service
'Vent Street i,nclon NW 2D

265871 (NION ZL Cl Refer to 1: 1\-1D
On Gold: 81: , 162



BRITAIN'S BEST VALUE
COMPUTER HARDWARE

So far so good. If you've
bought an Amstrad PCW 8256
you've got the best value
hardware on the market. But
what now? Keep on saving with
the best selling, Sage 'Popular'
range of business software.

Take your pick from the
biggest and best range of
professional software for the
AMSTRAD. Accounts, Payroll,
Invoicing, Data Base Management
and Communications programs,
all simple to use but highly
effective and yours from as little
as £69.99 incl. VAT. For the cost-
conscious small business, there's
no better bet than Sage. What's
more, you don't need to be a
computer buff to put our
programs to work. We give you
90 days direct after sales support
absolutely free, and for a modest
annual payment we'll provide
ongoing support, including free
program updates. (Try asking
some suppliers of higher priced
software how much support
they offer!)

What Amstrad did for
hardware prices, Sage, one of
Britain's top software
companies, have done for
software prices. Talk to your
local dealer today, or send for more
information.

AMSTRAD
PCW 8256

EN

t- t f'V' f'
I .4

I

DESERVES
BRITAIN'S

BEST VALUE
SOFT

ACCOUNTS The original SAGE
accounting system to automate your
bookkeeping. £99.99 incl. VAT

INVOICING Automatic invoice
production linked to a stock
recording system £69.99 incl. VAT
',ACCOUNTS PLUS
SAGE accounts combined with
Invoicing and linked directly to your
ledgers. £149.99 incl. VAT
 PAYROLL An effective,
easy -to -use system to automate wage
calculations, payslip printing etc
£69.99 incl. VAT
 COMBO PACK The SAGE
Accounts and Payroll programs in a
money -saving package £149.99
incl. VAT
',SUPER COMBO Accounts,
Invoicing and Payroll at a saving of
£39.98. £199.99 incl. VAT
 SAGE DATABASE The electronic
filing system to organise your
records and produce reports and mail
shots £69.99 incl. VAT
*CHIT-CHAT, E-MAIL A special
version of this top -selling program to
connect to electronic mail systems
like Telecom Gold, One -to -One, etc.
Includes free One -to -One mail box
worth £50. £69.99 incl. VAT
 CHITCHAT, VIEWDATA This
version of ChitChat gives you access
to Prestel and other information
systems £69.99 incl. VAT
 CHITCHAT COMBO Save
£39.99 with this combination of our
E -Mail and Viewdata programs.
£99.99 incl. VAT

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Fill in the details below and post to:
Sagesoft plc, NEI House, Regent Centre,
Gosforth, Newcastle upon Tyne NE3 3DS.

NAME

COMPANY

POSITION

ADDRESS

POST CODE

TEL. NO

vi ORDER BY PHONE

SAGE
Holders of Access and Barclaycard can
order by 'phoning Tyneside (091) 284 7077.
Please allow 28 days for delivery.

BETTER SAGE THAN SORRY
PCW 7/tid



PC POSTBOX
A comprehensive communications program for

the IBM PC and 100% compatibles.
Contains all the features required to access the various

communication systems available today-

Telecom Gold, One -To -One, Easylink,
Bulletin Boards

Features:
Containing facilities found in only the more expensive

alternatives:
Upload/Download Software; Transmit and Receive text;
ASCII and Binery Files; Print hardcopy on most popular
printers; Automatic logging -on facilities; Transfer Lotus

and Wordstar files.
Pricing: Incredibly low prices

PC Postbox version 1, only £49
PC Postbox version 2, as above but including 1200/75

Prestel Compatible Software, only £69
Comprehensive instruction manual included.

Also available: Modems POA; Cables POA; Computer
Systems POA.

Free Modem and cable with EPSON PC Systems
Available from:

CHILTERN TELECOMS
326 Waterside, Chesham, Bucks

Tel: 0494 772712
MANTEC SYSTEMS LIMITED,

32 Finch Road, Douglas, Isle of Man
Tel: 0624 23231

LOW, LOW PRICES!!
HIGH PERFORMANCE!

WORDSTAR £85.00
No, we can't sell you Wordstar at £85.00, but My Word! is a
complete Wordstar compatible wordprocessor with numer-
ous additional features, including macros, sort, add rows
and columns, mergeprint, math, microjustify, use full 256
ASC II character set.

LOTUS 1-2-3 £99.00
We can't sell you Lotus 1-2-3 at this price either, but
VP -Planner is a Lotus 1-2-3 clone which uses Lotus
keystrokes, reads and writes Lotus files, plus has a built-in
database and can also read and write DBase II files.

PRODESIGN II £475.00
A new updated version of this excellent cad system. All the
features of the expensive programs at a fraction of the cost.
Extremely easy and fast. No need for expensive extras -
works with standard graphics card and gives high quality
output on a dot matrix printer.

DOS -HELPER £39.95
An on-line DOS reference manual for DOS. No more
scrambling for the DOS manual. DOS -Helper is accessed by
a single keystroke. Design your own Help screens and have
them directly available from within any program.

M C FORMAT £49.95
Don't let DOS waste your disk space. Add up to 50% more
hard disk capacity to your IBM or compatible with M C
Format.
All Prices Exclude VAT & Delivery at £3.00.
FULL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
Ask about our catalogue of Low Cost Software.

LYONS AVENUE HETTON LE HOLE TYNE 6 WEAR OHS OHS
leiephone HE TTON LE -HOLE 2678,6

COMPUTER TOO SLOW?
DON'T GET MAD -GET MICROCACHE

For as little as £125 our MICROCACHE software package breathes new life into your system.
MICROCACHE instantly puts your disk drives and screen into overdrive (your printer too for another £70). It
is available for most machines.

Microcosm Research first invented Silicon Disk (the original 'RAM -disk'). A simple enough concept, but
tedious to use effectively.MICROCACHE is very different, doing all the work for yOu-no more copying files
to and fro. It turbocharges your disk drives automatically. Using anything from 32K to 4M bytes of RAM, it
ties together processor, disks and screen into a fast, powerful and intelligent system, cutting down
mechanical activity and, most important, cutting the time the job takes.

Go for the Printer Buffer option as well, and you can whistle through print runs at many times normal
speed. Characters are rushed into MICROCACHE's buffers, allowing you to get on with your next task while
printing continues. It is faster, more flexible and less expensive than most hardWare buffers. (Printer buffer
on its own - £95).

MICROCACHE also features a Screen Accelerator. This improves many programs with sluggish
displays. Screen Accelerator and Silicon Disk are included absolutely FREE with MICROCACHE

Experts, trade journals and thousands of users agree: MICROCACHE outs "RAM disks" and hardware
printer buffers in the shade. According to a recent magazine review, "MICROCACHE makes the system
run like the wind". Need we say more?

Can you afford to wait? Send for your copy now!
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Microcosm Research Ltd
26 Danbury St
London N1 8JU
Tel: 01-226 9092



Fast, easy and secure
back-up

_from £999.00

If you want high speed and
high capacity back-up for your
IBM PC/AT you should know
more about the MaynStream
AT 20 and AT 60. They are
unmatched for efficiency,
versatility and speed in hard
drive back-up.

Features:
 backs up the average 20 Mb

drive in less than 5 minutes
 Available for PC, XT, AT

and compatibles

 automatic
read -after -write

checks

file by file back up with file
splitting capability

 backs up non DOS partitions
 20 Mb cassette or 60 Mb

cartridge models
 internal or external units

INESIIMV I
---- Contact Micro Macro on

linkline
0800-898 404
for your nearest dealer.

Dealer enquiries welcome.
Price quoted exclusive VAT and delivery.

Northington House
59 Grays Inn Road London WC1X8TL

Main
Stream
AT20 &
AT 60

micro
macro

AMSTRAD
COMPUTERS

FLOPPY
DISKS

CPC 464 (Green) P.O.A.

CPC 464 (Colour) P.O.A. 3.5' SONY

CPC 6128 (Green) P.O.A. OMD 3440 SSDD £3.45

CPC 6128 (Colour) P.O.A. OMD 4440 DSDD £4.75

PCW 8256 (Complete) P.O.A. 3" CF -2 £4.75

PCW 8512 (Complete) P.O.A. 3" CF -2 DD £5.75

Major Credit Cards
Accepted
Credit Card Hotline
(01-700 4004)

ALL OFFERS SUBJECT
TO AVAILABITY E.0.84 E.

COMPUTER
CASSETTES

AM SOFT PC15 £0.45

CREDIT CARD TYPE 
(Please tick)

No:
Exp Date:

Please send orders to:
CYCA LTD
287 Caledonian Road, London N1 EG1
(PLEASE PRINT)

Name:
ADDRESS:

TEL NO:

WHY PAY MORE?

THE BRITISH FERRANTI
PC860 IBM COMPATIBLE

* Higher Performance
* One Year On -Site Warranty
* Wordprocessing
* Spreadsheet and Database
* Serial and Parallel Ports
* 256K Ram and Twin 360K Disks
* Colour Graphics Board

From £995
From £1245

Ferranti 2860 (AT Compatible) From £2645
ADVANCE 86B STILL AVAILABLE ONLY £650

* TOP CLASS VALUE* TOP CLASS SERVICE

FROM

£1555
Compro 88PC Compatible 640KB RAM DUAL 36 twin 360K disk

mono monitor 1 year on site warranty Only £995
XTs from £1395

These are quality British products not cheap unsupported
clones and all have 12 months on -site warranty.

CONTACT

LEICESTER COMPUTER SALES
27 LONDON ROAD, OADBY,

LEICESTER LE2 5DL
Tel: (0533) 719335 Tlx 341718

48 PCW JULY 1986



Make more of your PC
As your computing needs grow, so must your PC.

New applications, more data, and bigger
programs all make more demands on your
system.

Western Digital offer a simple solution for
you and your PC to work together... not drift
apart.

Find out more about Western Digital's range
of enhancement products that enable you to get
more out of your PC by putting surprisingly
little in.

Contact: Mike Jeffrey
Western Digital (UK) Limited
55 East Street , Epsom , Surrey KT17 1BP.
nlephone: (03727) 42955

WESTERN DIG/TAL
ENHANCED PERIPHERALS



The unique
true multi-

mode 700 cps
dot matrix printer

f1995 00

Features:
111 700 cps in draft mode
 350 cps in N.L.Q.
II four dot addressable graphics
III serial and parallel interfaces
El 8K buffer
 16 inch tractor adjustable

down to 4 inches

The OT -700 is the one printer
for all your office needs

Contact Micro Macro on

linkline
0800-898 404

for your nearest dealer.

Dealer enquiries welcome.
Price quoted exclusive VAT and delivery.

Northington House
59 Grays Inn Road London WC1X8TL

BETTER SERVICE : BETTER PRICES : WIDER CHOICE

FERRANTI PC860
Hi Res monitor Perfect
2 software. 12 months £1149on -site warranty

ATARI 1040 on -sit rwarranty
re

£759
AMSTRAD 8256/512 idnicsks & paper £399/£499
20 MB Hard card (IBM and Compatibles)
IBM 384K MULTIFUNCTION Board + Ram disk + print spooler (Emulex)
OLIVETTI Upgrade to 640K
SANYO Extra 128K Ram + Ram + extra 25% disk capacity

APRICOT 512K from Plus 5 Limited Period Only

£799
£249
£99
£65

£129
PRINTERS A selection from our full range of matrix daisy laser printers

QUENDATA 1120 £149 JUKI 5510
JUKI 6100 £269 NEC SPINWRITERS from
EPSON LX80 £195 EPSON 1.0 800
NEC P6 24 PIN £425 BROTHER M1509
MANNESMAN TALLY MT85 180cps AMAZING QUALITY NLQ

PRINTER BUFFERS

£219
£299
£499
£399
£299

Serial/parallel in/out. 81(.512K, from 8K - £75, 16K- £85, 64K - £119

FANFOLD PAPER All sizes available

11"x 91/2" 60gm £9.75
12"x 91/4"60gm £11.69
Clean 1 70gm £15.95
Edge A4 85gm £9.30
11"x 141/2" 60gm £13.50

2000 sheets
2000 sheets
2000 sheets
1000 sheets
2000 sheets

Delivery £2.45 (fixed) + £1 per box. Extra
£1 per order for items marked *

LABELS from £1 .70 per 1000

RIBBONS for all printers

EPSON FX, MX, RX 80/100
EPSON LX 80
JUKI 6100 single strike
SHINWA/M.TALLY MT80
KAGA/CANON
OUME MS4

£2.49/£3.75
E2.95
£1.15
£3.79
£4.99
£2.65

from
WryfRyVaofity ribbons/
printwheels

£3.99

£3.99

Official GovernmentlEducationallLocal Authority orders welcomed.
Please add 15% VAT to at prices gm. carriage) Limited space precludes listing of our full range of products.

Please telephone it you do not see the item you require.

TANDON XT & AT. Please call.

PLOTTERS &

DIGITISERS

Hitachi 672 x A3

Roland 880 A3

Roland 980 A3

Roland 2000 A2

Houston Al from

Graphtec AO

Cherry A3 Digitiser

Summasketch Digitiser

£425

£749

£1099

£3499

£2995

£6250

£495

£439

Summamouse £139

!AUTOCAD AUTHORISED DEAL-
ER

CAD Systems - Installation &
Training - Independent Consultancy
Service Available. Please call for
details.

SOFTWARE SPECIALS

Wordstar professional

Perfect Writer 2

Wordcraft V. 2.5

Delta 4 V. 4.1

VP Planner

£239

£129

£379

£359

£79

DISKS -POST FREE

DYSAN PRICES DOWN!!

Packed in tens. No Quibble Guarantee.

DYSAN 51/4" pFig Extra Epack

SSDD £14.45 £13.45
DSDD £18.45 £17.45
SSOD £18.45 £17.45
DSQD £24.75 £23.45
HD 1 6 MB £35.95 £33.95

SONY/PANASONIC 51/4"
SSDO £13.45 £11.95
DSDD £16.95 £14.95
DSOD £19.95 £17.95
HD I 6 MB £29.95 £27.95

PRECISION 51/4"
SSDD £10.95 £9.95
DSDD £13.95 £12.45
DSQD £17.95 £15.95

SONY 3.5"
SS Plain £19.95 £17.95
SS Boxed £23.95 £21.95
DS Plain £29.95 £27.95
DS Boxed £33.95 £31.95
CF2 3'

31/2" & 51/4" see 10 Lib. case £1.75

ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS 1ST/2ND FLOORS
40, HIGH ROAD, BEESTON NOTTINGHAM NG9 2JP Tel: 0602 252627
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PLEASE CALL FOR ADVICE ON EQUIPMENT SELECTION

* * * * * * * * * * * * * *

MICROCOMPUTERS

AMSTRAD 8256 £399

AMSTRAD 8512 £499

AMSTRAD CPS Interface £60

APRICOT F2/F10 £POA

APRICOT Xi-FD/HD £POA
* * * * * * * * * * * * * *

EPSON PRINTERS

Epson

Epson

Epson

Epson

Epson

Epson

Epson

LX8O Friction NLQ

FX85 150 cps NLQ

FX105 160 cps NLQ

LQ800 Dual I/F NLQ

LQ1000 Dual I/F NLQ

SQ2000 Ink Jet 32K

JX80 Colour

CITIZEN PRINTERS

Citizen 120D 120 cps NLQ

Citizen MSP 20 80 Col NLQ

Citizen MSP 25 132 Col NLQ

*

* * CANON LASER

Canon Laser LBP-8A1 8 Page/min £1995

Canon Laser LBP-8A2 Graphics £3200

Canon Laser Font Cartridges £179

Canon Toner Cartridge £79

Laser Sheet Feeder 2 Bin + Env £1395

Wordstar/Laser control software £150
* *

*

£199 *

£335 *

£429

£485 *

£645 *

£1499 *

£395 *

*

£199

£350

£450

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* ATTENTION EDUCATIONAL USERS:-

* 'MEADNET' NETWORK SYSTEM

* From £400 for 3 BBC Stations

* Use an RML 380Z as a Server

* and control up to 16 BBC's.

* Easy to install. Many in use

* throughout the country.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

*

*
*

*

*

*

*JUKI PRINTERS

JUKI 2200 Typewriter/Ptr £235

JUKI 5510 180 cps NLQ 80 Col £199

JUKI 5520 180 cps Colour £299

JUKI 6000 80 Col 10 cps £170

JUKI 6100 132 Col 20 cps

JUKI 6200 132 Col 30 cps

JUKI 6300 132 Col 40 cps

£250

£430

£695
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

CANON

Canon

Canon

Canon

Canon

Canon

PRINTERS

PW1080A 160 cps 80 Col

PW1156A 160 cps 132 Col

PJ1080A Colour

A50 180 cps 80 Col NLQ

A55 180 cps 156 Col NLQ

PRINTER SWITCHES

Serial 2 -Way 24 Lines Switched

Serial 3 -Way 24 Lines Switched

Centronics 2 -Way 36 Switched

Centronics 3 -Way 36 Switched

Cross -over Switches

TELEPHONE AND MAIL ORDER PRICE LIST

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

IIICROLINE MATRIX PRINTERS

New additions to the range

now available with 200 cps

* draft and 100 cps NLQ.

* Colour is standard feature.

* Call for details.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

HIGH SPEED MATRIX PRINTERS

OKI 2350 Par. 350 cps

OKI 2350 Ser. 350 cps

OKI 2410 Par. 350 cps NLQ

OKI 2410 Ser. 350 cps NLQ

OTC 700 700 cps Triple Head

* OTHER PRINTERS & PLOTTERS

MP 165 80 Col 160 cps

Shinwa CPA -80+ 100 cps

Mannesmann MT -85

£240 Epson HI -80 Plotter A4 Size

£345 Hitachi 672 Plotter A3 Size

£433

£305

£430

£430

* *

£65

£80

£78

£95

£110

QUENDATA DAISYWHEEL SPECIAL

Quendata 1120-D 18 cps Par

Quendata Tractor Feed

Quendata Sheet Feeder

£1755

£1810

£1875

£1935

£1995

£199

£145

£325

£375

£495

£135

£99

£199

INTERFACE CABLE SERVICE

Full range of cables available.

Cables made to length required.

Fast service provided.

TELEPHONE ORDERS taken 9-5.30 Mon to Fri. & 9-12.00 Sats. ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT & CARRIAGE.

Delivery Charge of £9 + VAT on all printers and computers Prices subject to change without notice.

Complete range of Printer Buffers, Interfaces, Cables and Switches available. Please call for advice.

D
A DIVISION OF MICRO GENERAL

T
MG Discount, Unit 25, Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne, Reading RG8 7JW rni Access/Visa Tel: 07357 4469



MICRO MAIL 53 FENNEL STREET
MANCHESTER M4 3DU
TEL 061 834 2808

SAGESOFT CAMSOFT
AMSTRAD Pop. Accounts £99.99 ,4 Stock Control £49.95

Pop. Accounts/ £49.954 Payroll
Payroll £149.95 Invoicing £49.95

RRP OUR PRICE Pop. Accounts C.. Database £49.95
CPC 6128 -Colour £399 £379 Plus £149.95 / PSIS Stock, Inv.
CPC 6128 - Green £299 £284 Payroll £69.95 `"".. & Sales £99.95
PCW 8256
PCW 8512
RS 232 for 464/664/6128

£459
£574

£49.95

£439
£549

£44.95

Invoicing/Stock PSIL Stock Inv.,
Control £69.95 s Sales, Pur, Nom. £149.95
Database £69.95 S
Chit Chat E.  `ail £69.95 AXTON

RS 232 for PCW 8256/8512
DMP 2000

£69.95
£159.95

£59.95
£149.95

Chit Chat ,,o Cardbox £99.99
Viewdata £69.95 Scratchpad Plus £69.95

SSA1 Speech Synthesiser £29.95 £26.95 Magic Filer £69.95 Brainstorm £49.95
MP2 - Modulator £29.95 £26.95 Retrieve £69.95 / Touch N' Go £24.95
JY2 -Joystick £14.50 £12.50 Accounts Smartkey £49.95
Modem- £136.85 £126.00 Super Combo £199.95 DIGITAL RESEARCH
PCW 8256 Modem & Sage Software £189.95 £172.00 HISOFT DR Draw £49.95

each Box of 10 Pascal 80 £39.95 DR Graph £49.95
CF2 3" Discs £3.99

each
£37.50
Box of 10

Devpac 80 £39.95 Basic Compiler £49.95
£3Q 95 Pascal MT + £49.95

CF200 3' Discs
FDI -2nd Disc Drive

£5.99
£89.95

£55.00
£84.95 Keyboard Tutor £24.95 Printer Extension

Pocket Cash Cable 8256/8512 £12.95
DDI- Disc Drive £159.95 £149.95 Trader £99.95 Covers

Masterfile II £33.00 8256/8512 set £12.95
Microfile/ 6128 set £12.95Microword £49.95 464 set £12.95Bridge Player £19.95

AMSTRAD CPC6128/PCW 8256/
PCW 8512 SOFTWARE

Personal Assistant £94.95 Touch 'n' Go £24.95 Hitch Hikers' Guide 256K Expansion
Pocket Wordstar £99.95 Mastercalc 128 £34.95 to the galaxy £28.95 kit for 82556 £49.95
(please state whether
for 6128 or 8256)

Pyradev
Protext

£29.95
£26.95 ALL DISC GAMES LESS 10% OFF RRP.

JUST SEND YOUR CHEQUE OR P.O. WITH A NOTE STATING
Flexifile/Flexiwrite . 49.9., Promerge £24.95 WHICH TITLE YOU WANT.
Supercalc 2 £49.95 Prospell £24.95 Post and Packing FREE. ALL Computers ADD £6 for value UNDER £250
3D Clock Chess £19.95 All payments cheque or P 0 to MICRO MAIL.

SHOWROOM NOW OPEN ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF VAT

BOFFIN FROM SOFTWARE PUNCH

All -in -one text and graphics word processor for only:

99.00 POUNDS + VAT
*built in graphics editor

*words and pictures on screen together
*intelligent printer routine

*cut and paste function

*wordstar key stroke capability

D.* rile Made Text effects Dremlne node 0011000

4eVaNdri Must tine Oldtk
L'

"L°4

+?.

IL 41.0001,011

-''4110. 04 V

01 ib

Click on the arrows to change the line thickness.

FROM SOFTWARE PUNCH, 38 ULLET ROAD, LIVERPOOL L17  3BP
TEL OR FAX: 051  734  5827

for the Atari 520 & 1040 ST
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BUSINESSMANS
TOOL

49p
In less than two hours, your expertise with this
screwdriver can save you £1,000! Over the next
year, a fully IBM compatible personal computer can
save you time and considerably more money. For only
£500, this is what we're offering you -a machine that
can run any of the 10,000 software packages and
upgrades developed for the IBM standard.

producing a business
micro today is the assembly, so AZ Computers
simplified the assembly process. Using modular
components that plug together we've made it easy for
anyone to put together a personal computer. In fact,
wiring up the mains plug is probably the trickiest part
(although we provide instructions for that as well).

We're so confident in your abilities to assemble our
top quality components that we give you a full years
warranty.

BUSINESSMANS
TOOLKIT

gp

So what do you get for your money?
A high quality ready -built display, 83 -key keyboard,

power supply, metal flip -top case, 5i" disk drive,
motherboard with 256K memory (expandable to
640K) and eight expansion slots, monochrome/colour
display card, printer port, connector cables, a bag of
screws and even a blank floppy disk. The instructions
are in the form of a step-by-step illustrated manual, in
easy -to -follow English.

All you need is a screwdriver.

AZ Computers also supply a range of IBM-
compatible upgrades and peripherals, so you can
expand your system and take it into the 1990's.

With AZ, price need never again deter you from
serious business computing. Talk to us now.
,br,A Is a reg!sterea Iratlemark

COMPUTERS,
AZ COMPUTERS, UNIT 1, 5 MILLBROOK IND. EST. CROWBOROUGH, E. SUSSEX TN6 3DU TEL: (08926) 65606

ORDER FORM
Name Occupation Company

Address Post Code

PLEASE SUPPLY ME: Quantity Description Price

AZ PC -Kit £499.00

Extra 360K disk drive £85.00

Mouse & Interface £89.00

Please assemble my PC for me £85.00

TOTAL

Please add £22 packing & carriage
Total + VAT @ 15%

Tel:

Cheques and Postal
orders made payable
to AZ Computers
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Make your
PCW 8256
Apricot XEN
Olivetti M19
Commodore
64
Tulip Com-
pact
BBC System.
Portable

with the new
VIDIX

TRANSPORTER
Holds monitor, keyboard, printer, modem, cables

and manual with separate pockets for disks.

Strongly made in UK with adjustable nylon webbing
shoulder/handle strap. Measures 17" x 161/2" x 14"

Protective boards inside.
Only £19.75 inc. VAT plus £2 p+p.

Fast delivery -ex stock.
Send cheque for £21.75 payable to Vidix Case

Company Ltd or phone 01-749 9692 (24 hrs) with
credit card number for immediate despatch.

10 Trade Enquiries welcomed.

To: Vidix Case Company Ltd., Tech West Centre,
Warple Way, London W3

Clearance Sale!
This is the Morse stocktaking clearout
sale at prices that are in nearly every
case far below dealer cost. Most items
are available in ones and twos, first -
come -first -served. Errors and omissions
excepted! No mail order for these items.

APRICOT
Limited special offer on complete
Apricot Point 32 multi-user network
system! complete with 10mb network
manager/file server, 3 workstations
(each with 720k disk drive, keyboard
and monitor), interface boards, tap
boxes, software and cabling, installed
and tested Greater London area.
Listed at £6289, Morse price for com-
plete 3 -user system 1995.00
Additional workstations .... 750.00
Point 7 multi-user Xi (£3295) 1500.00
Point 32 network file server

with 10mb h/disk (£2995) PHONE
Databank 100mb for Point 32 750.00
Network board + tap box 195.00
Fl 256k 469.00
Fl 12 inch mono monitor 120.00
Xi 10 256k 1490.00
Xi 9 inch mono monitor 125.00
Xi 10 inch colour monitor 250.00
Colour board 295.00
Portable Mouse 65.00
Fl Mouse 65.00

SANYO
CRT -70 colour monitor .... 190.00

MSC
Casio FP200 computer

spreadsheet etc (£299) 99.00
Brother HR -15 printer (serial) 275.00
Qume 11/40 750.00
Qume 11/40 parallel I/F 90.00
Qume 11/40 sheet feeder . 240.00
Acoustic hood (£235) 99.00
Acoustic hood large (£365) 130.00
Epson RX-100 + 199.00

IBM FORMAT
Advanced DB-Master (£505) 99.00
Easy Junior Accounts (£395) 160.00
Visicalc IV (£195) 30.00
Mail Merge Manager (IBM) . 10.00
Versaform (£195) 35.00
Personal Pearl program

generator (£195) 45.00
Correctstar (£160) 35.00
Lotus 123 to Symphony

upgrade package 120.00

APRICOT FORMAT
Micro Modeller (£595) 100.00
Wordstar (£295) 85.00
Friday' (£195) 69.00
Easy Junior Accounts (£395) 165.00
Supercalc 3 (£195) 99.00

All prices are subject to 15% VAT

MORSE COMPUTERS 78 High Holborn, London WC1V 6LS.
Telephone 01-831 0644. Telex 262546.

pcBARGAINS NOW!
WE STOCK MOST NEW & USED MAKES

IBM - APRICOT - SIRIUS - APPLE - COMMODORE - DEC
EPSON-OKI-DIABLO-TEC-QUM E-NEC-CITOCH- H P.

* * * * THIS MONTHS SPECIAL OFFERS * * * *
VISUAL 1050

CP/M v2.2 system
Dual 5.25 drives
Packaged software

Manuals
£1295.00 complete.

NEW
10mb hard disk

add-on unit.
IBM Compatible

£495.00.

DIGICO M16E
5+5mb £1495

MOTOROLA
Exorcet 100

Microdevelopment
System
£1995

NEW
AGC Mono Monitor
Comp video input

£45

USED
Sirius 1.2 £795
Sirius 2.4 £895
Apple IIc £445
Wilcox 1000 £495
Commodore
8096/8050 £695

PRINTERS used
Epson MX100 £195
Epson FX100 £295
Oki 83a £195
Qume Sprint V £495
Olivetti DY311 £295
DEC LA34 KSR £245
DEC LA180 ser £695
Diablo 630 £745
Texas Silent 700

£95
Cltoh 1550 £195
Anadex 9500A £495

All prices exclude VAT and carriage.

PHONE NOW -AZKNE=-Ii: 0543-378185/372717

12/010E(11107
BINARY HOUSE
BOATMANS LANE
WALSALL WS9-9AG
WEST MIDLANDS



PROGRAMMING THE 68000
BY METACOMCO

LANGUAGES AND TOOLS FOR THE ATARI ST
COMMODORE AMIGA AND SINCLAIR QL

LATTICE C
The C compiler for 68000

based micros. A full Kernighan
and Ritchie implementation
with comprehensive libraries of
UNIX and utility functions.

Compatible with Lattice C
compilers on other machines.
Full IEEE format floating point
arithmetic; powerful data types
including pointers, arrays, struc-
tures, unions, register variables;
macros; conditional compilation
and other pre-processors.

Now available for the Amiga.

CAMBRIDGE LISP
A LISP interpreter/compiler

providing a complete LISP deve-
lopment environment+; with
rational arithmetic, trigonomet-
ric functions, catch throw and
errorset, full tracing in inter-
preted and compiled modes,
floating point arithmetic, inte-
gers of any size, vectors, full gar-
bage collection, load on call
facility etc.

BCPL
A powerful compiler offering

the convenience of a high level
language combined with the
flexibility of an assembler.

Includes a runtime library
containing all the standard BCPL
functions.

APL
Keyword and symbolic ver-

sions of this important language
from MicroAPL.

MENU+
Provides an easy -to -use

environment to control pro-
grams using menus and the
mouse. Runs single programs or
batches and the user can add his
own tools, arguments and
options.

Now included free with all
Metacomco languages for they
Atari ST.

MCC PASCAL
A popular and powerful Pas-

cal compiler validated to ISO
7185 standard (level 0, Class A
(no errors)).

A fast single pass compiler
generating native code, compre-
hensive error handling, 32 bit
IEEE format floating point arith-
metic" and full 32 bit integers.

MCC BASIC
An advanced Basic interpre-

ter with immediate syntax
checking, effective error trapp-
ing, IEEE single and double pre-
cision floating point etc. The
leading Basic for the 68000.

TOOLKIT
Provides useful tools and

utilities including librarian, extra
CLI through serial port, pipes,
file compression etc.

THE RANGE

.,
,

PRODUCT

.1.1
,c.

gey
,.

Lattice C £99.95 £129.95 £99.95

PASCAL £89.95 £89.95 £89.95

ASSEMBLER £49.95 § £39.95

LISP TBA £149.95 £59.95

BCPL - - £59.95

APL TBA TBA £99.95

BASIC t § -
MENU+ £19.95 TBA -
TOOLKIT - £39.95 -
§ Available from Commodore.
T Available from Atari.
Prices include VAT and UK carriage.

Contact Metacomco for more
information and the name of your
nearest dealer.

Credit cards are welcome for
telephone and mail orders.

FIEFFICITICO

MCC ASSEMBLER
A professional macro assem-

bler with standard 68000
mnemonics, macro expansions,
over 160 explicit error messages,
fully formatted listings, large
range of directives; absolute,
position independent or relocat-
able code and conditional
assembly.

FEATURES
Standard: Metacomco's lan-
guages are designed to popular
industry standards, making pro-
grams straightforward to write
and simple to port between
systems.
Integrated: Metacomco's range
of languages provides an inte-
grated and consistent pro-
gramming environment, sharing
the same editors, linkers, libra-
ries, etc. Program modules writ-
ten in different languages can be
linked together.
Supported: Metacomco's team of
professional programmers pro-
vide registered users with tech-
nical support, advice, and pro-
duct upgrades.
Complete: All Metacomco lan-
guages come complete with a
detailed manual, and, where
appropriate, a linker, screen edi-
tor and GEM DOS, AMIGA DOS
or QDOS libraries.

METACOMCO
Metacomco is a leading sup-

plier of systems software for
68000 based microcomputers.

Metacomco works for many
of the world's major computer
manufacturers and was chosen
by Commodore to provide the
operating system for the Amiga.

Thousands of programmers
worldwide are now using
software from Metacomco -
the quality source for 68000
software.

METACOMCO plc, 26 Portland Square, Bristol BS2 8RZ, UK. Telephone: Bristol (0272) 428781 Telex: 444874 METACO G
5353E Scotts Valley Drive, California 95066, USA. Telephone: (408)-438-7201

Lattice is a trademark of LATTICE INC. GEM DOS is a trademark of DIGITAL RESEARCH INC. UNIX is a trademark of AT -,T Bell Laboratories Amiga -Dos and Amiga are trademarks of Commodore -Amiga Inc. QL and QDOS are trademarks of Sinclair Research Ltd. -

'QL LISP is an interpreter, with a limited set of features. " Floating point on QL Pascal is QDOS standard.



Canon
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

SYSTEM A-200 TI is a new concept in computer hardware that gives
you high specification, maximum expandability and perfect
co-ordination between every product in the range. Two powerful
new personal computers are the SYSTEM A-100 D flagships. They have
a basic memory of 256K that can be expanded to 640K. They
have six expansion slots for peripherals. And they can run IBM PC
software without modification at the PC standard speed or up to 50%
faster. The floppy disk model has a storage capacity of 2 x 360K
and the hard disk model gives you a full 20MB. SYSTEM A-100 El
co-ordinated peripherals include laser beam, bubble jet and dot
impact printers to improve your presentation. An image scanner to
take you into the age of electronic publishing. And an EPOS terminal
for counter intelligence. You may not need them all today.
But think of tomorrow. IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation

SYSTEM
THINKING OF



a asumoa

00011
TOMORROW

To: Canon (UK) Ltd., Computer Systems, Canon House,
Manor Road, Wallington, Surrey SM6 OAJ. Tel: 01-773 3173.

Please tell me more about:

A. SYSTEM A-200 II PERSONAL COMPUTER (Hard Disk model) IE

B. SYSTEM A-200 II PERSONAL COMPUTER (Floppy Disk model) 

C. SYSTEM A-200 TI EPOS TERMINAL E

D. SYSTEM A-20011 IMAGE SCANNER E

E. SYSTEM A-200 II LASER BEAM PRINTER 

F. SYSTEM A-200 II BUBBLE JET PRINTER i]

G. SYSTEM A-200 II DOT IMPACT PRINTER El

H. SYSTEM A-200 [I ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING E TICK BOXES

Name.

Company.

Position: Type of business.

Address.

Post Code: Tel TKR/PCW1



The Interdyne ID -1010 is a
complete new concept of storage.
It's a random access medium that
easily stores the complete contents
of your hard disk. Or more if you
use the accompaning software.
It provides the ideal back-up
facilities for your IBM PC,
PC/XT, PC/AT or compatible
micros.

Features:
 2.2 inch low cost tape reels

 full back-up, verify and
restore function

 two loMb floppy drive
emulation

 fixed single gap 4 -track head
for minimal maintenance

 easy to install. No board
required (except AT)

 transportability of media
between drives

from £375.00

 internal full or half height, or
portable external unit

Contact Micro Macro on

linkline
0800-898 404
for your nearest dealer.

Dealer enquiries welcome.
Price quoted exclusive VAT and delivery.

Northington House
59 Grays Inn Road London WC1X8TL

Interdyne
ID -1010

micro
macro

F

( AMSTRAD
£34.95 £39.95
tape disc

All our versions of C adhere very closely to
the Kernighan & Ritchie definition of the
language with the exception of floating-point.
The Amstrad and Spectrum versions come with
libraries supporting the sound and graphics of
these machines (including GSX for Amstrad
CPC6128 and P'CW8256/8512!). The compilers
are very fast, produce quick, compact code and
come with interactive editors which make error
correction a natural part of the programming
process.

CP/M
IliSoft has many other languages & utilities
for popular micros e.g. Devpac80 (assembler &
debugger for CP/M £39.95), Pascal80 (fast
Pascal compiler for CP/M £39.95),
TurboBASIC (integer BASIC compiler for
Amstrad £19.95), Write Hand Man (Sidekick
desk accessory for CP/M £29.95). Please phone
or write for a full catalogue. All products come
with a comprehensive manual & are backed -up
by HiSoft's renowned service. Order by phone
using Access or Visa cards or send in a cheque.

( SPECTRUM N
EW! Version 1.3 £2

f5 to upgrade from an old version

vHiSoft 180 High Street North Dunstable Beds LU6 1AT (0582) 696421
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ATHANA
DISKETTES

THE BEST DISKETTE THAT MONEY CAN BUY!

ATHANA

8.00"
SSDD £1.48 - DSDD £2.08

YOU KNOW US BY NOW.
BUT JUST IN CASE YOU DON'T, WE
ARE THE PEOPLE THAT MAKE THE
DISKETTE FAVOURED BY MAJOR
SOFTWARE COMPANIES AND OEM'S,
AND THAT INCLUDES SOME OF THE
BIGGEST NAMES IN THE INDUSTRY.
COMPANIES WHOSE NAMES ARE
HOUSEHOLD NAMES AROUND THE
WORLD. ATHANA DISKETTES ARE
GOOD. SO GOOD THAT A LOT OF
MAJOR SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS,
COMPUTER MANUFACTURERS AND
MARKETERS INSIST ON THEM.

"AT'S" THAT WORK!

THAT'S RIGHT, HIGH DENSITY DISKS
FOR THE IBM "AT" AND COMPAT-
IBLES, THAT WORK, EVERY TIME, ALL
THE TIME.

£35.00 - PACKAGE OF 10

COLOURED DISKETTES

ATHANA DISKETTES ARE ALSO
AVAILABLE IN LIGHT BLUE, DARK
BLUE, RED, SILVER AND YELLOW AT A
SMALL 10% UP -CHARGE. MINIMUM
ORDER 50.

LIFETIME WARRANTY
Certified Error Free

ATHANA

5.25"
SSDD DSDD

£0.99 48 TPI £1.09 48 TPI
E1.24 96 TPI E1.34 96 TPI

ATHANA DISKETTES ARE SOLD IN
THREE PACKAGING CONFIGURA-
TIONS - POLYBAGS OF 25, STANDARD
PACKAGE OF 10, AND PLASTIC
LIBRARY CASE OF TEN. ALL COME
WITH SLEEVE, REINFORCED HUBS,
USER ID LABELS AND WRITE PRO-
TECT TABS. PRICES ARE SLIGHTLY
HIGHER IF PURCHASED IN STANDARD
PACKAGING OR IN PLASTIC LIBRARY
CASE.

HOW TO ORDER -
0-800-525585

FOR FAST SERVICE CALL OUR TOLL
FREE NUMBER ABOVE AND USE YOUR
ACCESS CARD, OR CHEQUE IN
ADVANCE. WE ALSO ACCEPT
PURCHASE ORDERS FROM
GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS.
SHIPMENT IS NORMALLY WITHIN 24
HOURS AND WE OFFER A MONEY.
BACK GUARANTEE, ALL PRICES ARE
PLUS VAT. QUANTITIES OF 50
DISKETTES OR MORE ARE SHIPPED
FREIGHT ALLOWED. FOR ORDERS
LESS THAN 50 ALLOW £2.00 FOR
POSTAGE AND PACKING.

ATHANA

3.50"
SSDD £2.20 - DSDD £2.80

WHEN MEMORIES ARE WORTH
KEEPING IT'S

ATHANA DISKETTES!
ATHANA DISKETTES ARE MANUFACTURED BY
OUR PARENT COMPANY IN LOS ANGELES UNDER
THE MOST STRINGENT QUALITY PROCEDURES.
THEY WORK TIME AFTER TIME, EVERY TIME!
AFTER ALL WHEN A MAJOR SOFTWARE COM-
PANY OR OEM PUT THEIR NAME ON A DISKETTE,
THEY CANNOT AFFORD TO TAKE CHANCES.

BE OUR GUEST IN
CALIFORNIA FOR A WEEK

EVERY TIME YOU ORDER ATHANA DISKETTES,
YOU WILL BE ELIGIBLE TO WIN AN ALL EXPENSES
PAID TRIP TO LOS ANGELES FOR TWO. YOU WILL
VISIT HOLLYWOOD, UNIVERSAL STUDIOS AND
DISNEYLAND. WE WILL ALSO TAKE YOU ROUND
OUR FACTORY AND SHOW YOU HOW WE MAKE
THE BEST DISKETTE MONEY CAN BUY. OR IF YOU
CHOOSE, JUST DO WHAT YOU WANT, WHEN YOU
WANT. THIS IS HOW YOU QUALIFY. EVERY TIME
YOU ORDER BETWEEN NOW AND JUNE 30, 1986,
YOU WILL AUTOMATICALLY BE ENROLLED IN THE
CONTEST. YOU WILL RECEIVE ONE ENROLLMENT
PER EACH 10 DISKETTES THAT YOU BUY. NOTI-
FICATION OF THE NUMBER OF ENROLLMENTS
YOU HAVE WILL BE SENT WITH YOUR ORDER.
CONTEST WINNERS WILL BE ANNOUNCED IN
JULY 1986.

FOR ORDERS & DEALER INQUIRIES:

Athana International Ltd
0-800-525585

470 LONDON ROAD, SLOUGH, BERKS SL3 8QY ENGLAND
TEL (0753) 682923 OR TELEX 847185 FAX (0273) 40990



Manufacturers-Wholesalers-Distributors-Cash & Carry

MULTI USER
SUPERDEALS

IN THE NORTH WEST
Save over £1,000 on these two and three user

EPSON Systems
Free delivery installation and training (UK Mainland)

Telephone Support
Full 12 months parts and labour guarantee

Specifications - (two user system)
EPSON 20 meg IBM compatible PC with 512K memory, high resolution
monitor and remote terminal. EPSON full width matrtix printer. All
stationery and leads. Multi-user software includes - order
processing, cash and credit invoicing, full stock control with picking
lists, delivery notes, price lists, valuations, sales ledger with
comprehensive sales analysis, purchase ledger, nominal ledger,
comprehensive reporting to P & L and balance sheet. Multiple cost

and profit centres, payroll with SSP, word processing.

2 User System
(512K RAM)

£3,995 + VAT

3 User System
(640K RAM)

£4,495 + VAT

Lease or purchase, Telephone for full spec sheet

Blackpool Computer Systems
EPSON authorised dealer

179 Church St, Blackpool Lancs.
Tel: (0253) 27091/20239

to

4
Emmanuel St.

The AMSTRAD
Computer Centre

for Cambridge
 full support for all Amstrad micros

 technical advice  software

we know computers

1

Business &
Professional
Tel 0223 65335 4

1111M11111
IIII111111lIl Low-cost

Systems
Tel 0223 358264

Cambridge Computer Store
I &4 Emmanuel Street, Cambridge

meMICRO -RENT

MICRO -RENT DO MORE!

SIRIUS

£44
PER WEEK*

APRICOT

IBM PC

£42
PER WEEK*

Micro -Rent do more than offer you the best
rental deals on microcomputers. They rent
printers, hard -disk systems, monitors -even some
software! They offer impartial advice on the best
machines for your purposes, and provide training
for both beginners and specialists, to help you
make the most of your micro.

Micro -Rent - the complete rental service -
saves you time and money, and solves your
problems fast.

Buying? Ex -rental machines often
available at reduced prices.

* Prices quoted are based on 3 -month rental, excluding VAT.

MICRO -RENT

11111111111111111

St. Marks Studios, Chillingworth Road, London, N7

APPLE  APRICOT  IBM PC & XT  OLIVETTIAVICCCO.N ArA. /424a MACINTOSH  OSBORNE  SIRIUS  COMPAQ
High -quality laser printing from your disks-phone for details

.7



COLOUR VIDEO/ DATA PROJECTOR
Here's how to lay your hands on the latest advance in computer/

video projectors.

Hire one from Reflex. We'll deliver, install and collect it; all you have
to provide is the computer - and an audience.

We can interface any computer, including a CAD/CAM - flexibility's
a byword with Reflex.

Our colour projector's laser -aligned

dichroic optics mean it's ready in seconds
and guarantee a brilliant, high resolution
image.

You've the option of using a flat or

curved screen, and you can switch between
computer and video input.

Ask us now at Reflex for more details
monochrome and CAD/CAM projectors.

It's a great way to get a better presentation.

about our

Electrohome ECP2000 Dichroic
Colour Projector 0

liocafilicaAv
MARKET LEADERS IN DATA PRESENTATION

0734 884611

HOW MUCH TIME
DO YOU WASTE

PAYING YOUR BILLS?
If you have a personal computer you don't
have to go to the bank. You don't even
have to go to the post box. You can pay
your bills, wages, salaries, pensions etc . . .

down your own telephone line straight
into the banking system without leaving
your own premises, (and improve your
cash flow and reduce your bank charges
at the same time).

To find out how, contact:-

Al Computer Software Limited
Opus House, 72-76 South Street,

Reading RG1 4HW
Tel: 0734-589244 or 595472

A simply the best

3" HITACHI DISK DRIVES
Single sided 250k, Double sided 500k. Double density

- 100 tracks per inch. 3 ms Track access time.
Shuggart Interface. Plug compatible with
51/4 inch drives.

Postage £1.73

WORDSTAR

With Mailmerge installed for the Matmos
PC including manuals.

DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS
18 characters per second with serial
RS 232C Interface. High quality construction
by a major european manufacturer.

Visa & Access
MUM accepted

Available ONLY from -

COMPUTER APPRECIATION, 111 Northgate, Canterbury, Kent (0227) 470512
MATMOS Ltd., 1 Church Street, Cuckfield, W. Sussex RH17 5JZ. (0444) 414484/454377

THE 16 BIT
MSDOS

SAMURAI S-16
Brand new surplus stock of this
high quality machine which
originally retailed at E2400.

8086 based (4.6MHz clock rate)
128K memory with parity
twin half height 8" floppy disc drives
(total 2.3MB formatted)

12" green phosphor monitor included
ONE parallel & TWO serial interfaces
included

MSDOS Ver 1.25 & manuals included
VICTOR/SIRIUS software format
Manufactured by HITACHI to highest
possible standards

Much public domain software available
90 day full guarantee
Plug in cards and IBM 3740
compatibility make this an ideal
programmer's or engineer's machine
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Business Facts
Business Facts at Your Fingertips!

A revolution in business software -
never before has so much programme been offered for so little.

FACT 1 An easy to use book-keeping programme for
the small business.

FACT 2 Complete Programme - no seperate modules
to be purchased.

FACT 3 II Easy to install on any 16 bit computer with
MSDOS, PCDOS or CP/M86 operating system.

FACT 4 MI Easy to set up from your existing records.

FACT 5 Easy to use without referring to the Manual.

FACT 6 The operator only needs to enter details of
purchase invoices, sales invoices, payments
and receipts Basins Facts automatically
carries out all "double entry" book-keeping
through to TRIAL BALANCE.

Business Facts
maintains the following information

SALES LEDGER PURCHASE LEDGER
SALES DAY BOOK PURCHASE DAY BOOK

OPEN ITEMS (SALES) OPEN ITEMS (PURCHASES)
CUSTOMER LEDGER SUPPLIER LEDGER

CUSTOMER RECORDS SUPPLIER RECORDS
NOMINAL LEDGER

CASH BOOK
STOCK FILE

FIXED ASSET REGISTER

Business Facts
produces the following reports and printouts

SALES INVOICES
CUSTOMER RECORD PRINTOUT

ALPHABETICAL CUSTOMER INDEX
STOCK LIST

AGED LIST OF DEBTORS
CUSTOMER STATEMENTS

CASH BOOK (RECEIPTS)
INDIVIDUAL FIXED ASSET ITEMS

SALES DAY BOOK
VAT RETURN SUMMARY

SUPPLIER RECORD PRINTOUT
ALPHABETICAL SUPPLIER INDEX
STOCK VALUATION
AGED LIST OF CREDITORS
SUPPLIER CHECK STATEMENTS
CASH BOOK (PAYMENTS)
FIXED ASSET LIST
PURCHASE DAY BOOK
END of MONTH AUDIT TRIAL

TRIAL BALANCE
INDIVIDUAL STOCK ITEM PRINTOUT

OUTSTANDING SALES INVOICE SUMMARY
OUTSTANDING PURCHASE INVOICE SUMMARY

LEDGER CODE PRINTOUTS
NOMINAL LEDGER SUMMARY BY LEDGER CODE

ADDRESS LABEL PRINTING

Available for: All P.C. Clones. IBM, Apricot, Sirius, Sanyo, in MSDOS,
CPM-86 and CPM.

MICROSAVE SYSTEMS DEPT P.C.W.
47A Warwick Road
Olton Solihull
West Midlands
B92 7HS
Tel: 021-706 9748

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME
EXCELLENT DISCOUNTS

v.v1-
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FREE SOFTWARE
When you buy one of the new Atari ST computers from Silica
Shop, you will receive a large and varied software package free
of charge. This package covers several applications and com-
prises a total of nine titles. All ST's now have TOS/GEM on
ROM, and the total list of free software is as follows:
1) GEM - OR Desktop environment with WIMP (in ROM)
2) TOS - Tramiel Operating System (in ROM)
3) 1st WORD - Word Processor by GST using the GEM

environment and multiple windows
4) BASIC - Personal Basic by DR (with manual)
5) LOGO - Logo language by DR (with manual)
6) DOODLE - Simple paint/doodle drawing package (works on

mono or colour systems)
7)MEGAROIDS - Asteroids type game by Megamax
8) NEOCHROME - A powerful colour paint and graphics

package (only useable with colour systems)
9) CP/M EMULATOR - Allows the use of DR's ZBO C/PM soft-

ware to run on any ST system

3rd PARTY SUPPORT
The power and potential of the ST range of computers is
causing a flood of new software titles, peripherals and access-
ories from third party manufacturers. Titles range from word
processing to spreadsheet programs, from graphics and games
to database management - all with those easy drop -down menus
and windows. With the list of companies producing ST software
including dozens of top names, you can expect some first class
titles for the new ST range. The following includes a selection of
the third party manufacturers who have developed, or are work-
ing on, products for the ST range:

ABACUS EXTENDED S/W MICRO -ED INC ROBINSON SYS
ACADEMY FIDELITY MICROPRO SCARBOROUGH
ACCOLADE FIRST BYTE MICROPRO5E SIERRA ON LINE
ACTIONSOFT FIRST PUBNG MICROPRO ENG SM SOFTWARE
ACTIVISION FLIP'N' FILE MIGRAPH INC SOFTEK
ADVENTURE INT GLENTOP PBNG MILES COMP SOFTLABS
ANTIC GST SYSTEMS MIRACLE SOFTLOGIK
AMERICAN COVERS HAIM MIRAGE SOFTWARE COMS
ARTWORX HAYDEN MIRRORSOFt SECS
ASHTON TATE HIPPO MONARCH DEV SOFTWARE PUNCH
ATI HISOFT MOSAIC SOFTWORKS
AUDIO LIGHT INFOCOM MULTIFORM SORCIM/RUS
AZTEC INSIGHT MULTIMATE SPINNAKER
BATTERIES INC INSOFT OCEAN SST SYSTEMS
BAYVIEW ISLAND LOGIC ODIN STONEWARE
BECKEMEYER KNOWLEDGWARE OMNITREND SUBLOGIC
BETTER WORKING KLIMA OSS SUNDATA SERVICES
BLUE CHIP LASERSOFT OTHER VALLEY SUNSHINE BOOKS
BOS LEHRNER OXXI SUPPLEMENTAL
CASHLINK LEVEL 9 PAPERLOGIC SYSTEMATICS
CHANG LABS LIONHEART PARADOX TALENT
CHELTEK SYST LLAMASOFT PENGUIN TDI
CHIPSOFT LONGMINSTER PHILON TELARIUM
COMPUTE! MAINTHINK CORP PLANNER TK COMPUTER PRO
CROSSBOW MUSIC MAP COMPUTERS PLANTIR TOP EXPRESS
DATABENCH MARK of UNICORN PROGRESSWE TOWNGATE
DATACODE SYS MARK WILLIAMS PROSPERO TYNESOFT
DATA SYSTEMS MARTIN CONSU PRYORITY UNISON
DELTRON McGRAW HILL PSION VIP
DILITHIUM PRESS MEGAMAX PSYGNOSIS WASON MICROCHIP
DRAGON GROUP MEMOREX OUICKVIEW SYS WHITENDALE
DUFOSE PUBNG METACOMCO RAINBIRD WINDHAM CLASSICS
ELECTRONIC ARTS MICHTRON REGENT WORD of GOD COM
EXECON MICRODEAL RISING STAR XLENT

NEW 512K 520STLM KEYBOARD, 7 52051-M keyboard
costs only 6.346.96 (r/Ar -63991 and is yet another pcce break-
through for Atari Corporation, The keyboard now includes both
an RF modulator and cable, allowing you to connect it to an
ordinary domestic television set. In addition, the keyboard is
supplied with 512K RAM, a mouse and a tree set of 31/2" disks
containing applications software. The TOS operating system
and the GEM graphics package are now supplied on 192K ROM
chips which are already installed in the keyboard. This means
that the operating system will automatically boot in when you
switch the power on. In addition to the keyboard, you will also
need to purchase either a 1/2Mbyte disk drive (RRP £130,VAT) or
a 1Mbyte disk drive (RRP £174+VAT). Either disk drive will pro-
vide you with fast information retrieval and a vast amount of
storage space. If you prefer not to use your own TV set, you
may connect your ST to a monitor. You may purchase the Atari
SM124 monochrome monitor (ARP £130+VAT), or one of Atari's
two Thomson colour monitors. Alternatively, you may choose
one of the many third party colour monitors which are available.
NEW 1024K 520ST-M. KEYBOARD: In addition to the standard
520ST-M, we have a new keyboard which we are calling the
Atari 520ST-M+. The M+ is a 520ST-M keyboard which has been
enhanced by a third party RAM upgrade to 1 megabyte of
memory. The 520ST-M+ is available from Silica at a retail price
of only £433.91 (*VAT=E499). This product will provide you with
an alternative to the 1040ST-F, but at a lower price. Additionally.
it features the advantage of the 520ST-M's built in modulator.

10440574:'
For the businessman and the more serious home user, Atari
have introduced the 1040ST-F, a low cost powerhouse which
can be introduced to a business environment as a stand-alone
system, or can support a mainframe computer as a terminal, The
new one megabyte 1040ST-F enhances Atari's 'value for money'
reputation in the marketplace as it is the first personal computer
available with one megabyte of memory for less than £800. You
can purchase the 1040ST-F as a monochrome or colour system.
The price of the monochrome system is £799 (+VAT = £918,85),
with the colour system at only £999 (+VAT -= £1148.85). The new
1040ST-F not only features twice as much memory as the
5205T -M, but also includes a one megabyte double sided disk
drive and mains transformer, both built into the console to give
a compact and stylish unit with only one mains lead. The
1040ST-F is also supplied with a free software package. Unlike
the 520ST-M, the 1040ST-F was manufactured solely with bus-
iness use in mind and as such is supplied with a monitor. It does
not include the RF modulator or lead. We now have stock of the
1040ST-F at all four branches of Silica Shop. Call into your
nearest branch for a demonstration.
1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX
117 Orpington High Street, Orpington, Kent, BR6 OLG
Lion House (1st floor), 227 Tottenham Court Rd, London, W1
Selfridges (1st floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A lAB£7
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WE ARE THE UK'S N01 ATARI SPECIALISTS

AL
ATARI

At Silica we have been successfully dedicated to Atari ever since their products first appeared on the UK
market. We can attribute our success largely to the Atari specialisation which we practice and to the user
back-up we provide. Rest assured that when you buy a piece of Atari hardware at Silica you will be fully
supported. Our mailings giving news of software releases and developments will keep you up to date with
the Atari market and our technical support team and sales staff are at the end of the telephone line to
deal with your problems and supply your every need. With our specialist bias, we aim to keep stocks of
all the available Atari hardware, software, peripherals and accessories. We also stock a wide range of
Atari dedicated books and through us, the owners on our list can subscribe to several American Atari
dedicated magazines. We can provide a full service to all Atari owners and are now firmly established as
the UK's NUMBER ONE Atari specialists. Here are just some of the things we can offer to our customer -S.
* FREE POST & PACKING ON MAIL ORDERS If you would like to be registered on our mailing
*FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY list as an Atari computer owner, or as a person
*INFORMATION MAILING SERVICE interested in buying an Atari machine, let us
*TECHNICAL SUPPORT TEAM know. We will be pleased to keep you up to date
* HIGHLY COMPETITIVE PRICES with new Atari developments free of charge. So,
*AFTER SALES SUPPORT SERVICE return the coupon today and begin experiencing
*REPAIR SERVICE ON ATARI PRODUCTS a specialist Atari service that is second to none.

THE ATARI EXPLOSION!
If you read the specialist computer press, you will have noticed that there
is one company which is getting a large slice of editorial space at the
moment, that company is Atari Corporation. Atari have been making the
news since the launch of their new 16/32 bit range of ST computers. Led
by the powerful figure of Jack Tramiel and under the banner 'Power
Without The Price', Atari are manufacturing new computers at unheard of
prices, with the power to.challenge firmly established market leaders. With
the introduction of IBM compatibility, a CP/M emulator, a powerful net-
working system and a communications package for their new low cost
powerhouses, it doesn't look as if it will be long before there is an
explosion of the magnitude which will see Atari placed firmly besides such
names as IBM and Olivetti in the personal computer marketplace. Read on
for more details of what Atari are doing, and how they are putting their
'Power Without The Price' computers beyond the reach of the competition.

FREE CP/M EMULATOR
This newly annouced CP/M Emulation Package, will enable software
written under Digital Research's Z80 CP/M operating system to be run on
the ST family of computers. There are several thousand applications
written for CP/M in the UK alone, and several of the major CP/M software
development houses may convert their programs to 31/2" disk format for
the ST range. The CP/M emulation package is supplied FREE OF CHARGE
by Silica Shop with all ST computers.

IBM COMPATIBILITY
To make the ST available to those businesses who currently run IBM
systems and are looking for a low cost expansion method, Atari have
announced a co -processing unit for ST computers. This processor will
open the ST range to all IBM or IBM compatible software applications. The
unit, which attaches to the ST computers via the DMA (Direct Memory
Access) port, contains an Intel 8088 processor with 512K of RAM and will
accept a 51/2" disk drive. In it's ST mode, the unit will also act as a second
disk drive, offering the user an additional 500K of memory. The IBM co -
processing unit should be available in late Summer 1986. If you would like
to be informed when it is released, please complete and return the coupon
below. We will send you further details as soon as we have them.

20Mbyte HARD DISK £739
The new Atari hard disk for the ST range has just been released. All ST
computers already have a hard disk interface built into them so there is no
external interface required. The memory size of the disk is a massive 20
megabytes (unformatted) with a data transfer rate of 1.33 Mbytes per
second. At a price of £739 (+VAT -£849), the 5Y." hard disk offers massive
storage with fast access at a very reasonable price.

NEW ST SOFTWARE PACKAGES
There are now hundreds of software packages which have been announ-
ced for the Atari ST range. Titles available now include DB Man, a DBase 3
clone as well as H & D Base, a DBase 2 clone. In addition, PC Intercomm is
a VT100 emulator which enables you to use any ST keyboard as a terminal
connected to a mainframe or mini. Other programs include a Lotus 1-2-3
clone (see paragraph below).

VIP PROFESSIONAL - LOTUS 1-2-3- CLONE
This is probably the most impressive program to have been released so far
for the ST range. VIP Professional is an extremely easy to use, integrated
spreadsheet, database and graphics program which is identical both in
features and commands to Lotus 1-2-3". The same spreadsheet analysis,
information management and extraordinary business graphics are all com-
bined in one easy to learn, affordable package. What's more, VIP Profes-
sional not only has all the features of 1-2-3", you can also type the same
commands to do the same things. Probably the most surprising feature of
VIP Professional is not its total compatibility with Lotus 1-2-3", nor its
ease of use, but its price. Lotus 1-2-3" for the IBM PC/AT costs £395
(,VAT -r£454.25), whereas VIP Professional for the ST is a mere £169
(+VAT.£194.35). That's less than half the price! If you would like further
details, of VIP Professional, please return the coupon below.

SILICA SHOP LTD, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

SEND FOR FREE ATARI ST LITERATURE
mi 1.1 =I NE ow I. NMI 1110p

To: Silica Shop Ltd, Dept PCW0786, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sldcup, Kent, DAN 4DX

PLEASENif.E.1"1,fillff.liggATURE
IMr/Mrs/Mc Initials: Surname:

Address:

Postcode:

I. Do you already own a computer
If so, which one do you own?
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Software
Toolshop

from HISoft

The Software Toolshop
One -Stop Programmer's Shop

MIEN=
Microsoft Aztec C
Fortran Prime

41EMEINESS £125 = £99.95
CIS

Cobol

£99.95*

AESEMEINI1

Prospero
Pascal
£85*

Write
Hand

Man=11 f1410C

ZBASIC
compile'

£69 OC

Prosper
Fortrar

£85*

IMEEMMI
Micro -
Prolog

£79
FTL

Modula-2

£49.95

Off -the -shelf Software at the Right Price
* Amstrad Z80 Only

The Software Toolshop has been formed to satisfy the ever
increasing demand for high quality programming tools on popular
CP/M and IBM PC & compatible micros. Set up by HiSoft, the aim
of the Software Toolshop is to provide a one -stop service for
programmers and developers who want assistance in the purchase
and use of programming tools, languages, assemblers, debuggers,
editors and other utilities.

Information
Send for our free catalogue that lists many more products than we
have space for here. We also have detailed factsheets on most of the
popular languages giving benchmark timings and specifications; see
the box opposite for an example.

Ordering
You may order direct by telephone using Access or Visa or by
sending a cheque together with a written order. All the products
listed here are readily available and will take 7 to 10 days to get to
you. We can normally rush an order for an extra charge e.g. £2 for
Royal Mail Special Delivery. All prices quoted here are inclusive of
VAT and normal first-class postage. Write for export prices.

Some More Products

CP/M-80
HiSoft Pascal80 £39.95
Microsoft Macro80 £79.95
Pascal MT+ £49.95
Nevada BASIC £39.95
Nevada Pilot £39.95
The Knife from HiSoft £12.95
Turbo Pascal £63.25

PC DOS
Aztec C Developer
Aztec C Personal
Knife86 from HiSoft
Microsoft QuickBASIC
Prospero Fortran

£241.50
£172.50
£29.95
£8625
CALL

and much more ... Just call:

HiSoft Devpac80
Aztec C Developer
Aztec C Commercial
Nevada Fortran
DR CBASIC
HiSoft Catalog

£39.95
£14950
£276
£39.95
£49.95
£14.95

Aztec C Commercial £373.75
Brief Text Editor £17250
Lattice C V2.15 £339.25
Prospero Pascal CALL

Factsheet Focus
The following is an extract from our factsheet on Pascal
compilers available on CP/M-80 computers. Firstly, the PCW
benchmark timings and then some facts about each compiler in
turn.

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Pascal80 Turbo Pascal DR MT+ ProPascal

??.? 1920 ??.? 8320 ??.? 3328 ??.? 2304
3.8 1920 4.2 8320 6.5 3328 4.8 2560
6.2 1920 10.78320 10.33328 15.4 2560
5.3 1920 9.8 8320 9.4 3328 12.8 2560
4.8 1920 5.3 8320 7.5 3328 8.1 2560
5.1 1920 5.5 8320 7.7 3328 7.4 2560
25.33584 67.98448 68.1 7296 16.0 3584
20.33584 55.68448 54.3 7296 32.0 3584
11.6 1920 13.8 8448 14.2 3456 21.9 2816
8.5 1920 11.7 8320 15.1 3328 16.3 2816
4.3 2048 1.8 8320 1.2 3328 7.7 2560
8.5 1920 11.8 8320 15.0 3328 16.32816
5.3 2048 2.5 8448 4.5 3456 11.02816
5.2 2048 2.7 8448 4.7 3456 8.4 2560
8.6 4864 66.3 8320 57.5 9984 20.94096

The HiSoft Pascal80 compiler includes disc -file random access
routines in source, along with GSX graphics and Turtle Graphics
on Amstrad computers. Pascal80 provides a pre -declared
identifier, CHAIN, which allows any CP/M prorgram to be run
from a Pascal80-compiled program.

Borland's Turbo Pascal has a fully -interactive editor and memory -
to -memory compilation. It also has overlaying and the ability to
chain from one program to another. Expensive on Amstrads.

Pascal/MT+ from Digital Research incorporates the ability to
generate code which will run on 8080 -based microcomputers and
also has facilties for generating code destined for EPROM. It
comes with its own linker and debugger and is fairly close to the
ISO standard.

Prospero ProPascal is fully validated by the ISO and comes
with a linker and a librarian. The code -generation stage of this
compiler produces excellent, efficient code. Unlike the other
compilers here, it has powerful 32 -bit integers.

The Software Toolshop Ltd
The Old School, Greenfield, Bedford MK45 5DE. Tel. (0525) 718271
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OKI
The First Choice

in Printers...

OKIMATE 20
 Prints colour,black and white
 80 cps Data Processing quality
 40 cps correspondence quality
 High resolution 144 x 144 dpi graphics
 Plain paper, thermal paper or

transparencies
 Friction and variable width pin feed
 Free screen dump software for BBC,

IBM and Amstrad

MICROLINE 182/183
 Ultra low profile styling
 Low noise -58 dB maximum
 120 cps bi-directional printing
 Correspondence quality
 APA graphics
 Clean hands ribbon
 200,000,000 character head life

OKI, Microline, Amstrad, BBC, IBM and Epson are registered trade marks.

X -DATA LTD.
750/751 Deal Avenue
Slough Trading Estate
Slough Berks SL1 4SH
Tel: Slough (0753) 31292
TN: 847728

MICROLINE 192/193
 Ultra low profile styling
 Low noise (55 dB)
 160 cps bi-directional printing -----=mmingupw
 Correspondence quality printing
 80 col (192) 132 col (193)
 Optional cut sheet feeder
 High resolution graphics
 Parallel, RS232, IBM, Epson compatible

versions

MICROLINE 84
 Dual mode printing, 200 cps DP quality
 50 cps near letter quality
 Pin addressable graphics
 Downline loadable character set
 Parallel, RS232, IBM versions
 Automatic cut sheet feeder option

X-RILITA
A Subsidiary of DyneerCorporation

UNITED KINGDOM  DENMARK  FRANCE  HOLLAND  ITALY  NORWAY  SWEDEN  WEST GERMANY



and Choice...
MICROLINE 293  Advanced staggered 18 pin head

 100 cps single pass correspondence quality
 200 cps utility mode
 Plug in personality I/F modules
 Versatile paper handling
 Full menu selection of all features
 Colour capability as standard
 Ultra low noise -57dB

OKI 2350
 350 cps, bi-directional printing
 Two colour printing
 Condensed and double width printing
 Up to six part stationery
 Pin addressable graphics
 IBM and Microline compatible options
 Parallel or serial interfaces

MICROLINE 294
 Advanced parallel. 18 pin head
 400 cps utility mode
 100 cps near letter quality
 Plug in personality interface modules
 Versatile paper handling
 Full menu selection of all features
 Colour capability as standard
 Ultra low noise - 57 dB

OKI 2410
 350 cps bi-directional printing
 87 cps correspondence quality
 Two colour printing
 Automatic cut sheet feeder option
 High resolution graphics
 Parallel, RS232, IBM versions

IBM, OKI and Microline are registered trade marks.
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and Choice...

I

MICROLINE 84 XS
 All Microline 84 features plus...
 Plug in feature modules offering a vast

range of advanced features eg:
 Daisy wheel emulation
 Bar code generation
 Sophisticated graphics/labelling
 Multiple character fonts
 Etc, etc.

DYNEER DW 20
 20 cps maximum print speed
 Bi-directional printing
 10/12/15 character pitches
 Optional cut sheet feeder
 Original plus three copies
 Parallel or serial interfaces
 Compatible with most WP packages

DYNEER DW 40
 High speed bi-directional printing 40 cps
 Three built in interfaces, RS232, Parallel,

IEEE
 Multi copy mode
 Cut sheet feeder option
 3K buffer expandable to 9K or 40K
 Selectable character pitches from the

operator panel
 Compatible with most major WP packages

DYNEER DW 16
 16 cps maximum print speed
 Bi-directional printing
 10/12/15 character pitches
 Original plus three copies
 Parallel or serial interfaces
 Tractor feed option
Dyneerand IBM are registered trade marks.

The Last Word in Computer Peripherals
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Please complete and return this coupon to:

X -DATA Ltd. FREEPOST Slough Berks SL1 4BY
Please send me further information on

Name

\.." Position

Company

Address

andPlease name Publication this coupon has come

Choice:00
Monitors and Boards

DYNEER 14 CMI-1
 14 inch colour monitor,

IBM compatible
 High definition with 16 colour

capability
 Modern ergonomic styling with

tilt and swivel option
 Scan rate 15.75 Khz

DYNEER 12 MHI

 IBM Monochrome monitor with
12 inch anti -glare CRT

 No ghosting when scrolling
 Character height adjustable up

to 5 mm
 High resolution for high quality

graphics
 Scan rate 18.43 Khz

STB Systems Inc was founded in 1981, with the policy
of living up to the name of 'Simply the Best'. STB has
earned a reputation among OEM's, dealers and
consumers for producing a range of quality products
to meet the majority of user needs.

The video range of adaptors from STB
provide something to suit all requirements,
from the Mono Plus through to boards
capable of full screen mono graphics and
word processing quality text on
colour monitors, all with no software
modifications plus switch selectable
printer ports and clock/calendar option.

Memories with everything from half
slot through to powerful 2.5 Mbyte boards
are in the range. The Memory Companion/PC
board is approved by Lotus as meeting the
LIMS specification.

Multifunction and I/O boards complete the
range from Printer Plus II to Rio Grande 1.5 Mbyte
with parallel and serial ports included.

The powerful PC Accelerator software is
provided with most packages.

Dyneer, IBM, STB and Lotus are registered trade marks.

64a

DYNEER 14 CHI -1
 14 inch high resolution colour

monitor
 16 colour capability
 High resolution anti -glare CRT
 Tilt and swivel option

maximising operator comfort
 High scan rate - 25 Khz



The full range of products shown may not be available from every company
listed below. Should you have any difficulty, please contact your nearest
X -Data office for advice.

Slough 0753 31292 Birmingham 021 359 6812 Manchester 061 872 2961/2

The Choice. Where you
can obtain

 our products
SOUT1I

Aiphatech Computer Systems
Boume End, Bucks Tel: 06285 28237

Anderson Jacobson
Slough. Berks Tel: 0753 821021

Care Software
Reading, Berks Tel: 0734 55521

Checkout Computer Systems Ltd
Luton, Beds Tel: 0582 29602

Compel PLC
Hatfield, Herts Tel: 07072 73661

Computacenter Croydon
Croydon, Surrey Tel: 01 686 3646

Computacenter Reading
Reading, Berks Tel: 0734 509911

Computacentre Watford
Watford, Hens Tel: 0923 47401

Computer Modelling Ltd
Marlow, Bucks Tel: 06284 75511

Computerway
Guildford, Surrey Tel: 0483 62626

Data and Control Equipment Ltd
Aylesbury, Bucks Tel: 0296 32971

Datawork Computer Services
Cowplam, Portsmouth, Hants Tel: 0705 265211

Econocom Systems
Arundel, W. Sussex Tel: 0903 883476

Econocom Systems
Leatherhead, Surrey Tel: 0372 386888

Ferrari Software
Egham, Surrey Tel: 0784 38900

Fletcher Dennys Systems
Richmond, Surrey Tel: 01 948 7111

Force 4 Computer Services
Portsmouth, Hants Tel 0705 839135
IBL (UK) Ltd
Lyne, Chertsey, Surrey Tel: 09328 64949

Interface Network PLC
Kingston Upon Thames, Surrey Tel: 01 54t 1055

Interface Network PLC
Basingstoke, Hants Tel: 0256 461191

LSI Computers (London South)
Weybridge, Surrey KTI 3 8DG Tel: 0932 58455

LSI Computers North London Ltd
Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP1 10S Tel: 0442 212931

Mess Micros
Welwyn Garden City, Herts Tel: 07073 31436

MBS Rentals
Eton, Windsor, Berks SL4 6AN Tel: 0753 868717

MBS Rentals
Staines, Middx Tel: 0784 63891

Merchant Business Systems
Croydon, Surrey Tel: 01-660 1177

Microgeneral
Pangbourne, Reading, Berks Tel: 07357 4466

Microtek
Orpington. Kent Tel: 0689 71631

RAD Systems
Harrow, Middlesex HA3 5DL Tel: 01-863 2559

Small Business Computers
Worthing, Sussex Tel: 0903 211588

Symat Systems Services
Croydon. Surrey Tel 01-681 2094

Systemsworkf Ltd
Watford. Hens WDI 7BY Tel: 0923 49677
Thorn Computeraid; Thorn Datasoive Micro
Farnborough, Hants Tel: 0252 521444

Vega Computers
Croydon, Surrey Tel: 01-684 5000

SOUTH WEST

Atlantic Data Systems Ltd
Bristol, Avon Tel: 0272 277641

Avon Computer Equipment
Bristol, Avon Tel: 0272 272527

Coidharbour Computers
HartleId, Bristol Tel: 0272 45222

Colston Computer Centre
Bristol, Avon Tel: 0272 276619

Computacenter
Swindon, Wilts Tel: 0793 694997

Daton Systems Ltd
Wootton Bassett, Wilts Tel: 0793 854606

Deverill Computer Service
Poole, Dorset Tel: 0202 684441

Dewco MCE
Bristol. Avon Tel: 0272 277480

Gateway Computing
Yeovil, Somerset Tel 0935 24356

Image Computer Systems
Wimborne, Dorset Tel: 0202 876064

fTP Ltd
Nai!sea, Avon Tel: 0272 858256

Keel Data Systems Ltd
Marsh Barton, Exeter. Devon Tel, 0393 215666

L S I Computers (Western) Ltd
Exeter, Devon Tel: 0392 215103

L S I Computers (Western) Ltd
Ponsharden, Falmouth, Cornwall Tel: 0326 72060

MBS Rentals
Bristol, Avon BSI 4XP Tel: 0272 277238

Nicomtech Ltd
81 Fore St, Saltash Tel: 07555 7777

Office Requirements Ltd
Winton, Bournemouth, Dorset Tel: 0202 519315

Tandata Marketing Ltd
Malvern, Worcs Tel: 06845 68421

W H Pitt Computers Ltd
Caine, Wilts Tel: 0249 814238

MIDLANDS

BSG Information Systems Ltd
Yardley, Birmingham B25 HO Tel: 021 707 2722
Computacenter Birmingham
Birmingham Tel: 021 454 7722

CPS Data Systems Ltd
Birmingham 827 6BH Tel: 021-707 3866

FAC.T.S. Business Software
Stratford on Avon, Works CV6 6RP Tel 0789 69433

Hoskyns Business Centre
Birmingham B16 8NH Tel: 021 454 5811

Interface Network PLC
Birmingham Tel: 021 233 4499

MBS
Edgbaston, Birmingham Tel: 021 622 7411

Specialist Computer Centre
Birmingham Tel: 021 773 2266

X -Technology UK Ltd
Shirley, West Midlands Tel: 021 745 3033

SOUTH MIDLANDS

LSI (Oxford) Ltd
Theme, Oxon Tel: 084421 7311

M 6 0 Business Systems
Abingdon, Oxon Tel: 0235 831477

Warwickshire Computer Centre Ltd
Leamington Spa, Warwicks Tel: 0926 881106

EASTERN MIDLANDS

Alliance Computers Ltd
Peterborough Tel: 0733 77100

Danetre Business Systems
Northants Tel: 0604 36231

Hogg Robinson Finance Services
Leicester Tel: 0533 50131

LSI Computer Midlands Ltd
Luttenvorth, Leics Tel 04555 57278
Team Computer Services Ltd
Syston, Leicestershire Tel: 0533 601874

WEST MIDLANDS

Micro Applications
Grey' tiers, Stafford Tel: 0785 43414

P & P Micro Distributors Ltd
Bilston, W. Midlands WV14 7JY Tel: 0902 43913

CENTRAL LONDON

C L Projects Ltd
London SWIP IDS Tel: 01 828 0778/0460

Computacenter City
London EC3 7AY Tel: 01 283 6424

Computacenter Strand
London WC2R IJP Tel: 01 379 0062

Computacenter Kensington
London W14 Tel: 01 602 8405

Computerland
London EC1 Tel: 01 248 8385

CSL Electronics
Muswell Hill, London N10 Tel: 01 883 1186

Curzon Systems Ltd
London ECI Tel: 01 729 2858

CIWP Computers
Willow Pl. London SW1P 1JH Tel: 01.828 9000
Dataflex
Chiswick, London W4 Tel: 01 944 9177

FDS
London W2 Tel: 01 229 9431

Hoskyns Group Ltd
London W1V 7DN Tel: 01 434 2171

Interam
London SW19 Tel: 01 879 1888

Interface Network PLC
London WCI A 2RA Tel: 01 242 2004

Interlace Network PLC
London W1M IDE Tel: 01 486 9121

International Micro Network
Brentford. Middx Tell 01 847 2641

Mancos Tel: 01 840 5666

MBS Rentals
London SW1H OPR Tel: G 1222 0671

MBS Rentals
London EC1N Tel: 01 588 4060

P & P Micro Distributors Ltd
London SW16 6AY Tel: 01 677 7631

Sensory Information Systems
London NW3 4TG Tel 01 586 4128

Specialist Computer Centre
London NWI 3.1D Tel: 01 935 4150

Technology for Business
London EC1 Tel: 01 837 1271

Trinitec (Computer Products) Ltd
London EC2M 5PP Tel: 01 628 4200

United Business Systems
London EC I Tel: 01 250 0505

Worldwide
London SW19 Tel: 01 947 8562

Business Equipment Centre
Liverpool, Merseyside L7 2PA Tel: 051263 5738

Data Design (INT) Ltd
Granby Row, Manchester Tel: 061-236 4216

Diktat Office Systems Ltd
Haydock, Merseyside WAI 1 9XA Tel: 0942 717919

Hoskyns Business Centre
Sale. Cheshire M33 1SX Tel: 061 969 3611

Interface Network PLC
Stretord, Manchester Tel: 061 962 9321

Mancos
Chorlton, Manchester M21 Tel: 061 861 0757

MBS Rentals
Darlington, Co. Durham Te1:0325 484484

MBS Rentals
Warnngton, Cheshire WA3 7BH Tel: 0925 822261

Micro Applications
Newcastle Under Lyme Tel: 0782 6263 54

Micro Applications
Greyfnars, Stafford STI 6 2SA Tel: 0785 43414

Micromatch Terminals Ltd
West Kirby, Wirral!, Merseyside Tel: 051 625 2441

Micropute
Macclesfield, Cheshire Tel: 0625 615384
Midshires Computer Centre
Crewe, Cheshire CW1 2AS Tel: 0270 589191

P & P Micro Distributors
Haslingden, Lancashire 884 5HU Tel: 0706 217744

Specialist Computer Centre
Liverpool, L2 4SA Tel: 051 236 3499

Style Systems Ltd
Blackburn, Lancs BB2 6ET Tel: 0254 51051

W H Pitt Computers Ltd
Warnngton, Cheshire Tel: 0925 812882

NORTH EAST

Croft Computers Ltd
Newcastle-upon-Tyne NEt 2HG Tel: 0632 328933
Intac Data Systems
Rotherham, South Yorkshire Tel: 0709 547179

Liebsystems
Leeds, West Yorkshire LSI 4LY Tel: 0532 455545

Programmes at Work
Harrogate, N. Yorks Tel: 0423 61754

Yorkshire Microcomputers
York Tel: 0904 642941

SCOTLAN7

Abtex Ltd
Aberdeen Tel: 0224 647074

Axiom Business Computer Ltd
Glasgow Tel: 041 248 6699

Baseline Business Systems
Aberdeen Tel 0224 639876

Computacenter Ltd
Edinburgh Tel: 031 224 2266

Computacenter Ltd
Glasgow Tel: 041 248 2626

Computerworld (Scotland) Ltd
Aberdeen Tel: 0224 572200

Computerworld (Scotland) Ltd
Edinburgh Tel 031 334 9870

Controlatel Edinburgh Tel: 031 339 4032
Granite Chips Ltd
Aberdeen Tel: 0224 571825
Granite Chips Ltd
Edinburgh Tel: 031 224 2024

Interface Network PLC
Glasgow Tet: 041 332 3451

MBS Rentals
Glasgow G2 2HU Tel: 041 248 5665

Peritronic Ltd
Almondvale, Livingston Tel: 0506 410041

Purdie and Kirkpatrick
Glasgow Tel: 041 332 6472

EAST ANGLIA

Business Computers
Cambridge CB3 OBE Tel: 0223 311506

CMS
South Ockenden, Essex Tel: 0708 851727

Computedand
Chelmsford, Essex CM1 I HS Tel: 0245 267246

Computerwise Ltd
Colchester, Essex CO2 8J8 Tel: 0206 575699

Essex Computer Centre Ltd
Chelmsford, Essex CM2 OLR Tel: 0245 358702

Estate Computer Systems
Sleaford, Lincolnshire NG34 7TR Tel: 0529 305637

Gamma Computer Systems
Ilford, Essex 103 BSX Tel: 01 597 3500

GST Computer Systems Ltd
Cambridge C83 OBE Tel: 0954 82061

htworth Computer Centre
lxworth, Suffolk Tel: 0359 31959

RAK Computer Services
Norwich NR1 1 SS Tel: 0603 617674

VSI Electronics UK Ltd
Harlow, Essex Tel: 0279 29666

NORTH WALES

Micro Computer Workshops
Llay, Wrexham LL2 OBW Tel: 0978 834866

SOUTH WALES

Chips Computers
Cardiff. South Glamorgan Tel: 0222 778804
MBS Rentals
East Moors, Cardiff Tel: 0222 465505

Tawedata Ltd
Swansea, Glam Tel: 0792 580133

REPUBLIC OF IRELAND

ALT Sales Dublin 12 Tel: 0001 508037

CHANNEL ISLANDS

Mileuis Business Equipments
St Helier, Jersey Tel: 0534 21231

International Computer Consultants
St Peter Pont, Guernsey Tel' 0481 20155

A full range of media and supplies are available for all equipment shown on these pages.

Nationwide Dealer Network
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OKI 84 Coax
 Emulates a 3287 with a 3247/76 attachment
 200 cps (DP Mode)
 55 cps (CQ Mode)
 136 column tractor feed
 Up to four part stationery
 Automatic Cut Sheet Feeder Option

OKI and IBM are registered trade marks.

MUM A Qui

OKI 84 Twinax
 Emulates a 5256 or 5225 printer
 200 cps (DP Mode)
 55 cps (CQ Mode)
 136 col tractor feed
 Up to 4 part stationery
 Automatic Cut Sheet Feeder

OKI 2410 Twinax
 Emulates 5256/24/25 Printer
 350 cps (DP Mode)
 87 cps (CQ Mode)
 136 column tractor feed
 Up to 6 part stationery
 Two colour printing



P C SOFTWARE: OVER

501 DISCOUNT!

r
WHY PAY MORE?

SUPERCALC 3.21 175 RRP 360 -51%!
MULTIMATE ADV 242 RRP 495 -51%!
XCHANGE 275 RRP 495 -44%!
WORDSTAR 2000 265 RRP 465 -43%!
WORDSTAR PRO 229 RRP 399 -42%!
DBASE II 237 RRP 395 -40%!
DBASE III PLUS 368 RRP 595 -38%!
FRAMEWORK II 346 RRP 550 -37%!
SYCERO 370 RRP 595 -37%!
PROJECT

MANAGER 242 RRP 375 -35%!
WORD PERFECT 275 RRP 425 -35%!
HERCULES

MONO 288 RRP 449 -35%!
QED+ 200 PRP 295 -32%!
WORD 269 RRP 400 -32%!
SYMPHONY 375 RRP 550 -31%!
CLIPPER 445 RRP 650 -31%!
LOTUS 1-2-3 275 RRP 395 -30%!
CBASIC

COMPILER 280 RRP 395 -29%!
OPEN ACCESS 280 RRP 395. -29%!
DB COMPILER 330 RRP 463 -28%!
MBASIC

COMPILER 245 RRP 345 -28%!
QUICKCODE III 160 RRP 220 -27%!
DGRAPH III 160 RRP 220 -27%!
HERCULES

COLOUR 98 RRP 128 -23!
DATAMASTER POA NOW AVAILABLE!
MILESTONE 175 RRP 225 -22%!
IRMA BOARD 899 RRP 1158 -22%!
CAPTAIN BOARD 172 RRP 215 -20%!
CLIP 102 RRP 120 -15%!
 Most popular business micros supported!
 Fast delivery!
 Quantity discounts!
 Credit accounts available!
 Government & overseas orders welcomed!
 Customised software & consultancy service!

(IBM-PC prices shown exclude VAT and are
correct at time of going to press)

Call us NOW on 0480 53044 for further details!

Call us NOW on 0480 413122 and save money!

Elite Computer Systems
UNIT 2  HALCYON COURT ST MARGARET S WAY

HUNTINGDON  CAMBS PE18 6DG

System Science
C COMPILERS

AZTEC
AZTEC CBS/PERS-incl. ASM, link (MS-DOS,
CP/MI f149
AZTEC C86/COMM-8087, all mem., ROM £345
AZTEC C II/PERS-incl. ASM, link (CP/M-801

f149
AZTEC C II/COMM-ROM support, f249
AZTEC C65-ASM, link etc (APP. Dos 3.3) f149
AZTEC C68/COMM-Apple Mac, Amiga f345

DESMET C
with ASM, Linker, Full scr. ed., ovl.
& 8087 supp.
088 Full screen debugger
DOS -LINK for Microsoft .OBJ
Com pat.

MICROSOFT C VER 3
all Intel mem mods, 8087 support

£135

f55

f45
f375

LATTICE
LATTICE C Compiler ver 3- requires LINK

E295
8087, all mem. models, mtby libraries

LATTICE Windows library £215
LATTICE C Sprite debugger £129
LATTICE dbC-II Dbase library f185
LATTICE dbC-III library £185

RUN/C Interpreter excellent tutorial
Living C- Interpreter PC & Apticot
SOFTWARE TOOLWORKS C/80 &
MATHPAK
BDS C (CP/M-80)
ECO-C Z80 code, M80 required
(CP/M-80)
CROSS COMPILERS

8085, Z80, 6502, 6809, 68000 targets

PROGRAMMER'S TOOLS AND C LIBRARIES
PHOENIX

PLINK -86 overlay linker (MS-DOS, CP/M-
86) £285
PMATE-86 programmers editor f185
PRE -C Lint utility f295
PlorCe- source lib, comms, dbase,
screen etc £295

PANEL -entry screens -most languages £245
C to DBASElsource) functions for DBASE files

£125
dBx- translate to C from Dbase 11,111 £275
CTREE-Faircom (source) B tree lib £290
Btrieve- database library, many lang. f195
Btrieve/N- network version f425

£99
£89

£125

£145
Call

GREENLEAF GENERAL FUNCTIONS £145
Dos, Disk, Video, Strings, Time, Date, Keybd.

GREENLEAF COMMUNICATIONS
LIBRARY £145

Interrupt, Ring Buffering, Status
& Control
BASIC -C library (source) £145

aid for conversion from Basic to C
C DOC by FigureFlow f195

C documentation aid with cross ref.
PROGRAM TUNING KIT- performance
analysis £95
C BROWSER f95

display C source via program structure

LISP and PROLOG
PC -DOS, MS-DOS and CP/M-86

MuLISP/MuSTAR a solid performer U25
GC LISP for PC -DOS only, incl. 8087 f395
micro -PROLOG (uses only 128K) £195
micro -PROLOG PROF. (full mem., wind.) f345
APES for micro -PROLOG f195
MuMATH/MuSIMP Symbolic maths f275

PROLOG -1 interpreter
ES/P Advisor- text animation
SOFTWARE TOOLWORKS LISP/88

CP/M-80
MuLISP/MuSTAR with LISP editor etc.
SOFTWARE TOOLWORKS LISP/80
micro -PROLOG

LABORATORY MICRO SYSTEMS FORTH -83
PC -FORTH FOR PC -DOS f125
8086 FORTH for MS-DOS and CP/M-86 £95
Software floating point extensions £95
8087 Floating point extensions £95
also NATIVE CODE OPTIMISERS, METACOM-
PILERS

PC -FORTH+ provides 32 bit pointers,
B TREE Index manager
Advanced Colour Graphics (PC -FORTH
only)
Z-80 FORTH

ASSEMBLERS and CROSS -ASSEMBLERS
PC -DOS, MS-DOS & CP/M-86

Microsoft 8086 Macro Assembler (with DEBUG
& LINK) £139
2500A0 8086 and linker (MS-DOS) £89
DR Assembler Plus Tools £185
Cross Assemblers call

68xx, 68000, Z80, 8080, 6502, 8048, 8051 etc
Simulators -Z80, 8048, 8051 etc £270

BORLAND
TURBO PASCAL ver 3
TURBO PASCAL and 8087 support
TURBO TUTOR
TURBO TOOLBOX
TURBO GRAPHICS TOOLBOX- PC -DOS only
TURBO EDITOR TOOLBOX- PC -DOS only
TURBO LIGHTNING
Superkey

MOVE -IT for MS-DOS and CP/M-80
UNIFORM -PC read, write format CP/M
disks £65

read, -write and format disks from many
machines
CONVERT- IBM-PC, can add own formats
to list
PETER NORTON UTILITIES DISK £79

£50
E79
E35
f 45
£45
£65
E65
f69

f295
£595

£45

£190
£45
£95

f195
E125

£95
£95

CP/M-80
Microsoft MACRO -80 £185
2500AD 280 Macro and linker (CP/M-80) £89
OR Assembler PLUS £185
Cross Assemblers Call

8086, 68xx, 6502, 68000, 8048, 8051, 6301 etc

FORTRAN/PASCAL/BASIC
Microsoft FORTRAN -77
Pro -FORTRAN (66)
RM-FORTRAN 77
Microsoft FORTRAN -80 (CP/M-80)
PRO -FORTRAN (66) (CP/M-80)
PRO -PASCAL CP/M-80
PRO -PASCAL MS-DOS
Microsoft Pascal
QUICK BASIC- Microsoft (PC -DOS only)

COMMUNICATIONS, DISK & PRINT UTILITIES, etc.
CROSSTAUVor IBM-CP, Apricot and CP/M-80

£155
f125

£89

HSC PRO -68 CO -PROCESSOR
For IBM-PC from ft 650
-M68000 at 10 MHz in IBM slot
-CP/M-68K or 059-68K included
-512K or IM memory, 2 serial ports
-installed in IBM option slot

£275
£295
f375
£465
£295
£295
£295
£245

£95

Print utilities- SET-FX, Sideways, printworks
etc
FINAL WORD 2- new version £275

authoring, tech. writing etc powerful
formatter
MicroTEX- scientific typesetting from £395
VENIX-86 System V or Version 7
(XT and AT) from £850
MICROSTAT- comprehensive statistics £315

CCSM MUMPS
-For IBM PC and MACINTOSH
-Flexible database language
-ANSI Standard MUMPS
-Full screen editor
Single user f149 Multi-user £299

All prices are exclusive of VAT. Please add £3 p&p, plus VAT to your order

6-7 West Smithfield, London EC1A 9JX
Tel: 01-248 0962
B.T. GOLD 76: CJJ028
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AMMER WAREHOUSE
THE

1000's OF -- ,

ALLADINS CAVE OF COMPUTER AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

BARGAINS ---
FOR CALLERS"

NOT LINE DATA VASE

*DISTEL®*
The ORIGINAL FREE OF CHARGE dial up data
base. Buy, browse or place YOUR OWN AD for
goods or services to sell. 1000's of stock items,

spares and one off bargains Updated daily.
ON LINE NOW. CCITT, 8 bit word, no parity.

For 300 baud modems call 01-679 1888
For 1200-75 baud modems call 01-679 6183

FREEYoonulyrcm2o4n.i9to5r iftrobmeciotsmceosmapsuuteptiE! For

HIGH QUALITY * COLOUR * TV SET
The fabulous TELEBOX an INVALUABLE MUST for the owner of
ANY video monitorwith a composite input colour or monochrome
Made by a major UK Ca as a TOP QUALITY, stand alone UHF
tuner and costing OVER £75 to manufacture, this opportunity to
give your monitor a DUAL FUNCTION must not be missed! The
TELEBOX consists of a compact, stylish two tone charcoal,
moulded case, containing ALL electronics tuner, power supply etc
to simply plug in and convert your previously dedicated computer
monitor into a HIGH QUALITY COLOUR* TV SET, giving a real
benefit to ALL the family!! Don't worry it your monitor doesn't have
sound -THE TELEBOX even has an integral 4 watt audio ampl iffier
for driving an external speaker, PLUS an auxiliary output for superb
quality television sound via your headphones or HI Fl system etc
Other features include Compact dimensions of only 15.75" w x
7.5" d x 3.5" h latest technology, BRITISH manufacture, fully
tuneable? channel push button tuner, Auto AGC circuit SAW filter,
LED status indicator, fully isolated 240v AC power supply for total
safety, Mains ON -OFF switch etc Many other uses

LIMITED QUANTITY- DON'T MISS THIS OFFER!!!
ONLY £24.95 OR £19.95 if purchased with ANY of our
video monitors Supplied BRAND NEW with full instructions and 2 YEAR
warranty. Post and packing £3.50 *When used with colour crt

COLOUR S MONOCHROME
MONITO SPECIALS

`SYSTEM ALPHA' 14" COLOUR MULTI INPUT MONITOR
Made by the famous REDIFFUSION Co. for their own professional computer
system this monitor has all the features to suit your immediate and future
requirements Two video inputs-. RGB and PAL Composite Video, allow direct
connection to BBC/IBM and most other makes of micro computers or VCR'a
including our very own TELEBOX An internal speaker and audio amp may be
connected to computer or VCR for superior sound quality. Many other features
PIL tube, Matching BBC case colour, Major controls on front pane) Separate
Contrast and Brightness - even in RGB mode Separate Colour and audio
controls for Composite Video input BNC plug for composite input, 15 way 'D'
plug for RGB input, modular construction etcetc

This Must Be ONE OF THE YEAR'S BEST BUYS. PC USER
Supplied BRAND NEW and BOXED, complete with DATA and 90 day
guarantee ONLY £149.00 as above OR IBM PC Version £165.00
15 Day '0 skt £1.00, BNC skt 75p BBC interface cable £5.50
DECCA 8016" COLOUR monitor. RGB input
Little or hardly used manufacturer's surplus enables us to offer this special
converted DECCA RGB Colour Video TV Monitor at a super low price of only
£99.00, a price for a colour monitor as yet unheard of!! Our own interface,
safety modification and special 16" high definition PIL tube, coupled with the
DECCA 80 series TV chassis give 80 column definition and quality found only
on monitors costing 3 TIMES OUR PRICE. The quality for the price has to be
seen to be believed! Supplied complete and ready to plug direct to a BBC
MICRO computer or any other system with a TTL RGB output Other features
are: internal speaker, modular construction, auto degaussing circuit, attractive
TEAK CASE, compact dimensions only 52cm W x 34 H x 24 D, 90 day
guarantee Although used, units are supplied in EXCELLENT condition.
ONLY £99.00 + Carriage.
DECCA 80 16" COLOUR monitor. Composite video input Same as above
model but fitted with Composite Video input and audio amp for COMPUTER,
VCR or AUDIO VISUAL use ONLY £99.00 + Carr.
REDIFFUSION MARK 3, 20" COLOUR monitor. Fitted with standard 75 ohm
composite video input and sound amp This large screen colour display is ideal
for SCHOOLS, SHOPDS, DISCOS, CLUBS and other AUDIO VISUAL appli-
cations Supplied in AS NEW or little used condition ONLY £145.00 + Carr.

BUDGET RANGE EX EQUIPMENT MONOCHROME video monitors.
All units are fully cased and set for 240v standard working with composite video
inputs Units are pre tested and set up for up to 80 column use. Even when
MINOR screen burns exist - normal data displays are unaffected 30 day
guarantee
12" KGM 320.1 B/W bandwidth input, will display up to 132 x 25 lines £32.95
12" GREEN SCREEN version of KGM 320-1. Only £39.95
9" KGM 324 GREEN SCREEN fully cased very compact unit Only £49.00

Carriage and insurance on all monitors £10.00

11,13101;71:7ilL1,147i2tfrilin
GOULD 0E443 enclosed, compact switch mode supply with DC regulated
outputs of +5v @ 5.5a, +12v @ 0.5a, -12v @ 0.1a and -23v @ 0.02a Dim 18 x
11 x 6 cm. 110 or 240v input. BRAND NEW only £16.95
GOULD G6 -40A 5v 40 amp switch mode supply NEW £130.00
AC -DC Linear PSU for DISK drive and SYSTEM applications. Constructed on a
rugged ALLOY chassis to continuously supply fully regulated DC outputs of +5v
@ 3 amps, -5v @ 0.6 amps and +24v @ 5 amps. Short circuit and overvoltage
protected. 100 or 240v AC input. Dim 28 x 12.5 x 7 cm NEW £49.94

Carriage on all PSU's £3.00

1.14 Manufacturer's BRAND NEW surplus
DEC LA34 Uncoded keyboard with 67 quality gold plated switches on X -Y
matrix- ideal micro conversions etc £24.95
AMKEY MPNK-114 Superb word processor chassis keyboard on single PCB
with 116 keys Many features such as On board Micrq Single 5v rail, full ASCII

coded character set with 31 function keys, numeric keypad, cursor pad
and 9600 baud SERIAL TTL ASCII OUTPUT.! Less than half price

Only £69.00 with data Carriage on Keyboards £3.50

DON'T MISS THE CPM Deal
OF the CENTURY

The FABULOU CPM TATUNG PC2000
Professional Business System

A cancelled export order and months of negotiation enables us to offer this professional
PC, CPM system, recently on sale at OVER £1400, at a SCOOP price just over the cost of
the two internal disk drives!! Or less than the price of a dumb terminal!!
Not a toy, the BIG BROTHER of the EINSTIEN computer, the DUAL PROCESSOR
PC2000 comprises a modern stylish three piece system with ALL the necessities for the
SMALL BUSINESS, INDUSTRIAL, EDUCATIONAL or HOBBYIST USER. Used with
the THOUSANDS of proven, tested and available CPM software packages such as
WORDSTAR, FAST, DBASE2 etc, the PC2000 specification, at our prices, CANNOT
BE BEATEN!!
The central processor plinth contains the 64K, Z80A processor, DUAL TEAC 55F 51/4"

Double sided 40/80 track disk drives (1 Mb per drive), PSU, 4K of memory mapped screen RAM, disk controller, RS232,
CENTRONICS and system expansion ports, and if that's not enough a ready to plug into STANDARDS" DRIVE port f o r up to FOUR
8" disk drives, either in double density or IBM format The ultra slim 92 key, detachable keyboard features 32 user definable keys,
numeric keypad and text editing keys, even its own integral microprocessor which allows the main Z80A to devote ALL its time to
USER programs, elimi nati ng" lost character" problems found on other machines The attractive, detachable 12" monitor combines
a green, anti -glare etched screen, with full swivel and tilt movement for maximum user comfort Supplied BRAND NEW with CPM
2.2, user manuals and full 90 day guarantee Full data sheet and info on request PC2000 Worderocessor System

PC2000 System PC2000 Business System with CPM with CPM and T C FP25 daisywheel
with CPM Etc. and 'Ready to Run' FAST Sales and printer

COST OVER £1400 Purchase ledger, supports up to
9000 Accounts, VAT etc.

COST OVER £1 700NOW on/y £399 NOW only £499
Carriage & Insuran

SURPLUS SPECIALS ON
PRESTEL - VIEWDATA - TELEX
PLESSEY VUphone

features
TEL, ultra compact unit, slightly larger

than a tele A DTMF
TELEPHONE (tone dial) with 5" CRT monSTANDARDitor and

integral modem etc. for direct connection to PRESTEL,
VIEWDATA etc. Designed to sell to the EXECUTIVE at
over £600!! Our price BRAND NEW AND BOXED at
only £99.00
DECCAFAX VP1 complete Professional PRESTEL
system in slimline desk top unit containing Modem,
Numeric keypad, CPU, PSU etc. Connects direct to
standard RGB colour monitor. Many other features
include: Printer output, Full keyboard input, Cassette
port etc. BRAND NEW with DATA. A FRACTION OF
COST only £55.00
ALPHATANTEL. Very compact unit with integral FULL
ALPHA NUMERIC keyboard. Just add a domestic TV
receiver and you have a superb PRESTEL system and
via PRESTEL the cheapest TELEX service to be
found!! Many features: CENTRONICS Printer output,
Memory dialling etc. Supplied complete with data and
DIY mod for RGB or Composite video outputs. AS
NEW only £1 25.00

Post and packing on all PRESTEL units £8.50

EX -STOCK INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
4164 200 ns D RAMS 9 for £11 4116 ns
£1.50 2112 £10.00 2114 £2.50 2102 £2.00
6116 £2.50 EPROMS 2716 £4.50 2732 £3.00
2764 £4.95 27128 £5.50 6800 £2.50 6821 £1
68A09 £8 6E1E109 £10 8085A £5.50 8086 £t5
8088 £8 NEC765 £8 WD2793 £28 8202A
£22 8251 £7 8748 £15 Z80A DART £6.50
Z80A CPU £2.00. Thousands of IC's EX STOCK
send SAE for list.

DISK DRIVES
Japanese 51/4" half height, 80 track double sided disk
drives by TEAC, CANON, TOSHIBA etc
Sold as NEW with 90 day guarantee ONLY £85.00
TEC FB-503 Double sided HH 40 TRK NEW £75.00
SUGART SA400 SS FH 35 TRK £55.00
SIEMENS FDD100 SS FH 40 TRK £85.00
carriage on 51/4" drives £5.50
Brand NEW metal 51/4" DISK CASES with internal PSU.
DSKC1 for 2 HH or 1 FH drive £29.95 +pp £4.00
DSKC 2 for 1 HH drive £22.95 +pp £3.50
DKSC 3 As DSK1 LESS PSU £12.95 +pp £2.50
DSKC 4 As DSK2 LESS PSU £10.95 +pp £2.00
8" IBM format TESTED EX EQUIPMENT.
SHUGART 800/801 SS £175.00 +pp £8.50
SHUGART 851 DS £250.00 +pp £8.50
TWIN SHUGART851's2 Mb total capacity in smart case,
complete with PSU etc £595.00
MITSUBISHI M2894-638" DS 1 Mb equiv. to SHUGART
SA850R. BRAND NEW at £275.00 +pp £8.50
DYSAN 8" Alignment disk £29.00 + pp £1.00
Various disk drive PSUs Ex Stock SEE PSU section.
HARD DISK DRIVES
DRE/DIABLO Series 30 2.5 Mb front load £525.00
Exchangeable version £295.00. ME3029 PSU £95.00
DIABLO 44/DRE4000A, B 5+5 Mb from £750.00
CDC HAWK5+5 Mb£795.00. CDC 9782 80 Mb RM03
etc 00.00.
PERTEC D3422 5+5 Mb

£25
£495.00

RODIME 5,4" Winchesters ex -stock from £150 CALL
Clearance Items- Sold as seen- No guarantee
ICL 2314 BRAND NEW 14" Mb Removable pack hard
disk drive, cost over £2000 with data ONLY £99.00
BASF 61728" 23Mb Winchesters £199.00
Unless stated all drives are refurbished with 90 day
guarantee Many other drives and spares in stock- call

sales office for details

NOW only £799

MODEMS
Join the communications revolution with our super
range of DATA MODEMS, prices and specifications
to suit all applications and budgets......
BRAND NEW State of the art products
DACOM DSL2123 Multi standard 300-300, 1200-75
Auto answer etc £268.00
DACOM DSL2123A0 Auto dial, smart modem with
multi standard AUTO SPEED detect, and data buffer
with flow control etc £365.00
DACOM DSL2123GT The CREAM of the intelligent
modems, auto dial, auto cal) index, buffer
etc etc £498.00
Steebeck 5131212 V22 1200 baud FULL DUPLEX
sync or asyrrc optional auto dial £465.00
TRANSDATA 307A Acoustic coupler 300 baud full
duplex, originate only, RS232 interface £49.00

Ex BRITISH TELECOM full spec CCITT, ruggedised
bargain offers Sold TESTED with data Will work on
any MICRO or system with RS232 interface.
MODEM 13A 300 baud unit, only 2" high fits under
phone CALL mode only £45.00 _
MODEM 20-1. 75-1200 baud. Compact unit for use
as subscriber end to PRESTEL, TELECOM GOLD,
MICRONET etc £39.95 +pp £6.50
MODEM 20-2 1200-75 baud Same as 20-1 but for
computer end £85.00 +pp £6.50
DATEL 2412. Made by SE Labs for BT this two part
unit is for synchronous data links at 1200 or 2400
baud using 2780/3780 protocol etc Many features
include 2 or 4 wire working self test, auto answer etc
COST OVER £800. Our price ONLY £199 +pp £8.00
DATEL 4800, RACAL MPS4800 baud modem, EX
BT good working order, ONLY £295.00 +pp £8.00

SPECIAL OFFER
MODEM TG2393. Ex BT, up to 1200 baud, full
duplex 4 wire or half duplex over 2 wire line. ONLY
£85.00 PER PAIR +pp £10.00

For more information contact our Sales Office.

SPECIAL BULK PURCHASE of these compact, high
speed matrix printers Built in Japan for the Hazeltine
Corporation this unit features quality construction
giving 100cps bidirectional, full pin addressable
graphics, 6 type fonts, up to 9.5" single sheet or
tractor paper handling, RS232 and CENTRONICS
parallel interface. Many other features. BRAND NEW
and BOXED. COST £420, Our price Only £199.00r=rirrirrirrfirl
Dry Fit MAINTENANCE FREE by Sonnenschein
& Yuasa.
A300 071 91 31 5 12v 3Ah NEW £13.95
A300 071 91 31 2 6v 3Ah NEW £9.95
A300 071 91 202 6-0-6v 1.8Ah TESTED Ex

Equip £5.99

VDU TE MINALS
Standard VDU data entry terminals

at give away prices!!
QUME OVT108. Current product, state of the art
terminal with detachable keyboard, 12" Green screen,
2 page RAM, TVI 925, Hazeltine, ADMSA emulations,
software setup, 25 x 80, Clock, Swivel -and tilt base,
Printer port, Function keys etc. BRAND NEW and
BOXED AT ALMOST HALF PRICE Only £425.00
AJ510 - EX RENTAL, 280 controlled, 15" green
screen 24 x 80 display, graphics, cursor addressing,
printer port etc. Very good condition TESTED complete
with manual only £225.00
ADDS 520 - Dumb terminal, used, 12" b/w screen
RS232 interface and printer port. TESTED.
ONLY £125.00. Carriage on terminals £10.00
100's of other terminals in stock, CALL for more details.

All prices quoted are for U.K. Mainland, paid caeh with order in Pounds Sterling PLUS VAT. Minimum order value £2.00.
Minimum Credit Cardorder£10.00. Minimum BONA FIDE account orders from Government Depts., Schools, Universities and
established companiesE20.00. Where post and packing not indicated please ADD £1.00 + VAT. Warehouse open Mon -Fri
9.30-5.30. Sat 10.30-5.30. We reserve the right to change prices and specifications without notice. Trade, Bulk and Exportrl r n is r 32 Biggin Way, Upper Norwood, London SE19 3XF

C 01_ - I U i -I- Telephone 01-679 4414 Telex 894502 Data 01-679 1888 Lei
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OLYMPIA LONDON
Sponsored by Personal Computer World

Product

line-up looks

impressive
For enthusiasts, professionals
and business users alike, the
1986 PCW Show is the main
event of the year. Last year the
show attracted a 63,158
visitors, a new record for the
industry, with more than 100
new products being launched.

The new product line-up this
year looks to be even more
impressive - with everything
from games at under £5 to
business systems at more than
£5,000. Even though most
manufacturers say their plans
for the show are still officially
under wraps, expect announce-
ments from companies such as
Atari, Apricot, Olivetti, Amstrad
and Sinclair. other big
attractions include the unrivalled
PCW Show help features:
whether you're a home or a
business user, these special
areas will help you make the
most of your system.

This year's show is the 9th
event in the series, taking place
at London's Olympia from
Wednesday to Sunday, 3-7
September. The first two days
are once again reserved for
business, trade and professioal
visitors, with the general public
not admitted until the Friday.

There's more space in both
Olympia 2, the specialist
business area, and in the
National hall, which features
products with more general
appeal to both home and small
business users. Opening off the
gallery level of the National hall
is the Apex Suite where one of
the show's new areas, the PCW
Show Education Centre is
located. This will be of interest
to parents, teacher and others
involved in education.

Both Olympia 2 and the
Education Centre have their own
separate entrances and ticketing

The 1986 PCW Show at Olympia in September will be
Britain's biggest personal computing event, with twice as

much floor space and many more exhibitors than last year.
Here's a first look at some of the attractions and special

features.

arrangements; public entrances
are at the front of the National
hall.

Admission to the PCW Show
costs £2.00 at the door, but you
can save time on arrival by
sending for tickets in advance,
using the coupon on the back
page of this PCW Show Focus.

Help for
business

visitors
There's an extensive range of
help services for business
visitors to the PCW Show,
starting even before you arrive
at the door.

Business, trade and
professional visitors can save
time on arrival by registering in
advance to receive a VIP visitor
pass for easy admission on any
day of the show, including the
first two days when the general

public will not be admitted.

Inside the show, our product
locator service is the easy way
to find the stands with the
products in which you are
particularly interested; ask at
the special product locator
desks to receive an immediate
print-out showing their location.

The applications software
advisory service in Olympia 2,
introduced last year, enables
business visitors to identify all
of the software which is
currently available for their
particular business application
- whether or not it is being
offered at the show. Also in this
area are the consultancy
services, which bring together
specialists in different
applications and types of
system, ready to give advice
and discuss specific problems.

If you are over 18 and qualify
as a trade or business visitor,
apply for advance registration.
Write on company letterhead to:
PCW Show Registration Office,
11 Manchester Square, London
W1M 5AB.

Olympia's National hall: where the action is for home
computer enthusiasts. Look out for attractions like the
Association of Computer Clubs and the giant Chartbusters
video screen.

Chartbusters
The top 40 games of 1986 will
be seen in Olympia's National
hall, projected in full colour on a
giant video screen on the gallery
level.

This Chartbusters feature,
which is also expected to
include some video clips linked
with the leading games, will
cover all the major machines. It
will be sponsored by
MicroScope, the industry
weekly which publishes the
authoritative Gallup software
chart.

A more serious attraction for
enthusiasts will also be found
on the gallery of the National
hall. This is the regular PCW
Show gathering of the
Association of Computer Clubs.
More than 30 clubs are
expected to take part, both
those from particular areas of
the country and those which are
machine specific - offering
help and advice for users of
almost every type of machine
and system.

New rail links

to Olympia
The PCW Show is now more
accessible than ever before with
new direct rail services from the
Midlands, Northwest, South
London, Kent and Sussex,
straight to the British Rail's
newly -modernised Kensington
Olympia station.

The platforms are just three
minutes walk from the doors of
the exhibition centre, so from
many InterCity and South
London suburban destinations
you can now spend much more
time at the show.

By Underground, use the
Piccadilly or District Line
services to Earls Court and
change there for the special
PCW Show service to Olympia.

If you are coming to the show
by road, Olympia is easily
accessible from all main routes
to London and has plenty of
parking space on site. If you are
using the M25, follow the M4
route into London and follow the
signs from Hammersmith.

Anyone planning to stay
overnight in London can take
advantage of the special PCW
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Show hotel and entertainment
packages at a wide range of
prices - from budget to five
star. For details and reservations
phone ExpOtel on 01-741 4411.

Making more

impact
The use of simple graphics such
as pie charts and graphs has
already transformed business
reports for many organisations
- providing much greater
impact and ease of
understanding. The next big
step comes with the integration
of text and graphics into high -
quality printed documents,
which can be designed and
produced on the screen at low
cost using the latest "computer -
aided publishing" techniques.

These will be demonstrated in
a special feature area of PCW
Show's Olympia 2 business hall,
which is expected to include a
complete publishing package
from a major manufacturer.
Systems of this kind can be
used for the production of
reports, proposals, newsletters
and bulletins - for companies,
public organisations,
associations and voluntary
bodies.

Organisations can now
develop and operate complete
computerised information
gathering, presentation and
reproduction systems. For
example, staff out in the field
can enter text and data, such as
sales reports, using lap-helds or
low-cost home computers with
electronic mail links to their
base. These reports can then be
edited and "packaged" at head
office using a word processor.
Graphics and illustrations can
then be added on screen and
the whole designed, typeset
and laid -out ready for printing.

Advantages of this approach,
to be spelled out at the show,
include more effective
communication, achieved
through greater impact and
improved presentation, as well
as the savings of time and cost
compared with traditional
methods.

In addition to the main feature
presentation, it's planned that
individual companies will
demonstrate desktop graphics
and publishing packages for a
number of machines including
the IBM, Mac and Atari. These
include Mirrorsoft's Fleet Street
Editor, which was launched at
the 1985 PCW Show on the
BBC and will appear at this
year's event in various 16 -bit
versions.

After Atari's large-scale launch of the 520ST at last
year's PCW Show, the company is now planning to make a
big impact once again at this year's September event.

An Atari "village" on the first floor of Olympia will bring
together more than 60 companies - mainly software
houses, but also including some suppliers of peripherals
and a number of specialist dealers - as well, of course, as
the company's own display and demonstration area. Atari
has not yet finalised its autumn product plans, but the
show is likely to see the debut of at least one new machine,
plus a number of software and peripherals packages.

In a reflection of the broad appeal of the product range,
the area will have entrances both to the Olympia 2
business and professional centre and to the genera/ -appeal
National hall.

Atari's Robert Harding says one of the aims will be to
show the variety of software which is already available:
"The emphasis will be on capability. We want people to
see products which they know will be right for the job and
which they will be able to buy - either right there at the
show or from their own suppliers soon afterwards."

It is not yet known if Jack Tramiel will take part in the
show as he did last year, but other senior management
such as software chief Sig Hartmann are almost certain to
be present.

Expert systems
for the
`real world'
Practical applications for expert
systems in British industry are
featured in a special area
planned for Olympia 2, PCW
Show's business area. The aim
will be to show such systems in
"real -world" situations and
emphasise their value to an
increasing number of
companies.

A number of organisations
will take part, and a special
Open University presentation
will include a new video on the
subject, produced as part of the
Alvey programme designed to
increase awareness of artificial

intelligence and intelligent
knowledge -based systems.

This illustrates a number of
systems which are in daily use,
for such diverse applications as
fault location in steelworks and
telecommunications equipment,
analysis of vibration in
helicopter drive systems, alarm
monitoring and interpretation on
oil platforms and advice to
industrial chemists in research
laboratories.

This variety of examples will
enable PCW Show visitors from
many different types of
business to identify possible
applications for expert systems
within their own organisations.
Developers talk about the
methods employed in system
building, highlighting some of
the problems encountered in
construction and implement-
ation, and some of the solutions
they have found.

Multi-user

challenge

from Apricot
By 1990, 35-40% of all

business machines sold will be
for use in multi-user systems,
according to the latest
forecasts. Apricot is staking its
claim to a large slice of this
market with the recently -
introduced Xen system. This
will be demonstrated for
various applications at the
show alongside the rest of the
Apricot range.

Apricot traditionally uses
PCW Show as opportunity for
new product introductions, but
there is so far no confirmation
of what else will be seen this
September.

On both price and
performance, Apricot says it
has the edge over the
competition with the new Xen
network, which runs the same
MS Networks software as the
earlier Point 32 system - but
with much faster operating
speeds. The new system is
said to be the fastest and
probably the cheapest
available. Up to 60 of the disk -
less workstation, which sell at
£999, can be connected, as of
course can other existing
Apricot models.

The "mainframe" fileservers
are priced from £5,000 for a
machine with a 20Mb hard
disk to £8,000 for a 100Mb
version - providing, says
Apricot, much of the capability
of a small mini at a fraction of
the cost.

Several hundred MS Net
software packages have either
already been introduced or are
now under development.
These are for accounting and
database operations and for
vertical market applications.
More than 250 systems are
already on order from a wide
variety of users, and the first of
these were shipped during
May.

Amstrad stays
silent on
launch plans

Amstrad is gearing up for a
major new product launch
aimed at the business market
at PCW Show, but will still
neither confirm nor deny that
this is the PC compatible
machine which is widely
expected.
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For the home market, the

show is expected to see the
debut of the new version of the
128 Spectrum, complete with
its own tape drive, which was
foreshadowed by Alan Sugar
at the time the Sinclair deal
was announced.

The London
Standard
Micro -Business

Awards
For the fourth year in

succession, the London
Standard Micro -Business
Awards are being organised in
association with the Personal
Computer World Show.

These prestige Awards give
recognition to innovations in
hardware and software which
"offer an outstanding
contribution to business
profitability and efficiency", and
attract an increasing number of
entries each year.

Products which have
previously received one of these
awards include the Apricot PC,
the highly -successful Torus Icon
network system, ICUs One Per
Desk, Priority Decision System
and Cash Trader, the highly -
successful low-cost accounting
software for small firms.

The judging panel is a cross-
section of specialists with an in-
depth knowledge of personal

computing and business needs
under the chairmanship of
Anthony Hilton, City Editor of
the London Standard. A new
member of the judging panel
this year is Ian Fraser, a
chartered accountant who is the
founder and chairman of the
IBM PC User Group which now
has some 5,000 members.

The other judges include
Michael Jones, a director of the
London Standard controlling
financial and administrative
matters who has been involved
with computers since the
mid -1960s; Eric Bagshaw, a
senior consultant with the NCC
Microsystems Centre who has
been working with micros since
they were first invented - as
user, programmer, analyst and
most recently as a
selection/evaluation specialist,
and Warren Werblow, chief
executive of the leading
computing services company,
Scicon. Completing the line-up
are Peter Jackson and David
Tebbutt of PCW.

There are two separate Award
categories, for the best
hardware and for the best
software products for business
applications. In each category,
four entries are shortlisted for
final judging. The Awards are
open to any company in the
industry, whether or not it is
taking part in the show.

Entry forms are available
from: Roger De'Ath, PCW Show,
11 Manchester Square, London
W1M 5AB.

MICRO -BUSINESS
AWARDS

For tionoare and

Presentation of the annual London Standard Awards is
always one of the highlights of the show's opening day.
Pictured receiving their award for the most innovative and
useful business software from Standard City Editor
Anthony Hilton are the management team from Work
Sciences Associates, publishers of Priority Decision
System.

Miracle Technolgy began with Jeremy Rodwell making
pcbs on the kitchen table of his Ipswich home. Today, only
six years later, the company is one of Britain's leading data
communications specialists, with a workforce of 40.

For PCW Show, the company expects to introduce a
range of modern/software packages for business and home
users. These will build on the strengths of award -winning
modems, WS2000 which was one of the big attractions at
last year's show, the new WS3000 which was recently named
Peripheral of the Year, and the 64 Multimodem for
Commodore 64 and 128 users. This provides autodial and
autoanswer, with all software in ROM, giving access to
Prestel, Micronet, Micro link and other viewdata services,
electronic mail and other comms services.

American
newcomer
offers high

performance
American Research

Corporation, newcomers to the
PC market on this side of the
Atlantic, plan a rolling
programme of new product
introductions, starting at PCW
Show.

The first two products
already on offer are the ARC
Turbo and 286 Turbo, fast PC
and XT compatibles; additions
to the range being launched at
the show include another
machine, a number of add-on
boards and peripheral devices.

The company is keen to
make the point that it is not
another contender in the cut-
price Taiwan clones market.
Although some products and
components are sourced from
there, others are manufactured
in the US, and the final
assembly and testing of
equipment for the European
market is undertaken here in
Britain.

"We have developed our
own approach which we
consider to be a logical

extension of the technology in
line with the needs of the
market" says a spokeswoman.
The 286 Turbo, for example,
which is already being
shipped, is an 8MHz
80286 -based machine that is
faster than most competing
products on the market, with
640k of on -board memory,
while the new hard disk
controller is expected to out-
perform all the available
alternatives.

American Research UK has
already established a
distribution and technical
centre in Croydon, South
London. It is here that final
assembly and test is
undertaken for both the UK
and European markets.

Education

Centre
Successful school computing
projects and applications
ranging from primary school
maths to satellite tracking and
history research are expected to
be featured in the PCW Show
Education Centre - a new
addition to the Olympia
September scene.

This new area of the show is
intended to appeal to parents
and teachers alike, and should
be of particular interest to
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The Olympia 2 business area at PCW Show: admission is
for business and professional users only. Complimentary
tickets with advance registration are available from the
organisers.

parent -teacher associations
involved in fund-raising and
support for school computing
projects.

The centre will build on the
success of the computers in
education feature at last year's
event, but on a considerably
larger scale. More than 50
organisations including schools
and colleges, software
publishers and hardware
suppliers are expected to take
part, demonstrating their
projects and products.

The aim is to give teachers
and others in the education
world the opportunity to see
and assess the widest possible
range of software and
equipment - including both

commercial products and those
developed by individual schools.

For parents, there will be the
opportunity to obtain some
expert help and advice from a
wide variety of sources.

A programme of
demonstrations is being drawn
up by the organisers; this is
intended to cover a wide range
of subjects and applications and
teachers or specialist advisers
with projects which could be
suitable for inclusion are asked
to phone Alison Black on
01-486 1951.

This new centre will be
located in the Apex Suite, which
is accessible from the gallery of
the National hall. Teachers and
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other professional educational
visitors will be able to use the
suite's own entrance, at the
corner of Hammersmith Road
and Olympia Way, leading to the
station and car parks.

Making

music the
Cheetah way

Home micro users are now
developing their hidden talents
as musicians, says Howard
Jacobsen of Cheetah Marketing.
After the success of the
SpecDrum digital drum package
- sales have now passed the
20,000 mark - September's
show sees the launch of a
similar kit for Amstrad users.

Also to be unveiled at the
show is a digital sound sampler
for special effects, expected to
sell for less than £50, and a
MIDI music keyboard for both
Amstrad and Spectrum - to
give a complete music -making
capability.

The SpecDrum, says
Jacobsen, is one of the best-
selling peripherals on the
market. Customers range from
10 -year -old enthusiasts to pop
groups and serious musical
users, and the Amstrad kit is
expected to have similarly wide
appeal, with various drum tapes
available for less than £5.

Continuous demonstration of

P

the complete music line-up is
promised for the show, but
Jacobsen makes the point that
for home use, the keyboard and
drum kits can be played with
headphones.

Meet the
PCW team

The Show provides your
opportunity to meet members of
the Personal Computer World
team face to face. The PCW
stand will form the centrepiece
of Olympia's National hall, and
it's there that you'll be able to
meet some of the specialist
writers and reviewers who give
the magazine its unique content,
authority and style.

Look out for more details of
how and when you can come
along to the stand, and bring
your questions and problems for
the experts to answer, in next
month's issue of PCW.

In addition to sponsorship by
PCW, the show is also
supported by other titles from
VNU Publications, including PC
Week, PC Magazine,
MicroDecision, Apricot User and
What Micro.

The organisers
The Personal Computer World

Show is organised by Montbuild
Limited, 11 Manchester Square,
London W1M 5AB. Phone
01-486 1951.

PCW SHOW TICKETS

READERS' PRIORITY
ORDER FORM

Use this coupon to order your tickets (£2.00 each) for the
PCW Show in advance and save time on arrival at Olympia.

Complete and return with your remittance to:
PCW Show Ticket office
11 Manchester Square London W1M 5AB

Please send me tickets
for PCW Show price £2.00 each.
I enclose cheque/PO
Pleae debit my Access/Barclaycard No

Expiry date 1986

Name

Address

L'ostcode



MAXELL'S LATEST MINIS.
THEY'VE SETA NEW RECORD FOR CAPACITY.

Maxell's new 51/4" extra high density
floppy disks now boast four times as much
storage capacity as conventional high den-
sity floppies. An awesome 6.5 megabytes.

Thanks to their unique Epitaxial
magnetic coating, Maxell have developed
disks not only with greater storage, but
greater reliability too.

Because we have the high technology
to produce disks with a smoother surface
and more accurate tracking.

And the quality control to guarantee
performance.

Each disk goes through a staggering
114 tests before leaving the factory.

Each comes in our exclusive HR
jacket, protecting it from dust, dirt, heat
and cold. And each
track of every disk is
guaranteed error -free.

Maximum reli-
ability and maximum
capacity. In a mini.

From Maxell. maxell,
THE ZERO -RISK FLOPPY DISK.

NIAXELI, UK I TD, 3a I IIGI I STREET RICKMANSWOR HERD.; WD3 IHR I'LL. 092377717L
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The XAT ts out most versatile and powerful
system Using Intel's 80286 processor the
system runs at 6 and 8 MHz with a true
16 -St data bus Comes standard with a 3
meg Add -On board 2 parallel 8 one serial
port. monitor. keyboard. DOS 31. two
' xhetght DS DD t 2 meg flopPieS.

\ I re. woe

Dealers! Check our
Profitable Discount

Pricing!5 Complete Systems

T!i, ',:aura system is as compabste with
IBM as it can be. Featuring a 4 -layer mother-
board 8 -slot expansion up to 640K
memory on the motherboard and the 6.67
MHz TURBO mode. Also included. DOS 3''
keyboard 135 watt power supply. TTL 72(
348 resolution video card. green or amber
monitor, serial 8 parallel ports. Real Time
Clock and software.

Amsterdam  020-45-26-50
2 Meg Above Board

This board satisfies the new Above Board approach
suggesleu by INTEL and Lotus 1-23Also may be used
0-1 Gov XT-SBC TURBO beard lot Yr eased at OK

AT H.D. & Floppy

This new Western Digital combo board with its ',peed
VLSI technology will give you a data transfer rate 50'v
faster than the existing combo board In the AT Runs
both 360K and 1.2 meg floppy disk drives

England IN

Motherboards
XAT TURBO XT-SBC

 RTC Calendar  4 77 8 8 MHz ca
 6 8 8 MHz clock  Serial ft Parallel
 8 -slot expansion  4 -layer PCB des ;'
 Intel 80286  RTC Calendar

XPC TURBO XPC-XT

 4 77 8 6 67 MHZ  Standard 4 77 MHz
 4 -layer PCB design  up to 6406 memory
 8 -slot expansion  8 -slot expansion
 up to 6406 Memory  standard 8088 CPU
 8088.2 protessor  8087 socket avail

who needs the IBM compatibility but not in
the standard PC cabinet This model features
mooed and removable sides up to 3 '2height
 -ipherals out front front mount AC switch

rear mount 135 watt power supply Also
awes an ideal Host or File Server unit
multauser configurations`

The XTjr. is only rumor m size taratt dat to
640K memory on the motherboard and four
expansion slot, this stand-alone system is
also great for workstations in a networking
environment. It can be upgraded to the
TURBO two speed motherboard and you
can also add up to 2 serial 8 2 parallel ports
or any IBM compatible expansion card. A
perfect word processing data entry system

24 Add -On Cards
Hard Disk Controller

This Western Digital controller handles 1 or 2 drive
to 140 megabytes aim minimum software conf Igo/ t

lion Fear ' ompanbility. and ST quo
Interface

Mono & Color Graphics

Supports two levels of graphics and text in composite
monochrome or RGB color Low resolution 320 x 200
pixel, high resolution 640 x 200 pixel

384K Multi -Function

A Multi -function board featuring Parallel Port Serial Port
Game Port Real Time Clock Calendar with Battery
Rack -up- Ey., t 384K all Cables Pr --": :nisi and
RAM Disk Ss- and Manuals

7 PAK Multi -Function

Features Floppy Controller. Parallel Y,, ' fart
(optional 2nd Serial), Game Port. Real Time
Clock Calendar with Battery Back-up. RAMdisk. Print -
Spool, all cables 8 manuals

35 Components
Power Supplys

XT 135 watt XT 150 watt

11,
 135w switching  Whisper fan

... yoer,Fan  hi -output 150 watt
sC 'switch  4 DC connectors
t SA -5V 50  +5V -15A -51/- SA
4 26 - 12V- 55  s 12V-5 SA -12V 5A

AT 200 watt XTC 135

yiOM
f- ave

200 Watt power  Rear Mount
Exterior AC switch  Rear On Off switch
4 DC power conn  extra AC outlets
+5V -20A -50- 5.4 5V -15A -5V SA
r -12V-7 70 -12V-.50  +12V -4A - '1, 5A

Cabinets

Toe XTir. cabinet s only 3 x lb b x 15
will hold a standard 80 compatible motherbOare
Includes a switching power Supply. Front panel
cut out for a half height floppy or hard disk

)(01):11,fit IMO
Our XPCXT cabinet has an 8 -slot hack panel
with additional cut-outs for two RS -232 I 0 ports
Features mounting for up to lour half height
peripherals

® 1111111 11111111

The not choice for an external add-on gabber
Add-on a floppy tape back-up or up to 33 meg of
hard disk fhallamightl Switching power Supply is
bcluded

F 3 Sub -Systems Air 3 Networks

A perfect cabinet for
Tape or Hard Disk a

ice addition to your
PC

T his full nelght cabinet
will hold a Tape Back-up
with full or' v height Hard
DISk inside (or two Hard
Disks)

1111111 Mil

Choose from single' ,height.dual ',height or f theIght
with full height base. All Sub -systems include con-
trollers.cables software. and manuals.

1
MIN

' anead of s by vs ny c M,T
User or Network system configuration from Micro Products
International. Choose Hi -speed RS -232 - X01111ET
SDLC or Token Ring. Data transfer rates up N 4 megabytes
second can be obtained

Compact

This is truly the affordable portable and well
build it to your specifications Need a 20
meg hard disk end 20 meg tape with 640K
memory in your portable, No problem, The
XPC Compact comes standard with a 9 '

amber TTL monitor 135 watt P S 2566
memory two 360K drives. Real Time
Clock Calendar w battery Back-up serial and
parallel ports and our TURBO Motherboard.

Germany  241-59031
4 Meg Token Ring

Connect your workstation to an existing 4 Megabyte
IBM token ring system or build up your own IEEE 802.5
standard system. The lowest possible cost for
100.0industry standard compatibility

PROM Laser

Hr speed algonthrnes will burn 2716. 2732. 2732A
2764 (in 52 sec). 27128. 27256 EPROMS under soft-
ware control right in your PC. Zero Force Insertion
Sockets. Software, and Manual.

Bombay III 357172

Keyboards

AT
This Keyboard is standard equipment with Sit
of our XAT systems but the layout is so well
liked we re Uttering 11 here.

XT
Our volume purchases of these IBM -,tylp

t, allows us to lower the Pr's,

5151
Now a fully select, unit at an affordabie
price Features a 10 -key numeric pad 8.
separate cursor pad

Cassette Training

mi

tin
What is the Cassette Training concept, Using Interactive
Audio Training to combine the advantage of classroom and
sell -teaching methods.
The Method One audio track delivers a lecture explaining
the program while the second track emulates the keyboard
actually running the students computer At frequent intervals
the tape pauses automatically Mallow the student keyboard
input shah is monitored for accuracy by the MITE COED.

Drives
Archive

Irwin
Maxtor
Memtek

Miniscribe
IPanasonic

Seagate
TEAC
Tulin

IntlExt Modem

 FCC approved for direct  Runs the popular
RJ-11 connection Hayes communications

 Phone Cable 8 Power Supply software
Finally a price breakthrough on a Hayes compatible external
300 1200 baud modem Includes driver software

 0 -Modem software included uns Me popular
Also runs XCOM software Hayes communication
All cables included software

We included every feature you would want in a modem card
Its FCC registered for direct connection to your modular
phone jack with the cord included.



Essential software if you've just
spent over £2,300 on an IBM.

You might well shed a tear.
The IBM PCXT costs over 30% more than the new

Tandon PCX10.
And to add insult to injury, the Thndon is by far

the better computer.
It has greater expandability and a larger monitor.
Like every machine from our range, the £1,595

PCX10 is IBM compatible. So you have immediate
access to the world's largest library of business software.

And that's not to be sniffed at.

For further information, and your complimentary
copy of the 48 page Access Software magazine, send
off the coupon or phone Tandon on 0527 46800.
r- Please send me the Tandon Information Pack which includes my comn

imentary copy of the Access Software magazine and details of how to obtain
my FREE subscription. Tandon (UK) Ltd., Freepost, Redditch, B97 4BR.
Name/Job Title

Company/Address

Postcode

Pct

anC101,
Less money. More mierol

IBM/IBM PCXT are trade marks of International Business Machines Corporation. Prices quoted are typical retail prices and exclude VAT.
Prices correct at time of going to press.
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London House, 68 Upper Richmond Road,
London SW15 2RP

Telephone: 01-870 7431 / 01-870 4650

AUTHORISED an on1C317 DEALERS
Computer

OFFER

Fully IBM Compatible Micros

* TANDON PC (IBM PC Compatible)
2 x 360K Disk Drives, 256K RAM (expandable to 640K), 14" High
Resolution Monochrome Monitor, MS-DOS 2.11, GW-BASIC

RRP £1,295 + VAT

* TANDON PCX (IBM PC XT Compatible)
1 x 360K Disk Drive, 20 MB Hard Disk, 256K RAM (expandable to
640K), 14" High Resolution Monochrome Monitor, MS-DOS
2.11, GW-Basic RRP £1,695 + VAT

* TANDON PCA 20 (IBM ATE Compatible)
1 x 1.2MB Disk Drive, 20 MB Hard Disk, 512K RAM (expandable
to 16 MB), 14" High Resolution Monochrome Monitor, MS-DOS
3.10, GW-BASIC RRP £2,695 + VAT

We offer very competitive deals on
Hardware, Software & Peripherals

LARGEST COMPUTER CENTRE
in

MANCHESTER
COMPUTERS - BUSINESS
AMIGA
ATARI 1040 MONO
ATARI 1040 COLOUR
FERRANTI 860
FERRANTI 10mb
FERRANTI 20mb
SHARP PC7000
SPERRY PCIIT
SPERRY PCIIT EXPANDED

CALL
£759
£949

£1,050
£1,925
£2,450
£1,395
£2,422
£3,527

PRINTERS
BROTHER M1409
BROTHER M1509
BROTHER HR15
CANON CW1080
JUKI 6100
JUKI 5570
STAR NL10
STAR SG15
STAR NB15

CALL
£485
£347

CALL
£305
£226
£252
£346
£765

APRICOT PC (2x315k + MONITOR) CITIZEN MSC10 £226
£1,100 EPSON CALL

APRICOT PC (2x 720k) £1,310 CANON 8A1 (LASER) £2,150
APRICOT Xi (10mb) £1,990 CANON 8A2 (LASER) £3,175
APRICOT P10 + MONITOR £1,599 APTEL (LASER) £2,150
NEC LAPHELD £299 BDS (LASER) £2,150
EPSON TAXI £745 OUME LASTERTEN (LASER) .. £2,375
EPSON PC/FD £860
EPSON PC/HD £1,599 WHAT ELSE
AMSTRAD 6128 MONO £260 BOOKS OVER 500
AMSTRAD 6128 COLOUR £346 HIRE COMPUTERS,PRINTERS
SANYO MBC £649 MONITORS ... ALL LEADING MAKES

LISTING PAPER
COMPUTERS - HOME FLOPPY DISKS
AMSTRAD 6128 MONO £260 SPECIALIST CALCULATORS
AMSTRAD 6128 COLOUR £346 RAMS'ROMS/JOY STICKS
BBC MASTER £435
COMMODORE 128 CALL
ATARI 520 CALL

SOFTWARE
LARGEST SELECTION OF SOFTWARE

Large Showroom. All items exclude VAT
FREE delivery mainland UK for items £100 or over

Personal export specialists

ALL EXPORT ORDERS TESTED BEFORE

MIGHTY MICO
NO ORDERS TOO SMALL

268 Wilmslow Road
Fallowfield, Manchester M14 6WL

Tel: 061 224 8117

Easy access M56, M61, M62, M63

DON'T MISS THESE AMAZING UPGRADE
BARGAINS FROM OPUS

Check out these superb upgrade offers from Opus.
We guarantee you won't find better quality, we know you
can't find better prices.

20 MEGABYTE WINCHESTER DISK UPGRADE

All you'll need to upgrade your IBM PC or compatible.
 20 MEGABYTE WINCHESTER DISK DRIVE
 CONTROLLER CARD
 ALL NECESSARY CABLES AND INSTALLATION KIT
 INSTRUCTION MANUAL
Our half -height Winchester is of the very
latest design, offering 20 Megabytes of
additional on-line storage, equivalent to
around 57 floppy diskettes. Our price is just
as stunning as the performance, only £425.00

IBM PC UPGRADE

360K half -height floppy disk drive combining the latest
technology with low power consumption for just £79.95

80-87 5 Mhz MATHS CO -PROCESSOR NEC 256K D RAM CHIPS 15Ons

Only £99.00 Only £2.00

We offer fast, guaranteed 72 -hour delivery, generous discounts on multiple
orders and unbeatable government, education and dealer prices. Call Opus
now on 0737-65080 for full details. Access/Visa cards welcomed.
Prices exclude VAT and carriage

Opus Supplies Ltd,
55 Ormside Way,
Holmethorpe Industrial Estate,
Redhill, SURREY RH1 2LW.

Opus.
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Alas, our competitors can do little more than offer
you half the memory for the same price.

And unlike some conversion units, the Tandon
BusinessCard requires no installation software, access-
ory boards or cables.

It simply slots straight into the back of your PC, so
you still have the use of your two existing floppy drives.

No wonder we call it the BusinessCard.

20 megabytes for
the price of 10, and
no strings attached.
Or cables,or wires,or
plugs,or accessory
boards, or install-
ation software, or...

Amazing isn't it. For further information about the Tandon Business
The new Tandon BusinessCard can convert your Card, send off the coupon or phone Tandon on 0527 46800.

existing PC into a powerful 20 megabyte XT for only Z775 Fwould like to know more about the Tandon BusinessCard. Tandon (UK) Ltc71
excluding VAT. Freepost. Redditch, B97 4BR.

Name PCI I

Job Title

Company

Address

Postcode

Tel
Edon I
Less money, more memory.

Prices quoted are recommended retail prices and exclude VAT. Prices correct at time of going to press.
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Something's

cooking
Both Amstrad and Apricot
are releasing their IBM-
compatible machines about
three months later than I had
thought - in September,
rather than June.

In the case of Apricot, the
machine is the Xen, with an
IBM-compatible BIOS and
properly IBM-compatible
disks - and I bet you
thought, like me, that Apricot
already had diskettes that
were compatible with IBM's
brand-new 31/2in Convertible.

In the case of Amstrad,
secrecy has not lifted one
whit since we last printed
rumours. However, we are
now sure that the spec will
include:
 an Intel 8086, running
noticeably faster than IBM's
8088, and, therefore, making
a very much faster machine
- up to Olivetti M24 speed.
 Digital Research's GEM
with a mouse, and a version
of MS-DOS, but not
Microsoft Windows.
 standard 51/4in diskettes
(no, I don't yet know, for
sure, how many, but I think
two).
 either colour or
monochrome screens
included (options) in the two
basic models, but no printer.
 a proper IBM-compatible
bus available, but not
necessarily included as
standard.

Amstrad is selling its
cheap add-on printer in a
version that does IBM
graphics and characters,
which means (to me) that the
Amstrad PC won't include a
printer. But the people who
should know say that it
won't anyway, because that
would steal the PCW's
market. I'm not convinced.

The price? Well, nobody
knows for sure, but what
little leakage there has been
from Amstrad suggests that
it will be higher than the
£500 people were led (by this
column) to expect.

From that leakage, I

deduce that it will in fact be

Although secrecy still surrounds the specifications of the
Amstrad and Apricot IBM -compatibles, Guy Kewney hazards a
guess at what we can expect. He presents this month's news

round -up.

slightly lower than £500, and
that the price is being 'talked
up' to make the PC sound
better when it arrives.

When will it arrive? Well,
I'm fairly sure it will be on
show at the PCW Show in
September, and I rather think
that it won't be on sale
before that. But I expect to
see previews at the Amstrad
User Show.

So much for Amstrad.
Apricot's delay is caused,

very simply, by the fact that
the Xen has been selling far
better than it deserves to.

The multi-user Xen has
tapped a market that looks
pretty lucrative - and so
have ordinary Xens - and
the Xen CD (cut -down) 512k
version is only just out.

So, politically, there is
nothing to gain by killing off
those machines by releasing
a truly IBM-compatible
machine - yet. And there is
everything to gain,
politically, because dealers
who sell the current
machines are not going to
take kindly to the suggestion
that they have to carry on
buying what they have
already ordered, when the
new one is available.

There is also the
embarrassing theory (my
source is authoritative, but
two people I have never
spoken to were fired when
we revealed the Xen in
advance, so they will remain
secret this time) that the
Apricot disk directory is
wrong.

A year ago, when it began
to look likely that IBM would,
at least, make the move to
31/2in disks, Apricot was
cock -a -hoop. 'We were there
first,' the company crowed.

It seems that somebody
inside Apricot decided that
they would 'improve' on
DOS directories, and as a
result, they still aren't there.

In the next three months,
Apricot is likely (according to
this source) to quietly
change the version of the
operating system, for one
that more closely resembles
IBM's.

Analysis: Apricot is about
to start paying the penalty
for its persistent belief that it
didn't have to be technology -
based.

This theory won't go down
well in Birmingham. The fact
of the matter is that

management there is simply
not aware of how thin its
technical competence is
spread.

However, a few
conversations with software
developers will reveal that
information of a technical
nature is almost impossible
to get out of Apricot - not
because the company is
secretive, but because it is
ignorant.

Apricots sell because they
are the descendents of the
very, very successful Sirius,
which ACT sold. They started
out looking neater and
smaller than IBM PCs, and
with the 8086 in them,
should have been faster. In
fact, they were (and are)
slower.

The Xen is (at last) faster
than the equivalent IBM, but
after the mistakes -
technical, not just marketing
- of last year, Apricot's
image has collapsed, and the
Xen has given the company
just 10 per cent (or so) of the
market. And software for it is
just, simply, not available -
until the IBM-compatible
version is out.

What the Xen future after
that may be, I don't know: I
believe something clever will
have to be cooked up, and I
don't smell anything cooking
in the kitchen.

New chips to
boost ST sales?
Atari's ST is about to get yet
another boost with the
launch of the famous 'blit
chip' and a matching sound
chip, which, we all hope, will
make the ST directly
comparable with the Amiga.

At the same time,
Commodore is planning to
announce its 1Mbyte Amiga,
around the same time that
Atari launches its blit-based
machine - and this time, the
Amiga blitter will be able to
reach parts of memory that it
can't on the original model.

The blit chip is a kind of
'personal assistant' to the
main processor, handling the
fast data shifts that are
necessary to produce
animated graphics, without
requiring the processor to
spend time working out
which dots are going to be
red, green or blue.

The good news is that the
blit chip is due for a
September release: the
(possibly) bad news is that it
won't be available for current
ST models.

A totally new model with
2Mbytes of memory and the
add -in chips, plus one or two
other improvements
(possibly a hard disk version,
too) will be presented to the
world at the PCW Show in
September. It will be on sale
some time thereafter, and
don't ask me how soon
thereafter, because there is
no way of knowing.

This new model is the only
machine with the blit chip
currently planned, until
bigger and better (such as
4Mbyte 1 designs are
released. Current machines
are not affected.

For some people, the news
is good. It means they can
rely on the current
specifications staying
constant.

The rumour of the blit chip
was started by programmers,
in the know, around
Christmas 1985.
Subsequently, senior
engineers at Atari began
giving details of the chip,
and included the news that it
would not be available in the
520ST, but would be
available in the 1040ST as an
upgrade.

That turns out not to be
true.

You will hear from
'authorities' who 'know
about Atari' that the current
1040ST has two empty chip
sockets ready for the blit
chip and its sister, the sound
processor chip.

It doesn't. There are no
empty sockets in the 1040.

You will also read, in some
places, about the wonderful
plug -on box which will allow
ST users to upgrade to the
blit and sound chip.

This will not be possible,
either.

The good news, however,
is that as you can't upgrade
today's ST boxes to blitter
spec, you don't have to
worry about software for the
520 and 1040 models coming
out in two versions, or about
making a 520 bought today
work with a 520 bought for
Christmas this year. They
should stay the same. The
bad news, obviously, is that
many people quite possibly
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thought they could upgrade,
and they can't.

At this point, I'd really like
to say how many people in
the UK, Germany and France
are likely to be upset by the
news; but I can't, because
controversy rages among us
industry observers
(journalists) about how many
STs have been sold.

My own information
comes from sources which
should be accurate - people
who are selling software to
ST and Amiga users.

Some of these people get
royalties on the sales of
machines, and these
royalties show that, despite
the non-existence of the
Amiga in Europe up until
June, it is not very far
behind the Atari ST in terms
of the total number sold.

The numbers are very,
very approximate. Making
guesses about sales after the
last royalty figures, one has
to assume that Atari's
American sales have been
hurt by the company's
decision to go mail order
with the 260. And I have to
report sources saying that
the Amiga's big US price cut
(down to $700) in May was
very good for sales.

Mixing all that together
with a lot of other
guesswork, it looks as if
neither company has hit
150,000 sales, yet.

But in the US, Amiga sales
may now be twice Atari sales
(very roughly), while in
Germany, Atari sales may
actually match US figures.
And in the UK, I'd guess
there are rather fewer
machines than rumour has it
for Atari: there may be as
few as 150,000, according to
one informed source. To be
fair, other people have
estimated 50,000 - which I
simply don't believe.

The current price of the
Amiga in the UK (£1475 plus
VAT) is stupid beyond belief,
and is compounded by the
fact that any number of
potential buyers are BBC
Micro owners who already
have monitors. But
Commodore, initially, isn't
selling the machine without
a monitor.

That will change as the
machines become available.

And the bigger Amiga, due
out before the end of this
year (where? the US only? I
can't get details) should put
price pressure on the current
model.

I shouldn't rush to buy an
Amiga at current prices, if I

were you.

Play it again
A levy on blank tapes, as
long as they are 35 minutes'

Another 'first' removeable Winchester disk: this one
from HAL Communications is actually the Micro
Storage Corporation drive. You take out the hard disk
exactly as if it were a floppy disk, but it isn't, and it
has 10Mbytes of data instead of 360k.

Cost is likely to be princely for a combined fixed
(10Mbyte) disk plus a removable (10Mbyte again)
disk, including a controller, costing £1600, and bigger
systems costing more.

Details from HAL on (0252) 517175.

playing time or more, has
failed to delight the nation's
software publishers.

The Guild of Software
Houses (GOSH) has, on
occasion, been accused in
this column of being a
sleepy outfit - when I was
trying to flatter them.

The GOSH performance on
the subject of the
illustrates my point
beautifully - I agree with
the Guild's opinions on the
levy (it's stupid), but am
amazed at its failure to
promote it earlier.

The only person inside
GOSH who seems to be
prepared to speak clearly on
the subject is one of the four
'chairmen' for the year -
former director Tim Langdell
of The Edge.

'We think we should get 10
per cent of that levy,' said
Langdell. 'I think the only
real reason they haven't
given it to us is that they
don't think much of GOSH -
the argument is that we
don't have the system to
disperse the levy among
copyright owners.'

The honest answer, as
Langdell admits, is that
GOSH doesn't have such a
mechanism. Who should
pretend to be surprised?
GOSH doesn't even have a
way of organising the Top 20
Games Charts; those are
produced by the trade
weekly, MicroScope, as a
self -promotion item, and
frankly, it shows.

However, though GOSH's
disorder may be the real
reason, the given reasons
are a masterpiece of
spurious logic.

Essentially, the legislation

putting 10p on blank tape
prices for copyright holders
falls down on two levels.
Firstly, it seems to imply that
you can't copy programs
onto C90 tapes. Ha! They
are, obviously, the school -kid
favourite medium, because
you can get so many on one
tape.

Putting no levy on short
tapes is silly. As Tim
Langdell put it, in his furious
passion: 'I read this as
saying that short tapes are
"non -infringing uses"
including computer software
uses.'

And, he added: 'I think this
is because they were writing
the Green Paper before the
FAST act got through,
making copying of programs
an offence against the
copyright act.' In other
words, an administrative
foul-up. The act should have
included copyright
infringements of most kinds.

The effect, however, is to
imply that it's OK to copy
software as long as you use
shorter tapes than 35
minutes. Which is not true: it
remains illegal - but it's
going to be hard to pursue
such cases in court if the
defendants can argue that it
must be legal, or there'd be
a levy. And does the
existence of a levy mean that
it's OK to copy music?

In the end, the software
business must oppose the
levy. However it is operated,
it must be seen to be a
licence to pirate by most
users.

In truth, the users will
probably not do the industry
any harm by swapping tapes
the way they do - it's a very

effective publicity
mechanism - and it
certainly can't be stopped.
But software producers really
cannot say that in public, nor
should they.

I left a dispirited Langdell
growling angrily: 'The music
industry has the Mechanical
Copyright Protection Society,
MCPS, designed to look after
the general copyright
industry. We only have FAST
(Federation Against Software
Theft) mixed in with GOSH,
and also the British
Computer Society.

'Only' is right.

Time to upgrade?
A simple plug-in processor
chip has been released by
NEC, to make all machines
with an 8088 go faster.

The chip has been on the
market for some months
now - several thousand
have been sold by Nigel
Grant's Control -Alt -Deli -
and is supposedly a simple
plug-in duplicate for the Intel
8088, but with lots of internal
functions speeded up
enormously.

Do not throw away your
8088 chip, if you perform this
upgrade; most of your
software will be unaffected,
but by no means all of it.

From the Victor/Sirius file,
a specialist newsletter,
comes the news that some
of the fundamentally
essential programs for
copying and formatting
diskettes need alteration, if
you are using that chip. The
newsletter has published a
fix for the Sirius version of
DISKCOPY, but don't try this
on an IBM -type processor.

Incidentally, the newsletter
also reports that an upgrade
for the Sirius is due out
shortly, giving it the speed of
(at least) an IBM AT. The
newsletter is contactable on
(01) 883 3501.

Many months after I
promised to reveal how to
upgrade an Amstrad
PCW8256 to 512k, I was just
getting pleased with myself,
having discovered Citadel
Products, when my colleague
Simon Goodwin of PCW's
'Computer Answers' (he's a
consultant) rang up to ask if
I'd done it.

'Yes', I said, 'and the kit
including a 1Mbyte disk and
memory chips costs £190.'
'Wow', said my colleague,
'that much?'

I thought it was cheap.
Citadel has arranged for a

network of dealers to carry
the product, so that people
who really aren't happy
about fiddling with their
circuit boards can get
somebody else to do it -
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from the company on (01)
951 1848.

'Computer Answers' next
month will carry full details
of a really do-it-yourself
solution, from MicroBridge,
75 Goodramgate, York YO1
2LS - tel: (0904) 39449. The
memory costs £50 (fitting
included).

Current model 256
machines allow the memory
to be switched in with a little
jumper on the board, but
original designs need a little
work on the board itself -
soldering, in fact. These
details will also be in
'Computer Answers', next
issue.

Pegasus

accounting
A program generator with a
really obvious purpose is
one that allows you to add
bits to your accounting
program - and Pegasus
now has one for this task.

I found this generator
almost by accident, when
somebody rang up to say
that Brikat might be
struggling financially - for
sale, even.

The idea that the producer
of the company's leading
accounting package,
Pegasus, might be in trouble,
seemed so strange to me,
that I actually phoned the
company to ask what was
going on.

The group has been
investing its enormous
revenues fairly widely -
setting up shops, buying
other software houses and
expanding its technology,
which seems to have been
what has frightened a lot of
people.

According to Colin Stanley,
the founder, the problem is
probably simple. In a
nutshell, the shops aren't
hugely profitable, but then
they weren't expected to be
at this stage. But they have
cost money.

The program generator is
one example of where the
money has gone.

SoSoft, which was taken
over last year, has a
database called Elite. It turns
out that nearly half the
people who buy Pegaus also
buy the database package -
which is why Brikat, the
parent company, bought
Sosoft. But it also turns out
that the main reason for
buying the database is to
manipulate the accounts
records to give features not
included in the standard
Pegasus design.

Sosoft got together with C
specialist System C, and
produced a special version of
that company's product,
Sycero, which lets the typical
computer dealer add features
to Pegasus.

The new features appear
on the standard menu and

behave in standard Pegasus
ways, giving the appearance
of a vastly expensive,
custom-made accounting
system, with the advantage
of being a bog -standard
Pegasus system underneath
it all.

A lot of the anxiety about

Do not assume, when using a business PC or a clone,
that every message it gives about errors is correct. In
particular, don't believe it when it says your latest
plug-in, multi -purpose card, including modem, doesn't
work. It probably does.

The problem seems to be software, most of the
time.

There's a fundamental difference between the typical
PC and the typical AT: the AT has four more DMA
channels, and more complex interrupts. The result is
that you have to be careful with plug-in cards -
especially plug-in disk cards.

The problem is often one of timing, of course, with
the AT machines going very much faster than the PCs,
and peripherals designed for the PCs just getting
confused.

The illustrated Tandon plug-in disk card, 20Mbytes
for £775, will fit into most PCs, lays the maker -
except Olivetti's M24; a special version is available for
that machine. But you do have to worry about how
many hard disk controllers there are in your system,
because these devices use direct memory access, and
interrupts, and can conflict with each other.

Strange things happen when these conflicts arise.
Adding -in memory cards, for example, can be a

hazard, because IBM -family machines can have 640k.
You can't create 640k from 256-kbit chips, so you have
to go for 512k, or 768k. Or you can plug in 512k's
worth of 256k chips, and 128k's worth of 64-kbit chips
- but nobody bothers these days.

Plug in a memory extension card (it may not look
like memory extension, and you may think it's just a
network controller, or a serial port and a clock) that
uses the same spare 128k, and you have two chips
responding to the same addresses. Chaos.

People report strange symptoms when they buy
their own memory chips to plug into empty memory
sockets.

One simple fact (which I discovered in the CP/M user
group magazine recently) is that these memory chips
are supposed to keep their data for two milliseconds
without electronic refresh. In fact, most of them can
keep data for two seconds!

Why is that a problem? Because some software
people know they can rely on memory even if they
starve it of refresh, and so they can do things much
faster. Then you plug in chips which meet the official
spec, and the software expects them to exceed it, and
the system falls down.

There isn't a lot you can do without sophisticated
technical help, except take the board back to the shop
and say: 'It may not be faulty, but it doesn't work in
my system, and I want a different one, please.'

Pegasus arose because of
the enormous success of
Sagesoft, which has a CP/M
accounting system for the
Amstrad. That has made a
lot of money, and a lot of
headlines, at a time when
Pegasus stories have been
on the back burner.

The Financial Times
subsidiary, Investors
Chronicle Newsletter, came
out with an analysis of the
group in the week the
generator was launched -
suggesting that, far from
being in trouble, the only
reason Brikat might be for
sale was that the shares
were hoeplessly
undervalued.

Colin Stanley smugly told
me that he'd been taking
advantage of the low price to
buy a lot more of his own
shares.

Merlin on the
phone
I am asked, officially, to
cheer for the arrival of the
first Merlin exchanges.
'You'll like this,' said my
Telecom contact. 'You're
always groaning on about
tone dialling, and Merlin will
do that.'

All the arrival of Merlin
tone dialling means is this:
the few people who were
really vocal about the
shortcomings of the standard
telephone system
(businesses) will now have
an alternative.

It's amazing how dumb
Telecom Authority can be.

It really doesn't understand
why British people vandalise
public phones, and
Americans don't. It's simple:
Americans all have phones,
and so they want the public
boxes to work so they can
call their friends. British
people with below -average
incomes don't have phones.

'But we provide public
phones! - so they can use
those,' complains Authority.
Quite so, but who are these
people supposed to be
calling with the phones?
Another public phone box,
just in case a friend happens
to be vandalising it?

American 'common
people' have phones
because Bell gave free local
calls for two decades.
Everybody installed phones.
Now, Bell charges for local
calls, but everybody now
needs phones because all
their friends have them.

Today, Americans are all
buying 2400 bits -per -second
modems in order to dial up
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SURPLUS COMPUTER STOCKS
MORGAN COMPUTER CO. DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS INVENTORt
UOUIDATED STOCK, DEMO & USED COMPUTER MERCHANDISE

APRICOT
Apricot PC 256k 2 x 315 .. £895
*Apricot PC 256k 2 x 720 . £995
*Apricot Portable 256k £495
*Apricot Xi 10 512k monitor £1450
*Apricot Fl inc software £395
*Colour monitor for PC Xi etc £225
*Apricot F2 colour inc software£1100
Act 8510 dot matrix printer . . £125
Act 1550 132 col dot matrix £150
Systematics Invoicing £55
Systematics Sales Ledger . . £55
Act F10 daisywheel printer . £350
*Lotus 123 £175
*Apricot 9 inch monitor £110
*Writer 08 printer £75
Micro Modeller £200
*Easy Junior accounts pack £150
*Open Access integrated pack £195
Fox & Geller Quickcode £75
Fox & Geller dgraph £50
File Transfer £45
Everyman £150
Calcmaster £65

HEWLETT PACKARD
HP 150 complete (demo) . . . £995
*Twin floppies for HP 150 . . £595
HP 110 Lapheld inc Lotus 123 £150
Acoustic hood 26764A £100
HP83 Computer (demo) . . . £200
HP7225 Plotter HP -18 £225
HP7470A Plotter HP-IB £350
HP 7470A Plotter RS232 .. . £495
CP/M system for HP80 series £100
Graphics Presentation Pac HP87 £55
Visicalc Plus £45
ROM drawer £50
HP-IB cable, 1 metre £25
Linear Programming Pac £25
*Memo Maker HP150 £45
*Multiplan HP150 £100
*dBASE II HP150 £195
*Wordstar HP150 £100
*Basic HP150 £75
*Mailmerge HP150 £75

PRINTERS
*Ricoh RP1200N daisywheel £195
*Brother M1109 RS232 & para. £175
Microline 83 dot matrix £150
Silver Reed EXP 500 £150
NEC Spinwriter 3550 £450
Epson FX-100 £295
Anadex Colorscribe £450
C Itoh 8600 dot matrix £75
Paper Tiger parallel £95
TEC F10 parallel £450
TEC Tractor Feed £65
*Bit 24 printer for BBC £15
Brother HR25 £350
Brother Sheet Feeder £125
Brother HR35 daisywheel £495
Qume 11/40 daisywheel £450
Qume 11/55 daisywheel £550
IDS Prism 132 dot matrix £195
Sharp P6 dot matrix £195
Commodore 4022p dot matrix £95
Brother HR5 dot matrix £65
Shinwa CP80 parallel dot matrix £125
Brother HR1 daisywheel . . . £250
Sharp P3 dot matrix £65
Juki 6100 Demo daisywheel £225
Epson MX -80 mklll F & T £175

PHILIPS
*P2012 64k 2 x 640k drives . £495
*P2010 64k 2 x 160k drives £390
*10 mb upgrade inc controller £495
Fitting extra £35
*256k 16 bit/ MS-DOS upgrade £200
Fitting extra £25
*Technical Reference Manual £35
*CP/M Reference Manual £35
*Carrying case £25
Printer cable £15
*Cardbox database £55
*Sorcim Supercalc spreadsheet £75
*Dataman database £65
1 year 24hrs on -site contract £169
Ditto for P2010 £125
Demo P2012 boxed £425
Demo P2010 boxed £325

EPSON

EPSON PX-8 CP/M LAPHELD
C/w Portable Wordstar & Calcstar,
Basic, CP/M utilities, 64k £495RAM, LCD display. (New)

R ICOH!

RICOH 1200 DAISYWHL NEW
25cps, 10/12/15 pitch or proportional

£195spacing, parallel, self
test, opt s/feeder.

HONEYWELL
*L11 80 col. 120 cps para . £100
*L11 ditto including NLQ . . . £125
111 ditto IBM comp inc NLQ £125
*L31 132 col including NLQ £150
*S31 ditto serial £150
Ribbons for above £2

FLEA MARKET
Toshiba 800k d/sided drives
Case modem X48/48
Epson 400k d/sided drives
*Atari 600
*Vic 3k RAM expansion
NEC PC 8801 inc mon & 2 x 200k
HP 41c calculator
IBM 5110 mini, 8 inch drives
Apple parallel printer cards .

Full height 40 d/sided drives .
DEC Mate 2 inc screen & kbd
Micro 5 terminal
*Visicalc Atari 800
Qume typewriter/printer
Oric 4 pen plotter
*Apple Silentype paper per roll
ICL PC Twin 360k disk drives . £195

PARTS ONLY, NO WARRANTY GIVEN
£25
£35
£25
£25

£3
£150

£45
£450

£25
£25

£450
£95
£25

£150
£25

£3

SHEET FEEDERS
Ziyad s/feeder for Qume . . . . £100
Ziyad s/feeder for Juki 6100 . £125
Ziyad s/feeder for Ricoh 1600 £150
Ziyad s/feeder for Ricoh 1300 £125
Ziyad s/feeder for Toshiba . . £150
Ziyad s/feeder for Panasonic £150
LQ electric s/feeder for NEC £175
BDT 526 sheet feeder £125

SANYO
550 disk upgrade inc software £75
*Sanyo 2000 64k 2x360k mon £200
*CRT 36 green screen monitor £65
*CRT 70 Hi res colour monitor £225
Upgrade to 256k inc fitting .. £30
*Bstam file transfer program . £45
*Pro Soft Gen A/C units each . £45

RAINBOW
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DEC RAINBOW 256k DEMO
256k RAM, MS-DOS, CP/M, floor
stand, monitor, manuals, £995
Kbd, 3 mth warranty.

SANYO

MBC 555, 2 DISK DRIVES
128K, MS-DOS, Wordstar, Mailmerge,
Spellstar, Calcstar, £350Reportstar. New (E999)

DEC
DEC Rainbow 100A £995
*DEC 64k RAM upgrade £85
DEC Lotus 123 spreadsheet £150
*dBASE II £150
LQP02 daisywheel printer £750
Floor stand for DEC 100 etc £35
*Multiplan 86 £70

APPLE
Macintosh 128k inc software £995
Fat Mac 512k inc software . £1250
Apple disk drive £135
Apple green monitor II £55
Apple Quickfile II & Ill £45
80 Column Text Card Ile only £25
*Business Basic Apple III . . £45
*Pascal Apple III £75
*PFS File/PFS Report Apple III £30
*Visidex Apple II Plus £35
*Visifile Apple II Plus £35
*Visitrend/Plot Apple II Plus £35
Apple Profile 5mb hard disk £450
Multiplan for Mac £75
MacTerminal £65
MacProject £75
MacChart £55

IBM
BM PC 64k, inc monitor & kbd £975
BM PC 576k complete £1100
BM XT 640k 10mb complete £1450
BM PC 256k 10mb complete £1250
BM AT 512k 20mb complete £1900
BM base colour monitor unused £125
BM Graphics Printer £195
BM SDLC card £50
BM AT serial cables £35
BM Async Comms card . . . E£51250

*AST Megaplus clock card .

*AST Sixpak inc 64k Sidekick £295
Persyst Clock/Printer card . £65
IRMA board £495
Pascal compiler, disc & man £95
Mylex B & W / Colour card . . £295
*Sanyo CRT 70 col Hi -Res mon £225
*Intelligence Res PC Express £350
Ideadisk 10mb & 5mb backup£500
*5250 card, cable, program £95905

*Open Access
*Execuvision £200
Write -it Multimate clone £95
Calc-it 3D Spreadsheet £95
*Keep -it database £95
*Edit -it simple text editor £35
*Peachtree Dec Manager £90
*Easy Junior A/C package . £150
*Word Plus PC inc BOSS spell £75
*Calcmaster £75
*Fox & Geller Quickcode £75
*Superterm 400 £95
Word Perfect vers 3.00 £225
*Visicalc IV £65
Context MBA £99
Framework integrated s/ware £195
Cadplan £550
Symphony integrated s/ware £195
Hardware man Portable & XT £50
Hardware manual PC £50
Technical Reference £35

EPSON
*QX-16 computer, complete . £1200
PX-8 £395
*PX Ramdisk 128k £125
MX -100 £225
RS232 interface FX-80, RX-80 £20
*RS232 interface LQ-1500 . . £35
DX -5075 keyboard £75

MISC
BBC model B with DFS £295
BBC 6502 2nd processor . . £195
BBC Graduate 16 bit processor £350
Superbrain inc software ... . £350
Compaq 512k twin drives . . £1150
Televideo 1605 pc compatible £795
Televideo 1605H ditto inc 10mb £995
Atari 800XL £50
*PR1 acoustic coupler £35
Digi-Co Prinz CP/M 2 x 320k £250
Sord M203 inc mon & 2 drives £250
NEC 8201Aa 24k lapheld . . £195
Sharp MZ80k 48k £65
*Buzzbox modem inc PSU . £55
*Dacom Auto answer modem £95
*Dacom Autodial modem £125
*Dacom AA/AD V21N23 £195
Osborne d/density grey case £295
Wren 64k CP/M inc modem . £395
Eagle PC MS-DOS 10mb 110v £350
Kaypro 10 CP/M 10mb Software £950

ACCESS AND VISA ACCEPTED organ Comp
PRICES SUBJECT TO 15% VAT
MAIL ORDER (CARRIAGE EXTRA) 179 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1. 01-636 1138

Part exchanges accepted. M uter Co * indicates brand new goods

OPEN MONDAY TO SATURDAY
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
GOODS SUBJ. TO AVAILABILITY



When you're the
fastest micro

around
People talk!

44Not only does this machine leave the AT
for dead in terms of performance, it also
undercuts it by up to a staggering £1600
without even taking into account bundled
software. The XEN offers incredible value for
money, particularly considering its speed. Its
response to commands is almost instantaneous

loading software seems to take a fraction of
th irne taken by more mundane micros. 99

What Micro? - December 1985

66 The Apricot XEN is a pleasure to use. It's
fast and effective - showing off both the 80286
built-in processor and Windows software to
their best advantage ... This is the best
machine the company has ever produced. 99

Which Computer? -January 1986

 As the benchmarks show, in
terms of processing power and disk
accessing, the XEN is a superb
piece of engineering which can
outrun most things on the market. For
computationally intensive applications it
looks to be a very good buy 99

Practical Computing -
January 1986

 It was the
speed of the
system which
impressed me the
most... you can
forget just how much
work the machine is
really having to do.")

PCW-Januaty 1986
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There's a lot of talk
about the new Apricot
XEN. Experts, normally
restrained in their praise,
are becoming unusually
enthusiastic.

Phrases like "in a league

- kllojt wengt,oin rrio

- an tcrok, .ri
,16v, Ity.of

Ito to,
rrt 4. I a Or alno

w Ir. v,..f

article measuring computer
power, the Guardian
decided that something
called "processor ->
memory bandwidth" was
the most accurate yardstick.
Naturally, Apricot XEN

0000.1011111111111111 - toissi

of its own" and "incredible
value for money" are being
used.

So why is Apricot XEN
so special?

Because of its
astonishing performance,
for one thing. Apricot XEN
has come out on top in
every test so far. In an

achieved the
highest score, even

beating one of the leading
minicomputer systems to
the mark.

And when you look at
XEN's storage capabilities,
it's clear that they are just as
impressive as its processing
power.

XEN's disk drives have
broken all the benchmark
records too. So whether it's

*Tape unit, Apricot XP IBM compatible expansion box and telephone available Spring 1986:

All prices ex. VAT.

the XEN FD with twin
720K floppy drives, or the
XEN HD with a 20
Megabyte hard disk, a XEN
won't keep you waiting.

And if, as the gentlemen
of the press say, the XEN
floppy disks are faster than
the IBM hard disk, just
imagine what our hard
disks can do.

But what has really
caught the imagination of
the computer industry is
how little this powerful
machine costs.

With multi -tasking
Microsoft Windows as
standard, a twin floppy disk
XEN FD with 512K of
RAM and a monitor can
cost as 'little as £2494, while
the XEN HD with a 720K
floppy drive, 20 Megabyte
hard disk and a full 1
Megabyte of RAM is an
astonishing £3494.

When Apricot offers
this kind of value, the

competition will have
to take a long

look at
their own prices

- if they expect you even
to glance at them.

Choosing even the basic

XEN configuration can
mark the beginning of a
long and fruitful
partnership.

The memory of an
Apritot XEN can be
expanded to 5 Megabytes.
You can add a second 20
Megabyte hard disk. Soon,
telephone and modem
communications, and even
an expansion box to make
use of specialist IBM cards,
will be available, as will a
tape cartridge back-up
system!'

And XEN's open
architecture means it can
run on Apricot Networks,
and even run as a multi-
user system under the
Xenix operating system.

Expansion facilities like
these will keep an Apricot
XEN user sweet for a long
time to come.

And so will the
back-up. Only the top
Apricot dealers and
ComputerWorlds are
allowed to sell XEN, so you
will always have access to

professional
support.

To find
out more

fill in the coupon
or call us on Freefone

Apricot (via the operator)
and we'll send you a free
brochure.

Enough said?

The only alternative
is to pay more for less

rPlease send me a free information pack on the
Apricot XEN.
To Apricot UK Limited, FREEPOST
Halesowen, West Midlands, B63 1BR.

Name
Position

Company
Address

TelL PCVV



IBM
Compatability
Apricot Sirius/Victor

APRICOT"'
Fl/F2/PC/X I /F10

IBM PC/XTTm

EXTERNAL FLOPPY DISC DRIVES (XF):
(For Inter -machine compatibility).

Alpha Disc offers a unique range of add-on disc drives for
popular P C's, including:

* 51/4" IBM PC/XT compatible drive for APRICOT (including
XEN).

* 31/2" second drive for APRICOT portable/Fl.

* 5'/4" IBM PC/XT compatible drive for SIRIUSNICTOR 9000.

* 8" IBM 3740 format (MSDOS plus C/PM interface).

All units offer complete file compatibility and comprise:

Disc drive unit / power supply (as applicable) / case / cables /
interface, controller board / driver software / manual.

N.B. Units interface via internal expansion slot. If required,
ALPHA DISC LTD. offer

XE-6 (six port expansion box) R.R.P. 5345 00

Available Now!
XEN

Daughter Ram Board

XM XEN A512 Kb or 1.0 Mb Ram Board for the APRICOT XEN
Features:

* Full compatibility with APRICOT XEN daughter board.
* Runs parallel to main system RAM.
* Link selectable for address bank.
* 120 ns access.
R.R.P. 512 Kb 295.00

1.0 Mb P.O.A.

XM-512 A superb 512 Kb Ram Board for all other APRICOT
models (inc. very early models).

* Single board construction.
* Transparent refresh (NO WAIT STATES).
* Also operates in expansion units.
R.R.P. 239.00

N.B. Prices are exclusive of £10.00 carriage per consignment.
Prices are exclusive of V.A.T.

irRIMegiatsta

SIRIUSAACTORTm 9000

IBM/
XEN

Compatability Now!

111W IN/
51/4" FDD

THE XF RANGE:
COMPATIBILITY TABLE & PRICES

1.
31/4" FDD

Model Host Machine Dri ve Compatibility
XF400A APRICOT (range) 51/4 IBM PC/XT
XF-XEN XEN (only) 51/4 IBM PC/XT
XF700A APRICOT (range) 31/2 (single/double

sided disks)
XF1200A APRICOT (range) 8" IBM 3740

format
XF400S SIRIUS/ VICTOR 5'/4 IBM PC/XT
XF700S SIRIUS/ VICTOR 31/2 APRICOT

(range)
XF1200S SIRIUS/ VICTOR 8" IBM 3740

format
XF700I IBM PC/XT

(range)

rrp (F)
495.00
395.00

295.00

695.00
495.00

395 00

695.00

295.00

C/PM software interface for XF1200A & XF1200S 95.00

HARD DISC
SUB -SYSTEMS
WITH
AUTO -ARCHIVE

XHD-20 A 20 Mb Winchester Sub -system for APRICOT
(range) / IBM PC/XT/AT / SIRIUS, VICTOR 9000.

* External Winchester sub -system with fast floppy back-up.
* "AUTO -ARCHIVE" (sector change only) back-up.

Typical daily; 2 to 3 minutes.
* Read IBM PC/XT disks via 51/4" Floppy.
* Complete with its own power supply, controller

and personality card.
R.R.P. 1595.00

XHD-20S A 20 Mb Winchester for the SIRIUSNICTOR 9000.
* Conforms to VICTOR TECHNOLOGIES expansion

philosophy.
* User selectable alternative address.
* Fully buffered.
* Complete with power supply, controller and

personality card.
R.R.P.

COMING SOON
XT-XEN A 20 Mb Tape Streamer for APRICOT XEN.

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME. For further information please contact:

1195 00

ALPHA DISC LTD., Unit 2 Crabtree Road, Thorpe Industrial Estate Egham, Surrey TW20 8RN.
Telephone (0784) 35357/8/9 Telex 918886 ALPHAD G.
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In the days before graphics -based word processors
such as MacWrite and Microsoft Word, there was a
package called Volkswriter Deluxe which, like
WordStar, just printed text on paper, but gave you
several options on how this could be organised.

These days, Volkswriter is out in Version 3, which is
more graphics -based. But Volkswriter Deluxe, instead
of being abandoned, has been put back on the market
at £99 (it was previously £289).

if ever I saw an example of preparing for the launch
of the cheap Amstrad PC, this must be it.

Details on (0494) 772422 from Lifetree,

communications using X.pc,
or other error -correcting
protocol databases.

In this country, despite a
lot of hot air, the only
serious suggestion packet -
switching people have for
high-speed data links to their
service is 'buy an X.25 link at
£2000 a year.' (That's the
starting fee.)

In 10 years' time, when
American users are all
swapping high-speed data
on 9600 dial -ups, our
Authorities will still be
arguing that it can't be done
without the installation of
more sophisticated
equipment, and that we
should wait for 64 -bit
comms. When Americans are
all using optical links at
2MHz, our Authority will be
saying: 'No, no, wait for the
satellite service, which we
can install on the roof of
your business for a mere
£6000 a year, at 50MHz.'

We'll never get there, you
know.

The Pawn
I like The Pawn, because
when you type in something
like: 'Ask the dragon whether
ontological poof of God's
existence is a prerequisite', it

says (like any other
adventure): 'I don't
understand poof' - but you
don't have to retype the
whole sentence. Instead, you
just hit Escape and edit the
'proof'.

No, I suppose that won't
do as an adventure game
review.

Professional adventure
game reviewers must have
infinite wisdom or infinite
patience. The rest of us,
when given a new adventure
game like The Pawn, from
Magnetic Scrolls, have to
cheat - which means we
can tell you what the game
is about, but not, of course,
what it is like.

Except that this game is
rather different from many.

I must say that it grew on
me, where most adventures
wear thin, because it
develops in unpredictable
ways.

Here is a typical
conversation between two
players of the game:

'How do you open that
wretched safe?'

'Oh, that's simple. You use
the key you find near the
passage.'

'There is no key there.'
'Oh, yes, there is; in the

niche.'

'It's damn well -hidden,
that's all I can say.'

'Not at all - you just get
it, and there you are. Then
you wait for the adventurer
to come by, and ...'

'But the adventurer is
fighting the snowman! And
he's opened the ...

'Ridiculous! He can't do
that, because then he'd save
the princess, and you have
to do that yourself.'

In most adventures, there
is a set order of doing
things. Get the scrolls, then
read the spell, and you can
open the casket. Try and
open the casket without the
scrolls, and you will merely
fail.

In The Pawn, if you don't
get the scrolls, somebody
else will. If you don't eat the
hamster, you'll possibly
never be able to free the
tiger; but at the same time,
the snowball won't be
needed in hell. (I'm inventing
things and possibilities, so as
not to spoil the game.)

Having decided that you
took too long to get a key
from one side of the
adventure to the other, you
go back and replay it, leaving
out one or two distractions.
This time you get the key,
and find that there's nothing
inside the room! And it
dawns on you, after two or
three goes, that there never
will be. Something you did
has prevented somebody
else getting there, and
you've got points for doing
something else after all.

Magnetic Scrolls is run by
Anita Sinclair, an earnest

young programmer with a
sense of destiny, and a
conviction that adventures
aren't really as important as
the parsers that you use to
understand the people who
play them.

I nearly agree. The trouble
is, the parser for The Pawn is
so good, it's almost useless.

Where normal adventures
have to be told 'get key; look
key; look tumblers; look
chip; in lock', this one can
cope with the far more
normal English -like: 'Get the
key from the desk, look at it
and examine the tumblers,
then examine the chip and
put it in the lock.' (That's a
phoney sentence, so don't
try it in The Pawn. No chips.)

But if a parser can cope
with complexities like: 'Put
the key in the jeans on the
stump in the pouch,' and
even worse tangles of
grammar, then you don't
expect it to be stymied by:
'Ask trader what the jewel is
worth' (you have to say
'what the jewel costs'. Of
course, there is a limit to any
parser. As with any program,
if the programmer thought of
it, it can cope. If he/she
didn't, it can't.

But for a lot of the puzzles
in this game, correct
phrasing is vital; for others,
it doesn't matter a damn.
And I find this a distraction,
oddly enough, from the
puzzles themselves.

My theology says that
Magnetic Scrolls is quite
right up to a point. If you're
in a dark room, and you say
'Get all', nothing should

, - - apricot

This splendid building is just to prove that we run nice
stories about Apricot, as well as gloomy ones. The
building is the new Elm R&D complex built by Apricot
on the campus of the University of Birmingham, and
Apricot says it's a 'pioneering move to forge stronger
links between industry and education.' Well done,
Apricot. And pay attention to what your research
people tell you.
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Objections to several PC -based design programs are
based on lack of speed and a grotty (standard PC)
display.

Pricey enough that the company doesn't reveal the
price, Aydin Controls' new Revolution is a high -
resolution, high-speed graphics controller, imported
from The Number Nine Computer Corporation in the
US. It gives a display resolution of 1280 by 968, which
is impressive, and Aydin claims that on an IBM PC/AT
or an Olivetti M28 (AT -equivalent, but faster), the
system is the fastest in the world.

happen because the program
should be smart enough to
know that you can't see the
objects. And it certainly
should not (as with one
Level 9 game) give the whole
game away by saying: 'But
you can't see the
Allosaurus!'

But for me, 'examine
fountain' and 'look in
fountain' are equivalent, and
with a clever parser like The
Pawn's, you assume that it
understands what you mean.

You get used to it, once
you crack it, and it's just
perfectionism, I suppose, to
grumble.

On the Atari ST there's an
extra problem, in that The
Pawn has been written as if
for the Commodore Amiga,
and has then been adapted
for the Atari. The result is
that several things that the
Amiga does automatically
take forever on the ST, and
use up valuable memory -
Magnetic Scrolls has had to
abandon several nice
features as a result.

I hope they re -appear on
the Amiga. I might enjoy
playing The Pawn again -
only this time, I might try to
rescue the princess.

Laser storage
Amazing: more than six

months after I wrote in this
column about optical disk
storage at last year's
Compec show, Apstor has
announced 'Britain's first
optical disk units'.

The Apstor devices are one
up on previous ones, in that
they will be available as
complete units, not just with
SCSI interfaces. Apart from
that, it's the same
technology we saw last year:
write once, then read as
often as you like without
overwriting or deleting.

With 100Mbytes on a laser
disk, there's no urgent need
for the ability to re -write.
And Apstor also does a
400Mbyte drive.

Details on (0273) 422512.

Amstrad over a

barrel
It looks as if Amstrad may
yet regret launching the
model 664, which was
available for a few months
last year as a stop -gap
before the appearance of the
disk -based 6128 - the
company may have to refund
the money of quite a lot of
664 purchasers.

I'm keen to see how Am-
strad answers the accusation
that this temporary machine

(the 664) is 'not suitable for
the purpose for which it was
designed,' since it won't run
most CP/M programs.

The accusation comes
from a user, Vincent Oliver,
backed by advice from his
local Consumer Advice Cen-
tre. Vincent Oliver wants his
money back, or a swap for
the 6128, or a swap for the
8256.

The incautious claim which
may land Amstrad in some
legal debate is one which
appeared in the advertise-
ments a year ago: 'The Digit-
al Research CP/M operating
system is supplied with the
CPC664, permitting the user
to access the wealth of ap-
plications software written to
run under CP/M.'

Had Amstrad insisted on
the word 'access' as the
basis of its defence, it might
have been able to convince
legal authority that the word
implied merely 'some of the
'wealth of applications soft-
ware', rather than meaning
'very likely the program you
have in mind'.

Unfortunately, in a reply to
the careful Mr Oliver (who
has sent me all the letters in
this dispute), an Amstrad
official, Mr Angel, described
himself as 'confused' by the
suggestion that his machine
wouldn't peform as
advertised. Mr Angel referred
the complainant to NewStar
Software -a distributor
which does, indeed, have a
long list of CP/M titles.

Unfortunately, these titles
all run on the 6128 or the

8256, with very few being
available for the 664. 'To re-
lieve you of any confusion,'
wrote Mr Oliver in a kindly
way, 'a lot of CP/M titles re-
quire a minimum transient
program area (TPA) of 55k,
and most popular CP/M titles
require a TPA of 61k.'

The 664 does not have
enough memory to run most
CP/M programs, and Am-
strad knows this.

At this point Amstrad's ex-
ecutives lost their bottle, and
told Mr Oliver that it was up
to the retailer which sold it.
The retailer, not unexpected-
ly, quickly told Mr Oliver that
it 'would take up the matter
with Amstrad.'

My own opinion, for what
it is worth, is that in the spe-
cial circumstances of Vincent
Oliver's requirements, he has
a pretty convincing case. I

can see that Amstrad didn't
want to give in and set a pre-
cedent. But possibly, the
company would have done
well to settle with Mr Oliver
before he publicised his dis-
pute. I feel sure that there
are other people who feel
similarly annoyed and hadn't
thought of taking this action,
who may now feel inclined
to imitate it.

NewStar to the
rescue
The outlining 'shareware'
program, PC Outline, which
appeared at the West Coast

cp,

"Nkikt,

Another box with disks and paper in it. This is
Oracle Corporation's way of publicising the fact that
its Oracle database is now available on the expensive
IBM Risc Technology computer, known as the RT all
around the world (except in the UK where IBM sends
out publicity literature with RT on it, but insists that
you call it the 6150 when you talk to the company on
the phone).

Oracle is a well-known relational database, and this
is the PC version, not the RT version; though I can't
see you having any trouble loading the photograph.

Details from Holland - phone 31 2159 49344,
preceding that by the Netherlands dialling code.
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Faire recently, has been the
subject of such intense UK
interest that NewStar
Software is planning to give
it away free with copies of
NewWord (a WordStar -like
word processor).

Very fortunately for me,
the company has also
offered to unload the
alarmingly heavy postbag of
floppy disks which have
been sent by PC users
anxious to try out the
program.

Artyone who feels that I
should stick by my offer
('Newsprint', PCW June) to
do the disk duplication
myself rather than hand over
names and addresses to a
commercial outfit, can feel
free to exercise their scruples
on my behalf: I simply don't
have the time to respond on
the scale that readers expect:

The product will be
officially available from
NewStar for £160 (registered
user status, as soon as the
company has the manual
ready.

The current version lacks
some features of the
forthcoming upgrade. For
example, it tends to get
confused on AT -like
machines (the 80286 varies
subtly from the 8088) and
can corrupt a file. It doesn't
allow double-spaced
printing, which will be
available soon; and it sticks
to one colour scheme (white
on blue) which not everyone
likes.

The shareware concept
requires that if you want
upgrades, you have to
register. Please don't ask me
for upgrades!

My own enthusiasm,
however, remains high for
the program. I use it now as
my main word processor,
and also as my main desk
diary/phone book. I still
don't understand all the
printer controls, and I have a
'wish list' of new features,
including a phone dialler. But
despite any little grumbles, I
think PC Outline is superb.

Magic approval
To the sheer astonishment of
rival modem makers, the
£100 Magic Modem has,
after all, been approved.

There was a theory going
around at the time Magic got
its green sticker, that modem
makers might soon be able
to award their own green
stickers.

It proved very hard to get
an official 'yes' or 'no' to this
idea, which was actually
published as fact in a
communications journal, and
at the end of investigations, I

have a lot of notes from

This is supposed to reduce the confusion of IBM
colour implants. It is from Intelligence Research, and it
provides 'all the major colour and monochrome
standards on a single card,' at a price of £445. That
includes monochrome 16 -colour emulation, 720 x 348
bit -map resolution (mono) and up to 16 colours in
high-res on standard IBM monitors. IBM graphics
options are immensely complex; your strategy should
be to decide what you want to run, and then ask IR
whether its card will handle it, on (01) 740 5758.

people who have a pretty
good idea themselves, but
would only say 'no
comment' when pressed.

There is, apparently, a
committee, or Working Party,
looking into ways of
improving approvals. The
idea is to get approval
quicker, cheaper, and more
sensibly -based than on
outdated safety
requirements.

The Working Party is due
to report before the end of
the year, and certainly some
of its members do favour
some kind of 'manufacturers'
declaration' instead of
today's awesomely complex
testing, independent
laboratory assessments, and
then the obstacle course of
three different authorities
who can veto a design.

Barry Krite reckons that
getting Magic Modem
approved has set him back
£10,000. Higher prices have
been paid by rival firms.

But just because many
people favour making things
simpler doesn't mean that
the lawmakers can accept
their proposals: I gather that
a major hang-up is likely to
be new European laws,
which will insist that
modems approved in one
EEC country must be
accepted in others.

In the meantime,
remember that approval is
purely a question of safety
for the Telecom lines,
switchgear and software, and
doesn't even try to guarantee
that the modem will work as
advertised. I have several
modems from various

suppliers, all with green
stickers of approval, and not
all of them are even useful
for interrupting voice phone
calls.

All of which is not
intended to be a reflection
on Magic, which I haven't
tested. Details of the Magic
Modem on (01) 482 1711,
and feel free to write to me
with your impressions of the
beast.

Masterly

release
Complaints flood in from
BBC Micro users, saying that
nobody writes software to
take advantage of the extra
memory in the Master, or in
machines with sideways
RAM. But there's Big
Software, from Academic
Software.

The subject matter is a
little esoteric - four
'educational' programs.
There is Boat Hull Design,
there is Kitchen Planning:
both sound extremely useful,
and the boat program allows
timber selection and a 3D

design sequence,
culminating in computer -
monitored tank testing.

Then, believe it or not,
there is Human Digestion
'which employs colourful
and instructive graphics
simulations,' and Meal
Planning, which 'enables
complex recipe selection
from a large recipe bank,
with a separate database of
nutrients.'

Details by sending an
addressed envelope with
stamp; Gwynneth Pettit runs
Academic Software, at
Sourby Old Farm, Timble,
Otley LS21 2PW, Yorkshire.

First Word

the last word
Atari has decided to continue
supplying its free word
processor, First Word, which
it originally gave away
instead of GEM Write (which
wasn't ready).

Anyone who bought an ST
during the period when it
wasn't being bundled, has
merely to send name,
address, name of dealer,
date of purchase, model and
serial numbers, to Atari
Customer Relations in
Slough - and you'll get the
disk back, free.

Expensive

extras
Four pounds fifty is quite a
price for disks - even for 3in
Amstrad -style disks. The only
reason for mentioning the
Hi -Tech offering, then, is the
'extra': they are supplied
formatted, with 'templates'
on them, for LocoScript.

The templates are
documents, with certain bits
and pieces which are
otherwise tedious to type in
- forms, in effect.

They are: invoices for VAT -
registered or non -registered
businesses, delivery notes,
statements, memos, order
forms, or labels for standard
label strips. Tell Hi -Tech how
you want these laid out
when you order.

Details on Derby (0332)
382657. END

Hurry! Hurry! Hurry!
PCW's 1986 Business Computing Survival Guide is in the
shops now. Unbelievable value at £2.95, the Guide has
been prepared by a highly professional team to show
you how to plan, choose, install and care for your
personal computer system.

As well as a solid theoretical underpinning, the Guide
contains plenty of hardware and software product
reviews. Next time you're in the newsagents, why not
flick through a copy?
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What's new?
Apple has introduced a new
entry-level Mac, the
Macintosh 512k Enhanced,
which incorporates several
features of the Macintosh
Plus including an 800k disk
drive, a hierarchical file
system in ROM and
increased performance,
particularly in disk I/O. The
$1999 price is the same as
the earlier 512k Mac, but
doesn't include MacPaint or
MacWrite software.

General Computer Corp
has introduced several new
versions of its Hyperdrive
hard disk for the Macintosh
Plus. The line now includes
two internal drives of
10Mbytes ($1399) and
20Mbytes ($1699) as well as
a top -end system, the
Hyperdrive 2000, with a
20Mbyte drive, a 68000 co-
processor board and
1.5bMbytes of memory
($3199).

A tiny company, Data
Pacific, demonstrated Mac
Cartridge at the West Coast
Computer Faire. This nifty
product plugs into an Atari
520ST or a 1040ST and
emulates a Macintosh. A few
Mac programs, especially
ones with sophisticated copy
protection, won't run with
Mac Cartridge, but most will:
Microsoft Excel, for example,
runs 20 per cent faster on
the ST than it does on the
Mac. Currently, the company
is trying to work out a deal
with Apple to use two
proprietary ROM chips.
Selling these chips to Data
Pacific would seem to be to
Apple's advantage, as it
would virtually establish the
Mac operating system as the
standard in the 68000 arena.

IBM has finally released its
long -anticipated lap -held
portable, the PC Convertible
(reviewed last month). The
machine has an 80088 MPU,
256k of memory (expandable
to 512k), two double -sided,
720k 31/2in floppy disk

David Ahl sifts through the best of the new US releases,
and presents the other headline stories from the States.

drives, a fold -up 25 -line by
80 -character screen, a 78 -key
keyboard, and rechargeable
batteries which last six to
10 hours. Weighing an arm -
stretching 13 pounds, the
machine costs a wallet -
thinning $1995.

An enhanced version of
True Basic has been released
which supports the Hercules
graphics card in the IBM PC.
This is the first Basic
language to allow users of
Hercules and other graphics
cards to access a full 640k
and the 8087 co -processor.
The graphics syntax is said
to be hardware -independent,
so graphics developed on
the system are directly
portable to the Apple
Macintosh, the Commodore
Amiga and the Atari ST.
Price is $189 for the
complete package or $39 for
an upgrade.

Quadram has unveiled
Supersprint, an 8086
accelerator card that allows
8088 -based computers such
as the IBM XT to operate
with the speed of 80286 -
based machines such as the
IBM AT. The $695 price
should drive down the
$1200+ prices of some of the
80286 -based accelerator
boards.

Brightbill -Roberts has
introduced Show Partner, a
memory -resident graphics
editor for the IBM PC. The
package combines extensive
animation capabilities and a
'slide show' manager with
the features of the
company's previous Grafix
Partner graphics editor
package. In the slide show
mode, image transitions
include replace, wipe, split,
box, scroll, fade and weave.
Show Partner supports IBM
and most third -party
graphics cards; price is $149.

High-tech sting
Despite the enactment of
computer crime laws in most
US states, fewer than 100
cases have been prosecuted.
Moreover, of the computer
criminals who are
prosecuted, few ever go to
jail or pay major fines.
However, some interesting
facts have emerged from the
prosecutions. Most crimes
are committed by
programmers, students and
input clerks with an average

age of 22. The most common
targets for malicious
tampering are commercial
companies, banks,
telecommunications
companies and government
agencies; the average
incident causes $93,600
worth of damage.

As a result of the growing
frustration in trying to track
down malicious hackers, a
number of police agencies
throughout the US have set
up 'underground' electronic
bulletin boards. One, devised
and run by Sgt Dan Pasquale
of the San Francisco Police
Department, has attracted a
wide collection of system
passwords, account numbers
and long-distance access
ports. Recently, seven
suspects in the Silicon Valley
area, none older than 18,
were arrested and charged
with possession of stolen
property, and trafficking in
unauthorised credit card
numbers and long-distance
access codes.

CD-ROMs poised
To date, only 11,000 CD-ROM
players have been shipped
worldwide, the majority of
which have gone to
developers and system
integrators. At a recent CD-
ROM conference sponsored
by Microsoft, over 900
developers and publishers
gathered to talk to one
another and hear about the
latest projects. Most agreed
that there are few
commercial products to
attract the average user
today, but the market is
poised on the verge of
enormous growth.

Gary Kildall, inventor of
the CP/M operating system
and co-founder of Digital
Research, was the keynote
speaker at the conference. A
leading proponent of
video disk technology, he
has started a new company,
KnowledgeSet Corp, which
has recently introduced a
CD-ROM electronic
encyclopaedia. His company
has also established a joint
venture with Sony in which
KnowledgeSet will offer data
preparation services, and
Sony will master and
reproduce the disks. Kildall
believes that the key to
making CD-ROMs successful
is to make it easy for existing

publishers to transform their
current materials into CD
form, and then work with the
CD-ROMs to take advantage
of the multi -media
capabilities.

One early CD-ROM on the
market has been put
together by the Personal
Computer Software Interest
Group (PC -SIG), which
claims to be the world's
largest distributor of user -
supported and public domain
software. It offers its entire
catalogue of 479 programs
on a single CD-ROM for
$195. In addition to the
software, PC -SIG offers a
Hitachi CD reader for $995;
this includes software for
using the reader with an IBM
PC.

Other CD-ROMs currently
available are mostly
specialised databases.

Random bits
Apple has reduced its 2600
US outlets by 600 stores in
an effort to eliminate weaker
outlets and those who have
been wrongly cutting prices
... Lotus has cut the price of
Jazz from $595 to $395 to
put it more in line with
Microsoft's Excel package
which has been outselling
Jazz in several markets ...
US Apricot, having never
shown a profit and having
recently laid off one half of
its employees, has been
purchased by two former
employees. They plan to
distribute Apricot products
as well as other brands,
including a Xenix-based
machine ... Good news and
bad news among the old-
timers: Kaypro, following a
shift in emphasis from 8 -bit
CP/M machines to IBM PC -
compatibles, has reported a
nine -fold jump in profit in its
latest quarter ... Meanwhile,
Morrow Designs has filed for
creditor protection under
Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy
Code, just two weeks after.
the IRS (Internal Revenue
Service) awarded Zenith a
$27 million contract for
15,000 Z-171 lap-helds, a
design that Zenith purchased
from Morrow last year for a
minuscule $1.2 million ...
The last of Osborne
Computer Corp's office and
manufacturing equipment
was sold in mid -April to a
liquidation firm ... END
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SUMMER COURSES -3 day
introductory and advanced Forth
courses with notes and working
software £375.00

Cross Compilers to produce
ROM code

Core (buy only once) £250
Targets (each) £175
6502, 65110, 6800, 6801/3, 6809,
68000, 280, 8080, 8086, 1802, 28.
99xxx, LSI 11.

FORTH 83 HS/FORTH
1 megabyte programs, graphics,
floating point, assembler,
strings £230

MPE-FORTH/09 for FLEX or
0S9

Editor, assembler, full system
integration, cross compilers
available. £175

Work
FORTH 4.
Complete with:

SCREEN EDITOR
MACRO-ASSEMBLER
APPLICATION GENERATOR
COMPREHENSIVE MANUAL

Out now for:
Ism PC, APRICOT, MSDOS
CPM115,CPM 80 Price E48
AMSTRAD Price C35

Extensions:
Floating point £35
VIEW -TRACE

debugger £35
Cross -compilers

MicroProcessor
Engineering Ltd
21 Hanley Road, Shirley
Southampton SO1 5AP
Tel: 0703 780084

SOLID ROSEWOOD

co

O

Natural Colour
Deep
Rosewood Colour

We are very proud to
OFFER a SOLID ROSEWOOD
Computer Table that will enhance
your Home or Office. The
Combination of Sturdy construction
and Scratch Resistant Surfaces
ensure its long life and beauty
under the most strenuous use.

PHONE TODAY 0708-66511
Or POST COUPON TO:
EURO PACE LTD.
HUBBINE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
PROGRESS WORKS
EASTERN AVE WEST
ROMFORD

PLEASE SEND ME
SOLID ROSE Computer Table
D light teak colour
D Deep Rosewood Colour

Signature Postgode

I Enclose A cheque for

NAME

ADDRESS

Tel. No.

*** AMAZING PRINTER OFFER ***
QUALITY DOT MATRIX PRINTER JUST £165.00 + VAT

BRAND NEW dot matrix printers originally intended for telex facilities where they are in use 24
hours a day. These high quality FACIT printers superbly constructed in Japan are reliable and
available to you at this incredible price WHILE STOCKS LAST!!!

* Print speed of 120 CPS bidirectional.
Character modes: 10, 12, super compressed 17 CPI and near letter quality with fixed or
proportional spacing.

* Graphic modes: Block and high resolution pin addressable.
* 8 national character set variations, transparent and self test modes.

* Fitted with both centronics parallel and RS232 serial interfaces.

* Fitted with both tractor and friction feed selected by the flick of a switch.

* Supplied with detachable roll paper holder.

* Original plus three copies paper thickness.

* Endless loop cassette ribbon with life of 4 million characters Inmac No. 6283

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED with our no fuss 14 day satisfaction or money back trial.

Extra ribbons £6.50 + VAT each. Please add £6.00 towards Post and Packing.

*****MONITOR BARGAIN*****
Ex equipment monochrome video monitors.
Fully cased and tested. Set up for 80 column
use with 9 inch green screen.

Super bargain at £60.00 + VAT + £8.00 p&p

MILLSGRADE
CALL NOW 3 HALCYON COURTED

STUKELY MEADOWS
ON HUNTINGDON

CAMBS
0480-413298 PE18 6ES
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for AMSTRAD PCW

TYPING TUTOR
An invaluable learning package to help you touch-type on

the Amstrad 8256/8512 word processors.
Based on our best-selling Computer One Typing -Tutor,
this new improved Amstrad package is destined to be
another best-seller!

In a series of carefully designed exercises using the
established and successful Pitman's method, the Computer
One Typing -Tutor will help you master the true touch-typing
method in as little as 24 hours. Computer One's
revolutionary new approach involves a powerful graphical
demonstration of the keyboard and a series of graded and
structured lessons that enable the user to progress through
the exercises at his/her own pace. It is also fun to use!

The Computer One Typing -Tutor already has a proven
user base on a number of other computers including BBC
micro, Sinclair OL, ICL One Per Desk; and is widely used by
many major education institutions around the world.

HOTLINE ... (0223) 862616

SPELLING
CHECKER

Throw away your dictionary . . .

. . . let Spelling -Checker do the work!
The Computer One Spelling -Checker is a professional software
package specifically designed for your Amstrad 8256/8512 word
processor. Based on a proven algorithm using fast and efficient
searching techniques, this package will quickly and simply locate
spelling errors/typos in your reports and documents in front of
your own eyes!

From a dictionary of over 20,000 words, the program is able to
check your text against its own intelligent dictionary. Additional
features enable you to create your own personal dictionary of
new or special words that are not held in the standard package.

FEATURES:
 20,000 + word dictionary
 Fast checking program
 Anagram facility
 Suggests closest match
 Compatible with both 8256

and 8512 models
£34.95
inc. VAT & P&P

Discounts available to educational establishments.
Clip the coupon or contact your Amstrad Dealer to order.
Computer One reserves the right to alter the specification of the product without notice
' LocoScnpt is a trademark of Locomotive Software Ltd

This 30 lesson package includes:
IN Keyboard familiarisation
 LocoScript*-style menus
 Optional results printout
 Save position feature

and a number of unique features:
 Free Typing game
 'Head -up' keyboard display
 'Typewriter' action

£24.95
inc VAT & P&P

TYPING TUTOR
excellent provides anpiece of Super-Basicsoftware
the first a

. . is good fun and probablyaddictive program

----I/
I

I

I
I

enclosed with order

I

Sinclair User

tel
come

TYPING TUTOR ...

SPELLING CHECKER ...

Please send me further details

TICK
ORDER

I=1

/CREDIT CARD SALES: UK BUYERS ONLY
PLEASE ALLOW 28 DAYS FOR DELIVERY Inc VAT & P&P1PCW1

I

I
I
I

No

TOTAL AMOUNT

by cheque or P.O. (no cash) and made
payable to COMPUTER ONE, or by charge card

NAME

ADDRESS

SIGNED

Send to: COMPUTER ONE, SCIENCE PARK,
MILTON ROAD, CAMBRIDGE CB4 4BH

I
I



DONCOM
Doncaster Computer Support Services

Feasibility Studies
System Analysis

Structured Design
Programming in:

Lotus 123 Macros
Dbase II and III

Pascal
Basic

8086 Assembler

WHISKEY
A keyboard enhancer for the

Olivetti M24 keyboard 2
Makes all 18 function keys, help and cursor keys

programmable by the user while other programs are in use.
Comes set-up with 54 WordStar functions on the function keys

with a template for keyboard 2. £44.95

BIGTYPE
A program for all IBM compatibles using Epsom printers to

produce double height lettering quickly. £25.00

DONCOM
Doncaster Computer Support Services

4 Elm Drive, Finningley, Doncaster, S. Yorks DN9 3EG
Telephone 0302 771608

E r9ri
7Ag

THE PEGASUS SPECIALISTS
SINGLE drc MULTI-USER

MAIL ORDER - Keen Prices
HELPLINE - Telephone Support

TRAINING COURSES - Nationwide
SYSTEM SET-UP & INSTALLATION

ESTABLISHMENT OF NOMINAL CODES
SUPPORTING SPREADSHEETS

SPECIAL PROGRAMS DESIGNED & WRITTEN
ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS CONSULTANCY

Special services for Silicon Office, Delta, Supercalc,
Multiplan, Visicalc, Lotus 1-2-3, Wordcraft.

All machines - IBM, Apricot, Sirius/Victor, DEC, CBM,
Wang, NCR, Compaq, Olivetti, North Star, Systime &

other IBM compatibles.

WE PROVIDE END USER & DEALER SUPPORT.

For Further Details call Rugby (0788) 73855
or write:-

PEG ASSOCIATES, FREEPOST, VICTORIA HOUSE,
50 ALBERT STREET, RUGBY CV21 2BR

PEGASUS
SOFTWARE

UPGRADE TO TRISOFT
0629 3021

PROFESSIONAL ADVICE 0 LOW PRICES 0 HOTLINE SUPPORT 0 FAST SER

SPEED UP WITH THE 8087
* Now using advanced, large scale integra-
tion technology, the Intel 8087 family of
chips dramatically boost the performance
of your PC * Simple to fit with only one
switch to set on the mother -board *
Supported by an increasing number of
software packages including Lotus 1-2-3
version 2.0, Supercalc III Rel. 2, Smart and
Autocad * Makes your IBM PC as fast as an
AT for £135 « Available for the Apricot at
£135 * For Olivetti and Compaq 8Mz. 8087
£175 * For IBM AT 80287 £175 * For other
machines please enquire * Twelve month

warranty *

APRICOT RAM EXPANSION BOARDS

* 12 Month Warranty *
128K £130.00
256K £145.00
512K £235.00

HERCULES MONO CARD

* Two Year Warranty *
£259

PLUS FIVE EXTERNAL DISKS

For IBM/Oliyetti/Erics.son/Apricot

FIXED DISK SUBSYSTEMS

10Mb Only £935.00
20Mb Only £1,045.00

* 12 Month Warranty *

DISCOUNTS FOR QUANTITIES

HARD DISKS ON A CARD
IT IS NOW POSSIBLE TO UPGRADE YOUR TWIN FLOPPY IBM PC

OR COMPATIBLE WITH A 10 OR 20 MBYTE HARD DISK AS AN
ADD -IN CARD-.

AS SIMPLE TO FIT AS A MEMORY BOARD. BOTH EXISTING FLOPPY
DISK DRIVES ARE RETAINED AND NO TECHNICAL ABILITY IS

REQUIRED.

10 MB HARD DISK,. . . . £750 20 MB HARD DISK . . . . £850

We are dealers for Tecmar, AST, Plus 5, Simon, Intel and many other
manufacturers of upgrade supplies.

INTEL ABOVE BOARD/RAMPAGE '
* TWO MEMORY BOARDS TN ONE * FILLS CONVENTIONAL

MEMORY BELOW 640K * EXPANDED WORKSPACE MEMORY ABOVE
640K FOR USE WITH LOTUS 2.0, SYMPHONY 1.1, FRAMEWORK 2.0,

SUPERCALC III REL.2.1 *
Please telephone for details

FOR IBM PC/XT & COMPATIBLES 2MB RAM.S,11380" £675
FOR IBM AT & COMPATIBLES 2MB RAM.,, II £795

* FIVE YEAR WARRANTY *

Local Authority, Government and Corporate enquiries welcomed.
All prices are subject to V.A.T.Oran

SIX
PAK
PLUS
348K
£295

IBM RAM EXPANSION BOARDS

* 12 Month Warranty *
256K £149.00
384K £225.00
512K £265.00

EXPANDED OUADBOARD 384K

* Parallel port * Serial port * Clock/
calendar * Memory expansion * Game port
* I/O bracket and Quadmaster software
with spooler and QuadRAM drive (RAM

disk) *
£295.00

PLUS FIVE EXTERNAL HARD DISKS
FIXED/REMOVABLE SUBSYSTEMS

10Mb + 5Mb Only £1,825.00
20Mb + 5Mb Only £1,945.00

Crown Square, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 3AT Telephone: 0629 3021 Telex: 8950511 ONEONE G (Ref. 12977001)
Telecom Gold: 83 NTG 344 Prestel: 533544601
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GRAPHIC CHALLENGE COMPEETION RESULTS

Winner takes a
And now the moment you've all been waiting for...

The winning Bench test design from Roger Giddings ...

The PCW Graphic Challenge competi-
tion, run in the December 1985 issue
in combination with Apple UK, pulled
in one of the largest entries we have
seen at the PCW offices. Hundreds
upon hundreds of forms from as far
afield as Wisconsin and New Jersey
flooded in, giving their senders'
ideas on what was important in page
layout and composition.

Creative flair
This was hardly surprising, given the
prize on offer - a complete Macin-
tosh system including one of the
new 512k RAM/800k floppy Mac sys-
tem units, an HD20 20Mbyte hard
disk drive, an lmagewriter II printer,
and copies of MacWrite, MacPaint,
and Aldus' PageMaker graphics lay-
out software.

The discussion over what the offi-
cial winning order should be ranged
far and wide between Apple's Desk-
top Publishing manager David Jones,
PCWs art director Peter Green, and
other concerned parties from both
Apple and PCW.

In the end, the order was decided
with 'creative use of white space' at
the top, well ahead of all other con-
tenders.

The top 10 entries closest to the
judges' final order - and not one
entry out of the hundreds got it right
down to item 15 - were selected,
and the senders invited to the final at
London's Mayfair Holiday Inn.

The finalists came from all areas
and walks of life, from graphic desig-

II

... closely followed by Howard Shaw's fine layout

ners and RAF officers to osteopaths,
united only in their unfamiliarity with
Aldus' PageMaker software on the
Mac and their willingness to learn.

Free choice
At the event the finalists were given
a tutorial on the Mac and PageMaker
by an Apple training specialist, and
then, after lunch, let loose with a

Mac each and a set of original copy
from one of PCWs machine Bench -
tests. The review chosen was that of
the AT&T Unix PC in April's 100th
issue of PCW, and the photographs
used in the original piece were digi-
tised into Mac format using Thunder -
ware's Thunderscan digitiser and
software written by Macintosh 'soft-
ware wizard' Andy Hertzfeld.

The finalists were given the free-
dom to use the text and graphics in
any sizes, formats or styles they
wished, and re -arrange the final page
layout blocks on a standard PCW
page format in any way they saw fit.

The problems they hit were those
of any micro user faced with a new
and unfamiliar package - despite
the expert tutorial on the day; a lack
of complete knowledge about what
the package could actually do, and
some trouble in making it do what it
should.

Despite the problems, all the final-
ists produced finished artwork within
the four-hour time limit, and had
their designs run off in hard copy on
Apple's LaserWriter printer ready for
the final judging session.

Once more the arguments cropped
up, since the judging was now being
done on the basis of ideas used and
implemented rather than on the effi-
ciency of using PageMaker and the
Mac.

The finalists' entries were whittled
down to the two shown here, and
the eventual unanimous vote for the
winner went to Roger Giddings, the
osteopath from Cottenham near
Cambridge, with the close second
vote going to graphic artist Howard
Shaw from Highgate in London.

According to PCWs art director Pe-
ter Green, the winning design
showed that Giddings 'had thought
carefully about the elements of the
design, and not simply re -arranged
blocks of pictures and text on a blank
page.' And Apple's David Jones
agreed, adding that the high stan-
dard of all the entries, created in a
very limited time, showed what
could be done with the combination
of software and hardware produced
by Aldus and Apple.

The other finalists, whose designs
cannot be shown here due to lack of
space, were John Woodman, H Tre-
vor Shakeshaft, Malcolm Gain, Peter
Damsberg, AB Paine, H Sagoo, I Wil-
kinson and W MacDougall.

Many thanks from PCW to all the
entrants, to all the finalists, and to
Apple UK for organising the final,
supplying the hardware and venue
for the final, and donating the prize.

END
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LETTERS
This is the chance to air your views - send your letters or

contact us on Telecom Gold 83:VNU200 or PCW Online: PCW 009.
The address to write to is: Letters, Personal Computer World,
32-34 Broadwick St, London W1A 2HG. Please be as brief as
possible and add 'not for publication' if your letter is to be

kept private.

Too early to tell
I am provoked to write to
you by two pieces in the
May issue of PCW. Firstly,
Guy Kewney tells us that to
him spreadsheet use is a
totally irrational human
activity. Then Nick Walker
enthuses over the Atari
1040ST as compared to all
those boring PC -compatibles.

The link between the two
is the blinkered view of the
computer and its potential.
To Messrs Kewney and
Walker, computers are
marvellous grown-up toys;
not only can these
gentlemen spend their time
playing with them, but they
can get paid for doing so. To
me, and I suspect most other
serious computer users, the
computer is a tool,
something to help us do
more, and better, than we
could otherwise achieve.

Nick Walker is impressed
by the Atari, because he is a
self-confessed enthusiast for
the latest technology. He
admits the poor record on
reliability, the failure to
deliver the originally
promised bundled software,
and the absence of any
substantial business software
of the kind that IBM or even
Macintosh users can choose
from. This is quite enough to
dampen any remaining
enthusiasm I might have for
the machine, but it
apparently has no effect on
him. Why? Because he is
fascinated by the technology,
whereas I am interested in
what can usefully be done
with the machine. Boring the
compatibles may be, but in
terms of serious use they
offer far more now, and
probably in the future, than
the Atari. As Amstrad has
shown, with its 'outdated'
CP/M machine, there is a
mass market for old
technology if it means good
value and a wide choice of
existing software. If
Amstrad's rumoured PC -
compatible does appear, I
would back it against the
Atari any time.

Guy Kewney's problem is
obviously that he is literate
but not numerate. Because
he works with words he fails

to realise that, for those of
us who work with figures, a
spreadsheet is just as much
an essential tool as his word
processor. Just as he would
not be satisfied with the kind
of word processor found on
most home computers, I
would not be satisfied with
the equivalent spreadsheet.
Is it too much to hope that in
the future he will stick to
what he knows, and does
well, and not fall prey to the
occupational disease of
journalists, namely
uninformed comment based
on their own prejudices?
RJ Williams, London NW3

You mention the Apple
Macintosh as a machine that
has a substantial amount of
business software. Two
years ago the Mac was in a
similar position to the one
the Atari ST is in now - no
decent software, insufficient
RAM and full of bugs. But
still the journalists of the day
ranted about how wonderful
it was. It's my belief that the
ST represents such
exceptional value for money
that it's guaranteed some
measure of success. True,
this success will initially be
among the enthusiast
(hacker) type, but give the
machine two years, and it
will be a serious proposition
for a business which requires
a cheap, easy -to -use system
- Nick Walker.

New Brain

Numbers
I wonder whether anyone
has found himself in my
predicament. Since mid -'83 I

have been deeply interested
in Mike Mudge's PCW series,
'Numbers Count', and
although I have never
submitted any of my work to
Mr Mudge, nevertheless I
have spent endless hours of
enjoyment tackling the
problems posed on my
NewBrain.

This is the situation I have
found myself in. A typical
straightforward problem
might take me about 10
minutes to program in
NewBrain Basic, but due to
the nature of the problem,

the execution time runs into
many hours. It's not the first
time I have had to wait eight
hours (two sessions of four
hours each) to obtain a long
list of numbers as part of the
solution. Now, I know what
some of you are saying. Why
doesn't he try machine code?
OK, let's try machine code;
programming time now
usually goes up to about
eight hours (more than half
of this is spent debugging
the machine code program).
The execution time is now
down to about 10 minutes,
so the total time equals eight
hours 10 minutes as before.
You just can't win, can you?

Incidentally, may I say how
much I enjoy reading PCW
every month. To all those
involved, I would like to say
keep up the good work.
Albert N Debono, Rabat,
Malta

Intuitive
thought
I am an avid reader of PCW,
not necessarily because of its
useful contents, but because
of its entertainment value. In
my opinion, it reflects the
romantic attitudes of a
minority.

I run one of those very
'backward' computers - an
IBM PC clone. I use mainly a
very 'backward' integrated
program called Intuit, which
bypasses DOS and takes
over the computer
completely, doing its own
thing.

It formats, copies, saves
and organises the material in
hierarchical file structures
automatically and naturally.
In addition, it automates the
A -B drive selection. It has
limited database -reporting
facilities, a programmable
'spreadsheet', and text as its
main modules. The Basic
machine requirement is a
PC/AT with a minimum of
two drives and 256k.

As an ordinary individual I

am thankful for the
standardisation provided by
IBM in the market -place. A
long, basic halt in technical
progress seems to be a
prerequisite for useful
applications to appear.

Software is the gasoline
needed for unromantic,
private users like myself.
Without it, the computer
remains an exclusive,
unobtainable toy for the
uninitiated multitude of
ignoramuses, and that is
where I most definitely
belong. Everyone can type if
they have access to a
typewriter; everyone can
now compute reliably and
fast with access to a PC. That
is real market progress.

PCW obviously dislikes
that. That attitude will bring
horses and blacksmiths back
into the transportation
business. Computers are
eventually destined for
'Everyman's' very prosaic
use. That use will not be
limited to games, and it
certainly will not include
programming.

The Intuit program
obviously was made by
enthusiasts with a very
definite set goal. It reduces
computing to a push-button
operation; the things that
Intuit will do are therefore
limited. However, I do not
have to study my fat DOS
manual when running that
program.

I stumbled on Intuit by
accident when reading about
the maker's marketing
philosophy; it interested me
- and made me curious
about the product, so I
ordered a copy from the
company by direct mail. The
program is sufficiently
different to warrant an
interesting review. I have
used the program for more
than a year and can
recommend it.

Intuit is a 'no frills' type of
program: 'Copy your old
data for use in new contexts'
is the basic philosophy. All
the commands are simple
push-button operations. The
program uses the 10 function
keys on two levels only to
achieve full control. Small
stickers on those keys inform
you what happens if you
press them. The basic Intuit
operator requirement is thus
an ability to read.

I am a user who is very far
removed from the authors of
the Intuit program package. I
use it because it's easy, and
because it's fast. In addition,
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the package is very
competent in some user -
important areas.

I suspect that I'm not the
only person who has a
difficult time understanding
the DOS manuals. I have
been so used to Intuit
hierarchical files that I, with
floppies, have had to study
DOS to bring about
something similar when
running DOS -dependent
programs. I dislike Microsoft
immensely - those
engineers are not my cup of
tea.

My main objection to the
Intuit program has now been
removed. Earlier Intuit
program editions and
upgrades were copy -
protected - the new edition
is not. A copy of Intuit can
be ordered from: Noumenon
Corporation, 512 Westline
Drive, Alameda, CA 94501,
US.
Carl Fr Figenbaum, Norway

We are not heavy investors
in buggy -whips - the IBM
standard has frozen the
microcomputer world like a
statue. We are trying to
show that there is still
movement and excitement in
the business.

In touch with the
stars
I would to comment on one
or two points which arose
out of Bob Couttie's letter in
the May issue of PCW
concerning astrology and
computers.

From Mr Couttie's letter, it
is plain to see that he is
aggressively, almost angrily,
opposed to the use of
modern technology in any
form of astrological
technique, and is scathing of
any suggestion that such
computerised analysis might
be valid. This might have
passed without need for
comment but for his
assertion that this '4000 -year -
old belief system ... has
been abandoned by today's
equivalent of the
Babylonians,' which I find
arrogant and offensive. He
also talks about 'pseudo star
positions', no doubt in an
effort to devalue the subject
still further.

It seems, therefore, that Mr
Couttie's objections are not
really concerned just with
astrology and computers, but
with astrology in general.

In the circumstances may I
say that, with his objections
to computerised prediction, I
heartily agree - not because
a computer can't perform
such a task, but because
astrology is not a predictive

science. As to the production
of computerised character
analysis, this is perfectly
possible, given a large -
enough database. That we
haven't seen such accurate
analysis from computers up
to now has been to do with
the prohibitive cost of large -
enough storage devices
rather than technique.

As to the 'pseudo star
positions', the mathematical
techniques available to
modern astrologers for the
accurate calculations of
planetary positions according
to time and space are, in the
main, those given to us by
James Neely - an American
who worked for NASA. The
calculated positions of stars
against the ecliptic, using
these techniques, are
accurate to within a few
seconds of time, and about
this there can be no
argument.

As to astrology, Mr Couttie
is entirely out of touch with
the very nature of the
subject. Astrology has never
been a system for the
prediction of future events.
This is a misapprehension
usually present in those who
have not studied the subject
in depth. Astrology is,
however, very closely linked
with psychology and deals
with the 'subjective nature'
of Man. It is a system which
leads to self-analysis and a
greater awareness of a
person's potential. It is a
system which, in all cases,
also makes the person more
aware of his relationship to
other human beings, the
environment and the lesser
kingdoms in nature. Such
self-analysis, incidentally,
has a natural tendency to
make us less aggressive,
angry and intolerant, Mr
Couttie, and this, in itself,
should validate the subject.

Having considered the
tone of your correspondent's
letter and knowing how
upsetting it can be for the
scientific mind to have to
come to terms with events
which seem to lie outside the
framework of current
knowledge, how does Mr
Couttie feel about Archibald
Cochran who changed base
metal into gold in 1906, or
perhaps Armand Barbault
who converted vegetation
into gold in the 1960s? What
about Padre Pio, the Roman
Catholic priest who died
about 10 years ago? He used
to appear in two places at
the same time and frequently
levitated while saying Mass.
How about Haridas who, in
1900, was buried alive
without food, air or water for
10 months and was then dug
up alive and well? All these
events were witnessed and

documented by eminent
persons and, however much
disbelieved or even
slandered by modern
'educated Man' (I use the
term loosely), cannot be
dismissed as the ramblings
of ignorant and uneducated
people.
John Laidlaw, Lytham St
Annes

Bob Couttie's comments on
star positions come from the
precession of the equinoxes;
what the astrologers call
Aries now has nothing at all
to do, in real life, with the
constellation of that name.
The challenge still stands.

The voice of
reason
Further to the recent
correspondence in 'Letters',
PCW May regarding
astrology programs, I would
like to take this opportunity
to inform you that we
Geminis don't believe in
horoscopes anyway!
Geoff Penn, Hove, East
Sussex

A balanced, or perhaps
schizophrenic, point of view.

Nothing new here
I am the proud owner of an
Amstrad PCW8256, which I
bought in December 1985.

I purchased a copy of Cash
Trader from Quest Computer
Technology at the Amstrad
Computer Show in
Manchester at the end of
March this year. I rushed
home and eagerly began to
work my way through the set
examples, and all was well
until I reached the Analyser
module (other owners of the
8256 may know what's
coming next!). The manual
says 'List to screen or list to
printer'; the program doesn't
say anything. The printer
bursts into life and spews
out metres of hard copy.
'Aha! - must be a bug in
the program,' says Mr Grey
from Quest. 'Call you back
later today.'

Mr Grey never did call
back. I phoned Quest again
and was told by the software
products director, Mr Richard
White, that this part of the
program had been removed.
'But you should have told
us,' I pleaded. 'The small
print clearly states that the
program was written for
other computers and that it
may not work on the 8256,'
replied Mr White, and he
continued with these
immortal words: 'It's the
computer that's faulty - not

the software.' And there you
have it. The 8256 is a faulty
machine with insufficient
memory to implement Cash
Trader. It seems a pity that
Amstrad did not think this
fact important enough to
mention on the Quest stand
at Manchester.
T Biddulph, Kings Norton,
Birmingham

Business as usual
Recently I spent a good part
of a day in Aberdeen trying
to find Amstrad disks (single -
sided) at a reasonable price.
The going rate seemed to be
about £4.95 per disk. Dixons
has been selling them in
boxes of five or 10 at just
under £4 per disk, which
seems more reasonable,
although still a bit expensive.
The general picture, then, is
of retailers cashing in on the
present shortage of disks.
Not much new here, I
suppose.

But, as they say, 'imagine
my surprise' on entering
Boots to find single -sided
disks retailing at £5.95. I

queried the price, and
expressed, with what I still
regard to have been
admirable self-control, the
view that this overcharging
was wicked. The price was
checked and confirmed.

Even more astonishing, I
was assured that the price
reflected the Boots Price
Pledge attitude, and was
'very competitive'.

I think the public has a
right to know. Who is
running this competition for
the highest price charged for
an Amstrad disk? What is the
prize? (A day trip to Amstrad
Consumer Electronics;
second prize, two days .. ?)

More seriously, with the
double -sided disks for the
second drive on the Amstrad
PCW8256 priced at roughly
50 per cent above the single -
sided disks, what are the
retailers gong to charge? Are
we really going to see £9 per
disk? I have set aside enough
money to buy the PCW8512
as and when I can see it
running the software I want,
but with this gross
overcharging as the norm, I
doubt very much if I'll now
go ahead. It's about time
Alan Sugar got his finger out
and recognised that a great -
value machine is no use if
running costs are jacked up
like this.
Dr HW Smart, Montrose,
Angus

Amstrad tells us that
Matsushita makes more
blank disks and drives
whenever Mr Sugar sends
the Japanese giant a firm
order .. .

END
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BANKS' STATEMENT

The great divide
If we are to fully appreciate artificial intelligence, we must learn to see

man/machine 'integration' as a logical advancement.
Martin Banks explains.

I'm an ardent traditionalist, really.
Being a great believer in the idea
that humanity shows an illogical de-
sire to invent things simply for the
sake of inventing them - in the
hope that they might one day prove
'useful', like the hydrogen bomb - I
try to avoid some of the excesses of
the computer industry.

I'm the type who finds morris
dancing more streetwise than body -
popping (and the tunes are a lot
more interesting), so it's hardly sur-
prising that I am pleased to see
machines like the Amstrad PCW
range making a significant impress-
ion on things.

Here we are, having come nearly a
decade from the days when the first
Z80 -based computers appeared, run-
ning floppy disks and an operating
system called CP/M. Ardent tech-
nologists have built IBM mainframe
processors into single chips,
elephantine memories which put all
the world in a match box, and ap-
plications software which can sing,
dance, wreck national economies and
play- Russian Roulette with strategic
missiles, all at the same time.

What, however, is the punter
doing? If the sales figures of Mr
Sugar's little enterprise are anything
to go by, they are buying large quan-
tities of Z80 machines which run
CP/M. The customer, as they say in
retailing, knows best.

Given all that, I have to now admit
that I have been smitten by some-
thing new (or newish, anyway). I am
certainly not the first to succumb, but
I have come over all emotional about
expert systems and artificial intelli-
gence.

There are those who would say
that such an interest has come not a
second too soon: a goodly dose of
the artificial stuff would be more
than adequate compensation for my
lack of the natural variety. There are
also those who suggest that my in-
terest springs from participation in a
fairly large conference on artificial in-
telligence in the south of France.

Actually, that isn't true. For exam-
ple, I'd forgotten that it was Digital
Equipment that took me out there, so

that proves it. The most interesting
people speaking at the event weren't
from DEC, they were from places like
MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology) where they've invented at
least one of anything technical
you've ever thought of.

And what was interesting about
these people was not the standard
kind of techno-flash, gizmo -
orientated, 'this -is -what -we're -making
now' presentations one might expect
at a high-tech laud and honour bash.
Instead, they had things to say which
suggested to me that, at last, there
might be signs of common ground
between computers and humanity.

One of the key issues about artifi-
cial intelligence is its name. There
seems to be considerable debate as
to whether it should be called that,
or something like 'applied intelli-
gence' (which is a little more specific
and accurate).

Many people favour calling artifi-
cial intelligence something complete-
ly different and far more indicative of
where the subject is going. The
words they use are 'knowledge en-
gineering'.

This is a nicely rounded descrip-
tion of what Al is all about, being
ambiguous enough to have a variety
of interpretations, ranging from en-
gineering knowledge itself through to
engineering with knowledge as a

tool.
The words also carry with them

the hint that the subject is more than
just a fancy computer program. The
data processing people have had it
their way for too long, producing
clear-cut, logical solutions to prob-
lems that are in reality all bends and
squiggles, and usually fairly illogical.

I have always felt that this is why
most computer programs don't work
that well. Point a clear and logical
mind at a real problem, and the re-
sult will often only fit where it
touches.

Knowledge engineering is about
working with, through, and because
of, knowledge. It is about doing in-
teresting, constructive, useful and
even sometimes profitable things
with knowledge.

The Al cognoscenti at the confer-
ence were saying that the best peo-
ple at knowledge engineering sys-
tems are philosophers, psycholog-
ists, neurobiologists and ... well, vir-
tually anyone who isn't a rigid, un-
thinking data processing person.
That, I suspect, is the proof of which
I spoke. Early Al applications are only
likely to come from data processors
because Al runs on computers,
doesn't it? Data processing applica-
tions will often be of the 'more effi-
cient bomb' variety.

Knowledge -based systems, if they
are to even scratch the surface of
their true potential, are going to be
about much more than that. Early ex-
pert systems are simply capturing
the knowledge of specific individuals
so that it can be employed by others.
This can be laudable in itself, even
when the application is something
simple like an automated paint -
spraying system. But it is a pin -prick
of what is possible. Capturing the
knowledge of experts is only the
start, and is only a logical extension
of the computer as computer.

The future, however, lies in remov-
ing the 'computer' part as much as
possible, so that the application be-
comes far more integrated with the
way in which humans work and the
way humans are. That is why people
such as psychologists and philo-
sophers are becoming so important
to the development of Al: it will be
through them that such integration
between humanity and 'systems' will
occur.

It is entirely arguable that the fu-
ture for humanity is not good. Either
we will continue as now and blow
ourselves up (quickly in a big one or
slowly and in stages), or we will de-
velop entirely logical systems to the
point and capability where they real-
ise that humans, as irrational beings,
are totally illogical and should be dis-
pensed with. A third alternative is
that we can teach the systems to
work with us rather than the other
way round.

The last thing needed to achieve
such a future is a narrow qualifica-
tion in computer programming. END
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Spectravideo
X'press

The name will be familiar as the company which failed to make it with
MSX - but Spectra video is back with a vengeance. The X'press is a

high -specification, 8 -bit MSX and CP/M system with a truly impressive
range of business software. Will it be competition for Amstrad on

home ground? Nick Walker tracks it down.
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Almost three years ago there was a
lot of talk within the microcomputer
industry about an invasion of home
computers to come from Japan.
What made these machines unique
was that they all adhered to a stan-
dard known as MSX, which meant
that the home computers from all the
major Japanese electronic manufac-
turers were compatible with each
other. Unfortunately this MSX inva-
sion came at a time when home
computers were involved in a severe
price -cutting war. And while every-
one appreciated what MSX stood for
in terms of compatibility, the
machines just couldn't compete in
terms of price, and consequently
MSX flopped. The MSX manufactur-
ers have since retreated back to the
security of their home markets where
MSX is a success, although there are
rumours of an MSX III to be laun-
ched later this year.

In the meantime the home compu-
ter market has settled down in terms
of price, and two dominant trends
seem to be emerging: a new genera-
tion of machines with true 16 -bit pro-
cessors and high -resolution graphics
on the one hand, and machines run-
ning yesterday's 8 -bit business oper-
ating systems on the other. The
greatest exponent of this second
trend is Amstrad, whose disk -based
machines have a native mode used
mainly for games and also run the
old-fashioned business operating
system CP/M.

The X'press from Spectravideo,
like the Amstrad machines, includes
a built-in disk drive and offers CP/M
as a second operating system.
However, unlike the Amstrad, the na-
tive mode of the X'press is MSX. So
can CP/M revive the unsuccessful
MSX standard? I took a closer look at
the Spectravideo X'press in an
attempt to find out.

Hardware
Spectravideo is not a new name to
the UK market. Over two years ago
the company had two almost-MSX-
compatible machines which looked
set for failure even before MSX flop-
ped. Since then Spectravideo has
sold various other computer -related
products including cartridges for the
old Atari games console, but the only
product that sells in any quantity at
the moment is a joystick called the
'Quickshot II'.

Unlike the list of other MSX manu-
facturers which reads like a Who's
Who of Japanese electronics com-
panies (Sony, Toshiba, Cannon and
the rest), Spectravideo is actually
based in Hong Kong. This may ex-
plain the cheap and tacky 'Made in
Hong Kong' feel that runs through all
the company's products. This is as
true for X'press as it was for the
company's earlier machines, though
to be fair I am comparing it with the
high -quality MSX machines from

The rear ports include a non-standard MSX printer port

Japan and not with the likes of the
Sinclair Spectrum. It's a shame Spec-
travideo doesn't spend as much time
on the design of its machines as it
obviously does on packaging.

The X'press is finished in an off-
white plastic and has an appearance
similar to the Apple Ilc - squarer
than other home machines, thanks to
the inclusion of a disk drive at the
rear. Spectravideo obviously sees the
X'press as a semi -portable machine,
as a smart carrying case is provided
which sensibly has sufficient room to
include all the necessary bits and
pieces, such as power supply, disks,
and so on.

By finishing the keyboard in the
same colour as the casing, Spectra -
video has made the X'press a very
dull computer to look at. The
keyboard is a full -stroke affair con-
sisting of 73 keys, and conforms to
the standard of MSX; if you look
very closely it is possible to detect
that the control keys are finished in a
slightly darker off-white. The
keyboard can be broken down into
four areas: five function keys running
along the top left; a square cursor

key cluster to the far right which is
as horrible to look at; the main qwer-
ty area dominating most of the cen-
tre of the keyboard; and a good com-
plement of control keys to the left
and right of the qwerty area.

There are no LEDs indicating when
the 'Caps Lock' and similar keys are
in operation, though the Caps Lock
does look as though it was designed
to incorporate an LED. With the ex-
ception of the cursor cluster the
keyboard has a very good feel, better
than many of the so-called 'business
machines' I've tested recently. Above
the cursor cluster there are two
LEDs, one marked with a disk icon
which lights whenever a disk access
occurs, and the second a power LED
that for some inexplicable reason is
marked I/O.

The MSX standard defines a good
complement of I/O ports. Unfortu-
nately, so confident were the MSX
manufacturers of success that they
didn't conform to industry standards.
This means that there can be some
difficulty in finding the necessary
leads. Looking around the X'press
you will find on the right hand side

The main PCB reveals the original MSX formula's economy of design
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two Atari standard joy-
stick ports, an MSX stan-
dard cassette DIN socket and
the disk drive opening. The rear
ports are covered by a carrying
handle which serves a dual purpose
of tilting the keyboard to a good typ-
ing angle. Once exposed, the rear
panel contains, from left to right, a
9 -in D RS232C socket, a 25 -way disk
drive socket, a non-standard MSX
parallel printer port, modulated TV
output, composite video output,
audio out, power in and, finally, a
power switch. There is also a 50 -way
expansion slot above the keyboard
area which is usually for ROM cart-
ridges, but is in fact capable of sup-
porting most types of peripherals.

The internal disk drive is a 31/2in,
single -sided micro -floppy giving a

formatted capacity of 360k. The MSX
standard did specify a disk format for
MSX machines which is adhered to
with the X'press, so if MSX prog-
rams ever become available on disk
in this country they should work.

The processor on the X'press is an
8 -bit Z80 running at a relatively
leisurely 3.58MHz in a user RAM area
of 64k, an architecture once consi-
dered the de facto standard for se-
rious business micros. In addition to
the 64k user RAM there is 16k video
RAM, bringing the total RAM to 80k.
The MSX standard of 32k ROM, used
mainly for Basic, is added to on the
X'press by 16k disk firmware and 8k
of RS232 configuration firmware, giv-
ing an impressive total of 56k ROM.

Getting inside the X'press proved
no problem at all; undo three screws
at the front and three at the back and
the keyboard lifts off. The main PCB
shows the economy of design that
was a feature of the original MSX
formula, consisting of little more
than a processor, four custom con-
trol chips, a bank of RAM and three
ROMs. It was quickly forgotten when
MSX flopped just what a competent
home computer design the four cus-
tom chips represented. The largest of
these four chips, completely obliter-
ated on the X'press by a large heat -
sink, is the sprite -based display chip.
This is a version of the Texas Instru-
ments TMS9918A extended to give
the 80 -column support needed to
support CP/M, in addition to its usual
functions of controlling screen re-
solution, colour, and so on, via its
own 16k of dedicated RAM. Another
custom chip, the well-known PSG AY
3-8910, complements the graphics
chip and is responsible for the three -
channel, eight -octave sound that is a
feature of MSX machines.

I found the X'press a little dis-
appointing when connected to a col-
our television. I tried the machine on
a number of colour sets, and found

they all needed an excessive
amount of colour and brightness.

More disturbing, on a couple of
sets I was unable to stop the screen
from sporadically rolling vertically.

A number of extras and peripher-
als were listed in the Owner's Manu-
al including a second disk drive, a
local area network interface card, an
additonal 64k RAM card, a custom
cassette recorder and 'Quickshot'
joysticks. It's not clear how many of
these peripherals will become avail-
able in the UK, the official line being
that it depends on demand.

One peripheral that wasn't listed in
the manual but, nevertheless, was
supplied with the X'press for review
was a robot arm. I found it very diffi-
cult to take this robot arm seriously
at first, due to its packaging, which
showed two children complete with
toy builders' hard-hats using the
robot arm. It also had advertisements
for a mask to make your voice sound
like 'Darth Vader', and for a toy para-
bolic ear.

The robot arm in fact compares
favourably with many more expen-
sive and far less robust competitors.
A total of five axes, each with excel-
lent fine control, makes it a serious
introduction to simple robotics. Con-
trol of the robot arm is by means of
two 9 -pin D sockets, and in its
cheapest form signals are supplied to
these sockets by two Atari -style joy-
sticks. However, to get the most from
the arm it must be interfaced to a
computer, which in the case of the
X'press means adding an MSX
standard cartridge.

This cartridge provides two 9 -pin
outputs to drive the arm, and in-
cludes a specifically modified version
of Logo in ROM, called Rogo. Own-
ers of existing MSX machines will be
pleased to know that this set-up will
work with their badly supported
machines.

Spectravideo expects to adapt the
interface to work with popular home
micros such as the BBC, the Spec-
trum and the Atari.

System software
The X'press offers two operating sys-
tems: a version of the full MSX oper-
ating system which includes hand-
ling of the disk drive, called MSX-
DOS; and the definitive standard for
8 -bit business systems, CP/M.

MSX didn't stay around long
enough for disk drives to sell in any
great numbers, so little has been
written about MSX-DOS. This is a

shame, as it is a very good home
disk operating system.

Unlike many other home compu-
ters whose disk operating system
was grafted onto Basic late in the life
of the machine, MSX-DOS was de-
signed from the beginning. Sensibly,
MSX-DOS is driven by means of a
command line and not one of the
so-called 'friendly' menu systems
that have wooed some manufactur-
ers. The trouble with menu -driven
disk operating systems is that while
they seem appealing for inexperi-
enced users, they soon become ex-
tremely tedious with the disk -
intensive operations of more adv-
anced users.

Placing the MSX-DOS system disk
in the internal drive and switching
the machine on will result in a sequ-
ence that will be all too familar to
CP/M or MS-DOS users. You will be
prompted to enter time and date,
and then enter the command line in-
terpreter denoted by the ubiquitous
'A>'.

The similarity to today's most suc-
cessful business operating systems
doesn't end there. Directories are
obtained by 'dir', the command pro-
cessor is called 'COMMAND.COM',
'*' and '?' are the wild -card charac-
ters in file names, and the power -on
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A 50 -way expansion slot above the keyboard supports most peripherals
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batch file is called
'AUTOEXEC.BAT'. All in
all, MSX-DOS is functionally
identical to CP/M, the only difference
being that MSX-DOS manipulates
MSX Basic and object code files.
While this may make MSX-DOS diffi-
cult to use for a beginner, it does
mean that the power will be there as
they become more advanced, and,
once mastered, the transfer from
MSX-DOS to CP/M, or MS-DOS for
that matter, will be painless.

Offering CP/M as a second operat-
ing system could hardly have been a
difficult task given the similarity to
MSX-DOS. The version of CP/M
offered is CP/M 2.2, which is con-
siderably faster than the original
CP/M but not as friendly as the later
CP/M Plus found on Amstrad's
machine. It is also incapable of using
memory beyond the maximum 64k
address space of a Z80 processor.

To run CP/M applications it is
necessary to emulate one of the ear-
ly terminals used with the operating
system. Two of these are supported
by the X'press, the most popular
being DEC's VT -52 and the second
Lear-Siegler's ADM -3A. A good range
of system software support files are
included on disk, including a disk -
based 8080 assembler, a text editor,
an RS232 configuration program, and
all the CP/M regulars such as PIP,
STAT and SUBMIT.

There are two versions of MSX
Basic included with the X'press: the
ROM -based cassette versions, and
MSX Disk Basic loaded from the
MSX-DOS command line. MSX Disk
Basic has identical commands to
standard MSX Basic, with the addi-
tion of 24 commands and 13 func-
tions to give access to the disk drive.

MSX Basic is a powerful Basic of
the old school; that is, there is little
in the way of good control struc-
tures, procedures and the other nice-
ties that are needed to write good
structured programs, but there are
plenty of commands to drive the
sound, graphics and other features of
MSX.

The five function keys are pre-set
to include commands useful to prog-
rammers, and include AUTO to
generate line numbers, LIST, and of
course RUN. These keys can easily
be redefined, and can be used effec-
tively from within MSX Basic by
means of the ON KEY GOSUB corn-
mand.

In addition to all the usual Basic
features, MSX Basic offers some very
powerful constructs. Most prominent
among these is the facility to run
interrupt -driven Basic programs by
means of the ON INTERVAL com-
mand. This defines time interrupts,
generated by the display chip, at

which subroutines are called.
The time interval is written in

sixtieths of a second, so 10
seconds would be coded as ON
INTERVAL=600 GOSUB 1000. This
command would be given at the
beginning of a program and would
be started by INTERVAL ON. There-
after, every 10 seconds, the program
would jump to subroutine at line
1000. Later in the program it could
be halted by INTERVAL OFF.

Other interrupt -driven commands
include ON SPRITE, which is acti-
vated by sprite collision; ON ERROR,
which is activated by a program
error; and ON STOP, which traps an
attempt to stop the program. The ON
SPRITE command is particularly
powerful since, without it, it would

'With the bundled CP/M
business applications,
the X'press is a good

entry point for the
small business looking
to computerise on the

cheap.'

be almost impossible to monitor all
32 sprites while performing other
functions.

The sprite command is just one of
the many graphics facilities of MSX
Basic. Others include the self-
explanatory CIRCLE and PAINT, and
the powerful LINE command. This, in
its simplest form, draws a line be-
tween two points, but adding a 'b' in
its syntax draws a box with two of
the corners at the defined points.
Finally, adding an 'f' after the 'b'
'fills' the box.

More complex line drawings can
quickly be created using the graphics
macro language via the DRAW com-
mand. This is a Logo -style language
which follows simple drawing in-
structions. For example, U10 draws a
line 10 pixels long up the screen.
There are similar commands for left,

Benchmarks
BM1 2.2
BM2 5.9
BM3 16.7
BM4 18.0
BM5 19.0
BM6 31.0
BM7 44.4
BM8 213.1
Average 43.8

All timings in seconds. For a full
listing of the Benchmank programs,
see page 185, January 1985 issue.

right and down as well as the di-
agonals. The instructions are placed
in a string which is then drawn.
DRAW "U1OL10D1OR10" draws a box.
A similar macro language controls
the sound, which is then PLAYed.

There are five different screen re-
solutions available on the X'press; a
256 x 192 pixel graphic screen; a 40
x 24 character text model; a 80 x
26.5 character model; a 30 x 24
character mode used mainly in
Japan; and a 20 x 20 character
mode. The character display is
changed by means of a width com-
mand, and while it is possible to run
CP/M on a 40 -column screen, I would
recommend a WIDTH 80 operation as
soon as CP/M has loaded. Most CP/M
applications expect an 80 -column
screen, and get very confused if they
don't find one. It looks like using
MSX Basic in 80 -column mode is a
recent addition, as the manual states
that it is impossible, but a slip of
paper inserted at the rear explains
how to do it.

I would advise that 40 -column
mode is used when running com-
mercial MSX programs, however. I

was particularly impressed with the
quality of the 80 -column display
when used on a TV. By clever design
of the character set, Spectravideo
has created a reasonable quality 80 -
column TV display.

It was a great disappointment with
the original MSX machines that only
28k of RAM was available to the
user, and with Disk Basic loaded this
whittled down to 23k - not very
good for a 64k machine. Having said
that, the extra commands do give an
impressive range of disk access com-
mands from within Basic. A word of
warning is given with Disk Basic:
loading a further program called
'RS232.BAS' gives even less user
memory in return for additional com-
mands to drive the RS232 serial port
- a feature rarely found even on
business micro Basics.

Applications software
MSX was set to be to the computer
world what VHS is to the video world
- the most successful standard over
a wide range of different manufactur-
ers' machines. Unfortunately, it never
caught on outside Japan.

However, enough machines were
sold with the initial hype of MSX to
justify some of the larger software
houses having at least one MSX title,
usually a game, in their catalogues.

If you hunt around you will find a
reasonable selection of applications,
but don't expect the kind of support
given to the Sinclair Spectrum or the
Commodore 64. I doubt that any
MSX programs will reach these
shores in disk format, and the copy
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The SPECTRAVIDEO SVI.738 X'PRESS is only
available on Direct Mail Order and offers the
following features as standard -

* BUILT-IN 314 DISK DRIVE (360K)
* RS232 INTERFACE
* CENTRONICS PRINTER PORT
* BUILT-IN 80 COLUMN CAPABILITY
* TV AND MONITOR VIDEO OUTPUT
* Z80 A 64K RAM
* 16 COLOURS,32 SPRITES
* 3 CHANNEL SOUND, 8 OCTAVES
* COMES WITH CP M 2.2 SYSTEM DISK AND

MSX- DOS SYSTEM DISK

The SPECTRAVIDEO SVI.738 X'PRESS is the ultimate
Business Home Computer and is supplied complete
with a free carrying case.

QTY COMPUTER PRICE TOTAL

*SPECTRAVIDEO SVI.738 X'PRESS £39995

SVI.738 X'PRESS COMPLETE WITH WORDSTAR,
MAILMERGE,DATASTAR,CALCSTAR,REPORTSTAR.

£499.95
Inc VAT

CHEQUES/P.O. PAYABLE TO: SPECTRAVIDEO LTD.

NAME

ADDRESS

TEL No.
PLEASE TICK BOX IF CATALOGUE AND TEST
REPORTS ARE REQUIRED.

SPECTRAVIDEO LTD.
165 Garth Road, Morden, Surrey SM4 4LH, England.
Tel : 01-330 0101 (10 lines) Telex:28704 MMH VANG SPECTRAVIDEO

© 1985 SPECTRAVIDEO INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

A PORTABLE PERSONAL COMPUTER FOR

1399.95 *INCLUDING V.AT.

THE POWER OF APRICOT XEN IS ONLY
A PHONE CALL AWAY...
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Associates Limited

.., or visit Fraser's new demonstration
showroom and see the complete Apricot
range including the latest, fastest and most
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WITH EVERY SYSTEM.
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protection on most
cassettes will make it
impossible to transfer pro-
grams from cassette to disk. As far
as MSX programs go, the only use of
the disk drive will be for your own
personal program development.

A word of caution should be given
here about compatibility. Many soft-
ware houses didn't take heed to the
expanded MSX disk standard when
writing their applications. Such ap-
plications, when run from Disk Basic,
will not run as they interfere with the
disk I/O calls. The problem should be
solved by not inserting a disk and
using the ROM -based Basic, but even
then there may be a problem with
the extra 16k ROM base -level disk
operating system. I tried a number of
cassette -based programs, mainly
games, and found that none of them
ran from Disk Basic but all of them
ran from ROM Basic.

There are two programs included
on the MSX disk that can roughly be
called applications. The first of these
is a better -than -average demo prog-
ram. The second is called 4 -in -1 and
includes a simple word processor, an
incredibly simple spreadsheet, a file
manipulator and disk maintenance
programs.

CP/M, the business operating sys-
tem included with the X'press, cer-
tainly wasn't a failure. For many
years it was by far the most success-

ful business operating system,
and many serious applications

were written for it. The business
world has moved on now, mainly to
MS-DOS, but the success of the
Amstrad home micros has meant a
mini -revival of CP/M.

Many CP/M software houses are
willing to offer their applications at
substantially reduced prices; after all,
they pronounced these applications
dead and buried a couple of years
ago, and are happy to make any pro-
fit they can on them. The only prob-
lem an X'press owner will have is
obtaining applications on 31/2in disks.
CP/M programs were initially sup-
plied on 8in and 51/4in floppy disks,
and the Amstrad machines use an
unpopular 3in format.

Spectravideo has done its best to
minimise the difficulties by including
on the CP/M system disk a terminal
emulation program called ADM -3A,
which makes the Spectravideo com-
patible with the Bondwell lap -held
CP/M computer and its 31/2in drives.
There are a number of specialist re-
tail outlets and distributors like Soft-
sel, which will convert your 51/4in
CP/M applications to 31/2in.

For £100 on top of the price of an
X'press, Spectravideo will bundle a
collection of MicroPro's standard
business applications, consisting of
the WordStar word processor, Mail -
merge, the DataStar database, the

Technical specifications
CPU:
ROM:
RAM:
Keyboard:
Size:
Weight:
I/O:

DOS:
Bundled software:
Peripherals:

Power:

Z80A processor runing at 3.58MHz
56k
80k; 16k video RAM and 64k user RAM
73 -key full -stroke MSX standard
16in x 12in
7.5Ibs
Parallel printer port, MSX cartridge slot, cassette
DIN socket, RS232C serial port, composite video,
audio, 25 -way peripheral expansion, two Atari
standard joysticks, modulated TV output
CP/M 2.2 and MSX-DOS
CP/M Schedule+, 4 -in -1 MSX application
Robot Arm and interface, external disk drive,
cassette recorder and 64k RAM expansion
2.5V DC

In perspective
There is only one real competitor to the X'press, but it is a formidable one
- Amstrad. For £400 you can buy a machine from Amstrad which in-
cludes an integral disk drive, CP/M and a colour monitor - and it is hard
to justify the price of the X'press against that. What brings the X'press
back into competition is the bundled CP/M software available for an extra
£100, which is truly a bargain.

I would suggest that a prospective X'press purchaser also takes a look at
the latest crop of 16 -bit machines, in particular the Atari ST range. For
£400 more than an X'press you can purchase a 1024k RAM Atari 1040ST
complete with a high -resolution screen and a full-blown 16 -bit processor.
There's even a CP/M emulation package available should you need it.
However, the ST is still in its infancy and applications tend to be bug -
ridden, while CP/M applications have years of development and use be-
hind them.

CalcStar spreadsheet and ReportStar
for report generation. This is an ex-
cellent collection of all the popular
business applications, and represents
a good starting point for a small busi-
ness trying to computerise at low
cost. At this price it is worth buying
the bundle just to learn about busi-
ness applications.

One application is included with
the basic CP/M system disk, a prog-
ram called Schedule+ which is a

'desk accesory' type program con-
sisting of a diary, a notebook, a unit
conversion, a phonebook, a world
time calculator and an address book.
Of its type it is not at all bad, but I've
never been a great fan of these desk
accessory programs and would rather
use pen and paper for most of these
'administrative' operations.

Documentation
Four manuals were supplied with the
X'press; a User's manual, an MSX-
DOS manual, a CP/M user guide, and
an MSX Basic reference manual. The
manuals are very well -written, and,
unlike earlier MSX manuals, they
contain a great deal of technical in-
formation for more advanced users.
The only thing missing was a Basic
tutorial - something I always like to
see with home computers.

Prices
The Spectravideo X'press is only
available by mail order direct from
Spectravideo. Without the bundled
CP/M software it costs £399.95, while
with the bundled MicroPro CP/M
software the cost is £499.95. Both
prices include VAT. The Robot Arm
costs £39.95 alone and £69.95 with
the MSX driver cartridge. No UK
prices are available for any of the
other peripherals.

Conclusion
Technically, the X'press is an excel-
lent home computer which combines
the CP/M business operating sysem
with a high -specification 8 -bit home
machine.

If MSX had been half as successful
in the UK as it has been in Japan, I
would have no hesitancy recom-
mending the machine. As it is, I feel
the X'press will only sell to those
who will use it fundamentally as a
business machine with only occa-
sional use of the MSX side for Basic
programming and a little games
playing.

With the bundled CP/M business
applications, the X'press is a good
entry point for the small business
looking to computerise on the cheap.
If nothing else, buying an X'press
will be a vote against Amstrad's cur-
rent dominance of the home com-
puter market. END
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Keeping In Touch With New
Technology

Means Keeping
Your Ear To
The Ground

.... Not
Burying It!

PORTABILITY, COMPATIBILITY and POWER for serious business users.

The Tava Flyer is the most advanced IBM compatible
portable on the market today. And is the only true
laptop with an integral 20MB Winchester disc drive -
a drive with a 6G shock resistance factor during
operation.

Now businessmen on the move have access to the
speed and processing power of a desk -top IBM PC AT.
And all in a system that tucks neatly into a brief case
weighs less than 15Ibs.

 Integral 20MB Winchester disc drive.
 Internal Modems.
 Coaxial Connection to IBM Mainframes.
 Serial and Parallel ports.
 RGB as standard.
 MS DOS and CP/M operating systems.
 Back -lit screen.
 Weighs less than 15Ibs.

You Will Be Bowled Over By It's Features And Facilities.

The Tava Flyer is also available
in floppy disc versions.and is
IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines

DIRECT
COMPUTERS

LIMITED
Business & Technology Centre

Bessemer Drive
Stevenage, Herts SG1 2DX.

Telephone: (0438) 310161 or 310166



Minstrel 4
HM Systems' Minstrel 4 is an unconventional, S100 networking

system with aspirations towards the multi-user, multi -processor market.
But is its lack of real IBM compatibility a hindrance?

Peter Jackson finds out.

In the cable -strewn cellars of US mic-
ro hobbyists, there's little room for
conventional desk -top micros like the
IBM PC. Just as real men are said to
avoid cheese -and -onion flan, real US
micro men have avoided the single -
board computer for the last decade,
and tied their banners firmly to the
mast of the S100 bus.

There are various reasons for this,
but probably the most important was
the electronic engineering back-

ground of most early micro pioneers.
They were used to rack -mounted col-
lections of breadboards and ex-
perimental electronic rigs, and car-
ried the same idea through when
digital systems appeared over the
horizon in the mid -1970s.

But the S100 bus had more advan-
tages than familiarity. Technology
was moving as fast 10 years ago as
it is now, and it made sense to build
a system - most systems were built,

not bought, at that time - that could
easily be upgraded as the hardware
improved. New processors, disk con-
trollers, and graphics boards could
just be plugged into an existing sys-
tem and made to work with some
fiddling around, and a system could
be built with a selection of micro-
processors doing various jobs.

As microcomputers began to move
into the commercial market, the S100
bus went there, too. It made it possi-
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ble for dealers to configure systems
with specific processors, memory
boards, combinations of disk drives,
and particular terminals to suit par-
ticular customers' needs. With the
appropriate operating system soft-
ware, multi-user and multi -processor
systems could be built up from stan-
dard building blocks rather than from
scratch.

This S100 market has made a lot of
money in the last decade for US
companies such as Viasyn (formerly
Compupro, in turn formerly Godbout
Electronics), Cromemco and North
Star. And in the UK there has been,
and is still, a definite niche for the
high-performance S100 machine in
the multi-user business sector. Small
UK companies such as Sirton and
Jarogate, originally importing S100
boards from the US but eventually
designing and building their own,
have survived the ups and downs of
the micro business better than most.
And HM Systems' Minstrel 4 is an
honourable descendant of that tradi-
tion.

HM Systems was originally known
as Hotel Microsystems, and sold US
micros and home -produced software
to the vertical market its name sug-
gests. The move into building its
own S100 machines came in 1981,
with the original Minstrel; this has
been followed by the Minstrel 2, and
now the top -of -the -line Minstrel 4, a
multi-user, multi -processor, network-
ing system running under the Turbo -
DOS operating system. The Minstrel
4 is aimed at small -to -medium busi-
ness and professional software de-
velopment houses, where the need is
for multi-user power combined with -
flexibility, and where the user is pre-
pared to pay a premium price up-
front for 'future -proofing' later.

The premium price is an inevitable
factor in any S100 bus machine -
and that's worth a look on its own.
The S100 bus
The S100 bus, now dignified with an
Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers standard as IEEE 696, is
like all other microcomputer buses in
that it puts a particular set of electro-
nic signals across a 'motherboard'
which supports a number of edge
connector sockets. In this case, 100
signals are defined by the specifica-
tion, and the edge connector sockets
have 50 contacts on each side.

Of the 100 signals, 24 are address
lines - capable of addressing
16Mbytes of memory directly - 16
are data lines, 43 are control signals
of various kinds including direct
memory access (DMA) handling and
system resets, and eight are the
power supply and earth lines.

So far, this is all reminiscent of the
expansion buses found on the Apple
Ile or the IBM PC. But the difference
with S100 is that, in most cases, the
motherboard has no computer on it
at all. The motherboard simply pro-

vides the slots, the connections be-
tween the slots and a power supply.
Everything else that makes up a

typical micro system has to be built
up using plug-in S100 boards.

The typical technically -proficient
buyer of an S100 system starts by
buying a motherboard with a num-
ber of slots - from five to 20 or
more - and a casing for it that
leaves room for the extra boards
once they are inserted. The casing,
normally in sheet steel for rigidity,
also usually includes a power supply
capable of driving the whole rack -full
of boards if all the slots are full of
power-hungry hardware. The box
also normally includes a heavy-duty
fan to cool the hypothetical rack -full
of hot boards.

All this heavy engineering (and
over -engineering, to cover future
contingencies) means that the entry-
level price of S100 systems is high.
When you buy one, you must be
sure that you will use the inherent
flexibility of the system to the full in
the future, or the economics of S100
are prohibitive.

But given the right application,
S100 systems are certainly competi-
tive with any single -board micro, and
definitely superior for multi-
processor, multi-user systems.

The real major problem with S100
machines is software. As a manufac-
turer, you have no idea which com-
binations of boards from which other
manufacturers are going to be plug-
ged into your system, or even which
microprocessors will be driving the
machine. Standard operating sys-
tems such as MS-DOS or Concurrent
DOS are useless in multi -processor
systems, and in the low-level soft-
ware region, the provision of a BIOS
to handle a multitude of different
hardware combinations is a night-
mare.

The conclusion is that if you have
the cash and need an S100 machine,
but don't have solder in your blood
and hexadecimal code at your finger-
tips, get a good dealer to put the
system together.

HM Systems gives the same
advice, and the Minstrel 4 came in
for review ready -configured, with all
the right software drivers and ready
for assembly. We'll see how the
company tackled the software prob-
lem later, with an examination of
TurboDOS and the networking facili-
ties. First, the S100 hardware.

Hardware
Rather than follow the orange -crate
style of Compupro and Cromemco,
HM Systems has gone for the tower
block motif. The power supply and
up to four half -height disk drives or
tape streamers take up the bottom
floors of the tower, while the 10 -slot
S100 motherboard sits in the top
two-thirds.

The block is remarkably heavy for

its size, thanks to the heavy-duty
power supply in the 'basement'; the
weight is an advantage, since the
narrow tower needs something hefty
at the bottom to prevent toppling.
This also explains the positioning of
the Winchester and floppy drives in
the base, although with the Minstrel
in its normal position - floor -
standing beside the desk - the low-
down floppy drives are difficult to
reach. Overall, the Minstrel is re-
miniscent of a much -scaled down
DEC PDP-11.

On the front panel there is an AT -
style barrel lock which is actually the
power switch, and two lighted reset
buttons, one red and one green.
Pressing both buttons simultaneous-
ly resets the system, and both have

The S100 bus structure

The Minstrel's tower block style
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long key travel and posi-
five click action to help
prevent accidental reboots.

Turning the tower round reveals
the S100 bus structure. There are 10
slots, each covered with a narrow
metal panel; the choice of panel de-
pends on the 'port -holes' needed by
the output ports of the S100 boards
inserted in the slots. In the standard
configuration of the Minstrel 4 sys-
tem, two of the slots are filled before
you start, with the HPZ186 processor
board and the HWAC Winchester
controller/network board. These must
go in the extreme right and extreme
left slots respectively, the HPZ186
going at the end of the bus without
resistor termination.

The HPZ186, as its name suggests,
is built around an Intel iAPX 186 pro-
cessor (better known under its unoffi-
cial name, 80186) running at 8MHz
and handling 1Mbyte of RAM on the
board. It also includes a memory
management chip capable of bank -
switching up to 4Mbytes of overall
memory space, serial and parallel
ports, an interrupt controller and a
floppy disk interface.

The other essential board, the
HWAC, combines a standard Win-
chester disk controller with a net-
working interface and a battery -
backed, real-time clock/calendar. Up
to four Winchesters, each with a

capacity of up to 256Mbytes, can be
controlled by the Western Digital
WD2010-05 chip. The network inter-
face, built around the Standard Mic-
rosystems COM9026 LAN chip, uses
the Arcnet standard invented by
Datapoint and later adopted as stan-
dard by Tandy and others, with a
data transfer rate of 2.5Mbits per
second over coaxial cable.

Horizontally below the main card
cage sits the HSFT interface board,
which converts the raw signals from
the HPZ186 processor into RS232,
QIC-02 and SA400/800 standard
forms to handle physical serial de -

The monitor is terminal -dependent, but is normally 24 lines x 80 characters

vices, tape streamers and floppy disk
drives respectively. The HSFT pro-
vides two standard RS232 sockets
and an 8in floppy drive socket on the
back panel, and also controls the
floppy drive or drives in the main
tower. Up to four floppy drives can
be handled by the HSFT, two 51/4in
and two 8in, while the HWAC board
controls up to four Winchester
drives.

The basic single -user configuration
of the Minstrel 4 simply adds a drive
or two and a terminal or two to the
HPZ186, HWAC and HSFT boards,
and leaves the eight spare slots emp-
ty. However, most users will want to
add extra processor boards for extra
users, and HM Systems offers two
possibilities.

HM Minstnal
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The keyboard is terminal -dependent; this is the HM Systems Ampex 230

The first choice is the HTS286
board, which actually includes two
complete computers. Each half of the
S100 card has an NEC [1.PD70116 pro-
cessor - an 8086 -compatible chip,
its own 512k of RAM, and two RS232
serial ports for printers, terminals or
modems. The second choice is the
SPAM, which includes a Z8OB pro-
cessor, 64k RAM, two serial ports,
two parallel ports and a clock/timer.
The Z8OB is a fast version of the
elderly 8 -bit Z80 chip, running at
6MHz.

The eight spare slots of the Min-
strel 4 chassis are intended to be fil-
led with any combination of these
boards, depending on the number
and type of users who will be using
the machine. The idea is 'one user,
one processor', where every user has
a separate processor and RAM space
but shares the disk drives and prin-
ters attached to the master 80186
processor on the HPZ186 board.

In fact, the various processors in
the Minstrel form a 'tight -coupled
network' under the control of Turbo -
DOS. All the disk drives in the sys-
tem are connected to the HPZ186
processor, which acts as the 'master',
and the various 'slave' processors
only have terminals and printers and
no local mass storage. There is no
need for this as far as TurboDOS is
concerned, since any processor in a
TurboDOS system can have disks
attached and the operating system
will handle them, but it's the way HM
Systems has chosen to do it.
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This network arrangement intro-
duces a bottleneck, since to get
across to a disk drive, a slave proces-
sor has to send a request to the
HPZ186 over the bus; the 186 proces-
sor, while fast, is thus the sole con-
troller of disk access, and this could
cause a slowdown if every processor
in the system was involved in disk -
intensive operations.

Four HTS286 boards were supplied
with the review machine, meaning
that the box could support up to 10
users if the two serial ports on the
HSFT were used for terminals rather
than printers. No SPAM boards were
supplied, but it's likely that these
would only be chosen by customers
with a large base of CP/M software
and data which they wanted to carry
onto the new machine.

On dismantling the machine, re-
moving the boards is simple and
easy with the exception of the built-
in HSFT. All the boards look solidly
built and 'finished' - no funny
lumps of wire soldered on to correct
faults in the printed circuit board lay-
out. And interestingly, it's difficult at
first to figure out where the memory
is on the HPZ186 and the HTS286
boards. There's no sign of the famil-
iar banks of RAM chips, and it's only
on close scrutiny that the row of
components which look like capaci-
tors or resistor arrays are found to
be 256k RAM chips mounted in
single -in -line packages rather than
the familiar dual -in -line.

Installing the processor boards is a
simple matter, and is easier than the
equivalent job would be with IBM
PC -style expansion boards. All the
work of recognising how many
boards of which type are installed is
done by the software, and all the
user has to do is set a bank of four
DIP switches on each extra board to
tell the software which user numbers
to assign to which processors. Then
the boards are simply slid into their
guides, contacts first, and pressed
home into the motherboard sockets.
Any board can go into any slot, and
the order is not important; once
again, the software sorts it out.

Each extra HTS286 processor
board brings two standard 25 -way D
sockets out to the back panel of the
Minstrel, while the Z80 -based SPAM
boards have no I/O sockets of their
own, but need a special slot panel
with floating cables to connect them
to the outside world.

Apart from the HTS286 ports, and
the three horizontal ports on the
HSFT interface board, the only back -
panel connector is a standard coaxial
BNC socket for the Arcnet network
interface (more on this later).

Also inside the review box were a
40Mbyte Winchester drive, a single
96tpi, 80 -track, 800k floppy drive, and
a 20Mbyte tape streamer using audio
cassette -style tapes rather than the
standard 1/4in cartridge. The floppy

drive and the tape drive came from
TEAC in Japan, HM Systems' stan-
dard supplier for these components.

The floppy drive can read disks in
the 96tpi format, or standard IBM PC
48tpi disks; other formats can be
added by changing a table entry in
the operating software.

The two terminals that came with
the system were amber -screen
Ampex 230 models made in Taiwan,
but badged-up with 'HM Minstrel
Workstation' labels. HM supplies four
Ampex models - the 210, the 219,
the 220 and the 230 - which con-
fusingly use different control codes
but look the same. Different versions
of the driver software are supplied to
handle any combination of terminals.
The terminals need only be dumb, as
all the computer intelligence is on
the processor boards.

As is usual with S100 systems, all
communication between the Minstrel
and the world is through its serial
ports, and there is no way - at least
with boards supplied by HM Systems- to drive, say, high -resolution
graphics terminals directly. This
means that any serial port on the
system can be used to drive any-
thing, whether it's a terminal, a prin-
ter, a modem or something more
obscure.

In fact, some of the ports can drive
two things at once. On the HTS286
boards, each processor has two se-
rial ports but the two ports share a
single physical connector. Therefore,
although each board has two 25 -way
D connectors, there are actually four
serial ports coming out to the back
panel. One printer and one terminal
can be connected to each physical
connector at the same time, and HM
Systems provides splitter cables to
make this possible. The splitter cable
plugs into one of the connectors on
the HTS286 board, and dives into
two female 25 -way sockets to take
the standard RS232 cables from the
terminal and the printer.

This may sound a little odd, but it
is certainly logical and effective, and
saves on back -panel space and con-
nector hardware.

Connecting the terminals to the
HST286 boards is as simple as plug-
ging an RS232 cable between the
main port of the terminal and one of
the connectors on the board's back
panel. Turning on the power to the
terminals, then powering -on the
main box, starts the system with a
TurboDOS boot -up message on both
screens and a sign -on request.

If anything shows that the system
has been ready -configured, it's this.
Connecting anything to a micro over
an RS232 link is more art than scien-
ce, and it can be guaranteed that
when you try to do it, the damn
thing will not work first time.

The dealer who supplies the sys-
tem will have sorted out all that, set-
ting the speeds and serial handshak-

ing of all the peripherals, and integ-
rating all the appropriate software
drivers for processors, terminals, disk
drives, printers and modems into the
overall operating system - Tur-
boDOS.

System software
Software 2000's TurboDOS operating
system has been around since the
mid -1970s, and originally evolved as
a solution to the multi-user failures
of CP/M, which was then the stan-
dard 8 -bit operating system. CP/M
originator Digital Research's own
multi-user upgrade, MP/M, was a dis-
aster, as it had no file and record
security, and had capricious hard-
ware requirements.

TurboDOS was designed to run
networked systems, where every
user has a processor, rather than
systems where all the users share
one overworked processor. The disk
drives and printers in the system are
spread around the users' processors,
but are accessible to all the users at
any time.

That TurboDOS is a product of its
time can be seen in the fact that it
still proclaims full compatibility with
CP/M, MP/M, CP/M-86 and MP/M-86,
but not with PC -DOS or MS-DOS.
The Software 2000 manual does
claim that TurboDOS includes an
emulator for IBM PC -DOS 'that
allows many programs written for
PC -DOS to be run under TurboDos.'
In fact, there's a software emulator
called TPC which allows 'many prog-
rams' compatible with PC -DOS 1.1 to
run under TurboDOS. There's no
support in the emulator for PC -DOS
2.0 hierarchical directory structures
or any of 'the other Unix -like exten-
sions' of later PC -DOS versions.

Any combination of 8 -bit Z80 pro-
cessors, and 16 -bit processors from
the 8086 family - including the
8088, the 80186 and the 80286 - can
be linked under TurboDOS. The only
requirement is that the Z80s have
65k RAM or, even better, 128k in two
64k banks, and that each 8086 -family
processor should have a minimum of
128k RAM and preferably more.

TurboDOS will support two or
more concurrent processes in any
processor in the network: one doing
the foreground task - running an
application such as WordStar, say;
while the other services network re-
quests from other processors for the
resources attached to the original
processor.

The run-time operating system is
stored in two files: OSMASTER.SYS,
which loads into the HPZ186 master
processor's RAM at start-up; and
OSSLAVE.SYS, which loads into the
HTS286 slaves. A third file would be
necessary for any Z80 slaves in the
system.

Each of the run-time files is made
up of TurboDOS core modules and
hardware -specific drivers, and these
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are put together into
the files using the TLINK
utility supplied with Turbo -
DOS. The drivers are for the Win-
chester and floppy disk drives, the
processor boards, the Arcnet net-
work, the terminals, the real-time
clock/calendar, and any other miscel-
laneous lumps of hardware which
are hooked up to the system.

All this can be configured by the
user, using the voluminous Turbo -
DOS documentation from Software
2000 and the detailed instructions in
HM Systems' own Technical Refer-
ence manuals. And all I can say, after
picking my way carefully through the
whole lot, is that I'd be glad to pay a
dealer to set it all up for me. It isn't
straightforward, it isn't simple, it
needs a lot of detailed consideration
and some software patches; not to
mention a deeper understanding of
the interface between operating sys-
tem and hardware than I ever want
to attain.

I was grateful that the configured
system worked so simply, and the
manuals just made plain the amount
of work which had gone into making
that happen.

At boot -up time, a program stored
in EPROM on the HPZ186 board
looks for an 8in floppy drive, then for
a 51/4in drive, and then for a Win-
chester that is ready. Then it looks
for a program called OSLOAD.COM
on the ready drive; this program finds
the .run-time operating system files
and loads them into the memory of
the appropriate processors.

When this has been done, HM Sys-
tems' own autostart program puts up
a TurboDOS version line, a rather
obscure Minstrel 4 logo, and an in-
vitation to log -on with a user ID. The
user ID required depends on how the
dealer has configured the system,
which presumably depends on how
the customer wants it configured. If
the defaults have not been changed,
typing 'system' logs you on to user
area 0, drive A (which is normally the
Winchester) and gives you privileged
status.

Otherwise, the dealer can create a
USERID.SYS file which sets up the
access routes and privilege levels for
various IDs, or a STARTUP file which
boots different terminals directly into
different application programs.

On the review machine, HM Sys-
tems had included a menu -driven
front-end for TurboDOS, intended to
protect users from the depths of the
operating system. The menu in-
cluded such operating system com-
mands as disk formatting, Winches-
ter head parking for power -off, and
user shut -down, as well as named
application programs. Even Turbo -
DOS commands could be executed

from within the menu structure
by selecting the appropriate

menu item and then typing in the
command, without ever actually
seeing the TurboDOS' OA} prompt.

Using TurboDOS is like using a
combination of CP/M and MS-DOS,
with perhaps a tendency more to-
wards CP/M. Anyone used to CP/M
will instantly be happy with user
numbers, non-hierarchical directories
and other such arcana.

There are helpful changes, though.
The directories are hashed, and dis-
played in alphabetical order,
although this can cause some unbe-
lievable delays in getting a directory
when you have, as I did, 295 files in
one user area of the big Winchester.
Those used to the instant response
of DIR under CP/M or MS-DOS will
find the wait intolerable; a re-
organisation into smaller numbers of
files in separate user areas is indi-
cated.

The print spooling facilities are, to
use Software 2000's own words,
'rather elaborate'. Up to 16 printers
can be connected to the system, all
in use simultaneously. Each printer
has a letter, just like the disk drives,
and any printer can be given from
any processor in the system. Turbo -
DOS intercepts the print output from
its processors and 'spools' it onto
disk, forming a queue of spooled
output if more than one user wants
to print at a time. There can be a
separate print queue for each of the
16 printers if desired.

The use of one processor in the
TurboDOS network with disk drives
attached to another is perfectly natu-
ral, and you would not normally be
aware that any other processors
were sharing 'your' disks. The only
time it matters is when you want to
use a particular set of commands re-
ferring to the disk drives hanging
from the HPZ186, such as BACKUP,
FORMAT and VERIFY commands for
the floppy and Winchester drives.
These commands must be addressed
directly to the HPZ186, and this can
only be done from a slave processor
by connecting the slave's terminal
directly to the master processor.

This connection is done using the
TurboDOS standard Master com-
mand which attaches any console to
the master processor in the system,
as long as the user of that console
has the privileged access required to
mess around with the disks of the
entire system. Typing DETACH dis-
connects the console from the mas-
ter, and reconnects it to the slave.
The prompt changes when you log -
on to the master, from OA} to OA>,
so you always know which processor
you are using.

It is intriguing to try this on the

Minstrel 4; the speed difference be-
tween running an application on the
HPZ186 and running it on one of the
HTS286 processors is remarkable.
This demonstrates that the Intel
80186 is more efficient than the
70116 8086 -clone, even though both
run the same software and are run-
ning - in the Minstrel 4 at least - at
the same 8MHz clock rate.

The overall impression of Turbo -
DOS is that it does the job in as un-
obtrusive a manner as possible, con-
sidering the balancing act it has to
do between processors of differing
types and resources of differing
types. The impression is also of
something primitive, like the original
CP/M, although this can be concealed
by using menu -driven add-ons like
the HM Systems' unit. The user
should be protected from TurboDOS,
which is even less friendly and less
amenable to user manipulation than
MS-DOS.
Networking
As far as TurboDOS is concerned,
another Minstrel 4 or a more conven-
tional PC hooked up to the first Min-
strel 4 over a local area network is
just another processor or set of pro-
cessors. These remote processors
may not all be in the same box, as
they are in the tightly -coupled Min-
strel 4, but TurboDOS is equally hap-
py with 'loosely -coupled' networks.
All the processors, as before, can ac-
cess each other's disks and printers.

HM Systems has adopted Data -
point's 2.5Mbit-per-second Arcnet as
its networking standard, and the
HWAC board in the basic configura-
tion includes an Arcnet interface (but
without the 9026 and 9032 controller
chips) as standard. The interface
comes out to a BNC coaxial cable on
the back panel of the HWAC board.

Up to four nodes (Minstrels or PCs)
can be connected together simply,
but for more than that, an 'active
node' must be added to take the
number up to eight. More active
nodes can be added to take the abso-
lute maximum network size up to
255 nodes.

Like any other part of a TurboDOS
network, a software driver for Arcnet
must be included in the run-time
operating system file loaded into
each master processor connected
through Arcnet. HM Systems says
that 'the operating system requires
careful setting up' for Arcnet opera-
tion. If HM says that, I read it as
meaning 'get someone else to do it.'

Arcnet boards are available for the
IBM PC and compatibles, and also
for the Apricot; these, combined with
Software 2000's Turbo/PC software
running on the PC or the Apricot, let
the Minstrel 4 act as a file server to a
network of the smaller machines.
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Applications
software
Any standard CP/M or CP/M-86 prog-
ram is claimed to work under Turbo -
DOS, which gives users a wide
choice of thousands of packages,
even if the list does not include the
latest glamour programs produced
only for the IBM PC and MS-DOS
machines. Some of the more elderly
PC -DOS 1.1 applications should also
run in emulation.

HM Systems bundles NewStar
Software's WordStar clone, New -
Word 3, and a spreadsheet program,
with the Minstrel 4. There is some
confusion over the actual spread-
sheet involved, as the documentation
says it is The Cracker, and the soft-
ware supplied on the review system
was SuperCalc 2. But then, the re-
view machine had WordStar installed
on the boot -up menu alongside New -
Word, and also included the multi-
user Dataflex database.

Although none of this software is
specifically multi-user, the built-in
TurboDOS file -locking facilities pro-
tect the various users from interfer-
ing with each other. With WordStar
and SuperCalc, two users cannot use
the same program at the same time,

as TurboDOS locks the overlay
files needed by the program.

Whichever console gets there first
runs the program. With NewWord,
though, two users can run the same
program at the same time, and even
edit the same text file. A warning
message is put up saying that some-
one is already editing this file, and
that the second user can read it but
not modify it.

Also included is the Minstrel Soft -
Pack, a set of utilities including the
menu program, a diary, a card index
database, a calculator and a

rudimentary but effective electronic
mail package. This is obtained from
HM Systems by returning your Min-
strel registration card and the Turbo -
DOS licence agreement; I'm not sure,
however, that the SoftPack is worth
that much effort. Sidekick it isn't.

Documentation
As befits its tradition, the Minstrel 4
documentation is unbelievably thor-
ough on all the most technical
aspects of hardware and software,
and as such will be largely incompre-
hensible to its business customers.
There are three loose-leaf volumes:
one is a skimpy User Guide on put-
ting the system together and getting

Technical specifications
Processors: Intel iAPX 186 (master); up to 16 NEC !iPD70116/Zilog

Z80B in any combination
ROM: 8k EPROM on master
RAM: 1Mbyte on master; 512k on 70116 boards; 64k on Z80B

boards
I/O: Four RS232 serial ports/two connectors per 70116 board;

two RS232 ports, one 8in floppy port from master
processor board; one BNC coaxial connector for Arcnet

Keyboard: Dependent on terminal; illustrated for HM -supplied
Ampex 230

Display: Dependent on terminal; normally 24 lines of 80 characters
plus an optional 25th status line

Mass storage: 800k at 96tpi 51/4in floppy drives (up to four); 1.2Mbytes at
48tpi 8in floppy drives (up to four); 256Mbytes max per
Winchester drive (up to four); five -track, 20Mbytes-per-
cassette tape drive

Network: Arcnet standard, 2.5Mbit/s, coaxial
Extra: Real-time, battery -backed clock/calendar

In perspective
The competition for the Minstrel 4 comes from the straight multi-user
makers like Altos, as well as from the S100 camp led by US -based Viasyn/
CompuPro and UK companies like Jarogate.

But in these days of cheap microprocessors, each user should really
have a processor and RAM of his or her own, and here the tightly -coupled
S100 network wins hands -down over the single -processor, multi-user sys-
tems.

The up -front cost of an S100 system is high, and success will be very
dependent on the quality of the dealers and system integrators which the
manufacturer can attract to the flag. But the advantages of the breed are
obvious once you have seen an 8086, or even a 68000, trying to handle 12
users or so on its own.

The Minstrel's tower -block design is more compact than most of the
competition, the terminals are attractive and competitively priced, and the
performance is all you could ask for.

it to do something, along with the
official TurboDOS User Guide; one is
a Technical Reference Manual on the
hardware, complete with data sheets
on the main chips involved; and the
other is a Programmer's Reference
Guide with the full TurboDOS tech-
nical documentation.

All the volumes are competently
produced, and I'm sure that anything
you might need is in there, if you can
find it and understand it once you've
found it.

Prices
Basic system £6995
Including:
512k RAM/iAPX 186 master board
Twin 512k/70166 slave board
20Mbyte Winchester drive
20Mbyte tape streamer
Single 720k floppy drive
Two Ampex 210 terminals
Two -user upgrade £2190
Including:
Twin 512k/70116 slave board
Two Ampex 210 terminals
64Mbyte Winchester option £2000
145Mbyte Winchester option £6500
Arcnet option £215
Including:
Arcnet controller cicuits on
Winchester board
Arcnet cards for IBM
and Apricot PC £495 each

Conclusion
There is no doubt that there's a mar-
ket for multi -processor, multi-user
machines which are reliable, fast and
easy to use.

With the caveat that a reputable
dealer is essential to configure the
system and get it going, the Minstrel
4 seems to score on all those points.
There is little more to add; Turbo -
DOS has been around long enough
to have the bugs shaken out of it, as
has the S100 bus itself. The termin-
als, connected to the processors at
19,200 baud, are quick enough for
most purposes.

The only drawbacks for the busi-
ness buyer will be the lack of real
IBM compatibility and the lack of
graphics - at least without adding
extra graphics boards and terminals
to the system.

For software developers, the
machine looks very good. But then,
all the top software developers have
been using S100 machines for many
years, even if the software is being
written for the Apricot or the IBM PC.

As S100 systems go, the Minstrel 4
has all the advantages of the breed
and fewer disadvantages than many.
It is a shame, though, that the S100
is no longer for hobbyists.
No Benchmarks are available. END
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SummaMouse.
All electronic optical technology
at a price that won't
make you squeak.

way header PCI plug 0
way ribbon SILT 8

25 pin 98 deg D type pig
Female nut sets for above
27 ohm resistors
13 . 4.7k res pack
2.2nF caps (ceramic)
2 pole dil switch
28mm fuse 588mA quick
Mounting clips for above
1.9432MHz osc module
47nf ceramics
4.7microf ele
PCB (IBM shor Add row
Metal bracket.
Metal bracket

Assent, la
Test

Re -Save

Recall
Finish
Re -Save & Finish

Most mice - especially the mechanical kind -
only play with computers.

But if you want a professional, the best choice
(and easily the best buy) is SummaMouse.

Using all electronic, optical technology,
SummaMouse is the leader of a new breed.

Quick, accurate and reliable, it does more than
provide beginners with almost instant computer
proficiency:

SummaMouse Support Software enables you
to operate any program you wish.

Press and hold down the centre button.
A menu appears at the top of the screen. Move the

1

1

1 1

4 6

9 9

1 1 14 dil
9 9

1 1

1 1

2 2

1 1

16 19

3 3

1 1

1 1

8 1

8.58
8.55

screw to PCB

see notes
see notes

1 1.3 (none for dual)

cursor to the item you wish to select and you get a
pull -down or pop-up menu containing options.
Now move the cursor to the required option, release
the button - and that's it.

SummaMouse software comes complete with
example menus for Wordstar and Lotus 123.
Straightforward set-up routines are provided with
an excellent manual and any word -processor
or text editor can be used to prepare menus for all
other application programs.

Price?
We'd better say it again: £99 + VAT for the

whole package. (Some mouse, SummaMouse.)

For more information, please contact:

Summagraphics Limited,
3/4 Winchcombe Road,
Newbury, Berkshire RG14 5(.1Y.
Tel. (0635) 32257. Telex 848750 SUMMUK G.

Accent Computers Limited,
Imperial Buildings, Muster Green,
Haywards Heath, West Sussex R H16 4AP
Tel. (0444) 412334.

First Software,
Inter I, Wade Road, Basingstoke, Hants RG24 ONE
Tel. (0256)463344. Telex 848927

P & P Micro Distributors Ltd.,
Todd Hall Road, Carrs Industrial Estate,
Haslingden, Rossendale, Lanes BB4
Tel. (0706) 217744.

Rapid Winners,
Rapid House, Denmark Street, High Wycombe,
Bucks HPI I 2ER. Tel. (0494) 450270. Telex 837931.

Softsel Computer Products Ltd.,
Softsel House, Syon Gate Way, Great West Road,
Brentford, Middx TW8 9DD.
Tel. 01-568 8866. Telex 896396. SummaMouse is a registered trade mark of Summagraphics Corporation.



WHAT'S THE NAME ON THE NEW RANGE OF PC'S



)N HIS DESK, HIS DESK, HIS DESK & HER DESK?

(CLUE:THEY MANUFACTURE ONE PC EVERY 15 SECONDS)



Surprise? Surprise? Surprise? Surprise?
It's surprising how many people who
profess to know /

05 SECONDS)about computers still

think we only make typewriters.
In fact, we have the most automated

PC factory in Europe (see clue overleaf). Last
year alone, while the worldwide PC market
grew by 24%, Olivetti PC

(30 SECONDS)sales increased by over
100%. And with total turnover of £3,000 million
and profits up by 40%, our resources are
reassuringly sizeable.

And as you can see, our range is prodig-
ious too. A brief perusal of the specifications
opposite will reveal a particular PC designed
and built to solve your
particular problems. (45 SECONDS)

Hardly surprising when you consider
our investment to date of over £100 million
in PC development.

After 78 years in the business of helping
businesses, we understand the office en-
vironment better than

(60 SECONDS)anyone. Witness our
support programme with its unrivalled dealer
network and over 600 engineers at your
service.

So if you're looking for a partner with
resources, stability, technology and support,
we've got the answer. Clip the coupon or call
Carol White on 785 6666 and we can talk
business.



Olivetti M19: Your starting point in personal computing or an intelligent
work station. Compact (footprint only 12.7 x15" around half the size of a standard
PC); silent; standard features include: up to 640K RAM on motherboard; mono-
chrome/colour graphics controller; space for one or two floppy disk drives
(51/4" diskette), diskless, or with 10MB hard disk and floppy disk drive; serial and
parallel interfaces and two proprietary expansion slots.

olivetti
PERSONAL
COMPUTER

M19

Olivetti M22: When you need real computer power on the move.
Uniquely designed portable personal computer: 1/3 height 51/4" disk for full PC
compatibility; second MFD emulated by Silicon disk; 256K RAM as standard
expandable to 1MB on motherboard; second CPU gives full concurrency for
integral ROM based software; back -lit LCD display has six levels of bright-
ness, contrast control and is tiltable from 0-180° Battery or mains operated.

(Available 3rd Quarter 1986)

olivetti
PERSONAL
COMPUTER

M22

Olivetti M24: The biggest selling PC compatible, available in three
versions. An unrivalled range of standard features: fast - 8086 processor
running at 8MHz; 128K RAM expandable to 640K on motherboard, parallel and
serial interfaces; monochrome/colour graphics including super -high resolution
(600 x 400); space for two disk drives for 51/4" diskette or 10MB hard disk.

M24SP: higher performance model operating at 10MHz with 20MB HDU
and 640K RAM standard. M24/3270: a full functional 3270 terminal retaining full
PC compatibility; highly expandable; increased performance prevents degrad-
ation of the 3270 cluster controller.

()liven'
PERSONAL
COMPUTER

M24

Olivetti M28: The ultimate in PC performance or a powerful multi-user
system. Very fast - 80286 processor running at 8MHz (1/3 faster than its major
rival). High capacity: 360K or 1.2MB floppy disk drives; 20, 40 or 70MB HDU
20MB streaming tapes; 512K RAM standard, up to 1MB on motherboard and a
vast 7MB in total.

To: Carol White, British Olivetti, Olivetti House, 86-88 Upper Richmond Road,
London SW15 2UR. Tel: 01-785 6666. Please rush me details of the Olivetti range of personal computers.

Name_ Position Company

Address

olivetti
PERSONAL
COMPUTER

M28

Tel. No.

on

Olivetti
OLIVETTI PERSONAL COMPUTERS. YOU WON'T FIND A BETTER ANSWER.
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Business graphics
Presenting your business information in graphic form may be just the
boost your company needs, and you don't have to be a great artist to

do so either. Nick Walker takes a look at what's available and puts
you in the picture.

To the uninitiated, the screen of a
micro running a spreadsheet is a per-
fect example of everything that's
wrong with computers - rows and
rows of seemingly meaningless fi-
gures. To you those figures may indi-
cate the most significant discovery in
your company's history, but, unless
presented in a meaningful form, they
may as well be a hex dump of RAM.

Many modern spreadsheets, such
as Lotus 1-2-3, contain a facility for
showing a set of figures as a graph.
Graphs are fine for showing a col-
league your discoveries, but are not
generally of presentation quality. For
some time now there have been
packages available that take the data
from the likes of 1-2-3 and turn it into
much higher -quality graphs. The
quality of these products has steadily
improved over the last two years, so
much so that I decided that the time
was right to examine the most prom-
ising of the current crop.

To assist me in my choice I set
some criteria to which all the pack-
ages had to conform. Firstly, they
had to run on an IBM PC or compati-
ble. (I didn't really want to stipulate
this, but it is the machine that both
small and large businesses most
commonly use when running spread-
sheets.) Secondly, they had to be
able to display graphs in both CGA
mode (colour graphic adaptor) and
one of the higher graphics modes
such as EGA (enhanced graphics
adaptor) or Hercules.

CGA is by far the most common
colour graphics standard used with
the IBM PC, but its low resolution
and lack of colours pose problems to
anyone trying to produce decent
graphics. EGA is IBM's attempt to
produce a higher -quality colour

graphics standard, which despite its
high price (if bought from IBM)
seems well on the way to becoming
the second IBM colour standard. Her-
cules is by far the most successful
third -party, high -resolution mono-
chrome for the PC.

Two final criteria I expect from a
decent IBM graphics package are that
it must be able to take data from a
Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet and be cap-
able of producing a good quality
hard copy of what's shown on the
screen. A surprising number of the
older packages don't support
peripherals capable of high -quality
graphical output.

You may think that there would be
few packages that satisfied such a
specification, but I discovered well
over 20. I picked three, all new pack-
ages to the market and each one
with a very different approach to the
creation of graphics. The three
selected for review were 'Harvard', a
full-blown presentation graphics sys-
tem from Software Publishing Cor-
poration; Perspective from Three D
Graphics, a package whose forte is
three-dimensional graphics; and
Graph -in -the -box from New England
Software, a memory -resident
graphing program. Unfortunately, at
the last moment I had to drop Graph -
in -the -box as the final version was
not ready at the time of writing; this
was a shame as it has the unique
ability to produce a graph of any
data on the screen regardless of
what application is loaded.

Obtaining the necessary hardware
for this review was no great prob-
lem, except for one thing - an EGA
colour display. No end of manufac-
turers and distributors offered me
plug-in expansion cards which pro-

vide EGA output, but no-one seemed
to have a suitable colour display.
Finally, after much searching, the
London -based distributor Digitus was
able to supply a genuine IBM one.

Even so, if there are any third -party
monitor manufacturers out there
which produce EGA monitors, could
you please let me know.

Harvard
Presentation
Graphics

To install Harvard you need a 256k
RAM system with two floppies or one
hard disk, version 2.0 (or greater) of
the MS-DOS operating system, an
80 -column monitor and either a CGA,
EGA, Hercules or IBM monochrome
display card (although you can't see
the graphs on the screen with the
IBM mono set-up). The installation
process is executed via a batch prog-
ram called 'INSTALL'. Once installed
it is impossible to load the program
on another system until it is de -
installed; a nicer form of copy -
protection than the key -disk system
but still not perfect.

When you first start Harvard, it dis-
plays a main menu from which you
select each of the program's major
functions. Unlike most graphing
packages that have a general data
entry screen, Harvard has a different
data entry screen for each of its
graph types.

A pie chart is the easiest graph to
create with Harvard, although this
has much to do with pie charts being
used to graph only one set of vari-
ables rather than being an easy -to -
use feature of the package. To get to
the pie data form, you select 'Create
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graph' from the main menu and then
'Pie' from a second menu. The menu
structure is the same throughout the
package, so I won't bore you with
the details.

For some reason, with graphing
programs, I find a menu system far
less irritating than with other prog-
rams, even with repetitive use. The
data entry form lets you enter the
graph title, subtitle, footnote and, for
each segment of your graph, a value
and label. A number of options can
be applied to enhance the pie chart's
appearance, including showing a

slice as a cut-out for extra emphasis,
changing the colour or fill style of
each slice, adding percentage or cur-
rency signs and creating a three-
dimensional effect. Two pie charts
can be displayed on the screen and
one can be linked so as to show a
breakdown of a single segment.
Finally, if you desire, pie chart -style
data can be shown as a single
broken-down column. A particularly
effective combination image -wise is
a pie chart together with a column
on the same screen.

Line and bar charts add another
dimension to the type and amount of
data that you can handle. Before en-
tering the data input form, a window
will appear requesting information
about the x-axis, specifically the un-
its (that is, name, day, week, month,
year, time, number and others), the
start value, the end value and the
increment. The data entry screen will
then be suitably customised and
ready for the entry of y-axis data. Up
to eight series of data can be display-
ed on a single chart with up to 60
values per series, although it is
obviously wise to keep the number
low if you want an easily under-
standable graph.

There are so many customised op-
tions available for these types of
graph that Harvard has broken them
down into three pages of options.
These pages of options are filled in
just like the data entry forms.

From page one you can change the
title, subtitle or footnote. You can
also type a title for the X and Y axes.
In the table at the bottom of the
screen you can change the legends
of each series in the graph, select the
graph type (bar, line, trend, curve
and point) and specify if you want
the graph sorted or cumulative.

From page two you choose over-
lapped bars, stacked or 100 per cent
bars or lines. You also select the type
of grid lines (if any), a label for the
values shown along the Y-axis, the
style of the frame and the placement
and justification of legends. For bar
charts, you can specify that Harvard
displays the bars with a three-
dimensional appearance or with.
values above the bars. You can also
indicate whether the bars are to run
horizontally or vertically.

Finally, on page three, you can

Harvard's annotation screen

Total Sales
(in Millions of Pounds)

A traditional bar chart

choose the colour of the lines or
bars, the marker style for line or
point chart, the pattern for bar
charts, and the line style for any of
the variations of line charts.

Two other types of graph are avail-
able from the 'Create New chart' sub -
menu. These are the area chart - a
cross between a line graph and a
stacked bar - and the high/low/close
graph used almost exclusively to
show the high point, low point and
closing price of stocks and shares.
These graphs are really variations on
the bar/line graph theme and use li-
mited forms of the bar/line graph
data entry screens.

Harvard Presentation Graphics,
however, is more than just a

graphing program; it is an attempt to
provide everything you need to make
a complete presentation. A substan-
tial proportion of the program is con-
cerned with other aspects of creating
a presentation. There are facilities for
the creation of many types of text
chart. Among these are hierarchical
charts, which are used to show com-
pany structure; and bullet lists,
which give visual impact to a list and
tabular charts.

One of the most useful features of
Harvard is its annotation facility. This
takes any chart created with Harvard
and loads it into the window of an
annotation screen. A graphical menu
of the tools available to add the
finishing touches to the graph is
shown on the right-hand side of the
screen. From this menu you can add
extra text, draw lines, position
arrows, draw boxes, copy any part of
the graph and remove any part of
the graph. (Users of MacPaint or
similar painting packages will feel
quickly at ease with the operation of
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An organisational chart

A pie and column chart

the annotation screen, as Harvard is
based on the same principles.)

Harvard will import and export to a
number of different commercial
packages. From Lotus 1-2-3 and
Symphony you can import a work-
sheet directly into a data entry
screen and you can import a Lotus
1-2-3 or Symphony graph directly
into its much improved Harvard
equivalent. For other applications the
data has to be in the form of an
ASCII file, and the procedure is con-
siderably more complex. A graph
generated by Harvard can be ex-
ported but only to one particular
package, the word processor
PFS:WRITE.

The choice of output devices for
your finished graph is the most im-
pressive list I've ever seen for a sing-
le package, and consists of around
30 printers including a number of
laser printers, 12 plotters and four
colour slide peripherals. The chances
are that even if your printer is not
listed it will behave like one of those
listed; if not, considerable informa-
tion is included in the manual for
those who feel confident enough to
design their own printer driver.

The documentation consists of one
excellent 200 -page manual which is
well -written, easy to understand and
well -illustrated. It is also one of the
few manuals which successfully
combines tutorial and reference in-
formation in one book.

Perspective
It was only half -way through the re-
view of Perspective that I realised
that it didn't conform to the criteria I

had specified. Perspective will not
run on a CGA-driven monitor; the
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manual fails to mention this, and I

foolishly assumed, as I happily work-
ed away on both EGA and Hercules
set-ups, that this popular standard
was supported.

By the time I realised that CGA
wasn't supported, I was so impress-
ed with what Perspective could do
that I felt I had to review it anyway. I
suspect that there was no way that
Perspective's programmers could get
anywhere near the standard of
graphics they wanted from CGA -
even so it's a serious omission. The
other hardware requirements needed
to run Perspective are an IBM or
compatible with 512k RAM, DOS 2.0
or greater, and either two floppies or
one hard and one floppy disk drive.

Installing Perspective is simple: in-
sert disk A, type 'INSTALL' and a
batch file does it all for you. There
was no copy -protection on the re-
view version, but I am assured that
the final version will have this,
though Three D Graphics is unable to
state what form this will take.

Normally, with a good graphics
package, it takes about 15 minutes to
draw your first simple graph, two mi-
nutes to enter the data and about 13
minutes to find your way around the
system sufficiently to draw a graph.
With Perspective it takes about three
minutes in all, and the finished graph
is just one variation on a vast
number of excellent three-dimen-
sional graphs.

It is obvious from the moment you
load this program that Perspective is
a particularly well -written piece of

Perspective's main graph menu

Dealer Volume

A scatter chart

SCREENTEST
software. The user interface is a real
joy to use, and proves that to make a
piece of software easy to use you
don't have to slavishly follow the Ap-
ple Macintosh WIMPs (Windows,
Icons, Mice and Pull -down menus)
interface.

Perspective's menu -driven system
is totally graphics -orientated; the
main menu consists of a graphical
representation of the function keys f1

'Harvard is an attempt
to provide everything
you need to make a

complete presentation.'

to f5. Almost all the operations with-
in Perspective are performed with
these five function keys and the
occasional use of other keys is res-
tricted to entering data on the
numeric keys, the space bar to re-
move the menu from a full screen
picture and the cursor control keys.

Logically, the first thing you do
when creating a graph is enter data.
This is carried out via the data mana-

A true 3-D bar graph

A 3-D surface

ger screen regardless of whether the
data is entered directly at the
keyboard or from a spreadsheet.

The data manager screen is di-
vided into two parts, the worksheet
and the status area. The worksheet
takes up most of the screen and re-
sembles a typical spreadsheet, as it is
divided into cells that contain the
data for graphing. However, there is
no facility for even the simplest
spreadsheet calculation. The status
area takes up the top three lines of
the screen and allows you to specify
which cells will be labels and which
will be plotted on the graph as well
as a title or subtitle for the graph.

The graph types in Perspective are
broken down not by pie, bar and
line, but by three-dimensional and
two-dimensional graphs. Selecting
the 3-D Graph types from the main
menu results in the most impressive
menu I've ever seen; the screen is
broken down into 33 hexagons each
containing a miniature three-
dimensional picture of the different
graph types. Pressing the space bar
highlights each of the graphs in turn
while hitting f1 will draw the re-
quired graph.

The bottom right-hand corner of
the 3-D Graph types menu contains a
familiar two -dimensional -type graph.
Selecting this takes you to a similar
menu consisting of 15 two-
dimensional graph types. The selec-
tion of two-dimensional graph types
consists of the variations on the
themes of bar graphs, pie charts, line
graphs and point graphs.

All the usual graphs are available
such as stacked bar, shaded line and
best -fit line. Of the more unusual op-
tions my favourite is Spectral Map-
ped Cells. The graph for this consists
of a simple grid, each cell within the
grid being filled with tiny dots; the
higher the value for a particular cell,
the more densely the dots are cond-
ensed. It's all very pretty but I've yet
to find a practical use for it.

The options for customising two-
dimensional graphs are shown in a
five -function key graphical form at
the bottom of the graph screen.
From this menu you can change the
colours and patterns used, explode
or cut out a segment of a pie chart,
switch rows with columns, adjust the
bar width and spacing, and turn the
grid lines on and off.

Perspective really comes into its
own, however, when drawing three-
dimensional graphs. All the other
graphics programs I've seen which
produce three-dimensional graphs
use a 'false' perspective by drawing
objects within lines that are parallel
and, therefore, don't diminish with
distance. This technique gives a

three-dimensional appearance to
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what is essentially a two-dimensional
bar graph; however, it is totally un-
able to represent three variables in
three dimensions.

The Perspective programs follow
Brunelleschi's (the 17th century
mathematician attributed with the
discovery of true perspective draw-
ings) system whereby objects appear
to diminish with distance until they
reach a single common vanishing
point. This gives a convincing
appearance of reality and clearly
shows data relationships of three in-
teracting variables.

Perspective offers you 32 different
three-dimensional graph types and
16 pre-set viewing angles, which
means you can choose from up to
512 different screens when viewing
your data - and that's before the
customisation options are applied. I

don't propose to discuss all the avail-
able graph types here, and suggest
you look at the accompanying
screenshot of the main menu to get
a taste of what's available. Needless
to say, they are all variations on the
traditional two-dimensional graph
types.

There is considerable customisa-
tion available for three-dimensional
graphs broken into the two basic
groups: viewing angle/distance and
styling. Despite the complexity of
these options, the user interface re-
mains simple and is basically driven
by five function keys.

Selecting the 'Custom Viewing
Angle' from the main menu takes
you to a menu from which you can
adjust the angle, size or position of
the current graph. The easiest way to
understand these options is to im-
agine the graph as a cube, and, in-
deed, for certain operations Perspec-
tive actually reduces the graph to a
box -like skeletal outline which you
can then manipulate by rotating it in
any plane, moving it towards and
away from you, zooming in or out on
it, panning in four directions and dis-
torting it.

Styling covers all the editing op-
tions for everything inside the graph.
There are fundamentally seven styl-
ing operations that can be per-
formed. These are the selection of
colours and patterns for the walls,
floor, base, risers and background;
adjusting the spacing between each
cell of the grid; adjusting the base
height; changing the row and col-
umn orientation; turning on the front
corner outline; removing grid lines
from the walls or floors; and tearing
down the back walls.

One problem that occurs with the
creation of three-dimensional graphs
is that of labelling the axis. Each pre-
set graph type and pre-set viewing
angle comes with its own compatible

SCREENTEST
label format, but because the labels
are also drawn in true perspective,
this makes the label totally illegible.
An option called Label Manager
attempts to rectify this problem by
allowing you to change the size,
spacing, slant and typeface of char-
acters in order to get the best ba-
lance and positioning. A word of
warning, however: although this op-
tion is useful, it can also result in
dreadful -looking graphs.

'Perspective really
comes into its own,

however, when drawing
three-dimensional

graphs.'

Perspective will accept data from
Lotus 1-2-3, Multiplan and any ap-
plication that produces ASCII files. As
far as printing goes, Perspective sup-
ports a limited but well -selected
number of printers or plotters,
although I was disappointed to see
no support for laser printers.

The documentation that came with
Perspective was a preliminary ver-
sion, although I'm told that little has
been changed for the final version.

The general style was good but it
has been written in such a way that
it couldn't be easily used as a refer-
ence manual. I suggest a single read
through the complete manual and
then put it away; Perspective's ease
of use makes it an ideal package to
experiment with.

Prices
Harvard Presentation Graphics costs
£495 and is distributed by Software
Publishing Europe (SPE) on (01) 839
3864. Perspective costs £295 and is
available from PCML on (0372)
67282.

Conclusion
Although both packages can perform
the same function of turning a set of
data into high -quality graphs, they
are really poles apart.

Harvard Presentation Graphics has
a more general appeal. Creating a re-
port or presentation is something
almost everyone has to do at some
time in their working life. If your
occupation means you have to pro-
duce many reports, then I would
strongly recommend Harvard as an
aid to both the quality and speed at
which such reports are produced.

Perspective is a specialist product
that has absolutely no competitor in
the production of three-dimensional
graphs. I suspect there will be a
number of users to whom it will be
absolutely essential, paticularly in
scientific, mathematical and highly
specialised business applications.
However, the user -interface is so
good that it may well appeal to less
specialised users just because they
will be able to create impressive
graphs with little effort. END
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Nothing beats presentation -quality colour graphics to
show at a glance the real meaning of your business
figures. And now, a new artificial intelligence software
package called Infographics 'Choice' will work it all out
for you. At £399, exclusively from Xycorp, Choice
software uses 120 decision rules to determine the best
graphics to illustrate your figures. And you can over -ride
the system's decisions if you choose. Choice will run on
most micros, and can accept data direct from popular
programs such as Lotus 1-2-3, Supercalc, Visicalc,
MultiPlan and dBase II. Output graphs, or as we say,

'Infographs', are produced on any of two dozen
high -quality printers and plotters that Infographics
supports. But that is only half the story. For the rest, call
Xycorp Ltd. on Stevenage (0438) 314130.

Xycorp Ltd
Xycorp Limited, 1 Whitworth Road, Pin Green, Stevenage, Herts SG14PZ.

CICX £995
PC/XT COMPATIBLE WITH

20MB HARD DISK SYSTEM
INCLUDES 256KB on board, mother expandable to 640K, one
360K floppy, 8 expansion slots, mono/graphic/printer card,
150W power and monitor. Any configuration available.
640K with 20MB hard disc, colour/graphics card, SANYO colour monitor, and
384K multifunction £1395

Colour Graphics card 320x200 with printer port £125

512KB memory expansion card for IBM and compatibles fully populated 512K
£139

384KB multifunction card, game controller, parallel printer, serial, clock, fully
populated £139

Mono/Graphic/Hi-res 720x348 res with printer port £95

150W POWER SUPPLY UPGRADE OR REPLACEMENT FOR IBM PC XT £99

Printer Cable 25-36 pin f13

APPLE COMPATIBLE EXPANSION
FLOPPY DRIVE £89
16K RAM card £29; 128K RAM card £89
64K/80 column for Ile £35
1 Megabyte virtual RAM card populated to 512K £250
Accelerator II+ £179, Ile £199
Backup card II+ £49, 80col card with soft control Videx compatible £45
Z80 CP/M £29; RS232 serial £33; IEEE 488 £75
Parallel printer card inc cable (Centronics/Epson £29; Grappler + compatible inc
cable £49
Grappler + compatible with 64KB Printer Buffer inc cable £79
Extra Founts card. Letter quality with a dot matrix printer. Use with word
processing programs £49
POWER SUPPLY for Apple 11/11+/Ile £49
Fan for Apple 11/11+/Ile £26
Numeric keypad Ile £19; Replacement keyboard for II+ £35

SOFTWARE LIST is available, we supply most titles at substantial discounts.

C.I. CAYMAN LTD
P.O. Box 77, Solihull, West Midlands B91 3LX
Telephone: 021-705 7097 Telex: 337000

SUPERFILE
The advanced Multi -User Database Manager

Superfile turns your micro into a hyper -intelligent filing
cabinet. Select data by anything in it. Find one record in
100,000 in 3 secondS. Unique sounds -like searching.
Doubles or trebles disk capacity. Easy -to -create screen

forms and reports.
Multi-user on the right
hardware - share data
instantly among your
colleagues.

Full sales and
technical support.

Sonthdata Ltd
166 Portobello Road,
London W11 2EB
Tel: 01-229 2724 & 01-727 7564
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Modulo -2 compiler
For serious programmers writing large and complex applications, TDI's

Modula-2 compiler for the Atari ST is without equal. Gareth Jefferson reports.

Few languages have made more im-
pact upon the computer world in the
last 10 years than Pascal, which is
claimed to be the most widely used
language after Basic. And yet Pascal
has failed to make the impact that
might have been expected in the 'se-
rious' programming community.

History
The reason for this state of affairs is
simple. Pascal was primarily de-
signed as a general-purpose teaching
language by Niklaus Wirth, and was
conceived as a medium to teach
good programming style and
methods. It was never really in-
tended to be a commercial program-
ming language and is somewhat de-
ficient in I/O and string -handling
capabilities. What it did do, and did
extremely well, was instil in a whole
generation of student programmers
the importance of strict typing, prop-

er declaration and initialisation of
variables, and the value of user -
definable data structures (which can
be of any degree of complexity).

Basic, by comparison, although
easy to use for the writing of 'Hello
world' and PRINT -the -character -set
programs, fails as a professional
programming language on several
counts. These include the difficulty of
breaking down large programs into
easily manageable sub -programs, the
lack of CASE, REPEAT -UNTIL, WHILE -
DO and similar control structures, the
ease with which GOTOs can obfus-
cate the flow of the program, the uni-
versality of variables (resulting in
potentially serious side effects) and
the lack of complex data structures
such as sets, records, and so on.

Pascal addressed most of these
problems and made ugly 'spaghetti
programming' anathema to all those
who took the trouble to learn it. On

MODULD.PRO

TDI Modula-2/ST Release 2.00a

Modula-2 Compiler Version 2,18a
source file : A:\SIEUE.MOD
Import List Processing

Terminal : A:\TERMINAL,SYM

TextIO A:\TEXTIO,SYM

Declaration Analysis

Statement Analysis

Expression Analysis

Fig 1 Screen messages provide information on the compiler's activity

the other hand, Pascal, as originally
specified by Wirth, has its own short-
comings. It has poor I/O, cannot
handle strings, cannot link to librar-
ies of subroutines, cannot operate on
data at the bit level, and cannot get
at or modify specific memory and I/O
addresses. Small wonder the prog-
ramming fraternity prefer C, which
can do all of these things! Even dirty
old Basic can PEEK and POKE, and
actually handles strings rather well.

Modula-2 was developed to prog-
ram a computer under development
at the Institut fur Informatik in Zurich
at both the high and low levels.
Commercially successful versions of
Pascal (such as Borland's Turbo Pas-
cal) tried to overcome the limitations
of classic Pascal by tacking on exten-
sions at the expense of compatibility
with other compilers. Modula-2,
however, was designed from the be-
ginning to do everything that Pascal
ought to have done.

Since Modula-2 will be new to
many readers, I'll begin by summar-
ising Modula-2's features and high-
light some of the differences be-
tween it and Pascal.

Features of Modula-2
Modula-2 is essentially very similar
to Pascal, but with a slightly simpler
syntax, low-level facilities to make
systems programming possible,
built-in multi -tasking support and a
very important new concept - the
module.

Modula-2 allows programs to be
split up into small, separate modules
that can be individually compiled and
shared by other programs.

Modules are of two types: client
modules and library modules. Client
modules are roughly equivalent to
main programs and would normally
be quite short and concise. They can
import constants, types, variables
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and procedures from library mod-mod-
ules. Library modules are able to ex-
port such facilities to their client

MODULE Sieve;

modules, but they may also import FROM Terminal IMPORT WriteString, WriteLn, BusyRead;
from other library modules. FROM Text 10 IMPORT ReadCard, WriteCard;

In many ways, library modules re-
place the procedures of a Pascal CONST
program by removing the sub- Two = 2;
programs to separate files. Library
modules contain essential code that
can't be dispensed with, but which

Maximum = 10000;

VAR

can so easily obscure the logical flow Sieve : ARRAY [Two..Maximum] OF BOOLEAN;

of a program if incorporated in the
main body. Procedures as such are
still available and may be used in

left, factor, mult, count, limit : CARDINAL;
c : CHAR

BEGIN
both client and library modules. WriteString (" ENTER limit ");

An important part of Wirth's ReadCard(limit);
Modula-2 philosophy has been to WriteLn;

make the language suitable for the
development of large and very large

count := 0;

programs. The fact that whole FOR factor := Two TO limit DO

chunks of the program can be hived Sieverfactori := TRUE;

off, developed by programming
END;

teams, individually compiled and in- left '= limit -- Two + 1;
dependently tested, obviously gives factor := Two - 1;
Modula-2 a big advantage over lan-
guages that insist on having all the
source code in one file.

REPEAT

The way in which library modules factor := factor + 1;
are created also helps the team IF SieveCfactor] THEN

approach. Every library module corn- count := count + 1;

es in two parts: a definition module, WriteCard(factor,0);

which explains exactly what the lib- WriteLn;
FOR mult := 1 TO limit DIV factor DOrary module does, and an imple- IF Sieverfactor * mult]

mentation module which explains THEN Sieve[factor * mult] := FALSE;
how it is done. Definition modules left := left -1;
are typically very concise and would END;
normally be written by the chief END;

program designer. The definition
module will give the writer of the
implementation module all the
essentials he/she needs to know in

END;

UNTIL left = 0;

WriteString("The Number of prime numbers up to ");order to write it. WriteCard(limit,0);
Let's look at how the process WriteString(" is ");

works by using an example of a lib- WriteCard(count,0);
rary module does; and an imple- WriteLn;
mentation module, which explains
the chief programmer, is writing a
program called 'Monte Carlo Follies'
and will need random numbers in a
big way but can't be bothered to

REPEAT BusyRead(c) UNTIL c = " ";

END Sieve.

Fig 2 A Sieve of Eratosthenes program written in Modula-2

write the code, so he says to Smith:
'Write me a library module that will IMPLEMENTATION MODULE MOD M;
return a random number between RandomNumbers; RETURN CARDINAL(((seed DIV
zero and a specified maximum value. CONST m1)
Here's the definition module ...' M = 100000000; * MaxValue) DIV ml);

DEFINITION MODULE ml = 10000; END Random;
RandomNumbers; b = 31415821; END RandomNumbers.

PROCEDURE Random(MaxValue : VAR seed : LONGCARD; These can then be compiled and
LONGCARD): CARDINAL; PROCEDURE Random(MaxValue : tested with a very simple calling

END RandomNumbers. LONGCARD) : CARDINAL; program. If everything works, the
This tells Smith that the library PROCEDURE Multiply (p, q : RandomNumbers library module can

module is called RandomNumbers,
and that it contains a function proce-

LONGCARD) : LONGCARD;
VAR p0, p1, q0, Q1 :

be used by any program requiring
random numbers - be it a weather

dure called Random, which takes a LONGCARD; system simulation, an arcade game
maximum value and returns a ran- BEGIN or a statistics package.
dom number. LONGCARD and CAR- p1 := p DIV ml; Very little from these examples will
DINAL are big and regular -sized car- p0 := p MOD ml; look at all unfamiliar to the Pascal
dinal numbers. These are just like q1 := q DIV ml; programmer. Differences from Pascal
Pascal's INTEGER (which Modula-2 q0 := q MOD ml; include the comment delimiters.
also has), but they only have positive RETURN (((p0*q1 + p1*q0) They must be delimited (* thus *);
values. MOD ml) * ml + p0*q0) the (curly bracket) option of Pascal is

Smith goes away with this defini- MOD M; not available as Modula-2 uses curly
tion and comes back with the actual END Multiply; brackets to specify set members, as
implementation of the library BEGIN in:
module: seed := (Multiply(seed, b) + 1) CONST
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MonthHasThirtyDays =
SetOfMonths {Apr, Jun, Spt,
Nov}

Another important difference be-
tween the two languages highlighted
by the above example is Modula-2's
case sensitivity.

Most implementations of Pascal
are not case -sensitive, so the identi-
fiers DAYOFWEEK, DayOfWeek, day-
ofweek and Dayofweek would all be
equivalent. Modula-2 is always case -
sensitive, and no provision is avail-
able in the language specification for
a compiler directive to de -sensitise it.

In Modula-2 you could, if you
wished, have a program with four
completely distinct variables called
NUMBEROFPUPILS, Numberofpupils,
numberofpupils and Number0fPu-
pils. This hardly aids program clarity,
and to my mind is one of Modula-2's
most irritating aspects. Almost every
time I've had an error during com-
pilation it's been because I had typed
in IMPORT ReadSTring, instead of
IMPORT ReadString or Total := Total
+ Result instead of Total := Total +
result. Pascal wouldn't have cared!

All of Modula-2's reserved words
must be in upper case, while proce-
dure identifiers are written 'LikeThis'.
Variables are supposed to be written
in lower case, but don't have to be.

Modula-2 allows open arrays so
that the size of an array does not
have to be specified when an array is
passed as a parameter. Thus we
could have:
UseStringProcedure(CharacterString

: ARRAY OF CHAR)
(* Rather than: *)
UseStringProcedure(CharacterString

: CharArray)
(* Where CharArray had previously

been defined as: *)
TYPE CharArray

Desk File

SCREENTEST
= ARRAY[32..125) OF CHAR

This feature allows different -sized
arrays to be passed to a procedure
as a parameter, but it does not allow
arrays to be created where the size is
determined dynamically at run time
(as can be done in Ada).

Extra control structures include
LOOP -EXIT -END, which tests within
the loop and exits if appropriate;
and improved IF -THEN -ELSE (it now
allows an ELSIF clause); and a more
flexible CASE structure.

Multi -tasking is supported by the
new sequencers PROCESS, NEW -
PROCESS and TRANSFER, while low-
level programming is supported by
CODE (allows machine code to be in-
serted), SETREG and REGISTER
(allow the 68000's registers to be
set or read respectively), the function
procedures ADR(variable) and SIZE -
(variable) (return the address and
number of allocated bytes for a vari-
able), LISTEN (to service interrupts)
and many others.

Modula-2 is a rich and expressive
language that should satisfy the pro-
fessional systems and applications
programmer, and this review will no
doubt have missed many important
aspects. There is, however, a lot to it
and a lot to learn. The beginner with
no experience of Pascal might find
Modula-2 intimidating, but the Pascal
programmer will most certainly have
no difficulty in making the transition.

MODULE

TDI Modula-2/ST Desktop
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Fig 3 The Modula-2 desk -top metaphor shows how to get a working program
from source code - disk modules and appropriate icons are shown

The Modula-2 system
TDI says that its Modula-2 compiler
has been so successful that it has
formed a new company to market it,
called Modula-2 Software Ltd. I hope
I will be forgiven for continuing to
refer to the company as TDI -
Modula-2 Software's Modula-2 com-
piler is just too much of 'a mouthful!

TDI has versions for the Atari ST
and for the Commodore Amiga. As I
don't yet have an Amiga, I obtained
the Atari version and was able to
start writing programs in Modula-2
within minutes of unpacking the box.
Before attempting to describe the
language and this compiler in more
detail, I will say right away that TDI's
Modula-2 software is the user -
friendliest implementation of a lan-
guage I have ever encountered, with
the possible exception of Turbo Pas-
cal. The manual, though superb,
seems hardly necessary, so easy is
the system to use.

The development system - com-
piler is too modest a name for it -
comes on two single -sided disks.
Two more are required if the option-
al 'Toolkit' is purchased. The first
thing that will strike the newcomer
will be the huge number of files on
the disks. There are 64 on the linker/
editor disk occupying almost 162k
(on the earlier 1.04 version there
were 78 files occupying over 310k).
On the compiler disk there are 52
files and a meagre 4096k of space
left on the disk (corresponding
figures for v. 1.04 are 41 files and 37k
disk space spare). This is because
Modula-2 separates so much off as
library modules.
The editor: TDI's Modula-2/ST editor
is a very complete and easy -to -use
full -screen editor that's ideally suited
to writing source code. Most word
processor programs are over elabo-
rate and not all are able to produce
the necessary pure ASCII files.

This editor allows the mouse to
drag the cursor around the screen
and has a simple menu bar at the
top with all the essential editing
functions. The 'Auto indent' function
makes pretty structured program-
ming style layout easy by returning
the cursor to immediately below the
start of the previous line.

Spectacularly useful is the 'search -
for -error' function. If errors are en-
countered during compilation, an
error file is written containing the
location and nature of the errors. On
re-editing the source code, the editor
looks for a file with the same file-
name and the suffix .ERM. It then
inserts error markers in the source
text, automatically moves to the first
error and displays the appropriate
error message. The next error is lo -
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cated simply by clicking the mouse
on search -for -error; the editor locates
the next error and again the
appropriate error message is display-
ed. Files can be saved with the same
filename, saved to a new filename,
backed -up without exiting the editor,
be appended to other files, aban-
doned or have other files incorpo-
rated. The editor also allows up to
four markers to be set anywhere in
the text and instantly searched for
when required.

I have virtually no criticisms of the
editor; earlier versions did not pro-
duce a proper ASCII single quote
(ASCII 27H), seriously limiting the
value of the editor for writing code
for other languages. Modula-2 can
use either double quotes or single
quotes to delimit characters and
strings, but Pascal insists on single
quotes.

A small extra TDI could think about
for future versions of the editor is
some way of switching case in the
text. Since Modula-2 is absolutely
case -sensitive, the most common
errors in the source code are inst-
ances where an identifier has been
typed sLightly Wrong. Mark of the
Unicorn's Final Word word processor
has a command that switches the
word under the cursor from all upper
case to initial cap or to lower case.
Something similar would be a useful
addition to this editor. The earlier
version of the editor also used a thin
vertical line as the cursor, whereas
the current version uses the conven-
tional reverse video rectangle. It's a
mere quibble, but I preferred the ver-
tical line; and perhaps giving the
user the choice would be a further
improvement.
The compiler: the compiler itself is
multi -pass and fairly slow (to those
who have been spoiled by Turbo
Pascal, at least). It does, however,
show on the screen what's going on
in a fair amount of detail (see Fig 1)
and this relieves the tedium some-
what. The Sieve of Eratosthenes
program in Fig 2 took yy seconds to
compile, compared with zz seconds
using Turbo Pascal on a 4MHz Z80
system. The editor is on the same
disk as the linker, so, after writing
the source, the file has to be copied
to the compiler disk for compilation.

After the file has been compiled,
the resulting code has to be trans-
fered back to the linker/editor disk so
that it can be linked. On my modest
1/2Mbyte 520ST with only one
single -sided disk drive, this resulted
in a seemingly infinite number of
disk swaps, unspeakable frustration
and more than sufficient time to get
the simplest program from source
code to executable object code. The
software engineers at Atari must
have worked really hard to create an
operating system that requires 10
disk swaps to copy a two -file folder
containing a total of 166k (this is an

actual example!).
While I still had version 1.04 of the

Modula-2/ST system, I got so fed up
with this that I rushed out and
bought a copy of Kuma's KRam RAM
disk utility. The very same day ver-
sion 2 of Modula-2/St arrived, and
one of the many enhancements was
a 'free' RAM disk utility. Having a
RAM disk certainly helped, but I did
experience some problems. I had so
many system crashes when using
RAMdisks, both Kuma's and TDI's,
that I prefered to do without it and
suffer the time -penalty and wrist
ache of hundreds of disk swaps. The
problems should be less acute with a
1M byte system.

I have no criticisms of the compiler
other than that it's traditionally slow.
It does a wonderful job of accurately
identifying errors in the source code
and seemed less prone to error cas-
cades caused by phase errors (omit-
ted semicolons, for example) than
other compilers I have used. TDI
claims that the compiler complies
fully with Wirth's Modula-2 specifica-
tion, and everything that I have done
to test this confirms the claim.

Pascal programmers have gone
over in flocks to Turbo Pascal, largely
because of its compilation speed, but
Turbo is not yet available on the ST.
Serious programmers, writing large
and complex programs, will have no-
thing to complain of with TDI's
Modula-2/ST compiler.

The latest version of Modula-2/ST
(version 2.0) incorporates a number
of significant improvements over ver-
sion 1.04. These are: a fuller and
even better manual (more on the
documentation below); a new editor
that corrects a few minor deficiencies
of the earlier version (see above); a
Modula-2 'desk -top' that automates
program production, compilation,
linking and running; and a so-called
toolkit, an optional extra that con-
tains many useful extras for the se-
rious programmer.

The Modula-2 desk -top utility is a
program that can be run from the
GEM desk -top and produces an ana-
logous desk -top for the Modula-2
programming environment - see Fig
3. All the modules on the disk are
shown on the desk -top together with
appropriate icons. Clicking on an
icon causes the appropriate action.
The desk -top utility stays resident
while developing or running Modula-
2 programs. It gives TDI's Modula-2
something of the integrated feel of a
slow-motion Turbo Pascal.

The optional toolkit comes on two
disks and contains a symbolic debug-
ger, a cross-referencer, decoders for
both link and symbol files, a library
of high-level applications and source
code for the RAM disk utility. I have
hardly had a chance yet to put the
toolkit through its paces as it came
rather late in the course of this re-
view. It would appear to be the

answer to a programmer's prayer,
with the kind of tools one normally
expects to find only on a minicompu-
ter development system.

Given TDI's massive and brilliantly
documented support for GEM disk
operating routines, applications en-
vironment services routines and vir-
tual device interface routines (source
code for all the definition modules is
in the manual), there would seem to
be no need for the serious program-
mer to purchase Atari's Development
System, though the GEM manuals
will certainly be needed.

Documentation
I have to admit that the documenta-
tion is 'brilliant'. The User's Manual
is quite simply the best of its kind. In
370 pages you have everything you
need to know to get the best from
Modula-2, from simple let's -write -a -
working -program -now examples at
the beginning to very detailed but
easy -to -follow documentation on
how to use the system. There are
also many sophisticated source code
examples of complete programs,
source code for the many definition
modules, cross-referenced lists; in
short, everything you could possibly
have asked for in a highly -accessible
form.

The manual, quite rightly in my
view, makes no attempt to teach you
how to write programs in Modula-2,
only how to actually use the TDI im-
plementation of it. If you are not
already a Modula-2 programmer, in
addition to the User's Manual you
will need Programming in Modula-2
by Niklaus Wirth and Modula-2 for
Pascal Programmers by R Gleaves,
both published by Springer Verlag.

Conclusion
At £99.95 (including VAT) for
Modula-2/ST, and an extra £49.95 for
the optional Toolkit, I would say that
this system is outstanding value for
money. Modula-2/ST does the lot. It
could certainly be used to develop
very large and very sophisticated
programs. Its closest rival is Ada
(which is more at home on main-
frames), followed by C. I consider it
to be far superior to C in that the
strict type -checking makes system-
wide horror crashes less likely, and
the source code is easier to read and
more 'self documenting' than C's is.
Proof of the pudding department ...
The whole of Modula-2/ST was writ-
ten in Modula-2.

If you are a novice programmer, I

would recommend learning Turbo
Pascal, possibly using a CP/M emula-
tor on the ST. But if you already
know how to program in C or Pascal
and want to write systems software
or large applications, then Modula-2/
ST has no competition at the present
time. You will, however, want a
second disk drive despite the RAM
disk utility. END
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Commodore Music

Expansion System
Commodore's Music Expansion System comprises a C64, two

powerful programs and a full-size keyboard, and brings a formidable
musical capability to your micro. Stephen Applebaum tunes in.

Commonplace as they are today,
music synthesisers are a relatively
new phenomenon; they were almost
unheard of until as recently as the
late 1960s. It wasn't until bands like
The Beatles and The Doors began to
experiment with synthesisers in their
recordings, that the record -buying
populace really became aware of the
revolution that was taking place in
the world of music production.

Since those days of flower power
and long, hot summers, the synth-
esiser has become an integral part of
most bands' musical arsenal. In
many cases, synthesisers have given

people with little musical flair a

chance to enter a world that would
otherwise have been closed to them.

Over the past few years, another
revolution, no less important than
that which gave birth to the synth-
esiser, has been taking place; though
this time the synthesiser's influence
extends to computer programmers,
as well as musicians.

MIDI
Although not as obvious as the pro-
duct of the 1960s revolution, the
Musical Instrument Digital Interface
(MIDI) is in some ways more impor-

tant. MIDI's purpose is to provide a
standard interface between different
manufacturers' keyboards, allowing
the musician to play several units
simultaneously.

More important, it provides the
means to link a keyboard to a com-
puter, turning the latter into a power-
ful control device for the former. And
as MIDI allows two-way communica-
tion between keyboards, or keyboard
and host, it makes sequencing re-
latively easy. For example, one
keyboard can be made to play one
part of a musical score, a second
another, and so on - all at the same
time. Then, as the keyboards are able
to 'speak' to one another, each one
can tell the others when to start and
stop playing.

Although it has been around for
some time, the MIDI is only now
making its presence felt at the lower
end of the computer market. Much of
the reason for its slow emergence
into the public eye has been the lack
of software available to use it, and
the limited availability of MIDIs de-
signed to work with, say, the Spec-
trum or the Commodore 64.

Japanese manufacturers have not
been as slow to recognise MIDI's
potential, and have already incorpo-
rated it as standard on their MSX
machines. Occidental companies are
still dragging their feet, although
Atari has seen the light and has in-
cluded a MIDI on its excellent ST
range of micros.

To buy a MIDI and a good -quality
synthesiser, you'd probably have to
shell out upwards of £500. However,
Commodore has produced a power-
ful music package, the Music Expan-
sion System, based around its 64
and 128 machines, which turns them
into a synthesiser or a MIDI -
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Sound Expander's vocal repertoire

compatible recording studio. In spite
of the recording studio providing the
software to control up to six MIDI -
standard keyboards, the Commodore
package does not include a MIDI to
connect your micro to a synthesiser.

For a reasonable £329.99, the pack-
age contains a Commodore 64 with a
cassette deck; the Sound Studio and
Sound Expander programs; and a
full-size, 49 -key keyboard. If you
already own a 64 or a 128, you can
buy the programs separately. On its
own, the Sound Expander with a

keyboard costs £99.99, while the
Sound Studio will set you back a
mere £14.99. Then again, for £150,
you could buy the complete expan-
sion set without a micro and a cas-
sette deck.

From micro to music
Commodore's Sound Expander is a
mixture of hardware and software
which quite literally turns your com-
puter into a stand-alone synthesiser.
The hardware part of the package
takes the form of a module which
plugs into the cartridge port of your
micro. Known as an FM Sound Ex-
pander, this rather uninteresting
piece of kit apparently uses technolo-
gy similar to that found in more ex-
pensive 'hi -tech' synthesisers.

Inside this 20th -century musical
box is a board strewn with seven
chips, a mass of resistors and three
interfaces.

Of the chips adorning the board,
the largest is custom-built from
Yamaha (a name synonymous with
electronic keyboards, and giving a

hint as to the system's pedigree). On
the left-hand side of the board is a
16 -pin interface, via which you can
connect an external keyboard to the
module; a larger edge connector, for
interfacing to a MIDI, resides in the
middle; and an audio output socket
sits over to the right.

The software supplied with the
module comes on either a disk or a
cassette, depending on the set-up of
your system, and contains a program
to bring out the full potential of the
FM hardware without taxing users'
abilities to program. In fact, no prog-
ramming is required at all.

An audio lead to put Sound Expan-
der's produce through a Commodore
monitor, a flimsy though comprehen-

Sound Studio's Editor function menus

sive user's guide, and a leaflet full of
chord stickers, are supplied with the
software.

Before delving into Sound Expan-
der's facilities and suggesting what
you can expect to achieve with them,
I'll describe the various methods of
making music with the system. As I
have previously stated, Commod-
ore's Sound Expander can turn your
64 or 128 into a semi-professional
synthesiser - that is, the micro can
be used as a musical instrument if a
suitable keyboard is added.

There are three keyboards at your
disposal: the computer's own qwerty
keyboard; a keyboard overlay which
is supplied with Commodore's Music
Maker package; and a recently laun-
ched full-size 49 -note keyboard which
plugs into the 16 -pin connector on
the side of the hardware module and
has recently been bundled in with
Sound Expander.

The latter keyboard is by far the
best for aspiring Rick Wakemans,
and can be used with Sound Studio
as well as Sound Expander. If you
just want the Sound Studio, and
therefore don't mind forgoing the
luxury of the full-size keyboard, you
can use the micro's qwerty keyboard
or the keyboard overlay from the
Music Maker package.

Software
The hardware module is the heart of
the Sound Expander system, but can
only be brought to life by the soft-
ware provided with the package.

Loading the software produces a
display showing a music stave in the
middle of the screen, and a menu
bar along the top of the screen giv-
ing a choice of Set-up, Synth,
Rhythm, Riff or Disk (disk version
only). Playing a few notes on the
keyboard at this juncture produces a
rather nice vibraphone sound. As the
notes are played, they're simul-
taneously displayed on the music
stave.

Like most modern programs, the
headings on the menu bar refer to a
series of pull -down menus. Either a
joystick or the function keys Fl, F3
and F7 can be used to make selec-
tions.

The Synth menu is the most in-
teresting in the early stages, because
it allows you to change the musical
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instrument being reproduced when
you hit a note. For instance, the de-
fault instrument is a vibraphone, but
that can be changed to a guitar, one
of two different organs, a flute, or
one of three synths, to name but
eight of the 12 sounds available.

The Synth menu also features an
option to change the pitch of a voice
by one octave, which is useful if you
have some idea of musical tones.

Two further choices in the Synth
menu are Ensemble and LH Voices.
Selecting Ensemble allows you to en-
rich a sound, but this has the more
noticeable effect of only letting you
play four notes at once instead of the
original eight. I'll deal with LH Voices
when I cover the Set-up menu.

The 12 sounds (instruments) in the
Synth menu can be slightly altered
using the '?/' and '>.' keys. Pressing
'?/' makes a sound brighter, while ').'
has the opposite effect, making the
sound mellower. Pressing either of
these keys in conjunction with the
Shift key performs fine tuning or
sharpening or flattening of the pitch,
depending on whether you press the
'?/' or the '>.' key, respectively.

The Set-up menu is concerned less
with sounds than the way in which
notes and chords are played when a
key is pressed. (For this section, I'll
assume that the optional full-size
keyboard is being used.)

Normal is the first option in Set-up
mode. When this is selected, the
same sound can be played over the
full length of the keyboard.

One of the most useful Set-up
functions is called One -Fingered
Chord; this takes us into the realms
of pseudo -musicianship, and is one
of the reasons why some so-called
musicians sound as good as they do.

Basically, One -Fingered Chord
facilitates the playing of a three -note
chord with only one key. When the
function is selected, you need only
press a single key at the lower end of
the keyboard to produce the chord
plus bass. On the full-size keyboard,
this is a major chord which can then
be changed to a minor chord by
holding down a key to the left at the
same time. Sounds simple, doesn't
it? In fact, this is one of the ways in
which some keyboard players in
synthesiser -based pop groups get
around deficiencies in their ability.
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A really effective part of Sound Ex-
pander is its rhythm section. The
package contains 12 pre-set rhythms
as diverse as disco, rock 'n' roll,
swing, march and waltz. Needless to
say, these are all found under the
Rhythm heading.

If a rhythm is used together with
One -Fingered Chord, a complete
accompaniment arrangement can be
played in the selection chord. As the
rhythm plays, the corresponding
notes dance back and forth across
the onscreen music stave. Even
though I can't play a musical
keyboard, I found that just being able
to select a chord and hear a rhythm
played with it is quite satisfying.

Chords need not only be played as
described above, but can also be
'fingered'. A fingered chord is one
that's made up of several notes and
is not played by pressing one key
alone. In this case, playing a three or
four -note chord at the lower end of
the keyboard produces a pre-set in-
version of that chord plus bass.

Rhythms similar to those already
mentioned can be played in Fingered
Chord mode, except this time they're
not initialised until a three or four -
note chord is played.

Normally, a chord will cease to
sound when you let go of the keys.
However, Memory prolongs the
chord, releasing it only when another
is played.

Splitting the keyboard
In this review, whenever I have men-
tioned one -fingered chords or fing-
ered chords, I have referred to them
as being played at the lower end of
the keyboard. However, selecting
either of the respective modes auto-
matically splits the keyboard. 'Split-
ting the keyboard' actually means
that the keyboard is divided into two
sections, either one having a diffe-
rent voice to the other (bearing in
mind that in Normal mode the same
sound can be played over the entire
keyboard).

Two keyboard voices can be
selected from the Synth menu. The
voice for the upper part of the
keyboard is selected in the normal
way, while the voice for the lower
part comes from the LH Voices op-
tion. Clicking on LH Voices produces
a sub -menu which contains all the
different instruments found in Synth.
For practical reasons, the split
keyboard option is only available
when the optional full-size keyboard
is being used.

A couple of other little goodies in
Set-up mode allow you to alter the
way notes are displayed on the
onscreen stave, and change the pitch
of the keyboard by a maximum of six
semitones up and five semitones

down. Unless you have a trained ear
for music, I doubt whether you'll re-
fer to this option very much.

Other rhythms
I have already touched on the subject
of rhythms, but two other features
worth a mention are Intro and Outro.
These are rhythm breaks which can
be initiated by pressing the cursor
up/down key and the cursor left/right
key, respectively, while a rhythm is
playing. As you've probably guessed,
Intro is an introduction and can be
used as a method of counting your-
self in to a tune. Alternatively, an
Outro rounds off a piece.

'Riff' is a term used to describe a
constantly repeated phrase in jazz or
rock music, typically played as a

background to a solo improvisation.
Over the years, guitarists such as Bo
Diddly and Ritchie Blackmore have
been responsible for some of the
more memorable and often -copied
riffs in rock music. In fact, it's the
guitar riff which makes some songs
what they are. You only have to lis-
ten to Deep Purple's Smoke On The
Water to appreciate a riff's solid con-
tribution to a rock piece.

Realising the importance of the riff,
Commodore has included a riff
machine in the Sound Expander
package. This consists of several riff
titles, each of which is made up of 12
pre-programmed riffs that can be
sequenced together in any order.

When you select a riff title from
the riff machine menu, the program
assigns each of the 12 pre-
programmed riffs to 12 individual
keys on the keyboard. To sequence
the riffs, you press the keys in the
order that you want them to be play-
ed; pressing the first key will set the
riff into action.

In what looks like a piece of blatant
discrimination against cassette users,
Commodore has given disk owners
an additional set of riffs, alternative
synth voices and more demonstra-
tion tunes.

Sound Expander is a superb add-
on which has been aimed firmly at
the home music market. All the
sounds created with it compare
favourably with those from a Casio
CZ -101, although Sound Expander's
efforts are accompanied by back-
ground hiss at times (perhaps that
can be cured if you output the sound
through the amplifier of a hi-fi
system).

Name that tune
Commodore's other package, Sound

Studio, is rather different from
Sound Expander in that it's both a
synthesiser and a home recording
studio. I won't dwell on the Sound
Studio in too much detail here, be-
cause it really needs a feature all of
its own to do it justice. Instead I'll
take a brief look at Sound Studio Edi-
tor, one of the program's major, and
most powerful, facets.

Sound Studio Editor provides us-
ers with the facilities to create a
multi -track arrangement, using the
micro's built-in sound chip. Sounds
can be played into the computer via
a keyboard, one channel at a time,
then played back and edited
onscreen.

The computer only allows three
channels to be used; but by linking
the computer to a MIDI keyboard and
using it as the sound source, you
could double the number of channels
to six. You could even let the compu-
ter play six MIDI keyboards simul-
taneously.

Sound Studio Editor comprises
two menus: one containing the main
editing functions; and the other con-
taining the options for real-time re-
cording. Real-time recording is the
most interesting feature, as it allows
you to input tracks by playing them
on a keyboard, and it is done
through a menu accessed from the
Editor. Here, you'll find options to re-
cord and play back your tracks.

To record a track, you simply spe-
cify a number between one and three
(or one and six if you're using a MIDI
keyboard), then start playing. When
you are finished, you can listen to
the track by selecting 'play'.

When you have recorded a track,
you can have any previously re-
corded tracks playing at the same
time. However many tracks you re-
cord, it's still possible to listen to
each one individually by selecting a
track with the Playback Track Select
function.

Step -time recording is rather diffe-
rent from real-time recording, in that
tracks can be entered note by note.
These tracks can then be edited in
much the same way as the tracks
recorded in real time.

Conclusion
Sound Studio is a powerful piece of
complex software which, although
it's aimed at home users, I would not
recommend to Commodore owners
who lack a sound knowledge of
music and how it's constructed.

Together, Sound Studio, Sound Ex-
pander and the full-size keyboard
make up a formidable music pack-
age. The Music Expansion System is
a high -quality package which other
companies will be hard-pressed to
beat. END
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Multi-user networking in style

The designers of Minstrel 4
were given a simple brief:

produce a world-beating, cost-
effective and practical multi-user
system.

And do it with style.

Minstrel power -80I86 master and H TS 186
dual processor slaves.

They passed the latter test with
flying colours. But looks aren't
everything. Inside this beautifully
engineered chassis, you'll find a
close coupled TurboDOSt network
that holds the key to all your multi-
user computer projects.

Now, and for the future.
Minstrel 4 is a multiprocessor

machine-every user of the system
gets a DEDICATED CPU and 512 Kb
RAM. This virtually eliminates the
response time degradation you
often find on timeshare
minicomputers and so-called
supermicros.

Minstrel 4 is more powerful
than most minis, even in its most
basic state. You can start with two
users, but a full blown 16 user
system will give you 9 MBytes
dynamic RAM and 17 CPUs with
80186 instruction sets, running
concurrently at 8 MHz. With that

Minstrel design - fast tape back-up for safety and
convenience.

Registered trademark of Software 2000 Inc.

The new
Minstrel

4

Minstrel workstations- come complete with
function keys and business graphics potential.

sort of power, we're confident that
you won't run out of steam.

Minstrel 4 has unprecedented
networking capability. The
Winchester controller has built in
ARCnet. You can network IBM PCs,
ATs, Apricots, Olivettis and all
lookalikes if required. Gateways to
IBM and ICL mainframes are
available. Most important, you can
network Minstrel 4s together- 255
of them to be precise.

IBWPC is a trademark of International Business Machines Inc
Apricot is a trademark of Apricot plc.
MS DOS is a trademark of Microsoft
Minstrel is asegistered trademark of 1 -IM Systems Limited.
Arcnet is a trademark of Datapoint Inc.
Olivetti is a trademark of Olivetti.

Minstrel 4 supports CP/M,
MP/M, MS DOS (including version
3.1 with file acid record locking) and
has PC DOS emulation, so you can
run nearly all the popular business
packages.

You can even network stand-alones into the
Minstrel System, Using Minstrel ARC net cards.

Storage capacity is only
limited by your budget. A single
Minstrel 4 holds up to 160 MBytes
formatted -disk capacity, with
onboard streaming back-up of up
to 60 MBytes. Direct memory
access means you can download 20
MBytes onto tape in less than 4
minutes. Higher capacity drives
can be supplied.

A two user Minstrel 4 system,
complete with tape back-up and
terminals will cost you less than
£7,000. Additional workstations,
just overEI,000 per user, a price/
performance package you'll find
unbeatable.

At last there is a serious
alternative to the minicomputer,
with the sort of costs and flexibility
you'd associate with a micro. It's
called Minstrel 4, and you should
find out more about it. Write or call
us for details.

With Minstrel, expansion is integral, not an
afterthought.

HM Systems Limited, 220 The Vale, London NW 1 1 8HZ
Telephone: (01) 209-0911 Telex: 266828 -HMS G Easylink: 19001060

HM Systems
Designed and built in Britain.
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64/128 IEEE 488
interface

The IEEE 488 Interface from Brainbox allows the connection of real
Commodore disk drives to the 64 and the 128. Barry Miles explains how.

With the arrival of the Commodore
128, the field is open for yet another
flood of add-ons such as those avail-
able for the Commodore 64; Brain -
box's IEEE 488 interface is one of the
first of these to appear. Priced at
£69.95 excluding VAT, this very small
package, not much larger than a con-
ventional cartridge as used in a Com-
modore 64, offers an interesting and
convenient set of utilities.

The interface's main function is to
enable the Commodore 128 or 64
user to hook up his machine to one
or more of the many and various
IEEE devices on the market. In par-
ticular, it enables the fast parallel
IEEE disk drives which Commodore
has manufactured in the past, and is
still manufacturing, to be used with

the 128 and the 64.
One of the notable design features

of the Commodore 128 is the con-
tinued use of the infamous 'slow se-
rial bus' with which users became
infuriated on the 64. It's true that the
1571 disk drive, which has been pro-
duced for the Commodore 128, does
operate quickly. It has a Burst mode
for particularly high-speed opera-
tions, and is a double -sided, quite
densely packed disk.

However, many Commodore 128
users will be people who have up-
graded from using Commodore Pets.
They may well have not bothered to
buy a Commodore 64, or may be
buying the 128 as an upgrade from
that machine. In either case, they
may have available the well -regarded

4040 disk drive or even perhaps the
1001, 8050 or 8250 drives. The truly
affluent user may even have Com-
modore's hard disk!

It's extremely frustrating to find
that these disk drives cannot be used
with the 128. The same applies to the
rather lengthy series of Commodore
IEEE parallel printers, which are not
compatible with the 128 or 64 com-
puters either.

Implementation
The Brainbox Interface plugs into the
memory expansion socket on the
Commodore 128 or the 64, which is
normally referred to as the cartridge
slot. This slot is replicated on the top
of the box so that the use of the
interface does not prevent your
being able to plug in additional
memory expansion modules, such as
cartridges, for use with this package.

Extending from the back of the in-
terface is an edge connector of the
type which will be familiar to Pet us-
ers. To this you connect a Pet -to -IEEE
cable, which Commodore and other
manufacturers (for example, Inmac
of Runcorn and White City, and also
Brainbox) are able to supply, and
you can then connect the computer
to any IEEE device you choose, in-
cluding various types of instrumenta-
tion. You can, therefore, use disk
drives at their fullest speed and, in
addition, you can type the word
FAST in order to get the clock rate in
your 128 to operate at the fastest
possible speed. But this is not quite
so attractive as you might at first ex-
pect, as the screen now blanks out if
you are using a television set rather
than a monitor.

The Brainbox device has been
made compatible with CP/M so that
you can use your IEEE parallel disk
drives in CP/M mode. This is signifi-
cant, as there is a large body of pub-
lic domain software available for
CP/M. Initially this software was not
much use to a Commodore user be-
cause it wasn't available in a format
compatible with Commodore disk
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drives, but this is changing. For inst-
ance, the Independent Commodore
Products Users' Group (ICPUG) is
making a large number of disks
available to members, covering utili-
ties, languages and even games;
these disks are available in 4040 and
8250 format. Interested readers
should contact the ICPUG mem-
bership secretary, Jack Cohen, at 30
Brancaster Road, Newbury Park,
Ilford, Essex IG2 7EP. I also under-
stand that WordStar has been suc-
cessfully transferred to Commodore
disk format.

The small switch on the top of the
Brainbox unit permits you to switch
from 128 to 64 mode of operation.
This will please users of both
machines, and also users who wish
to use 64 -type software on their
Commodore 128 - this is particular-
ly attractive while the software flow
for the 128 is a little sluggish. Users
should be careful when buying soft-
ware for the Commodore 128, as
much of the early software is marked
'C128 and C64'. All this is likely to
mean is that the software will run on
the C128 in Commodore 64 mode,
which may not be what you have in
mind at all. After all, if you shell out
for a 128 rather than a 64, you expect
the programs to exploit the improved
facilities. Otherwise, why choose to
buy a Commodore 128?

Facilities
There are several interesting features
of the Brainbox unit which should
not go unnoticed. In particular, all
print commands, instead of being
directed to the serial port to be sent
to one of Commodore's rather slow
serial printers, are now automatically
sent out through the serial port, the
IEEE parallel port or the user port,
according to which printer the unit
finds is connected.

Many suppliers (such as Microport
of Borehamwood, and Brainbox
again) will provide you with a re-
latively inexpensive cable for con-
necting your Commodore 128 or 64
to a Centronics parallel -type socket;
this will enable you to use the much
more common Centronics parallel
type of printer. If you need Commod-
ore graphics, you can now choose
from the full range of Commodore
printers, including the early IEEE pa-
rallel ones.

In addition, DOS support has been
made available in 64 mode. This is
particularly attractive, because it
means that you don't have to load
up the DOS support program from
the utilities disk supplied with your
disk drive in order to obtain conve-
nient operation of your disk com-
mands while in 64 mode.

Old-timers who are experienced
users of early Pets, Vics or 64s with a
disk drive will find the DOS support
facility convenient. After all, the idea
of convenient disk commands is that

they should come into your mind im-
mediately, and should not require
you to consult the computer's manu-
al in order to deploy them; nor
should loading up a program from
disk be necessary.

In use
Using the Brainbox unit is simplicity
itself. You plug it in, hook the cable
on, insert a cartridge if you need to,
and away you go.

An extra and unexpected feature is
the ability to use this unit, or rather,
several of them, as a cheap network-
ing arrangement. People are deterred
from networking due to the expense,
and this is particularly true in the
education sector. Brainbox has come
up with a cheap and effective
answer. Plug a Brainbox interface
unit into each machine, and link the
units by means of a cheap ribbon
cable which connects 18 pin headers
which can be plugged into the
boards of the box. This is not intend-
ded to be a 100 -per -cent safe system
for data transfer. However, in the
education environment, the vitally
important consideration is to connect
a large number of computers to a
small number of peripherals at the
lowest possible cost, so this unit fits
the bill admirably.

One of the more interesting design
criteria which has been adopted by
the designer of the Brainbox inter-
face is that mixing serial and parallel
devices is perfectly satisfactory.
Some previous IEEE interfaces for
Commodore computers have
assumed that if you have a parallel
device, then you clearly do not also
have a serial one as well. This is un-
reasonable. Users who have
bothered to buy a large -capacity and
expensive twin drive, such as the
8050 or the 8250 Commodore drives,
are quite likely to have also bought a
single serial drive in order to be able
to load programs from one drive and
run data disks on another. This will
be essential in any case for users of
commercial software who may find
that the only disks available are not
readable by any of the large -capacity
drives just mentioned.

The history of Commodore disk
drives, and indeed Commodore com-
puters, has been interesting to say
the least. The key word has been 'in-
compatibility'. First, there was the
2040 disk drive, which was a twin
drive of substantial capacity - 170k
on each single -sided, single -density
drive. This was quickly followed by
the 3040, which was really only a
label change and the removal of
some software bugs. The 4040 was a
further step forward, again achieved
by a new set of ROMs for the operat-
ing system. The step forward was
that the disk drive would now auto-
matically examine a disk as soon as
it was inserted into the drive, and
read its directory and block allocation

map into the RAM of the disk drive.
(Each disk drive model which Com-
modore has manufactured has been
an intelligent machine, with the oper-
ating system contained in the disk
unit itself. This is in some ways an
advantage, and in others not. The
only way you can upgrade earlier
models of the disk drive to the new
standards is to buy new ROMs, and
these are far from cheap.)

However, having an intelligent
drive means that the disk unit is real-
ly a computer, and in some circumst-
ances can be instructed to carry out
an operation and can then be left to
its own devices. It can even be dis-
connected from the host computer
and be happily left doing its own
thing. The new facility offered by the
4040 is important, though, as the
2040 and 3040 drives are quite cap-
able of splatting new files all over
your old ones, as the block allocation
map is not updated when you swap
disks. The way to avoid danger is to
send an initialisation command to
the disk unit immediately after
changing disks.

The updated Basic in the 128 con-
tains the DCLEAR command which
covers the above situation. However,
users of the 64 must type OPEN
1,8,15,10" or OPEN, 1,8,15,"I". To
non -Commodore users, this will no
doubt seem strange, but the reason
for this quaint procedure is simple.
Commodore has not yet produced a
drive in which the disk is spinning at
all times. Unlike the circumstances
which you find when using machines
from other manufacturers, when you
put a disk into a Commodore
machine, the hub does not rotate.
This produces two problems: firstly,
the disk drive must wait to get to
speed before attempting access for
reading from or writing to a disk;
and secondly, you can't rely on cen-
trifugal force to centre your disk onto
the hub.

The first problem is dealt with by
the disk operating system, which
tells the disk unit exactly how long to
wait for the motor to get up to a
safe, steady operating speed. This
waiting period has a safety margin
built into it, so a single line of Basic
can be used to shorten the delay
time on the drives where this is
found to be a problem; notably, the
8050 drive can be subjected to this
treatment without undue risk.

Fast reactions
It's also possible to speed up the
reaction of the disk system by ensur-
ing that the disk continues to spin for
a longer period of time than the de-
signers have provided, after any disk
access has taken place. This will in-
crease the probability that the disk
drive will still be spinning when the
time arrives for the next read or
write operation to take place. The
unit 'knows' if the disk is still spin -
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ning and commences operations im-
mediately in these circumstances.

I will give you the code for this
facility later in the article, but it
should be treated with some cir-
cumspection. If your disk drive is in
perfect condition and is correctly
aligned, then cutting down on the
safety factors supplied by the desig-
ners is probably safe enough.
However, don't blame me if your
8050 drive obligingly loses data!

The non -rotating hub is a different
matter, as it makes it even more im-
portant than usual to insert the disk
media carefully - it's even worth
moving the disk in its sleeve until it
is centred. In addition, the really cau-
tious user will gently lower the drive
door into position twice before clos-
ing it completely. It's also essential
for you to use hub -reinforced disks,
as the clamping process can carry
out an interesting form of modifica-
tion to the hub of an unreinforced
disk.

This all sound rather horrendous,
but there are benefits. Commodore
has arranged that all its disk drives
are extremely forgiving in the matter
of the quality of media which they
demand. If you are cautious in your
selection of media manufacturer, you
could probably get away with run-
ning lower -quality disks than the unit
is supposed to require.

Another feature of the 4040 drive is
the relative record system for direct
access (random access filing. This
has made possible database prog-
ramming with a lot of the hassle re-
moved. Anyone who owns an early
drive should upgrade the ROM set to
4040 standard by buying a set of
new ROMs - the improvement is
well worth it.

The next drive to be produced by
Commodore was the 1Mbyte single -
sided, quad -density unit, the 8050.
This was a breakthrough as far as
capacity was concerned, but, to the
dismay of users, it was rather slow. If
you were to pack 500k of data on
one side of a 51/4in disk, you would
be working right at the frontier of
media reliability. Accordingly, the
Commodore designers gave the
operating system plenty of scope,
with multiple attempts at various
disk operations to make up for de-
ficiencies in the media being used.

It was this which gave rise to the
one line of Basic which speeds up
the operation as previously de-
scribed. (By the way, for the really
wealthy, this little bit of code was
encapsulated in a speed-up ROM):
OPEN) 5,8,15
:PRINTE15, "MW"CHR$(0)CHR$(16)

CHR$(3)
CHRs(6)CHR$(4)CHR$(250)

:CLOSE15

The next Commodore disk drive
was the 8250 - this is a real 'hum-
dinger'. Firstly, the capacity is a mas-
sive 2Mbytes in two 51/4in drives of
quad density; and secondly, the
speed improvement brought this unit
up to the speed of the 4040. The
8250 is very reliable, and is a must
for the serious user who needs a
twin drive. The drive must have
thrown the manufacturers of disket-
tes into considerable confusion. Nor-
mally, quad -density drives must not
be used with disks with hub rings:
the clamps locate the media onto a
tube which is parallel -sided, rather
than the tapering cone of other,
lower -density, drives. This is to en-
sure perfect registration. However,
the Commodore drives eschew such
refinements: they should be used
with hub rings.

Users are happy with the 8250
drives, and it isn't necessary for the
media to be guaranteed for 100
years. The drives appear to be re-
markably tolerant.

The next drive, the 1001, is half an
8250 - that is, it's a 1Mbyte single
drive, and this is just as reliable as
its larger brother. The 1540 Vic drive
and its successor, the 1541, are the
causes of much dismay to serious
users of Commodore equipment.
They are slow, unreliable, prone to
breakdown, and are inclined to go
out of alignment. This process is
aided and abetted by the kind of soft-
ware protection against piracy which
bangs the read-write head against
the stop repeatedly, something
which the stop was never meant to
withstand.

Below is a line of Basic which will
eliminate the above problem, and
should be typed in before any com-
mercial program which is DOS -
protected is used:
OPEN 1,8,15: PRINT£1 ,"M -W" +CHR$

(106)+CHR$(0)+CHR$(1)+CHR$
(133):CLOSE1
Compatibility of the reading and

writing of various Commodore drives
is also interesting. Firstly, the phi-
losophy is read -compatibility where
possible, but not write -compatibility.
Therefore, the 4040 reads a disk
which has been formatted on a 3040,
but if you attempt to write to the
disk, you'll have problems reading
the data later.

Similarly, 8050 disks can be read
by an 8250, but it's risky to write to
them. In addition, an 8050 will read
the bottom surface of an 8250 or
1001 disk, but not the top. Therefore,
you must be sure that the 8250 or
1001 disks are only half -full if you
wish to make them readable on the
8050.

In trying to read an 8050 disk, an
8250 or 1001 drive will go into error

condition on the first 'reading
attempt, but after that, all subse-
quent reads will be satisfactory.
Alternatively, you can make your
8250 'think' it's an 8050. Here is the
relevant code:
OPEN 15,8,15:
PRINT£15,"M-W+CHR$(172)+CHR$

(16)+CHR$(1)+CHR$(1):
PRINT£15,"M-

W"+CHR$(16)+CHR$(1)+CHR$10):
PR1NT£15,"U9":CLOSE15

If you want to use serial and para-
llel disks together, you should ensure
that they have different device num-
bers. Curiously enough, the Brainbox
interface manual does not tell you
how to change this in software: it
invites you to contact your dealer or
Brainbox. However, the unit does
feature Brainbox's hotline number, so
any users can ring up for the re-
levant code.

I would have thought that pub-
lishing the following line of Basic
would have been a lot simpler. For
changing device 8 to device 9:
OPEN15,8,15,"M-W" CHR$112)+CHR

$(00)+CHR$(2)+CHR$(41)+CHR$
(73):CLOSE15

In addition to operating with other
cartridges, Brainbox's interface is un-
ique in being totally compatible with
the Simon''S Basic cartridge. If you
have the disk -based version, Brain -
box will update the disk for you to
achieve compatibility. The interface
operates satisfactorily with the
Simon's Basic Enhancement pack-
age, too.

Documentation
A 27 -page booklet accompanies the
unit, which contains not only the
usual information which you would
expect, but also a certain amount
that you would not. For example,
there's some machine language
source code for auto -starting 64
programs and 128 cartridge software.
In addition, there's a considerable
amount of information which is
needed by machine code program-
mers, which covers exactly how the
unit works and how such code prog-
rammers can make their programs
interface with the unit.

I found absolutely no difficulties in
using the Brainbox interface unit,
which transforms the Commodore
128 and the 64 into really rapidly -

operating machines. The unit is high-
ly recommended, particularly to any-
one who already owns one of the
faster disk drives and wants to get
the best out of their Commodore 128
or 64.

The Commodore 64/128 IEEE 488 in-
terface is available from Brainbox at
25 Lynmouth Road, Liverpool L17
6AW, tel: (051) 220 2500 END
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FLOPPY DICKS° 'N' RIBBONS
rtfl"'") FREE: DUNLOP McENROE GRAPHITE TENNIS RACKET WITH MAXELL DISKS

E.g. BUY 200 MAXELL MD2-D AND GET THE TOP GRAPHITE RACKET FREE.

FLOPPY DICK SAYS:

FREE WITH GOODS VALUED £540
Top Dunlop Max 200G As used by
"The Brat" himself. 100% graphite
Thermal cover OR Top of range
graphite SQUASH racket.

MAXELL ARE THE No 1 BEST SELLING
DISKS IN THE USA AND JAPAN

They are certified 100% error free and are
GUARANTEED FOR LIFE

MAXELL 5.23 MINI DISKS 1 2-9 10-f
SIDES DENSITY Price per box

MD1-D Single Double soft 48tpi 18.90
MD2-0 Double Double soft 4810 28.90 26.90 25.90
MD1-DD Single Quad soft 96tpi 28-90 26.90 25.90
ND2.DD Double Quad soft 96to 3290 30.90 29.90
MD2-HD For IBM AT1.6mib 96ipi 42.90 40.90 39.90

MAXELL 8' FLOPPY DISKS

FD1-128 Sing le Single
FD2-128 Double Single
FD1-XD Single Double
F02-05 Double Double
FH1-12D Single Double

128 bytes
128 bytes
soft
Soft
hard 32

24.49 2349
3149 33.49
26.49 25.49
3449 33.49
24.49 2149

2249
3249
24.49
3249
22.49

MAXELL 3.5" MICRODISKS

MF1-DD Single Double soft 135tpi 34.90 32.90 31 90
MF2-0D Double Double soft 135tpi 44.90 42.90 41 90

MAXELL 3.00" COMPACT FLOPPY for Amstrad, Einstein etc.

CF2-D Double High soft 10010 45.99 44.99 43.99

SEPARATE OFFER: For even/ 60 disks -FREE one Esselte Diskette storage box
Lockable with clear pivoting lid to hold 60 x 5.25" disks RRP £20 17
Plus one 625" Esselte wet and dry disk drive cleaner
For Apricot users 15" micro disk single side f22 (box of 101
Double Sided f28.50 (box of 10/

Other storage Boxes
Flip Ale 3.3 x 40
Flip 'n' File 5.25" x15
Flip 'n' File 5.25" x15

RRP

f33.61
f7.78

f27.39

MX Price
E25.21

f5.55
f19.28

PRINTWHEELS' Available for every machine EG Dome/Diablo/Philips 065

FREE WITH GOODS VALUED £360
Dunlop McEnroe Comp
80% graphite 20% fibreglass
McEnroe endorsed
Medium firm grip Headcover

OFFICE MACHINE RIBBONS
Alder TriumphImperial
Alder TriumpbOlympiaNakajima
AldecTriumph,Olympia/Nakajima
Amstrad PCW8256
Apple lmagewriter DMP
Apple DWP

Brother HR15, 25, 35, E M200, CE40-70

Brother HR15. 25, 35

Brother H1315, 25, 35, EM200, CE40-70
Original

Brother HR15, 25, 35

Brother HR5Tbermal Printer
Brother EMI /2

Brother EM1 22

Brother EP44Tberrnal Printer

Canon AP11 150, 2/14500
Canon PW10804,11564
Centronics 700Zip-pack
Centronics 150152
C. Itoh 8510, NEC PC 8023 AB

Commodore 151621126& 4023
Diablo Hi -type II

Diablo Hi -type II

RIBBON
TYPE PRICE

SC £2.19

SIC

M/S

Fab

Fab

MS
SC

MS

SS

Fab

TH

SIC

MS
TH

S/C

Fab

Fab

Fab

Fab

MS
MS
Fab

S/C= Correctable S/S = Single Strike,
M/S = Multistrike, Fab = Fabric, Th = Thermal
Prices are per ribbon

259
3.39

7.40

3.39

3.19

2.09

3.69

3.25

2.99

2.45

1.19

219

2.70

2.89

4.19

2.19

2.49

139
2.64

1.79

2.79

Digital Decwriter LA3438 IV V LA100
Digital Decwriter 1A180
Epson FM/1/4E780,1BM PC 5152

Epson FX5.4X100

Epson Dr/MX 100. Refill

Epson LQ1500
Epson LX80/GX80

IBM 82C Selectric 11 111

IBM 82C Selectirc 11111

Juki 6100

Juki 6300

Mannesmann Tally MTN Spirit
Mannesman Tally MT80Spirit
NEC Prinwriter I & II

NEC Pinwriter III

NEC Spinwriter 20003500/7703
NEC Spinwriter 200035007000
NEC Spinwriter 50000155C0

NEC Spinwriter 50000/5003
Oki Microline806213192.93
Oki Microline 84844/M84
Olivetti ET111, 115

Olivetti ET 121-231,TES46
Olivetti ET121-231, TES 45,701

Olivetti Pra xis 30 35

FREE WITH GOODS VALUED £99
Dunlop McEnroe X10
High grade anodised alloy
Leather grip
Headcover

Fab

Fab

Fab

Fab

Fab

Fab

Fab

SIC

MIS

MIS
MIS

M/S

Fab

Fab

Fab

MS
Fab

MS
Fab

Feb

Fab

SIC

SIC

SIC

2.69 Olivetti Praxis20
199 Olympia ES103/3 105

2.79 Olympia ES10013

3.47 Oume Sprint 1 5
2.49 QumeSprint 3, 5
3.55 Qume Sprint 3, 5 Ouickload
2.99 flume 7.9 MkIV
1.19 Come 7,9 MkIV

2.19 Ricoh RP300,1500,1600

2.19 Seikosha GP100

1.99 Seikosha GP80,100AVC, 250 .

2.64 Shinwa CP80

2.79 Shinwa CP80

3.39 Silver Reed EX151DX 15

4.09 Slyer Reed EX4244, M44
7.90 Silver Reed EX5071, 2300, EXPO

3.61 Silver Reed EX5077, 2

2.09 Star Radix 10

2.89 Star Radix 15

1.09 Toshiba TH211100, P134050, 014000

2.49 Triumph/Alder Gabrielle.

4.69 Nakajima AE3300

1.99 Wang 2281W 6581 2,5581WD

2.69 Xerox 800850 Hi -Type

2.09 Lift Off Tapes

Cover Up Tapes

MCOMPUTERX SUPPLIES

S/C

SIC

Fab

MIS

Fab

M/S

MIS

Fab

MS
Fab

Fab

M/S

Fab

Th

SIC

SC
MS
Fab

Fab

Fab

MS
MIS

MS
from
from

2.49
139

2.79

1.59

2.09

1.99

2.59

365
139

2.29

229
2.64
2.79

268
209
139

2.69

176
4.49

467

3.39

159

2.79

0.75

0.95

DUNLOP OFFERS will be despatched upon receipt of payment

Send/Call for catalogue and Government/CounclUllniverany order- FREEPOST CRANLEIGH, Tel: (0483) 273152
welcome.

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT BUT INCLUDE DEUVERY SURREY G U 6 8BR

DON'T
TAKE

CHANCES!

M24, 256K RAM, 2 x 360K Floppy Drives £1,399
'M24, 640K RAM, 20 MB NEC Hard Disk Unit, 360K Floppy Drive £1,849
M24, 256K RAM, 10 MB Olivetti Hard Disk Unit, 360K Floppy Drive £2,095

M24 SP, 640K RAM, 20 MB Olivetti Hard Disk, 360K Floppy
Drives 7 Slot Bus Converter £2,210
M19, 256K RAM, 2 x 360K Floppy Drives £1,164
M19, 256K RAM, 10 MB Olivetti Hard Disk, 1 x 360K Floppy Drive £1,629

Even if price is a major consideration when you're buying
a computer package, you don't have to put pin to paper!

As one of Olivetti's oldest and largest UK dealers, we at
PA P Distribution offer some of the keenest prices around
AND the comfort of a 12 -month 'no quibble' warranty.

The table shows only a selection of our extensive range of
hardware and software.
 All systems listed include Mono Screen, Keyboard, MS DOS,

GW Basic and installation manuals.
 Please add £240 for colour monitor on M24 and SP. Add

f158 for colour monitor on M19.
 All prices quoted exclude VAT and Delivery Charge
 Government, Education, Local Authority and Export

enquiries welcome.

COMPARE OUR PRICES, THEN BUY WITH CONFIDENCE! E4 =
(For a little extra, we also offer full training & support and nationwide on -site maintenance)

Olivetti PAP Distribution, The Sion, Crown Glass Place, Nailsea, Bristol, Avon 8S19 2EP. Tel: (0272) 856502
A member of the PAP Group of Companies
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Right and wrong
One of the fundamental human learning processes is the distinction

between right and wrong, but can this technique be applied to
computer programs? In the second part of his series, David Levy

presents decision -making of the digital kind.

The learning process in man is one
of simple reinforcement. If you get
something right, you remember that
the method led to success, and the
next time you can do it the same
way. If you get something wrong,
you will try a different approach the
next time you are faced with the
same situation. Computer programs
can be made to learn using the same
fundamental approach - reinforce
successful decisions and reduce the
likelihood of repeating unsuccessful
ones.

To see how this concept works in
its simplest form, let's consider a
problem situation in which there are
two possible decisions. Starting with
absolutely no information about the
problem, how does man, or a com-
puter program, learn the best deci-
sion to make in this situation?

Situation
Decision 1 Decision 2

Result 1 Result 2

A simple way to think of the learn-
ing process is to imagine a decision -
making situation being represented
by a box. In the box, there is a de-
mon who makes the decision
whenever that particular situation is
encountered. Let's assume that the
first time the demon encounters the
problem situation, he has absolutely
no information on which to base his
decision. He could indicate this by
attaching the value 0 to Result 1 and
Result 2. He then tries a decision at
random (say, Decision 1) and discov-
ers that Result 1 is a failure. He can
indicate this by changing the value
associated with Result 1 from 0
(meaning no information available)
to -1 (which is used to indicate fai-
lure).

The next time that the demon is
faced with the same situation, he ex-
amines the values associated with
each decision and sees that one of
them, the -1 associated with Deci-
sion 1, indicates failure, whereas the
other value (which is still 0) indicates
that no information is available con-
cerning the merit of Decision 2. As

the demon always attempts to avoid
failure, he tries Decision 2, and is
pleased to discover that Result 2 is a
success. Accordingly, he assigns the
value +1 to Result 2 (+1 is used to
indicate success.

From now on, the demon will nev-
er have any difficulty when faced
with the same problem situation -
he will simply examine the values
associated with each decision and
make the choice that has associated
with it the indication of success - a
value of +1.

Complex environments
When the decision -making environ-
ment is more complex, the method
of learning the best decision also be-
comes more complex, but the under-
lying philosophy remains very simi-
lar. In a simple environment it is
possible to attribute success or fai-
lure directly to one decision, and to
know that a certain decision will de-
finitely produce success while
another decision will certainly result
in failure. The principal difference in
a more complex environment is that
most of the decisions are merely way
points on a (possibly long) decision -
making path, and it may not always
be possible to determine that suc-
cess or failure is directly attributable
to one or more specific decisions.

In order to help the demon make
his decision in a more complex en-
vironment, the decision box may be
thought of as containing a number of
balls, each of which is labelled to
represent a particular decision that
can be made in this situation. When
the demon is required to make a de-
cision, he selects a ball at random
and examines the decision label on
that ball. The decision on this label is
enacted, and a note is made of which
decision it is. If the result of the
whole decision -making process is
eventually found to be satisfactory,
another ball is added to this particu-
lar box with the same decision label
as the one just examined. The next
time a ball is chosen at random from
the box, it will be more likely that the
same decision will be made.

If, on the other hand, the first ran-
dom selection is a decision which
eventually results in failure, a ball
with that decision label is removed
from the box. The next time the
same situation is encountered, it will
be less likely that the same decision
will be made.

You can probably see that this
method is merely a more sophisti-
cated exposition of the aforemen-
tioned value method. Instead of start-
ing with the 'unknown' values of 0
for Decision 1 and Decision 2, we
could start with a box containing one
Decision 1 ball and one Decision 2
ball. When the Decision 1 ball is
chosen at random and results in fail-
ure, it is removed from the box. The
next time that the same problem
situation arises, the box will be
found to contain only a Decision 2
ball. When Decision 2 is made and
leads to success, another ball label-
led Decision 2 is added to the box;
and on every subsequent occasion
that a ball is taken at random from
this box, it will have a Decision 2
label, so in future Decision 2 will al-
ways be made.

The boxes method is unnecessarily
cumbersome for situations in which
success or failure can be directly
attributed to a specific decision, but
it is useful when a particular
decision -making situation is only one
stage in solving a problem. One of
the first problems on which the
boxes method was tried was the
game of noughts and crosses, in
which every possible game con-
figuration is represented by a diffe-
rent box (Fig 1).

In the original boxes experiment
which was conducted at the Universi-
ty of Edinburgh in 1961, 288 match-
boxes were used to represent the
288 different situations that can arise
in a game of noughts and crosses.
Each of these boxes works as an in-
dependent learning device, which is
used only when the particular situa-
tion represented by that box arises in
a game. At the start of the experi-
ment, a number of beads of different
colours are put into each of the
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boxes, each colour representing a

different (vacant) space in the
noughts and crosses diagram. The
whole system of boxes can be
thought of as representing a compu-
ter program, and the numbff of
beads of each colour in a box corres-
ponds to the program instructions
which determine what move is made
in the situation represented by that
box.

When a particular configuration
arises in a game, the program ex-
amines the box representing this
situation and counts the number of
beads of each colour in the box. For
example, at the start of the game
(Box 1), there might be 100 red
beads meaning play in the centre;
100 blue beads meaning play in a

corner; and 100 green beads mean-
ing play in the middle of an edge.
The program picks a bead at ran-
dom, and if it is a red bead, the prog-
ram makes the corresponding move

in the centre of the diagram. The
program then remembers which col-
our bead it picked and proceeds to
the next situation (and hence the
next box) after its opponent has re-
plied to its first move.

At the end of the game, if the
boxes program has won, it assumes
that all its decisions made during the
game were satisfactory and, there-
fore, reinforces every decision. In this
case, part of the reinforcement pro-
cess would consist of adding another
red bead to Box 1. Box 1 would then
contain 101 red beads, 100 green
ones and 100 blue ones, so that the
next time the program has to make
the first move in a game, it will be
slightly more likely to pick a red bead
than a blue one or a green one. If the
boxes program has lost the game it
would remove one red bead from
Box 1, thereby reducing the likeli-
hood of making the same move next
time it starts a game. And if the

game has been drawn, the program
would leave the contents of Box 1

unchanged. In practice, after con-
ducting a large number of ex-
perimental trials with this system,
you would expect to find a very high
proportion of red beads in Box 1.

The same procedure is followed
for every box encountered during a
game, and as more and more games
are played with this program, the
whole system becomes more and
more accurate. Fig 2 shows how the
performance of the system improves
with experience. The results are
taken from a series of games played
against an opponent which always
moved first and which always played
entirely at random. The score column
shows the number of (wins - losses)
scored by the boxes system.

Box 1

X

Box 2

X

Box 3

X Box 4

Fig 1 The boxes experiment

It has been calculated that with
best play, it is possible to achieve a
score of 87 (wins - losses) over a
series of 1000 games against a ran-
domly moving opponent who always
plays first. The boxes program fails

Number of
games played

Score

100 10
200 54
300 63
400 58
500 75
600 70
700 68
800 72
900 76

1000 70

Fig 2 System performance
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Dynasty.
The Qume family of letter -quality

printers is now into everybody s business.

As a world leader in letter quality printers for all business
computer systems, ITT Qume has been building up its
name for over a decade. For combined qualities of
simplicity, value for money, compatibility and stamina its
supremacy is incontestable. And now more than ever it is
also Qume for choice. The family representatives here
span the whole spectrum of applications.

Qume LaserTEN. Qume waited until they were
perfectly ready before introducing a second
generation laser, thus ensuring it
would be a whole lot easier to install
and operate. And be easily
compatible, too. LaserTEN produces
10 pages per minute of true letter
quality text - up to 10,000 per
month with ease. And the graphics
and text are easy on the eye.

Qume LetterPro Plus. Now
professional quality printing is
within reach of small businesses who
thought they couldn't spare the
money or the space
for a daisy wheel

printer. This compact easy -to -live with and friendly
printer trots along briskly at 45 cps and is equipped with
an 8K buffer memory capable of handling up to 4 pages
of text. Its reliability is tested to the equivalent of two
years of virtually continuous use.

Qume Sprint 11.90 Plus. Letterpress quality at
virtually the speed of dot matrix - that's the unique
performance which makes this printer the choice of a

wide range of busy companies. Yet the unbeatable
90 characters per second has been achieved

with no sacrifice of reliabilty. A rating of
5500 hours MTBF is almost a year longer

than most other daisy wheel manufact-
urers printers regardless of speed.

Meet the whole family of
letter quality printers -which also
includes the sprint 11-55 PLUS, 55 -
cps; the versatile Sprint 11 PLUS with
130 characters; the 11 PLUS wide -
track; also the economical LetterPro
20 cps. So introduce yourself

at your nearest
ITT-Qume dealership.

A Qume LaserTEN

Oume LetterPro Plu-

Qume Sprint 11-90 Plus IP.

Qume Quality. Choice is just a part of it.
Qume (UK) Limited

Marketing and Sales Park Way, Newbury, Berkshire RG13 1EE Telephone: (0635) 31400 Telex: 846321 Telefax: (0635) 32852
Service and Training Centre Bridgewater Close, Reading, Berkshire RG3 1JT Telephone: (0734) 584646 Telex: 849706
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Hands upwho
would like an
IBM® PC,ATor
compatible?

swl

Transform your PC,AT or
compatible, into a real multi-
user small business system
with a single add -in card
from Technology Concepts
Limited.

By running Concurrent1M
PC -DOS you get true multi-user
and continue to run all the top selling
PC -DOS packages with all round
compatibility.

At the heart of this ingenious and

COMPAQ -286 &
TCL+ 4 NOW AT

COMPUTER

Full technical data available from
Technology Concepts Limited, Raglan House,
Llantarnam Park, Cwmbran, Gwent NP44 3AX,
U.K. Telephone 06333 72611.

Hands upwho
would like a
multiuser

IBM® PC,ATor
compatible?

highly cost effective answer is the TCL+4 card.
With its own on -board InteriAPX 188
processor it drives up to 4 standard

terminals at 19,200 baud.

11
A stroke of genius from

A

Now you can go
multi-user with speed,
ease and style!
Do we have to say more?

Intel is a trademark of Intel Corporation Inc.
IBM is a trademark of International Business
Machines Inc.
Concurrent is a trademark of DIGI1AL
Digital Research Inc. RESEARCH

TECHNOLOGY
CONCEPTS
LIMITED



BEST U.K. SOFTWARE PRICES?
TRISOFT LTD. 0629 3021

PROFESSIONAL ADVICE 0 LOW PRICES 0 HOTLINE SUPPORT 0 FAST SERVICE

PEGASUS ACCOUNTING

Regarded by many accountants as the very
best accounting softwate available. Pega-
sus comprises eight modules, most of
which will operate alone or will work
together in a totally integrated system. We
have professional staff, in London and the
Midlands, fully trained to install and sup-
port Pegasus. Prices and details on re-
quest. We are authorised Pegasus dealers.

COMPUTER -AIDED DESIGN
As specialist consultants in this field we can
supply either software only or a total
system configuration with full support. We
are suppliers of AUTOCAD, DOODLE and a
number of other CAD packages. The
productivity benefits of CAD are enormous
- the cost of a system is almost certainly
much less than you would expect. In most
cases our clients have found a system pays
for itself within 3 to 12 months!

MULTISOFT ACCOUNTS
A system offering top-level functionality at
a very reasonable price. Recent press
reviews have highlighted Multisoft as one
of the most powerful micro -based account-
ing systems currently available. We con-
cur. Very impressive indeed! Please tele-
phone for further information. We are
officially appointed Multisoft dealers.

DATAMASTER
* 255 fields per record * 255 characters
per field * 8000 characters per record *
65535 records per file * 120 characters
per index * 255 index fields per file * User
password * Customised forms * Menu
driven * Select on multiple fields *
Produce DIF files * Statistical functions
include Count, Sum, Mean, Variance,
Standard Deviation, Standard Error *
Back-ups and restore capability * Exten-
sive on -screen prompting.

Telephone to learn more about what we
regard as the best relational database
currently available (most MSDOS
machines) List price £495. Our Price
P.O.A.

Whether you are seeking specialist advice or simply wish to buy your software at a HARDWARE SERVICE
competitive price we believe that Trisoft Ltd offers a service second to none. Apart from Please telephone for prices and details ofoffering over 350 software packages, covering most machine formats, we are also
dealers in ACT Apricot, Olivetti and North Star Dimension (IBM-compatible, multi-user), our optional installation service. We

computers and a wide range of peripheral equipment. supply: -

APRICOT

AUTOCAD £300
LOTUS 1-2-3 £247

DBASE III PLUS £335 MULTIMATE £220
FRAMEWORK 2 £325 MULTIMATE ADV £235
WORDSTAR 2000 REL2 £245 SYMPHONY £345
WORDSTAR 2000 PLUS £325 REFLEX £69
WORD PERFECT £269 VP PLANNER £79
MULTIPLAN 2 £175 Q & A £235
MS WORD £265 DATABASE P.O.A

*********************************************
WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL.£399" £219

*********************************************

*All prices are subject to VAT.
*Carriage is charged at £5.00 + VAT on software orders.
*All prices quoted are for IBM. For other formats, please enquire.

APRICOT X15, 5MB HARD DISK,
1 x 315K FLOPPY, 256K RAM,

9' MONITOR, KEYBOARD, MSDOS,
4 x PEGASUS MODULES_ £1995

* SAVE OVER £1500*
OLIVETTI M24, 10MB HARD DISK, 1 x 320'360 K
FLOPPY. 640K RAM, MONO SCREEN, KEYBOARD,

MSDOS, ROLAND DXY 880 A3 PLOTTER. TDS LC 12
DIGITIZER, AUTOCAD, AUTOCAD ADEX 1 & 2, 8087

MHZ COPROCESSOR £5,695

HAYES -
COMPATIBLE

MODEMS
Hayes compatibility is almost essential to fully
utilise the facilities offered by the communica-
tions modules of packages such as Smart,
Symphony, Framework, Open Access etc., and
the top communications programs such as

Crosstalk, Smartcom II etc.
Steebek Minimo + 2 - V21/V23 AA/AD
(including cable) £245.00

Hayes Smartmodem 1200 V22 (1200 Baud full
Dulplex) (including cable) £575.00

Both modems are B.A.B.T approved

* GET SMART! *
IN OUR OPINION THE BEST INTEGRATED
PACKAGE AVAILABLE FOR IBM/APRICOT

* DATABASE * WORDPROCESSOR
* SPREADSHEET * GRAPHICS

* TIME MANAGER * COMMUNICATIONS
TELEPHONE FOR OUR TECHNICAL

ANALYSIS OR TO ARRANGE A
DEMONSTRATION SMART 3

PRICE ON APPLICATION

Olivetti AUTHORISED ACT AND OLIVETTI

U.K.'s highest selling serious business
micros; we supply the full range from the
Fl to xi20s.
OLIVETTI
M21 and M24. In our opinion the Olivetti
range offers the finest IBM-compatible,
single -user hardware available.

NORTHSTAR DIMENSION
The only 100% PC -compatible multi-user
multi -processing system currently avail-
able. Will accept up to 12 work stations and
runs all IBM °off -the -shelf" software.
Tremendously cost effective as compared
to IBM PC networks; up to 60MB central
storage. Entry-level, 2 screen configuration
with 15MB central storage only £6300,
R.R.P.

SUPERCALC III
Here are just some of the features offered
by Supercalc III Release 2.1 and why this
program is likely to overtake Lotus 1-2-3 in
total sales.
* Price includes direct telephone support
from Sorcim/IUS. * Largest useable
spread -sheet (up to 9999 rows and 127
columns) * Advanced memory manager.
* 8087 support for speed. * Over 500
built-in functions such as rate of return, net
present value, average, random number
generator, trigonometric functions etc. *
Superb graphics including 8 font types, up
to four charts per page and able to print all
plotter colours.
List Price £360. Our Price £175

SUPERPROJECT PLUS
Supports P.E.R.T., Gantt and Critical Path
techniques. Complete functionality with
Scheduling, Assigned Resources, Monitor-
ing, Updating, Reporting, Costing, (fixed &
var). * Menu & command driven * Nested
subprojects * Resource and Project Calen-
dar * Adjustable task dates * Data
transfer to Supercalc. IBM & Compatibles
only. Telephone for details.
List Price £495. Our Price £345.

SAGE SUPERDEALS
LOS Oda Ow Piteo

Sage Accounts 375 245
Sage Plus 695 465
Sage Payroll 195 145
Accts/Payroll 495 320
* Bookkeeper .295 195
* Accountant 359 320
* Accountant Plus 695 :435
A Chit Chat 130 110
A C/C with Modem 395 299
A Options 145 115
(* MS-DOS only A IBM/Apricot only)

If you require advice please call
All the above prices include full support from our technical

department. We are authorised Sage Superdealers.
DEALER ENQUIRIES A MUST

DEALER

We offer probably the widest range of software in the UK. Please ask for a copy of our comprehensive price list.
Local authority, government and European enquiries welcomed. Further discounts may be negotiated for large orders.

L_Da

Crown Square, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 3AT
Telephone: 0629 3021

en] 'ED

Telex: 8950511 ONEONE G (Ref 129 77001)
Telecom Gold: 83 NTG 344 Prestel: 533544601
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
to reach this optimal result because
it tends to gain a lot of knowledge
about how to play in some situations
(the ones that it encounters frequent-
ly), but very little or no knowledge
about how to play in others. In order
to learn to play an absolutely optimal
game all the time, the program
would need to play bad moves de-
liberately from time to time in order
to gain a lot of experience with every
single box in the system. (This phe-
nomenon is rather similar to the clas-
sic problem of how to reach the
highest peak in a range of hills. The
obvious thing to do at any stage is to
move upwards, but in doing so you
might merely be moving towards a
'local' peak rather than the 'global'
one which is the target of the exer-
cise. The only way to know that you
have found the highest peak is to
explore the whole region.) Neverthe-
less, the performance of the boxes
program is reasonably impressive for
such a simple system, and the tech-
nique can easily be adapted to many
other types of problem.

Improving the method
The 'boxes' method described above
gives an equal amount of reinforce-
ment to every decision made on a
path to success, but in most
problem -solving
will not truly reflect the relative
merits of the various successful deci-
sions. Let's consider the game of
noughts and crosses as in Fig 3.

X 0

0

X

Fig 3 Noughts and crosses

X is to move next, and we can see
that X can win at once by playing in
the middle of the left-hand edge. But
X can also win by playing in the bot-
tom right-hand corner, though in this
case victory will be postponed for
one move. Using the simple boxes
approach, each of these moves
would, after the end of the game,
result in a one -bead reinforcement to
every box on the success path.

In most problems, it is of at least
some importance to succeed (or win
as quickly as possible, and for this
reason it is logical to give greater
reinforcement to those decisions
which are on the shortest success
paths. We can modify the boxes
method in the case of noughts and
crosses so that the number of beads
of reinforcement added to 'success-

ful' decision boxes is related to the
number of moves required to win the
game - the quicker the win, the
more reinforcement is given. In the
above example, when four moves by
X are required for victory, this mod-
ified boxes method might result in
the moves 'top -left', 'bottom -left' and
'bottom -right', each having a rein-
forcement of, say, two beads, as
would the fourth and final move by
X. But when only three moves by X
are needed for victory (top -left,
bottom -left and middle -left), each of
these moves could be reinforced by
adding three beads to the appropri-
ate box. This modified strategy will
result in the example shown above
preferring the move which leads to
immediate victory to the one which
leads to a slower victory.

Another refinement would be to
reinforce decisions on a success path
by a number which is inversely re-
lated to the number of moves re-
quired, from that point in the game,
to force a win. This would bias the
success and failure reinforcements
more heavily near the end of the
game than near the start, and would
speed up the learning process.

Scoring functions
It is well-known in chess, draughts
and many other board games that
the most important feature is 'mate-
rial' - that is, the pieces themselves.
The player with an advantage in
material usually wins the game,
other things being equal. We could,
therefore, say that the best move in a
chess position is the one which leads
to the gain of the largest amount of
material, the second-best move is the
one which leads to the gain of the
second largest amount of material,
and so on.

It is usually the case in chess that
no move can be seen to guarantee
the win of material, and so other fac-
tors come into consideration. The
next most significant feature in
chess, after material, is mobility -
the total freedom of movement of
the pieces. This is often measured by
counting the number of squares
which each piece attacks, and adding
the totals. We can then say that if
two or more moves lead to the gain
of the same amount of material, the
move to be chosen is the one which
brings about the greatest possible in-
crease in mobility. By introducing
knowledge about other aspects of
chess, such as centre control, king
attack, pawn structure, and so on, it's
possible to create a decision maker
which combines information about
how many of the various features are
present in a position with a know-
ledge of the relative importance of
each feature. This decision maker is

known as a scoring function (some-
times called an evaluation function).

To see how a simple scoring func-
tion is derived and works, let's con-
sider the problem of the commuter
who has a choice of two ways to get
to work. He may travel by bus for
five miles to the nearest station and
then by train for 20 miles; or he may
travel by bus for eight miles to a
station on another line, and then by
train for 15 miles. The bus moves at
10mph and the train runs at 60mph.
Which is the fastest way to get to
work?

We can represent this problem by
means of a simple scoring function

Score = bus miles + train miles
10 60

Fig 4 A simple scoring function

(Fig 4). It isn't difficult to see that the
score represents the number of
hours taken to complete the journey,
and that the journey with the lower
score is the faster. In this example,
the features of the scoring function
are bus miles and train miles; the
amount present of each feature is the
number of bus miles in the journey
and the number of train miles; and
the relative importance of these two
features is 1/10 to 1/60.

In any kind of problem -solving en-
vironment, a computer program
needs to know which features are
sufficiently relevant to be incorpo-
rated in the scoring function, and it
must also be able to measure how
much of each feature is present; all
this information is supplied by homo
sapiens. But although most prog-
rams are also provided (by humans)
with the relative importance (or
'weighting') for each of the features
in the scoring function, it is possible
for a program to learn to improve its
own weightings or even to learn
them from scratch.

One way in which this can be
achieved is the use of multiple re-
gression analysis, a well-known
method in statistics. What multiple
regression can do for us is to consid-
er a number of decisions made by
human experts and use this informa-
tion to determine how much import-
ance the human experts give to the
various features in the scoring func-
tion. In the case of chess, for exam-
ple, a program could observe how a
Grandmaster acts in a number of
different positions.

Let's assume that a chess program
can measure six features in a chess
position: material, mobility, king
safety, pawn structure, centre control
and king attack, and that associated
with each feature is a numerical
weighting which has been designed
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to represent the relative importance
of the features to each other. We'll
refer to these weightings as Wma,
Wmo, Wks, Wps, Wcc and Wka re-
spectively. The merit score for any
chess position can then be calculated
from:
(Wma x material) +
(Wmo x mobility) +
(Wks x king safety) +
(Wps x pawn structure) +
(Wcc x centre control) +
(Wka x king attack)

When faced with a choice of
moves in a chess position, a prog-
ram could use this 'scoring function'
to compute a score for every single
position that could arise after making
its next move, and it could then
select the move leading to the posi-
tion with the highest score.

In order to arrive at the best possi-
ble set of values for the weightings
Wma, Wmom and so on, the prog-
ram could consider the moves made
by a strong human player and
assume that his moves will always
be better than the alternatives avail-
able. Just one assumption of this
type can provide a whole wealth of
useful information. For example, if
the program sees a human chess
master opening with the move e2-
e4, it might assume that e2-e4 is bet-

all other moves available. It
then produces a set of inequalities
such as :
score after e2-e4 ) score after a2-a3
score after e2-e4 > score after a2-a4
score after e2-e4 ) score after b2-b3,

and so on,
where 'b' means 'is greater than'.

Each time the strong human player
makes a move, the program acquires
another set of inequalities, and each
set of inequalities allows the prog-
ram to increase the accuracy of the
various weightings. (There are stan-
dard methods for solving large num-
bers of inequalities.) The program is
simply observing the actions of the
human expert and then trying to
modify its own play to be as close as
possible to that of its 'teacher'. The
result would be that the weightings
of the features in the program's scor-
ing function would approach some
'local' optimum - local in the sense
that the weightings would be optimal
for the set of positions that have
been used for the regression
analysis.

Computer learning
Up to now we have considered how
computer programs might learn in a
static environment such as a game of
chess or noughts and crosses, where
the laws of nature (the rules of the
game) are constant. However, there
are many real life situations in which
the laws of nature change, and an

intelligent program should be able to
monitor such changes and learn how
to adjust to them.

A relatively simple example is a

program designed to predict how far
a ship will travel in the next 24
hours, assuming that no weather
forecast is available. The program
might make an assumption about the
weather based on some kind of aver-
age during the previous 10 days, but
it should place more weight on the
weather for the current day than it
does on the weather 10 days ago. It
might assume, for example, that the
wind speed tomorrow will be as
shown in Fig 5.

(wind speed today x 4) +

(average wind speed for past 10 days)

5

Fig 5 Calculating wind speed

This formula gives four times as
much weight to recent information
than it does to older information, and
hence is rather susceptible to recent
changes in the environment.

Another more complex example is
the following problem. Assume that
we have a chess -playing program
whose task it is to learn how to play
in the style of its human opponent. It
learns to optimise its scoring func-
tion in exactly the manner described
above, but instead of considering ev-
ery set of inequalities as being of
equal importance, it gives, say, three
times as much weight to the ine-
qualities provided by its present

opponent than it does to those of the
past. In this way, the program's
learning process does benefit from
all its past experience at the game,
but its 'style' will quickly come to
resemble that of its present oppo-
nent. If its present opponent likes to
advance on the wings, the program
will soon find its scoring function
modified to give more emphasis to
the wings (and, therefore, less to
centre control). If its present oppo-
nent enjoys sacrificing his pieces, the
program will quickly learn that mate-
rial is not quite so important as it
originally assumed, and it too will
begin to make sacrifices.

Similar learning techniques have
been used to teach a computer prog-
ram how its opponents at the poker
table change the style and the fre-
quency of their bluffing, and a friend
of mine who is a professional poker
player even lost 'money' to such a
program during a rather long ses-
sion.

Further reading
Michie D and Chambers RA (1968).
Boxes: An Experiment in Adaptive
Control; in Dale E and Michie D (Eds)
Machine Intelligence 2, pp 137-152.
Samuel AL (1967). Some Studies in
Machine Learning Using the Game of

- Recent Progress; IBM
Journal of Research and Develop-
ment, vol 11, pp 601-617.
Selfridge OG (1959). Pandemonium:
a Paradigm of Learning; in Mecha-
nisation of Thought Processes, vol 1,
pp 511-531. National Physical
Laboratory, Symposium No 10. END
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'You are playing the greatest adventure game ever; with the best
graphics, the best riddles, the best sound effects . .. you will tell all

your friends ... you will remember nothing of this ...'
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Here's the solution.
Now, what's the problem?

Psion Organiser II. The pocket
computer with up to 304k of on -board
memory ...powerful programming
facilities...plug-in peripherals, data
and program packs . . . links to office -
bound systems ... and a price tag from
under £100.

Psion Organiser II comes with built-
in, menu -driven programs to provide

users with a perpetual diary, multiple
alarm facilities, a sophisticated
calculator; and the ability to create

massive, automatically cross-
referenced data bases (for addresses,

stock lists, price lists and so on).
Information can be accessed for
review or up -dating by simply enter-

ing any minimal part of the required
data. And that's just the start.

This powerful hand-held computer
can be tailored to handle tasks specific to
you or your company, using the built-in

structured programming language.
Your programs and databases can be

copied and stored permanently on
plug-in Datapaks. If you wish,

we'll even customise the keyboard
to suit your particular application.

There are plug-in peripherals such as
bar code and magnetic swipe readers,
facilities for linking Psion Organiser II
into your office computes; printer or
modem, and equipment for bulk copying
and erasing Datapaks.

So all in all, Psion Organiser II is a
pretty comprehensive solution.Whatever
the problem.

For further information send the
coupon or ring our Customer Service on
01-723 9408.

Psion Organiser II
The machine that thinks with you.

To Psion Limited, Freepost 3, London VV1E 3E27I

Please send me Full colour brochure
(Tick as appropriate)

Information pack
(corporate applications)

Name

Address

Postcode Tel

tio

P101
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SCREENTEST

Q&A
If you're overwhelmed by myriad applications and just require a

simple, down-to-earth data management system, Q&A could be for
you. Kathy Lang assesses its facilities.

Anyone who occasionally looks at
the best-seller lists for software on
business computers - meaning IBM
PCs and Apricots rather than 'cheap
and cheerful' systems such as the
Amstrad PCW8256 - can hardly fail
to be struck by the complete absence
of packages aimed at those who just
want to do simple things using an
'automated card index'. Among
those that appear regularly, all the
data management systems are pack-
ages such as dBasell and III, Delta
and DataMaster, which, despite the
efforts of their advertising agencies,
are more likely to appeal to those
with large and relatively complex re-
quirements: price alone would sug-
gest that conclusion. Among new
launches, too, such products as Para-
dox are targetted at those who are
prepared to spend upwards of £400
and want facilities to match.

What do those who need to handle
simple lists and tables use? Some
may, perhaps, have started comput-
ing with a spreadsheet, and use the
very basic features of packages such
as Lotus 1-2-3 and SuperCalc to
handle simple tables. In the US there
are simple packages which have a
substantial following, though none
seems to have caught on in the UK.
Into this arena, then, comes a new
contender, intent on using the cur-
rent artificial intelligence bandwagon
to meet the needs of people who
have simple requirements and want
them met in a straightforward way -
Q&A. Q&A is an American product: it
is distributed in the UK by Paradigm.

Q&A is essentially an automated
card index system, as it does not
allow you to connect files together
when extracting information or
amending records: such packages
are often described as using a 'flat
file' approach. Within that limitation,

it offers a wide variety of facilities in
a fashion that I found extremely easy
to use. Apart from some limitations
in the search facilities, Q&A probably
takes flat file handling about as far as
most people will want to go.

Beyond that, Q&A's chief claim to
fame is that, in addition to a conven-
tional method of operation through
menus and options, it also allows
you to interact with its 'Intelligent
Assistant' to phrase queries in as
natural a form of English as possible.
The Intelligent Assistant comes with
a battery of pre -defined words and
phrases; in addition to 'teaching' it
about the nature of your sets of re-
cords, you can also add to its voca-
bulary of nouns, verbs and adjectives
to include your own terminology.
The aim of this approach is to make
it easier for novices to frame ques-
tions. Whether this aim is achieved
in practice I leave to your judgement
when you have read my review, but I
should warn readers that I remain
sceptical about the benefits, in the
current state of the Al art, of taking
this 'natural language' approach.

In addition to the extensive data
management facilities, Q&A also has
a word processor, adequate though
not startling in its features, but in-
cluding the ability to create personal-
ised documents.

At present, Q&A is available only
for the IBM PC and close compati-
bles. It requires a minimum of 512k
memory; if you have exactly 512k,
the manual warns you to use the
DOS defaults of two buffers and 10
files, since you may run out of mem-
ory if you use more. This could be an
almighty nuisance if you use other
programs alongside Q&A: many
packages will not run unless you use
a CONFIG-SYS file to set higher
limits, and to change the limits cur -

Max file size
Max no fields
Max digits
Special disk format?
Link to ASCII files?
Fixed rec structure?
Amend rec structure?
Link data files?
No sort fields
Max key length (chars,
fields)
Data validation
Unique keys
Store calculated data
Store selecn criteria
>1 criterion /field?

Browsing methods
Reference manual
Reference card
Hot-line?
Max record size
Max field size
Max prime key
File size fixed?
Data types

NS
?676
NS

YV
Y
Y
N
NS

NS,1
G
N
IN,BA
P
Keyword
fields only
AF
****
** *

F

(chars) NS
1677

length NS
N
N,C,D,T,L,E,
Ref,List

Fixed record length
stored
No data files open NP
No keys 120
Subsidiary indexes
kept up-to-date? UTD
Screen formatting
Report formatting D,C,I
Totals & statistics
Combining criteria A
Wild -code selection? SW
Interaction methods M,LT
Tutorial guide .***
Online help **.*.
Note: Maximum five stars possible
For a full explanation of
abbreviations, see 'Database
dossier, page 188, January 1985
issue
Fig 1 Features and constraints
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Help on the main menu

A range of search options

rently in use involves rebooting.
The other area to watch is disk

space. Q&A's four program disks
(not copy -protected, thank goodness)
copy onto about 1Mbyte of hard disk
space, not excessive by current data
management system standards: but
the index files (one per data file,
however many indexes you have) are
remarkably large. On my Benchtest
file of 1000 records, I use two inde-
xes; one index field has five charac-
ters and the other three. The Q&A
index of these two fields uses 50k,
one-third of the space taken by the
data file. And when Q&A's Intelligent
Assistant has been 'trained' to allow
the use of the 'natural language' in-
terface, the space requirement grows
larger still - 180k for the data file
and 170k for the index file.

Constraints
Q&A's main data -handling features
and limitations are shown in Fig 1.

Apart from the limit to a single data
file in use at any one time, the pack-
age is remarkably free of constraints.
I could find no reference to the con-
ventional limits on size of file, record
or field; the only stated limit seems
to be a maximum of 10 screens, each
of at most 21 lines, to describe each
file. Internally, Q&A uses a two -letter
code to identify each field, giving a
possible maximum of 5356 fields,
though I strongly suspect that you
would run out of memory before
reaching such a limit. A field may not
span more than one screen, giving
an effective limit of 1677 characters
(21 lines of 80 characters, less one
character each for the field name and
two delimiters).

A fair range of data types is
allowed, including time; dates may

text rates
", 50540 (tin)

keyKras ;as t.

,Yee;,t Ilse trier 1017I/I 1-ess fotrortleflIffetyfl.

1111-Wts

Specifying field types

Setting up a mass update

be entered and displayed in a variety
of formats, including the common
UK form of DD/MMNY, while times
may be 12 or 24 -hour clock. Currency
symbols may be dollar or pound,
and the decimal indicator may be
period or comma. All these variants
are specific to individual data files,
rather than applying to the package
as a whole.

File creation & indexing
The first step in creating a Q&A file

.. in addition to a
conventional method of

operation through
menus and options,

Q&A also allows you to
interact with its

'Intelligent
Assistant'...'

is to design a screen form on which
the records are to be displayed. (The
form may span up to 10 physical
screens.) Each field is entered as a
name followed by either a colon or a
( sign, with the maximum length
being determined by another field
name or a ) sign. Several fields may
be entered on one line, or a field
may span several lines. Simple line
drawing is provided, so that you can
draw boxes round sets of fields.

When the screen design is com-
plete, you are presented with a

screen showing the blank record lay-
out, with a T in each field (for Text).
If all your fields are to contain char-
acters - no dates, numbers, and so
on - you can just accept that defini-

Fon 9 Pap 1 of 1

c -Is:: 11 -en to Water While 17-trara 1944 took neWettese

Typical data entry form

Met Stain wee Ins or Mont cae wfueretlo iwese your data-
1.1St. NOB ton no, wine off or Wool tar sostre 0:11 renal Ow
lotelltont Assistnt exert at tie Ittelliont issistoot On Rake
nnlar eta (relent 1aclws.

Intelligent Assistant options

tion; otherwise, you change the de-
finition letter to that appropriate for
each field - N(umber), D(atel, and
so on. An unusual field format is
Keyword, which may have several
values within a particular record; for
example, you might want to record
all a person's hobbies, or all the spe-
cial abilities of a member of staff.

Finally, you can set the formats for
date, time and currency fields, and
the specification is complete. Should
you want to change it later, some
alterations (such as adding a field)
can be accomplished without file
reorganisation, while others oblige
Q&A to change the data file. In either
case, the operation is smooth, and
this flexibility is a good feature.

Q&A automatically creates an in-
dex on the first field. If you wish, you
can index other fields (Q&A calls this
'speeding up'). The index is used to
speed searches of all kinds, including
those requesting partial matches,
such as 'field starting with' certain
characters. Indexing is carried out as
part of the 'customisation' option;
many other record checking features
are also included there. The index (to
all indexed fields) is kept up-to-date
when records are amended.

Data input & updating
Records are added and amended
through the screen form which is set
up when the file is created. Q&A
allows you to customise this form in
a variety of ways, to make it easier to
get the data right. Possible enhance-
ments include data validation, con-
trol over the order in which fields are
entered, calculated fields, and the
ability to reference a look -up table in
another file (perhaps to amplify
abbreviated codes to their full value).
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The new 11\

With a memoryjike
wehavent for

Internal power supply.

Resolution: 640X400 pixel
monochrome or 320X 200
with 16 colours,
640X200 with 4 colours.

TOS in ROM creates
a workspace of over
900K bytes.

94 -key QWERTY keyboard
with numeric keypad
and cursor controls.

Monitor: 12" high -
resolution monochrome
or 14" colour.

Integral 1Mb
(unformatted)
double -sided
31/2" disk drive.
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The price! Under El
a Kb (excluding VAT)
including colour monitor. An enormous 1024K RAM plus

a powerful Motorola 68000
processor running at 8MHz.

Port for mouse
or joysticks.

Two -button
mouse.



1131040SM
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The Atari 1040STF employs state of the art 16/32 bit
technology. Yet its price is unbeatable.

The ST range of computers already has a large number
of software programmes available, including word processors,
spreadsheets and databases, as well as a variety of programming
languages and specialist business packages.

The 1040STF will also run software written on several
other popular operating systems, including CP/M.

It has a 1024K RAM, integral 1Mb (unformatted)
double -sided 31/2" disk drive, two -button mouse and built-in
power supply.

The operating system is in ROM, leaving RAM free for
applications. BASIC and LOGO programming languages
complete the package.

With 12" monochrome monitor, we recommend it sells
for £799 excluding VAT saving you at least £1600 against its
nearest rival. The price of our 14" colour system is a remarkably
low £999 excluding VAT.

As the American magazine 'Byte' commented, "for
some time to come the 1040STF will be the clear leader in
price/performance."

For the name of your nearest dealer, ring Teledata
on 01-200 0200.

And that includes an
unbeatable price

Power Without the Price'"
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Initial values may be set for specified
fields.

Some aspects of data entry can be
controlled by simple program -like
commands; for example, if the value
entered for one field determines
whether it is relevant to request data
for other fields, this can be program-
med into the form. (It might, for inst-
ance, become relevant only to ask
questions about a spouse if the sub-
ject of the record is married.) You
can also define help screens which
will be referenced when the form is
being filled in, a very helpful feature
for people designing systems for
others to use.

Another feature controlled by the
customisation option is screen colour
(unfortunately, Q&A is very restric-
tive here). Despite the provision on
IBM colour monitors of eight back-
ground and 16 foreground colours,
which can be combined in a variety
of ways to vary the colours used for
field names, values and the back-
grounds upon which they are en-
tered, Q&A allows only seven colour
combinations.

Several of these do not provide
good ranges of contrast - for exam-
ple, red field names and white field
names on a black background - so
that I was hard-pressed to find a

combination I could live with, let
alone enjoy using. Among my pet
hates is the bossiness which dep-
rives users of facilities they have
paid good money for! If you have a
colour monitor, it would certainly be
worth checking that you find at least
one of the available colour combina-
tions acceptable. And do check on a
monitor like your own - the varia-
tion among different makes of moni-
tor is astonishing.

When entering records, in addition
to the facilities provided through cus-
tomisation, you can use a 'ditto'

SCREENTEST
mark to echo a value from the pre-
ceding record. Records can be
selected for amendment using the
full range of selection criteria de-
scribed below under 'Selection &
sorting'.

In addition to amending records in-
teractively, you can also carry out
what Q&A calls a 'mass update', in
which all or a selected group of re-
cords are amended in the same way,
perhaps to raise a price by 10 per
cent. And this operation can be car-
ried out using the Intelligent Assis-
tant, too - more on this under 'User
image'.

Screen display
Records may be displayed one at a
time, using the form created with the
data file, or they may be shown on a
list. In addition, any report destined
for the printer may alternatively be
shown on the screen, and this in-
cludes, for example, summary re-
ports giving just totals or counts - a
useful but not universal feature.

Printed reports
Q&A provides two main ways to pro-
duce reports. You can set up simple
reports and print or display them at
once from within the File section of
the package, or you can design and
save a full columnar report specifica-
tion for subsequent printing.

The latter can include selection and
sorting specifications, instructions
about the handling of sub -totals, and
so on. It can also allow you to pro-

BM1
BM2
BM3
BM4

BM5
BM6

BM7
BM8

BM9
BM10

Time to

Time to add one new record 5secs
Time to select record by primary key 4secs
Time to select record by secondary key 16secs+
Time to access 20 records from 1000 sequentially
on three -character field (same field as
in BM2 key) 26secs+
Time to access record using wild -code 39secs+
Time to index 1000 records on three -character
field
Time to sort 1000 records on five -character field
Time to calculate on one field per record and
store result in record
Time to total three fields over 1000 records
Time to add one new field to each of 1000
records

import a file of 1000 records: 2mins 55 secs

2mins 8 secs
48secs

6mins 6secs
1min 16 secs

1min 16secs

Notes: NT = Not tested; NP = Not possible; + = including scrolling.
Where two times are given, first is access to first record, second is access
to each subsequent record.
Fig 2 Benchmark times recorded on an IBM PC/XT/H

duce reports on 'keyword' fields, pro-
vided only one is included in the re-
port and it is the first to be specified.

Selection & sorting
Records may be selected for display,
printing or updating in two ways: by
filling in a blank form on the screen
with the criteria to be used; or
through the Intelligent Assistant (see
'User image').

A good range of selection oper-
ators is provided, and the matching
of values for keyword fields can use
OR (any of these values will do) or
AND (the keyword field must contain
all these values for the record to be
chosen). I could not, however, find a
way to specify OR between fields -
all criteria are cumulative - or to
accept several values for non -
keyword fields (though you can spe-
cify ranges). These specifications are
notoriously hard to set up in such a
way that inexperienced users can
make sense of the instructions, but
the absence of this flexibility does
limit the kinds of search you can
make.

Displays and printed reports can
be ordered by one or more fields,
with the sorting being in ascending
or descending order. Such orderings
are maintained only for the display
or report requested, and have to be
re-established each time the report is
produced; nor are the records them-
selves physically re -ordered, so sort-
ing is fast.

Calculation
At data entry and during a mass up-
date, fields may be calculated from
the values of other fields within the
same record.

Q&A allows the usual range of
arithmetic operators. In reports, tot-
als and counts, plus some additional
functions such as average, maximum
and minimum are provided.

Multiple files
Q&A allows you to work on one data
file at a time; there are no multiple
file features, apart from the ability to
use a table to look up substitute
values of fields filled in data entry.

Tailoring
Apart from the ability to customise
data entry, Q&A's tailoring features
are limited to simple macros which
record sequences of keystrokes.
These can be recorded directly from
the keyboard; once saved they can
be edited using 'visible equivalents'
in Write, Q&A's word processor.

Links with outside
Q&A allows you to import from a
range of data formats, including pfs:
File, Lotus 1-2-3, ASCII text and DIF
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files. You can also export data from
Q&A to ASCII text formats and to
DIF, the format used or readable by
most spreadsheets.

User image
Q&A's basic approach is to use
menus, with a lot of automatic
prompting plus plentiful extra help
on request. This works quite success-
fully - I generally make a point of
using the manuals as much as possi-
ble, but this really is not necessary
with Q&A.

My only real grumbles are peren-
nials: too many keystrokes to move
between menus, and no choice of
colour. You can choose from a res-
tricted range of colour combinations
for data entry forms, but for Q&A's
own displays, including table views
of data files, there is no choice. This
is the more irritating in that the de-
signers, Symantec, have chosen a
colour combination which can be
admirable, but on my monitor (a
very popular make) is very lacking in
contrast; cyan on blue is, in my ex-
perience, the most variable in its
effects of any of the available com-
binations. (In case you think I'm car-
rying on rather, try using a screen for
several hours a day that has an un-
appealing colour combination, and I

think you'll agree. And what few de-
signers seem to realise is that this
judgement is highly individual - in
an office of two, my partner and I

differ markedly
acceptable, let alone pleasing!)

The alternative to menus and op-
tions, for many of Q&A's facilities, is
to use the so-called Intelligent Assis-
tant. This is accessed from the main
menu, and allows much greater free-
dom in specifying queries and re-
trieving records for display and
amendment (including mass updat-
ing). You can specify queries in such
terms as: 'Show me the average age
of all the people who live in York-
shire and have two dogs.'

Q&A comes with a long list of
built-in keywords, such as 'show',
'is', 'not', and so on. It also custo-
mises its approach to your forms set;

Package
DMS+

File

PC Promise 175

PractiBase

Q&A

Cost (f) Summary
195 Stripped -down version of Delta from same supplier -

one file open at a time, no tailoring. Good letter -
writing. Usable manuals, but no road map of menus.
Separate set-up and execute (for example, in
selection) tedious. Good value for money at this price

190 Data management system designed to make use of
special Mac features, so very visual approach.
Provides good basic data management features for
single -file, fixed -format records, stored as variable
length. Links to Word, Chart and MultiPlan
Powerful file & screen handling, using variable length
records. Allows design of tailored systems including
screen help and error messages. Very easy to use
(selection rather clumsy). Selection, reporting not
very powerful. Excellent value, British product

99.95 Cheap package for handling fixed -format records in
up to three files at once. Very similar to dBasell in
features: good indexing, reporting, programming
language (though no PL editor). Can control through
menus or enter keyboard commands directly

250 Flat -file -with -lists, adequate searching, good indexing
and data checking, screen and batch updating, good
columnar reporting, large records and fields allowed.
Includes word processor with mail -merge, also
natural language interface of limited value

Fig 3 Comparison of similar data management packages

you have to 'train' it on your file be-
fore you can use it, an operation
which took about 25 minutes on my
1000 -record Benchtest file. You can
then add other keywords, such as
'folk' for 'people', units of measure-
ment for numeric fields, alternative
names for fields, and so on. When
this has been done, you can start to
phrase your queries: if Q&A does not
understand, it asks you to define the
offending words. It also asks about
ambiguities, which it finds in some
odd places - for example, being
concerned about confusing a field
value with a built-in keyword (the
word IS, as it happens).

I found two problems with the In-
telligent Assistant: speed and clumsi-
ness. A search which took 16
seconds (using an indexed field) in
the File Search option took just over
a minute using the Intelligent Assis-
tant - and that without having any
apparent problems parsing my re -

Summary
Supplier:
Telephone:
Cost:
System:
Version reviewed:
Type:
Features:

Drawbacks:

Ease of use:

Paradigm
(01) 228 5008
£250
PC
1.1

N,S
Handles flat files, though records can include lists as
single fields. Very large records and fields allowed.
Good data checking, flexible retrieval for editing,
table and form view of record. Natural language
mode for searching, amending, and so on
One file only at a time (apart from table look -ups)
Search capability limited. Natural language searches
slow
Excellent. Menus, lots of prompting (not intrusive),
good extra help (plus you can add your own).
Colour range limited

quest. (A mass update took only a
few seconds longer than the equiva-
lent File menu operation.) I also
found it hard to phrase requests
which were simple in the unambi-
guous if disciplined world of menu -
and -option. For example, I could not
find a way to total three fields with-
out using the word 'total' once for
each field name; the request to 'total
fields price 1, price 2 and price 3'
was clearly ambiguous to a degree
which the Intelligent Assistant could
not unravel, though to a human
being the intended meaning is quite
obvious. You should approach claims
of the 'intelligence' of such 'assis-
tants' with caution.

Documentation
Q&A comes with an excellent manu-
al which includes an abundance of
illustrations and a full 'road map'. My
only failure with the index was in
looking for the word 'colour' (or 'col-
or', for that matter which is refer-
enced under 'palette'. Therer is also
a reference summary, a set of exam-
ples and a tutorial disk.

Conclusion
Q&A provides a good range of facili-
ties for flat file records, though the
specification of search criteria is
rather limited. For people who want
a system which is really easy to use,
to handle lists, tables and the like,
Q&A would be pretty good; word
processing facilities provide an
added bonus, making the whole
package good value for money. I

would regard the Intelligent Assistant
as an interesting extra rather than as
a main reason for purchase. END
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SCREENTEST

Business
Filevision

Business Filevision provides sophisticated database facilities
for those Macintosh users who are not familiar with intensive

business computing. Mick O'Neil tests its capabilities.

When the Macintosh made its entry
onto the micro scene in 1984, there
were more than a few sceptics who
considered the icon -based user inter-
face (WIMPs) to be cute but cumber-
some, and certainly a passing fancy.
Now, with the introduction of Digital
Research's Gem operating system for
MS-DOS machines, Commodore's
AmigaDOS and Apple's own refine-
ment of the Mac's interface, an in-
dustry standard, based upon icons
and Mac -like graphics, may be evolv-
ing. Business Filevision, a new and
powerful version of a visually -
orientated information management
system on the Macintosh, extends
this desk -top metaphor and threatens
to overcome the most intractable
sceptic of all - the database admi-
nistrator!

Business Filevision is an update of
Telos Software Products' innovative
file manager, Filevision, and is a sig-
nificant improvement in both power
and scope. The original program
allows the manager to create a

graphic by using drawing tools pro-
vided within the program, and relate
parts of the drawing to information
files. The new version substantially
enhances the power of Filevision by
allowing for the importation of Mac -
Paint, MacDraw, MacDraft and digi-
tised graphics, and by increasing the
potential file size, the number of ob-
jects in a file, fields per type, charac-
ters per field, and so on (Fig 1). In
addition, a separate Import/Export
facility is now available which will
allow Business Filevision to ex-
change data with existing Macintosh
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and MS-DOS programs or, for that
matter, any programs which use DIF,

p,a3
gii

'

,

Lake

SYLK, SDF or ASCII files (Fig 2).

Picture this
The first step in using Filevision is to
analyse information requirements
and determine how data is related

; " Thista
eR BR LR ,, graphically. process requires

some imagination and ingenuity, par -

0 Cia
DR

BR KO
ticularly for those who have grown
used to staid databases with cryptic0 Garage 'NS prompts or sterile menus. Once this0 barrier has been however,---)theModels overcome,

literally flows. If
itt rig dil CI oriI al

program your
data doesn't seem to benefit from
graphic representation, Business

(Preu (Next) Model Adventure' (Info] (tin!:) Filevision allows you to create stan-
k,

Fig 4 Double-clicking the house icon generates a pop-up floor plan
dard data files.

A master drawing can be created
using tools provided by the program
(Fig 3) or imported via the clipboard

Files
Maximum file size: 4Mbytes
Minimum file size: 4k
Max types per file: 16
Max objects per file 32000 (depending upon memory size & disk

space)
Max fields per type layout: 99
Max characters per record: 4000
Max length of field name: 31 characters
Field: Size adjustable at any time, selected fonts,

graphics
Field types: Standard (numbers, text or pictures);

calculated; initial text; copy from previous
record

Max freehand or polygon
graphic size: 100 points
Max size of type or print
layout: 30ins x 30ins
Max text characters
allowed as one object on
the graphic display: 400
Records without graphics
allowed: Yes

Drawing and graphics
Drawing area: 8inx x 10ins, with 6in x 4in close-up window

view; accessible via page miniature and Edit
menu

Graphic objects: Text (selectable sizes, fonts and styles);
symbols (16 x 16 -dot editable from a palette of
20); lines (constrainable to 0, 45 and 90 degree
angles); polygons (constrainable as above);
rectangles (constrainable to squares); ovals
(constrainable to circles); arcs (constrainable
to circular arcs)

Imported graphic objects: Pictures (MacPaint or ready-made); text;
Business Filevision pictures; Business
Filevision symbols and symbol palettes

Lines: Adjustable width (0 to four dots)
Shades: 18 editable
Selection: Shown with handles, blinking, black or nothing
Multiple selection: Like finder - can be constrained to

proportional unlimited layers. Objects can be
permanently, or temporarily grouped
graphics can be selected and deselected with
button
Can be set to go to record, activate link, or be
ignored

Grid: Optional; adjustable in 1/12in increments
Also: Overlap; grouping; pop -ups; double-click;

stretch & shrink

Fig 1 Specifications

from other Mac software. This could
take the form of a map, an office
layout, a factory floor, a wine cellar,
a parts schematic, and so on. This
object can be assigned as 'back-
ground type', and Filevision makes it
easy to add individual graphics to
the background which can be typed
to associate with data files. Alterna-
tively, parts of the original back -
ground can be fenced for the same
purpose.

For example, an estate agent might
use specially tailored icons to show
rural land sales, while fencing towns
and cities in which housing is avail -
able. By double-clicking a land sale
icon, imformation on land sales in
that particular area could be display -
ed. Double-clicking a town could link
the agent to a file which displays a
detailed map of a housing area, with
each house icon associated in turn
with its own data file. Filevision
allows linked files up to five deep.

When you have started to create
the graphics layout, you can easily
find yourself overdoing things with
informational 'clutter'. In order to
avoid this, the program includes the
option to create 'pop -ups'. A pop-up
is a graphic display which shows im-
portant information which won't fit
on the background layout. Pop -ups
are triggered by clicking a specially
designated graphic (called a 'button')
and are just as easily removed by
clicking the toolbox (Fig 4).

Data files
Creating a data file couldn't be easier
(Fig 5). After giving a file an in
vidual type (for example, 'land' or
'housing'), you then design a layout
for all the records in that type. Up to
99 fields can be added and sized to
fit a 30in by 30in format. Field names
can be up to 31 characters in length,
while the field size can be as long as
2000 characters.

Each field comes with a handle for
easy placement, and fields can con -
tain virtually any kind of information
including graphics, text and num-
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bers. In addition, computed fields are
permitted. An important feature is
the ability to change field placement
and design even after data has been
entered.

It should be noted that despite the
flexibility in file set-up and the
sophistication of the graphics inter-
face, Business Filevision is not a re-
lational database program in the tra-
ditional sense. Only one file can be
open at a time, and without the
Import/Export facility, it's quite im-
possible to update one file by using
information from another. Stock
management, for example, might re-
quire a transaction file entry as well
as a stock file entry, so giving rise to
duplication of effort which is easily
avoided using a relational database.

SCREENTEST
Highlights
A datafile can be queried with up to
four conditions; this is accomplished
by using the Access menu to 'high-
light' those records which meet a
given set of conditions (Fig 6). After
you have entered conditions using
standard Boolean operators which
are provided in a dialog box, the

Process ASCII files from the following
 DB Master (Import only)
 Filemaker
 Helix
 Microsoft File
 Overvue 2.0 (Export only)
 PFS:FILE (Import only)
 Omnis 3
 Excel
 Jazz
 MacWrite, and so on

programs:

Process imported data records based on the following:
 Add all imported data as new records
 Update matching records; otherwise add new records
 Update matching records; otherwise disregard
 Replace matching records; otherwise add new records
 Replace matching records; otherwise disregard

 Do not change highlighting
 Highlight all new or changed records
 Highlight only new records
 Highlight only changed records
 All new or changed records not highlighted

What you can do:
 Build a mail -merge file with your word processor
 Automatically enter a customer list from another database program
 Update production costs as calculated by your spreadsheet or custom

program
 Prepare sales data for your corporate computer
 Keep stock prices current with data received from online retrieval

service
 Extract columnar data for inclusion in report
 Exchange data with other Business Filevision files

What Import/Export can do:
 Import and export data in standard industry formats: ASCII, DIF, SDF

and SYLK
 Add new records to your file or change selected information in

existing records
 Convert data along the way, using several options: convert all

characters to upper-case; translate special characters; ignore
characters; convert numbers in scientific format to normal format

 Switch among different Business Filevision files and types
 Build a standard set-up file to automate the import or export process
 If your program doesn't run on a Macintosh, exchange data

between the computers by using a communications package such
as MacTerminal

Fig 2 Import/Export specifications

program returns you to the drawing
display where you observe that any
graphic objects which meet those
conditions have been highlighted.
The Access menu also provides a
powerful Find command which will
function with up to 22 significant
characters as well as wild -cards and
constraints. Files are automatically
sorted according to the name field,
but this can be overridden to sort on
any designated field.

Printing
One of the strongest features of Busi-
ness Filevision is its flexibility in
printing. Filevision can easily gener-
ate labels, merge information into re-
ports or form letters, and produce
tables of your own design. The abil-
ity to save up to 16 re -usable report
formats and to preview a report on-
screen sets a new standard in data-
base reporting.

Documentation
A first-class tutorial, a superb refer-
ence manual, an online help feature,
a glossy and informative quarterly
magazine, a toll -free support num-
ber, access to public domain Filevi-
sion templates, discounts on related
products, a Filevision Developer op-
tion - there is the distinct impress-
ion that Telos is selling much more
than an isolated piece of software.
The documentation and support
makes learning Business Filevision
easy and pleasant. Disks are covered
by a 90 -day warranty, and a back-up
program disk is provided upon reg-
istration. Though the program is
copy -protected with the standard
Macintosh disk insertion system, it
can be completely installed on a hard
disk, eliminating the need for inser-
tion of the key disk. A nice feature is
the capability of uninstalling Busi-
ness Filevision to allow hard disk
back-up. Ironically, the close
publisher/client relationship fostered
by Telos is a much more effective
deterrent to software piracy than any
protection scheme.

An additional service provided by
Telos is access to dozens of public
domain Filevision templates. For a $3
charge per diskette and a $1.50 hand-
ling charge per title, Telos will send
registered users software ranging
from Cabinet File to Walt Disney
World. As part of the service, a

brochure briefly describing each of
these applications is included.
Though you may find that none of
these templates exactly fulfills your
needs, some may come close, and,
with a little editing, you may save
hours of work.

And if that's not enough, you're
also given information on obtaining
templates for sale. One such tem-
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Business Filevision details
Supplier:
Address:

Telephone:
System:
Type:
Package:

Cost:
Features:
Drawbacks:
Ease of use:

Telos Software Products
3420 Ocean Park Boulevard, Santa Monica, California
90405
(213) 450 2424
512k Macintosh, Macintosh Plus
File manager with sophisticated graphics interface
Start-up diskette, program diskette, second program
diskette upon registration; hard disk support; Filevision
file conversion; quarterly magazine; access to public
domain templates; excellent 250 -page manual including
superb tutorial
$395 (approximately £275)
See review
None
Sophisticated data relationships made available to
users unfamiliar with business applications

Mapvision details
Supplier:
Address:
System:

Type:

Package:

Cost:
Features:

Drawbacks:
Ease of use:

Pitman Publishing Limited
128 Long Acre, London WC2E 9AN
128k Macintosh, 512k Macintosh, Macintosh Plus plus
external drive; Filevision or Business Filevision required
Filevision template includes maps of the UK, Europe and
other parts of the world, as well as data
Two diskettes with 90 -page manual; manual consists
mainly of print-outs of available maps
£99.95 (inc VAT) plus £2 for postage and handling
Detailed maps of the UK, the EEC, some US states and
general world regions
Contains only limited census -type data
Templates are in Filevision format and must be upgraded
by using the Business Filevision conversion program.
This increases the size of each template and takes up
about three diskettes
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plate, Mapvision, written by Basil
Dimitriou and published by Pitman
Publishing in the UK, may be of par-
ticular interest to UK users. It in-
cludes detailed maps of the UK,
some data on UK counties, and
general maps of other parts of the
world. Some of the features of this
package are shown in Figs 7 and 8.

Conclusion
If Business Filevision is viewed as a
stand-alone database, its graphics in-
terface, flexible file design and exten-
sive print options make it well worth
consideration. It also compares
favourably with other Macintosh file
management programs. Still, it is not
a full relational database in the style
of dBaselll on the PC or Omnis III on
the Macintosh, and it would be
wrong to consider Business File -
vision by itself in the same light.

It is in combination with a full re-
lational database that Business Filevi-
sion may have its most important
role. Relational database systems are
notorious for their complexity, and
it's the user interface which usually
requires the most design time. In
combination with its announced
Import/Export program and a net-
work, Business Filevision may offer a
user-friendly shell that makes the
power of dBase accessible to 'the
rest of us'. It could do for data man-
agement what MacPaint has done for
computer graphics! END
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PROGRAMMING

In the

Building

structures
first part of a six -part series on programming methods and the
creation of programs, Mike James examines the role of

data structures in determining algorithms.

A revolution is taking place in prog-
ramming methods and programming
languages, and I have no doubt that
it will eventually make itself felt by
every programmer. This revolution is
mainly driven by the desire to make
programming more precise and
mathematical and is typified by the
new languages based on logic (such
as Prolog).

The desire to make programming
more like mathematics goes back a
long way. Many earlier programming
methods - structured programming
and modular programming in par-
ticular - certainly help with the task
of constructing a good program with
minimum effort. The success of
these programming methods and the
languages which they have spawned
(for example, Pascal) has continued
to focus attention on the part of
programming which is usually re-
fered to as coding - that is, given
that you know exactly what a prog-
ram should do, most programming
methods are designed to help you
realise your ideas as a bug -free prog-
ram as easily as possible.

What programming methods have
ignored completely is the process
which precedes the stage of coding
- that is, getting the ideas for the
program in the first place. This im-
portant area has been ignored be-
cause it's difficult and not as neat
and clear-cut as the coding stage of
programming. However, there's
much more that can be learned ab-
out program creation than is general-
ly realised. In this series, I'll be shar-
ing some of the insights I have
gained by my own programming ex-
periences and talking to program-
mers, both beginners and advanced,
about the way they go about creating
a program.

As the initial conception of a prog-

ram is mostly independent of which
language you later use to code the
program, this series is relevant no
matter which languages you are
familiar with. As Basic is such a uni-
versally well-known language, it will
be used to code the example prog-
rams and as an aid to describing the
problems of program design.

Before launching into the subject
of program creation, it's worth sum-
marising briefly the currently
accepted state of programming
methodology.

Programming methods
Perhaps the first step on the road to
constructing better programs was the
introduction of high-level languages
such as Fortran and Basic. Although
machine code and assembly lan-
guage give a programmer more free-
dom in the way the machine is used,
they also give the programmer more
scope for making complex and subtle
errors in coding. For example, in
machine code you can use any area
of memory to store data, and in any
format, but in a high-level language,
all you can do is create variables,
and the language implementation de-
cides where and how the data will be
stored. Nearly all improvements in
programming are about trading off
some freedom of choice for simplic-
ity and clarity.

The advent of high-level languages
solved many of the problems of
programming data storage, but early
high-level languages contained the
same types of control commands
that were found in assembly lan-
guage. In other words, the early
high-level languages (including
Basic) gave the programmer state-
ments to test conditions and transfer
control to another part of the prog-
ram. For example, in most assembly

languages, if you want to skip a sec-
tion of the program if a value is zero,
you use something like:

TEST VALUE
JUMP SKIP
. . .

section of program to skip

SKIP remainder of program
which is almost identical to the Basic
version:

IF VALUE=0 THEN GOTO
100

section of program to skip

100 remainder of program
The trouble with this type of con-

trol is that it allows the programmer
the freedom to use the GOTO state-
ment (or whatever the language calls
its unconditional transfer of control
statement) to transfer control to any
point in a program without any re-
gard for the effect that this might
have on the program's clarity. The
GOTO statement allows a program-
mer to tie a program into knots, mak-
ing it impossible to follow; a prog-
ram which is impossible to follow is
sure to contain bugs.

The first reaction to the above
problem was the invention of prog-
ramming languages such as Pascal
which removed the need for the
GOTO statement and then placed a
complete ban on its use. This restric-
tion on the use of the GOTO state-
ment is generally referred to as
'structured programming'. Many
programmers now feel that to think
of structured programming as just
GOTO-less programming is a little
naive. It's possible to write well -
structured programs using Basic,
assembler or any language, with or
without the use of the GOTO state-
ment. Structured programming can
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How Borland International
has revolutionised the business of language

and the language of business
We introduced our first
product, Turbo Pascal, just
three years ago. Today Turbo
Pascal has more than half a
million users, and has become
a worldwide standard. And
that was just the beginning.

Since then, the Turbo Pascal
family has grown to a family of 9,
and today we're announcing our
second language, Turbo Prolog, the
natural language of Artificial
Intelligence.

We've also introduced amazing
business productivity tools like
SideKick, Traveling SideKick, Reflex,
and SuperKey.

We broke new ground in 1985 with
Turbo Lightning, which includes the
Random House® dictionary and
thesaurus. Turbo Lightning is the
forerunner of a complete electronic
reference library, newly joined by the
Lightning Word Wizard, which solves
the unsolvable twists, and boggles
and challenges your mind.

Or °
Turbo Prolog"
The natural language
of Artificial Intel-
ligence, Turbo Prolog
is our second
language and the
latest product in the

Borland software library. Turbo Prolog
is a fifth -generation language, and
probably the most powerful pro-
gramming language ever conceived.
Includes a 200 -page reference manual
and free GeoBane,- a natural query
language database with commented
source code on disk, ready to compile.
It's all you need to know about Artificial
Intelligence at a Humanly Intelligent
price. Minimum memory 384K

Tinto Lightning -
An electronic
reference library
which includes the
80,000 -word Random
House Concise
Dictionary and the

50,000 -word Random House Thesaurus.
Checks your spelling as you type. Gives
you instant synonyms. Leads the
revolutionary way in electronic
publishing. Minimum memory: 256K

Lightning Word
Wizard also
includes Turbo
Pascal source code
so you can figure
out how the Turbo
Lightning access system works.

And here is a synopsis of current
offerings from the Borland library of
history -making software . .

Turbo Pascar 3.0
The fastest Pascal compiler, plus
an integrated programming
environment. Includes a free
MicroCalc" spreadsheet and 1,200
lines of annotated source code,
ready to compile and run.
Minimum memory: 128K

SuperKey"
Amazing keyboard
enhancer for your
IBM PC. With easy -to -

write macros that
can turn 1,000
keystrokes into 1.

Also includes powerful encryption
technology that keeps confidential files
confidential; locks your keyboard with
secret password protection. (Because of
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PROGRAMMING
be much better thought of as a
method of producing programs
which have a clear and simple flow
of control, by restricting the use of
the GOTO statement to the selection
between alternatives and the forma-
tion of loops.

The final great step forward in
programming methods takes us back
to data storage. Basic programmers
have become used to the idea that
when a variable is defined, it's ac-
cessible from any point in a prog-
ram: that is, if you use a variable
called TEMP in a subroutine, it will
be shared with any other subroutine
using a variable called TEMP.

A variable which is accessible from
any part of a program is called a
'global' variable, and it's generally
agreed that global variables cause
bugs. The trouble is that if two or
more subroutines use the same vari-
able name for a variable which does
a different job in each subroutine,
there will be unwanted and unex-
pected interactions between these
subroutines.

The solution to this problem is the
introduction of 'local' variables -
that is, variables which exist only
within a specific part of a program,
usually within a single subroutine.
The existence of local variables
allows a program to be broken down
into individual subroutines, or mod-
ules, which interact only through the
parameters that are passed between
them. This idea is called 'modular'
programming and has been incorpo-
rated into some of the more adv-
anced versions of Basic, such as BBC
Basic and QL SuperBasic, as well as
being standard in most other lan-
guages. Even in standard Basic, it's
possible to use variable naming sys-
tems to create the same effect as loc-
al variables, and so to use modular
programming.

The current state of programming
can best be characterised by the use
of high-level applications -orientated
languages and structured modular
programming. Programs produced in
this way tend to be easy to under-
stand and consequently bug -free.
Algorithms expressed
The great success of structured mod-
ular programming has encouraged
computer scientists to concentrate on
improving the clarity of a program's
text. The principle is that the text of a
program is an expression of an idea
of how the program should work (its
algorithm), and this expression
should be as clear as possible in
order that other programmers can
understand the algorithm, and in
order that the program can be check-
ed for accuracy. If you find it difficult
to see the difference between a prog-
ram and an algorithm, think of a

Inside information
Two standard things happen inside
loops - running sums or running
products. In general, most program-
mers meet the concept of a running
sum early in their education. For
example, to add up the first N
whole numbers, you would use a
running sum as in:
SUM=0
FOR 1=1 TO N
SUM = SUM + I
NEXT I

Running products are far less com-
mon, but are just as easy once you
have seen an example. To multiply
the first N whole numbers, you
would use a running product as in:
PROD= 1
FOR 1=1 TO N
PROD=PROD*1
NEXT I

The detail which catches out most
beginners is that SUM has to be set
to zero before the loop, but PROD
has to be set to one - why? Apart
from the running sum and the run-
ning product type of operation, not
much else happens inside loops!

number of programs, each one writ-
ten in a different computer language,
but all doing the same thing. Each
program is different, but they are all
expressions of the same algorithm.

Currently, emphasis is being
placed on how to best express an
algorithm, and the rather more se-
rious question of where the algor-
ithm comes from in the first place
has been more or less ignored.
When you know the algorithm, prog-
ramming is a matter of coding, and
this is comparatively easy. We need
to take some time to study the way
algorithms are created by program-
mers before they are expressed as
finished or partially finished program
texts.

Studyng programs
The first problem with trying to in-
vestigate the way that programmers
create algorithms is that algorithms
don't exist unless they are expressed
in a language. For example, if I ask
you to write a program that will find
the average of a list of numbers, the
algorithm exists in your head as a
sequence of steps even before you
code the program. Perhaps you think
something along the lines of:
read -in each number in turn
add each number to a 'running sum'
count each number
at the end of the list divide the run-
ning sum by the count

This is already a primitive prog-
ram. It's the expression of the algor-
ithm in English, and from this point
of view coding can be seen as a pro-

cess of translation rather than crea-
tion. However, if you examine this
expression of the proposed algor-
ithm for finding the average of a list
of numbers, you'll find that it's far
from crude. The statement 'read -in
each number in turn' implies some
kind of loop, and 'at the end of the
list ...' implies that this loop comes
to an end when there are no more
numbers to be read. The statement
'add each number to a running sum'
implies that the programmer has
come across the basic mechanism of
the running sum, and knows what it
is and how useful it is. (A running
sum is an expression of the form
SUM=SUM+VALUE found inside a

loop). Also, something which is not
obvious is that the algorithm re-
quires that the running sum is initial-
ised to zero before the first iteration
of the loop.

Even this English description of an
algorithm is already a program in the
sense that it's an expression of what
should be done to work out an aver-
age. It's a vague expression of an
algorithm which will be made more
precise and explicit during coding.
It's clearly impossible to discuss an
algorithm without using some ex-
pression of it, which makes it difficult
to get at the essential details of the
algorithm. For example, how has it
become clear that the working out of
the average of a list of numbers
needs a loop? Once you know that a
loop is involved, you can start asking
more specific questions such as ex-
actly what happens in the loop and
when should the loop come to an
end? What is mysterious is how any
programmer ever knows that a loop
is involved at all!

Obvious loops
If you are having difficulty in seeing
what all the fuss is about - finding
the average of a list of numbers
obviously involves a loop - let me
state that I have given this problem
to a great many beginners without
any hints, and watched them make
no progress at all. There is nothing
naturally loopy about forming an
average from a list of numbers. For
example, if I ask you to add 3, 5 and
10, you will think of it as 3+5+10
which is a single arithmetic express-
ion, not a loop. If you use a spread-
sheet, you will find that you can add
up lists of numbers by using a single
function - something like
SUM(A1:A15) which is, once again,
not a loop. If you have the kind of
programmer's mind which can cope
with recursion, you can total a list of
numbers using a recursive function
in the form of SUM(N)=SUM(N-
1)+A(N) and SUM(1)=A(1) which is
not a loop.
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PROGRAMMING
My best guess, judging by what

beginners try to do, is that non -
programmers tend to see forming a
sum of a list of numbers as a single
piece of arithmetic such as A+B+C.
Only programmers skilled in the art
of using loops see that forming a
sum of a list of numbers is a repeti-
tive process, and even then it can
sometimes be difficult to see exactly
what it is that is to be repeated. For
example, try this simple problem:
write a Basic program which will
form the product of the first N whole
numbers: that is, if N is 5, work out
1x2x3 x4x 5. By comparing this
problem with the problem of forming
the sum of a list of numbers, you can
see that it should be possible to use
a loop, but what takes the place of
the running sum? (See 'Inside in-
formation' for the solution.)

Data neglect
While there are no rules which state
that the sum of a list of numbers has
to be worked out using a loop, nearly
every programmer working in a stan-
dard high-level language would rec-
ognise that this is the simplest and.
best way. The reason for this comes
from a consideration of something
which is not made clear in the state-
ment of the problem - what is a list
of numbers?

A programmer will naturally think
of a list of numbers as a sequence of
numbers entered one at a time in
response to an INPUT statement. A
non -programmer will think of a list of
numbers as something static - more
like a list written on a piece of paper.
This is a crucial difference, as the
idea of using a loop only arises when
you think of each number being read
in turn. It's not so much that a loop
is an obvious part of the process of
forming a sum, but rather that it's
suggested by the form of the data.

This is a surprising observation. It
is generally assumed that the major
part of writing a program is con-
cerned with finding out how to do
something, but the above example
shows that the way in which you
think about the data is a first step
towards constructing an algorithm.

It has long been recognised that
programs are composed of two re-
lated elements: data, and the process
to which the data is subject. A prog-
ram is like any recipe for action - it
tells the computer what to do and
what to do it to. Nearly all program-
ming methods to date have concen-
trated on the 'what to do' part of
programming, and have more or less
ignored the role of data in determin-
ing the algorithm. After watching be-
ginners learn to program and by ex-
amining the way in which I generate
algorithms internally for considera-

Creative challenge
The way in which you think about the data you are working with influ-
ences the algorithm you will create for any given task. With this in mind,
write a program which will draw a histogram (composed of asterisks) of
values in the range zero to 40 stored in an array D(5). That is, if D(1)
contains six, draw six asterisks on the first line; if D(2) contains 10, draw
10 asterisks on the second line, and so on.

First, try the most obvious solution to this problem which involves using
a pair of nested loops: one to draw a line of asterisks of a given length;
and one to draw such a line for each element of the array. If you think
about the data (in its broadest sense) used by this program, it's possible to
achieve the same result using only one loop. How?

The answer will be given next month.

tion, I believe that the way we think
of data is a key factor in the creation
of algorithms. Of course there are
other factors, but these are much
simpler and are concerned with our

'When you first learn to
program, it's rather like
learning to drive a car.

You know how to
change gear, but you

still have to think about
it, and this leaves little
room for any higher -

level activity.'

knowledge of the problem and of the
programming language being used.

Conclusion
Experienced programmers do think

differently from beginners. Good
programmers certainly make use of
the data properties with which they
are involved (this is the subject of
next month's article), but as well as
this, they have a clearer understand-
ing of the process of computation. In
particular, they seem to carry around
inside their heads clear models for
loops and ways of selecting between
alternative sections of a program.

When you first learn to program,
it's rather like learning to drive a car.
You know how to change gear but
you still have to think about it, and
this leaves little room for any higher -
level activity such as thinking about
where you are going. Later, changing
gear becomes second nature, and
you
where you are going, but which
route is the best. When the fun-
damentals of computation - the
loop and the select - become
second nature, you will be sufficient-
ly competent to solve real program-
ming problems. END
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MARKETING

Selling yourself
It's one thing writing what you consider to be a bestselling program,
but do you need a major company to handle the product's marketing,

or should you go it alone? Wendie Pearson presents the experts' advice.

Written a bestseller recently? If
you've invested time and effort in a
product you believe has a good
chance on the open market, don't
hang around. Work out a business
plan and decide whether you want to
market your title yourself or through
a software house.

There are many areas to consider,
including duplicating, artwork, dis-
tribution, advertising, marketing and
accounts, all of which could do with
specialist knowledge. If you're going
to trample the competition and come
out a winner, you'll need to be
methodical and have other people
handle the areas in which you lack
experience. Whether your product is
a game or a small-business program,
the following words of wisdom from
the industry should help you on your
way.

Strategy
Tim Moore, Kuma's managing direc-
tor, warns against marketing a prog-
ram on your own without help from
a software house. 'There are prob-
lems doing it yourself,' he says. 'The
cost of launch is very high and by no
means guaranteed to make the pro-
duct successful.

'If you don't have an established
reputation, there is no guarantee that
a distributor will take on the prog-
ram, even if it's wrapped superbly. It
may not even get past the front door
of a purchasing manager.'

Moore advises would-be software
authors to make sure their program
comes from an established company
- preferably one of the top five
brand leaders. Alternatively, choos-
ing a software house that's geog-
raphically close to you is the next
best idea.

When it comes to money, a lot de-
pends on the machine your program
has been written for and how popu-
lar the machine is. 'You'll get be-
tween five per cent and 50 per cent,
depending on factors such as the
market -place, distribution and selling
price,' says Moore. 'It also depends
on what percentage of the purchase
price goes on materials. If the pro-
duct goes in high volume through

distributors, you'll get a small per-
centage. If you only sell to retailers,
your return can be a bit more,
although your volume will be
smaller.'

If this all sounds too much like
hard work, it's worth talking to a

company like Kuma which is used to
the different procedures. 'We would
shoulder all the responsibility for a
product, although obviously we are
flexible. The commitment to accept a
product is quite horrific, and con-
siderable cost goes into packaging,
for example.

'Find out who you want to work
with at the earliest possible stage so
that you can get your product ready
for the market -place on time,' he
advises. 'Look at which software
houses the distributors favour and
approach them, for your own good.

'Generally it's impossible and too
expensive to do it all yourself,
although I'm sure there are excep-
tions. You're up against a lot.'

If that hasn't made you shrivel up
and crawl into a corner, or at least
change your marketing strategy,
there is more - this time from Bub-
blebus. 'It's extremely difficult to get
into the market without some sort of
backing,' says marketing director
Anne Lovejoy. 'Take your game to
someone with an established name.'

Bubblebus has a number of prog-
rammers working freelance or in-
house who have tried to make it
alone in the past. Lovejoy stresses
that if you are essentially a program-
mer and know little or nothing about
production, printing or marketing,
you might be taking a risk in doing
things alone.

'We like people to be at home with
the machine they work with, so stick
to what you're used to. Financially,
your return will depend on the break-
down of production, but generally,
freelancers get a percentage royalty
or an outright payment.'

Bubblebus is expanding and is
looking for new programmers, so
anyone with games or small-
business programs for the Amstrad,
the Einstein, the Commodore 8000 or
the Commodore 64 should consider

the company. One example of small-
business software is Bubblebus' Su-
pernews program, written specifically
for newsagents.

If you have any specialist know-
ledge - for example, insurance,
medicine, the chemical industry or
engineering - it's well worth getting
into vertical -market software. As well
as cutting down the level of competi-
tion, you'll learn a lot from doing
your own market research, and a few
well -placed phone calls to establish
what gaps exist in the market for
specialised software can only im-
prove your chances.

Andrew Hewson, managing direc-
tor of Hewson Consultants, was
being crushed under the weight of
unsolicited games pouring through
his letterbox when I phoned. Despite
the chaos he was very optimistic,
and offered various constructive
hints.

'If you're worried about copyright,
you have to hope that the software
house is respectable and won't rip
off your program,' he said, zooming
in on the likely fears of every soft-
ware author.

'If you have any doubts about this,
don't touch the company - the con-
tract must be backed with mutual re-
spect, so make sure you start off on
the right foot.'

Hewson's recipe for avoiding
ripped -off software is as follows:
'Seal up a listing of your program
and have it franked on your office
franking machine, which will stamp
the date on it. Have it sent to some-
one like a solicitor for safekeeping.
Alternatively, send it to yourself, us-
ing stamps if you can't get hold of a
franking machine - as long as the
date can be read, it's OK. Whatever
you do, make sure that the person
receiving it doesn't open it, or all
your evidence will be lost. This proc-
edure will prove that you wrote the
program at that time. If you need to
prove things, it is best to have a hard
copy like this rather than just some-
thing on disk, as the law on written
copyright has always been the best.'

Hewson emphasises that a game
must grab the viewer within the first
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MARKETING
15 minutes, or it's a loser. 'If it pas-
ses our initial screening, we will do a
serious evaluation to get the back-
ground of the program and an idea
of how it's structured. We will also
look at modification, as there are al-
ways things an individual has mis-
sed,' he says.

Hewson stresses that his company
isn't interested in fly-by-night authors
who just want to have a one-off suc-
cess. 'We want to develop long-term
relationships with software authors
and invest in the right writers. We
like to look at someone's style to see
if we approve of the way they work.
They must be disciplined, have good
graphics ability and the right
approach to work.'

Strategy -wise Hewson concen-
trates on the strongest machines in
the market -place. 'You must think of
the kind of return you'll get for your
product, and all this requires plan-
ning,' he says. 'Packaging and pre-
sentation must be perfect, and we'd
want full -page colour advertisements
in magazines and a proper sales
strategy.'

A product takes about six months
to emerge from conception to the
shopfloor, Hewson estimates. 'You'll
need a minimum of £10,000 to pro-
duce a title, taking into account
things like sales, marketing, PR,
accounts, production, and so on. If
you're a good programmer, there's
no point in doing the job yourself.'

If you're inexperienced you should
allow about a year to write your first
game, as you can expect to go up a
few blind alleys at first. After that, if
you're good at it, each game should
take you six to nine months.

Financial rewards
At worst, you can expect to earn ab-
out £500 for a game, and at best,
tens of thousands of pounds if it's a
bestseller. 'It's not quite like being a
pop star, though,' says Hewson.

The method of payment is negoti-
able. If you opt for royalties, expect
to receive between five pence and £1
a copy for each game sold. Many
firms pay a combination of an adv-
ance and royalties, which is the best
option if you can't make up your
mind. If a game does particularly
well, royalties will bring in more
cash, but if you're buying a house or
taking a trip round the world, a lump
sum payment would be more useful.

Competition, however, remains in-
tense, and you must be capable of
writing a top-quality product that is
better than anything that has been
seen before. If you're capable of
keeping up the quality, you can make
a good living writing software.

If you favour writing business ap-
plications, Ashton-Tate's advice may
prove helpful. The company has an

applications register which contains
details of any applications written in
dBasell, and this goes out to dealers,
distributors and the press. A register
which caters for applications written
in dBasell, III, Ill+ and Framework is
currently being developed, and
although Ashton-Tate doesn't evalu-
ate any of these applications, the
company considers it to be a good
venue for marketing your application.

In addition, Ashton-Tate has been
running an applications competition
since May finishing at the end of
July, so put your nose to the grind-
stone if you're interested. 'We will
have a panel of judges who will
judge the competition under various
categories,' says Caroline Tanner,
product manager.

if you are
essentially a

programmer and know
little or nothing about
production, printing or
marketing, you might

be taking a risk in doing
things alone.'

'The first category will be for origi-
nality and inventiveness, the second
category will cover customer savings
and benefits, and the third category
will be for the most marketable pro-
duct. Developers should write in with
a brief description of their application
- the competition will act as an in-
centive for developers to show their
versatility.' The person who wins the
second category will no doubt do
well - anything that will save com-
panies money should prove very
popular in the market -place.

'The developer must have a good
market plan and be very clear about
the avenues he needs to follow to
market the product successfully,'
says Tanner. 'There must be a good
product description of who it's aimed
at in market terms, and the docu-
mentation must be clear.'

Russell Altendors, managing direc-
tor of Complete Software, is one ex-
ample of someone who started out
small. A specialist in applications for
the music business, banking and the
money market, he says: 'Distribution
channels are haphazard, but the busi-
ness market is more organised, and
there are more protection societies
geared to helping you protect your
software. We have marketed pro-
ducts in the past without protection,
and have lived to regret it.

'You don't need a great deal of
money to produce software. Even big

companies market first and produce
second,' he says.

'It doesn't cost a lot to research
your market - just get on your bike
and approach large companies and
distributors. Go through the motions
of making a product - people will
always talk. What you're doing is
market research, the back way.

'It's easy to sort out printing: there
are dozens of printers who will dupli-
cate your work in bulk when you are
ready. Up until that point, though,
you are better off doing it yourself.'

If you do decide to go solo, Alten-
dors' advice is to aim for a small,
specialised market rather than the
main market. Complete Software
deals with applications in dBasell
and Cobol, and has specialised, with
good results.

At Lotus, spokesman Phil Peters
says that the company encourages
people to get in touch with applica-
tions ideas. 'We've introduced a

scheme called Lotus Authorised Con-
sultants for anyone who has de-
veloped products around Lotus, Jazz
or Symphony. We are into joint
marketing here, and we'll work with
authors towards marketing their pro-
ducts with them.'

Lotus prefers companies which
already have clients and which have
experience in custom-made software,
although someone with little experi-
ence wouldn't have the door slam-
med in their face.

What this boils down to is that you
sell your own product, while Lotus
markets it and pushes it. This helps
spread the cost, and the idea has
been well -received in the UK and
abroad, particularly in the US where
a number of consultancy contracts of
this kind have been entered into by
Lotus. Another advantage is that
Lotus already has good relationships
with dealers and distributors.

At Firebird, back in the games
camp, marketing manager Phil Pratt
says: 'Writers should go for a pub-
lisher whose style they like, and
approach that company. Go slowly
and approach one firm at a time -
software houses don't like to think
you're approaching everyone at
once. They reckon that other com-
panies have the code and that every-
one has seen it.

'You must also have commercial
sense, and realise that a game you
share with your friends and some-
thing commercially viable are two
different things.'

Firebird offers a good deal in that
it pays a royalty rate based on the
recommended retail price rather than
the cost price. As the cost price
varies, and the RRP doesn't, you're
on to a good thing if Firebird is
paying your royalties. The company
advances 50 per cent of the product's
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total sales potential at whatever
royalty range is applicable, depend-
ing on which Firebird range your
product falls into. Budget -priced soft-
ware, on the other hand, only fetches
an advance of five to ten per cent of
total sales potential. Most of the Fire -

bird Silver range is written by outsid-
ers who submit their own programs,
while the rest of the company's soft-
ware is written by people doing con-
tract work. None of Firebird's games
are written in-house.

Pratt's advice on going it alone is:
'Madness, in the present climate. The
costs would be phenomenal.'

Distributors
What about the distributors - how
helpful are they? Quite a mixed bag,
it seems, especially in terms of atti-
tude. Microdealer scores zero out of
10 for a sullen attitude which is
guaranteed to put off even those
with a cast iron stomach. Spokesman
Lee Gimsky, who didn't even want to
spell his name, said: 'We don't have
anyone here who handles press en-
quiries.' Further investigation re-
vealed software buyer David Kahill
lurking in the background, but even
he sounded as though he was sitting
on a rusty pin, growling about PCW
'doing an article with quotes in it.'

Over at distributors Geof's Re-
cords, managing director Geof
Young took time out of a meeting to
say: 'We're a great place to send
games to, and we've taken quite a
few titles from individuals. Programs
need to be marketed properly, and
we'll do that for people.'

And at R & R, managing director
Roger Hulley says: 'The primary dis-
tribution system is becoming more
and more important. The small, inde-
pendent person can't do it properly.
He can't supply small orders cost-
effectively, plus man the office and
do advertising, for example. If he
can't respond as quickly as he should
to keep the product flowing, we'll
distribute it for him.'

R & R will look at a product and if
the company thinks it's good, will re-

commend it to its retailers. 'We don't
look for financial commitment in
terms of advertising, but packaging
must be good, well -designed and
attractive,' he says.

'We are well-known for handling
original titles, and we are the largest
distributor in terms of range, car-
rying 4500 titles.'

Hulley points out that duplication
is the most expensive part of the
production process and, being a

fixed cost like distribution, is some-
thing you can't avoid. Only doing a
smaller run on duplication will cut
down on that cost.

Rather like having a mortgage,
costs decrease with time, but the ini-
tial outlay is horrendous. Primary
distribution means getting the pro -

'Go slowly and
approach one firm at a

time - software
houses don't like to

think you're
approaching everyone

at once.'

duct from the duplicator to the distri-
butor, which can cost a packet in
terms of packaging, transport and
Securicor. R & R will deal with all
this for you.

Satin -voiced Nick Alexander at Vir-
gin sums it up for all the games soft-
ware houses when he says: 'These
days, it's very tough. Getting into the
distribution network and funding the
advertising is difficult. Major distribu-
tors may not take you seriously, and
without them you are restricted to
selling mail order.' Unless you want
to sell 200 items that way, don't do it
alone.

Alexander explained that the num-
bers you can deal with, mail order,
are limited to a few hundred copies

Software houses' requirements
Bubblebus: Small-business programs, and games for the

Commodore 64 and the 8000 Series, the Einstein and

the Amstrad

Kuma: Mostly entertainment programs for the MSX, the
Amstrad and the Atari

Hewson Games for the Spectrum, the Commodore, the Amstrad

Consultants: and the BBC Micro

Firebird: Games for the Commodore 16, the Amstrad and the

Spectrum 128

Virgin: Arcade games for various machines

at best. He advises taking your prog-
ram to a company like Virgin where
you would get an advance on royal-
ties based on the wholesale price,
which works out at around 40-45 per
cent of the recommended retail price
after VAT. With regard to royalty,
you could expect to get 10-15 per
cent of net sales on a game.

Taking the plunge
If you do decide to go it alone, don't
forget the colossal costs in terms of
postage, phone calls and stationery
which any freelance worker must
shoulder. Even though you can set
all this against tax, you have to pay
for it initially.

You'll need a decent bank manager
who is willing to give you a realistic
overdraft facility - if you don't get
this, go to another bank. You'll also
need a decent cashflow, and reviews
in the computer press won't hurt (as
long as they're good).

Being a limited company will give
you some degree of protection
against financial damage, should it
occur. But if you're a sole trader,
make way for the debt collector, as
you'll be personally responsible for
any debts incurred.

As a limited company, you are
only responsible for the money you
have invested in shares. As limited
companies can be bought 'off the
shelf' for about £100, contact a com-
pany registration agent, listed in the
Ye//ow Pages, who will fix things up
for you.

Setting up your own company may
be a nice idea, but it's expensive. If
you choose this avenue, contact
Companies House in Cardiff for de-
tails. Partnerships are rather like mar-
riages - you will be responsible for
your partner's debts, so tread care-
fully.

The basic points are:
 Unless you can produce a mini-
mum of £10,000 (and preferably
much more), plus a salary for your-
self, don't bother.
 If you're content with selling small
numbers mail order, you may stand
a chance. But anything involving dis-
tributors may mean trouble unless
you go to a company such as R & R
which doesn't expect you to sink vast
sums into advertising before it will
take you on.
 If you're thinking of throwing in
your lot with a software house, make
sure you trust the company and that
it isn't about to go bust.
 Arm yourself with a decent
accountant and solicitor.
 Try the Enterprise Board, the Man-
power Services Commission, the un-
employment benefit office and the
Citizens' Advice Bureau to see if you
qualify for government backing.

Good luck! END
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New Word 2/3
Linderholm takes a look at NewStar's NewWord version 2 word processor
on the Amstrad PCW8256 and NewWord version 3 on the IBM PC.

Word processing is still the most
common computer application and
the one which almost every user has
some interest in. There's always
room for another word processing
program in the market -place, but
most people don't realise that there's
word processing and there's serious
word processing.

Word processing is the application
most people start with. They buy
their shiny new techno-toy micro and
instantly want it to do something.
Word processing sounds like a good
idea; a chance to play with the new
machine and to do something serious
at the same time. At once, a word
processing package is bought with,
at most, a little thought to the future.
Thoughts go as far as: 'Will it be
able to do spelling checking?' Can I

write a stunning new literary master-
piece?' Not surprisingly, the sales-
man says yes and shows you the
first page of a sample masterpiece.
You pay out your money and leave,
contentedly clutching the package.
When you get home you set up the
machine, and you're ready to start
work after a few hours wrestling with
technical terms in the manual. At one
o'clock in the morning you trium-
phantly produce a sample rude letter
to the boss, and are convinced that
you and technology are on the path
to a successful partnership.

This dream of a brave new world
begins to fade a few months later as
you start to integrate the word pro-
cessor into your work. Why can't it
do underlining with my printer? How
can I automatically get 10 copies of
this letter? You call the salesman,
who can't and won't help; you call
the distributor who not only won't
help, but won't even talk to you.
Finally, you call the overseas com-
pany who wrote the program, when

you're informed that to get underlin-
ing on your printer, you need an up-
date of the program which the com-
pany will send you if you return the
old version. As for lots of copies of
letters, there's a wonderful program
called Mailmerge which can be yours
if you pay the same amount of
money as you shelled out for the
word processing program. After
some consideration, you hang up.

By now, you have realised that
there's more to this word processing
lark than you had imagined. Some
research shows that there are a huge
number of features to look for in a

word processor; some you'll want,
some you won't. A month later, you
feel sufficiently confident to buy your
second word processing program -
this costs less than the first and does
quite a lot more.

This cautionary tale is obviously
exaggerated, but it does illustrate.the
point that too many people leap be-
fore they look and often get hurt.
Some word processors are suitable
for business and letter writing, others
for longer texts such as manuals or
books. The machine on which the
word processor runs obviously
affects what it can offer in terms of
facilities.

The old master of word processors
is WordStar, which provides a lot of
power and can do almost any task
that is asked of it. However, it's fairly
expensive and has fallen behind a
little in terms of modern technology.
The most recent and interesting
arrival on the word processing hard-
ware scene is the Amstrad PCW8256
.(Benchtest, PCW, October 1985). This
machine provides a micro, a monitor,
a printer and word processing soft-
ware for an astonishingly low price
- £399 plus VAT, and as an added
bonus it can run all kinds of other

software.
What is not immediately obvious is

that the word processing software on
the 8256 is not suitable for all pur-
poses, and some people find it diffi-
cult to use; on the other hand, some
might think that any other company
which tried to market an 8256 word
processor is bound to fail. This is not
so. NewStar has produced NewWord
2, a successful WordStar -compatible
package in the MS-DOS and CP/M
markets. NewStar is also selling the
latest version, NewWord 3, for this
range of machines.

NewWord 3
NewWord 3 is the direct descendant
of NewWord 2, and is essentially an
enhancement. Almost all its facilities
act in the same way as NewWord
2's, except that some of the original
functions have been rationalised due
to the new package's extra functions.
In operation, all versions of New -
Word are similar to WordStar and
feel almost identical in use.

But there's one significant differ-
ence - NewWord is much faster
than WordStar.

NewWord 3's large, ring -bound
manual is over 700 pages long, and
is a comprehensive guide and tuto-
rial to NewWord 3 and its accom-
panying word manipulation package,
written by Oasis Systems, called The
Word Plus. The software comes on
two disks and includes the program,
two installation programs, various
example documents, and overlay and
driver files for NewWord, The Word
Plus and constituent modules.

The amount of information in-
cluded with the package is bewilder-
ing at first, but it's easy to follow and
leads you into using the program
step by step. The information is not
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entirely clear if you haven't used a
computer before, and if you are a
novice, you may experience some
difficulty in understanding the rudi-
ments. On the other hand, users
familiar with WordStar will im-
mediately feel at home.

There is little explanation in New -
Word 3'sdocumentation of the dif-
ferences between computers and
typewriters but, to be fair, it's quite
difficult to describe the difference be-
tween ordinary typing and word pro-
cessing, and ideally you need a
guide or a mentor on hand to help
you. As long as the initial confusion
is passed, there is little doubt that
most people will infinitely prefer the
superior facilities of word processing.

When NewWord starts up, the dis-
play is similar in form to that which
appears with WordStar: that is, a
menu of commands appears along-
side single letters whose keys should
be pressed in order to use these
commands. Below this menu is a list
of files which are currently available
on disk. This list features all files ex-
cept certain system files; in fact,
NewWord allows you to exclude all
kinds of different files so that only
those to be used for documents
appear. When a command has been
given, a message relating to that
command appears with a request for
further components of the command.

Editing
The command to begin editing a

document is D. When this is pressed,
instructions for using the command
appear and you are asked for the
name of the document to be edited.
You are then presented with a large
amount of information which sur-
rounds the document editing area in
the centre of the screen. The top line
of the screen shows the file which is
being edited, the location of the
document within the cursor, and
some information regarding program
modes. Below this line is the main
editing menu which shows you how
to access the available editing func-
tions; these functions range from
moving the cursor, through deleting
and inserting, to how to access the
other menus. NewWord 3 has six
menus which can be accessed while
editing, apart from those which are
available from the main menu.

Below the editing menu is a line
which shows margins and tab stops,
and below this is the document text.
A display showing which commands
have been assigned to the function
keys is at the bottom of the screen.

You may think that there can't be
much room onscreen for the docu-
ment, and this is true to some extent
- there are 12 lines remaining for
display. The menus can, however, be
switched off, as can the function key
display, to leave 23 lines of text
visible.
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In -document spelling checker
All the above editing details will be

familiar to people who have used
WordStar or NewWord 2, as will
most of the commands. The standard
NewWord 3 commands are:
Cursor movement: this can be done
in several ways, either using the cur-
sor keys, or a combination of the
control key and a logically oriented
set of letter keys. The movement can
be as minimal as one character in
any direction, or a page, or the
whole document.
Erasing: the Delete key deletes char-
acters to the left; Control -G deletes
characters to the right. Words, lines
or marked blocks of text can also be
removed. There's an option to un-
erase or remedy mistakes, but this
can only put right a certain amount
of errors that are set in a buffer.
Other: also available from the main
menu are help, paragraph alignment,
insert on/off, and other menus. These
menus deal with onscreen format-
ting; saving and dealing with large
blocks of text; printer controls; short-
hand commands; quick find/replace;
spelling checking; and miscellaneous
functions. (Some of these options
and enhancements will be unfamiliar
to the seasoned WordStar user.)

Another set of commands, printer
commands, are embedded in the text
and perform such functions as set-
ting up headers and footers; turning
specialised printer functions on or
off; plus numerous other things.
Printer commands are available in
WordStar, but NewWord contains the
greater number of them.

Advanced facilities
The advanced facilities in NewWord
3 which set the package apart from
being just a WordStar copy are ex-
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tremely powerful and useful - the
most useful being a spelling checker.
While you are editing, the whole
document can be checked, or just
one word, or even a word that is not
part of the document. The dictionary
which is provided contains 45,000
words in a compressed form. Words
can be added to this dictionary as
well as removed with an extremely
unusual NewWord utility. The great
bugbear of English users is at last
removed - there's no more 'color'
or 'realize'. At last, 'colour' and 'real-
ise' won't upset a spelling checker -
in fact, NewStar has already made
the conversion from many American-
isms. There are two other dictionary
files; an update dictionary, which
holds words that shouldn't be in the
main dictionary but which are often
used, such as proper names; and a
quick dictionary of commonly used
words, which is held in memory and
is used to speed up spelling checks
by reducing disk access.

A marker facility for indexing to a
file can be provided. This marker is
invisible, but is used by the index
command on the main menu which
produces another document with the
extension .IDX, which in turn holds
an index of the document which is
using the marked words. It's also
possible to produce an index from all
words except those given in a special
file of exclusions. In a similar way,
tables of contents can be produced
using a different marker and the
table of contents command at the
main menu.

Another unusual feature of New -
Word is its mathematical capabilities.
The first of these is a calculator; this
operates from within the menu area,
and will work out a line of calcula-
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tions and provide the answer. The
other capability adds all the numbers
in a marked block and displays the
result, which is useful for totalling
columns of figures as you go.

Yet another addition to NewWord
3 is the shorthand option on the edit-
ing menu; this allows the user to de-
fine various keys to hold sequences
of characters. The shorthand option
is accessed via the ESC key, so ESC -
N can be defined as shorthand for
'NewWord', and whenever this is
typed, the whole word will appear.
Several versions of NewWord could
be set up for various purposes, with
different shorthand definitions and
even different dictionaries or exclu-
sion files.

One important thing to note about
NewWord is that all these facilities
come as part of the basic program,
as well as other facilities such as
mailmerge with conditional merging.
This allows you to send various ver-
sions of a standard letter to different
people, so the letters are tailored to
the people to whom they are
addressed.

Another important point about
NewWord is the way in which it in-
terfaces with the machine on which it
is running. All the calls to routines
within the machine are documented,
so they can be moved to different
addresses or patched and custo-
mised in various ways. NewWord 3
should run on any machine that has
even the slightest pretensions to IBM
compatibility. Software writers seem
to have forgotten that the non -IBM
market is as big as the IBM market,
and is usually more knowledgeable.
The more complex of the two New -
Word installation programs even
makes the process of modification
simple, and gives all the help that
could possibly be provided.

NewWord 3 does, however, suffer
from many of WordStar's faults.
There is a bewildering array of com-
mands, some of which aren't really
necessary and can easily confuse
people. This is compounded by the
fact that a lot of the keys used for the
commands are not those that you
would intuitively guess to be correct.
Neither does NewWord 3 have the
feel of a real screen editor: cursor
movement around the screen and
editing area is not as fast as I would
like. There's some delay between ac-
tion and result, despite the fact that
the program runs at least twice as
fast as WordStar.

In the PCW office, I have NewWord
installed with Turbo Lightning, Bor-
land's memory -resident spelling
checker and thesaurus, and with a
mouse installed to drive the cursor
and mark blocks of text. This is partly
in an attempt to get an IBM-
compatible to emulate more modern,

SCREENTEST
faster micros which use WIMP inter-
faces. Unfortunately it doesn't really
work and I won't be satisfied until I

see a word processor that practically
reads my mind and shows onscreen
exactly what I want to appear on
paper.

This review has been done on a
very fast hard disk system, a 640k HP
Vectra. When NewWord 3 runs on a
floppy disk system with less mem-
ory, the program slows down con-
siderably. This is especially true of its
additional features like indexing and
spelling checking. I imagine that the
program would also run more slowly
on an IBM too, simply because that

I had no difficulties
whatsoever when

transferring from one
version to the other,

even though they run
on different machines.'

machine's processor speeds are
slower than the Vectra's.

The Word Plus
The NewWord 3 package includes
The Word Plus. This is a set of mod-
ular utilities, mostly for spelling
checking and correction. The Word
Plus uses the same dictionary as the
spelling checker in NewWord 3 and
is really rather redundant, although it
does work more quickly on large
documents. Various other programs
are included which add facilities to
count the number of words in a file,
look up anagrams, and even help
solve crossword puzzles.

The main part of The Word Plus
package consists of four programs
which find spelling errors, help find
corrections, make the corrections and
organise these actions; another prog-
ram automatically hyphenates text so
that if it's printed in short columns, it
looks neater. A program called
Lookup consults the dictionary for a
particular word and lists all the
words that are similar to it or which
could conceivably be misspellings.

Find is a program which can help
solve word puzzles. If asked to look-
up 'ab??re', it finds only one word to
match that pattern - abjure. Ana-

gram is a program which acts in a
similar way but finds anagrams in-
stead of word matches; and another
utility counts words in a document
file.

The final The Word Plus programs
allow words to be removed from and
added to the main dictionary in order
that specialised vocabulary can be
added, and so on.

Price
NewWord 3 costs £249.95, and it re-
mains to be seen whether this is
good value or not. It seems to be an
unusually high price, considering
NewStar's previous low -price policy.

NewWord 2
NewWord was originally written
(again, like WordStar) for machines
using MS-DOS and CP/M operating
systems; therefore, it would be a re-
latively easy task to convert the prog-
ram to run on the PCW8256. The
only question is: why do it? After all,
the 8256's strong selling point is that
it's the ultimate word processing
machine - cheap, and with every-
thing you would want as standard.
Why should anyone need more word
processing programs, tools or utili-
ties?

One answer lies in the fact that I

am sitting in front of a PCW8256 at
this moment, happily typing away
but not with LocoScript. I have al-
ways used word processors which
have more in common with Word-
Star than any other program, and de-
spite all these programs' failings, I

have become used to them. The cost
of another program is really a small
price to pay in order to feel truly
comfortable, and also to be able to
get down to work with only 10 mi-
nutes spent setting up the program.

Another reason is that NewWord 2
will also work with the Amstrad
CPC6128. This is a market which has
access to CP/M software, but only
when the software is converted to
3in disk format. NewWord gives us-
ers a high-powered word processor
at a low price, and, of course, com-
patibility with the PCW range as well
as a wide range of other micros.

NewStar provides thorough docu-
mentation with the Amstrad version
of NewWord 2. The standard, ex-
tremely thorough documentation
which accompanies MS-DOS or
ordinary CP/M versions is included,
as well as an extra document which
covers setting up the program and
using it with the PCW8256. The main
NewWord manual is similar in quali-
ty to that described in the NewWord
3 part of this review. The documenta-
tion provided by NewStar doesn't
match up in looks, but the informa-
tion it contains is extremely impor-
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tant. It shows how to alter various
function keys so that non-standard
keys can be used for useful functions
within NewWord, and also explains
how to make the best use of the va-
rious programs and files which make
up the NewWord package.

The version of NewWord 2 which I
was supplied with had already been
set up for use with a memory disk.
This is effectively a RAM disk con-
trolled by CP/M +, and behaves ex-
actly as if it were a disk drive. The
advantage is that this RAM disk
reacts much more quickly than a real
disk drive, but the disadvantage is
that if the machine is turned off, all
data on the memory disk is lost. I

nearly fell into this trap immediately
after typing in the first page of this
review: I left NewWord, having
saved the file, but fortunately re-
membered to re-enter NewWord and
copy it across to the real disk drive
just before I switched off the com-
puter.

Differences
One immediate difference between
NewWord 2 on an Amstrad and
NewWord 3 on a fast IBM clone is
that the former is very much slower
- it's like using a slow word proces-
sor on a slow machine such as an
IBM PC. Another problem is the need
to conserve memory space and be
careful of which files are kept on the
memory disk.

A feature of NewWord 2 which has
been removed from NewWord 3 is
the gauge at the top -right of the
screen which shows how much avail-
able memory space is being taken up
by the current file; already, after I've
completed only two and a half
pages, it's a quarter full, because the
gauge measures how much of the
current memory space is taken up
rather than how much space is avail-
able. If the space in memory is filled,
then the file is saved to disk and the
disk is used as virtual memory; only
the part of the file which is being
dealt with is held in memory - the
rest is on disk. With the memory
disk, the amount of memory space
left and the amount of disk space are
equivalent, so only files of under,
say, 12 pages can be worked with in
the memory disk.

Another problem is the small
amount of space available on a 3in
disk for the PCW8256. There aren't
many disks in the PCW office which
have spare space on them, and I

found myself desperately searching
for one that had enough space left to
hold what I had typed so far. But I

failed, and had to save two separate
chunks of the document on separate
disks. This illustrates the versatility of
powerful word processor programs
like NewWord: there's no difficulty in

SCREENTEST
performing complicated operations
on sections of the text. The problem
of disk space is more to do with the
machine and the lack of disks than
anything else.

NewWord 2 comes with The Word
Plus's predecessor, The Word. This
offers much the same facilities as
The Word Plus, but not all of the
more unusual ones.

Installing NewWord 2 is simple -
you just run a program called NWIN-
STAL. This has a wide-ranging menu
which covers all aspects of the prog-
ram and has various options for each
heading. The installation program
also lets you change the printer
which is being used, and gives in-
numerable details regarding the way
in which the program works. Help is
provided on every entry within
NWINSTAL.

Lack of facilities
NewWord 2 is similar in many ways
to NewWord 3, except where the
advanced features are concerned.
NewWord 2 can't perform spelling
checking from within the program,
nor can it create indexes or tables of
contents. It doesn't have a calculator
or other mathematical functions, and
you can't set up shorthand keys. The
printer controls are also less compre-
hensive, but are still so extensive
that I can hardly think of uses for
them all.

Price
The price of NewWord 2 for the Am-

strad PCW8256 and the CPC6128 is
£69, which represents good value for
anyone who needs more word power
than Locoscript can offer. For exam-
ple, it would be inadvisable to set
out to write a novel using Locoscript,
but as long as my epic was split up
into sections and a good supply of
3in disks was available, I would be
happy to use NewWord for such a
task.

Conclusion
The most striking aspect of this New -
Word 2/NewWord 3 comparison is
that I had no difficulties whatsoever
when transferring from one version
to the other, even though they run
on different machines. My only prob-
lems were with adjusting to the
8256's rather sub -standard screen
and to its rather unusual keyboard.
My biggest quibble is with the prin-
ter, which was only set up to take
single sheets and which I found quite
difficult to use.

NewWord 3 for MS-DOS, PC -DOS,
TurboDOS, Concurrent DOS and
CPM/86 is, however, not quite such
an attractive proposition. Although it
represents astonishing word proces-
sing power while retaining compati-
bility, the current pricing anomalies
and the trend to reduce the cost of
software to the end -user may yet
prove to be a difficult barrier to
cross.

Nevertheless, NewWord 3 is a

program which provides every facil-
ity a professional writer could want.
It's almost ideal for book manu-
scripts, but rather pricey for those
who require rather less power in
their processor.

NewWord 2 and NewWord 3 are
available from NewStar Software,
200 North Service Road, Brentwood,
Essex CM14 4SQ, tel: (0277) 220573.

'He's not that clever - he can only program in Basic.'
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Batch magic
DOS batch processing is notoriously slow, but it does have its uses.

John DeHaven provides a compendium of tricks, techniques and
curiosities for your reference.

What is the world's slowest inter-
pretative language? This dubious
honour surely belongs to DOS batch
processing, which runs like granny.
Let's go ahead and stretch a point
and call DOS batch processing a lan-
guage. It is useful to think of the
statements of this language as in-
cluding the traditional batch proces-
sing commands, all DOS commands
and the names of any executable
files (including other batch files) that
are available in the default directory
or via PATH.

Unfortunately, even if we gener-
ously expand the definition in this
way, DOS batch processing still isn't
a complete language, since it is not
interactive and cannot add or even
count. Even so,if you hold your jaw a
certain way there is plenty of unsus-
pected power to be found. We'll ex-
plore generation and passing of vari-
ables, file creation, true calls with re-
turn, giant loops under control of
'FOR' and recursion. Batch proces-
sing is not really as boring as IBM
and Microsoft try to make it seem.

The traditional (IBM/Microsoft) dis-
cussion lists only six batch proces-
sing commands, and we'll assume
you have a working knowledge of
these: ECHO, FOR, GOTO, IF, PAUSE,
REM and SHIFT. Of these, ECHO is
useful outside of batch processing,
and FOR can be used outside batch
processing to do some non -trivial
things. Four other commands, COM-
MAND, CLS, EXIT and SET - are not
usually mentioned as part of batch
processing, although they would
rarely be used anywhere else. We
will use them all here.

Speed
One reason batch processing runs so
slowly is that it makes a disk call for
each line of code. Evidently then, a
given batch file will run faster if you
can reduce the number of lines in it.
After you have a batch file running,
you may be able to reduce the num-
ber of lines by combining some of
them in a FOR structure. The follow-
ing rules apply:
1 If statements have no argument,

they may be combined;
2 If statements have the same argu-

ment, they may be combined; and
3 Statements with the same argu-

ment may also be combined with
statements with no argument.
Here are some examples to illus-

trate the above points:
FOR %%A IN (CLS VER VOL BREAK

VERIFY SET) DO %%A
FOR %%A IN (CLS A: ECHO PAUSE

CLS) DO %%A Insert back-up
diskette

FOR %%@ IN (CLS C: IF A:) DO
%%@ EXIST PP. BAT PP

FOR %%@ IN (MD CD) DO %%@
\ SDIR1
These work because certain com-

mands like CLS and PAUSE (and cer-
tain other executable files you might
have created) do not take any argu-
ments, so when FOR expands them
with an argument, the argument is
ignored.

Batch files will run much faster if
you allocate extra 'buffers' with
CON FIG-SYS. Briefly, this specifica-
tion allocates memory for disk I/O,
one buffer per cluster read from dis-
kette. When a disk call is made, these
buffers are checked first, and if the
record is already here, no physical
disk reference will be made. The
overhead cost is about 1k per buffer
(not 512k as IBM states), above the
default two buffers. Here is how you
can be sure you have those extra
buffers activated:
1 The disk from which you boot

must contain a file called:
'CONFIG.SYS.'

'2 This file must contain the state-
ment:
BUFFERS=9
although a larger number will be
OK.

3 For good measure, include the fol-
lowing two lines:
FILES=99
DEVICE=ANSI.SYS
The first of these will allow a much

larger number of file handles to be
opened than the default eight, at a
cost of only 3783 bytes of memory.
Many programs need more handles
than eight, and you'll be dis-
appointed in the performance of
some of the following examples if
you don't allow this extra latitude. As
for the assignment of the ANSI.SYS

driver, I can't imagine anyone with
more than 16k of RAM not wanting
this, because it allows control over
screen colours and attributes, arbit-
rary cursor positioning and even
keyboard reassignment (16 -character
keyboard macros at the DOS level
without a fancy program!)

If you are echoing many lines to
the display, you will find that it is
much faster to put in a single line to
TYPE a file that contains your multi -
line display. This will cost some disk
space, since you will have to create
this extra file. I usually denote such
files as .SCR (for 'screen') files.

If you use labels in a batch file,
those that are most likely to be called
should be put near the beginning, as
the batch processor scans the entire
file from the beginning every time it
looks for a label.

Control
Whether you use ANSI.SYS or not,
the display understands the sequ-
ence ESC -[-2-J to mean 'clear the
screen'. The CLS command in fact
sends just this sequence to the
screen. This means that you can in-
clude this string in any statements
you ECHO to the display and in any
file that you might TYPE to the dis-
play. If you write your batch files
with an editor that allows the inser-
tion of the ESC code, you will be
able to echo ANSI control sequences
from the batch file. Some very nice
effects are available. If we let the ex-
pression ' [' stand for the ESC code,
the sequence
CLS
ECHO^ [[2JInstall the back-up

diskette in drive A. G^[[5m
PAUSE
ECHO ^[12K^[[0;1m
will clear the screen and display the
prompt message followed by a beep
and a blinking pause message. When
a key is struck, the blinking pause
message is wiped out.

You could output blank lines with
ECHO followed by two or more
spaces with DOS 2.x, but this no lon-
ger works with DOS 3.x. The sequ-
ence ESC -space -<255h> will work
with DOS 3.x, the idea being to echo
the invisible character 255 hex. On
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an IBM machine you can get this
character if you hold the ALT key and
press 2-5-5 on the numeric keypad.
On other machines, or with certain
editors, the procedure may be diffe-
rent.

You may want to shut up the dis-
play at some stage. To do this you
set ECHO OFF so that you won't see
the batch procedure running, but cer-
tain commands still natter at you.
The bit bucket 'file' NUL may be
used for this. If your file contains the
statement

DEL *.BAK>NUL
then it will attempt to delete all back-
up files. If there are none, the error
message will be redirected into the
97th dimension and will not be seen.
You could also get the effect with the
statement

IF EXIST *.BAK DEL *.BAK
but this would require a bit of extra
time for the existence test. IF EXIST
only works for files in the current
drive and directory, which is some-
times a bother.

Variables
There are four kinds of variables in
batch processing. %0 returns the
name of the batch file itself while
%1, %2, %3 represent tokens passed
in on the command line after the
name of the batch file. %%A, where
'A' may be any character, is the form
of a variable that takes successive
values of the 'IN' portion of a FOR
statement.

The usual literature does not make
it obvious that a variable in the form
%WORD% will return the value of a
variable called 'WORD' that has been
set into the 'environment'. To install
such a variable, you execute a com-
mand, in or out of a batch file, of the
form

SET VAR=SOME STRING
where VAR is the variable name, and
the value is any string.

To see how SET works, try the fol-
lowing batch program.

ECHO OFF
SET X=NOT
ECHO THIS DOES %X% FAIL.
SET X=
ECHO THIS DOES %X% FAIL.

These variables set into the environ-
ment are made available to all ex-
ecutable programs, and this is how
they are accessed by .BAT programs.

Often you may need to control
batch file behaviour according to
whether a variable exists or not (re-
gardless of its value). The IF state-
ment does not directly test for this;
you must supply some minimal
string on both sides of the '=='
operator. I'll use a minimal string of
'@' to show the two basic kinds of
existence tests.
Executes if the variable %1 exists:

IF NOT %1@==@
Executes if the variable %1 does not
exist:

IF %1@==@

Later we'll see some other uses for
these techniques but, as an example,
suppose you have a program that
becomes memory -resident when cal-
led, and if called again will install
another copy of itself, gradually eat-
ing up your available memory (some
otherwise excellent commercial pro-
ducts have been known to behave
like this). The program is not used
every day, and is too large to install
no matter what with AUTOEX-
EC.BAT. What you need is a batch
program that calls this maverick
program if it is needed, but only
once per session. Let's suppose our
resident -type program is called
DBSORT. A batch file fragment that
would do the trick might be:

IF NOT %SORT%@==
INS@ DBSORT

IF NOT %SORT%@==
INS@ SET SORT=INS

After DBSORT is installed once, the
variable SORT is set to INS in the
environment and, therefore, DBSORT
will not again be called until the
machine is rebooted.

Creating a file with a
batch file
The command 'ECHO This is a test
message >TEST.TXT' will create a
one -line file named TEST.TXT which
contains the words 'This is a test
message'. One reason to do this
would be to set a flag that will last
between sessions. Things set in the
environment go away with the pow-
er, but a temporarily -created file will
not, and its existence may be tested
by the IF EXIST statement of batch
processing. Your AUTOEXEC.BAT
might want to set up a large print
spooler if you have a dot-matrix prin-
ter installed, and omit the spooler if
a daisywheel unit is attached. The
following statement in AUTOEX-
EC.BAT would do it, based on the
existence or not of a file called
DAISY.
IF NOT EXIST DAISY BIGSPOOU128

At some point in your configura-
tion procedure you could create the
flag file if required with the state-
ment:
ECHO Daisywheel printer
installed>DAISY

You can create a temporary file
and then use the temporary file to
answer a question. Two commands
that are hard to automate are DEL
and PRINT, because under certain
conditions they ask questions of the
user. The following batch sequences
will proceed without pause:
ECHO Y >YES
DEL *.* <YES
ECHO LPT1 >PSPEC
PRINT %1 <PSPEC
DEL PSPEC

In each case, if the procedure asks
a question, it finds a file waiting with
the answer, and it takes the answer
from the file.

A multiple line file may be written
a line at a time, by using the '>>'
operator, which adds a line to a file.
'>>' creates the file if it doesn't yet
exist. The following sequence writes
a three -line file (try it).
DEL TEMP
ECHO This is the first line

»TEMP
ECHO This is the second line

»TEMP
ECHO This is yet another line

>>TEMP
TYPE TEMP

You could even write another
batch file this way and then execute
it! Here is how to create a program
that keeps an activity log. First create
a file that contains only a carriage
return and a line feed by the follow-
ing procedure:
COPY CON CRLF.BAT <return>
<return>
<CTRL -Z> <return>

We've named this weird little file
CRLF.BAT because there is another
important use for it that we'll discov-
er below. One use for this will come
clear if you try
DATE <CRLF.BAT
and then
DATE <CRLF.BAT >LOG
TYPE LOG
This, then, would be your activity log
program fragment. It records a date
and time in file LOG whenever it
runs:
DATE <CRLF.BAT »LOG
TIME <CRLF.BAT »LOG
For maximum speed we compress
this to:
FOR %%@ IN (DATE TIME) DO
%%@

<CRLF.BAT »LOG
You could also use this technique

to put data in a file. Below we will
see how a batch file could read such
data.

Chaining
As is well-known, if you name
another batch file in a batch file, the
next batch file begins executing. In
this way batch files may be chained.
This chaining can be used to cause
an abrupt exit from a long batch file
that runs slowly. Suppose the batch
file has the following structure:
:LABEL1
<FIRST PROCEDURE>
GOTO EXIT
:LABEL2
<SECOND PROCEDURE
GOTO EXIT

:LAST LABEL
<LAST PROCEDURE>
:EXIT

This is likely to execute slowly be-
cause after any given procedure is
executed, EXIT is called and the
batch processor must read the whole
file from the beginning to find the
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label in the very last line. If the do-
nothing file CRLF.BAT is still avail-
able to DOS, the preceding program
may be considerably speeded up by
writing it in the following form:
:LABEL1
<FIRST PROCEDURE>
CRLF
: LABE L2
<SECOND PROCEDURE
CRLF

:LASTLABEL
<LAST PROCEDURE>

Now, instead of searching the file
for ":EXIT", the program will directly
chain to CRLF and abruptly quit.

Using SHIFT
There are two good uses for the
SHIFT command: to allow an indefi-
nite number of command line para-
meters and to count. Suppose you
have a print formatter called
PRT.COM. You could feed several
files to it with a batch file containing
the following:
FOR %%@ IN(%1 %2 %3 %4 %5

%6 %7 8% 9%) DO PRT %%@
This is fast enough, but is limited to
nine arguments. This little program
will accept unlimited arguments, us-
ing SHIFT:
:DO

IF %1@==@ GOTO ENDDO
PRT %1
SHIFT
GOTO DO

:ENDDO
or quicker:
:PROC

IF %1@==@ GOTO ENDPROC
PRT %1
FOR %%@ IN(SHIFT GOTO) DO
%%@ PROC

:ENDPROC
This is the most general form that

will not execute if there are no argu-
ments. A shorter (and therefore fas-
ter) version of this basic loop may be
used, but this form will execute at
least once, even if there are no argu-
ments. Use it by all means if this
does not matter.
:LOOP

PRT %1
SHIFT
IF NOT %1@==@ GOTO LOOP

or quicker:
:LOOP

PRT %1
FOR %%@ IN(SHIFT IF) DO %%@

NOT %1@==@ GOTO LOOP
If we can use CRLF.BAT to break

out of the program, we can have the
best of both worlds.
:LOOP

IF %1@==@CRLF
PRT %1
FOR %%@ IN(SHIFT GOTO)

DO %%@ LOOP
Soon we'll see a more advanced

application of this principle. You can
also use the command -line tokens as
items to be counted. Write
TEST.BAT:
ECHO OFF
CLS
:DO

ECHO Display for token %1
SHIFT
IF NOT %1@==@ GOTO DO
Run TEST with several calls to see

this work.
TEST
TEST 1 2 3
TEST X X X
TEST NOW THREE WORDS
TEST 1 TWO 3 2+2 5 6 7 8 9 TEN 11

Batch procedures
You may want to create a complex
batch file to automate an obnoxious
procedure, but perhaps you don't
use it often enough to remember its
complex call syntax.

The answer to this is to set the
batch file up so it will give you some
instructions if called with no argu-
ments. For example, here is the start
of my batch program 'DLOAD.BAT'
which permits unattended download-
ing of partitioned datasets from the
IBM mainframe, a procedure that
could take hours. The actual down-
load procedure is so slow that batch
file speed is a negligible factor, so
nothing is compressed into FOR
loops here.
ECHO OFF
CLS
IF NOT %'1@==@GOTO START

ECHO DOWNLOAD PARTITIONED
DATASETS FROM MAINFRAME
ECHO

ECHO SYNTAX: DLOAD DSN DIR
MEMBER1 MEMBER2
MEMBER3...

ECHO Where DSN is the fully
qualified dataset name,

ECHO DIR is the
destination subdirectory.

ECHO and MEMBERn
are any number of member
names.

CRLF
:START
SET DSN=%1
SHIFT
SET DIR=%1
FOR %%@ IN(MD SHIFT) %%@\%1
MD \%1 >NUL
SHIFT
:DO

IF %1@==@ CRLF
<DOWNLOAD PROCEDURE>
SHIFT
GOTO DO
Several techniques are used in this

program. If DLOAD is entered with
no arguments, the first IF statement
detects this, and the instructions are

echoed. When DLOAD is called with
arguments, the first variable is set to
%DSN% for later use by <download
procedure>, then is shifted away.
The second variable (now %1) is
stored as %DIR% and then creates
the desired subdirectory before
banishment by shifting. The 'mem-
bers' are shifted in turn into position
%1 by the loop, until they are all
used up. Exits from the program are
by fast calls to CRLF.BAT, which was
created earlier. If the attempt to
make the subdirectory fails, perhaps
because the subdirectory already ex-
ists, the resulting error message will
be shunted off to NUL.

Menus
Fig 1 shows a program to control
some settings for an Epson/IBM-type
printer. It will display a menu if cal-
led without argument, but this menu
may be bypassed if the user knows
what to enter.

Calling batch files
Now we will see how we can call
another batch file and return from it,
as though it were a subroutine. If
you chain to another batch program,
that's it - there is no return. The
secret of true calls is the 'COM-
MAND' statement.

'COMMAND' loads another copy of
part of COMMAND.COM into mem-
ory and gives it control. This does
not consume as much memory as
IBM would have you believe, since it
does not load another copy of the
whole 28k or 40k COMMAND.COM -
it only loads another copy of the
command processor which is about
4k. The new command processor
runs quite independently of the pre-
vious one.

The command 'EXIT' purges the
currently executing command pro-
cessor and puts you back to the pre-
vious one. EXIT does nothing if en-
tered into the one and only original
command processor.

It is not obvious what the use of
this is until you remember file re-
direction. What happens if the new
command processor takes its input
from a file? Try it by making a file
full of commands, ending with EXIT.
We'll call it GIZMO. (If you don't end
this file with EXIT you'll never return;
the computer will hang up for good.)
VOL
ECHO This line is from

the called file.
VER
EXIT

Next create DRIVE.BAT and run it:
ECHO OFF
CLS
ECHO This line is from

the main program.
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PP. BAT
ECHO OFF
CLS
IF NOT %1@==@ GOTO %1
ECHO Enter PP E for elite
ECHO PP W for wide
ECHO PP B for BOLD
ECHO PP R to reset printer
CRLF
:E
ECHO ^[M's [1"G >PRN
CRLF
:P
ECHO [P >PRN
CRLF

Fig 1

PP P for pica
PP C for condensed
PP D for doublestrike

COMMAND <GIZMO
ECHO This line is again

from the main program.
This illustrates the general princi-

ples. We can vastly improve on this,
though. The special form:
COMMAND/C string
says, in effect, to invoke a new com-
mand processor, feed it 'string' as an
input command, execute the com-
mand, then EXIT. If we feed a com-
mand processor a batch file name, it
executes the batch file. Because of
this we can rename GIZMO to GIZ-
MO.BAT and drop the EXIT com-
mand from the end, thereby convert-
ing it into a plain vanilla batch file.
Change DRIVE.BAT as follows:
ECHO OFF
CLS
ECHO This line is from

the main program.
COMMAND/C GIZMO
ECHO This line is again

from the main program.
This is almost the effect we want.

We are spared the installation mes-
sage from the command processor,
but the secondary command proces-
sor echoes everything. Even if you
put ECHO OFF at the beginning of
GIZMO.BAT it will still echo the first
prompt and the ECHO OFF. If it is
really important to silence every-
thing, you can use redirection.
Change the programs as follows:
GIZMO.BAT:
VOL >CON
ECHO This line from the

called file. >CON
VER >CON
DRIVE.BAT:
ECHO OFF
CLS
ECHO This line from the

original batch program
COMMAND/C GIZMO >NUL
ECHO This line again from

the called program
The trick here is to send all output

from the secondary command pro-
cessor into NUL. Then we override
this in the called batch file with re -
directions to CON for everything we
really want to see. (More examples

on this are given below.)
This call/return procedure can be

nested to any depth that your mem-
ory allows, and you can play tricks
with variables. Try these three batch
programs.
MAIN.BAT
ECHO OFF
CLS
ECHO MAIN here. Are you watching?
COMMAND/C SUBFILE1 file speak
sub %1 >NUL
ECHO Whew! We made it back to
MAIN again.
SUBFILE1.BAT
ECHO This is %3%1 1 %2ing. >CON
COMMAND/C %3%12 %1 %2 %3
%4
ECHO Goodbye from %3%1 1.

>CON
SUBFILE2.BAT
ECHO Now %3%1 2 %2s. >CON
IF NOT %4@==@ ECHO

What does "%4" mean? >CON
Try launching this collection with

'MAIN' and 'MAIN AXOLOTL'.
More practically, suppose I have a

lot of programs to download from
the mainframe with DLOAD.BAT.
What I want are several members
from each of several partitioned
datasets. This whole procedure
might take all night - I plan to sub-
mit a huge metabatch file when I go
home in the evening. I can create a
driver for DLOAD.BAT and off we go:
COMMAND/C DLOAD BNW.TE.CLIST

TECLIST M1 M2 M3 M4 ...
COMMAND/C DLOAD BNW.TE.SAS

TESAS M1 M2 M3 M4 ...
COMMAND/C DLOAD BNW.TE.

TABLES
TETABLES M1 M2 M3 M4 ...
If nothing goes horribly wrong, I

should return in the morning to find
the selected members neatly copied
into appropriate subdirectories.

Recursion
By now you may be saying 'All that
is very well, but if a batch file can be
made to call another file, what would
happen if you asked it to call itself or
maybe call another batch file that
called the first one, or maybe ...'

Being of an inquisitive nature I ex-
plored some of these questions. The
answer, in general, is that you can
have any number of recursive chains
or calls, so long as memory and file
handles are available. If you are care-
ful of counts and end conditions, you
won't get in too much trouble. On
the other hand, if one of these were
to run away ...

To ease into this subject, we'll con-
sider recursive chaining first. Recur-
sive chaining is an alternative to SET
that initialises variables for further
use by the program. The difference is
that this way the program sets %1
through %9, so an operation like
SHIFT might be used against them.
Nothing fancy is needed for recursive
chaining. Consider a file called
CHAIN. BAT:
ECHO OFF
CLS
IF %1@==@ CHAIN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 89
:DO

ECHO <DO SOMETHING WITH
FILE%1>

SHIFT
IF NOT %1@==@ GOTO DO
Here is a catalogue printer for your

hard disk. Your various subdirec-
tories are 'remembered' in the re-
cursive call statement.
CAT.BAT
ECHO OFF
CLS
IF %1@==@ CAT DBASE LOTUS

ORD WRK C

DIR I SORT >PRN
:LOOP

DIR \%1 I SORT >PRN
FOR %%@ IN(SHIFT IF) DO %%@

NOT %1@==@ GOTO LOOP
CAT.BAT will print catalogues for

any arbitrary selection of directories
if called like this:

CAT DIR1 DIR2 DIR3 ...
Suppose you have a file card

ACTION.DATA which expects to find
data in the form of tokens in a file
called DATA.BAT. Possibly DATA -
.BAT was generated by another prog-
ram which could be another - or
even this - batch file. DATA.BAT
contains a statement as follows:
ACTION DATA1 DATA2 DATA3 ...
ACTION.BAT starts as follows:
IF %1@==@ DATA

As we can see, if ACTION.BAT is
called with no arguments, it will im-
mediately chain to DATA.BAT which
calls ACTION right back, passing
DATA1, DATA2, DATA3 ... to it as
%1, %2, %3 ...

So far I haven't been able to think
of something I needed to do with
batch processing that couldn't be
done more easily some other way.
No doubt the Lisp -wallahs out there
will immediately think of several im-
portant applications. On the other
hand, this may be one of those case
which vividly illustrates the differ-
ence between what you get away
with and what's useful. END
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Pascal programming on the Mac is the order of the day, with a
sprinkling of IBM PC graphics to follow. David Taylor reviews this

month's book selection.

Pascal fruits
Title: Pascal for the Macintosh
Authors: Henry Ledgard & Andrew
Singer
Publisher: Addison-Wesley
Price: £18.95 (paperback)

The Mac's too matey to program, I

find. With a well -stocked hard disk
itching to demonstrate this or have a
go at that (or swapping the disks if
you must, MacOperatives soon find
that with Microsoft's Word and
Chart, good -old MacPaint and
perhaps Think Tank, and certainly
Jazz, there's not so much you can't
tackle without, so to speak, having
the bonnet up.

The Mac's mousey environment is,
moreover, ill at ease with program-
ming's gobbledygook. It takes all
sorts, I know, but personally I'd

sooner point the mouse and go than
key in lines such as:
if NewArrival. IDNum < Start. IDNum
then

begin
NewArrival. Next:=Start;
Start:= NewArrival;
Down:= True

end
Besides, Pascalling has never

struck me as nearly so much fun as
Niklaus Wirth made out. Anyone who
names their computer language after
an obscure French mathematician
(Blaise Pascal) and has their sights
set on the educational market should
be treated with caution, I'd maintain.

Pascal has always been quite easy
to master, I'll give you that: code
written in blocks, full of procedures.
But until now you had to sit down
and plan ahead, scribble things down
to compile before you could run. The

release of Mac's Pascal finally brings
an interactive interpreter to hand
(you can see more of what goes on
and interfere as programs run), but
even so, Pascal scarcely has the kind
of bash -on -regardless mentality
which a fancy-free Mac tends to en-
courage.

Still, Messrs Ledgard and Singer
seem smitten, and have come up
with a very jolly book which aims to
prod you towards Pascal problem -
solving without boring you to tears
learning syntax, parrot -fashion. It's
jolly because the lads are Sherlock
Holmes fanatics and (as in their pre -
Mac tome, Elementary Pascal) have
devised little mysteries for the Great
Detective and Doctor Watson to
solve with the aid of an Analytical
Engine (copyright Charles Babbage).

The idea is that you coo along with
Watson at the force of precise, logic -
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al thinking exhibited by Holmes, not
to mention the Engine. Then you
think - Aha! I could do that, using
MacPascal. Quite so. Elementary. It's
all very silly, but at any rate different-
ly jolly, unlike the usual run of nar-
coleptic Pascal primers.

In the end, you can use Pascal to
draw squares or a bar chart. You can
run a program which, given the
properties of cigar ash, identifies the
brand of cigar (very Holmesian is
that) or one which will keep your golf
score (which isn't). Not quite The
Speckled Band, perhaps, but you will
soon find that you've grasped the
principles of the algorithm, say, or
have got the hang of arrays and
strings and mugged up on Pascallian
syntax without hardly noticing - all
very useful if you're to persist with
this urge to program on a Mac.

The book is very handsomely pro-
duced, which for nearly £20 it better
had be.

Chartist's materials
Title: Presentation Graphics on the
IBM PC
Author: Steve Lambert
Publisher: Microsoft Press
Price: £16.95 (paperback)

They're a very nice series, these
glossy paperbacks from Microsoft,
expanding on MS-DOS or Word or
what have you. Funnily enough, Mic-
rosoft Chart is what we have here for
one-time Washington locksmith
Steve Lambert to fiddle with and
thus reveal columns, bars, lines, pies,
scatters, and so forth, the way
impact -mad boardrooms like 'em.

I'm sorry to bring on the wet
blanket again, but if gee -whiz presen-
tational graphics are what you need,
the otherwise inestimable IBM PC
just isn't the first machine to spring
to mind, as arty -smarty it's not.

If you'd stop fiddling about with
Pascal on that Mac, you'd find that
machine does a nifty job at drawing
what you will. IBMs can do better if
you're talking AT with an enhanced
colour card and the new sooper-
doop monitor, and so on, but the
bog -standard PC is no Leonardo, or
Hercules wouldn't be in business.

Still, Chart is nothing if not a

triumph of ingenuity, and while I'd
hesitate to endorse Mr Lambert's
promise of 'dazzling' presentational
graphics, they'll do. Precisely what
they'll do, of course, depends on
what you want to put across. 'A
graph is an editorialised comment,'
asserts Mr Lambert, as corporate
Americans tend to do. 'It is weighted
heavily by your opinion or point of
view. The first step towards creating
an effective graph is deciding pre-
cisely what point you would like to
prove or which elusive fact you
would like to force out ...'

Quite so and elementary again.
With this book you are taught how
Chart does charts ad nauseam, rather
as you were when reading Chart's
in -box documentation, and then
you're tempted half-crazy by a series
of demonstrations of how much bet-
ter it's done using pricey peripherals
like Laserwriters.

Chart is now hugely popular in the
US and will, I dare say, be giving
Dataplot a run for its money in the
UK. I'm impressed, even though I

don't have much use for it.
The latest Microsoft product I'm

bursting to try is Word Version 3.0,
which apparently does everything
any author could ask, except make
the tea, and is, I gather (and fervently
hope) at last rid of the original pro-
tection system which was such a

bind if you wanted to reinstate Word
after doing reckless tasks such as re-
formatting an overcrowded hard
disk. I trust Mr Lambert will provide
another glossy add-on handbook in
due course.

lime's up!
Title: Work Out Computer Studies
'0' Level and GCSE
Author: G Taylor
Publisher: Macmillan
Price: £4.95 (paperback)

In the nick of time, perhaps, comes
this thorough -going crib - sorry,
useful adjunct to proper teaching and
fully structured homework - which
aims to nudge up your Computer
Studies exam grade. Swot it consci-
entiously and there's an odds-on
chance it will.

Graham Taylor is a teacher (boo!)
or actually he's Head of the Division
of Computer Studies at Ealing Col-
lege of Higher Education, and so
knows how to mix instruction and
worked examples. It is not, perhaps,
an exhilarating read, but then neither
are most 0 Level questions, and this
book sticks to its purpose of holding
hands through the syllabus.

It's very comprehensive. It's a

while since I did 0 Levels, perhaps,
but there's enough information here
to get you a Doctorate at the very
least. Besides the lessons, worked
examples and sample questions, you
get more general guidance on revi-
sion techniques and psyching your-
self up for the big day, plus a chapter
on project work, with hints on what
kind of thing is likely to merit a good
assessment.

If you read this book from cover to
cover and still flunk it, come the day,
I should switch to Latin or Needle-
work if I were you. It shouldn't be
any sweat to pass any Computer Stu-
dies exam if you've mastered every-
thing here. Nothing to it, really, pro-
vided you've done the work! Some
things never change.

In short, well worth a fiver of any
panic-stricken student's money.

We've seen it

all before
Title: The Super -User's BBC Micro
Book
Author: Brian James and Graham
Keeler
Publisher: Addison-Wesley
Price: £10.95

I can't be 100 per cent certain, but
I've a nagging suspicion that I've
read something along these lines be-
fore. The aim of this book, says its
blurb, is to introduce us to the
treasure -house of possibilities arising
'from using the wide range of facili-
ties built into the BBC Micro with its
own version of Basic. Now, I could
have sworn I've come across a book
rather like that. Possibly two or three.
A thousand?

Exercises in mid -chapter are a fea-
ture here, more's the pity - I've
done enough homework. Then there
are ever so many sentences which
get you down. Here's one: 'The ideal
way to use this book is with a BBC
Microcomputer to hand.' Geroff! And
here's another: 'In order to send out-
put from the computer to the printer,
it is necessary to give the computer a
series of commands.' Hands up any-
one who guessed that!

Between such bits of garbage writ-
ing, the facts are there, but, oh dear,
it's a job to stay awake. Far too many
dreadfully dull computer books con-
tinue to be published on subjects
which have already been done to
death.

This is one of them.

Easy as CPC
Title: Advanced Amstrad CPC6128
Computing
Author: Ian Sinclair
Publisher: Collins
Price: £9.95 (paperback)

Rather unfortunate, really, to be
doing a book on the Amstrad if your
name's Sinclair. Never mind; PCW
readers know Our Ian is the right
stuff, and he's done a conscientious
job itemising what's what for adv-
anced users of the CPC6128 (née
CPC464) which frankly is not the
machine with which I'd most care to
grapple, but there we are.

As Sinclair says, you do get a lot
for your money from Amstrad,
whose cheap and cheerful smaller fry
are currently sweeping away all -
comers. This book is heavy -weight
stuff, and you'll need CP/M as well
as Basic and AMSDOS know-how to
take part. If you have a CPC6128, I

shouldn't hesitate. But scarcely un-
put-downable if you haven't. END
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COMPUTER ANSWERS

Simon Goodwin takes his toolkit to your problems. The
address to write to is Computer Answers, PCW,

32-34 Broadwick Street, London W1A 2HG.

Computer Answers is PCW's
help column. We offer at:vice
about all kinds of specific
hardware and software
problems through the pages
of the magazine. We also
welcome further information
in response to published
queries.

Floating-point

pitfalls

Could you please explain
why my computer considers
37.49 to be different from
37.49?

My office IBM PC/AT runs
a Basic program which
accepts three figures and
checks that the sum of the
first two numbers equals the
third. All was well until I
entered 33.35, 4.14 and
37.49. Even my 'free gift'
calculator agreed with my
arithmetic, but the computer
disagreed, saying that the
difference between
33.35+4.14 (that is, 37.49)
and 37.49 is
0.0000000000000003814697!

I have since found other
'rogue' figures. Double -
precision variables do not
solve the problem - they
just produce a different
difference. I know how to
stop the error - that is,
multiply by 1000, take the
integer part and divide by
1000 - but I would like to
know why it happened in
the first place. (Incidentally,
my father's Epson computer
produces the same results.)
Simon James -Morse,
Streatham, London

This is a common problem.
Your suggested solution -
scaling the number up,
losing a few digits and
scaling it back down - will
generally work, but it is slow,
potentially unreliable and
restricts the range of
numbers you can use,
because there is a risk that a
large number may be scaled
beyond the number of digits
which can be stored
precisely.

To understand the problem
and the best solution, you
need to think about fractions,
numbers and the way in
which a computer works. In
the interests of clarity, I'll
explain from first principles.

In the 'decimal' arithmetic
system which we use today,
unlike with Roman numerals,
the value of a given digit
depends upon its position.
By convention, a digit in a
certain position represents
10 times the value it would
in the position to the right,
and a tenth of the value of
the same digit written to the
left.

If you want to write the
whole number (a number
with no fractional part) you
can always represent it
exactly using this scheme:
you just write down the
number of units - tens,
hundreds, and so on - up
until the answer is complete.

We put a decimal point
after the digit representing a
certain number of units.
Thereafter, each digit
represents a certain number
of tenths, hundredths, and so
on.

Some fractions cannot be
written precisely in decimal,
however many digits you
use.

One obvious example is a
third, where you need an
infinite number of 'three'
digits after the point in order
to represent the fraction
precisely. Another example
is the fraction one -seventh,
where you must repeat the
digits 142857 over and over
again after the decimal point.
The more digits you use, the
more accurate the result; but
you can never represent
either of these fractions
exactly using the decimal
scheme.

So far, this may seem
obvious and irrelevant. But
we have established that
decimal arithmetic cannot
represent some fractions

precisely.
Now imagine a numbering

scheme where the value of
each successive digit is three
times that of the same digit
written to its left. The
columns then go (for
example) nines, threes, ones,
thirds, ninths, and so on. In
this way thirty would be
written 1010.

If we use this numbering
system, the fraction one-third
can be written exactly, as 0.1
(the one after the point
represents one third).
Similarly, one -ninth can be
written exactly as 0.01, and
one -ninth is another number
that could not be written
precisely with any number of
decimal digits.

This system is called 'base
three' because the ratio of
each digit position to its
successor is three; only three
possible values are needed
for each digit position.
Counting goes 0, 1, 2, 10
(one, three and no units, 11,
12, 20, 21, and so on.

If we make the 'base', or
ratio of position values,
seven, we must allow each
position in a number to
represent up to seven values
(digits from 0 to 6). Then we
can write a seventh (.142857
and so on, in decimal)
exactly as 0.1. We still need
an infinite number of digits
to write a third in base
seven, but this time the
sequence consists of '2'
digits. A third, in base seven,
is .2222222 recurring! Check
this by adding two sevenths,
two 49ths, two 443rds
(443=7*7*7) and so on.

Modern digital computers
work with 'binary' or base
two arithmetic. This is
because it's easy to make
electronic circuits work with
two states - on and off, or 0
and 1 - rather than three,
seven or 10. It follows that
halves, quarters, eighths, and
so on, can be stored exactly
in a few bits (0.1, 0.01, and
0.001 respectively).

Fractions which can be
made up from reciprocals of
powers of two (1/2), 1/12*2),
1/(2*2*2), 1/(2*2*2*2), and so
on) can be stored exactly -
three-quarters is .11 in binary
(a half plus a quarter); other
fractions cannot. A third in
binary is written 0.01010101,
and so on. Again, this can be
easily checked.

Humans tend to frequently
use fractions such as tenths

and hundredths because
we're used to decimal maths.
But a tenth, when written in
binary, is an infinite
sequence:
0.00011001100110011 ... Not
surprisingly, a hundredth is
also an infinite sequence if
written in binary.

'Double -precision' maths
just gives you some extra
binary digits to play with, but
as the 'exact' number goes
on for ever, this won't help
you. Fractions of 10 cannot
be represented accurately in
any number of binary digits
- that's the problem.

Unfortunately, it isn't
practical to make computers
with 10 levels from 'off' to
'on' and process decimal
digits directly - there's too
much risk of confusion
between similar levels.

Of course, you can use
groups of binary digits, or
bits, to represent each
decimal digit. This scheme is
called binary coded decimal,
or BCD.

Four bits are used to store
every decimal digit. This
format allows exact decimal
fractions to be stored, but
BCD processing is slower
and more complicated than
binary. BCD values also need
more space than binary for a
given degree of accuracy.

In the days long before
micros, IBM made a
computer which was
designed to work entirely
with BCD values, but the
idea didn't catch on.

Today, Atari's 8 -bit micros
use BCD maths, and so does
Zilog's obscure MCZ range;
all these machines are
mathematical sluggards as a
result. Pocket calculators
don't have to be fast, or
store lots of numbers, but
they do need to appear
precise so they often use
BCD to achieve this.

You can avoid all problems
with binary arithmetic if you
follow one simple rule -
always work in whole units.
It is only fractions which
cause problems, so if you
make sure that you work in
pence, or cents, or whatever
your basic unit is, you'll
never get the wrong answer
as long as you stay within
the number of digits the
machine can hold accurately.
Try to avoid division except
by factors or fractional
multiplication - these will
always give approximate
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results. Be sure to round
numbers consistently
thereafter.

You must use string input
statements to read numbers,
so that floating-point '

approximations never have a
chance to creep in. Check
that the decimal point is in
the right place in the input,
then remove it to get a
whole number which you
can process without
problems. Insert the decimal
point - using string
operations, once again -
before you print results.

So far, I've only suggested
a solution for accountants
and other professional
pedants. Scientific users, and
others who need fractions to
model the real world, should
not be upset by this
discussion. When you're
working with arbitrary
fractions, binary arithmetic is
no less accurate than
decimal. Indeed, it packs
more accuracy into a given
amount of memory than
other schemes such as BCD.

Spectrum bus

connections
I own a Spectrum 48k micro
and intend to add a couple
of components interfaced
directly to the connector at
the back of the machine. I
understand that the Z80 CPU
can directly address 256
input/output addresses
using address lines AO to A7,
but I don't know which
output enables I/O instead
of RAM addresses. Also,
there are a few other
outputs which I am not sure
about: these are IORQE,
BUSRQ, ROMCS, BUSACK,
MREQ and IORQ.
S Brown, Dover, Kent

The Z80 can actually address
65536 ports, rather than the
'official' 256. As you must
know, the OUT (N),A
instruction puts the value N
on the lower eight bits of the
address bus, and the value in
the accumulator, A, onto the
data bus.

The instruction OUT (C),A
similarly puts the value of
the C register on the low half
of the address bus, and the
data in A on the data bus -
but it also puts the value of
register B on the other eight
address lines, so the
instruction really works like
OUT (BC),A. IN A,(C) works
in the same way, so you can
access 256 times as many
ports as normal if you use
the (C) instructions, set BC
rather than C, and decode
the required address lines.
The Spectrum uses this trick
when reading the keyboard,

as you can guess if you read
chapter 23 of the original,
much lamented, Spectrum
Manual.

That said, the decoding of
signals inside the Spectrum
has been kept extremely
simple - some would say
crude - so that many port
addresses are denied to you.
In particular, all port
addresses which leave AO
zero select the ZX82 ULA,
which controls the video, the
keyboard and the cassette
ports. If Al is zero, the ZX
printer is selected; A3 and
A4 select the ZX Interface 1.
I've no idea what happened
to A2, but Sinclair reserves it
anyway. You don't want your
hardware to interfere with
Sinclair's, so you must use
port addresses from 31
upwards - 31 is the lowest
number, with bits 0 to 4 all
set to one.

With regard to signals,
IORQ is low when I/O
devices are being addressed
(the fact that the signal is
active low is often signified
by a horizontal line above
the name). In contrast, MREQ
is low when memory is
being addressed or
refreshed.

External devices should
pull BUSRQ low when they
want access to the
without interference from the
processor. They should not
try to write to the bus until
the processor signals its
acceptance by pulling
BUSACK low. If ROMCS is
pulled high, the built-in 16k
ROM disappears from the
memory map so that
Interface 1 or some other
device can substitute a
different ROM. This is how
the Spectrum allows extra,
'shadow' ROMs to fit into its
64k address space.

Assuming that, as is
normal, your electronics is
turned on by a logic 'low',
you can use a three -input OR
gate to combine IORQ, A5
and either RD or WR
(depending on whether you
want to ReaD or WRite).
When the Spectrum
performs an OUT instruction
to port 31, WR, A5 and IORQ
all become 'low' at the same
time. IN from port 31 sets
RD, A5 and IORQ low. It is
up to your electronics to
snatch or present a data
value on the data bus at the
appropriate moment - an 8 -
bit tri-state latch will do the
trick.

This explanation should be
enough to enable you to
connect simple gadgets to
the Spectrum. If you need to
know more, I suggest you
buy a copy of the Spectrum
Hardware Manual by Adrian
Dickens, published by
Melbourne House.

Disk compatibility
Are the 3.5in disk drives of
the Atari ST and
Commodore Amiga
computers Sony -type or
Shugart -compatible?

In its original
announcement, Enterprise
stated that its disk controller
was fully compatible with
CP/M, but I have recently
read that the system is able
to read MS-DOS files.

This is very good if the
Enterprise system has not
lost compatibility with CP/M.
Could you check this?

Is it possible to transform
an 80 -track disk into an 80/
40 -track one?
Dominique Centeno,
Lausanne, Switzerland

Sony 3.5in drives expect the
same signals as Shugart 400
series drives. They can be
connected to the same
controllers, and you can
even mix Sony drives and
the 5.25in Shugart variety on
a single system. However,
the software needed to read
each format differs because
each format uses different
rules when allocating space
for files.

The Atari ST uses a
'standard' CP/M-68k format,
which means that Atari disks
can be read by popular MS-
DOS computers. The Amiga
goes its own way and uses a
special format in which each
track (a concentric ring of
data) on the disk is used as a
whole, rather than divided
into slices or 'sectors'. This
allows data to be stored
densely, but it means that
special software is needed to
read the disk.

Amazingly enough, the
Enterprise can read CP/M
disks as well as the MS-DOS
variety. Its 'main' disk
operating system, EX -DOS,
held in ROM, uses the MS-
DOS 1.0 format so it can
read disks generated on an
IBM PC, an Apricot, a
Nimbus or an Atari ST, for
example. Enterprise also
supplies another system, IS -
DOS, at no extra charge; this
system is held in RAM, like
CP/M, and is capable of
reading and writing CP/M-80
disks. Both systems support
5.25in drives and the 3.5in
variety, as explained above.

IS -DOS is designed to be
compatible with CP/M
version 2.2; it expects
programs to be on MS-DOS
disks. IS -DOS gives a 56k
transient program area,
which is large enough for
virtually all CP/M 2.2
programs, and all the CP/M
system calls are supported.
Of course, IS -DOS is not
exactly the same as CP/M,

so 'badly behaved' programs
may run into problems -
the reserved fields in the file
control blocks have special
meanings in IS -DOS, and the
CP/M BIOS jump table is not
in the usual place. In practice
this shouldn't affect properly
written programs, but I'd
advise you to 'try before you
buy' if you really need to run
a specific CP/M package.
Enterprise can be contacted
on (01) 739 4282.

The exact hardware
change required to convert
an 80 -track drive into a
switchable model will
depend upon the brand of
drive. It is worth comparing
an 80 -track -only drive with a
switchable unit from the
same manufacturer: often
the circuitry will be identical
and the only difference will
be the switch, which you can
add yourself if you're feeling
confident.

You can generally read a
40 -track disk on an 80 -track
drive without the need to
make any hardware changes;
all you have to do is tell your
disk software to step twice
from one track to the next.
Most popular disk operating
systems can be patched or
configured to do this.

Writing to a 40 -track disk
with an 80 -track drive is not
so easy. It can be done, but
the different mechanical
dimensions of an 80 -track
drive mean that the resultant
recording may be less
reliable than if it were
produced by a 'proper' 40 -
track drive. The same
applies, of course, to
switchable 40/80 -track
drives, which are really
designed to be used in the
80 -track mode. Everything
should be fine if you always
use the same type of 40 -track
drive when formatting and
writing data to a specific
disk.

Atomic fusion
With regard to the letter
headed 'Atomic Decay' in
'Computer Answers', PCW
March, Keith Maton may be
able to find help in the
'Atom Forum' of the
February 1986 issue of Acorn
User. Acorn Atom users are
also supported by the Atom
Users' Club, run by Andy
Nicholls of 4 Tavistock Road,
Carshalton, Surrey SM5 1QR
tel: (01) 644 9953. He should
also try contacting Mike
Barwise at 68
Harmondsworth Lane,
Harmondsworth, Middlesex
UB7 OAA - Mike may be
able to help as he runs a
small mail order company
which supports the Atom.
Stephen Read, Basingstoke,
Hants END
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SCREENPLAY

With cries of 'Fore!' and 'Good shot, sir!' Stephen Applebaum tees
off for this month's games selection. He also tries his hand (or
fist) at boxing, and meets a psychic pig. Games for the Atari ST,

the Macintosh and the Commodore 64/128 are featured.

The tartan
trousers brigade
Title: Golf Construction Set
Computer: Commodore 64/128
Supplier: Ariolasoft
Format: Disk, cassette
Price: £14.95, £12.95

When Ariolasoft announced that it
would be launching a golf simula-
tion, I was unimpressed. With other
golf games, if you take away the
walk around the course, the fresh air
and the nice scenery, there's little
else left to enjoy. There's the golf,
but the less said about that, the
better.

Before I offend too many golfing
readers, I must come clean and
admit that for all my prejudices
against golf and one of the last bas-
tions of Englishness, the course club-
house, Golf Construction Set is a skil-
ful paradigm of one aspect of the
sport simulation genre.

Golf Construction Set is as close as
you'll get to the real thing, on a
home computer, at the present time.
The disk version comes on one flop-
py, complete with four pre-
programmed courses: the Belfry,
Sunningdale, Wentworth Old course
and Royal St George's; all of which
have been lovingly reproduced, right
down to the smallest undulations of
the various greens.

Such fidelity means that playing a
round in Golf Construction Set is no
pitch 'n putt, but a full-blown, full
club tour of four of the UK's grandest

professional courses.
Initially, novices will find the for-

midable layout of these circuits too
hazardous to allow them to make
any appreciable difference to their
default handicap of 28. As a result,
Ariolasoft has deferentially included
a practice mode which, although it
doesn't allow a handicap to be de-
cremented indefinitely, does give
novices a chance to input a lower
handicap to simulate the standard of
play encountered at a professional
level, and play the various courses,
without having to enter a competi-
tion.

Two forms of competition have
been incorporated into Golf Con-
struction Set, the difference between
them being the way in which the
winner is decided. In Tournament
mode, the winner is the player who
has taken the least amount of shots
over 18 holes.

The victor in Match mode, on the
other hand, is the one who has
amassed the greater number of win-
ning holes - that is, the competitor
who's put the ball in the hole before
his opponent, the greater number of
times.

The final scores in both modes dif-
fer quite dramatically, depending on
the course and the weather condi-
tions. Of the four courses, the most
accessible when you're just starting
out is the Belfry.

After loading Golf Construction Set
and before 'walking' to the first tee,
players are asked to satisfy several
conditions. These include choosing a
course and either pre-set or custo-
mised weather conditions. On Royal

St George's it's advisable to alter the
weather conditions to suit your ex-
perience, as the course is dogged by
inclement weather, characterised by
capricious winds.

Before teeing off, players are re-
quested to select three clubs which
they must leave behind in the club-
house for the game's duration. A full
bag contains five woods, nine irons,
a pitching wedge, a sand wedge and
a putter. Experience told me to fore -
sake the two and four woods, plus
the two iron, which proved to be a
reasonably shrewd choice.

Most selections made in Golf Con-
struction Set can be negated via a
whimsically -named Oops function.
However, this has not yet been im-
plemented at the club selection
phase, so you are stuck with your
first choice of rejected clubs. Golfers
who accidentally leave the one
wood, or driver, will find themselves
at a distinct disadvantage on most of
the holes, as it's necessary to
achieve good distance from the
majority of tee shots.

At the first tee, the display divides
into three windows. The top -left win-
dow is a golfer's -eye -view down the
fairway; while below is a box con-
taining the contents of the player's
bag, and information on the prevail-
ing weather conditions. Other useful
snippets of data are the number of
the hole, its par, stroke index and
length.

The largest window contains an
annotated plan view of the current
hole, and takes up much of the right-
hand side of the display. This win-
dow contains the characters repre-
senting trees, lakes, bunkers, and so
on, as well as special symbols down
the sides of the window showing the
drastic changes in gradient of the
fairway and the green.

When you've selected a club from
your bag, you must tell Golf Con-
struction Set the general direction in
which you wish to hit the ball, by
moving a cursor on the aforemen-
tioned plan view - this also affects
the view in the top -left window,
which changes to display the new
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view. Only the ball's flight path is
affected by this option; factors such
as distance and duration can be in-
fluenced by adding or decreasing the
amount of loft on the ball.

'Loft' implies the angle of attack at
the point of contact between the
club -head and the ball. Although you
can't alter the angle at impact exact-
ly, you can select whether you hit the
ball above or below its centre. Strik-
ing it above its centre gives the ball a
low trajectory, while a low hit pitches
it high.

If used properly, loft can success-
fully help you overcome strong head -
winds or send the ball scudding
along on a good tailwind. The effects
of a cross -wind, however, can only
be mitigated by applying the correct
amount of fade to a ball.

'Fade' means that the ball will veer
to the left or the right towards the
end of its flight. A small pair of feet,
displayed on screen, are moved to
indicate the severity and direction of
fade that you wish to use.

Finally, you're ready to take your

shot. For this, the bottom of the
screen displays a silhouette of a gol-
fer who can be made to swing his
club by pressing the fire button on
the joystick. He continues to idly
swing his club until you press the
button again. The power of the shot
depends on how far you let him
swing back the club before you press
the button a second time.

The flight of the ball is indicated by
a dot moving across the plan view,
and there is a 3D version of the same
thing, as seen by the golfer.

On the green, the golfer's -eye -view
changes to show an aerial shot of
the pin. A cross -cursor appears,
which you move to indicate where
you want the ball to go when putted.
Small symbols at the sides of the
window indicate the lie of the green.
Quite often, it's necessary to over-
compensate on the power of a putt
to overcome the gradient of some
greens.

When you successfully put the ball
down the hole, the program asks if
you want to save the round for con-

tinuation at a later date. You're not
obliged to, and can simply move on
to the next hole.

When all 18 holes have been com-
pleted, a scorecard is displayed and
your new handicap is calculated. Im-
provements in handicap can be
saved onto disk.

Even were it only to contain the
four pre-programmed courses, Golf
Construction Set would be worth its
asking price. But, in addition to these
courses, Ariolasoft has provided a
utility which allows you to design
and save your own customised
courses. This utility is easy to use,
and allows everything featured in the
game's four courses to be included
in your own designs.

Golf Construction Set is one of the
best games to appear from Ariola-
soft, and shows that the company
doesn't have to rely solely on Elec-
tronic Arts for top-notch material.
That said, it's paradoxical that Elec-
tronic Arts is to market the game in
the US, and is set to provide extra
courses for UK players.

through. The land is
unstable and soggy. The as are old,gnarled and bevilderins.

An ordinary tale
of country folk
Title: The Black Cauldron
Computer: Atari ST
Supplier: Sierra On -Line
Format: Disk
Price: N/a

The Walt Disney studio has been re-
sponsible for some of the greatest
moments in cinema history. Its
metier has always been the full-
length animated feature, but in re-
cent years these films have become
a rare occurrence, due mainly to the
phenomenal sums of money re-
quired to finance such a venture.

Disney's last attempt to recapture
the magic of its golden years was the
cartoon extravaganza, The Black
Cauldron. Although this tale of good
and evil contains much of the charis-
ma and prodigious technical pazazz
of its forebears, it lacks the winsome
naivity which endeared earlier pro-
ductions to their audiences.

For all The Black Cauldron's faults,
Sierra On -Line has deemed it worthy
of being turned into a game based
around the film's flimsy plot.

Whether the company thought the
film strong enough to warrant a
game, or used it because of the ex-
pedient of having the Walt Disney
name on the packaging, is difficult to
assess. Nonetheless, Sierra On -Line
has produced a surprisingly good
game, considering the film's chaste
scenario and insipid characters.

Sierra's The Black Cauldron can be
viewed as a follow-up tothe com-
pany's King's Quest II, an earlier ex-
cursion into animated adventure
territory. Both games are examples
of a relatively new breed of adven-
ture which relies on the player's abil-
ity to manipulate a joystick or a
mouse, rather than typing accuracy.

In the game you play the part of
Taran, a country boy under the pat-
ronage of an old savant called DaII-
ben. At the beginning of the game
you are happily going about the daily
ritual of feeding Dallben's prize pig,
Hen Wen, when the animal suddenly
has what can only be described as
an epileptic fit. Realising the signifi-
cance of the affliction, Dallben pro-
duces a bowl of water into which he
presses the animal's snout.

The result is an ethereal vision, im-
porting to Taran and Dallben the
Horned King's plan to kidnap Hen

Wen and use her psychic powers to
find the whereabouts of the Black
Cauldron. Far from helping the
Horned King fulfil any culinary
aspirations, the Black Cauldron
would provide him with no less than
unspeakable power.

Thus informed, Taran follows Dail-
ben's advice and takes Hen Wen to
the demesne of the Fair Folk. Unfor-
tunately, Taran's expeditious depar-
ture from the farm didn't give the
doting Dallben enough time to tell
him the whereabouts of the Fair
Folk's cottage, leaving Taran and Hen
Wen to run the gauntlet of the
Horned King's Gwythaints (dragons).

After securing Hen Wen in the pro-
tection of the Fair Folk, safe in the
knowledge that they won't have
turned her into sandwich filling by
the time he returns, Taran sets off to
defeat the Horned King.

That, then, is the basic story of The
Black Cauldron, and the ritual you
must go through before really get-
ting into the game.

Like its forerunner, King's Quest II,
The Black Cauldron is composed of a
plethora of lavishly colourful pictures
which can be navigated freely by the
game's principal character, Taran. As
you'd expect, Taran is under player
control; he can be motivated with a
joystick or the Atari mouse. Of the
two, the joystick is much the better
option, as the mouse tends to send
our hero off -course.

As I have stated, Sierra has de-
signed its graphic adventures so that
they can be played without recourse
to the computer's keyboard. Four
basic commands cover almost every
action in the game, and can be
accessed by moving a cross -cursor
over the Taran character and clicking
once on the mouse's right-hand but -
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ton. This produces a small window
containing the words DO, USE, LOOK
and RETURN.

If you were to press the right-hand
mouse button twice, instead of once,
you would open a full -screen win-
dow giving Taran's inventory. The
objects presented here are the ones
referred to by the command USE.

The Black Cauldron's outstanding
feature is its graphics. There are too
many screens to store in the ST's
memory, so Sierra has employed the
old method of accessing individual
screens when they are required. In
the past this has made Sierra's
adventures painfully slow, especially

Below the belt
Title: Championship Boxing
Computer: Macintosh
Supplier: Mirrorsoft
Format: Disk
Price: £26.95

After languishing under a welter of
indifferent track and field games for
the past couple of summers, it's a

pleasure to be able to review sports
programs of the calibre of cham-
pionship Boxing and Golf Construc-
tion Set. Together, these programs
provide a badly needed fillip to what
is fast becoming a very bland area of
the computer games market.

There have been several boxing
games already, but none which I've
seen have the depth and complexity
of Sierra's Championship Boxing.

Sierra, realising that people don't
necessarily want a game in which
two boxers slug it out onscreen
while the players wrestle with a joy-
stick or demolish their keyboard,
have reconciled the situation by fus-
ing arcade action with strategy -based
sequences which put the player in
the roles of both manager and
trainer.

Your first task as manager is to
hire a boxer. This part of the prog-
ram takes the form of a roster which
features a host of famous, and not so
famous, names.

Every boxer in the roster has been
re-created using characteristics re-
corded at the apogee of his career. If

on the Commodore 64. Luckily the
ST isn't dogged by slow access
speeds, so the time which must be
spent loading a screen is negligible.

Dallben's farm is depicted as a
quaint, thatched cottage exuding
smoke from its stone chimney. Inside
is a flaming log fire over which is
hanging a cauldron of hot, bubbling
gruel - Hen Wen's dinner. Outside,
next to a little straw -thatched barn, is
a small pen and Hen Wen's abode.
By taking the cauldron out to the
pen, you can coax Hen Wen out of
her 'hut' to eat the gruel.

Over the past year, we've seen
companies constantly breaking new

ground in the way adventure games
are presented. Along with Mind-
scape, producer of the highly original
Deja Vu, Sierra On -Line is part of a
small group of companies which
have seen the light early, and have
taken full advantage of the immense
possibilities offered by 16 -bit technol-
ogy. Even though it's streets ahead
of similar programs, The Black Caul-
dron is still only a harbinger of
things to come.

Machines such as the ST, the Ami-
ga and the Macintosh have given us
something to smile about, just when
the home games market was in peril
of stagnation.

4

L
you want to see how a particular
boxer might have faired with less
punching power, say, or even a glass
jaw, you can change his various
characteristics in the gym.

You are by no means confined to
Sierra's selection of boxers, and can
add contenders of your own while in
the gym. Unfortunately, Cham-
pionship Boxing has no facility for
saving boxers onto a disk separate
from the original program disk, so
when the roster is full, you have to
remove a number of pugilists before
being able to store new ones.

Included in Championship Boxing
is a special Create utility which
allows you to define the characteris-
tics of your ideal boxer. This section
consists of screens subdivided into
windows containing different charac-
teristics. Within each box are a num-
ber of options which allow you to
select the degree to which a boxer
will be affected by a specific strength
or foible: these are such things as
accuracy, speed, aggression, whether
he's prone to cuts and injury, and
killer instinct.

Championship Boxing contains va-
rious fight modes, and you must
select the appropriate one before en-
tering the ring. The number of
rounds is variable between one and
15, while rounds can last from one to
three minutes. Scoring can take one
of two forms: the ten -point must; or
the round system.

With the ten -point must, boxers
are awarded from seven to 10 points
at the end of each round. The 'must'

comes into the system's name be-
cause each judge is obliged to give
one of the boxers 10 points. Points
are awarded for hits, aggression,
knock -downs, and so on.

In the round system, each judge
awards one point to the boxer he or
she considers to have won the
round.

Whatever the fight option selected,
the rules which apply to a fight re-
main the same: that is, when a boxer
is knocked down, he receives a count
of 10 from the referee. If he rises to
his feet before the final count, the
fight resumes.

Fights can be won by a straight
knock -out or a technical knock -out. A
technical knock -out is achieved by in-
flicting an injury serious enough to
prevent an opponent from continuing
a bout. If there is no knock -out, the
winner is determined by the judges,
using either the ten -point must or the
round scoring system.

Finally, you are ready to enter the
ring. There are three modes in which
Championship Boxing can be played:
strategy mode, arcade mode, and
simulation mode.

In arcade mode, you have full con-
trol over your boxer's movements.
Seven keys cover all his movements,
including a head punch, a body
punch and an uppercut.

Simulation mode leaves everything
to the computer, giving you a chance
to sit back and enjoy the action.

Graphically, Championship Boxing
leaves little to the imagination. The
animation of the various boxers is
excellent, while a little humour has
been injected by the inclusion of a
cartoon boxer, whose trunks fall
down when he's near to collapse,
and animal characters including a
gorilla, a shrimp and a kangaroo.

To accompany the animation, Sier-
ra has designed some nice back-
grounds, including a good ringside, a
special judges screen, and separate
views of the boxers' corners when
the game is being played in strategy
mode. END
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THE INKERA C/WP COMPUTERS

Release the true
potential of your
personal computer
dBase III
Introductory Courses
Project Based Workshops
On -Site Coaching
Books
Systems Design
Programming
Networking
Software Up -dates
Maintenance Cover

One Phonecall -
One Team
Call Deidree Hammond -Parker for
further information on 01-828 9000

SPECIALISED SUPPORT FOR BUSINESS COMPUTERS

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

25% Discount on these prices
Save on top quality British made disks

(prices per
5.25 Floppy Dics Quantity Orders disk)

single 10-99 100+
SS/DD £1.48 0.96 0.88

DS/DD £1.56 1.08 0.96
DS/QD £1.64 1.16 1.08

25% reduction on these prices
VAT included

Delivery free within mainland UK
Entirely British made with:-

* HUB RINGS
* ENVELOPES
* LABELS

Every disk, every track and sector tested and certified
equal to, or in excess of, every European and international
standard.

OUR QUALITY GUARANTEED: -
Life time warranty against any manufacturing defect

Money refunded if not satisfied

HOW TO ORDER:-
CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER TO:-

LONGWORTH LTD
31 Bridge St, Newport, Gwent NP9 4BH

Tel: (0633) 52538

Why buy Printer ribbons when you can re -ink
them to new condition for approximately Sp?
The inker will accommodate well over 1,000 different
types of printer cartridges (and spool on request). LT.
Hence this inexpensive, simple -to -use machine can
save your business or institution thousands of pounds
per year in ribbon purchasing.
We will despatch world wide.
Agents world wide required.

Ap plied
Tiet hin o logy

MARKETING
5 Regent Mews

Prince Regent Street
Stockton-on-Tees Cleveland TS18 1DF

Tel: 0642 672268
Telex: 265871 Monref G: Quote MAG20258

SIGNWRITER/
instant display lettering

by computer
VERSATILE Prints posters, signs. etc IMMEDIATELY.

Characters any size, anywhere, across or down page.
Font of 120 letters, numbers & symbols supplied.
You can design your own characters on -screen:
logos, foreign alphabets, technical symbols, etc.

IP NEAT OUTPUT Character outlines held as series of lines & arcs,
printed to nearest dot position printer allows,
so quality increases as character size increases.
Almost like typesetting, at much less cost.

EASY TO USE Prompts tor sign input line by line; takes care of
proportional spacing, line centering/justification;
lets you choose character size, edit or add lines.
Quick -print facility for trial signs.

SUPPORT Clear, helpful instruction manual.
Direct support from the programs' authors.
Updates available as new facilities are built in.

Hardware needs
Available now for 1811 PC & compatibles
with DOS version 2 and 128K memory,
(on -screen design needs graphics card).
Drives most dot-matrix printers.
Versions for other hardware soon.

And you'll like the price, too: E80 (.VAT)

 More information from:

WIGHT SCIENTIFIC
44 Roan Street, London SE10 9JT

Telephone (01) 858 2699

Everything in this advertisement was printed on an ordinary dot-matrix printer

*****R-<8-<&-<8,-<8-<8-9B-c*****
*c7 *IP* *c *IP* lit *C7*
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At your service
If you're an IBM PC or PC -compatible user, it could be worth joining

the Compulink User Group. Or how about taking advantage of a
commercial BBS's services? Peter Tootill has the details.

Compulink is a user group for users
of IBM PCs and compatible machines
(including Apricots). Apart from the
standard user group activities such
as newsletters, a software library
(which apparently amounts to over
800 disks of public domain software
and occasional meetings, Compulink
is heavily concerned with bulletin
boards. Compulink runs a multi-user
BBS on a networked system of three
PC compatibles using Fido BBS soft-
ware (see 'Networks', PCW, October
1985, for more information on Fido).
Frank Thornley, the chairman (or
'chief hacker', as he calls himself) of
Compulink is also the UK co-
ordinator for Fido.

An IBM PC/AT-compatible is at
the heart of the Fido BBS, and has a
hard disk which contains the mes-
sage files and the download areas.
Four of the phone lines accept V21
and V23 (300/300 and 1200/75 bit/sec)
calls; the other two lines take V22
and V23bis (1200 and 2400 bits/sec,
full duplex).

Parts of the Compulink BBS are
open to all callers, but non-members
are asked to make a £10 contribution.
Compulink members have privileged
access to the system, including
several megabytes of software from
the library. A CD-ROM will be im-
plemented so that all 800 of the disks
can be online at the same time. A
new software tool, Compufind, is
being written to enable users to cope
with the not inconsiderable problem
of locating programs on the CD-
ROM.

A further feature which is currently
being tested is conferencing, using
software called Common Ground.
Conferencing systems are very popu-
lar in the US, and are similar to BBS
systems except that the messages
are arranged around a topic, intro-
duced by one of the users.

The Compulink BBS is claimed to
be the first multi-user BBS in the UK
and the largest BBS outside the US.
The group organisers have ambitious
plans for the system which include
PSS access to cut down phone bills,
and regional BBSs. The first of these
should be running in Liverpool
(based on the old Fido Fastnet sys-

tem, but on a new telephone num-
ber) by the time you read this.
Others will depend on support and
finances. Another, more ambitious,
plan is to link the regional BBSs to
the main system by dedicated data
lines.

Compulink is interested in selling
computer time to other user groups
which want to provide some kind of
electronic messaging system for their
members.

The Compulink User Group is lo-
cated at 67 Woodbridge Road, Guild-
ford, Surrey GU1 4RD, tel: (0483)
65895. The BBS numbers are (0483)
573337 (four lines, V21 & V23) and
(0483) 573338 (two lines, V22 and
V22bis).

Commercial systems
There are now a range of what can
be termed 'commercial' BBSs operat-
ing in the UK. These range from
those run by comrnercial organisa-
tions which make them freely avail-
able to the public (mainly to publi-
cise the company and its products),
to those which fulfil a commercial
end in their own right and are avail-
able only on payment of a subscrip-
tion. One of the earliest examples of
the former is Distel which is run by
Display Electronics, and which spe-
cialises in surplus computer and
electronics equipment. Distel allows
callers to browse through details of
available products, check for special
offers, and even to place credit card
orders while connected to the
system.

Another organisation which uses a
BBS as an adjunct to its business is
Budget Typesetting. Typenet has
been set up to receive copy from au-
thors for typesetting by telephone,
thus avoiding the problems of diffe-
rent disk formats that usually plague
such an operation. Articles can be
uploaded in the early hours of the
morning, which is when authors
traditionally finish their work(!), and
are available to the typesetter im-
mediately - or as soon as he gets to
his office the next day. There are no
postal delays and no danger of type-
script being lost in the mail.

BBSs are also being used as part

of a general electronic message and
telex bureau service by organisations
such as Telnet and Lasermail; for ex-
ample, customers without access to
their own telex terminals can send
and receive telexes via the BBS.

A very different kind of commercial
BBS is one which charges users a
subscription for access to some, or
indeed all, of the system's facilities;
the idea being to cover the costs of
the system from the subscriptions.
This is a relatively new idea in this
country, but as you can imagine, this
type of system is quite common in
the US. However, I understand that
even in the US, it is difficult to make
a BBS cover its costs in this way, let
alone make a profit.

A number of UK BBSs are starting
to make a small charge for access to
some or all of their features. TBBS
London now asks for a £1 registra-
tion fee - this was chiefly to dis-
courage undesirable callers; the for-
mer MOBBS has become Matrix and
is only available to subscribers. (In-
cidentally, Matrix has recently moved
to Liverpool from Manchester.)

Persuading people to pay a sub-
scription on top of the cost of the
phone call does mean offering some-
thing more than the average BBS -
many BBSs are still free, so why
should people pay to use one? One
reason is that the system is less like-
ly to be engaged when it is called,
which could be a significant advan-
tage, judging by the number of com-
plaints I have received from people
who have been unable to get
through to my BBS (Liverpool
Mailbox).

Here are the relevant telephone
numbers for the general systems and
organisations mentioned above:
Distel: (01) 679 1888 (V21) and (01)
679 6183 (V23)
Budget Typesetting: (01) 658 8754
(voice)
Typenet: (01) 658 6942 (V21)
Telnet: (01) 891 6171 (voice)
Lasermail: (0903) 212552 (data, V21)
Matrix: (051) 737 1882 (new number)

The regular listing of UK bulletin
boards is being revised, and will next
appear in the August issue. END
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DON'T TAKE A CHANCE -COMPARE BEFORE YOU BUY

OVER 40
PRINTERS ON

DISPLAY -MOST ON
DEMONSTRATION

4

LondonIstargest Computer Shop
CITIZEN 120D
NLO Dot Matrix Printer
120 c.p.s., 4K Buffer,
Friction/Tractor, Epson/
IBM Compatible

£179.90 inc VAT

COMMODORE

AMIGA
In Stock Now

Phone for Details

AMSTRAD NETWORK
AND 20mb HARD DISK
Connect upto 100 Amstrad
computers together.
On demonstration now.
Distributor for South
London

ATARI 1040 STF
Including Mono Monitor
and 1mb Disk Drive
Plus FREE 1 year
on site Maintenance

£899.95 inc VAT

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
EXPORT

Contact our specialist export department on 01-686 6362

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
Brother HR5 £89.95
Brother 1509 NLO £482.95
Epson P40 Thermal AC/DC £59.95
Epson LX80 NLO £229.95
Epson GX80 NLO £229.95
Epson FX85 NLO £425.95
Epson FX105 NLO £549.95
Epson L0800 NU) £579.95
Epson L01000 NLO £769.95
Epson JX80 Colour £519.95
Canon PW1080A NU] £309.95
Canon PW1156A NLO £419.95
Panasonic KP1091 NU) £299.95
Oki -Mate 20 Colour £252.95
ShinwaCPA80 plus NLO £195.95
Micro P.165 NLO P.O.A.
Seikosha GP50A £79.95
Seikosha GP500A £105.95
SeikoshaSP1000 NUJ £229.95
Seikosha SP1000 VC NLO CBM.... £229.95
SeikoshaMP1300A1 NLO 300 cps .£459.95
Star NL10 (IBM) NU] inc I/F £279.95
Star SG10C NW (CBM I/F) £229.95
Star SG15 NLO £379.95
Star S010 NLO £379.95
Star SD15NLO £469.95
Star SR10 NLO £459.95
Star SR15 NU] £579.95
Kaga Taxan KP810 NUJ £279.95
Kaga Taxan KP910 NLO £439.95

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
Brother HR15(P) £359.95
Brother HR25 £699.95
Brother HR35 £849.95
Epson DX100 £279.95
Juki 6000 £229.95
Juki 6100 £299.95
Juki 2200 Typewriter Por S £265.95
Commodore DPS1101 £279.95
Chien Data DWP1120 £199.95
Uchida DWX 305 £199.95
All popular interfaces, cables, etc available
from stock. Custom cables made to order.
Let our experts match your computer to
the printer of your choice.
Printers - All models parallel-centronics
interface Serial RS232C available at same
or slightly higher prices.

MONITORS
Microvitec Colour
1431 DS STD RES RGB £209.95
1431 MZ STD RES Spectrum £229.95
1451 DS MED RES RGB £264.95
1451 DO MED RES DL £264.95

1451 APDS MED RES £333.95 1040 STF 1MB + D.D. + Col. Mon. £1149.95
1441 DS High RES RGB £449.95 500K ST Disk Drive £142.95
Philips Monitors (Monochrome) 1MB ST Disk Drive £195.95
BM 7502 Green £86.95 ST Colour Monitor £389.95
BM 7522 Amber £91.95 ST1OMB Winchester Hard Disk .. £829.95
BM 7542 Paperwhite £98.95 BBC
Philips Monitors (Colour) New Master Series PHONE
CM 8501 RGB STD RES £209.95
CM 8524 Comp/STD £259.95 Commodore
CM 8533 RGB/IBM/MED
1114 Monitor/TV

£289.95
£199.95

CBM128/CPM Compatible
CBM 128D inc 1571
CBM 128D + Monitor

£259.95
£499.95
£599.95

CBM 1541 Disk Drive for 64 £164.95COMPUTERS CBM 1571 Disc Drive for128 £259.95Amstrad CBM 64 £159.95PCW8256256K 1 xD.Drive £454.95 MPS1000 NLO Printer £269.95
FD21 Mb Second drive £172.95 1901C RGB Colour Monitor £289.95CPS Serial/Parallel I/F £68.95 PC10 IBM Comp. Green £1259.95Full range of business software PHONE PC10 IBM Comp. Coloix £1719.95CPC6128 Green Monitor £298.95 PC20 IBM Camp. Green £1839.95CPC6128 Colour Monitor £398.95 PC20 IBM Comp. Colour £2295.95CPC464 Green Monitor
CPC464 Colour Monitor

£198.95
£298.95 Commodore Amiga PHONE

FD1 Second drive including cable . £106.95 Sanyo
DMP2000NLO Printer £159.95 MBC 555128K 2 x 160K £499.95
MP2 Modulator £29.95 Sinclair
Atari OL £159.95
520STROM 0.S. £344.95 Spectrum PLUS £109.95
520STM £389.95 NEW Spectrum 128K £134.95

SUPERDISKS per box of ten SSDD DSDD SS96TP1 DS96TP1
Add 80p for P&P per order 40TR 40TR 80TR 80TR
BASF 51/4" £11.50 £18.20 £20.00 £22.00
3M 51/4" £15.50 £22.50 £22.90 £27.50
VERBATIM 51/4" £14.00 £17.50 £17.50 £22.90
DYSAN 51/4" £15.80 £20.70 £20.70 £27.50
TDK 51/4" £18.30 £16.70 £33.90
SONY 31/2" £26.30 £37.80 MAXELL 3" P.O.A.

PRINTER RIBBONS Single prices, deduct 100/o for 5+ Juki 2200 £4.40
Brother HR15 Corr ... £3.40 CBM 1525 £5.20 KagaKP810 £6.80
Brother HR15 MS .... £6.50 CBM DPS1101 MS £4.40 MannesmanMT80 £7.50
Brother HR5 £3.40 Daisystep 2000 £4.50 Seikosha GP50 £7.90
Brother EP44 £3.40 Epson LX 80 £4.60 Seikosha GP100 £5.20
Brother M1009 £4.50 Epson MX/RX/FX 80 . £4.00 Seikosha GP500 £7.90
Canon PW1080A £6.80 Epson 100 Series £5.20 Seikosha GP700 £21.50
CBM 801 £7.90 Juki 6100 SS £2.20 Shinwa CP80 £7.50
CBM 802/1526 £7.50 Juki 6100 MS £4.40 Star/Oki £2.20

Mail Order + Export + Trade Hot Line Phone 01-686 6362
Arroi Delivery by Securicor (4 day) please add £5.75 per item.
era Delivery by Securicor 24 hour please add £9.95 per item.
Send off or order by 'phone quoting your Access, Visa No. 'Phone 01-686 6362.
Immediate despatch on receipt of order or cheque clearance. Or Telex your order on:
946240 Attn 19001335. EXPORT CUSTOMERS SUPPLIED TAX FREE.
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[ALSO VAST RANGE OF DISK DRIVES, JOYSTICKS, DISK BOXES, INTERFACES, SHEETFEEDERS, ETC.

E 53-59 High Street, Croydon, Surrey CRO 100. Tel: 01-681 3022
Prices correct at copy date. Subject to change without notice due to currency fluctuations etc. E. & O.E.
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Z80 32 -BIT

POWERS

_a

The first datasheet this
month is a Z80 routine to
calculate positive integer
powers, from T Sullivan of
Sheffield.

POWX is the final routine

David Barrow presents more documented machine code
routines and useful information for the assembly language
programmer. If you have a good routine, an improvement
orconversion of one already printed, orjust a helpful
programming hint, then send it in and share it with other
programmers. Subroutines foranyofthe popular
processors and computers are welcome but please include
full documentation. All published code will be paid for.
Send your contributions to SubSet, PCW, 32-34 Broadwick
Street, London W1A 2HG.

of the highly structured, 32 -
bit arithmetic suite published
last month. It makes
extensive use of other
routines in the suite for
transferring the arguments
and results between working
registers and memory -held
variables, and also for the
necessary squaring,
multiplication, shifting,
clearing and exchanging.

DATASHEET 1

.= POWX - 32 -bit signed Nth power.

:JOB 32 -bit (sign bit . 31 -bit magnitude) power.
:ACTION ON result overflow
a C Set overflow flag and exit. ]

: IF power index negative
: THEN C set negative index flag and exit. ]

ELSE C Result sign = root sign AND power index
: Set result = 1.

IF power index > 0 THEN
: I FOR power index bits (msb to bit 0)
: I Square result.
: IF current power index bit = 1 THEN
: C Result . result * root. ] ] ] ]

Isb.

:CPU
:HARDWARE
.SOFTWARE

ZBO
Variables in RAM.
XENTRY, XEXIT, LWSLAX, EXDH, SOSUB, CLRH, MULSUB.

:INPUT
:OUTPUT
:

:

:ERRORS
:REG USE
:STACK USE
:RAM USE
:LENGTH
:CYCLES

Three variables at (HL), (DE) I. (BC).
Cy=ls Error, (HL), (DE) & (BC) unchanged.

S.D. magnitude overflow.
S -la negative power index input.

Cy=0. (HL) . (DE)^(BC).
S, Z return sign & zero status.

None.
F BC DE HL
28
None.
75
Not given.

:CLASS 2
:*-**-*

*discreet -interruptable *promable
*reentrant -relocatable *robust

POWX CALL XENTRV :Save regs. & get arguments. CD lo
RLCA Move power index sign to sign 07
RLC A :bit of A, root sign to 0,A, CB 07
SCF :set Cy for if error, and exit 37
JP M,XEXIT :S=1 if power is negative. FA lo

EXX :Access alternate regs. D9
AND C sGet result sign and return Al
RRCA sit to bit 7,A. OF
INC L :Initialise part result to 1. 2C
PUSH BC :Move power index lo -word C5
POP IV :from BC' to IY. FD El
PUSH DE Move root 10 -word from DE to 05
POP BC 'BC' as multiplicand. Cl
EXX :Access normal regs. D9
PUSH BC :Move power index hi -word C5
POP IX :from BC to IX. Now in IXIV. DD El
PUSH DE :Move root hi -word from DE to' D5
POP BC :121C. BCBC' now multiplicand. CI

PUSH AF :Save result sign in normal A. F5
LD A,32 :Set power index bit count. 3E 20

PXSIGL CALL LWSLAX :Shift index higher until msb CD lo
JR C,PXSIGF .found then jump into power loop. 3B 13
DEC A !Repeat until a significant bit 3D
JR NZ,PXSIGL :is found or index - 0. If 0 20 F8
JR PXPLE ,then result = 1, so exit. 18 ID

....Power loop. Square part result and if index bit set then

....multiply by root (actually, result := root  result).

PXPLP CALL EXDH :Move part result to DEDE' CD lo
CALL SOSUB :and square (square in HLHL'). CD lo
JP M,PXPLE :Exit if result 31 -bit overflow. FA lo
CALL LWSLAX :Get next power index bit and CD lo

hi

hi

hi

hi

hi

hi

ha

JR NC,PXPLT :skip if not set. 30 OC

....Entry point to power loop, 1st squaring unnecessary.

PXSIGF CALL
CALL
CALL
JP

EXDH
CLRH
MULSUB
M,PXPLE

PXPLT DEC A
JR NZ,PXPLP

:Move result to DEDE' as m'plier. CD lo hi
:Clear product accumulator and CD lo hi
:mu' by root. (DEDE' is cleared). CD lo hi
:Exit if result 31 -bit overflow. FA lo hi

:Repeat for remaining power 3D
:index bits. 20 E3

:...Exit ensuring bit 7,H cleared and Cy set only if overflow.

PXPLE POP AF
PLC H
SRL H
JMP XEXIT

:Restore result sign (7,A).
:Bit 7,H set if overflow, so
:covert to Cy & clear 7,H.
:Exit, store result if Cy=0.

Fl
CB 04
CB 3C
C3 lo hi

MC/LCASE FILE

SIZE
Russell Greene of Chelsea
College has sent
improvements to his CP/M
MAC.PRN comments case
conversion routine (PCW,
March).

Although the original code
is suitable for small
conversion files (less than
16k on Russell's SuperBrain
but dependent on system
disk parameters), it crashes
out by underestimating the

size of medium -to -large files.
There are three short

alterations which add 11
bytes to the program; these
are shown in Fig 1. The first
change involves a BDOS call
to store one data word equal
to the file sector size into
FCB (file control block)
locations 34 and 35, after the
file read but before
conversion; the second
change picks up the two -byte
file size for use as a write
counter; and the third
change is needed for the
two -byte decrement and
check for zero.

..MC/LCASE improvements (larger file handling).
1

....1st change.

....INSERT at location 01DB (March routine).

CONVERT MVI C,35 ;Compute file sector size and
LXI D,FCBI ;store in FCB1.33,34
CALL BDOS .(FCB locations 34,35)

1

....2nd change.
;...REPLACE 4 -byte, 2 -instructions "LDA FCB1.32. and "MOV B,A.
....at location 0225 (March routine) by 5 -byte, 3-instructionss-

LHLD FCB1.33 Ort sector count for write.
MOV C,L ;Move into BC for count.
MOV B,H

..3rd change.
....REPLACE 1 -byte,

..(March routine)

DCX B
MOV A,C
ORA B

OE 23
11 5C 00
CD 05 00

2A 7D 00
4D
44

1 -instruction "OCR B. at location 0247
by 3 -byte, 3 -instructions. -

.16 -bit decrement write count. OB
;check 16 -bit count for zero. 79

BO

Fig 1

6502 LARGE

DIVISION

DINVAR (datasheet two),
from Adrian Taylor of
Brighton, performs unsigned
division on dividends up to
256 bytes long. The divisor,
however, is limited to a mere

four bytes.
Adrian wrote the routine

while experimenting with
hashing procedures, and
needed a fast remainder -only
division (MOD) that would
leave the dividend intact. The
ASCII strings corresponding
to long variable or file names
can be divided by a suitable
prime to give a two- or four -
byte hash reference number
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for quicker table searches.
As written, DINVAR also

returns the quotient. The
original remainder -only
version can be recovered by
omitting the instructions
'ADC #0', which sets the
result bit in the current byte;
and 'STA (C)TPNTLY', which
writes the completed byte to
quotient space in memory.
An alternative version could
overwrite the dividend by the
quotient.

Adrian has tested the

routine with a 6522 VIA timer
on 100,000 pseudo -random
divisions to produce sample
timings for divisors of from
one to four bytes.
Interestingly, larger divisors
perform better -
presumably because less
comparison is required, on
average, than with shorter
divisors. The 256 -byte by
one -bit division time is
presumed to be the
maximum operating time of
the routine.

DATASHEET 2

:= DINVAR - 1 -byte to 256 -byte by 4 -byte division.

:JOB
.

:

:

:ACTION
.

.

:

:

:

:

.

:

:

:

.

:

To divide an unsigned binary integer, from 1 to 256
bytes in length and stored least -significant -byte in
lowest address, by an unsigned divisor of up to
32 -bit precision, returning a 4 -byte remainder and
a quotient of equal length to the dividend.
ON remainder overflow C Set fail flag and exit ]

IF divisor = 0
THEN C Set fail flag and exit. ]

ELSE C Clear 32 -bit remainder.
FOR dividend & quotient ms to is bytes
C Read next dividend byte.
FOR dividend byte B -bit count
C Shift dividend byte bit into remainder,

clearing next quotient result bit.
IF remainder >= divisor THEN
I Remainder = emainder - divisor.

Set quotients result bit. ] ]

Write quotient byte. ]

Clear fail flag and exit. ]

:CPU
:HARDWARE
:SOFTWARE

6502
Equal length dividend and quotient RAM.
None.

:INPUT
:

:

:

:

:

:OUTPUT
.

:

.

:

:

:ERRORS
:REG USE
:STACK USE
:RAM USE
:LENGTH
:CYCLES

.

:

:

:

M4,5 = pointer to dividend in memory.
MF = dividend byte length 1$01 to *00=256).
M6,7 = pointer to quotient in memory.
M8 -B = 32 -bit divisor.
Quotient space must equal dividend space.
Dividend must be stored with most significant byte
in highest address.
All registers changed, M0-3 changed,
other page zero locations unchanged.
C=0: Division completed.

Quotient in quotient space (ms -byte in hi-mem).
M0-3 . 32 -bit remainder.

C=I: Division failed (zero divisor, overflow).
M0-3 and quotient space = 7

No check for quotient overwrite of dividend.
PAXY
1

MO -MB, MF.
115
Average timing (by VIA) for 100,000 pseudo -random

value DINVAR divisions. 4 -byte dividend by
4 -byte 3 -byte 2 -byte 1 -byte divisor

cycles: 1645 2140 2639 3090
Maximum (256 -byte / I -bit): 240,671 cycles.

:CLASS 2
:-****-

-discreet *interruptable *promable
*reentrant erelocatable -robust

REMA =

DDPNT =

QTPNT =

DSOR =

DDLEN =

DINVAR LDA
ORA
ORA
ORA
BED

LDA
STA
STA
STA
STA

LDY
DEY

DIVI LDA
LDX

DIV2 ASL
ROL
ROL
ROL
ROL
BCS

PHA

TRY3 LDA
CMP
BCC
BED
BCS

TRY2 LOA
CMP

BCC
BED

MO :M0 -M3, 4 -byte remainder accumulator.
M4 :M4,M5, 2 -byte pointer to dividend.
M6 :M6,M7, 2 -byte pointer to quotient.
M8 :MB -MB, 4 -byte divisor.
MF :MF, 1 -byte dividend byte length.

DSOR+0 :Test divisor for zero. A5 M8
DSOR+1 . 05 M9
DSOR+2 05 MA1

DSOR+3 :If zero then 05 MB
FAIL :exit, C set, division by zero. FO 68

MO :Using A, A9 00
REMA+0 :Clear 4 -byte remainder 85 MO
REMA+1 :accumulator. 85 MI
REMA+2 . 85 M2
REMA+3 : 85 M3

DDLEN :Get dividend byte length (00 = 25o) A4 MF
:and convert to index (0 to 255). 88

(DDPNT),Y :Get next dividend byte to A. BI M4
*8 :8 -bit count in X. A2 08

A :Shift next dividend bit out of A 0A
REMA+0 :and into remainder, shifting 26 MO
REMA+1 :remainder up to accommodate. 26 MI
REMA+2 : 26 M2
REMA+3 :If C=1 then remainder overflow 26 M3
FAIL :so exit, C set. BO 4C

:Save dividend --quotient byte. 48

REMA+3 :Begin at ms -byte, compare A5 M3
DSOR+3 :divisor with current remainder, C5 MB
DIV4 :skip subtraction if d'sor too big, 90 36
TRY2 :compare next bytes if same, FO 02
DIV3 :subtract if divisor smaller. BO IA

REMA+2 :Repeat with next significant A5 M2
DSOR+2 :byte if necessary. C5 MA

DIV4 :
90 2C

TRYI :
FO 02

TRY1

TRVO

DIV3

DIV4

BCS

LDA
CMP
BCC
BEQ
BCS

LDA
CMP
BCC

LDA
SBC
STA

LDA
SAC
STA

LDA
SBC
STA

LDA
SBC
STA

PLR
ADC
DEX
BNE

STA
DEY
CPY
BNE

CLC
RTS

FAIL SEC
RTS

DIV3

REMA+1
DSOR+1
DIV4
TRV0
DIV3

REMA+0
DSOR+0
DIV4

REMA+0
DSOR+0
REMA+0

REMA+1
DSOR+1
REMA+1

REMA+2
DSOR+2
REMA+2

REMA+3
DSOR+3
REMA+3

:Repeat with next significant
:byte if necessary.

:Repeat with least significant
:byte if necessary.

:With C=I from comparison, subtract
:divisor least significant byte
:from remainder.

:Continue for 4 -byte subtraction...

s... leaving 0.1 to show
:subtraction gone okay.

:restore dividend --quotient byte
*0 :& add in quotient result bit.

:Repeat for 8 bits of d'dend to
DIV2 :give 8 -bit partial quotient.

(0TPNT),Y :Store quotient byte to correct
:place. count off one byte done

MSFF :and test for all dividend done
DIVI :repeating until quotient found.

:C=0 to show division done
:and exit.

:C=I to show division failed
:and exit.

BO 10

85 M1
C5 M9
90 22
FO 02
BO 06

A5
05
90

MO
M8
18

A5 MO
ES M8
85 MO

A5 MI
E5 M9
85 MI

A5 M2
E5 MA
85 M2

A5 M3
E5 MB
85 M3

68
69 00
CA
DO B2

91 M6
138

CO FF
DO A7

18
60

38
60

68000 MATRIX

TRANSPOSMON
TRN68K (datasheet three)
has been submitted by Paul
Cowper of Manchester as a
matrix rotation. However,
instead of merely turning the
8 -bit square matrix around
by 90 degrees, the routine
performs a 'flip' about one of
the diagonals.

Matrix rotations are useful
in graphics applications, but

small transpositions such as
TRN68K seem only to have
use in arranging character bit
patterns for Epson -standard
printers in bit image mode.

All that is needed to
convert the routine to a
rotation is to shift bits out
from the low -order end of
the source bytes rather than
the high -order end. Perhaps
this is not so easy in 68000
code, which seems to get
bogged down when
manipulating single bytes in
memory.

DATASHEET 3

:= ROT68K - Transpose an B -bit by 8 -bit character matrix.

:JOB

:ACTION
.

:

:

To transpose an 8 -bit by 8 -bit matrix, stored
eight contiguous bytes.
FOR each bit (7 to 0)
C FOR each byte (0 to 7)

C Shift left 64 -bit accumulator...byte. ]

Write accumulator to source.

as

7

:CPU 68000 series.
:HARDWARE 8 bytes matrix RAM.
:SOFTWARE None.

:INPUT AO addresses source matrix (lowest address).
:OUTPUT Matrix transposed.

CCR changed. All other registers unchanged.
:ERRORS None.
:REG USE A0 CCR
:STACK USE (87): 24
:RAM USE None.
:LENGTH 38
:CYCLES 3288

:CLASS 2 -discreet *interruptable *promable
:-***** +reentrant itrelocatable *robust

TRN68K MOVEM.L D0-D4/AI,-(A7) :Save working regs. 48E7
F840

MOVEA.L AO,AI :Save source point to Al. 2248
MOVED *7,00 :Source bits/byte count. 7007

T68KI MOVED *7,D1 :Source byte count. 7207

T68K2 MOVE.B (801,02 :Add copy of source byte to 1410
ADD.B D2,(A0), :effect a byte left shift. D518
ADDX.L D4,D4 :Rotate bit through 64 -bit D984
ADDX.L D3,03 :temp dest, D3D4. D783
DBF D1,768K2 :Repeat for 1 bit from each 5109

:of 8 source bytes. FFF6

MOVEA.L A1,A0 :Reset source point to start. 2049
DBF DO,T68KI :Repeat for 8 bits from 5108

:every byte. FFEE

MOVEM.L 03/D4,(A0) :Then store turned matrix 4800

:from 0304 to source memory. 0018
MOVEM.L (87)0,00-D4/R1 :Restore working regs. 4CDF

021E
RTS c Ex 1 t , matrix transposed. 4E75
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PROGRAMMING

Smooth operator
Christopher Korycinski explains how to structure and simplify your

programming with the use of logical operators in Basic, and illustrates
their usefulness with some simple routines.

Problems in computer programming
often lie in inadequate or badly
documented manuals. One of the
areas in which there seems to be
maximum murkiness is that of bit -
wise logic operations. These may not
be mentioned at all, or just skimmed
over. If you're very lucky, you may
come across some 'truth tables', but
overall very little attention is given to
these very useful (and often time and
space -saving) operators which can
be used to reduce a spaghetti -like
heap of IF . THEN statements to one
line of Basic. The purpose of this arti-
cle is to cast at least a little light on
this area.

True or false?
As is well-known, all computer op-
erations finally resolve to manipula-
tion of two logic states:
0 = zero voltage level or FALSE in
logic terms
1 (or -1) = a negative voltage level,
or TRUE in logic terms

You could see this for yourself by
loading Basic into your computer
and typing:
PRINT TRUE

If TRUE is a reserved word, then the
chances are that you will find the
number -1 (minus one) on your
screen. If you find that this evaluates
to 1, then you will need to change
some of the routines discussed be-
low to take account of this.

In a similar way you could type
PRINT NOT(TRUE)
to find that 0 (zero) is printed. You
have to type NOT(TRUE), or perhaps
NOT TRUE, as the word FALSE IS not
part of the reserved word list(the
words which act as instructions for
all computers. Obviously, if it is pre-
sent, use it. However, this omission
is not a problem as it is obvious that
if something is NOT TRUE, then it must
be false; in other words, the two are
identical.

One other problem may arise if
you don't have either TRUE or FALSE
as a reserved word, as, for example,
in Microsoft Basic. When you type
PRINT TRUE you will find '0' printed, as
the variable TRUE has been given the
value 0. So, if you type PRINT NOT -

(TRUE) you will find that -1 appears.
More confusing still, is that Microsoft
Basic will work by evaluating a TRUE
statement to -1 and a FALSE one to 0
just as normal. The problem is not in
the values assigned to TRUE or FALSE,
but in the absence of the reserved
word, so it is merely a slight incon-
venience rather than a major
problem.

What practical use is this? Well, it
allows the setting up of a number of
flags in your program which can be
tested at any point to see how the
program should branch. Type the fol-
lowing in and see:
10 A=-1
20 IF A THEN GOTO 40
30 PRINT "YOU SHOULDN'T BE
HERE"
40 PRINT "YOU SHOULD BE HERE"
50 END

Now RUN it and see what happens.
If everything has gone well, only
'YOU SHOULD BE HERE' should
have been printed, and the computer
should have skipped over line 30. It
tested A in line 20 to see if A was
'true' because IF A ... means the
same as IF A = TRUE THEN . . . Finding
that it was true (that is, it was -1), it
went straight to line 40. (Note that
some Basics will evaluate any non-
zero value of A as TRUE when used in
this way.) If you want to be absolute-
ly sure that only -1 will evaluate to
TRUE, then it is safest to rewrite line
20 as:
20 IF A = -1 THEN GOTO 40
but I have never found it necessary
to do so.

You could go back to the program
and change line 10 to
10 A=0
then RUN it again.

You should see that both lines
have been printed because the test in
line 20 failed (A was set to 'false'), so
both the PRINT statements were used.

Setting a number of such flags in
your program can make it far neater
than testing for a variable. For exam-
ple, you may have inserted a default
printing subroutine in your program,
but may wish to change it if re-
quired. Normally you would just type
'P' to print, but if changes are neces-

sary, you could go to a printer menu
by typing 'c'. Your program would
trap the 'C' and set a flag - why not
call it C? This would mean that if you
selected the 'change printer' menu,
then the flag would be set, otherwise
it would not. So your program could
run:
1000 K$=INKEY$
1010 IF K$= "C" THEN C=-1 (or

C=TRUE)

2000 IF C THEN GOTO (user -defined
printing)

(default printing)
(You might be able to change line

1010 to
1010 IF K$ = "C" THEN C

This implies that if the test is true,
then C is also to be set to TRUE (-1).
Try it and see: it tests the flag at line
2000 and branches according to
whether or not it is set.

Similar concepts could be used to
refresh part of a screen display; for
example, to test whether an 'INSERT
ON' display should or should not be
on the screen of a word processor.
But in this case it is useful to have a
key acting as a toggle rather than
having to remember two separate
keys for the same operation - one
to switch it on, and another to switch
if off. Let's say that you are using a
routine involving INKEY$, INKEY,
INPUT$(1) or something similar to
obtain the value of a key pressed by
the user without having to type an
ENTER. SO we could have:
100 K$=INKEY$:IF K$="" THEN 100
110 IF K$="1" THEN GOSUB 1000
:REM TOGGLE INSERT MODE

1000 IF J THEN J=0: GOT01020
:REM IF INSERTION TOGGLE IS ON,

SWITCH IT OFF
1010 J=-1 : REM SWITCH

INSERTION TOGGLE ON
1020 .... change screen display, etc,

to reflect new status
1030 .

Whether or NOT?
This works, but it is far from neat.
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Note how you have to test the status
of the insertion toggle in line 1000
before you can decide whether it
should go to 'off or to 'on'. How do
we get around this?

The solution is easy. Type in the
following and see what happens.
10 CLS: REM CLEAR SCREEN
20 A=-1
30 IF A THEN PRINT "ON": GOTO

50: REM IF TRUE PRINT "ON"
40 PRINT "OFF": REM OTHERWISE

PRINT "OFF"
50 A = NOT(A)
60 GOTO 30

Now RUN it. You should find that
ON and OFF are printed alternately
down your screen. Why? Because
NOT TRUE = FALSE, SO NOT( -1) = O. In a
similar way NOT FALSE = TRUE, SO
NOT(0) = -1.

So as the program runs, line 50
will toggle A between 0 and -1 at
every pass. What is more important
is that this enables us to change the
logic state of any TRUE/FALSE value
without having to test it first.

So lines 1000 and 1010 (above)
could be rewritten as one:
1000 J = NOT(J)
1010... not needed
1020... refresh screen display in

accordance with value of I.
A word of warning about the use

of NOT. In terms of logic this should
reverse the bits of a number in the
sense of 0 being changed to 1 and 1
being changed to 0. So if we had
10101111 (= 175), then
NoT(10101111) should evaluate to
01010000 (= 80). It doesn't. It will
give you -176. This is because logic-
al NOT evaluates to one's comple-
ment of the number. This is why
NOT(0) = -1 and NOT( -1) = 0. So
take care.

Versatility
Another property of the TRUE/FALSE
logic is that these flags are used with
all of the relational operators both
singular and in all their combina-
tions, viz <, >, =, <>, <=, =>. So if
we have a statement
IF A > B THEN ...
the TRUE flag is set to -1 if the rela-
tionship is true, and to 0 if it is false.
The program will now branch de-
pending on the value of the flag. But
this is not the only way in which we
can use these flags, because we can
assign the flag to a variable.
V = (A > B)

In this case the numerical variable
V will hold 0 if the relationship is
false and -1 if it is true. So far so
good, but this in itself has rather li-
mited application unless we can ex-
tend it in some way. Needless to say
this can be done.

If you look at the following line
you will see that the variable V is set
to 34 if A is greater than B, otherwise
it is set to 0.
10 IF A > B THEN V = 34:GOTO 30
20 V = 0

30 ... rest of program
This can be simplified a little by

rewriting it like this:
10 V =ABS1(A > B)*34)
20 (not needed)
30 ... rest of program

First of all the relationship A>B is
evaluated and given a value of -1 if
it is true. This -1 is now manipu.
lated by 34 to give -34. We then use
ABS to give us a positive value
(obviously not needed if logic TRUE =
1 in your computer) which is
assigned to V. If the relationship is
false, then we have 0*34 = 0 and V
is assigned to this value.

With a little ingenuity a number of
IF . THEN statements could be tele-
scoped into one line, but it is a good
idea to make sure that you have a
REM statement as a reminder of what
you are trying to do. Logic state-
ments can be far from clear when
you return to them after some time.

As an example, take a look at the
following:
10 IF A > 34 THEN V = 4: GOTO 50
20 IF A = 34 THEN V = 3: GOTO 50
30 IF A < 20 THEN V = 2: GOTO 50
40 V=1 : REM V=1 if A=>20 and >34
50 ... rest of program

Here the value of the variable V is
set to either 1, 2, 3 or 4 depending
on the value of A. Using TRUE/FALSE
logic this could be rewritten to:
10 V = ABS((A > 34)*4 + (A = 34)*3

+ (A < 20)*2 + ((A =>20) AND (A
<34)))

20 ... not needed
30 ... not needed
40 ... not needed
50 ... rest of program

You can see that each term involv-
ing A (compare them to the IF ..
statements above) would be evalu-
ated as either TRUE (-1) or FALSE (0)
and is then multiplied by the value
we wish to assign to V. Unless a mis-
take has been made, only one of
these terms will be true and after the
multiplication give us the negative
number corresponding to the value
of V we want. All the rest will evalu-
ate to 0. By obtaining the positive
value of the number we get the value
we want for V.

This is still rather untidy, though
we have saved a number of lines.
We can simplify it still further by
changing line 10:
10 V = 1 + ABS((A>34)*3
+ (A=34)*2 + (A<20))
20 ... not needed
30 ... not needed
40 ... not needed
50 ... not needed

As using logical operations in this
way is a real space and time-saver,
let's see exactly what happens using
two values for A in the above simpli-
fied form of line 10. Read the follow-
ing first.

Let's say that A = 56. The first test "

(A >34) is true, so the flag is set to
-1. This is then multiplied by three
to give us -3. The second test (A =

34) fails, so the flag is given a value
of 0. 0 * 2 is still 0. The third test
(A<20) also fails, so the flag is evalu-
ated to 0 in the same way. So we
have -3 + 0 + 0 = -3. This is then
changed to a positive number and 1
is added to give us 4 as the final
result, which is correct for the value
of V.

Now let's run through it again us-
ing A = 25. The first test (A>34) fails,
so the flag is given the value of 0.
0*3 = 0. The second test (A=34)*2
fails, so the flag is given the value of
0. Again 0*2 = 0. The third test
(A<20) fails, so the flag is given the
value of 0. The whole expression in-
side the brackets evaluates to
0+0+0=0. The ABS of this is still 0.
Finally, we add the 1. 1+0=1, and
this is the value we assign to V,
which is correct.

If you compare the space taken up
by the original IF . . . THEN and the
final one-liner, you can see that the
effort required to rethink the problem
in terms of logic values is certainly
worth making. It might be faster, and
it is definitely more elegant.

AND/OR operators
There are two other common logic
operators, AND and OR. Both of these
work in a bit -wise fashion. This
means that they work on single bits
of a number, and not on the number
itself - just as 'NOT' does. In order to
discuss them, let's examine how
numbers are represented in bit -wise
form. Life is short, so let's just con-
sider positive numbers in the range
0-255, which will include the control
codes (0-31), all the ASCII set (32-
127), and the 'high bit' set of charac-
ters - often graphics or foreign let-
ters - in the range 128-255.

All the numbers in the above range
can be defined in eight binary bits.
The highest number, 255, is repre-
sented by:
27 26 25 24 23 22 21 2°

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 = 255
and
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0= 32

Note that the eighth bit (high bit) is
bit 7 because the first bit is bit 0.

It is fairly straightforward to work
out the decimal value of a binary
number - though rather tedious. All
you have to do is remember that 27
= 128; 26 = 64; 25 = 32; 24 = 16; 23
= 8; 22 = 4; 21 = 2; 2° = 1 and then
patiently add up all the powers of 2
which have their bits set.

As it is more common to do things
the other way around to get the bit
representation of a number, the fol-
lowing program will do it for you.
10 CLS: REM CLEAR SCREEN
20 INPUT "NUMBER? ",A
30 B = A - INT(A/2) * 2
40 A = INT(A/2)
50 B$ = STR$(B) + B$
60 IF A = 0 THEN PRINT B$: END
70 GOTO 30

If you now type a number, its bit
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representation will be produced for
you.

The program works in the same
way as a person would work it out
with pencil and paper - dividing the
number by two, and writing down
the remainder, which may be either 1
or 0. Reading the digits of the re-
mainder gives you the bit representa-
tion.

Using the program, take a look at
the bit representation of the follow-
ing numbers: 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70.
These represent ASCII values for A,
B, C, D, E, F. If you examine them
carefully, you will see that bit 5 is not
set on any of these numbers. This is
the case until you get to 96. Now try
getting the bit representation of 97,
98, 99, 100, 101, 102. These represent
the ASCII values of a, b, c, d, e, f.
Compare the bits of A and a, B and
b, and so on. You will find that with
the exception of bit 5 they are iden-
tical. The only bit difference between
upper and lower-case letters is that
bit 5 is set in the lower-case ones
and is 0 in the lower case.

It is not hard to see that by man-
ipulating bit 5, we can change be-
tween upper and lower-case letters.
To see how this can be done it will
be necessary to look at 'Truth
Tables'.

This is a truth table for the logical
operator AND

0 1

0 0 0
1 0 1

Unless your chief amusement is
reading books on symbolic logic, the
above May look rather daunting. But
it is easy to see that if you AND two
zeros, then you get zero. In a similar
way, if you AND a zero and a one, the
answer is zero. The only time ANDing
gives a 1 is if the bits of both num-
bers are set. The usefulness of this
may not be apparent at first, so let's
put it another way: if you AND a bit
with zero, the answer will always be
zero. If you AND a bit with 1, then the
number will not be changed as 0 AND
1 = 0; 1 AND 1 = 1. Remember that
these are logical operators, so don't
confuse ANDing with adding! AND
means that the result is TRUE (-1) if
both propositions are TRUE. If just
one of the propositions is FALSE (0),
then the result must also be FALSE.

So if all we need to do is to zero
bit 5 and leave the rest the same,
then it is only necessary to AND with
01011111. The bits ANDed with the 1s
will be unchanged, while bit 5 must
be changed to 0. Now this is rather
nice, because we now have a simple
way to change all keyboard input to
upper case - but remember that it
will also affect other ASCII characters
which have bit 5 set. In particular,

characters below 63 will have their
values changed to lie in the range of
1-31 (that is, control characters). Thls
can be rather inconvenient. The other
snag is that only numbers can be
ANDed. If you can access ASCII values
directly from the keyboard using an
operator like INKEY, then there is no
difficulty. If you can only get charac-
ters, then you will have to change
them to numbers before ANDing
them. This is not hard.

Try:
10 CLS: REM CLEAR SCREEN
20 A$=INKEY$:1F A$ = "" THEN 20
30 A$=CHR$(ASC(A$) AND 95)
40 PRINT A$;
50 GOTO 20

RUN this and then play around with
the keyboard pressing keys which
are both sHIFTed and unsHiFred. Ev-
erything should come out in upper
case.

If you look back to the 'toggles'
paragraph, you will recall that an in-
sertion toggle can be controlled by
typing an 'I', but I skated over what
would happen if you typed an 'i'. All
that is necessary is to AND the input
with 95 and the problem disappears.

If you have a character string, for
example, from an INPUT statement,
then the above method is not possi-
ble. But all you need to do is step
through the string ANDing each char-
acter.
110 FOR N = 1 TO LEN(TX$): REM

TX$ = TEXT STRING
120 M1D$(TX$,N,1) =

CHRVASC(MIDS(TX$,N)) AND 95)
130 NEXT N

The above might do the job,
though some computers will not
accept line 120 unless M1D$(TX$,N,1)
on the left is replaced by a variable,
giving:
110 FOR N = 1 to LEN(TX$)
120 TM$ = TM$ +

CHRVASCIMIDVTX$,N)) AND 95)
130 NEXT N : REM TM$ = A

TEMPORARY HOLDER FOR THE
CONVERTED STRING

140 TX$ = TM$: TM$ = ""
It is clear now that any bit, or bits,

can be unset by ANDing them with 0,
while those which are to be un-
changed are ANDed with 1. Another
example of how useful this can be is
if you have some text in which the
high bit is set. A number of word
processors do this to indicate 'soft'
carriage returns or where spaces can
be inserted for justification. Other
computers use a high bit to select
inverse video or bright/dim test.
Whatever the purpose of setting bit
7, the result is a shambles if you try
to display it on your screen as ordin-
ary text. The obvious way out of this
is to unset the bit by ANDing each
character with 01111111 (= 127). This
leaves everything alone except the

high bit, which is ANDed with 0 mak-
ing it a 0 no matter whether it is a 0
or a 1. Note that in these logic func-
tions there is no need to test the bit.
ANDing automatically leaves correct
ones alone.

All you have to do is read in the
text, then step through it using the
MID$ function described above to
change any high bits. It's that easy.

You may have noticed that the ex-
ample of changing to upper case by
ANDing with 95 will also set the high
bit to zero because 95 = 01011111.
This is usually an advantage on com-
puters where you can produce char-
acters in the ASCII range 128-255 by
pressing a GRAPHICS key with one of
the ordinary keys, because it now
doesn't matter whether the user
types a, A, graphics+a or
graphics+A, the result will always be
A. If you want to have the option of
using some graphics symbols, then
instead of ANDing with 95 you could
AND with 11011111 (= 223). But re-
member that this will also zero bit 5
on all of your graphic characters as
well.

Before looking at the last example
of ANDing numbers, it might be
worthwhile typing in a program
which will show you the numerical
result of ANDing. Otherwise it can all
get rather confusing.
10 CLS: REM CLEAR SCREEN -

'AND' PROGRAM
20 INPUT "FIRST NUMBER",A
30 INPUT "SECOND NUMBER",B
40 PRINT: PRINT A;" and";B;" =";A

AND B
50 PRINT "AGAIN? (Y/M";
60 AN$ = INKEY$: IF AN$ = ""

THEN 60
70 IF (ASC(AN$)AND 95) = 89 THEN

10
80 END

If you want to see the effect of
ANDing characters, then try this:
10 CLS
20 INPUT "WHICH CHARACTER ...

",A$
30 INPUT "ANDed WITH ? ",A
40 PRINT A$;" when ANDed

with";A;" = ";CHR$(ASC(A$) AND
A)

50 PRINT "AGAIN? (YIN) ";
60 AN$ = INKEY$:IF AN$ = "" THEN

60
70 IF (ASC(AN$) AND 95) = THEN 10
80 END

Note the brackets round the IF

statement in line 70, which ensure
correct evaluation of the IF statement
as logic operations such as AND OR
NOT have a very low priority. Missing
out brackets can lead to some very
mysterious bugs as the statement
looks fine but is evaluated in a rather
unexpected, and incorrect, way.

Suppose we have a fairly large
menu to choose from - say 20
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items. It is convenient to both the
programmer and the user to be able
to choose the menu option without
having to type an ENTER after the in-
put. The snag is that there appears to
be no easy way of doing this. If we
use the usual INKEY$ Or INKEY oper-
ator, this will only pick out one key -
press. The obvious solution is not to
have each menu item numbered, but
have it lettered (A, B, C ....) instead.
This allows up to 26 items to be
selected with only one keypress. So
far so good. But what do we do with
the input? If we used INKEY$, it is a
letter which makes it rather clumsy
to use a list of computed GOSUBS or
GOTOS after the menu.

If we used INKEY, then it could be
either one of two numbers for each
letter, depending on whether an up-
per or lower-case letter was input. So
we could get either 65 or 97 for an A.
Awkward.

If we look at the bit pattern of A,
we see that it is 01000001; a is
01100001. B is 01000010; b is
01100010 ... and so on. If we ignore
the three high bits, the rest of the
number is (in binary) 1, 10, 11, and
so on, as we work our way up the
alphabet. Notice that it doesn't mat-
ter whether we input a lower or
an upper-case character-the result is
the same if we ignore the three top
bits. This is fine, because if we re-
move bits 6 and 7, we are left with
numbers which go up from 1 to 26 in
exact correlation to the order of let-
ters in the alphabet. So if we type in
an A or an a, then we end up with 1.
If we type in a B or a b, then we
have a 2. C or c will give 3, and so
on. Just right for our computed
GOSUBS. It should be obvious how to
achieve this marvel - you just AND
the input with 00011111 (= 31). The
two top bits are 0, so the result must
have the three top bits set to 0 as
well, irrespective of what they were
before. So we could have:

 (menu items - up to 26)
300 C$ = INKEY$: IF C$ = "" THEN

300
310 C = ASC(C$) AND 31
320 ON C GOSUB 1000, 2000, 3000,

4000
Very simple and tidy.

Alternatives
Here is a much better way to do the
same job which I came across in
Open # Stream Issue 2 (NewBrain
owner's group) which I have adapted
for use with Microsoft Basic. It only
handles numbers up to 255, but this
is easy to change.
3000 INPUT "WHICH NUMBER? ";A
3010 IF A>255 THEN 300
3020 FOR B = 7 TO 0 STEP -1
3030 IF A AND 213 THEN PRINT 1;
: GOTO 3060
3040 REM You are ANDing with 2

'to the power of B
3050 PRINT 0;
3060 NEXT B

The key line is 3030. It steps
through the powers of 2 (that is, the
value of bits in a number) ANDing
them with the number itself. If the
number has got the appropriate bit
set, then the result of ANDing will be
true, so you print a '1'. If ANDing pro-
duces a 0, then the test in line 3030
fails and the bit must be 0, so you
print a '0'. You then repeat the proce-
dure until you have stepped through
all the bits down to 0.

So far, lower-case letters have
been changed to upper-case by
ANDing them with 95 to change bit 5
to 0. But suppose that you want to

the programs and
routines given here are
just starting points for
some not -so -common

exploration of the
possibilities of Basic . . .

once you look at
problems in text or

number -handling, their
solution becomes

easier .

do the opposite and change upper-
case to lower-case? ANDing won't
work, because this will either leave
bits as they are, or unset them. What
we want is something to set bit 5 to
1 irrespective of whether it is a 0 or a
1.

There is, of course, a logical oper-
ator to enable us to do just that.
Look at the truth table below for the
logical operator oR:

0 1

0 0 1

1 1 1

Here you can see that if either bit
of the two digits being oRed is set,
then the result will be set.
0 OR 0 = 0

0 OR 1 = 1

1 OR 0 = 1

1 OR 1 = 1

Look again at the last one in the
table. Even if both bits are set, then
the result of oRing is TRUE. This is not
immediately obvious if you look at it
from the 'intuitive' point of view, be-
cause you immediately think of it in
'either/or' terms - either one or the
other must be set, but not both. This
is wrong, so be careful.

We can see from the table that OR-
ing a digit with 0 leaves it un-
changed, and oRing it with 1 will set
it irrespective of whether it was a 0
or a 1 originally. Now this is just
what we want. If we have a number
of which bit 5 is to be set and the

rest left unaltered, then all we need
to do is OR the number with
00100000 (= 32).

The best way to see how this
works is to use the AND program
(above) but change all the ANDS for
ORS. RuNrting this will take the mys-
tery out of oRing.

Using this information, our
change -to -lower-case routine would
look like:
500 K$ = INKEY$: = IF K$ "" THEN

500
510 K$ = CHR$(ASC(K$) OR 32))

Let me emphasise that this, like
ANDing with 95, will not only affect
letters, but also any other character
which has bit 5 set to 0. So check
that this does not cause any prob-
lems with your expected input.

Truth tables
So far I have only discussed AND, NOT
and OR. These are, I believe, found in
all computers. Other Basics will also
give you XOR, IMP, EQV. Although I

don't propose to discuss them here, I

will give their truth tables in order
that those of you who have the pati-
ence can work through them and de-
vise other useful routines. Basic is far
from dead!

0 1

0 0 1

1 1 0
Truth Table for XOR (exclusive oR)

Y 0 1

X
0 1 1

1 0 1

(Note that if X is 1 and Y is 0 then
X IMP Y is false, but if X is 0 and Y is
1 then X IMP Y is true.
Truth Table for IMP (implication)

0 1

0 1 0
1 0 1

Truth Table for EQV (equivalence)

Conclusion
All the routines given in this article
have been run using Microsoft Basic,
but I have tried to make them gener-
ally applicable across a wide range
of computers by not using any IF . . .

THEN . . . ELSE statements and keeping
things simple.

Obviously they can be improved
on by using the power of your ver-
sion of Basic. For example, the BBC
can use INKEY and not INKEY$, thereby
picking up the ASCII value of the
keypress straight away. The New -
Brain can use device 5 for this pur-
pose. Both of these would avoid hav-
ing to use ASC(I$).

Finally, the programs and routines
given here are just starting points for
some not -so -common exploration of
the possibilities of Basic. You may
well find that once you look at prob-
lems in text or number -handling as
logic problems, their solution becom-
es easier and more elegant. END
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Games

Scientific/mathematic

Business

Toolkitl utilities

Educational/ Computer
Aided Learning

Owen Linderholm selects the best of readers' programs.
For details on submitting your own, see the end of

this section.

My opening theme will be familiar to
regular readers - the quality of
program submissions and their origi-
nality has to be very much improved.
Despite previous rantings and rav-
ings on this subject, I am still receiv-
ing silly programs which do no more
than plot graphs or play hangman.
Even if these programs have been
written for new machines such as the
Amstrad PCW8256 or the Atari ST
range, the usual principles apply, and
there is no novelty for anyone.
Please - if you intend to send a
program to Program File, make sure
it's original, interesting and high -
quality!

Despite the fact that the box oppo-
site states clearly that stamped,
addressed envelopes must accom-
pany submissions, many people con-
tinue to ignore this. It is standard
practice in all forms of publishing to
dispose of unwanted submissions if
they don't have an SAE with them,
and this practice is now in effect at
PCW.

Occasionally, I have had to spend
almost half a day dealing with the
administration of the programs
which arrived the previous day. Con-
sequently, I have little time to devote
to evaulating submissions, and so I

can't always give them the attention
they deserve.

Programs should be as easy to
convert to other machines as possi-
ble. The exception to this is when a
program makes use of a micro's spe-
cial facilities or introduces new facili-
ties, such as a new command. Other-
wise, there is no excuse for the lack
of common commands and clearly
labelled machine -dependent parts of
code - I/O commands, graphics and
string handling are especially applic-
able here. There is no reason why
easy conversion shouldn't apply to
machine code programs, too. As
long as BIOS or ROM calls are ex-
plained with a comment to show
what they do, another programmer
can make a stab at converting a

program, even for an entirely diffe-
rent processor.

It should be noted that the Spec-
trum, the QL, the Dragon and the En-
terprise machines differ widely from
the standard computer Basic. Further
details about precise language differ-
ences can be found in the PCW Basic
Converter Chart which last appeared
with the November 1985 issue. There
are some commands which operate
in a radically different fashion from
machine to machine: these deal with
disk files (and cassette files); getting
a character from the keyboard and
storing it in a string; printing; error
trapping; and a few of the more
obscure string -handling commands.

If you want to convert a program
to run on another machine or write a
program which can be easily con-
verted, the above -mentioned areas
are the ones to watch out for. The
programs should be very carefully
documented.

Another major problem with
graphics programs is screen size.
Practically no micro offers similar
screen height and width to another
micro, so all plotted output has to be
transformed by a function which
makes the output run correctly on a
different -sized screen. Conversion
from a large screen to a smaller
screen is simple, as all plotted points
will be mapped onto one or more
new points to be plotted. If the
screen size to be converted from is
oldxsize x oldysize, and the screen
to be converted to is newxsize x
newysize, then a point (x,y) will be
mapped to a point x*newxsize/
oldxsize,y*newysize/oldysize). Prob-
lems only arise if the screen being
mapped to is larger than the original
screen; then, an image created by
separately plotting a number of
points will be spread out and will
contain gaps. This problem can be
avoided by using the machines's
built-in plotting and filling routines,
which will fill in all intermediate
points. This only leaves the problem

of graphics which only use single -dot
plotting commands, but these are
rarely used to produce anything but
discrete images such as plotted
graphs.

An apology is due to Enterprise
owners who typed in the Typing
Tutor from 'Program File', PCW April.
Unfortunately, I omitted the keyboard
layout diagram for the program -
however, this will not affect the run-
ning of the program.

By now, all regular PCW readers
should have read about PCW Online;
and 'Newsprint' readers should know
by now that the monthly fee has
been reduced and the number of
facilities on offer has been increased.
The most exciting parts of the Online
service will be: the noticeboard/
special interest groups section; the
PCW database of reviews and in-
formation, which will cover even
more ground than the magazine; and
the programs section, which will con-
tain the best of Program File as well
as a large collection of public domain
software.

For reasons of space, there are
some programs which can't be pub-
lished in PCW, even though they are
of a high quality. But there is no
reason why these programs
shouldn't be made available on PCW
Online - anyone who is interested
should contact me. Details about the
uploading and downloading of PCW
Online programs appear on page
130, PCW June.

Although the Online service will be
on Telecom Gold, the noticeboard
will bear no resemblance to the one
on Gold, and will be a combined spe-
cial interest group electronic mail
system. At present, our plans are to
begin with noticeboards for the fol-
lowing items: Amstrad, Apple, Atari,
BBC, MS-DOS/PC-DOS, Program-
ming, Graphics, Al and General.
Please let me know of any comments
you may have on this list.

Amstrad is a notoriously mean
company. It has loaned PCW a
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PCW8256 on which to conduct soft-
ware reviews, look at programs, and
so on. Unlike other computer manu-
facturers, however, Amstrad is only
willing to let us have the machine for
a couple of months, so don't be too
surprised if mention of Amstrad
machines in PCW stops very soon.

To make the most of the 8256's
time in the office, I would like to in-
clude a few good programs for the
machine in Program File before the
deadline. Partly due to this, the Prog-
ram of the Month is for the 8256; the
other reason is that this month's
programs are rather uniform in quali-
ty - nothing too bad, but nothing
outstanding. The Program of the
Month shows how to access point-
plotting graphics from the Amstrad's
Basic. This is a program which
doesn't apply to other machines in
any way, but it is important because
it adds a much -needed feature to the
new Amstrad.

One of the problems with
PCW8256 Basic is that it provides no
way of producing graphics on
screen. PLOT RSX provides exactly
what is needed - a simple way of
plotting points. The program pro-
duces assembly code for an RSX
command (a machine code routine
which can be called from within
Basic as if it were an ordinary corn-
mand). This RSX sets a single bit of
the screen memory on or off. When
this routine is available, others can
be written, in Basic or machine code,
to provide other plotting facilities.

The second program is a rather
strange one, written in Turbo Pascal
and intended for MS-DOS machines.
It's a 6502 emulator and works so
well that the author, after writing a
few routines to imitate BBC ROM
calls, was able to dump the code for
Acornsoft Lisp to a disk and run it.
Amazingly, the program works corn-
pletely, albeit slowly. It should be
possible to convert Pascal 6502 Emu-
lator to run on other machines with-
out too much difficulty, but running
it on a BBC, with that machine's li-
mited memory, would be awful.

For the Spectrum there's a prog-
ram called Harmonograph, which
emulates a piece of machinery of the
same name. The author of the prog-
ram has submitted some excellent
design details with the program, and
also an account of how he came
across it - he discovered the idea at
school.

A harmonograph consists of a flat
plate which can swing in two dimen-
sions as if it were hanging by its cor-
ners from a hook. Above the plate is
a pen on some kind of suspension,
so that the nib can keep even press-
ure on the surface of a piece of pap-
er attached to the plate. When the
plate is swung, interesting repetitive
patterns are drawn on the paper.

For the BBC Micro there's an in-
teresting program called Slowdown,
which does exactly that. When Slow
down is called, it's possible to slow
down the BBC by degrees or speed it
up again to full speed. This can be

useful for debugging programs
which use graphics, where standard
debugging would interfere with the
display.

One type of program which I don't
normally consider is a tape directory
program, purely because it always
seems sensible to me to put one
program on one side of a cassette,
and write the program names on a
label and keep them filed manually.
However, one program this month
enables you to keep a cassette filing
system. It's for the Epson HX20
which uses microcassettes - these
are expensive, so it makes sense to
keep several programs on one side
of a cassette. The program is equiva-
lent to a disk directory, but will also
automatically position the tape at the
start of a selected file.

For IBM or compatible computers,
or any machine which runs MBasic,
there's a program which makes
daisywheel printers provide graphical
output (the daisywheel should be
able to do microjustification).

The program allows anyone with
only a daisywheel printer for text
output to add graphics printing.
There's one problem, however - it's
very slow!

For the Oric, there's a tip to access
the FUNCTion key and use it for
other purposes, in this case as a

Home key.

Remember: all submissions to Pro-
gram File should be accompanied by
a stamped, addressed envelope.

PCW is interested in programs written in any of the major programming languages
for all home and small business micros. When submitting programs please include a
cassette or disk version of your program, brief but comprehensive documentation,

and a listing on plain white paper - typed if you have no printer.
Please ensure that the software itself, the documentation and the listing are all

marked with your name, address, program title, machine (along with any minimum
requirements) and - if possible -a daytime phone number.

Check through the previous Program Files to see the kind of programs we prefer. As
a rough guide, original ideas are always welcome, as are good implementations of

utilities and applications.
Obviously the programs should be well -written, easy to understand, and preferably

not too long (remember that other readers have to type them in).
All programs should be fully debugged and your own original, unpublished work.

We prefer to receive programs with a maximum 80 -column width printed in
emphasised typeface.

We will try to return submissions if they are accompanied by a stamped, addressed
envelope of the appropriate size, but please keep a copy of everything.

Programs are paid for at the rate of £50 per page of published listing, plus a £50
bonus for the Program of the Month. Send your contributions to Owen Linderholm,

Program File, PCW, 32-34 Broadwick Street, London W1A 2HG.
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PROGRAM FILE

Program of the Month

Amstrad PCW8256 PLOT RSX

by Ron Yorston

This CP/M RSX allows you to plot to
the screen from Locomotive Basic,
one of the major omissions from the
language as it's supplied. The assem-
bly code for the RSX is given in the
first listing, and should be typed in
and saved as the file plot.asm. It can
be assembled to the file plot.com
with the following sequence of com-
mands:
rmac plot
link plot[opl
ren plot.rsx=plot.prl
gencom plot[nulll

The second listing should be en-
tered as the Basic program plot.bas
and saved. The following set of com-
mands will then set up Basic to use

the plot commands (the programs
plot.bas and plot.com should both be
on the same disk as the Basic):
plot
basic
load "plot"
run
new

The plotting RSX will now be in-
stalled in memory. Basic programs
which use the plot utility should have
the line 'plot=HIMEM+1:set%=0:
clear%=1:toggle%=2' near the be-
ginning, and definitely before any
Memory command.

The function is called by a line of
the form 'CALL plot(x%,y%,action
%)', where x% is the x coordinate of

the point to be plotted, y% is the y
coordinate, and action% is the plot-
ting action to be performed. The
coordinates run from (0,0) to
(719,247). It's up to the user to en-
sure that a point plotted is on -screen,
although some error checking is pro-
vided.

The action variable can take a

value of 0, 1 or 2. If it's 0, the point is
turned on; if it's 1, the point is
turned off; and if it's 2, the point is
reversed. The third listing gives an
example of how to use the plotting
routine. Hard copy of the onscreen
graphics can be provided if the Extra
and PTR keys are pressed together.

: RSX to set bit in screen memory ;mask in A, address in HL
H contains action byte: 0 set bit

1 clear bit pop b ;fetch action byte
; 2 toggle bit

L contains y coordinate (0 <= L <= 247 )

; DE contains x coordinate (0 <= DE <= 719 )

mov c,a ;save mask in C
mov a,b
cpi 0 ;check action byte

'

wboot: equ 1

scrrun. equ 0004,9h

in. notO
mov a,c ;action byte = 0
are m ;set bit in memory
mov m,a

;

cseg
db 0,0,0,0,0,0

ret

notO:
imp start

next: db 0c3h
dw 0

cpi 1

Jnz not)
mov a,c ;action byte = 1

prev: dw 0
reap, db Offh
nbank: db 0

db 'SCRSRTXY'

cma ;clear bit in memory
nun m
mov 111,12

rot
loader: db 0

db 0,0
;

not):

0

start: cpi 2

MO a,c
cpi 76
J. begin

rnz ;unknown action, return
mov a,c ;action byte = 2
xra m ;toggle bit in memory

0

imp next
begin:

push h
lhld wboot ;form firmware exec address

=V m,a
ret

entfw: db 0c3h
lxi b,87
dad b
shld cJ firm

cifirm: dw 0
end

pop h
lxi b,code
call entfw
dw scrrun 10 REX load machine code for plotting function at top of memory

0

rat 20 memtop=HIMEX-16

code: ;perform operation in screen

30 MEMORY meatop
40 FOR i=memtop+1 TO mratop+14memory

mvi a 3 ;restrict range of x to 0..1023
ana d
mov d,a

50 READ x
60 POKE i,x
70 NEXT i

push h ;save action byte
maul h,0 ;restrict range of y to O. 255
dad h ;fetch roll table pointer
lxi b,0b600h

80 DATA Aihd5,8sh5e,ah23,4h56,6h0a,Ithe1,41a6e.4;h67
90 DATA 4,110e,41h4c,&hcd,kh05.8h00.4hc9

dad b

Sax hV c,m
;get address from table

100 REM demo program to plot a graph
mov b,m ;BC contains pixel row 110 REM set up plottingpointer

mov a,c ;mask off low order bits of pointer
ant Of8h

120 plot=HIMEX+1 : set%=0 : clear%=1 : toggle%=2
130
140 REX clear screen

mov 1,a
mov h,b ;put it in HL
dad h ;shift masked pointer left
dad d ;add x to masked

150 PRINT CHR4(27);.E.
160
170 REX draw axes
180 .

0

pointer

mov a.1 ;mask off low order bits from x
and Of8h

190 x%=100
200 FOR y%=20 TO 200
210 CALL plot(x%,y%,set%)

mov 1,a 220 NEXT y%
230 :

mov a,c ;get low order bits of pixel row pointer 240 y%=110
ani 7
ore 1 ;add low order bits into HL
mov 1,a ;HL now contains memory address of bit

250 FOR x%=100 TO 600
260 CALL plot(x%,y%,set%)
270 NEXT x%
280 : 00 mov a,e ;get low order bits of x

ant 7
290 REX plot a graph
300 :

inr a
mov b,a ;B contains rotate count

310 FOR z%=0 TO 500
320 x%=z%+100

xra a ;clear A
'330 y%=110-S17(z%e0.0174533)90
340 CALL plot(x%,y%oset%)

etc ;set carry bit 350 NEXT z%
loop: rar ;form mask by shifting carry

db 010h ;dJnz loop
db Ofdh ;(not available in this assembler)

360
370 REX label axes
380 :
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JUKIFor Brighter Ideas...

05)6Laa
Dar- MATRIX The JUKI 5520 gives you seven

separate colours (ideal for
spreadsheet) for the price of black -and -white!
What's more, a flick of its dip -switch" brings instant compatibility
with both the Epson JX-80 and the IBM Colour Graphic Printer.
The JUKI 5520 also features Near Letter Quality print standard,
full graphics mode and built-in paper tractor. PLUS bi-directional
text printing at 180 cps. The JUKI 5520. One of our brighter ideas.

* Epson is a trade mark of Epson.
" IBM is a trade mark of IBM Corporation.
Print out was generated using colourshop, DATA FANT

Quicker Thinking
The JUKI 6200, on the other hand, is a low-cost, high-speed
daisywheel with full word processing support. Print standard is
significantly crisper and clearer than Full Letter Quality,

and its extra -wide 16" platen will cope with even the largest
documents. Best of all, it gives you a maximum print speed
of 32 cps with a standard DIABLO* 96 -character wheel.
The JUKI 6200. Quicker thinking.

DIABLO is a trade mark of Diablo Systems Inc.

Technology true to type

CPS

JUKI (EUROPE) GMBH
Eiffestr. 74  2000 Hamburg 26 F. R. Germany Sole distributor: Intec Unit 3, Hassocks Wood, Wade Road, Basingstoke,
Tel.: (0 40) 2 51 20 71-73  Telex: 2163 061 (1KI D) Hants, RG 24 ONE. Tel.: (0256) 47 3232 (32 lines)
Fax.: (0 40) 2 51 27 24

GI Micro
Periphottoli lid Telex: 859669 MICRO PG, Facsimile: (0256) 461570



COMMODORE
2001.3000
4000.8000

We have the world's largest selection of software for
the PET/CBM range. We supply to schools, universi-
ties, large and small companies, government depart-
ments, and of course home users.
We also manufacture add-on boards and plug-in chips
that can make your computer more powerful - the
most popular add-ons are cur high resolution graphics
boards which give your PET better resolution than an
Apple!
IF YOU OWN OR USE A PET/CBM COMPUTER WRITE
OR PHONE FOR A FREE CATALOGUE. By the way, we
also offer software for the Commodore 64.

SUPERSOFT
Winchester House, Canning Road, Wealdstone,

Harrow, Middlesex, HA3 7SJ
Telephone: 01-861 1166

COMPUTER
STANDS

From £65.00*, VAT

moderately -priced robust

units for offices, schools

and computer rooms

Durable teak finish laminated surfaces, rugged steel
rames, simple assembly without ools.

Optional features include ... Modesty panels ...
Storage shelves ... VDU turntables ... Security
devices ... Corner units ... Double roller castors
... Monitor shelves.
 Stands also supplied custom -wired
 Repairs to personal computers and instrumentation
 Authorised Sharp Service Centre

'With 3f1 x 2ri worktop anti heighkadjustable gliding feel

P. D. SYSTEMS LTD
Survey House, Pool Close,
West Molesey, Surrey KT8 ORN
1..." 01-941 2225 or 3909 Telex 295800

SECOND HAND SYSTEMS
BUYING/SELLING

APRICOT, APPLE, IBM, SIRIUS, OLIVETTI,
TELEVIDEO

We buy and sell all types of computer
equipment from Micros to Mainframes

XEN
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFERS

AND PART EXCHANGE AVAILABLE
FULL APRICOT DEALER

INSTALLATION AND
SUPPORT

Call:

II Business
Coy/paters

BARNWELL HOUSE, BARNWELL DRIVE
CAMBRIDGE CBS 8UJ

Tel: (0223) 241446 Telex: 817847
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PROGRAM FILE
390 PRINT CHRS(27)..Y.;CHRS(32+14);CHRS(32+35);CHRS(27);CHRS(24)
400 PRINT CHRS(27)..Y";CHRS(32+14);CHRS(32.56);.2.;CHRS(27);CHRS(24>
410 PRINT CHRS(27)..Y.;CHRS(32+13);CHRS(32+10);.0.
420 PRINT CHRS(27)..Y.;CHR$(32+2);CHRS(32-19);.+1.
430 PRINT CHRS(27);"Y";CHR$(32+25);CHRS(32+9);.-1.

kin is I:

Pascal 6502 Emulator

by Mark Needham

This program has been written in
Turbo Pascal for the IBM PC. It
should be possible to convert it to
run on other machines with other
'flavours' of Pascal. It emulates every
instruction and addressing mode of a
standard 6502, including the bug for
indirect jumps over a page boundary.

The Emulator has a full disassemb-
ler and assembler, so 6502 code can
be typed in directly to the memory
locations. The bottom 32k of the 64k
addressable by the 6502 can be
used; the top 32k cannot. The Emula-
tor detects JSRs and JMPs to this
area, which it assumes holds ROM
routines, and calls a special routine
called DOSPECIAL to emulate them.
An Include file is given which emu-
lates some of the BBC Micro's OS
calls.

To run a normal 6502 program, en-
ter the code using the byte editor or
the assembler, move the program
counter to the first location, and en-
ter 6 to run the program. The prog-

ram can be stopped by a BRK in-
struction or by pressing ESC. S will
single-step through the program.

The emulator consists of two prog-
rams and two include files.
CRAT6502.PAS creates a file of 6502
mnemonics and address modes for
each of the 256 opcodes; this file is
loaded by EMUL6502.PAS, which is
the main code which emulates the
6502 microprocessor. COMMON.INC
is an include file required by both
files.

The 6502 emulator only processes
the bottom 32k of memory, so the
Pascal code must handle all accesses
above 8000 hex. An include file must
be used to emulate calls to the top
32k. The include file, SPECIAL.INC,
holds the example BBC Micro OS
calls which are all that are needed to
run the Acornsoft Lisp interpreter on
the emulator.

A list of commands accepted by
the emulator is given before the
program listings.

case a of I EXAMPLE SPECIAL. INC WHICH EMULATES BBC MICRO )
-12 : begin

writelnUOSBYTE Call: A = ',Areg); C FFF4 1
case Areg of
131 : begin Xreg := 0; Yreg := $19 end; I get PAGE 1

132 begin Xreg := 0; Yreg := $7c end; I get HIMEM 3
end;

end;
-15 : begin C FFF1 )

case Areg of
0 : begin C KEYBOARD INPUT /

readln(s). s := s + chr(13); Paraw := Xreg (Yreg shl 8);
buffer := MCParam] + Offsucc(Paraw)7 shl 8);
for loop := 0 to lengths) -1 do

MCbuffer+loopl..ord(sCloop+1]);
ClrCarry; Yreg := length(s)

end;
3 begin C RETURN INTERVAL TIMER)

buffer := Xreg + (Yreg shl 8); et[bufferl := 1;
for loop := 1 to 4 do MCbuffer.loop] := $ff

end;
else writeln('OSWORD : A = ',Areg,' X = ',Xreg,' V = ',Yreg);
end

end;
-18,-29

begin C FFEE I C WRITE CHARACTER TO SCREEN
if Areg = 13 then writeln
else if Areg = 12 then clrscr

else if Areg = 127 then write(chr(8))
else if (Areg > 311 and (Areg < 128) then write(chr(Aregt)

end;
-41 writeln('OSBGET Call')
else rwiteln('Unknown Call - ',D2H(a,4))



PROGRAM FILE
end;
DoCommand(RTS,Implied) C END OF SPECIAL. INC FILE /

I Included in CRAT6502.PAS and EMUL6502.PAS (ADN is AND as AND is reserved) ]

type Instructions = (ADC,ADN,ASL,BCC,BCS,BEQ,BIT,BMI,BNE,BPL,BRK,BVC,BVS,
CLC,CLD,CLI,CLV,CMP,CPX,CPY,DEC,DEX,DEY,E0R,INC,INX,
INY,JMP,JSR,LDA,LDX,LDY,LSR,NOP,ORA,PHA,PHP,PLA,PLP,
ROL,ROR,RTI,RTS,SBC,SEC,SED,SEI,STA,STX,STY,TAX,TAY,
TSX,TXA,TXS,TYA,UND);

modeType = (Immed,Abs,PageO,Accum,Implied,IndX,
Indy,ZeroX,ZeroY,AbsX,AbsY,Relat,Indir,Unknown).

strfield = stringEB01;
DescStr = stringI3].
FileDef = record

inst 1 Instructions.
mode : ModeType;
Deem : DescStr

end;
C End of COMMON.INC file C

program CreateData; 1 THIS PROGRAM CREATES THE DATA FILE FOR EMUL6502 3

(Si Common.inc 7

var Fi1e6502 : file of FileDef; Rec6502 : FileDef. r,check : integer;

procedure sla : integer; b : Instructions; c : ModeType; d : DescStr).
begin

with Rec6502 do begin inst := b; mode := c. desc :=- d; end;
check ..= check a a; seek(Fi1e6502,a). write(File6502,Rec6502)

end;
C INITIALISE 256 UNKNOWN COMMANDS /

begin
writeln('IBM Turbo PASCAL 6502 Emulator Table Creation Procedure.")

assign(File6502,'data6502.rel');
rewrite(File6502). seek(Fi1e6502,0);
Rec6502.inst := UND; Rec6502.mode := Unknown; Rec6502.Desc :- 'BYT .

check := 0; C ADDS UP ALL OPCODES TO CHECK YOUR TYPING /
for r := 0 to 255 do write(Fi1e6502,Rec6502).

s($6d,ADC,Abs, 'ADC"); s(S7d,ADC,AbsX,'ADC'); s($79,ADC,AbsY,'ADC').
s($65,ADC,Page0,'ADC'); s($61,ADC,IndX,'ADC'). s($71,ADC,IndY,'ADC').
s($75,ADC,Zeroy,'ADC'). s($69,ADC,Immed,'ADC');
s($2d,ADN,Abs,'AND'). s($3d,ADN,AbsX,'AND'). s($39,ADN,AbsY,'AND');
s($25,ADN,Page0,'AND"). s($35,ADN,ZeroX,'AND'). s($31,ADN,IndY-,'AND');
s($29,ADN,Immed,'AND"); s($21,ADN,IndX,'AND').
s($0e,ASL,Abs,'ASL'). s(Sle,ASL,AbsX,'ASL'). s($06,ASL,Page0,'ASL');
s($16,ASL,ZeroX,'ASL'); s($0a,ASL,Accum,'ASL').

s($90,BCC,Relat,'BCC'). s($b0,BCS,Relat,'BCS'). s(SfO,BEQ,Relat,"Bar);
s($30,BMI,Relat,'BMI'); s($2c,BIT,Abs,'B1T'). s($24,BIT,Page0,BIT'):
s($d0,BNE,Relat,'BNE'). s($10,BPL,Relat,'BPL'). s($00,BRK,Implied,'BRK').
s($50,BVC,Relat,'BUC'). s($70,BVS,Relat,'BVS');

s($1111,CLC,Implied,'CLC'). s($dB,CLD,Implied,'CLD').
s($513,CLI,Implied,'CL1'); s($1.11,CLV,Implied,'CLV').
s(Scd,CMP,Abs,'CMP'); s($dd,CMP,AbsX,'CMP'). s($019,CMP,AbsY, CMP');
s($c5,CMP,Page0,'CMP'); s($415,CMP,ZeroX,'CMP'). s($d1,CMP,IndY, CMP');
s(Sc9,CMP,Immed,'CMP'). s($cl,CMP,IndX,'CMP");
s(Sec,CPX,Abs,'CPX'). s($e4,CPX,Page0,'CPX'). s($e0,CPX,Immed,'CPX').
sfacc,CPY,Abs,'CPY'). s(Sc4,CPY,Page0,'CPY'). s($c0,CPY,Immed,'CPY');

s($ce,DEC,Abs,'DEC'). s(Sde,DEC,AbsX,'DEC'); s(Sc6,DEC,Page0,'DEC').
s($d6,DEC,ZeroX,'DEC"). s($ca,DEX,Implied,'DEX').5($1118,DEY,Implied,'DEY").

s($4d,E0R,Abs,'EOR'). s($5d,E0R,AbsX,'EOR'). s($51,E0R,IndY,"EOR').
s($59,E0R,AbsY,'EGR'); s($45,E0R,Page0,'EOR'). s($41,E0R,IndX,'EOR').
s($55,EOR,ZeroX,.EOR'). s($49,E0R,Immed,'EOR').

s($ee,INC,Abs,'INC'); s(Sfe,INC,AbsX,'INC'). s($011,1NY,Implied, INY').
s($e6,INC,Page0,.INC"); s($46,INC,ZeroX,'INC'). s($011,INX,Implied,'INX').

s($4c,..IMP,Abs,'JMP'). s($6c,JMP,Indir,'JMP'); s($20,JSR,Abs,'JSR').

s(Sad,LDA,Abs,'LDA'). s(Sbd,LDA,AbsX,'LDA"). s(Sbl,LDA,IndY,.LDA').
s($b9,LDA,AbsY,'LDA'); s(Sa5,LDA,Page0,'LDA'); s(Cal,LDA,IndX,'LDA').
s($135,LDA,ZeroX,'LDA'); s($a9,LDA,Immed,'LDA').
s(Sae,LDX,Abs,'LDX'). s(Sbe,LDX,AbsY,'LDX'); s($1,6,LDX,ZeroY,'LDX').
s($a2,LDX,Immed,'LDX'); s($a6,LDX,Page0,'LDX').
s(Sac,LDY,Abs,'LDY'). s(Sbc,LDY,AbsX,'LDY'). s(Sai4,LDY,Page0,'LDY');
s($1,4,LDY,ZeroX,'LDY'); s(Sa0,LDY,Immed,'LDY').
s($4e,LSR,Abs,'LSR'). s($5e,LSR,Absy,"LSR'). s($46,LSR,Page0,'LSR').
s($56,LSR,ZeroX,'LSR'); s($4a,LSR,Accum,'LSR');
s(Sea,NOP,Implied,'NOP');

s($0d,ORA,Abs,'ORA"). s($1d,ORA,AbsX,'ORA'). s($19,0RA,AbsY,'ORA').
s($05,0RA,Page0,'ORA'). s($15,0RA,ZeroX,'ORA'). si$11,0RA,IndY,'ORA');
s($09,0RA,Immed,'ORA'); s($01,0RA,IndX,'ORA');

s($48,PHA,Implied,'PHA'). s($08,PHP,Implied,"PHP');
s($60,PLA,Implied,'PLA'); s($20,PLP,Implied,'PLP').

s($2e,ROL,Abs,'ROL'); s($3e,ROL,AbsX,'ROL'). s($26,ROL,Page0,'ROL');
s($36,ROL,ZeroX,'ROL'); s(S2a,ROL,Accum,'ROL').
s($6e,ROR,Abs,'ROR'). s($7e,ROR,AbsX,'ROR'). s($66,ROR,Page0,'ROR');
s($76,ROR,ZeroX,'ROR'); s($6a,ROR,Accum,'ROR').
s($40,RTI,Implied,'RT1'); s($60,RTS,Implied,'RTS").

s(Sed,SBC,Abs,'SBC'). s($fd,SBC,AbsX,'SBC'). s(ef9,SBC,AbsY,'SBC.);
s($e5,SBC,Page0,'SBC'). s(Sf5,SBC,ZeroX,'SBC'). s(Sfl,SBC,IndY,'SBC');
s(Se9,SBC,Immed,'SBC'). s(Sel,SBC,IndX,'SBC').
s(S38,SEC,Implied,'SEC'). s($fB,SED,Implied,'SED').
s($7111,SEI,Implied,'SE1');
s($111d,STA,Abs,'STA'); s($9d,STA,AbsX,'STA°). s($99,STA,AbsY,'STA').
s($135,STA,Page0,'STA"). s($95,STA,ZeroX,'STA"). s($81,STA,IndX,'STA');
s($91,STA,IndY,'STA').
s($(11e,STX,Abs,'STX"). s($86,STX,Page0,"STX°). s($96,STX,ZeroY,'STX").
s(SE1c,STY,Abs,'SPC). s(S1114,STY,Page0,'STY'). s($94,STY,ZeroX,'STY').

s(faa,TAX,Implied,'TAX'). s($aB,TAY,Implied,'TAY').
s(Sba,TSX,Implied,'TSX'). s($13a,TXAOmplied,'TXA').
s($9a,TXS,Implied,'TXS'). s($98,TYA,Implied,'TYA').

close(Fi1e6502). writeln. writeCCHECKSUM ').
if check 0> 19563 then writeln('ERROR') else writeln('OK')

end.

C End of CRAT6502.PAS C

MICROMART

INCREDIBLE?
CHECK THESE HIGHLIGHTS

FROM

OUR PRICE -HONED
1986 RANGE!

EPSON INTERFACE PRICE BREAKTHROUGH

E/PC the INTELLIGENT printer buffer

for EPSON FX/LX/MX/RX printers.

Serial or parallel input, full

range of buffer memory sizes

right up to 256k! Features include

document repeat plus access to

Epson control codes for under -lining,

double -strike, etc.

TURBO -BUFFER VERSATILITY

Turbo -Buffer, available now with

serial or parallel interface

and many user features.

Dual Channel Turbo -Buffer gives

you parallel AND serial input

and output with switch -selectable

choice of output channel.

8k 79.50

16k 85.00

32k 96.50

64k 119.50

128k 142.00

256k 199.00

64k 140.00

256k 256.00

64k 195.00

256k 295.00

UP TO A MEGABYTE OF BUFFER MEMORY

FOR CAD & W/P

Megabuffer Universal Data Buffer has 64k 140.00

parallel and serial input and output 128k 216.00

as standard with copy, repeat and 256k 278.00

other useful functions. 512k 448.00

1024k 556.00

Call the Sales Office on 0533-778724
for up-to-date product news over our
whole range of buffers, T -switches,
plus automatic and buffered switches.

All prices subject to carriage and VAT. Trade,

corporate, and educational terms on request.

A)Line Dataspeed Devices Ltd.,
3 Auburn Road, Blaby, Leicester. LE8 3DR.

2 0533-778724.

FAITH ACCOUNTANCY
SOFTWARE

(£20 per month no minimum hire period)
Send f20,vm for diskIsl, p&p etc and you wit receive NOMINAL/SALES/
PURCHASE ledgers, INVOICING, STOCK CONTROL ESTIMATING, DATA
ANALYSIS, JOB COSTING, LETTER WRITER etc and later PAYROLL. This
software incorporates 6 years work. It is self -tutoring with no need to pre -define
account structure. The BALANCE SHEET/P&L account etc are immediately
updated as transactions are entered. Should you like the system it invoices you
C20+ VAT each month. NOW AVAILABLE for Apricot/IBM/Sirius/Victor. (Trade
enquiries welcome.)

NEW TO COMPUTERS?

For f2,750 we supply all necessary hardware and give 1/2 day training/
consultancy each week for 3 months in the use of the above software.

NEW and SECOND-HAND hardware supplied by us comes with FAITH.

ANY NEW SOFTWARE SUPPLIED @, LIST -20%. SECONDHAND SOFTWARE (0

LIST -5O%.

IMMEDIATE CASH FOR MOST BUSINESS HARDWARE. Good selection second

hand SIRIUS/VICTORS available.

CONSULTANCY /TRAINING / BESPOKE SOFTWARE / ACCOUNTANCY / WORD

PROCESSING / MAILSHOTS / EXPORT SERVICE etc.

Please ask. No task too small -even CV's.

Demonstrations etc by appointment I

PCS LTD
96 Oldfield Rd, Hampton, Middx TVV12 2HR

01/941 1447
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UK's LOWEST PRINTER PRICES

GOVERNMENT 700,7P
OVERSEAS ORDERS -=Z To
WELCOME

.4

KAGA TAXAN KP810
PLEASE RING FOR UNBEATABLE PRICE.

cn

-o
0

r-

1/)

Cf)

-13

C)
C)

77

C)

PLUS NEAR LETTER QUALITY
DOT MATRIX Ex VAT Inc VAT
SHINVVA CP A80 + NLQ £165.00 £189.75
EPSON LX 80 £190.00 £224.25
CANON 1080A £219.00 £251.85
IWO 5510 £209.00 £240.35
CANON 1156 £335.00 £385.25
EPSON FX 85 + £360.00 £414.00
EPSON FX 105 + £455.00 £523.25
EPSON LQ 800 £515.00 £592.25
EPSON LQ 1000 £546.00 £627.90
EPSON LQ 1500 £715.00 £822.25

DAISY WHEEL
QUENDATA 1120 £199.00 £228.85
JUICE 6100 Es LOWEST
EPSON DX100 - £356.00 £409.40
special offer

AIVISTRAD
PCW 8256 £389.00 £447.35
Full Sales & Support Service
AMSTRAD CPC £11.00 £12.65
parallel printer lead

EPSON PC1 x 51/4 £ CALL
EPSON PC 2 x 51/4 £ CALL
EPSON PC 20 MB HD £ CALL
Authorised Epson Dealer

1 SHELTON STREET, LONDON WC2H 9DG

DATABASE
PROGRAMMING

d Baselijd Base M
Informix & C

Regd Trademarks AshtonTate. RDS Inc.

FULL ACCOUNTS, STOCK.OR
TIME - MAILING - BROKING -

MATCH & RETRIEVE -ETC

01-240 3118
APPLICATIONS TRAINING
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PROGRAM FILE
program EMUL6502; ( 6502 EMULATOR PROGRAM WRITTEN IN TURBO PASCAL >

(Si Common.inc ) C Include file COMMON.INC )

MemDef = record bvalue . byte end;

const Pagel = 256; CLE = 4:13; ret = M13; del . itel;

var
disp : boolean; M : array[0..327671 of byte;
Fi1e6502 . file of FileDef; Data6502 ray[0..255] of FileDef;
MemDump . file of MemDef; MemRec . MemDef;
Areg,Xreg,Yreg,PSR,SP,opcode : byte;
s,t,spaces,HexCodes,Mnems,FileName . strfield;
PC,Branch,loop,temp,start,startAddr,EndAddr : integer;

procedure SetNegative; begin PSR := PSR or 128 end;
procedure ClrNegative; begin PSR ;= PSR and 127 end;

0 procedure SetOverFlow; begin PSR := PSR or 64 end;
procedure ClrOverFlow; begin PSR := PSR and 191 end;
procedure SetBreak; begin PSR :=. PSR or 16 end;

e

procedure ClrBreak; begin PSR := PSR and 239 end;
procedure SetDecimal; begin PSR := PSR or 8 end;
procedure C1rDecimal; begin PSR := PSR and 247 end;
procedure Setlnterrupt; begin PSR := PSR or 4 end;
procedure ClrInterrupt; begin PSR := PSR and 251 end;
procedure SetZero; begin PSR := PSR or 2 end;
procedure ClrZero; begin PSR := PSR and 253 end;
procedure SetCarry; begin PSR := PSR or 1 end;
procedure ClrCarry; begin PSR := PSR and 254 end;

function CarryClr : boolean; begin carryClr .= (PSR and 1) = 0 end;

0

function CarrySet : boolean; begin CarrySet := (PSR and 1) = 1 end;

function ZeroClr . boolean; begin ZeroClr := (PSR and 2) = 0 end;
function ZeroSet . boolean; begin ZeroSet := (PSR and 2) = 2 end;
function OverFlowC1r : boolean; begin OverFlowC1r := (PSR and 64) = 0 end;
function OverFlowSet : boolean; begin OverFlowSet := (PSR and 64) = 64 end;
function NegativeClr : boolean; begin NegativeClr := (PSR and 128) = 0 end;
function NegativeSet : boolean; begin NegativeSet .. (PSR and 128) = 128 end;
function DecimalSet : boolean; begin DecimalSet := (PSR and 8) = 8 end;

function CheckHex(a . char) : boolean;

0

begin CheckHex := ((a>='0') and (a<='9')) or ((a>='A') and (a<='F')) end;

function D2H(a,b : integer) : strfield; C CONVERT TO HEX FOR DISPLAY I
begin

for loop := 1 to b do
begin s := copy('0123456789ABCDEF',(a and 15).1,1).s; a := a shr 4 end;
D2H := s

end;

111

function Tab(a : integer) : strfield; begin Tab := copy(spaces,i,a) end;

function WrapAddr(a : integer) : integer;
begin if a = $7fff then WrapAddr ;= 0 else WrapAddr := succ(a) end;

function BITS(a : byte) : strfield; C SETS -BITS FOR STATUS REGISTER I
var mask : byte;

, begin
W s := "; mask := 128;

for loop .= 0 to 7 do
begin

0

if (a and mask)=mask then s.=s+'1' else s: s+'0'; mask := mask shr 1

end; BITS := s
end;

function FetchByte : byte; C GET A BYTE FROM PC AND INC PC (WRAP AT 58000) I

begin
if disp then HexCodes := HexCodes + D2H(MCPC1,2).";
FetchByte := MCPC]; PC := WrapAddr(PC)

end;

S

procedure tomnem(s : strfield); begin if disp then Mnems .= Mnems + s end;

procedure UpdateNandZ)ArithUnit 1 byte); ( SETS N AND Z FLAGS ON BYTE VALUE I
begin

if (ArithUnit and 128)=128 then SetNegative else ClrNegative;
if ArithUnit = 0 then SetZero else ClrZero

end;

function incbyte(b . byte) . byte; C WRAP BYTE (this probably not necessary) /

begin if b = 255 then incbyte := 0 else incbyte := succ(b) end;

0 function decbytelb : byte) : byte; C (Nor this thinking about it) I

begin if b = 0 then decbyte := 255 else dectyte := pred(b) end;

0

-

procedure Push(p : byte); C PUSH BYTE ON STACK THE DEC POINTER I
begin MCPagel + SP] := p; SP ;= decbyte(SP) end;

function Pull : byte; C INC STACK POINTER THEN PULL BYTE 1
111 begin SP := incbyte(SP); Pull := M[Pagel * SP] end;

function WrapByte(b . integer) : byte; begin WrapByte := b mod 256 end;

GetEA(AddressMode . ModeType) . integer; C MAIN ROUTINE )
var temp : byte; addr . integer; C TO GET ADDRESS OR BYTE /

function

begin
case AddressMode of
Abs : begin

addr:=FetchByte.(FetchByte shl 8); GetEA.=addr;
tomnem('$,D211(addr,4))

end;
Indir : begin

addr:=FetchByte.(FetchByte shl 8); tomnem('($'.D2H(addr,4).')');
if (addr mod 256)<>255 then GetEa := MEaddr].(11(succ(addr)] shl 8)
else C TO HANDLE JMP BUG. GOT TO THINK OF EVERYTHING ! )

begin GetEA := MCaddr].(M[addr-255] shl 8); tomnem(' BUG !!') end
end; 0PageP . begin temp.=FetchByte; tomnem('$',D2H(temp,2)); GetEa:=temp end;

AbsX : begin
addr:=FetchByte.(FetchByte shl 8); GetEa:=addr+Xreg;
tomnem('S'.1)2H(addr,4).',X')

end;
0

AbsY : begin
addr.=FetchByte.(FetchByte shl B); GetEA:=addr+Yreg;
tomnem('$'.028(addr,4).',Y')

end;

0

ZeroX : begin
addr:=FetchByte; GetEA:=WrapByte(addr.Xreg);
tomnem('$'+D2H(addr,2).',X')

end;
ZeroY : begin

addr:=FetchByte; GetEA:=WrapByte(addr+Yreg);
tomnem('$'+D21-1(addr,2).',Y')

ii

/ end;
IndY : begin

temp := FetchByte; GetEA :-= MItempl+(tffincbyte(temp)] shl 8)+Yreg;
tomnem('($,D2H(temp,2),),Y')

end;



PROGRAM FIL

.

.

IndX begin
temp:=FetchByte; tomnemC(S.+D2H(temp,2)+',X).);
temp:=wrapbyte(tempfXreg); GetEA:=MEtempl+CMCincbyte(temp)1 shl 8)

end;
Relat : begin

temp := FetchByte;
if temp>127 then addr := PC+(temp-256) else addr := PC + temp;
tomnem('S'+D2H(addr,4)+"); GetEA := addr

end;
Accum begin GetEe ;= Areg; tomnem('A') end;
famed : begin temp:=Fetchbyte. BetEA:=temp; tomnem('lt$ D2H(temp,2)) end
end

end;

procedure DoCommand(Instr Instructions; mode : modeType);
var CarryToAdd,temp byte;

EA,offset,suml,sum2,templ,temp2,Ans1,Ans2 : integer;
OldCarry boolean;

procedure DoSpecial(a integer);
var Inkey char; Param,x,y,buffer integer;
begin
C$i special.inc
end;

procedure Compare; C COMPARE TO BYTES AND SET FLAGS
begin

if suml >= sum2 then SetCarry else ClrCarry;
if suml = sum2 then SetZero else ClrZero;
suml suml - sum2;
if (suml and 128)=128 then SetNegative else C1rNegat ve

end;

procedure BCDAddition;
begin

ClrZero; ClrNegative; ClrOverFlow; ClrCarry;
tempi 4.= Areg mod 16; temp2 := temp mod 16;
if (templ<8) and (temp2<8) and (templftemp2+carrytoadd>7)

then SetOverflow;
ansl := templ+temp2+carrytoadd;
if (ansl mod 16) =0 then SetZero else ClrZero;
CarryToAdd ;= 0; ClrCarry.
if ansl >9 then begin CarryToAdch=1; SetCarry; Ans1:=Ans1-10 end;
tempi := Areg div 16; temp2 := temp div 16;
if (templ < 8) and (temp2 <8) and (templ+temp2+carrytoadd>7)

then SetOverflow;
Ans2 := templ+temp2+carrytoadd;
if (Ans2 mod 16)<>0 then ClrZero;
if (Ans2 and 81=8 then SetNegative;
CarryToAdd := 0; ClrCarry.
if Ans2 >9 then begin SetCarry; Ans2 := Ans2 - 10 end;
Greg := (Ans2 shl 4) + Ansl

end;

begin C ALL 6502 COMMANDS ARE CODED HERE EXCEPT RTC AND BRK
case Instr of
ADC begin

if mode = lmmed then temp := GetEA(mode)
else temp MEGetEA(mode)].
if CarrySet then CarryToAdd .= 1 else CarryToAdd 0;

if DecimalSet then BCDAddition
else
begin

if Greg > 127 then Suml := Areg - 256 else Suml := Areg;
if temp > 127 then Sum2 := temp - 256 else Sum2 temp;
Suml := Suml + Sum2 + CarryToAdd;

if (Suml <-128) or (Suml > 127) then SetOverFlow else ClrOverFlow;
i4 Areg+temp+CarryToAdd > 255 then SetCarry else CIrCarry;
Greg := wrapByte(Areg+temp+CarryToAdd); UpdateNandZ(Areg)

end
end;

ADN begin C THIS IS 'AND'. PASCAL USES 'AND' SO I CAN'T
if mode=lmmed then temp .= GetEA(mode) else temp := MEGetEA(mode)];
Areg := (Areg AND temp); UpdateNandZ(Areg)

end;
ASL begin

if mode = Accum then temp := GetEA(mode)
else begin EA := GetEA(mode); temp := MCEAl end;
if (temp and 128)=128 then SetCarry else ClrCarry;
temp temp shl 1;

if mode = Accum then Areg := temp else MIEAI := temp;
UpdateNandfltemp)

end;
BCC begin Branch .= GetEA(mode); if CarryClr then PC := Branch end;
BCS begin Branch := GetEa(mode); of CarrySet then PC := Branch end;
BED begin Branch .= GetEA(mode); if ZeroSet then PC := Branch end;
BIT begin

temp := 41[GetEA(mode)l.
if (temp and 128) =128 then SetNegative else C1rNegative;
if (temp and 64) = 64 then SetOverFlow else ClrOverFlow;
if (temp and Areg)= 0 then SetZero else ClrZero

end;
BNE begin Branch := GetEA(mode); if ZeroClr then PC := Branch end;
BMI : begin Branch := GetEA(mode); if NegativeSet then PC Branch end;
BPL : begin Branch GetEA(mode); if NegativeClr then PC := Branch end;
BVC : begin Branch := GetEA(mode); if OverFlowC1r then PC := Branch end;
BVS : begin Branch := GetEA(mode). if OverFlowSet then PC := Branch end;
CLC C1rCarry;
CLD C1rDecimal.
CLI : Clrinterrupt;
CLV : ClrOverFlow;
CMP begin

iuml := Greg;
f mode=Immed then sum2 := GetEA(mode) else sum2 := M[GetEA(mode)];
compare

end;
CPX begin

suml = Xreg;
if mode=Immed then sum2 GetEA(mode) else sum2 := M[GetEA(mode)];
compare

end;
CPV begin

suml := Yreg;
if mode=lmmed then sum2 := GetEA(mode) else sum2 := MCGetEA(mode)7,
compare

end;
DEC begin EA:=GetEA(mode); MCEAl.=decbyte(MCEAl); UpdateNandZ(M[EA]) end;
DEX : begin Xreg := decbyte(Xreg); UpdateNandZ(Xreg) end;
DEY begin Yreg := decbyte(Yreg); UpdateNandZ(Yreg) end;
FOR begin

if mode = Immed then temp GetEA(mode) else temp := MCGetEa(mode)J,
Areg .= (Greg XOR temp); UpdateNandZ(Areg)

end;
INC begin EA:=GetEA(mode); MCEAl.=incbyte(MIEAl). UpdateNandZ(MCEA1) end;
INX : begin Xreg i= incbyte(Xreg); UpdateNandZ(Xreg) end;
INY begin Yreg := incbyte(Yreg): UpdateNandZ(Yreg) end;
JMP begin PC := getEA(mode). if PC < 0 then DoSpecial(PC) end;
JSR : begin

EA := WrapAddr(PC). Push(EA div 256); Push(EA mod 256);
PC := GetEA(mode); if PC < 0 then DoSpecial(PC)

MICROMART

Squirrel'sArByte
COMPUTERS - CARRIAGE FREE!

BBC MASTER 128k 426.00 Amstrad 6128 colour 324.50
Amstrad PCW8256 394.75 Amstrad PCW8512 495.22

PRINTERS - f6.00 carriage
Citizen 120D 175.00 Shinwa CPA80+ 173.50
Epxon LX80 207.50 Juki 6100 299.00
Amstrad DMP2000 134.00 Juki 5510 272.00

RIBBONS - POST FREE!
Shinwa CP80 3.49 Amstrad 8256/8512 4.78
Kaga KP810/Canon 4.35 Amstrad DMP 2000 4.78
Epson FX/RX/MX 80 2.95 Juki 6100 s/s 1.45
Epson FX/RX/MX 100 4.50 Epson LX80 3.40
Seikosha GP80/100/250 3.20 Walters WM2000 3.85

DISKETTES - POST FREE!
Verbatim Datalife 5.25"

SS/DD 14.30 SS/QD 19.25

DS/DD 18.25 DS/CID 23.25

3" CF2 per 10 33.70 per 5 18.25

PAPER - post free!
12' x 9.25" 15.45 11 x 9.5" 13.45
2000 x 60gsm sheets
per box.
ACCESS/VISA WELCOME. Please add VAT to all prices (inc.
carriage). Many other items available - please ring

F-37 Coniston Road, Milton Mowbray
Leicester LE13 ONE. Tel: (0664) 63617

TDS900
FORTH COMPUTERS

, ,.,4044:444;:ift, ---..;,"----

Build inky '
the TDS900
into products
* Card computer. Up to 54K RAM, 8K ROM

' C-MOS for low power

' High level language. Compiled and fast Use
assembler and interrupts as needed

* Easy connection with serial and parallel
channels, A/D, D/A converters, triacs, printers.
keyboards and displays

Triangle Digital Services Ltd
100a Wood Street, London E17 3HX

Telephone: 01-520 0442 Telex: 262284 (Ref M0775)

111. 100

READ & PRINT
BAR-CODES USING

ANY COMPUTER
Complete identification system including microprocessor
controlled scanner hardware plus software to print barcodes
on Epson (or similar) dot matrix printer. Most industrial
8 commercial codes can be read. Packages
available for virtually any computer. Our systems are in
regular use by many private & public sector
organisations worldwide.
Prices start from £250. More information on
request.

ALTEK
INSTRUMENTS
Enterprise House
44-46 Terrace Road
Walton -on -Thames, Surrey
KT12 250
Tel: (0932) 244110
Telex: 295800 CWAOL

[II
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Professional Software
for your

IBM, PC and compatibles

FS-GRAPHKIT £19.95
A complete suite of graphic routines
callable from Fortran and Assembler.
A demonstration diskette is available for £4.99

FS-SORTMERGE £19.95
Sort Merge package callable from
Fortran and Assembler. May also be
used as a stand-alone utility.
A demonstration diskette is available for £4.99

FS-FLOTEXT £14.95

A text formatting package suitable for
writing documentation.
All prices include packing, post and VAT.

Send cheque with order to:

FORTRANSOFT LTD
60 Harness way

St Albans
Herts AL4 9HB

CABLES UNLIMITED
PARALLEL PRINTER CABLES

IBM PC and Compatibles 6ft. flex (standard) £15.00
IBM PC and Compatibles 6ft. flex (moulded) £20.00
Olivetti IBM Compatible 6 ft. flex (with long
screws) £16.00
Victor, Sirius, Apricot, Wang -6ft. Ribbon
Cable £12.00
Victor, Sirius, Apricot, Wang -6 ft. flex £16.00
BBC, Apple II+ & lie, Atari & Epson -6ft. Ribbon
Cable £950
Amstrad -6ft. Ribbon Cable £12.50

SERIAL PRINTER/EXTENSION CABLES
Serial 25D M/M 6 ft. with hood cover £12.00
Serial 25D F/F 6 ft. with hood cover £13.00
Serial 25D M/F 6ft. with hood cover (IBM,
Atari) £13.00
Serial Printer Cable for Apple lk- 6 ft. flex £9.00
Serial Printer Cable for BBC, Torch, Commodore -
6 ft. flex £9.00
Serial Printer Cable for Macintosh -6 ft. flex £13.00

ABOVE PRICES ARE EXCLUDING POSTAGE AND VAT.
KEYZONE LTD.
U14, Acton Business Centre, School Road, Park Royal,
London NW10 Tel: 01-9651684/1804. Telex 8813271.

P.B.
ELECTRONICS

Epsom Printers SD -10 £285.00

LX80 £187.00 SO -15 £360.00

FX85 £315.00 SR -10 £335.00

FX105 £395.00 SR -15 £412.00

LQ800 £418.00 Brother Printers (full

LQ1000 £559.00 range available)

Special Twi nwriter....f975.00

RX100+ £195.00 M1409 £295.00

* *Epson PC £ CALL M1509 £365.00

Star Printers 2024 £649.00

NL10 £199.00 HR35 £725.00

SG -15 £285.00 HR25 £625.00

Sony Diskettes

DSDD 31/2 Inch £29.50

(Box of Ten)

Full maintenance facilities for most
micro computers, printers, disk

subsystems etc ... IBM, Olivetti,
Epson, Compaq, Apricot Sirus,

Novell, etc, etc ...
P.O. Box 95, Warrington, WA4 1LL

Tel: (0925) 415635
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PROGRAM FILE
end;

LDA : begin
if mode=Immed then Areg .= GetEA(mode) else Areg := MEGetEA(mode));
UpdateNandZ(Areg)

end;
LOX : begin

if mode=Immed then Xreg := GetEA(mode) else Xreg := MCGetEA(mode)l;
UpdateNandZ(Xreg)

end;
0

LDY . begin
if mode=Immed then Yreg (= GetEA(mode) else Yreg ..- MCGetEA(mode)l;
UpdateNandZ(Yreg)

end;
LSR : begin

if mode = Accum then temp .= GetEA(mode)
else begin EA := GetEA(mode); temp := MCEA3 end;
if (temp and 1) = 1 then SetCarry else ClrCarry;
temp := temp shr 1;

if mode = Accum then Areg := temp else MEER] ,=- temp;

UpdateNandZ(temp)
end;

NOP : begin end; C DO NOTHING WHAT SO EVER >
ORA : begin

if mode=Immed then temp := GetEA(mode) else temp := MCGetEA(mode)l;
Areg (= (Areg OR temp); UpdateNandZ(Areg)

end;
0

PHA : Push(Areg);
PHP : Push(PSR);
PLA : begin Areg := Pull; UpdateNandZ(Areg) end;
PLP . PSR := Pull;
ROL : begin

if mode = Accum then temp := GetEA(mode)
else begin EA := GetEA(mode); temp := MEER] end;
OldCarry s. CarrySet;
if (temp and 128)=128 then setcarry else ClrCarry;
temp := temp shl 1;

if OldCarry then temp := temp or 1;
if mode = Accum then Areg r= temp else MCEAl .= temp;
UpdateNandZ(temp)

end;
ROR : begin

if mode = Accum then temp := GetEA(mode)
else begin EA := GetEA(mode); temp (= MCEAl end;
OldCarry .... CarrySet;
if (temp and 1)=1 then setcarry else ClrCarry;
temp ;.= temp shr 1;
if OldCarry then temp := temp or 128;
if mode = Accum then Areg := temp else MESA] := temp;
UpdateNandZ(temp)

end;
RTI : begin PSR := Pull; PC := Pull . (Pull shl 8) end;
RTS : PC := WrapAddr(Pull + (Pull shl 8));
SBC : begin

if mode = Immed then temp := GetEA(mode)
else temp := MEGetEA(mode)];
if CarrySet then CarryToAdd := 1 else CarryToAdd := 0;

0

if DecimalSet then
begin
temp :=- 99 -((temp din 16).10.(temp mod 16));

0

temp := ((temp div 10) shl 41 + (temp mod 10); BCDAddition
end
else
begin

if Greg > 127 then Suml := Greg - 256 else Suml := Greg;
if temp > 127 then Sum2 := temp - 256 else Sum2 := temp;
Suml := Suml - Sum2 . CarryToAdd - 1;

if (Sum( <-128) or (Sum) > 127( then SetOverFlow else ClrOverElow;
if Areg-temp+CarryToAdd-) < 0 then ClrCarry else SetCarry;

Areg .= wrapByte(Areg-temp+CarryToAdd-1); UpdateNandZ(Areg)
end

end;
SEC : SetCarry;
SED . SetDecimal;
SEI . SetInterrupt;
STA : MCSetEA(mode)] := Greg;
STX : MCGetEA(mode)] := Xreg;
STY . MEGetEA(mode)] := Yreg;
,TAX : begin Xreg := Greg; UpdateNandZ(Areg) end;
TAY : begin Yreg .= Greg; UpdateNandZ(Areg) end;
TSX : begin Greg := Sp; UpdateNandZ(Xreg) end;
TXA : begin Areg .= Xreg; UpdateNandZ(Areg) end;
TXS : SP := Xreg;
TVA : begin Areg := Yreg; UpdateNandZ(Areg) end
end

end;

procedure ReadData; C THIS LOADS THE 6502 CODES CREATED BY CRAT6502.PAS /
begin

ssign(file6502,'data6502.rel'); reset(file6502); seek(file6502,0);
for loop .. 0 to 255 do read(File6502,Data6502Cloopl);

0

close(file6502)
end;

procedure InitRegisters; C INITIALISE ALL REGISTERS AND CLEAR MEMORY I
begin

for loop:=0 to 32767 do MCloop]:=0;
Areg:=0; Xreg:=0; Yreg:=0; PC.=0; SP:=-Sff; PSR:=0

end;

procedure DisplayRegisters; C DISPLAY REGISTERS 1
begin

writeln; writeln('PC SR NV-BDIZC AC XR YR SP');
writeln(D2H(PC,4),' ',BITS(PSR),",D2H(Areg,2),' ',

D2H(Xreg,2),",D2H(Yreg,2),",D2H(SP,21); writeln
end;

procedure SaveRec(a.byte); begin MemRec.Bvalue..a; write(MemDump,MemRec) end;

LoadRec . integer;
begin read(MemDump,MemRec); LoadRec :. MemRec.Bvalue end;

function

procedure SaveMemory; t SAVE ENDADDR BYTES OF MEMORY FROM STARTADDR I
begin

writeln('Writing ',D2H(EndAddr,4),' Bytes.');
assign(MemDump,FileName); rewrite(MemDump); seek(MemDump,0);
SaveRec;StartAddr mod 256); SaveRec(StartAddr div 256);
SaveRec(EndAddr mod 256); SaveRec(EndAddr div 256);
SaveRec(PC mod 256); SaveRec(PC div 2561;
for loop := StartAddr to StartAddr + EndAddr do SaveRec(MEloopl);
close(MemDump)

end;

LoadMemory(a . integer); I LOAD ENDADDR BYTES I
begin

assign(MemDump,FileName); reset(MemDump); seek(MemDump,0);

procedure

StartAddr := LoadRec+(LoadRec shl 8); EndAddr:=LoadRec.(LoadRec shl 8);
PC := LoadRec./LoadRec shl 8); if a <> -1 then StartAddr .= a;
writeln("Loading ',D2H(EndAddr,4),' Bytes at ',D2H(StartAddr,4));
for loop .= StartAddr to StartAddr . EndAddr do MEloopl .. LoadRec;



PROGRAM FILE
close(MemDump)

end;

procedure SingleStep; C SINGLE STEP COMMAND AT PC I
begin

disp := true;
HexCodes := "; opcode .:= fetchbyte;write(D2H(PC,4),");Mnems := Data6502Copcodel.Desc.";

if Data6502C0pcodel.Mode = Unknown then tomnem('S'+O2H(Opcode,2))
else with Data6502fopcodel do DoCommand(instoiode);
writeln(copy(HexCodes+spaces,1,10),Mnems); DisplayRegisters

end;

praocedure UnAssemble; C DISASSEMBLE CODE BETWEEN TWO LOCATIONS )
vr temppc,addr,temp : integer;
begin

disp ;= true; tempPC ;= PC; PC := StartAddr; f DON'T LOSE PC )
repeatwrite(D2H(PC,4),"); HexCodes := "; opcode := fetchbyte;
Mnems :.= Data6502fopcodel.Desc+";
if Data6502f0pcodel.mode = Unknown then tomnem('S'+D2H(Opcode,2))
else temp := GetEA(Data6502(opcode].mode);
writeln(copy(HexCodes+spaces,1,10),Mnems);

until (PC > EndAddr) or (PC < StartAddr);
PC := tempPC

end;

procedure Run6502; f THIS RUNS THE CODE AT PC. PRESS ESC TO ABORT (IN THEORY))
var c : char;
begin

disp := false; write('Running..'); oprode .= fetchbyte;
while opcode <> 0 do
begin

with Data6502fopcodel do DoCommand(inst,mode);
if KeyPressed then
begin
read(Kbd,c); if c=1127 then begin opcode:=0; writeln('44 ABORT ++') end

end;
if opcode <> 0 then opcode := fetchbyte

end;
writeln; DisplayRegisters

end;

procedure DisplayMemory; C DISPLAY MEMORY BETWEEN 2 POINTS )
var i,j,k : integer;
begin

writeln; StartAddr := (StartAddr div 16) shl 4;
repeat
s := D2H(StartAddr,4)+"; t := ";
for j := 0 to 15 do
.begin

k:=M[StartAddr+J]; si=s+D2H(k,2)."; if 1=7 then s:=s+.-
if (k > 31) and (k<127) then t.=t4chr(k) else t.=t+'.'

end; writeln(s** '1-t); StartAddr.=StartAddr=16
until (StartAddr > EndAddr)

end;

procedure interface; C MAIN ROUTINE TO PROCESS USER COMMANDS I
var ProgExit : boolean;

CLine,Com,Value : strfield;
Command,Inkey : char;
Error : arras/CI-101 of strfield;
ComMode
loop,Er,cptr,Address,whoops,ByteValue,ComCount : integer;

function ToUpper(s : strfield) : strfield;
begin

if s<>" then for loop := 1 to length(s) do sfloopl:=Upcase(sIloopl);
ToUpper := s

end;

procedure SkipSpaces; begin while CLine[cptrl=" do cptr .= succ(cptr) end;.

procedure GetEquals;
begin

Cptr:=succ(Cptr); SkipSpaces;
if CLine[Cptr]<>'=' then Er:=2 else Cptr:=succ(Cptr)

end;

procedure GetAddress(x : integer);
var s : stringf41; c : char;
begin

if x = 1 then Cptr := succ(Cptr);
SkipSpaces; s := ";
repeat

c := CLine[Cptr];
if c = chr(13) then Er := 1

else
begin

if ChackHex(c) then begin si=s+c; Cptr:=succ(Cptr) end else Er := 3
end

until (length(s) = 4) or (Er K> 0);
if 8E11 > '7' then Er ;= 8;
if Er=0 then val('S,s,Address,whoops)

end;

procedure GetFileName;
var c . char;
begin

cptr .= succ(cptr); SkipSpaces; FileName := "T.
if CLineCCptr1 <> ''' then Er .= 9
else
begin
Cptr I= succ(Cptr);
while (CLine[cptr1 <> '.') and (CLineEcptrl K> CLE) do
begin FileName:=FileName.CLine(Cptrl; Cptr := succ(Cptr) end;
if CLine[cptr] = CLE then Er f= 9

end
end;

procedure GetRange(x : byte);
begin

GetAddress(1);
if (Er = 0) then
begin
StartAddr := Address; skipSpaces;
if CLine[Cptr] <> ',' then Er ew 5
else begin GetAddress(1); if (Er = 0) then EndAddr i= Address end

end;
if (Er = 0) and (x = 1) and (StartAddr > EndAddr) then Er := 6

end;

procedure GetByte;
string[2]; c : char;

begin
SkipSpaces; s := ";
repeat

c := CLine[Cptrl;
if c = chr(13) then Er 7.= 1

else

MICROMART

O

128, Regent Rd,
Leicester,
LE1 7PA.
(0533) 541597

PUITER
BINDERS

spEcaoffER.,::igor,
0PRINT-OUT BINDERS

0 21001 MANILLA BINDER 11" a VA' each 0.80p0
8002 MANILLA BINDER _____ II" a 2414" each 1.009

0 8003 PVC 11" a 91/2" each 1.5590
8004 PVC 11"414W each 2.009

0O LISTING PAPERS
0 LP005 MUSIC RULED IN GREEN 11 a 141/3 125 Mons 2.53p 0

LP006 MUSIC RULED IN GREEN 11" 4 14W 250 forms 3.97p

0 LP007 MUSIC RULED IN GREEN 11" 0 14W 500 forms 6.849 0

Legge PLAIN 11" 8 11W 125 forms 2.39p

OLP009 PLAIN 11" a 91/2" 250 teens 3.70p

L.pcno PLAIN 11- a 916- 500 forms 5.869

Cheques made payable to:- Impact business forms Limited.

IBM apricot , COMPATIBLES

TOP QUALITY SOFTWARE
at UNBEATABLE PRICES

MAGICALC £70 Spreadsheet with Matrix, Trig and many
more features

PEDIT86 £65 Programmers Editor with over 50 com-
mands - very versatile

HEXED86 £20 Hexadecimal File Editor with ASCII 8 HEX
windows

TOOLSET Packages available which include various utility
programs, some shown below . . .

GREP86 £10 Better than UNIX Grep utility
MERGE £15 File Merge with many formats
REPLACE £10 Search&Replace, any File type
MDUMP £10 RAM/ROM Dump, HEX+ASCII
MASK £15 Makes Files READONLY or HIDDEN
ODEL £10 DEL with prompt for each file

and many more utilities for the business and programmer
Programs are for MS-DOS and PC -DOS Computers

4 or More purchased = 10% DISCOUNT

ALL programs supplied with DOCUMENTATION
PLEASE RING US FOR YOUR FREE CATALOGUE

LAMBDA SOFTWARE LTD
106-108 MARKET STREET

THORNTON, BRADFORD BD13 3EP
Tel: (0274) 832283 for ALL enquiries

ALL PRICES INCLUDE P&P. NO VAT CHARGE

AUTHORS
FED UP WITH

COUNTING WORDS?
WORD COUNT WILL DO IT FOR YOU

IN SECONDS

ONLY £35 INCLUSIVE

Compatible with almost all WP programs
For MS PC -DOS, CP M80 or 86

Please specify computer/system required

(Ell extra for non-standard disks)

SAE FOR FULL DETAILS:

WORD
COUNT

(0474) 872558

34 CAPELANDS

NEW ASH GREEN

KENT DA3 8LG
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Centronics or RS232
serial interfaces for

SHARP MZ 700

also

PRINTERS

Send for details:

PETERSON
ELECTRONICS LTD

ACADEMY STREET, FORFAR,
TAYSIDE DD8 2HA

TEL: 0307 62591

COMPUTER REPAIRS
* COMPUTERS (Business & Personal)

* DISK DRIVES (51/4", 8",3", 31/2")

* WINCHESTERS
* MONITORS, VDUs. PRINTERS

* IBM PC and APPLEBOARDS

* IBM POWER SUPPLIES

* XEBEC CONTROLLERS
* Fixed repair charges

* 3 months warranty on repaired part

A.N. ELECTRONIC & COMPUTER
SERVICES LTD

13013 North Lane, Aldershot, Hants
Tel: Aldershot (0252) 25608

Repair Centre appointments
welcomed

SPECTRUM REPAIRS

SPECTRUM 16/48 £18.95
SPECTRUM PLUS £18.95
INTERFACE 1 £18.95
INTERFACE 2 £18.95
MiCRODRIVE £18.95
MEMORY UPGRADE £34.00
QL PHONE FOR PRICE
COMMODORE 64

THE PRICES SHOWN ARE FULLY INCLUSIVE
OF PARTS, LABOUR, RETURN POSTAGE,
INSURANCE AND 3 MONTH GUARANTEE.
SEND ITEM WITH CHEQUE AND DESCRIPTION
OF FAULT TO:

8UREDATA

45 WYCHWOOD AVENUE, Dpt. PCW
CANONS PARK, EDGWARE
MIDDX HA8 8T0
Telephone: 01-951 0124
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PROGRAM FILE
i

begin
if CheckHex(c) then begin s:=s+c; Cptr.=succ(Cptr) end else Er := 3

end
until (length(s) = 2) or (Er <> 0);
if (Er = 0) then val('S'+s,ByteValue,whoops)

end;

procedure GeteBits;0 var s : sir -Ingle]; v . byte; c : char;
begin

SkipSpaces; s :=
repeat

c := CLinetCptr];
if c = chr(13) then Er := 1

else

if lc = '0') or (c = '1') then
begin 

begin s .= s + c; Cptr := succ(Cptr) end else Er := 3
end

until (length(s) = 8) or (Er <3 0);
if Er=0 then begin

temp := 128; v := 0;
for loop:=1 to 8 do
begin if 0[loop]='1' then v:=v+temp; temp:=temp shr 1 end;

ByteValue := v
end

end:

procedure FillArea(a : byte); I FILL MEMORY WITH ZEROS I
begin for loop := StartAddr to EndAddr do ti(loopl := a end;

function KeyByte : byte;
begin

KeyByte:=0; GetEguals;
if Er=0 then begin GetByte; if Er=0 then KeyByte .= ByteValue end

end;

procedure Editor;
var KeyExit,EditExit,Minusd : boolean;

Inkey : char;
. stringC2J.

whoops,t : integer;
begin

');StartAddr:=Address; writeln; write(D2H(StartAddr,4),
EditErit:=false;
repeat

Keyexit:=false; c:= ; Minusd:=false; write(D2H(M[StartAddr],2), . ;

repeat
read(kbd,InKey); Inkey := UpCase(Inkey);
case Inkey of
'-' : begin

KeyExit := true; Minusd := true;
if StartAddr = 0 then StartAddr := 32767
else StartAddr .= pred(StartAddr); 0
writeln; write(D2H(StartAddr,4),")

end;
ret : begin

EditEKit := true; KeyExit := true;
if c <> " then
begin

if length(c)=1 then c := '0',c; 0
val('S,c,t,whoops); M(StartAddr] := t

end
end;

: begin
KeyExit := true;
if c <> " then
begin ID

if length(c)=1 then begin c := '0'+c; write( ) end;
val('S,c,toshoops); MEStartAddr] := t

end else write(");
StartAddr := WrapAddr(StartAddr)

end;

'4'..'F' : if length(c)<2 then begin c:=c+Inkey; write(Inkey) end;
del ) if length(c)<>0 then

begin
rite(chr(8),",chr(8)); if length(c)=1 then c := "
else c := c[1]

end
end

until KeyExit;
if not(EditExit) and not(Minusd) then
begin

if StartAddr mod 8 = 0 then
begin writeln; write(D2H(StartAddr,4),") end else write(")

end
until EditEkit; writeln

end;

procedure GetCom; ( GET 3 COMMAND CHARS AND VALIDATE I
var ComOK : boolean;
begin

if length)CLine)<3 then Er := 1

else
begin

Com := copy(CLine,1,3); ComCount := 0; ComOk := false;
repeat
if Data6502[ComCountl.Desc=Com then ComOk.=true
else ComCount := succ(ComCount)

until ComOK or (ComCount = 256); if not(ComOK) then Er := 1

end
end;

procedure GetMode; ( GET ADDRESS MODE AND VALIDATE )
var mask : strfield; c : char;
begin

ComMode := Unknown;
if length(CLine)=4 then ComMode := Implied
else
begin

delete(CLine,1,3); mask := "; value := ";

0

while CLine[l] <> CLE do
begin

c:=CLineEll;

0

if CheckHex(c) then begin mask:=mask+'n'; value:=value+c end
else mask 1= mask + c;

delete(CLine, 1,1)
end;
if mask = 'MSnn' then ComMode := 'aimed; ID
if mask = 'S.Innn' then ComMode := Abs; ( Or Relative /
if mask = 'Srinnn,X' then ComMode := AbsX;

0 if mask = 'Snnnn,Y' then ComMode := AbsY;
if mask = "(Srin,X)* then ComMode := IndX;
if mask = .(Srin),Y' then ComMode := IndY;
if mask = '($nnnn)' then ComMode := Indir;
if mask = 'inn' then ComMode := Page0;
if mask = 'Snn,X. then ComMode := ZeroX;
if mask = 'Snn,Y' then ComMode := ZeroY;
if (mask = 'n') and (Value = 'A') then ComMode := Accum



PROGRAM FILE
end

end;

procedure DoEr(a : integer; b strfield);
begin writeln(Tab(a),'^'); writeln(Tab(a),'Error ',b) end;

procedure DropCode;
yar ComFound boolean; Operand,OperandLo,OperandNi,Offset integer;
begin

ComFound := false; ComCount 0;

val('S'fValue,Operand,whoops); yal("S"+copy(Value,1,2),OperandLo,whoops):
if length(Value)>2 then val('$,copy(Value,3,2),OperandHi,Whoops);
repeat
with Data6502(ComCount] do

if ((Desc = Com) and (Mode = ComMode)) or
((Desc = Com) and (Mode = Re1at) and (ComMode = Abs))

then ComFound := true else ComCount := succ(ComCount)
until ComFound or (ComCount = 256);
if ComFound then
begin

MEAddressl := ComCount; Address := WrapAddr(Address);
case Data6502[ComCount].Mode of
Immed,IndX,IndY,Page0.ZeroX,ZeroY

: begin MCAddress]:=OperandLo; Address:=WrapAddr(Address) end;
Indir,Abs,AbsX,AbsY

begin
MEAddress]:=OperandHi; Address := WrapAddr(Address):
MCAddress/:=OperandLo; Address := WrapAddr(Address)

end;
Rel at

: begin
Offset := Operand - address -1;
if (Offset < -128) or (Offset > 127) then
begin DoEr(9,'Branch Too Far'); Address := pred(Address) end
else begin MEAddress] := Offset; Address := WrapAddr(Address) end

end
end

end else DoEr(9,'Illegal Address Mode')
end;

procedure Assemble;
yar AssExit boolean;
begin
AssExit':= false;
repeat

write(D2H(address,4),"); readln(CLine); CLine:=ToUpper(CLine)fchr113);
while (CLine<>") and (pos(",CLine)<>0) do
delete(CLine,pos(",CLine),1).

if CLine = chr(13) then AssExit := true
else
begin

Er := 0; GetCom;
if Er = 0 then
begin
GetMode;
if ComMode<>Unknown then DropCode else DoEr(9,'Unknown Addr Mode')

end else DoEr(5,'Unknown Opcode")
end

until AssExit; Er :a. 0

end;

begin
Error(11 := 'Unexpected End of Line'; Error(27
Error[3] := "Illegal Character'; ErrorE43
Errorl5] := 'Comma Expected'; ErrorT6]
Error -En := 'Bad Command. Type ? for help"; Error -Eel
Error[9] := Expected';
ProgExit := false;
repeat

write('-'); readln(CLine);
if length(CLine) <> 0 then
begin

CLine := ToUpper(CLine)fchr(13);
Cptr := 1; SkipSpaces; Command .= CLine[Cptrl; Er := 0;
case Command of

: begin
Cptr := succ(Cptr);
case CLine[Cptrl of
'C' Areg := KeyByte;
'0' .1 begin GetAddress(1); if Er=0 then Assemble end
else Er := 4
end

end;
: begin GetAddress(1); if Er=0 then Editor end;
begin

GetRange(1);
if (Er = 0) then
begin
SkipSpaces; if CLine[Cptrl <> ',' then Er := 5
else begin

Cptr := succ(Cptr);
GetByte; if Er=0 then FillArea(ByteValue)

end

:= '= Expected';
'Unknown Command";
'Illegal Range';
'Range 0000-7FFF';

end
end;

"6' Run6502; < RUN CODE FROM CURRENT PROGRAM COUNTER /
'L' : begin

GetFi leName;
if Er=0 then
begin

Cptr := succ(Cptr); SkipSpaces;
if CLine[Cptr3 = ",' then
begin GetAddress(1); if Er=0 then LoadMemory(Address) end

else LoadMemory(-1)
end

end;
'M' : begin GetRange(1); if Er=0 then DisplayMemory end;
"P" : begin

Cptr := succ(Cptr);
if CLine1Cptrl = 'C' then
begin

GetEquals;
if Era0 then begin GetAddress(0); if Er=0 then PC:=Address end

end else Er := 4
end;

'0' begin
write("Ouit - Are You Sure (Y)es or (N)o ? ");

repeat read(Kbd,Inkey); Inkey := Upcase (Inkey)
until (Inkey = "N') or (Inkey = "V');
if Inkey = "Y' then ProgExit := true else writeln

end;
'R' DisplayRegisters;
'S' a begin

Cptr := succ(Cptr);
case CLinelCptrl of
CLE SingleStep;
"P' : SP := KeyByte;
"R" : begin

GetEguals;
if Er=0 then

MICROMART

EDITORLI A 7ER VICES

TYPESETTING
from

WORD -PROCESSORS
We undertake all kinds of wordprocessor work
including re-editing of text files, direct and
modified typesetting from text and database
files and paste-up to finished CRC.

Convert files between different wordprocessor
formats, format databases for printing or

setting on most CP/M systems - with
CONVERTA (£50 inc. VAT+ P&P). Not for
beginners, requires understanding of DDT etc
to use.
Rushley, Langport, Som (0458) 250834
33 Clerkenwell Close, EC1 (01) 253 1085

Telex 265871 (quote W11001 ) BTG 76,WJJ077

BEST UK
SOFTWARE PRICES?

Buy from TriSoft Ltd., the specialist software company
formed by microcomputer consultants.
* Over 400 leading software packages
* Independent advice in making your choice.
* Professional staff + network of consultants
* Most formats. All programs latest versions

SAGE ACCOUNTANT £320
ACCOUNTANT PLUS f435

dBase II

Wordstar Prof
Lotus 1-2-3

dBase III plus 595 335 MS word
Framework 2 550 325 Open access 395

The price quoted are for IBM only. For other formats please enquire.
Please phone or write for our comprehensive prim list

PLEASE SEE PAGES 82 and 123 FOR OUR MAIN ADVERTS

List Our

Price Price

f f
395 245 DMS Delta 4

399 219 Superproject plus
395 247 Supercalc 3 V21

List

Price

495

495

360

400

Our
Prim

345

345

175
265
295

air golViOrZi
Crown Square, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 3AT

Tel: (1629-3021 (6 lines)
Telex: 8950511 ONEONE G

WANTED FOR CASH!!
ALL TYPES OF COMPUTER

EQUIPMENT
ATARI, AMSTRAD, BBC, COM 64,

APRICOT, IBM PC, etc, etc

WE BUY, SELL
AND PART EXCHANGE

NEW AND USED
FULL MAIL ORDER SERVICE

WITH GUARANTEE
Educational discounts available

(DATA DIRECT LTD)
53 RUGBY ROAD, WORTHING, SUSSEX

BN11 5NB
Tel: (0903) 40509 24 hours
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SPIDER 2
REAL-TIME CONTROL FOR THE BBC MICRO

SPIDER 2 is a RAM/ROM-combination
which uses none of the BBC's
memory, so BASIC programs are
unaffected. THE BBC B+ is fully

supported and we supply a complete
range of digital analogue and serial

interfaces for use with SPIDER using
the 1MHz bus. Ask now for details.

WATCH THE SPIDER!
AVPrArrerful new BASIC commands for invoking,

PROCs from the User Port, Serial Port or the
Keyboard.

* 8 independant countdown timers.
 Easy to install with no soldering.

.AIK Comprehensive manual supplied.

New SPIDER 2 features
if Special keywords for controlling the Serial Port
8i Professional implementation of Foreground/

Background processing.
* Reaction timing and pulse trains accurate to 0.1

milliseconds!

from £65 including VAT

PAUL FRAY LTD.
Willowcrott, Histon Road, Cambridge CB4 3JD

Telephone: (0223) 66529

DISK-OUNT DISKS
FROM

MONAS OVERSEAS UK LTD
UNIT 34, CANNON WORKSHOPS

CANNON DRIVE, WEST INDIA DOCK
LONDON E14 9SU. Tel: (01) 987 3213

,seit. LOOK AT SO,i701,to

so* THESE 31/2" PRICES? 47C6

PRICES PER BOX OF
10 DISKS (f) - POST FREE (IN UK)

1 2-5 6-9 10
SONY (Branded)
SS'DD 23.00 21.00 20.00 19.00
DS/DD 29.50 29.00 28.50 28.00

PLAIN LABEL (In Lib Box)
SS/DD 18.00 17.00
DS/DD 25.50 24.50

16.00 15.00
23.50 22.50

BARGAIN SONY BULK PRICES ALSO AVAILABLE

CALL US FOR OTHER BARGAINS ON 51/4"

MAXELL - DYSON - NASHUA - FUJI
MALL PRICES EX VAT
(SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY)

LOW!LOW!LOW!LOW!
LOWEST PRICES

ATARI 520ST £560 + VAT
ATARI 1040STF £680 + VAT
BBC MASTER 128 £390 + VAT
AMSTRAD PCW 8256

£370 + VAT
EPSON TAXI PC (IBM Compat)

from £775 + VAT
APRICOT Fl (incl Monitor)

£550 + VAT
NEW

our own IBM compatible with
legal bios and MS Dos.

1 years warranty FROM £495.
96- RING US NOW

1st CHOICE DISCOUNT MICROS
TEL: 01-992 2512

43 CHATSWORTH GDNS, LONDON W3 9LP

begin GetBBits; if Er=0 then PSR := ByteValue end
end;

else Er 4
end

end;
begin GetRange(1); if Er -0 then UnAssemble end;
begin

GetFileName;
if Er=0 then
begin

Cptr := succ(cptr); SkipSpaces:

if cLioeccptr3 <> then Er := 5
else begin GetRange(0). if Er=0 then SayeMemory end

end
end;
begin
Cptr := succ(Cptr);
if CLine[Cptr] = 'R' then Dreg := KeyByte else Er := 4

end;
"Y begin

Cptr := succ(Cptr);
if CLine[Cptr] = "R then Yreg := KeyByte else Er := 4

end;
: begin

writeln( IBM Turbo PASCAL 6502 Emulator Commands"). writeln:
writeln( AC =nn Set Accumulator');
writeln( AS ssss Assemble starting at ssss*);
writeln(" E ssss Edit bytes from ssss");
writeln(' F ssss,eeee,nn Fill Memory ssss..eeee with nn');
writeln(' G Start Program from current PC.);
writeln(' L "name.,ssss Load memory (ssss optional)");
writeln(' M ssss,eeee Display Memory, ssss..eeee");
writeln(' PC - nnnn Set Program Counter");
writeln(' Q Quit 6502 Emulator');
writeln(' R Display Register contents*);
writeln(' S Single Step from current PC');
writeln(' SR = bbbbbbbb Set Status Register");
writeln(' SP = nn Set Stack Pointer");
writeln(" U ssss,eeee UnAssemble Code ssss..eeee');
writeln(* W .name",ssss,1111 Write 1111 bytes from 5sss");
writeln(" XR nn Set X register*);
writeln(" YR = nn Set Y register"); writeln

end
else Er := 7
end;
if Er <> 0 then
begin writeln(Tab(cptr), -"); writeln(Tab(cptr), Error ',Error[Er]) end

end
until ProgExit

end;

begin
writeln("IBM Turbo PASCAL 6502 Emulator. By Mark Needham (April 191116).").
spaces := '

ReadData; InitRegisters; DisplayRegisters; Interface
end. ( end of EMQL6502.PAS/

Spectrum Pascal Harmonogyaph

by Phil Tipping

The amount of background detail,
history and documentation which
accompanies this program is phe-
nomenal: nine pages of a carefully -
written and elaborate description of
the harmonograph, plus the listing.
This is followed by five pages of dia-
grams of two different types of har-
monograph, and two pages and
three photographs of harmonograph
output. There just isn't room in Prog-
ram File for all this documentation,
and since the program is, essentially,
concerned with program listings, I

decided to concentrate on these.
Just to précis the documentation a

little, a harmonograph is a mechanic-
al device for producing abstract
drawings. It consists of a large, flat
board which can easily be swung in
two dimensions. Over this is sus-
pended a pen in such a way that it
stays still, relative to the board, but
remains in contact. If a sheet of pap-
er is attached to the board and the
board is set in motion, the harmono-
graph draws pleasing patterns made

up of elliptical curves. The basic
mechanism can be enhanced to pro-
duce more complex swinging and so
more complex patterns.

The first three procedures in the
program are support routines which
interface to the Spectrum ROM for
plotting points and drawing lines.
They have been taken from the
Hisoft Pascal Manual. The program
produces points along the curve
which the harmonograph produces,
and joins these by straight lines. The
program terminates when dimension
or angle limits are reached, unlike
the harmonograph itself which stops
when friction finally gets the better
of it.

It should be pointed out that fric-
tion is an important part of the har-
monograph and helps to make the
drawings more interesting.

The program is based upon the
formulae for two swinging pendu-
lums: one describing a rotating,
diminishing ellipse; the other a dimi-
nishing circle.
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PROGRAM FILE
C4A2
C4A2
C4A2
C4A2
C4A2
C4A2

20
30
40
50
60
70

($L")

PROGRAM HARMONOGRAPH;
(Version 19)

(

C4A2 80 Aim - To draw a diminishing circle superimposed on a
C4A2 90 rotating diminishing ellipse.
C4A2 100
C4A2 110 Variable name terminology:-
C4A2 120
C4A2 130 ellip, circ = ellipse, circle.
C4A2 140 len, wid = ellipse length 8 width.
C4A2 150 rad = circle radius.
C4A2 160 ang = angle.
C4A2 170 axisang = axis angle for rotation.
C4A2 180 incr . increment (-ve = decrement).
C4A2 190 start . starting value.
C4A2 200
C4A2 210 e.g elliplenincr = increment for ellipse length
C4A2 220 to be added at each calculation/plot.
C4A2 230
C4A2 240
C4A2 250
C4A2 260
C4A2 270
C4A2 280 (Switch off run time checks for speed)
C4A2 290 ($0 -,S -,A-)
C4A2 300
C4A2 310
C4A2 320
C4A2 330 ( )

C4A2 340 (Constants)
C4A2 350 ( )

C4A2 360 CONST
C4A2 370 (Offset from origin)
C4A2 380 xoffset = 128;
C4A2 390 yoffset . 87;
C4A2 400
C4A2 410
C4A2 420 (Dimension start values)
C4A2 430 elllplenstart = 120;
C4A2 440 ellipwidstart . 20;
C4A2 450 circradstart . 5;

C4A2 460
C4A2 470
C4A2 480 (Angle start values)
C4A2 490 ellipangstart = 1.5;
C4A2 500 circangstart . 1.5;
C4A2 510 axisangstart . 0;

C4A2 520
C4A2 530
C4A2 540 (Dimension increments)
C4A2 550 elliplenincr = -0.08;
C4A2 560 ellipwidincr = -0.01;
C4A2 570 circradlncr = -0.001;
C4A2 580
C4A2 590

C4A2 600 (Angle increments)
C4A2 610 ellipangincr = -0.3;
C4A2 620 circangincr . 0.32;
C4A2 630 axisanglncr . -0.003;
C4A2 640
C4A2 650
C4A2 660 (Dimension limits)
C4A2 670 elliplenlimit = 20;
C4A2 680 ellipwidlimit . 5;

C4A2 690 circradlimit = 1;

C4A2 700
C4A2 710 (Angle limits (if reqd)
C4A2 720 axisanglimit . -3; (radians)
C4A2 730
C4A2 740
C4A2 750 (

)

C4A2 760 (Variables)
C4A2 770 ( )

C4A2 780 VAR
C4AB 790 (Dimensions)
C4AB 800 elliplen,
C4AB 810 ellipwid,
C4AB 820 circrad : REAL;
C4AB 830
C4AB 840 (Angles)
C4AB 850 ellipang,
C4AB 860 circang,
C4AB 870 axisang : REAL;
C4AB 880
C4AB 890 (Coordinates)
C4AB 900 xold,
C4AB 910 xnew,
C4AB 920 yold,
C4AB 930 ynew : INTEGER;
C4AB 940
C4AB 950
C4AB 960
C4AB 970 ( )

C4AB 980 (Graphics Support Routines (from PISOFT manual)
C4AB 990 ( )

C4AB 1000
C4AB 1010 PROCEDURE drawlinesupport
C4AE 1020 (x, y, signx, signy : INTEGER);
C4AE 1030
C4AE 1040 {

C4AE 1050 Aim - Used in conjunction with the LINEDRAW procedure.

MICRCAVIART
ATHANA
DISKETTES

THE BEST DISKETTE THAT MONEY CAN BUY!

LIFETIME WARRANTY
Certified Error Free

latem4.1

8.00"
SSDD £1.48 - DSDD £2.08
YOU KNOW US BY NOW

BUT JUST IN CASE YOU DON'T. WE ARE THE
PEOPLE THAT MAKE THE DISKETTE FAVOURED
BY MAJOR SOFTWARE COMPANIES AND OEM'S,
AND THAT INCLUDES SOME OF THE BIGGEST
NAMES IN THE INDUSTRY COMPANIES WHOSE
NAMES ARE HOUSEHOLD NAMES AROUND THE
WORLD. ATHANA DISKETTES ARE GOOD SO
GOOD THAT A LOT OF MAJOR SOFTWARE
PUBLISHERS, COMPUTER MARKETERS INSIST
ON THEM

5.25"
SSDD DSDD

£0.99 48 TPI £1.09 48 TPI
£1.12 96 TPI £1.34 96 TPI

ATHANA DISKETTES ARE SOLD IN THREE PACK-
AGING CONFIGURATIONS - POLYBAGS OF 25,
STANDARD PACKAGE OF 10, AND PLASTIC LIB-
RARY CASE OF TEN. ALL COME WITH SLEEVE,
REINFORCED HUBS, USER ID LABELS, AND
WRITE PROTECT TABS PRICES ARE SLIGHTLY
HIGHER IF PURCHASED IN STANDARD PACK-
AGING OR IN PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE

H
3.50"

SSDD £2.20 - DSDD £2.80
WHEM MEMORIES ARE WORTH

KEEPING ... IT'S
ATHANA DISKETTES!

ATHANA DISKETTES ARE MANUFACTURED BY OUR
PARENT COMPANY IN LOS ANGELES UNDER THE MOST
STRINGENT QUALITY PROCEDURES. THEY WORK TIME
AFTER TIME. EVERY TIME! AFTER ALL WHEN A MAJOR

SOFTWARE COMPANY OF OEM PUT THEIR NAME ON A
DISKETTE. THEY CANNOT AFFORD TO TAKE CHANCES.

"AT'S" THAT WORK!
THAT'S RIGHT, HIGH DENSITY DISKS FOR
THE IBM "AT" AND COMPATIBLES, THAT
WORK. EVERY TIME, ALL THE TIME
£35.00 - PACKAGE OF 10

COLOURED DISKETTES
ATHANA DISKETTES ARE ALSO AVAIL-
ABLE IN LIGHT BLUE, DARK BLUE, RED,
SILVER AND YELLOW AT A SMALL 10%
UP -CHARGE MINIMUM ORDER 50.

HOW TO ORDER - 0-800-525585
FOR FAST SERVICE CALL OUR TOLL FREE NUMBER
ABOVE AND USE YOUR ACCESS CARD, OR CHEQUE IN
ADVANCE. WE ALSO ACCEPT PURCHASERS ORDERS
FROM GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS. SHIPMENT IS
NORMALLY WITHIN 24 HOURS AND WE OFFER A MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE, ALL PRICES ARE PLUS VAT. QUAN-
TITIES OF 50 DISKETTES OR MORE ARE SHIPPED
FREIGHT ALLOWED. FOR ORDERS LESS THAN 50 ALLOW
£2.00 FOR POSTAGE AND PACKING.

FOR ORDERS & DEALER INQUIRIES:
0-800-525585

Athana International Ltd
470 LONDON ROAD, SLOUGH, BERKS
SL3 8QY ENGLAND TEL (0753) 682923
OR TELEX 847185 FAX (0273) 40990
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MICROMART
DISCOUNT AMSTRAD & APRICOT

COMPUTERS ex VAT Carr IncVAT
BBC 128k Master Series
Amstrad CPC 6128 9 reen scrn

400.00
245.00

5.00
6.00

465.75
288.65

Amstrad CPC 6128 col scrn
Amstrad PCW 8256

325.00
375,00

6.00
8.00

380.65
440.45

Apricot F2 + monitor + LX80
Apricot F10 * monitor + LX80

1150.00
1500.00

1600
10.00

1334.00
1736.00

AMSTRAD PERIPHERALS
Amstrad RS232 interface 38.00 200 4600
Amstrad RS232/Parallel int.
Amstrad E01 Disk Owe

50.00
82.00

2.00
3.00

59.80
97.75

Amstrad DL2 con lead for 801
Amstrad DD1 Disk Drive + int.

6.00
130.00

00
3.00

6.90
152.95

Amstrad CPC 6128 ModPwr Supply
AMSTRAD SOFTWARE

23.00 2.00 28.75

Camsoft Payroll 03256512 only)
Sage Payroll

36.00
50.00

2.00
2.00

43.70
59.80

CamsonSage Accounts
Camsoft stockrinv/sales

68.00
68.00

/00
2.00

80,50
80.50

Camsof6Sage Accounts plus
Sage Combo (Pay" Acc)

98.00
98.00

2.00
2.00

115.00
115.00

Sage Super Combo
(Pay + Acc * Inv + stock) 128.00 2.00 149.50

Cambria 18256512 only)
Saxon Flexifile

36.00
36.00

2.00
2.00

43.70
43.70

Sage Retrieve Database
()phonics DMS-80 Data base

48.00
68.00

2.00
2.00

57.50
80.50

Caxton Cardbox
Compsoft Delta

78.00
78.00

2,00
2.00

92.00
92.00

Amstrad SuperrvIc 2 spreadsheet
Cracker Spreadsheet' graphics

36.00
40.00

2.0043.70
2.00 48.30

Superwriter
Amstrad Newword + Spell Plus

40.00
56.00

2.00
2.00

7830
66.70

SupedvriterSupercalc2
Caxton'sTouch'N'Go

6560
1860

2.00
2.00

77.05
23.00

Cax ton's Brainstorm
Locoscript Audio Tutor

36.00
6.50

2.00
1.00

43.70
8.63

Mordon's QuestHilchlkers Guide21.0010.00 1.00
TOO

12.65
25.30

3-DClock ChessI8256512 only) 14.00 1.00 1725
Please slate 6128 or 8256 when ordering

PRINTERS ex VAT Carr Inc VAT
Epson LX80 190.00 6.00 225.40
Brother HAW 285.00 700 335.80
Brother M1509 375.00 7.00 439.30

All prices are CWO. Del UK (COD on request)

DISCOUNT DISKS & RIBBONS
PRINTER RIBBONS 1 3-5 6-9 10 4

Nylon Fabric QUANTITY (price per ribbon)
ACT Writer 10112, NEC PC8023 437 3.62 316 2.97
ACT Writer 20/C. Itoh 8600 7.48 666 5.92 5.73
ACT VVr 361-lytype 11/TEC El 040 4.00 3.34 2.70 2.51
Amstrad PCW8256/Seiko SP1000A 6.33 5.46 4.899 4.69
Amsirad DMP2000 6.56 5.69 5.18 4.99
Epson LX80 original 6.10 5.35 i1.89 4.69
Epson LX80 3.45 3.11 2.70 2.45
Epson MX80/EX80/RX80 3,70 3.34 2.70 2.51
Epson MX100/FX100 5.18 4.26 3.62 3.43
Epson L01500 4.60 3.68 3.16 2.97
Kaga Taxan Canon 3.68 3.22 2.93 276
Microline1392231,93Sharp P3 2.53 1.84 1.38 1.20
Microline 84 4.49 3.57 2.93 2.62
Seikoshe GP861 00/250 3.80 3.05 2.53 136
Seikosha SP1000A original 9.20 7.85 7.15 7,00
Shinwa CP80 MT80 Com4023 4.60 3.80 3.28 3.08
Tandy'Sm Caron° DMP200/

Faci1151611 6.90 6,04 5.46 527
Tandy DMP400/420 4.37 3.62 3.11 2.93
Soglestribe/Mohistrike
ACTWr 30/1-1Wype 11/TEC F10-40 MS 3.45 2.58 2.13 2.01
Brother HR15.25 SS 3.68 2.76 2.36 2.16
Brother HR 15/25 MS 4.26 3.34 2.93 2.74
Daisystep 2000/Clume 7/9/11 MS 4.26 3.34 2.93 2.74
IBM 82C/Juki 6100/Br HR1 SS 2.53 1.73 1.38 1.27
IBM 82C.Juki 6100/Br HR1 MS 3.45 2.76 2.30 2.19

DISKS per box of 10
All Parrot disks packed in library box - Unbranded loose less 600/10
Unbranded SSW) 46tpi (1 Olib box)
Unbranded DSO 48tpi 110/lib box)

10.58
11.73

9.669.20
11.15 10.70

8.85
10.35

Unbranded DSOD 96tpi (10/lib box) 14.03 13.23 12.71 12.31
Nashua SSOD 110 in lib box)
Memorex DSDD443tpi

18.98
20.70

17.25 15.99
18.98 18.29

15.30
17.60

Memorex DSOD96tpi 23.92 22.43 21.74 21.05
Parrot DSDD48tpi
Parrot DSC/D96tpi

19.90
2294

18.98 18.29
21.85 21.16

17.88
20.76

ApricoVMemorex3.5" DS/DO 34.50 32.78 32.09 31.40
Parrot 3.5" SSOD (Sony Unbranded)
Parrot 3.5" DS/DD (Sony Unbranded)

26.97
31.63

25.30 24.04
29.9029.21

2235
28.52

Amstrad CE23"Disks 42.55 40.48 39.10 3270
RIBBONS, DISKS, PAPER PRICES INCLUDE CARRIAGE & VAT

JOHN HOLMES COMPUTERS
FULBECK, GRANTHAM, LINCS

TEL: (0400)72818
OFFICIAL GOVERNMENT & EDUCATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME

dB
Report WriterTM

FOR dBASE II and dBASE III
Totally flexible loudening for business forms and reports. Columnar, row,
page -per -record, mailing label, and other arrangements. Page sizes up to
250 printer columns by 112 lines.
Position fields visually just move them around on the screen. Separate
liercT names from data. Erase unwanted fields. Change fields names,
widths, and formats, Add multi -line headers and footers. When the report
on the screen looks exactly as it should. lust "Print". Whaty_f_w_see is what
Lou sop
Powerful. plain -English query with AND, OR, full selection rules, and
parenthesization.
Multi -level sort with subtotals, averages, counts, and more.
Report definitions can be saved for later use and modification, and still work
even after a file STRUCTURE is MODIEYed. Reports can be run in batch
mode without user intervention.
Field names, data, totals, headers, and footers can be printed in italics,
underlined hold or combinations.
Complete, on-line, context.sensitive HELP. Fully -indexed User's Guide.
Tutorial with sample file and reports.

JUST
£80 + VAT

For IBM® and compatible personal computersprinter.tersD0 S 2.0 or above.
25600 required. Supports

111 a a a a -rKr -a- um s 1 I -1- I-1
I ii Isom II 8 IIIsum  I

--In 1f --aM W-1   I
I 1 10  1   I _
MEM tral II !iU I aiM MI 

10 CHAYTOR TERRACE NORTH. STANLEY, Co. DURHAM, DI19 6AY
0207-284415
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PROGRAM FILE
C4AE 1060 Machine code sets up Z80 regs 8

calls Spectrum ROM DRAW routine.C4AE 1070
C4AE 1080 )

C4AE 1090
C4AE 1100 BEGIN
C4BE 1110
C4BE 1120 INLINE
C4BE 1130
C4BE 1140 *FD,e21,e3A,e5C, (LD IY,*5C3A)
C4C2 1150 eDD,*55 ,e02, (LD D,(IX+2))
C4C5 1160 eDD,e5E,e04, (LD E,(IX.4))
C4C8 1170 eDD,e46,e06, (LD B,(1X+6))
C4CB 1180 spD,e4E,e08, (LD C,(IX+8))
C4CE 1190 *CD,*BA,#24 (CALL 1124BA ;ROM DRAW routine)
C4D0 1200
C4D1 1210
C4DI 1220 END;
C4DB 1230 ( )

C4DB 1240
C4DB 1250 PROCEDURE drawline (x, y : INTEGER);
C4DE 1260
C4DE
C4DE 1280 Aim - To draw a line from the current plot position
C4DE 1290 (CX, CY) to (CX+x, Cloy).
C4DE 1300 (Equivalent to BASIC DRAW command).
C4DE 1310 1

C4DE 1320
C4DE 1330 VAR
C4DE 1340 signx,
C4DE 1350 signy : INTEGER;
C4DE 1360
C4DE 1370
C4DE 1380 BEGIN
C4EB 1390
C4EB 1400 (Calculate sign of x & y)
C4EB 1410 IF x < 0 THEN
C502 1420 signx := -1

C506 1430 ELSE
C5I1 1440 signx := 1;

C51A 1450
C51A 1460 IF y < 0 THEN
C531 1470 signy := -1

C535 1480 ELSE
C540 1490 signy := 1;

C549 1500
C549 1510 drawlinesupport (ABS (x), ABS (y), signx, signy)
C56B 1520
C56B 1530 END;
C580 1540 1 )

C580 1550
C580 1560 PROCEDURE plot (x, y : INTEGER);
C583 1570
C583
C583 1590 Aim - To plot the specified point (x,y).
C583 1600 Machine code sets up Z80 regs &
C583 1610 calls Spectrum ROM PLOT routine.
C583 1620 (Equivalent to BASIC PLOT command).
C583 1630 )

C583 1640
C583 1650
C583 1660 BEGIN
C593 1670
C593 1680 INLINE
C593 1690
C593 1700 *FD,*21,e3A,e5C, (LD IY,e5C3A))
C597 1710 *DD,e46,*02, (LD 13,(1)(.2))
C59A 1720 *DD,e4E,e04, (LD C,(IX+4)1
C59D 1730 itCD,eE50.22 (CALL #22E5 ;ROM PLOT routine)
C59F 1740
C5A0 1750
C5A0 1760 END;
C5AA 1770 ( 1

C5AA 1780
C5AA 1790
C5AA 1800
C5AA 1810
C5AA 1820
C5AA 1830 ( 1

C5AA 1840 (Harmonograph Routines)
C5AA 1850 (

)

C5AA 1860
C5AA 1870 FUNCTION xcalc : INTEGER;
C5AD 1880
C5AD
C5AD 1900 Aim - To calculate & return the new value of X.
C5AD 1910 1

C5AD 1920
C5AD 1930 BEGIN
C5BD 1940
CSBD 1950 xcaic := ENTIER (

CSBD 1960 elliplen * COS (ellipang) * CDS (axisang) *

C5E4 1970 ellipwid * SIN (ellipang) * SIN (axisang)
C60E 1980 circrad * COS (circang) .
C629 1990 xoffset)
C634 2000
C634 2010 END;
C641 2020 (

)

C641 2030
C641 2040 FUNCTION ycalc : INTEGER;
C644 2050
C644 .2060
C644 2070 Aim - To calculate & return the new value of Y.
C644 2080 1

C644 2090

-_-
C644 2100 BEGIN



PROGRAM FILE MICROMARIT
C654 2110
C654 2120
C654 2130
C67B 2140
C6A9 2150
C6C4 2160
C6CF 2170

ycalc := ENTIER (

ellipwid * SIN (ellipang) * COS (axisang) -

elliplen * COS (ellipang) * SIN (axisang) .

circrad * SIN (circang) .

yoffset)

C6CF 2180 END;
C6DC 2190 (

C6DC 2200
C6DC 2210 PROCEDURE initialisesizes;
C6DF 2220
C6DF 2230 (

C6DF 2240 Aim - To intialise all dimension & angle sizes
C6DF 2250 to their start values as defined in the CONST
C6DF 2260 section.
C6DF 2270 )

C6DF 2280
C6DF 2290
C6DF 2300 BEGIN
C6EF 2310
C6EF 2320 elliplen := elliplenstart;
C6FC 2330 ellipwid := ellipwidstart;
C709 2340 circrad := circradstart;
C716 2350
C716 2360
C716 2370 ellipang := ellipangstart;
C723 2380 circang := circangstart;
C730 2390 axisang := axisangstart;
C73D 2400
C73D 2410 END;
C743 2420 ( )

C743 2430
C743 2440 PROCEDURE incrementsizes;
C746 2450
C746 2460 (

C746 2470 Aim - To increment dimension & angle sizes by the
C746 2480 values defined in the CONST section.
C746 2490 Sizes can be decreased by using -ve Increments.
C746 2500 }

C746 2510
C746 2520 BEGIN
C756 2530
C756 2540 elliplen := elliplen * elliplenincr;
C76F 2550 ellipwid := ellipwid * ellipwidincr;
C788 2560 circrad := circrad * circradincr;
C7A1 2570
C7A1 2580 ellipang := ellipang . ellipangincr;
C7BA 2590 circang := circang . circangincr;
C7D3 2600 axisang := axisang * axisangincr;
C7EC 2610
C7EC 2620 END;
C7F2 2630 ( )

C7F2 2640
C7F2 2650
C7F2 2660 1 )

C7F2 2670 (MAIN PROGRAM BODY)
C7F2 2680 ( )

C7F2 2690
C7P2 2700 BEGIN
C7FB 2710
C7FB 2720 WRITE (CHR (12)); (clear screen)
C802 2730
C802 2740 initialisesizes;
C807 2750

2760 (Calculate & plot 1st point as a reference)
C807 2770 xold := xcalc;
C811 2780 yold := ycalc;
C81B 2790 plot (xold, yold);
C828 2800
C828 2810 WHILE
C82B 2820
C82B 2830 Loop until limits reached.
C82B 2840 'Comment -out' checks as regd. for speed.
C82B 2850 1

C82B 2860 (axisang > axisanglimit)
C84E 2870 1

C84E 2880 AND
C84E 2890 (elliplen > elliplenlimit)
C84E 2900 AND
C84E 2910 (ellipwid > ellipwldlimit)
C84E 2920 AND
C84E 2930 (circrad > circradllmit)
C84E 2940 1

C84E 2950
2960

DO
BEGIN

C851

C851 2970
C851 2980 incrementsizes;
C856 2990
C856 3000 (Calculate new point)
C856 3010 xnew := xcalc;
C860 3020 ynew := ycalc;
C86A 3030
C86A 3040 (Draw line from old point to new)
C86A 3050 drawline (xnew - xold, ynew - yold);
C889 3060
C889 3070 (Transfer new point to old for next time)
C889 3080 xold := xnew;
C88F 3090

3100
yold := ynew; C895

C895 3110 END;
C898 3120
C898 3130
C898 3140 (

C898 3150 Loop -stop to prevent PASCAL prompt from racking up

- CHANCE OF A LIFETIME
MEMOREX 5.25" SS/DC0/48tpi TWIN-PAK

AT UNBELIEVABLE PRICES
Buy 1 - Twin -pack and pay only £2.50
Buy 2 - Twin -packs and pay only £4.50
Buy 3 - Twin -packs and pay only £6.50

(Additional Twin -packs add £2 each pack)

***************4**

DISC PRICES IN BOXES OF 10
5.25" SS/DD DS/DD SS/QD DS/QD DS/RD

-GOC Red - - - 12.50* -

GOC Silver - - - 14.50*
Memorex 12.50* - - -

Memorex(New)16.00 19.00 19.00 25.00 39.00
Datalife 16.00 19.00 19.00 25.00 -

3.5"
Fuji 26.00 - - -

Memorex(New) - - - - 36.00
* Comes in SEE10 Library Boxes

********.*..*****

Lifetime Warranty - Same Day Despatch
(All Prices include Post & Packing and VAT)

*44444444444,44.4*** in
AMSTRAD/BBC, Printer Ribbons, Listing Paper,
Labels, Disc Drives, Printers, Modems etc

RING FOR PRICES OR LIST

GO Computing Ltd
104 Newgatestreet Road

Goffs Oak, Cheshunt, Herts EN7 5RP
Tel: Cuff ley (0707) 875115

CASSETTES - DISKS
BEST PRICES- TOP QUALITY
CASSETTES - Complete with labels, Inlay Cards and Cases. Priced per
box of 10

QUANTITY
10-50 50-100 100+

C5 0 £3.30 0 £3.00 0 £2.80
C10 0 £3.40 0 £3.20 0 £2.90
C15 0 £3.70. 0 £3.30 0 £3.00
C30 . 0 £4.00 0 £3.70
C60 0 £5.30 0 £4.80 0 £4.50
C90 0 £7.00 0 £6.50 0 £6.30
Top brand Disks - BASF, Control Data. Priced per box of 10

10-50 50-100 100+
51/4 SF-DD 0 112.00 0 111.80 0 111.80
51/4 DS -DD 0 £15.00 0 114.50 D £14.00
51/4 DS-QD 0 118.00 0 £17.50 0 117.00
Price each 10-50 50-100 100+
31/2 SF -DD 0 £2.50 0 £2.45 0 12.35
31/2 DS-QD 0 £3.30 0 £3.25 0 £3.20
Indicate quantity required in boxes. No more to pay.
Prices include VAT and postage UK only.
Cheque/PO enclosed for P

NAME

ADDRESS

PROPESSIOn AL
mAGAETICS LTD

Cassette House
329 Hunslet Road
Leeds LSI 0 3YY
Freepost let (0532) 706066

RHYTHM
KING

Digital drum machine for
Commodore 64 and

Commodore 128,
cartridge software only

£39.95
Phone for more details
and credit card orders.

SUPERSOFT
Winchester House, Canning Road,

Wealdstone, Harrow, Middx. HA3 7SJ
Telephone: 01-861 1166
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MICRCIVIART

MICRO

SYSTEMS? 4...

SUPPORT, ANALYSIS,
APPLICATIONS,

PROGRAMMING, TRAINING
Are you seeking honest and friendly

advice about computerising your system?

If YES, talk to

CAPRICORN SYSTEM CONSULTANTS
We would be happy to advise and support
you in setting up a computerised system,

or enhancing. your current system.
Our experience embraces the IBM PC
and compatible range of hardware and

various software packages including dBase
III Plus and Lotus 1-2-3 and Symphony.

For more details telephone us on

ST ALBANS 74160

00,1001"""

TYPESETTING
Typeset from disk or by phone
via Typenet on 01-658 6942
[300 BAUD]. Also new budget
priced software to make your
typesetting easier and convert
ws files. Send for your info
pack now to:

BUDGET TYPESETTING
22 Queens Road, Beckenham,

Kent BR3 4JW
Telephone 01-658 8754

Telecom Gold 83:BTL001

APL Systems Ltd

"THE COMPLETE SERVICE"
CONSULTANCY.SYSTEMS DESIGNPROGRAMMING 

'HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUPPLIES.TRAINING

ant:icon
LOW -PRICE TOP-QUALITY

IBM COMPATIBLES

PCX 20 - THE TANDON XT 20 MB HARD DISK
256K RAM - 360K FLOPPY £1,590

PCA 20 - THE TANDON AT 20 MB HARD DISK
512K RAM - 1.2MB FLOPPY £2,530

TANDON BUSINESS CARD - £695

PHONE FOR COMPLETE TANDON PRICE LIST

ALL PRICES EX. VAT - CARRIAGE EXTRA

144 LYNTON ROAD, LONDON W3 9HH
01-992 4694
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PROGRAM FILE

C898 3160 the picture 8 losing the top line!
C898 3170 Can break in using SHIFT.SPACE as normal.
C898 3180 1

C898 3190 WHILE TRUE DO;
C8A4 3200
C8A4 3210 END.
End Address: CBA6
Run?
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PROGRAM FILE

BBC Decelerator

by Neil Gunton

This program slows down the opera-
tion of the BBC Micro. It is useful for
debugging programs, Basic or
machine code, as it slows down ev-
erything including the operating sys-
tem. It uses the key -pressed event
and so can be activated at any point,
even in the middle of a program.

BBC Decelerator works by POKEing
certain values into two memory loca-
tions in the Sheila memory map -
the part associated with the 6522 VIA
and OS input/output. The routine is
written in machine code and must be
assembled in a suitable area of
memory.

The program has four functions:
fastest, slowest, faster and slower. At
the start of the program, you are
asked which keys in conjunction with
Shift and CTRL activate which func-
tion; then you are asked where the

code should be assembled. Depend-
ing upon your system and program-
ming needs, there are a number of
locations for the code. Possible loca-
tions are:
Page nine (&900-&9FF) - this holds
the cassette, the RS423 and the
speech output buffers.
Page 10 (&A00-&AFF) - this holds
the cassette and the RS423 input buf-
fers.
Page 12 (&C00-&CFF) - this holds
the font for characters 224-255.

When the code has been assem-
bled, you are given the option of
storing it on tape or disk; simply en-
ter the file name, and the code will
be saved. Typing *filename will re-
load and activate the code, and you
are then given the option of activat-
ing the code immediately.

10 REM
20 REM
30 REM
40
50 REM The variables.
60

Routine for slowing down the operation of the BBC Micro
Using the 'Key pressed' Event
By Neil Gunton 18.03.86

70 REM slowest This holds the value of the key which makes the routine
80 REM slow the machine down to the minimum speed.
90 REM slower : This holds the value of the key which makes the routine

100 REM slow the machine down more, if not already at minimum
110 REM fastest This holds the value of the key which makes the routine
120 REM return the machine to completely normal speed.
130 REM faster This holds the value of the key which makes the routine
140 REM speed the machine up, if not already at normal speed.
150 REM AC This is used to hold the string version of the start
160 REM address of the code before it is converted to a number.
170 REM start : This is the start address of the machine code.
180 REM pass s This is used in the two pass assembly to set OPT
190 REM temp : This holds the old contents of the OS event vector.
200 REM key : This is used for temporary storage & keyboard entry.
210 REM hexedecimal If set to TRUE, then a hex number has been entered.
220 REM Used only for decision making
230 REM decimal If set to TRUE, then a decimal number was entered.
240 REM Also used for clarity in decision making.
250 REM test Flag used to return results of number validation.
260 REM count : Used to ensure correct interpretation of size of number
270 REM when decoding the hexedecimal
280 REM number Used to return value of start from decoding function.
290 REM end : The end address of the machine code routine.
300 REM name* Holds the filename entered to save code
310 REM OSBYTE General purpose OS routine; function chosen by A
320 REM OSFILE I OS routine for actions on files
330
340 OSBYTE = &FFF4
350 OSFILE = &FFDD
360
370
300 REM The BASIC routines.
390
400 REM FNvalidate : Decides if number entered is valid dec or hex
410 REM FNdecode_hex a Turns AS into a real number
420 REM FNvalidate_hex : Used by FNvalidate to validate hex numbers
430 REM FNvalidate_dec Used by FNvalidate to validate dec numbers
440 REM PROCactivate Activates the event handling routine.
450 REM PROCsave_code Saves the assembled machine code
460
470
480 MODE 7
490 REM First a helpful message
500 PRINT"When entering the keys, use SHIFT and"
510 PRINT.CTRL together with your chosen key."
520 PRINT"
530
540 REM Now you input the keys which will be used for the various functions.
550
560 PRINT.Input key to go slowest
570 slowest = GET
580 IF slowest > 31 THEN VDU slowest,10,13 ELSE PRINT; slowest
590
600 PRINT"Input key to go slower .;

610 slower = GET
620 IF slower > 31 THEN VDU slower,10,13 ELSE PRINT; slower
630
640 PRINT.Input key to go fastest
650 fastest = GET
660 IF fastest > 31 THEN VDU fastest,10,13 ELSE PRINT; fastest
670
680 PRINT.Input key to go faster a .1

690 faster = GET
700 IF faster > 31 THEN VDU faster,10,13 ELSE PRINT; faster
710
720 REM Next you enter the start address for the Machine Code.
730 REM This includes some validation routines in BASIC.
740 REM I have not documented these as much as the Assembly Language,
750 REM because it would make it more difficult to read.

MICROMART

itAPPLE
COMPUTER-

Best in the North West
Apple Ile £375.00
Duodisk Drive £325.00
Monitor II £99.00

Apple Ilc £475.00
Disk Drive £119.00
Monitor and Stand £79.00

Macintosh Plus £1795.00
HD 20 Hard Disk £1295.00

Add VAT @ 15% - Send for Complete List
Access, Visa and Applecard accepted

Education and Multiple Orders a Speciality

HOLDENS
COMPUTER SERVICES

191-195 Marsh Lane,
Preston PR1 8NL
Tel: 0772 561321

S. P. ELECTRONICS
Amstrad 6128 Green £299.00 Colour £399.00
Amstrad 8256 £458.00
BBCB £299.00
BBC B+DFS £350 00
CPA 80 Printer (inc. cable) £199.00
Disc Operating System BBC £96.00
Full Cumana range From £89.00
ACORN 1770 DES £49.95
G3 WHO RTTY PROGRAM (TAPE)

G3 WHO RTTY PROGRAM (EPROM VERSION) £20.00
Circuit board for RTTY decoder Mk.3 (inc. instruelions).. ......... £7.00
CANNON Dot Matrix 160cps NLQ £299.00
Joysticks (pair) self centering + analogue From £17.95
Printer Cable (Centronics) £12.90
Speech Synthesis £55.00
Disc Doctor £33.00
WORDWISE Word Processor £32.00
Cumana CD800S 40/80 psu 0289.00

ACORN APPROVED DEALERS

FULL REPAIR SERVICE AVAILABLE

Wide selection of software, books, leads, plugs, etc.
SAE for full list. All available Mail Order

All prices apply while stocks last - carriage extra

48 Linby Road, Hucknall, Notts.
NG15 7TS

=map Tel: 0602 640377
ommi All prices include VAT

S UALLTREE
PUBLISHERS

Promotional material
Instruction manuals

 Information sheets
 Product sheets
 News letters

\N1 Laser

r-4 NbliSIA144
For

Information
(0634) 683119
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SAVE Hi SAVE Hi SAVE LH SAVE LH SAVE LEE

"NEW RIBBONS
FOR OLD"

Why pay fas for a new fabric
ribbon cassette when we can re -ink

your old one at

A THIRD OF THE PRICE?

Post cassette, stating printer make
and model and enclosing one third

of the price of a new one
(minimum £1), to:

ALADDINK
(Dept. PW), 4 Hurkur Crescent

Eyemouth, Berwickshire TD14 5AP

SAVE Eli SAVE £££ SAVE LEE SAVE lit SAVE LEE

Amstrad-PCW 8256
STANDARD51/4" ADD ON DISK DRIVES

100% CP/M SOFTWARE AND LOCOSCRIPT
COMPATIBILITY USING LOW COST FLOPPIES

EASILY INSTALLED
- INCLUDING FORMAT SOFTWARE

]YP: TYPE 2
DOUBLE SIDED DOUBLE SIDED
40 TRACK 360K 80 TRACK 720K

£177 50 £207.25
PC/MSDOS <-> CPM TRANSFER UTILITY

ALLOWS 360K DRIVE TO READ AND WRITE
IBM FILES, READ ONLY WITH 720K

£23.50

ENQUIRIES FOR SOFTWARE FOR OTHER
DISK FORMATS

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME
PRICES INCLUDE P+P AND V.A.T

BOX LTD
22 HENDRED ST, OXON OX4 2ED

TEL: (0865) 717968

B & S COMPUTING
(NOTTM) LTD

55 CEDAR AVENUE, LONG EATON
NOTTINGHAM NG10 3JQ

TELEPHONE: (0602) 736273

PRINTERS
EPSON FX 85col, 160cps+32cps NLQ £329
MANN. TALLY MT80+ 80 Col, 100 cps £161
MANN. TALLY MT85, 80c, 180cps+ 45cps NLQ £299

MONITORS
PHILIPS BM7502 HI RES GREEN £63
PHILIPS BM7522 HIRES AMBER f73
PHILIPS CM8501 STD RES RGB £171
PHILLIPS CM8533 MED RES RGB £222
PHILIPS CF1114 TV/MONITOR £169

DISCS
NASHUA SS DD 48TPI (BOXED IN 10'S) £13
NASHUA DS DD 96TPI (BOXED IN 10'S) £18
3M SS DD (BOXED IN 10'S) £14
3M DS DD (BOXED IN 10'S) £18

PLEASE ADD f8.50 CARRIAGE TO PRINTERS
AND MONITORS, £1.50 CARRIAGE TO DISCS

PLEASE ADD 15% VAT TO ALL PRICES
PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS

PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO
CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTIFICATION
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PROGRAM FILE
760 REM Hopefully these routines will be found to be generally
770 REM self explanatory.
780
790 REPEAT
800 REPEAT
810 INPUT"What address to assemble code at ",Ail
820 UNTIL FNvalidate = TRUE
830 IF hexedecimal THEN start = FNdecode_hex
840 IF decimal THEN start = VAL:At)
850 IF start > PAGE - &100 AND start < TOP THEN

PRINT"That address will corrupt program.
860 UNTIL start > TOP OR start < PAGE - &100 :REM &I00 = length of code
870
880
890 FOR pass - 0 TO 2 STEP 2
900 P7. . start
910 1

920 OPT pass
930 \ Abbreviations used :

940 \ A = Accumulator
950 \ X . X register
960 \ V . V register
970 \ S - the Stack
980 \ OS . the Operating System
990 \ This is the start of the initialisation routine, which activates
1000 \ the event intercept routine.
1010 LDA &220 eSTA temp \ Save low byte , then high byte of the
1020 LDA 6221 :STA temp -11 \ event vector EVENTV . This is the
1030 \ indirect address normally used by the OS
1040 LDAMEvent_entry_point MOD 256 :STA &220 \ Replace the old contents of
1050 LOANEvent_entry_point DIV 256 :STA &221 \ the vector with the address
1060 \ of our new routine
1070 LDAM14 iLDX112 :JGR OSBYTE \ Tell OS to enable the user key pressed
1080 \ event , i.e. jump to our new routine
1090 \ whenever a key is pressed .
1100 RTS \ End of initialisation routine.
1110
1120 .temp EQUW &0000 \ This is where we store the old EVENTV .

1130
1140 . Event_entry_point
1150 \ This is the start of the Event intercept routine.
1160 \ As with any event handling routine , we have to preserve all
1170 \ the registers , so here goes :

1180 PHP \ First to go on the Stack is the Status Register , followed by
1190 PHA \ the accumulator .

1200 TXA \ Cannot push X register direct , so transfer to Accumulator ,

1210 PHA \ and push onto stack .

1220 TVA \ The same goes for the Y register
1230 PHA \ the last to go on the Stack will be first off at exit .

1240
1250 LDX110 \ Now we use the operating system routine OSBYTE
1260 LOY:1255 \ to find out whether or not both the SHIFT and
1270 LOA:1202 :JSR OSBYTE \ CTRL keys are pressed.
1280 TXA \ The Keyboard Status byte is returned in X ,

1290 ANDN72 \ and we transfer X to A so that we can see it Pits
1300 CMP1472 :BNE exit \ 3 and 6 are set (.72). If not, goto exit
1310 PLA :PHA \ The Y register held the last key p d on entry , and was
1320 \ the last to go on Stack . Pull into A and replace on Stack.
1330 CMPOslowest :BED go_slowest \ If key . slowest , branch to go_slowest
1340 CMPeslower :BEG go_slower \ If key - slower , branch to go_slower
1350 CMPIffastest :BEQ go_fastest \ If key = fastest , branch to go_fastest
1360 CMPMfaster :BEG go_faster \ If key = faster , branch to go_faster
1370 JMP exit \ If we haven't branched by now , ignore key and exit .

1380
1390 .go_slowest \ This slows things down as far as they'll go.
1400 LOA:10 :STA &FE46 \ A zero in &FE46 slows the machine down to
1410 LDAMI :STA &FE47 \ the slowest speed .

0 1420 JMP exit \ Now goto exit...
1430
1440 .go_slower \ This slows things down a little each time.
1450 LDA41 :STA &FE47 \ Initialise &FE47.
1460 LDA &FE46 :BEG exit \ If &FE46 is already rock bottom , goto exit
1470 DEC &FE46 \ Decrement &FE46 . The smaller the number, the
1480 JMP exit \ slower you go . 0 is slowest . Now goto exit...0 1490 S.

1500 .go_fastest \ This returns things to normal speed.
1510 LDAM14 :STA &FE46 \ These are the numbers I fond are usually in
1520 LDAM39 :STA &FE47 \ these two locations , in OS 1.20
1530 JMP exit \ Now goto exit...
1540
1550 .go_faster \ This makes things go a little faster each time.
1560 LDA &FE47 \ We check here to see if we are already going
1570 CMPN39 :BEG exit \ full steam ahead. If so goto exit.
1580 LDA &FE46 \ Here we check to see if trying to go faster will
1590 CMP0255 :BED go_fastest \ result in going slowest; If you increment a
1600 INC &FE46 \ memory location which has 255 , you get 0 ,which
1610 \ means slowest as stated above.

111 1620
1630 .exit \ Now for the grand finale, we tidy up and restore registers:
1640 PLA \ V was last on Stack , so it's first off . However we cannot
1650 TAY \ pull direct to Y , so we pull to A and transfer to Y.
1660 PLA \ Next is X, again we cannot pull direct off the stack into X
1670 TAX \ so we do it through A, then transfer to X.
1680 PLA \ Now we pull the value that was in the Accumulator.
1690 PLP \ And last off, because it 14215 first on, ,we restore the Status
1700 \ register .

1710 JMP (temp) \ Finally we jump to the OS vector we saved, to exit.
1720
1730 .end
1740 I

1750 NEXT pass
1760
1770
1780 REM Option of saving code

0 1790 PRINT""Code now assembled."
1800 PRINT"Do you want to save the code? (Y/N)":
1810 REPEAT
1820 key . GET
1830 UNTIL key = ASC.Y" OR key - ASC"N"
1840 IF key = ASC.Y. THEN PROCseve_code
1850
1860 REM Option of activating the routine
1870 PRINT'"To activate the routine , use "
1880 PRINT"CALL " : start 1 " or"
1890 PRINT"CALL &"1".start

PRINT"Activate routine now ? (Y/N) "1
1910
1920 REPEAT
1930 key . GET
1940 UNTIL key = ASC.Y. OR key = ASC"N"

1950 IF key - ASC"Y" THEN PROCactivate
1960 PRINT
1970 END
1980
1990



PROGRAM FILE
2000 DEF FNyalidate :REM This checks that the start address is valid
2010 hexedecimal = FALSE
2020 decimal = FALSE
2030 IF LEFTS(A$,1) = .&. THEN hexedecimal = TRUE - = FNval date_hey
2040 decimal = TRUE : = FKIvalidate_dec
2050
2060 DEF FNIvalidate_hex :REM This checks for valid hexedecimal number
2070 test = TRUE
2080 FOR X = 2 TO LEN(AS)
2090 IF (ASC(MIDS(AS,X,1)) < ASC"A" OR ASC(MIDS(AS,X,1)) > ASC"F") AND

(ASC(MIDS(AS,X,1)) < ASC"O" OR ASC(MIDS(AS,X,1)) > ASC.9") THEN
test = FALSE

2100 NEXT
2110 IF LEN(AS) > 5 THEN test = FALSE
2120 = test
2130
2140 DEF FNyalidate_dec :REM This checks for valid decimal number
2150 test = TRUE
2160 FOR X = 1 TO LEN(A$)
2170 IF ASC(MIDS(AS,X,1)) < ASC"O" OR ASC(MIDS(AS,X,1)) > ASC"9" THEN

test = FALSE
2180 NEXT
2190 =test
2200
2210 DEF ENdecode_hex :REM This translates the string into a number
2220 count = -1
2230 number = 0
2240 FOR X = LEN(AS) TO 2 STEP -1
2250 count = count 1

2260 IF ASC(MIDS(A$,X,1)) >= ASC.A. THEN
number = number . (ASC(MIDS(AS,X,1)) - 55) a 16 -count
NEXT = number

2270 number = number (ASC(MIDS(AS,X,1)) - ASC"O") r I6 -count
2280 NEXT
2290 = number
2300
2310 DEFPROCactivate :REM This activates the routine by calling start
2320 PRINT"
2330 CALL start
2340 PRINT.Now the routine should be activated ."
2350 PRINT.Using the SHIFT and CTRL keys together"
2360 PRINT.with the keys you chose , you can "

2370 PRINT"accelerate or decelerate at any time ..
2380 PRINT"The routine may be deactivated by"
2390 PRINT.pressing BREAK..
2400 PRINT"The 'fastest' key should return "

2410 PRINT.everything to normal speed ."
2420 PRINT
2430 ENDPROC
2440
2450 DEFPROCsave_code :REM This saves the assembled machine code
2460 PRINT
2470 PS = end
2480 E

2490 OPT 2
2500 .file_ne EQUS STRING$(20," \ Reserve space for filename
2510 .OSFILE_amparameters \ Now we have the control block used by the OS
2520 \ routine OSFILE for saving a section of memory
2530 X as a complete file.
2540 EQUW file name \ First the address of the filename to be used
2550 EQUD start \ The address to which the file is loaded in future

2560 EQUD start \ The execution address of the code
2570 EQUD start \ The start address in memory for save
2580 EQUD end \ The end address in memory for save
2590 ]

2600 VDU11,32,32,32,32,13
2610 PRINT.Disc or tape ? (D/T) .;

2620 REPEAT
2630 key = GET
2640 UNTIL key = ASC.D. OR key = ASC"T"
2650 PRINTCHR$(key)
2660 IF key = ASC"D" THEN name_length = 7 ELSE name_length = 12
2670 REPEAT
2680 PRINT"Enter filename .;

2690 INPUT name$
2700 IF LEN(nameS) > name_length THEN PRINT"Too long"
2710 UNTIL LEN(name$) <= name_length
2720
2730 $file_name = names
2740 AV. = 0
2750 X% = OSFILE_parameters MOD 256
2760 V% = OSFILE_parameters DIV 256
2770 CALL OSFILE
2780 PRINT"Code saved..
2790 ENDPROC

Atari ST Calculator

by Bernard Fromson

This program produces a desk -top
Reverse Polish Notation calculator on
the screen of the Atari 520ST. The
program is written in Basic, and illus-
trates how to use the Gem system
from Basic.

The Gem operating system con-
sists of the Virtual Device Interface
which is responsible for all the
graphic functions and I/O, and the
Applications Environment System
which provides the window and
mouse interface. This program de-

monstrates how to set up and use an
AES resource.

Resources are central to the use of
AESs; they are tree -like structures
which define objects to be drawn on-
screen. Each node of the tree defines
an object to be drawn. The tree used
in this program is a simple one, and
only uses a few object types.

Each object on the tree is defined
by a 12 -word block which takes the
following format:

_Word 0: pointer to the next object in

MICROMAR1

IBM PC

TURBO CHARGER
SPEED UP THE SLOW PC

TO AN AT PERFORMANCE.
SIMPLY BY FITTING THIS EASY TO INSTALL

TURBO CHARGER
GIVES A 4.77MHz PC

A 6.6 MHz TURBO CHARGE
A PERFORMANCE INCREASE OF 40% ! !

SO NOW YOU CAN RUN LOTUS 123, DBII, ETC,
IN NEARLY HALF THE TIME

OTHER FEATURES INCLUDE:-
A RESET SWITCH, SO NO MORE NEED TO POWER OFF,
SPEED SELECTOR SWITCH, SO YOU CAN RUN THOSE
SPEED SENSITIVE PROGRAMS. I.E. COMMUNICATIONS.

ALSO FITTING INSTRUCTIONS SUPPLIED

ALL FOR THE SMALL PRICE OF E65 ALL INCLUSIVE

SEND CHEQUES/P.O. TO:-
PIRGALITRONICS LTD

P.O. BOX 68
BROMLEY KENT BR I

AMSTRAD PCW 8256
HANDYMAN

The program designed for the small business and
the sole trader. For the shopkeeper, repair ser-
vice man, garage owner, newsagents, small hotel
owners, video rental shop, club steward, landlord

etc etc etc . .

Simple ledger accounts to keep track of your cus-
tomers, suppliers or even your department
finances along with your own accounts.
Production of statements
Credit control
Balance analysis - giving instant financial
picture
Envelope addressing
Record search
Ability to group sets of accounts together
Telephone/Mail lists

Now you can start to utilise the power of compu-
ters for your own business without any complex
jargon or useless reports, with this no nonsense
piece of software.

ALL THIS FOR ONLY £44.95
From D. M. Durkin, 4 Elm Avenue,

Blackhall Rocks, Hartlepool, Cleveland
TS27 4AJ.

FAIR TRADE
(Equipment Brokers)

BUY AND SUPPLY
ALL MAKES AND

MODELS OF USED
COMPUTER EQUIPMENT

TELEPHONE

0832 72174
FOUR WINDS, OUNDLE ROAD,
LOWER GLAPTHORN, OUNDLE

PETERBOROUGH PE8 5BE.
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BIG NAME - LOWEST PRICE
IBM COMPATIBLES

PCX 10 the TANDON XT. 10 MEGABYTE.

£1,185.06
PC theTANDON PC. Twin 360k £956.43
PCX 20 theTANDON XT.

PCA theTANDON AT.

PCA 20 the TANDON AT

20 Megabyte £1257.40

One 1.2 Meg. £1843.98

20 Megabyte £1990.41

PCA 30 the TANDON AT. 30 Megabyte £2210 04
All complete with high resolution 14" monitors
and GW basic, MS-DOS, manuals and six months

on site maintenance.
Colour graphics monitors plus £264.00

PC range come with 256k ram & 360k Floppy
PCA range come with 512k ram & 1.2mb Floppy

WE GUARANTEE LOWEST PRICES
All prices + vat. Carriage + £10.00

Printers - software ay.il.b1-.
ACCESS COMPUTERS

2 ROSE YARD, MAIDSTONE, KENT ME141HN
Phone: (0622) 58356

CAREY ELECTRONICS
computing and communications

Microcomputer Systems, Peripherals and Software for
Business Professional and Educational Applications

HELP! for the Smaller Business - Whatever your require-
ments - From a 13 Amp plug to a Word -Processor or a
complete Microcomputer System, we are able to supply suit-
able equipment from the following Manufacturers:-

ACORN AMSTRAD APRICOT COMMODORE
EPSON I.B.M. SANYO SPERRY TORCH

To expand or improve your existing system we can supply:-
MONITORS PRINTERS PRINTER BUFFERS

PLOTTERS MODEMS DISK DRIVES
We arc also able to advise on suitable equipment for.

MAIL SYSTEMS and VIEWDATA
(Prestel.) for TRAVEL AGENTS -

FARMERS - STOCK -BROKERS etc.

It's AFTER the SALE, that SERVICE counts!!

Free Delivery U.K. Mainland. Installation Service Available

We can be contracted on:-
Frinton-on-Sea (02556) 6993 (9am to 9pm)

Telecom Gold (DealerLink) 72: DTB 10177

Prestel Mailbox: 919 993 903
TELEX:265871 MONREF G (Quoting Ref.72:DTB 10177)

Acorn, Amstrad, Apricot, Commodore, Epson, IBM, Prestel.
Sanyo, Sperry and Torch are all Registered Trade Marks.

TAILOR MADE!
AMSTRAD 8256 + discs £370
Amstrad range POA

Atari 520 STM + Monitor + disks £560
Atari Mon. Printer, D/Drive etc POA

Atari 1040 ST + Monitor + disks £750
Full Apricot Range POA

BBC MASTER SERIES 128 £395
Acorn Range POA

SPECIAL PACKAGE PRICES
APRICOT COLLECTION:- F2, MON,

MOUSE, GEM SiW, PRINTER (WRITER 22),
DUAL DISK DRIVE, 10 D/S DISCS

£1195
AMSTRAD BUSINESS CONTROL SYSTEM,

PCW 8256, W/P, STOCK, INV., SALES,
PURCHASE, NOMINAL, LEDGERS, MON,

PRINTER, DISK DRIVE. 10 DISKS,
£575

with 12 month H/W maintenance contract and 90 day hotline
support on the accounting software.

Prices exclude VAT (15%1
and carriage (£0-E10) C.W.O. only,

installation service available - discounts on bulk
orders for prices on other makes & models phone us

last as we are cheapest.

S.I.TAILOR
8, OBRA ROAD, LONDON E17 8JD

TEL: 01-556 1269
CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
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PROGRAM FILE
the tree at the same level as the cur-
rent object; this is -1 for the root
object
Word 1: pointer to the first subordin-
ate object
Word 2: pointer to the last subordin-
ate object; both of these are set to
-1 for an object at the lowest level
of the tree
Word 3: object type; only two types
are used in this example -

20=empty box
27=box holding single character

Word 4: specifies how an AES deals
with an object; it consists of a series
of flags - these are the ones used in
the program:

bit 0 = object can be selected with
the mouse
bit 1 = default to this when Return
is pressed
bit 2 = exit from AES after selec-
tion
bit 4 = radio button type; when
object is selected, all other objects
at this level are released
bit 5 = last object in the tree

Word 5: status of object; 0=normal
is used throughout this tree
Word 6: high byte specifies the char-
acter in the box for the buttons and 0
is for blank boxes; low byte gives
thickness of border around the box
Word 7: colour of the box; hex 1180
specifies black -on -white border with
black -on -white character inside
Word 8: x and
Word 9: y coordinates of object rela-
tive to the parent object at previous
level in the tree
Word 10: w and
Word 11: h; width and height of the
object

The tree is defined in the data lines
20010-20420. These are read into a

string variable at lines 190-240 to fix
them into memory at a known
address.

A call to AES is made via a para-
meter block which consists of six
four -byte words, each of which speci-
fies the start address of an array
which AES uses for its parameters.
These arrays are:
control - specifies the operation
code and number of items in the
other arrays
global - various system constants,
not changed in the program
gintin - input values to the call
addrin - input addresses used by
the call
gintout - output values
add rout - output values

The Basic language has a system
variable called GB which contains the
address of an AES parameter block,
and from which the addresses of the
above arrays can be derived as in
lines 10040-10190.

When the required values are in
these arrays, AES is called using the
Basic function GEMSYS(x) where x is
the desired AES opcode.

The program only uses four AES
calls. The opcodes for these and their
functions are as follows:
opcode 51 - initialisation and res-
toration of the screen are all done by
this one routine
opcode 42 - this draws the resource
specified by the tree passed to it
opcode 22 - waits for the mouse to
enter a specified area of the screen
and returns control to caller
opcode 50 - activates AES to watch
the mouse and wait for an event
VDI - a single VDI call is used at line
9110 to write a number directly to
the calculator screen.

100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
185
186
187
188
189
190
200
210
220
230
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
900
910
920
930
990
991
992
993
994
995
1000
1005
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080

rem
rem
rem
rem
rem
rem . programmer : Bernard Fromson
rem . date : 17th April 1986

. This is a reverse polish logic calculator with four 
. element stack that demonstrates the possibility of .
. using GEM function calls from within the BASIC
 language on the ATARI 520 ST

rem get the gem bits
gosub getgem
rem
rem and now read in the object tree to a string variable
rem
read n
treeS.spacee(255)
place.varptr(treeS)
for i.0 to 12.n-1
read aepoke placef2.1,m
next i

rem .
rem now go and perform the GEM calls to draw the object
rem this requires to reserve the screen area, draw the exploding
rem box and then draw the object (the calculator)
rem 
gosub setup
si..0spt.0
dim stack$(4)istkptr=1
nwnum.0
enterd.1

rem  The main body of the program works by making a GEM .
rem  call to activate the calculator and then reading *

rem . the number of the pressed key from the GEM output .

rem  array.

getin:
poke control+2,1:poke control+4,2:poke control+6,1
poke control+8,0:poke gintin,0:poke addrinf,place
gemsys(50)
code.peek(gintout)
if code=113 then gosub setdneend
if code<=10 then goto digit
if code .11 then goto decpt
if code.12 then goto enter
if code.13 then goto plus



PROGRAM FILE
1090 if code=14 then goto minus
1100 if code=15 then goto times
1110 if code=16 then goto divide
1120 if code=19 then gosub c1-s:goto getin
1130 if code=20 then goto chsgn
1500 finish:gosub display
1510 goto getin

1990 rem it

1991 rem . There now follow the sections of code that deal with the
1992 rem . individual calculator buttons
1993 rem .
1994 rem . When accepting a new digit first check to make sure there
1995 rem . isnit a number on the screen that is waiting to be stacked
1996
2000 digit: rem accept a new digit
2005 if nwnum=1 then nwnum=0:siz=0:pt=0:gosub stackup:gosub clrs
2006 if enterdel then enterd=0:siz=0ipt=0:gosub clrs
2010 if siz>=6 then goto getin
2015 if siz=0 and code=10 and pt=0 then goto getin
2020 siz=siz+1
2030 if code=10 then code=0
2040 numf=numS+chrS(code+48)
2050 goto finish
2060 decpt:rem insert decimal point
2070 if nwrium= 1 then nvinum=0:siz=0:pt=0:gosub stackup
2075 if enterd=1 then enterd=0:siz=0:pt=0:gosub clrs
2080 if pt=1 then goto getin
2090 pt=1:numS=num$,....goto finish
2100 enter:stackS(stkptr)=num$
2110 gosub stackup
2120 enterd=l
2130 goto getin
2135 rem .
2136 rem . and now for the mathematical functions
2137 rem .
2200 plus:
2210 gosub getxy
2220 ans=x+y
2230 goto restack
2250 minus:
2260 gosub getxy
2270 ans=x-y
2280 goto restack
2300 chsgn:
2310 if leftt(num$,1)="-. then goto mkpos
2320 numS=.-.+num$
2330 goto finish
2340

Moto

2350 goto finish
2400 times:
2410 gosub getxy
2420 ans=x.y
2430 goto restack
2500 divide:
2510 gosub getxy
2520 if y=0 then goto zerodiv
2530 ans=x/y
2540 goto restack
2690 rem .
2691 rem * sub serving the mathematical functions are these two routines
2692 rem . that get the current x and y values and then adjust the stack
2693 rem * and put the result back in it
2694 rem .
2700 getxy:
2710 y=val(numf>
2720 xptr=stkptr-I
2730 if xptr=0 then xptr=4
2740 x=val(stackS(xptr))
2745 stkptr=kptr
2750 return
2800 restack:
2810 if abs(ans)>999999 then goto oflow
2815 if abs(ans)<.000001 then ans=0
2820 numS=strS(ans)
2830 stackf(stkptr)=num$
2835 nwnum=1
2840 goto finish
2990 rem *
2991 rem . a few error messages
2992 rem .
3000 zerodiv:numS=.ERROR-DIV 0":gosub display:goto pause
3010 oflowinumf=.0VERFLOW":gosub display:goto pause
3200 pause:
3210 for inx=1 to 2000:next inx
3220 gosub clrs
3230 goto finish
4000 stackup:
4010 stkptr=stkptr+1:if stkptr=5 then stkptr=1
4030 return
6990
6991 rem . The setup routine does the four required GEM calls
6992 rem * to reserve,explode and display then wait for the mouse
6993 rem * to enter the calculator before starting
6994
7000 setup:
7010 poke control+2,9:poke control+4,1:poke control+6,1:poke control+8,0
7020 poke gintin,0:poke gintin+2,I50:poke gintin+4,160:poke gintin+6,30
7030 poke gintin+8,20:poke gintin+I0,20:poke gintin+12,20:poke gintin+14,280
7040 poke ginti n+16,280
7060 gemsys(51)
7070 poke gintin,I:gemsys(51)
7071 poke control+2,6:poke control+4,1:poke control+6,l:poke control+8,0
7072 poke gintin,0:poke gintin+2,1:poke gintin+4,30:poke gintin+6,30
7073 poke gintin+8,270:poke gintin+10,260
7074 poke addrinE,place
7075 gemsys(42)
7076 poke control+2,5:poke control+4,5:poke control+6,0
7077 poke gintin,0:poke gintin+2,30:poke gintin+4,30:poke gintin+6,270
7078 poke gintin+8,260:gemsys 1221
7080 return
7090 rem .
7091 rem . Setdn does the implode and restores the screen
7092 rem 
7100 setdn:
7110 poke control+2,9:poke control+4,1:poke control+6,1:poke control+8,0
7120 poke gintin,2:poke gintin+2,150:poke gintin+4,160:pokp gintin+6,30
7130 poke gintin+8,20:poke gintin,10,20:poke gintin+12,20:poke gintin+14,280
7140 poke gintin+16,280
7160 gemsys(51)
7170 poke gintin,3:gemsys(51)
7180 return
8990 rem .
8991 rem S This routine will display the current value of numS directly
8992 rem . into the calculator screen area, by using the 1/471 call to
8993 rem . write. (see PCW April 1986 program file)

MICROMART
Veloce Computer Systems Limited

Competively priced computer equipment

FULLY
COMPATIBLE P.C.

 640k RAM
 2 x 360k DISC DRIVES
 MONOCHROME MONITOR
 KEYBOARD
 FULL DOCUMENTATION

£695 excl. vat cwo
other configurations available

write or phone for details
Veloce Computer Systems Limited

26 London Road, Guildford
GU12AF (0483) 506042

(office only - no callers please)

DS4 DATASINITCH

* 4 -into -1 automatic RS232 data switch
* Automatic or manual operation
* No software overhead required in your

system
* Boosts and 'Cleans up' your signals

Phone or write for further details:

R-TEK RESEARCH LTD
15 Trowbridge Gardens, Luton LU2 7JY

Phone: 0582 23912

II R 11E1'001 ( (AIN I I R SI R \ I( I.

Space dictates showing only a fraction of stock

QIIENDATA DWPI120
DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS

20 eps, levels of wipact
DOME awn:W. DADRA..

BBC B plus 128k £350
Aries B20 f 65
Torch 2130 £123

h upgrade f 35
LMM/Watford DOES f 50
Mom ONES f 50

Dacom Modems from £150
Thism Modems from f 40
Mirack Modems from £110
Monitors from f 50
felephones from f 20

Softwaneinmmkfor.)
Electron CommWom64
BBC Vic20
Atari MIX
kimmin Gramm
Sham 0m,
Smxmm "Marvfmmfl"

Educational, Government,
Access & Visa orders accepted.
Any items not in stock can be

obtained quickly.
New & Used computers &
penpherals bought & sold.

Juki 5510 Dot Matrix Printers
180 cps in Draft, 30 cps in NLQ.
Friction @ Tractor fecd.
Can be convened to 7 colour
operation. An amuing £240

525" Disks from CI
3.5.' Disks from £3.50
0 Disks from £3.50
Ping for ridiculous Bulk prices)

DISK STORAGE from f

Single sided 408c drives f 40
Double sided 400) drives f 50
Doubled sided 80/40 Olin £180
Dual version of above £200
Metal / Plastic cases available

Rot:Ionics Wafadrive
128k Word Processor

only 75
CBM 64 version f 50
MSX version LIM

ALL. PRICES INCLUDE VAT

Further details can be obtained by logging onto 'ON-LINE SYS-
TEMS', our 24 hour Viewflatabase. Prestel Protocols, this sys-
tem allows Messaging.
Ordering & Telesoftware. Try if now on (04291 234346

9 .11429 Sf19.01 - Data 104291 343411 - (IM' I. )11, \ 143150,11

Preslel NIB \o. 429169945 - telecom Told \:. st. \ I tont
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Fl
FOR SPACE

HELP OR ADVICE HIT
Fl OR CALL US
Keen prices on Victor

and Apricot micros
Wide range of Printers.

We also network
Tel: 0244 311961

CBC
Queens House
Queens Road

CHESTER
CH1 3BQ

DISK
COPYING/FORMATTING/

FILE TRANSFER
WE CAN TRANSFER YOUR DATA BETWEEN

OVER 1000 DIFFERENT MICROS, MINIS AND
MAINFRAMES VIA FLOPPY DISK OR

MAGNETIC TAPE.

FORMATS INCLUDE:
CPM, CPM86, MSDOS, PCDOS, UNIX, XENIX,

IDRIS, TAR, RT11, MDOS, IBM BEF, ISIS,
FLEX, 0S9, VICTOR-SIRIUS, TORCH, ACORN,

AMSTRAD, APPLE, MISC. TYPESETTING
WORD PROCESSING

*OVERNIGHT SERVICE - most formats returned by
next day's Post

*£10.00 + VAT per copy
(Blank disks not included)

*DISCOUNT for BULK

A.L.DOWNLOADING
SERVICES

LONDON VVII 2113
TFIFPHONF 01 77 872:

READ AND PRINT
BAR CODES ON
YOUR P.C. FOR
JUST £399 (Ex VAT)

F62 Microcoder fits
between IBM, Olivetti
or sperry PC and
Keyboard. Reads EAN,
Code 39 and 12/5 without any
software changes. Price includes
BARDEMON Bar Code Printing
Program.

1111111111111111111111

ACTEL COMPUTERS iT0.

BUGBROOKE RD, GAYTON, NORTHAMPTON NN7 3EU

TELEPHONE (0604) 858011
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PROGRAM FILE
8994
9000 display:
9030 chrs=len(numS)
9040 poke contr1,8:poke contr1+2,1
9050 poke contr1+6,chrs.1
9060 poke ptsin,180-8*chrs:poke ptsin+2,100
9070 for inx=1 to chrs -

9080 poke intin+2ainx,asc(rightS(numa,chrs+1-inx))
9090 next inx
9100 poke intin+2.2*chrs,32:poke intin,32
9110 vdisys(1)
9120 return

rem *
9191 rem * To clear the screen set numS to blanks then use display
9192 rem *
9200 clrs:
9210 numa=spaceS(10)
9220 gosub 9030
9225 nurna=" " r si r) =0: pt=0

9230 return
10000 rem *rn...x. ******** x.............****** ***** **************
10010 rem * Get addres of basic aes parameter block and then *
10020 rem * the addresses of the individual parameter arrays a
10030
10040 getgem:
10120 aE=gb
10130 control=peek(af)
10140 global=peek(aE+4)
10150 gintin=peek(af+8)
10160 gintout=peek(aff12)
10170 addrinf=peek(aff16)
10180 addrout=peekla£.20)
10190 return
20000 rem *************** ****** ******.******...****x*********+**ww.
20001 rem * This is the data to define the object tree .

20002 rem ***mama**. **************** ***.**.****.**** ****** otutwo
20009 data 21
20010 rem the stem is a box
20020 data -1,1,21,20,0,16,004,&h1100,40,40,240,250
20030 rem sub 1 is number 1

20040 data 2,-1,-1,27,21,0,&113102,Sh1180,40,160,20,30

20050 rem sub 2 is number 2
20060 data 3,-1,-1,27,21,0,Sh3202,Sh1180,70,160,20,30
20070 rem sub 3 is number 3
20080 data 4,-1,-1,27,21,0,Sh3302,Sh1180,100,160,20,30
20090 rem sub 4 is number 4
20100 data 5,-1,-1,27,21,0,Sh3402,&111180,40,120,20,30
20110 rem sub 5 is number 5
20120 data 6,-1,-1,27,21,0,&h3502,&h1180,70,120,20,30
20130 rem sub 6 is number 6
20140 data 7,-1,-1,27,21,0,Sh3602,6(h1180,100,120,20,30
20150 rem sub 7 is number 7
20160 data 8,-1,-1,27,21,0,Sh3702,Sh1180,40,80,20,30
20170 rem sub 8 is number 8
20180 data 9,-1,-1,27,21,0,6(h3802,Sh1180,70,80,20,30
20190 rem sub 9 is number 9
20200 data 10,-1,-1,27,21,0,Sh3902,&h1180,100,80,20,30
20210 rem sub 10 is number 0
20220 data 11,-1,-1,27,21,0,&h3002,Sh1180,70,200,20,30
20230 rem sub 11 is char . (dec. pt.)
20240 data 12,-1,-1,27,21,0,8(h2e02,&h1180,40,200,20,30
20250 rem sub 12 is char up arrow for enter (default)
20260 data 13,-1,-1,27,23,0,&h0104,Sh1180,98,198,24,34
20270 rem sub 13 is char .
20280 data 14,-1,-1,27,21,0,84h2b02,Sh1180,130,80,20,30
20290 rem sub 14 is char -
20300 data 15,-1,-1,27,21,0,Sh2d02,Sh1180,130,120,20,30
20310 rem sub 15 is char x
20320 data 16,-1,-1,27,21,0,Sh7802,&h1180,130,160,20,30
20330 rem sub 16 is char divide
20340 data 17,-1,-1,27,21,0,Shf602,Sh1180,130,200,20,30
20350 rem sub 17 is blank s
20360 data 18,-1,-1,20,0,0,002,creenSh1100,40,40,140,30
20370 rem sub 18 is close for off
20380 data 19,-1,-1,27,21,0,&h0504,&h1180,0,0,25,30
20390 rem sub 19 is C for clear
20400 data 20,-1,-1,27,21,0,&h4302,&h1180,160,80,20,30
20410 rem sub 20 is change sign
20420 data 0,-1,-1,27,53,0,&h.102,&h1180,160,120,20,30

Epson HX20

by Amanda

Tape -Man

Parfitt

This tape manager program saves it- tape being used, rewinds it, saves it-
self at the start of each tape, and self at the beginning and writes the
maintains a directory of files on the initial directory. This can be consi-
tape as they are added. The listing dered equivalent to formatting a disk.
has been kept short to leave more When returning from saving a file,
room in the HX20 for other prog- the program has to update the direc-
rams. The program can be loaded tory and save it to tape before mov-
into any one of the five program ing to the main menu. This allows
areas, but ideally should be kept only you to load a file, save a file or print
in one area to establish a standard . the directory. At this point, the prog-
procedure. ram will have read the current direc-

When run, the program displays a tory and will know all the details ab-
menu which asks whether a new out the programs on the tape.
tape is being used, whether one is When the load option is selected,
returning from saving a file, or the program asks for the file name,
whether to go straight to the main winds the tape to just before the cor-
menu. If it's a new tape, Tape -Man rect file and ends, allowing the user
asks for the title and the side of the to log -in to the appropriate program



PROGRAM FILE
before accessing the file. lengthy directory of the tape. It then

The save option causes the prog- returns to the main menu.
ram to find the next free space on Variables
the tape, and asks the user for the The program allows up to 20 files
program area. The program logs into on one side of a tape. Some of the
that area and ends, allowing the user variables used are as follows:
to save the required file with the tape NDT - array holding name, date and
already correctly positioned. The time of saving each file
user should then run the program SFT - array holding start tape count,
again to allow it to update the direc- finish tape count and file type
tory at the start of the tape. D - array holding the names of the

The final option prints a brief or months

>LIST
10 TITLE "TAPE -MAN"
20 CLEAR 650,700
30 WIDTH 20.4
40 CLS
50 PRINT "**** TAPE -MAN ****"
60 PRINT "By Amanda Parfitt"
70 DEFINT T,S,F
80 DEFSTR Z,D,N
90 DIM NDT(20.2),SFT(20.2),D(11)

100 Lag="*** ******* **************"
110 L2S-fl000000000000000000oo0000"
120 FOR J=0 TO 11
130 READ D(J)
140 NEXT J
150 DATA "Jan"."Feb","Mar":"Apr"."May","Jun"
160 DATA "Jul","Aug"."SeP"."Oct"."Nov","Dec"
170 PRINT "Preen any key..."
180 Z-INKEY$
190 IF Z-"" THEN 180
200 CLS
210 PRINT "New Tape 1"

220 PRINT "Return from SAVE 2"

230 PRINT "Main Menu 3"
240 Z=INKEYS
250 IF Z="" OR VAL(Z)>3 THEN 240
260 ON VAL(Z)+1 GOTO 240,270,1580.420
270 CLS
280 INPUT "Name of Tape ";NT
290 INPUT "Side of Tape ";NS
300 CLS
310 PRINT "*** Please Wait ***"
320 PRINT "* Saving Tape -Man *"
330 WIND
340 SAVE"TAPE-MAN"
350 T=2
360 SFT(1,0)=0:SFT(1.1)=TAPCNT:SFT(1,2)=0
370 SFT(2.0)=400:SFT(2.1)=900:SFT(2.2)=256
380 NDT(1.0)-"TAPE-MAN":GOSUB 1680:NDT(1,2)-TI$
390 GOSUB1660
400 NDT(1.1)=D:NDT(2.0)="DIR":NDT(2.1)=D:GOSUB 1680:NDT(2.2)=TIS
410 GOSUB1130
420 IF Z="3" THEN GOSUB1260
430 CLS
440 PRINT "Load a File 1"

450 PRINT "Save a File 2"

460 PRINT "Print Directory 3"

470 Z-INKEY$
480 IF Z="" OR VAL(Z)>3 THEN 470
490 ON VAL(Z)-1 GOT0470,510.610.720
500 END

CLS
520 INPUT "Name of File ":NF
530 JJ=-1
540 FOR J=1 TO T
550 IF NF,-NDT(J,0) THEN PRINT NF;" found":JJ-J
560 NEXT J
570 IF JJ=-1 THEN PRINT NF:" not found":GOTO 430
580 WIND SFT(JJ.0)
590 PRINT "** TAPE -MAN ENDS **"

600 END
610 CLS
620 PRINT "Finding free apace Please Wait"
630 IF T=2 THEN WIND 1000 ELSE WIND SFT(T.1).100
640 CLS
650 PRINT "LOGIN & SAVE file"
660 PRINT "Then RUN Tape -man"
670 PRINT "LOGIN to what area"
680 Z=INKEY$
690 IF Z="" OR VAL(Z)>5 OR VAL(Z)<1 THEN 680
700 LOGIN VAL(Z)
710 END
720 CLS
730 PRINT "Full Directory....1"
740 PRINT "Brief Directory...2"
750 Z=INKEYS

0 760 IF Z="" OR VAL(Z)>2 OR VAL(Z)<1 THEN 750
CLS

780 GOSUB 1660
790 GOSUB 1680
800 IF VAL(Z)<>1 THEN GOTO 1020
810 PRINT "** Full Directory **"
820 LPRINT Ll$
830 LPRINT "Directory of ";NT
840 LPRINT "Side "INS:" 8 ":0:" ":TI$
850 LPRINT NDT(1.1);" to ";NDT(T,l)
860 FOR J-1 TO T
870 LPRINT L2$
880 LPRINT "File Name : ":NDT(.7.0)

MICROMART

LOWEST PRICES IN UK
FULLY WARRANTED & CERTIFIED DISKS

With

MONEY BACK GUARANTEED IF NOT SATISFIED

Prices per disk: Packed in lOs

51/4 SS/DD 69p + VAT + 50p P+ P Per 10's
DS/DD 75p + VAT + 50p P+ P Per 10's

SS/DD 1.85 + VAT + 50p P+ P Per 10's
31/2 DS/DD 2.03 + VAT + 50p P+ P Per 10's

SUPPLIED IN FREE
PLASTIC LIBRARY BOXES

PAYMENTS WITH ORDERS
PLEASE TO:

Software Product Marketing Ltd.
Unit 55

Bury Business Centre
Kay St., Bury

Lancs. BL9 6BU.

THE CRACKER
The spreadsheet designed for normal people
who make mistakes. Instant error detection and
easy correction. Yes, this is a special feature. It
means that what you do is right, first time, most
times. For Businessmen, Engineers, Scientists
and most simpletons. Including graphics.
From £44 + £2pp + VAT, CP/M-Z80, CP/M-86, MP/M-
86, CCP/M-86, MSDOS, PCDOS

DISASSEMBLERS, Z80, 8086
Powerful practical file based disassemblers.
Produces error mesages, full listings and cross-
reference tables. The 16 -bit version suitable for
whole 8086 family and 8087. This version can
handle. .CMD, .COM and .EXE files also ROMS.
£80+VAT, CP/M-Z80, CP/M-86, MP/M-86, CCP/M-86,

MSDOS, PCDOS

TRANSLATOR 8080/Z80 TO 8086
This is a single pass translator designed to allow
you to get your Z80 source code into an 8086
form easily. It has no real size limit and works
fast. Data areas handled intelligently. Output for
popular ayssemblers.ge. An easy way to learn 8086
assembl lagua
£80+VAT CP/nM-Z80, CP/M-86, MP/M-86, CCP/M-86,

MSDOS, PCDOS

Software Technology Ltd
P.O.BOX 724 HARBORNE, BIRMINGHAM, B17 9EZ
TEL: 021-427 7660. TELEX: 337675 TELPES G

DUST COVERS
(MADE OF PROOFED NYLON)

OLVETTI M24 dust covers
Monoscreen
Colourscreen

£8.50
£9.50

IBM
IBM PC - £8.50
IBM AT - £9.50

APRICOT dust covers
Apricot XEN with 10" monitor
Apricot PC or Xi with 9" monitor
Apricot PC or XI with 12" monitor
Apricot XEN with 12" green monitor
Apricot XEN with 12" white monitor

£8.50
£7.00
f8.50
f8.50
£8.50

SANYO dust covers
Monoscreen 550/55-£8.50
Colourscreen 550/555-£9.50

LARGE RANGE OF COVERS FOR OTHER
BUSINESS MACHINES ALSO AVAILABLE.

PLEASE ENQUIRE

Matching covers for Printers
Large range of printer covers also available which match the

computer covers. e.g. Brother Canon, Epson, Juki, Olvetti, Riternan, etc.
From f4.50

BBD COMPUTER DUST COVERS
The Standish Centre,

inCross Street, Standish, Wigan WN6 0110 ZE
Tel: 10257) 422968 Trade enquiries welcome
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MICROMART
FERRANTI PC860

BEST VALUE, IBM COMPATIVLE, FAST 8086
PROCESSOR 256K PERFECT 2 SOFTWARE SUITE

FREE ON -SITE WARRANTY
PC 2860 AT £2898

PC860 2x360K £999 MONO MONITOR £90
PC860XT 10MB 1225 COLOUR MONITOR £325

PRINTERS FROM £205

AMSTRAD PCW8256 £379

PC.XT COMPATIBLE
1x 360K PLUS 20MB FIXED

256K £995 INC MONITOR
AND OTHER MODELS FROM £525

SAGE SUPERDEALS

PHONE FOR BEST PRICES
E.G. ACCOUNTANT PLUS £425

PRICES INCLUDE HOT LINE SUPPORT VAT AND
CARRIAGE EXTRA

COMPUTER

FACILITIES
2 Kings Highway, Plumstead

London SE18 2NJ
Tel: 01-854 5313

(A.Springall ltd). Telex: 8813271 Ref -S140

aptus
COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS

ADD A TELEX FACILITY TO YOUR
AMSTRAD PCW 8256

Complete packages from £150 comprising chit-chat
software, Modem, and one to one Electronic mailbox.

Packages also available for IBM + compatables,
Apricots, Sirius etc.

AS NEW MODEMS
DACOM 2123 GT Auto dialer with

error correction 175
DACOM 2123 AD Intelligent

Auto dialer 125
DACOM 2123 AA Auto Answer 100
Apricot internal modem 100

USED COMPUTERS
IBMXT 10MB Hard disk + col monitor 1800
SiriusNictor SX with 10MB Hard disk 1200
Sirius/Victor with dual 1.2 MB floppy disks 900
IBM PC 10 MB Hard disk upgrade 1200
IBM PC 20 MB Hard disk upgrade 1300

NEW COMPUTERS
Victor VPC II with 10mb Hard disk

640k RAM 1200
Victor VPC II with 20mb Hard disk

640k RAM 1300

All prices exclude VAT

APTUS LTD
0676 33854

FAST TECHNOLOGY LTD
The Laser Printer Centre

01-831 7181
- Canon Laser Beam A-1
- Canon Laser Beam A-2
- Hewlett-Packard Laser Jet
- Hewlett-Packard Laser Jet Plus
- Xerox 4045

Specialists in Software Links
for Laser Printers

 Distributors for IBM value added
products

 Distributors for Hewlett-Packard
Plotters

 Distributors for Hewlett-Packard, Canon
& Xerox Laser Printers

PLEASE CALL FOR MORE DETAILS
01-831 7181

Dealers enquiries welcome to
Distribution Department -01-831 7187

FAST TECHNOLOGY LTD.
Systems House,

91-93 Gray's Inn Road,
London WC1X 8TX.

01-831 7181
Tlx. 264788 5YSOK G
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PROGRAM FILE

890 LPRINT
900 LPRINT
910 Zl="BASIC-ASCII"
920 IF SFT(J.2)=0

"Tape Count:";SFT(J,0);"-";SFT(J,1)
"File Type : ":

THEN Z1="BASIC"
THEN Zl="DATA"930 IF SFT(J,2)-256

940 IF SFT(J,2)=2 THEN Zl="OBJECT"
950 LPRINT Z1
960 LPRINT "Date Saved: ":NDT(J.1)
970 LPRINT "Time Saved: ";NDT(J.2)
980 NEXT J
990 LPRINT L2$

1000 LPRINT L1$
1010 GOTO 430
1020 PRINT "* Brief Directory *"
1030 LPRINT L1$
1040 LPRINT "Directory of ":NT
1050 LPRINT "Side ":NS:" @ ":0:" ";TI$
1060 LPRINT NDT(1,1);" to ":NDT(T.1)
1070 LPRINT LOS
1080 FOR J=1 TO T
1090 LPRINT NDT(.7.0);TAB(10);NDT(J.1);TAB(18);SFT(3.0)
1100 NEXT J
1110 LPRINT Lig
1120 GOTO 430
1130 CLS
1140 PRINT "Saving New Directory"
1150 PRINT " Please Wait"
1160 NDT(2,1)=NDT(T.1)
1170 NDT(2,2)=NDT(T.2)
1180 WIND 400
1190 OPEN"0",E1."CASO:DIR"
1200 PRINTEl.NT.NS.T
1210 FOR J=1 TO T
1220 PRINTE1.NDT(J.0),NDT(J,1).NDT(J.2).SFT(J.0).SFT(J,1).SFT(J.2)
1230 NEXT J
1240 CLOSEE1
1250 RETURN
1260 CLS
1270 PRINT "Loading Directory"
1280 PRINT " Please Wait"
1290 WIND400
1300 OPEN "I".E1."CASO:DIR"
1310 INPUTil,NT,NS.T
1320 FOR J=1 TO T
1330 INPUTE1.NDT(J.0),NDT(.1,1).NDT(J.2).SFT(J.0).SFT(J.1).SFT(J.2)
1340 NEXT .1

1350 SFT(2.1)=TAPCNT
1360 CLOSEE1
1370 SFT(2.1)-TAPCNT
1380 RETURN
1390 NDT(0.0)=""
1400 P-0
1410 FOR J=0 TO 10
1420 ZC=CHRS(PEEK(822-J))
1430 IFJ>2 AND ZC<>" " THEN P=1
1440 IF ZC<>" " OR P=1 THEN NDT(0.0)=ZC+NDT(0,0)
1450 IF J=2 AND LEN(NDT(0,0))<>0 THEN NDT(0,0)="."+NDT(O,O)
1460 NEXT .1

1470 SFT(0.1)=TAPCNT
1480 GOSUB 1660
1490 NDT(0.1)=D
1500 GOSUB 1680:NDT(0,2)=TI$
1510 SFT(0.2)=PEEK(823)+PEEK(824)
1520 RETURN
1530 FOR J=0 TO 2
1540 NDT(T,J)-NOT(0.3)
1550 SF1(T.J)=SFT(O.J)
1560 NEXT J
1570 RETURN
1580 GOSUB 1390
1590 GOSUB 1260
1600 IF SFT(T,1)<1000 THEN SFT(0.0)=1000 ELSE SFT(0,0)=SFT(T.1)+100
1610 SFT(2,1)=TAPCNT
1620 T=T+1
1630 GOSUB 1530
1640 GOSUB 1130
1650 GOTO 430
1660 D-MIDS(DATE$.4.2)+D(VAL(LEFTS(DATE$.2))-1)+RIGHTS(DATES.2)
1670 RETURN
1680 TI$-LEFTE(TIME$,2)+MIDCTIME$.4.2),"hrs"
1690 RETURN

0-LINES6- (5-REMARKS(5 -

120-160 Set up months names

200-260 Initial Menu options

270-410 New Tape (formatting)

420 Read Directory if Main Menu is selected

from Initial Directory

430-490 Main Menu

510-600 Load a File

610-710 Save a File



PROGRAM FILE MICROMART
Print Directory

1130-1250 Save Directory

1260-1380 Load Directory

1390-1520 Get details after Save

Name of last file saved is from memory

locations 822-812 (reverse)

e
720-1120

File type is determined from memory

locations 823-824

1530-1570 copy file info from dummy

1580-1650 Return from save

Date subroutine

1680-1690 Time subroutine

1660-1670

MBasic Polynomial

Root Finding

by GG Haigh

This set of programs provides an tial functions. The last two of these
alternative to the standard iterative are, mathematically speaking, almost
methods for calculating the roots of identical, but lead to quite different
polynomial equations. The methods root -determining formulae.
given improve on Newton's method, The price to pay for the improve -
the time-honoured choice, in two ment in performance over Newton's
ways: the speed at which the root is method is that both the first and
found; or accuracy. Newton's second derivatives have to be calcu-
method has the disadvantage that it lated. In return, the methods con -
can quite often diverge from a root, verge more quickly to the root and
rather than converging onto it. are more certain to converge at all.

Newton's method makes a linear The formulae are as follows, where
approximation to the root in its pre- the function is referred to as y; its
sumed vicinity. The result of this first derivative as y'; its second de -
approximation should be another rivative as y"; the first estimate of
approximation which is closer to the the root as r; and the newly calcu-
correct result. This process is repe- lated value as x.
ated until the difference between For the rectangular hyperbola
successive approximations is negligi- method:
ble. The only problem arises when x=r+1/(y"/02-0y)
the linear approximation is further For the exponential method:
away from the root than the original x=r+V/y"*LOG(1-y*y"/(y'*y"))
estimate; the process then diverges For the logarithmic method:
and moves away from the root, fail- x=r+y7y"*(1-EXP(y*y"/(y'y'))
ing to solve the problem. The above formulae are derived

A more accurate approach is to from the initial formulae for these
make the approximation by a curve, functions.
rather than by a straight line, and As an alternative, a program for
this set of programs gives three the standard difference method is
alternative methods for doing this. also given for comparison. There is
The methods chosen must be curves no difficulty in devising functions
which can have only one possible that these programs cannot cope
solution, and there are three intrinsic with, but Newton's method similarly
functions provided on micros that cannot cope. Other numerical analy-
satisfy this criterion: the rectangular sis tools are required for these prog-
hyperbola; logarithms; and exponen- rams.
. _

10 CLS:PRINT:PRINT' CALCULATION OF THE REAL ROOTS OF AN EQUATION "
20 PRINT' ":PRINT
30 PRINT" This programme calculates the real roots of an equation,ycf(x),by iter
ation of"
40 PRINT"a hyperbolic approximation to f(x),It requires the first and second der
ivatives of the function.":PRINT
50 PRINT"First enter the three functions y,y' and y" by moving the cursor past

60 PRINT"each ','sign, typing each function in BASIC form and pressing [CR] afte
r each"
70 PRINT"line entry.Then press: -":PRINT
80 PRINT " [RUN 100] [CR]":PRINT
90 LIST 100-120

A B COMPUTERS
AND ELECTRONICS

173 Thornbury Road,
Isleworth, Middx TW7 4QG

Phone: 01-568 7149
Tlx: 946240 EARY TO 192008215
 Authorised IBM-PC Compatible

dealers for: Business Systems.
NEC:- Main unit 128KB main
memory: 2 X 720KB disk -drives,
including IBM Compatible Card.
£1210, and NEC 10MB Main unit:
128KB main memory with 2
X720KB disk -drives £1640 and
colour tilt/swivel 14" monitor
£540, green tilt/swivel 14"
monitor £230.

*****

 20MB IBM Compatible. Made in
Taiwan with all -Japanese
components, with green taxan
monitor, £1500. All IBM and
MSDOS software are available.

*****

 Atari 1040 STM with colour
monitor £1148, Atari 520STM
with colour monitor £917. Atari
520 with mono monitor £667.
Atari disk -drive SF354, £149.25.
3.5" disks at £3.00 each all prices
inclusive of VAT.

*****

 Commodore 128D, £495.
Commodore 64 pack, including
cassette -recorder, music -
keyboard, colour 1901 monitor,
£295 Commodore graph -pad for
technical -drawing. (All models)
£59.50. *****

 Acorn BBC Master 128 £450. Dual
USF disk -drives. £345, Mouse
£79, and all other soft -and
hardware available.

..***

 Amstrad 8512 £565 Amstrad 8256
£439.
Graphpad for technical drawing,
(all models) £127.50, 64k memory
expansion unit, 49 pounds.
Graphics light -pen £29.95.
Modem and software £239.95.

*****

 Monitors: Philips Colour Monitor.
£299. Philips Green monitor £89,
Atari colour monitor £399.*****

 Printers: Epson LK80 £280,
Citizen 1200 £199, Juki 5510
£229,
Juki 6100 £299, Juki 2200
typewriter/printer £275.*****

Goods are available on mail-
order, and American Express
cardholders are welcome. Full
training and technical support

given to our customers.
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MICROMART

TECHNOLOGY
& MARKETING

All types and makes of
Business Computers and

Peripherals required.
Prompt Decision and Payment

Contact

BOB BROWNE
0836 500462/
028 371 2942

ACCOUNTS + PAYROLL

For Commodore 64, 128,
8000 Series etc.

and larger computers

Very comprehensive but easy
to use.

Available on 21 days approval.

Also contract programming

ELECTRONIC AIDS
(Tewkes) Ltd

62 High Street,
Evesham, Worcs. WR11 4HG

Telephone: 0386 49339

Unbeatable Prices on Sanyo 16 Bit Business Computers
AMSON FOR AMSTRAD AND EPSON (01-803 7074 AND
01-807 7577) MOST COMPETITIVE PRICES IN THE UK

COMPUTERS EOM Fc VAT
wan

140 IBASEPSON FIT Rio MIR DIP
Amstrad CPC 6. Green MB DM ORISMIVEL ISPECIAL OFFER.

Amstrad CPC OM Col.r MB MS
R. 8256 Naar  MA MB [131 J. B100 Bi-DILmti. Period, DNS (202
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Canon Al Laiel Printer
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MASCOT CY-2 Compact Hopo 11.1.111
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AMSOM COMPUTING (Mail Order)
6 RAYS ROAD, EDMONTON, LONDON N18 2NX.

(callers by appointment)
EASY TO REMEMBER ADDRESS, P.O. BOX 100, LONDON N18 2YL, U.K.

TELEPHONE: 01-803 7074 and 01-807 7577,
TELEX 8950511 ONEONE G MAILBOX No. 14514001
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PROGRAM FILE

100 DEF FNA(X), '< enter y
110 DEF FNB(X). '< enter y'
120 DEF FNC(X). '< enter y"
130 PRINT
140 INPUT "Enter your initial estimate of a root---> ",X:M=0
150 F=X
160 X=X+1/(FNC(X)/FNB(X)/2-FNB(X)/FNA(X))
170 IF ABS(X/F-1).01 THEN 200 ELSE IF M>10 THEN 260
180 M=M+1
190 GOTO 150
200 PRINT
210 PRINT " ROOT = ";X:PRINT
220 INPUT "Calculate another root?Enter Y or N---> ",A$
230 IF A$="N" OR A$="n" THEN 280
240 IF A$="Y" OR A$="Y" THEN 130
250 PRINT"Use y,Y,n or N":GOTO 220
260 PRINT"Query the presence of a root near this estimate"
270 FOR I=1 TO 2000:NEXT:GOTO 140
280 END
Ok

CALCULATION OF THE REAL ROOTS OF AN EQUATION

This programme calculates the real roots of an equation,y=f(x),by iteration of
a hyperbolic approximation to f(x),It requires the first and second derivatives
of the function.

0

First enter the three functions y,y' and y" by moving the cursor past
each '='sign, typing each function in BASIC form and pressing [CR] after each
line entry.Then press:-

0
[RUN 100] [CR]

100 DEF FNA(X)= X-4+6*X-3-X-2-3*X+.5 '< enter y
110 DEF FNB(X)= 4*X-3+18*X-2-2*X-3 '< enter y'
120 DEF FNC(X). 12*X-2+36*X-2 '< enter y"
Ok

RUN 100

Enter your initial estimate of a root---> -10

ROOT = -6.081095

another root?Enter Y or N---> y Calculate

Enter your initial estimate of a root---> 10

ROOT = .6601876

Calculate another root?Enter Y or N---> y

Enter your initial estimate of a root---> -2

ROOT = -.7460333

Calculate another root?Enter Y or N---> y

Enter your initial estimate of a root---> .2

ROOT = 1669408.

Calculate another root?Enter Y or N---> n
Ok

10 CLS;PRINT.PRINT" CALCULATION OF THE REAL ROOTS OF AN EQUATION"
20 PRINT" ":PRINT
30 PRINT" This programme calculates the real roots of an equation,y=f(x)."
40 PRINT" The method is derived from a hyperbolic approximation to the function
and,
50 PRINT" using finite differences, does not require differentiation of the funs
Lion.": PRINT
60 PRINT" First enter the function by moving the cursor past the ', sign and ty
ping"
70 PRINT" the function in BASIC form. Then press: -":PRINT
80 PRINT" [CR] [RUN 100] [CRY:PRINT
90 EDIT 100
100 DEF FNY(X) = '< enter y
110 PRINT
120 PRINT
130 INPUT" Enter your initial estimate of a root---> ",X:M=0
140 F=X
150 A=FNY(X)
160 B=FNY(X+.01)
170 C=FNY(X+.02)
180 X=X-.02/(C*(B-A)/A/(C-B)-1)
190 IF ABS(X/F-1)<.O1 THEN 220 ELSE IF M>10 THEN 280
200 M=H+1
210 GOTO 140
220 PRINT
230 PRINT" ROOT = ";X:PRINT
240 INPUT" Calculate another root? Enter Y or N----> ",A$
250 IF A$="N" OR A$="n" THEN 300
260 IF A$="Y" OR Ag="y" THEN 120 0
270 PRINT" Use y,Y,n or N":GOTO 240
280 PRINT" Query the presence of a root near this estimate"
290 FOR 1=1 TO 2000:NEXT:GOTO 130
300 END

-III



PROGRAM FILE MICRAIART
I.
I

10 CLS:PRINT:PRINT" CALCULATION OF THE REAL ROOTS OF AN EQUATION "
20 PRINT" ",PRINT
30 PRINT- This programme calculates the real roots of an equation,y=f(x),by iter
ation of"
40 PRINT"an exponential approximation to f(x),It requires the first and second

derivatives of the function."'PRINT
50 PRINT"First enter the three functions y,y' and y" by moving the cursor past

60 PRINT"each '='sign, typing each function in BASIC form and pressing [CR] afte
r each"
70 PRINT"line entry.Then press: -",PRINT
80 PRINT " [RUN 100] [CR)" PRINT
90 LIST 100-120
100 DEP FNA(X)= '< enter y

0

0
110 DEF FNB(X)= '< enter y'
120 DEF FNC(X)= '< enter y"
130 PRINT
140 INPUT "Enter your initial estimate of a root---> ",X:M=0
150 F=X

* 160 X=X+FNB(X)/FNC(X)*LOG(1-FNA(X)*FNC(X)/(FNI(X))^2)
170 IF ABS(X/F-1).01 THEN 200 ELSE IF M>10 THEN 260
180 M=11,1
190 GOTO 150
200 PRINT I
210 PRINT " ROOT = ";X:PRINT
220 INPUT "Calculate another root?Enter Y or N---> ",A$
230 IF A$="N" OR A$="n" THEN 280
240 IF A$="Y" OR A$="y" THEN 130
250 PRINT"Use y,Y,n or N",GOTO 220
260 PRINT"Query the presence of a root near this estimate"
270 FOR I=1 TO 2000:NEXT:GOTO 140
280 END

10 CLS:PRINT:PRINT" CALCULATION OF THE REAL ROOTS OF AN EQUATION "
20 PRINT" -,PRINT 0
30 PRINT" This programme calculates the real roots of an equation,y=f(x),by iter
ation of"
40 PRINT"a logarithmic approximation to f(x),It requires the first and second de
rivativesof the function.":PRINT
50 PRINT"First enter the three functions y,y' and y" by moving the cursor past

60 PRINT"each '='sign, typing each function in BASIC form and pressing [CR] afte
r each"
70 PRINT"line entry.Then press: -",PRINT
80 PRINT " [RUN 100] [CR]":PRINT
90 LIST 100-120
100 DEF FNA(X)= '< ENTER Y
110 DEF FNB(X)= '< ENTER Y'

0 120 DEF FNC(X)= '< ENTER Y"
130 PRINT
140 INPUT "Enter your initial estimate of a root---> ',X,M=0

I 150 F=X
160 X=X+FNB(X)/FNC(X)*(1-EXP(FNA.(X)*FNC(X)/(FNB(X))-2))
170 IF ABS(X/F-1).01 THEN 200 ELSE IF M>10 THEN 260
180 M=M+1
190 GOTO 150
200 PRINT
210 PRINT " ROOT . ";X PRINT
220 INPUT "Calculate another root? Enter Y or N---> ",A$
230 IF A$="N" OR A$="n" THEN 280
240 IF A$="Y" OR A$="y" THEN 130
250 PRINT"Use y,Y,n or N".GOTO 220
260 PRINT"Query the presence of a root near this estimate"
270 FOR I=1 TO 2000,NEXT:GOTO 140
280 END

.... _

Onc Function Key

by Tim Richards

This routine provides a Home key, sary, and allows the interrupt to con -
which is operated by the FUNCTion tinue.
key and is completely relocatable. It To enable the FUNCTion key, use
interrupts the vector held at location DOKE #245,#400; to disable it, use
#245 and moves the cursor if neces- DOKE #245,#EE22.

10 FOR 1=#400 TO #41A
20 READ A$:POKE I,UALC"#"+AS)
30 NEXT
40 DATA 48,8A,48 'save register contents
50 DATA AD,09,02 'load keyboard contents
60 DATA C9,A5 'function key check
70 DATA F0,6 'if check positive jump
80 DATA 58,00,68 'restore registers
90 DATA 4C,22,EE 'continue interrupt
100 DATA A2,1E 'Load X with CHR$C30)
110 DATA 20,70,F7 'print character
120 DATA 68,AA,68 'restore registers
130 DATA 4C,22,EE 'continue interrupt

KINGSLEY ENTERPRISES
Specialists in all kinds of floppy diskettes

Mail Order Prices Exclusive of Postage and VAT

Disk prices per box of 10 1 box 2-4
3.5" SONY SS/DD135 20.00 18.80 17.50 17.00

SS/DD135 22.00 19.80 19.25 18.70
3.5" NASHUA SS/DD135 20.00 18.00 17.50 17.01

DS/DD135 25.63 23.06 22.42 21.78
5.25" NASHUA SS/DD 48 9.38 8.44 8.20 7.97

DS/DD 48 10.63 9.56 9.30 9.03
DS/DD 96 12.38 11.14 10.83 10.52
DS/DD 96 13.13 11.81 11.48 11.16
DS/HD 96 23.75 21.38 20.78 20.19

5.25" DYSAN SS/DD 48 13.25 11.93 11.59
DS/DD 48 18.25 16.43 15.97 15.51
SS/DD 96 18.25 16.43 15.97 15.51
DS/DD 96 21.88 19.69 19.14 18.59

POSTAGE per DISK ORDER: FREE El E2 E2.50/10
8', Hard sector and Pre -formatted diskettes also available eg:
DEC RX50 Format
5.25"NASHUA SS/DD 48 16.00 14.40 14.40 13.60
BULK PACKED plain label diskettes available in multiples of 50:

50 100 1000
5.25" NASHUA SS/DD 48 33.75 60.75 295.31 573.75
DS/DD 48 40.63 73.13 355.47 690.63
SS/DD 96 46.25 83.25 404.69 786.25
SS/DD 96 48.75 87.75 426.56 828.75

For best prices on 400 Software/250 Book Titles & 1000 Peripherals

Please Phone:

KINGSLEY ENTERPRISES
87 Whitefield Road, Stockton Heath, Warrington WA4 6NB

Tel: 10925164207124 -Hour Dial -a -Disk) m.

A better way to buy or sell used computer
equipment.

We are a National Used Computer Agency who
bring together buyers and sellers of all types of
computers and peripherals.
We deal with personal and business machines,
including, Apricot, IBM, DEC, Epson, Apple
and the BBC.
There is no charge without sale and then only a
modest 10% of the selling price. If you are
looking for a particular type of machine that is
not currently on offer we will include you on our
lists at no charge. Send s.a.e. for current list.

5A THE BALCONY, QUEENS ARCADE
LEEDS LS1 6LF

Or ask for John White on 0532 435583
Callers at our shop premises in Leeds City Centre
are welcome 9am to 5.30pm Monday to Saturday

USED COMPUTER AGENCY

WHEN ONLY THE BEST WILL DO
TYPING TUTOR (BBC)
£12.95 tape £14.95 disc. "Best of its kind on disc any home micro.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
(A&B COMPUTING MAY 1985)

EARLY MATHS (BBC B, Electron; Amstrad)
£7.95 tape £9.95 disc. A package of 4 programs to teach the basic
concepts of numeracy using animated routines. (4-8 yrs). Available
now at your BESA store or direct from Willow Software.

EARLY WORDS (BBC B, Electron Amstrad)
£7.95 tape £9.95 disc. A package of 6 colourful programs to teach
the names and spelling of common words. (3-8 yrs).

THE PERILS OF PERCIVAL PENGUIN (BBC B)
£4.99 A unique and amusing m/c arcade game.

LANDING PARTY (BBC B, Electron)
£3.99 tape A space adventure game.
BBC master 128 £460
Upgrade kits available POA
Philips TV 1114 TV/monitor £195
Mannesmars/Epson Printers all at discount
Microutec monitors
Cumana/Pace disc drives
Commodore 64 compendium - RRP £199.95 our price £195

Example
SAVE

Our Price
PCW 8256 SRP £458.85 (£399+ VAT)
PCW 8512 SRP £573.85 (£499+ VAT)

£435
£545

CPC 6128 (Colour) £370
CPC 464 (Colour) £275
Plus Printers, Disc Drives, RS232 etc all at discount prices.

10% off ALL 'SAGE' Software
All prices include VAT and Postage.

Phone for latest prices or products not
listed.

Wi !low Software
The Willows, Wrington Lane,

Congresbury, Bristol BS1 9 5BQ
Tel: 0934 834056
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MULTIPLY COMPUTER PRODUCTIVITY
with the MEGABUFFER

Intelligent plotter/printer data buffer and protocol
converter. Releases staff and computer for more
productive tasks than waiting. Reported time
savings range from 2x to 50x.
Compatible with most computers, printers and
plotters: IBM, AMSTRAD, HP, ACT, SHARP, TANDY,
EPSON, OKI, QUME, APPLE, NEC and most others.
Supports all combinations of serial and parallel
interfaces (inc. X-ON/X-OFF) and even works where
most other buffers don't. Has many facilities incl.
pause, multiple copy, hex output and powerful self -
test. Field-tested since 1983 and built to last.

64k f140 128k £216 256k f2.78 512k £448 1MB f556
UK delivery f3. Cables from f15. VAT extra.
Dealer and export enquiries welcome.

Designed and manufactured in Britain by
RINGDALE PERIPHERALS 11 Decoy Road,
Worthing, Sussex BN14 8ND Tel (0903) 213131

MICROCOMPUTER HARDWARE SUPPLIES
COMPUTERS
Amstrad PCW8512 Word Processor System

479.00(a)
Amstrad PCW8256 Word Processor System

379.00(a)
Atari 1040STF with IBM drive, Mouse & Col
Mon 010.00(a)
Atari 1040STF with IBM drive, Mouse & Mon

648.00(a)
Atari 520STM 512KB with TV 0/P 295.00(a)
BBC Master 128 395.00(a)
Commodore AMIGA with Col. Mon P.O.A.
Commodore 128D inc. built in 1571 disk drive

383.00(a)
Commodore 128D inc. built in 1571 disk
drive+ 1900M mon 453.00(a)
Commodore 128+1570 disk drive 345.00(a)
Commodore 128 Compendium C2N/Music
Maker etc. 229.00(a)
Commodore 128 207.00(a)
Commodore 64 Hal. Pack/C2N/Music Maker.
etc. 160.00(a)
Commodore 64 139.00(a)
Sanyo MBC775 Portable PC with COLOUR
Mon, twin floppies inc Wordstar and Calcstar

1250.00(a)
PRINTERS
Citizen MSP10 160cps & NLO 309.00(a)
Citizen 120D Dot Mat, Trac., 120cps & NLQ

167.00(a)
Citizen 560P 40 col 2 -colour for C16/64/128,
+4 43.47(a)
Commodore MPS1000 Dot Matrix 100cps &
NLOFric/Trac 219.00(a)
Commodore MSC801 COLOUR Dot Matrix

135.00(a)
Commodore MPS803 Dot Matrix with tractor

136.00(a)
Epson FX85 160cps & NLO 359.00(a)
Epson D(80 Dot Matrix & NLW 199.00(a)
JUK16200 Daisywheel 32cps 405.00(a)
JUKI 5520 Colour Dot Matrix 180cps & NLQ

370.00(a)
Star NL10 with C64/C128 Inter( 120cps & NLQ

222.00(a)
MONITORS
Commodore 1901 Col 14" 229.00(a)
Commodore 1900 Green 12" 120.00(a)

Microvitec 1451 Col RGB 14" Med Res
223.00(a)

Microvitec 1431 Col RGB 14" Std Res 187.00(a)
Philips 8501 Col. RGB 14" Std Res 103.00(a)
Philips BM7502 Green 12" 72.00(a)
ACCESSORIES
Atari 20MB Hard Disk 699.00(a)
Centronics Inter( for C64/12B 8K Butter &
Graphics 51.30(d)
Commodore 1571 216.00(a)
Commodore 1570 Disk Drive for C128

159.00(a)
Commodore 1541 Disk Drive 136.00(a)
Commodore Music Keyboard. Adrian Mole,
Des Pencil 14.00(d)
Cumana CD800S Dual Disk Drive for BBC

265.00(a)
Cumana CS400S Dual Disk Drive for BBC

145.00(a)
Opus Challenger 213.92(a)
Opus 5802D Dual Disk Drive for BBC 254.18(a)
Silicon Express Dual 3.5" Drive for OL

220.00(a)
Printer Ribbons- You name it P.O.A.

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
VizaWrite Classic 128 76.00(d)
Superscript 128 64.00(d)
Pocket Wordstar 93.00(d)
Superbase 128 72.00(d)
Sagesoff Popular Stock.Inv. for Amstrad
PCW8256/6128 60.86(d)
Sagesoft Popular Accounts Plus, Amstrad
PCW8256/6128 130.43 d)
DR Draw for Amstrad PCW8256/6128 43.43(d)
DR PASCAL for Amstrad PCW8256/6128

43.43(d)
AMX Pagemaker for BBC (mixed text &
graphics) 42.00 d)
Wordwise Plus for BBC 46.00(d)
Supercalc II Spreadsheet for Amstrad
PCW8256 49.00(8)
DISKS (Examples)
5.25" SS/DD StorageMaster (10) 12.50 d)
5.25" DS/D0 StorageMaster (10) 16.25 d)
5.25" SSIDD Goldstar (10) 11.30(d)
3.5" DS/DD StorageMaster (10) 32.50(d)
3" DS tor Amstrad (10) 37.50(d)

DELTA PI PROCESS INTERFACE FOR COMMODORE 64/128
8 Analogue Inputs (12 bit) & 32 Digital Input/Output lines £295.00

Delivery charge codes (a)£7 (b)C5 (c)£3 (d)£1
Add 150/, VAT to total. Make cheques payable to

Vela Pe Sois-atevie
Please contact us for many other products not listed

Apple Macintosh
Your Dealer in Central London

State -of -the -Art Macintosh Systems

Apple
Macintosh
Plus

Apple
HD -20
Hard Disk

Apple
LaserWriter
Printer

The latest Mac, with 1 Mb of RAM,
800Kb Disk drive, 128Kb of ROM
and fast SCSI port - Brilliant !

Fits unobtrusively under the Mac,
with 20 Mb capacity. Uses new
Finder with hierarchical directories.

Link up a number of Macs to this
high -quality printer, using the
AppleTalk network, mixing both
text and graphics output.

If you are looking for a microcomputer for your office,
you must call in and try out the Apple Macintosh. With
our demonstration facilities, full range of software and
helpful staff, we welcome you to our Macintosh Centre

Jl
231 Baker Street, London NW1 6XE

Telephone: 01-935 5262
ANNENN OPEN MONDAY - FRIDAY, 9.30 AM - 6.00 PM

CLEARANCE

APRICOT
ex -demo and stock

SALE
COMPUTERS

Apricot PC 256K dual 720K drives incl. monitor. £799

Apricot xi 256K 10MB drive incl. monitor. £1499
Apricot PC 9" black monitor. £75
Apricot PC 9" cream monitor (PC & FI) (new E100) £75

SOFTWARE

DR CBASIC Language £50
DR CBASIC Compiler £50
Lotus 1-2-3 £100
Let us quote fora printer and software to complete the system

Phone Irene now on 0925 54117

INEHVL WcC-M3V ' MR
U -M Systems -a division of

U -Microcomputers Ltd., Winstanley Industrial Estate,
Long Lane, Warrington, Cheshire, WA2 8PR, England.

Tel: 0925 54117, Telex: 629279 UMICRO G, Fax 060684-5829 ref UMICRO.

Access & Barclaycard. Prices exclude carriage & VAT.
IBM and Anrirnt nittl-inricpirl riprilprc
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TRANSACTION FILE

 NEC PC3201A portable
computer. Boxed, as new,
expanded to 40K, hard
carrying case. £290. Tel: (01)
542 5956.
 AMSTRAD PCW8256. As
new, hardly used. Monitor,
keyboard and printer. Loco
script. Logo, basic CP/M and
two blank disks. £350. Lee,
S.E. London. (01)851 4053
(eves).
 2X APRICOT F1's (256k)
plus 9ins monitors, plus
Epson RX-80F/T Dot matrix
printers. Software included,
Superwriter, Supercalc and
nominal ledger software. All
for £1,990. Willing to sell F1's
separately. 0384 77326.
 BBC 'B' with DNFS, f200.
Solidisk 32k RAM, £25,
Computer concepts graphics
ROM, £18, Acorn AP -100A
Dot matrix printer, £78, Torch
ZEP100 Z80 processor, £120.
Tel: (07373)56642.
 380Z. FDS2, HRG twin Bin
disk. Plus software: Fortran,
Zurk, XDB, Assembler, CP/M,
library etc. Hardware recently
renovated. Offers? Jowett,
New Manor Farm,
Winterslow, Salisbury, Wilts.
Tel: (0980) 862097.
 BBC 'B' OS 1.2. With
joystick, books and games,
£175 ono. Microvitec CUB
colour display monitor 1431,
14in standard resolution, suit
BBC micro, etc, £125 ono. Tel:
(01)0952 (eves).
 DATEL Digital Rainbow
100+. Hard disk Winchester
Drive. Green screen monitor.
Digital LA5tl printer,
software: Microfacts, MS
DOS, integrated accounting
system, Multiplan 86 CPM. C
Taylor, 12 Tristan Ave.,
Walmer Bridge, Preston. 0772
613561. As new, £2,500.
 PORTABLE CASIO FP -200.
LCD screen, 20x8 characters
+ graphics. 8k RAM battery,
backup expandable, quality
keyboard. 32k ROM, RS 232
printer port, CETL BASIC
manuals, as new, boxed.
Offers Martin, 0983 296704.
 WATANABE WX4675 6 -
PEN A3 Flat bed plotter with
parallel interface. Excellent
condition but no pens. £950
ono. Tel: (Sedgefield) 0740

Your chance to buy, sell or swap equipment.

20818 evenings.
 SINCLAIR QL. JS Vers
software. 2.3 version
discinter face. Disk drive and
user guide, 12 items of
software worth £500. Will sell
for £250. Tel: 0243 69 2482
after 7pm weekdays and ask
for Antony.
 ACORN Z80 second
processor. For BBC B/Bt
Master. Boxed as new with all
software and manuals, nine
months old, £250. Personal
sale or delivered to your door.
Tel: 06755 2745 (eves).
 NEC Complete Quality
Business System PC-8801BE.
64k, 14in colour monitor, twin
floppy, 640k NEC printer, NEC
printer PC-8023BE-N as new.
Perfect with software. £595.
Maidstone (0622) 58356).
 APPLE II EUROPLUS. 2 disk
drives, monitor, CPM card,
Epson printer. Software
includes: DOS 3.3, Wordstar,
Apple Pascal, Dbase II,
Visicalc, Multiplan, Supercals
and many more. All for £750.
Tel: Wong 0703 37130.
 OSBORNE Business
Computer. Twin disk drives
and monitor, excellent
condition, hardly used,
complete with Wordstar,
Mailmerge, Supercalc, CPM.
Plus Dbase II. For quick sale,
£395. May split software. Tel:
0704 66066.
 NEC PC -8201A Lapheld
Computer wanted. Either 16k
or expanded. Peripherals and
cables also considered. Full
set of manuals essential.
Please specify price required.
Tel: Leicester (0535) 557207.
 RESEARCH MACHINES
480Z -L5, 256k, HRG, double
disk -drive, colour Microvitec
monitor, Epson RX80 FT
printer. Plus discs, software,
privately owned, well
maintained, £1,200 ono.
Excellent for word processing
etc. Tel: Andy (01) 5341875.
 NORTH HORIZON 12 slot
S-100. Dual drive computer,
Volker -Craig terminal
customised for Wordstar.
Software, technical manuals,
cost £3,000+, offers around
£1,400 ono. Tel: 021-358 7572
between 7.30pm and
10.30pm.

 NEWBRAIN A. With
manuals, £50. Commodore
1570 disk drive, would cost
£199, now only £150 ono. Tel:
021-358 7572 between
7.30pm and 10.30pm.
 DIABLO 1650 Daisy Wheel
Printer. 7 print wheels,
ribbons, recently serviced,
tractor, technical manual,
cost £3,500+. Offes £1,600
ono. Tel : 021-358 7572
between 7.30pm and
10.30pm.
 OSBORNE 64k. Dual disk
drive, built-in monitor,
Wordstar, Supercalc, Mbasic,
Cbasic, Personal Pearl,
Bstam, £550 ono. Tel: 021-
358 7572 between 7.30pm
and 10.30pm.
 QL with Disk-I/F. Parallel
printer-I/F J/S converter,
books, technical manual, 92
cartridges, languages,
utilities, games, would cost
over £600. Now, asking only
£325 ono. Tel: 021-358 7572
between 7.30pm and
10.30pm.
 TITAN ACCELERATOR II.
Speeds Apple 31/2X. Only
£199 ono. CIS-Cobol for
Apple with Z80. Includes
Forms -II only £195 ono. Tel:
021-358 7572 between
7.30pm and 10.30pm.
 SPECTRUM -48K. Saga
keyboard, I/F-1, dual J/S-I/F
microdrives 75 cartridges,
games, utilities, books,
Alphacom printer with paper.
Would cost over £850, now
only £425 ono. Tel: 021-358
7572 between 7.30pm and
10.30pm.
 WANTED for SORD/CGL
M-5. Assembler language
pack as developed by
Microxzec (or Microxzec's
current whereabouts). Also
will buy M5 peripherals or
useful software. Tel: Julian at
Formby (07048174471.
 TWO PRINTERS for quick
sale. Centronics 737 dot
matrix printer, parallel
interface (+ manuals), £150
cash. Tandy LPVI dot matrix
printer, Centronics parallel
interface, £150 cash. Tel:
(0584)810015 Tenbury
(Worcs).
 MICROWRITER and
Monitor Interface. As new, all

manuals, charger, Philips
TP200 green monitor.
Excellent portable word
processor, easier than
Qwerty. £350 ono. Tel:
(Bristol) 0272 303030 ext 4832
(office) 713738 (home).
 MACINTOSH Software
OMNIS-3. As new, £200. DBS-
pay, as new, £75. Mac -
terminal, as new, £40,
Habadex £30, TDI UCSD p -
system, £100. Tel: 0329
45977.
 BROTHER EP44 printer/
terminal, £160 ono. Inc paper
spool holder, thermal paper,
plain paper and ribbons. All in
good condition. Tel: 0623
32324.
 ADVANCE 86B. 256k MS
DOS, PC DOS, perfect suite.
Plus perfect link: Crosstalk
XVV, PC write, PC file, Dbase
II, easy planner, nutcracker
PC tutor etc. Novex amber
monitor. Six month contract,
NEC maintenance, £375. 0277
222943.
 BBC Model B, 0S1.2, Acorn
DFS, disk drive, Microvitec
1451 medium resolution
colour monitor. 50 disks,
Acorn soft Logo, joystick,
extras, excellent condition,
ideal educational outfit, £620.
Cambridge 811901.
 BBC B. Opus DDOS+
double sided 40/80 track disk
drive, Watford 32k ROM/RAM
board, voltmace joystick,
books, plenty of software,
magazines. All in vgc, £535
ono. Tel: (01) 947 2698 after
6pm.
 SHARP MZ-80k updated for
CP/M. Printer, dual disk
drives, interface. Basic, Xtal
basic, Pascal, Forth,
ASssembler, plus games,
£450 ono. Tel: (0606) 851003.
 BBC B. UDM DDFS, 160k
Opus disk drive. Brother HR -5
dot matrix printer, AMX
mouse, replay system,
joystick, ROM socket,
software, £625 ono. Tel:
Maldon 76236 after 5pm, ask
for Gary.
 TELEVIDEO MODEL 950
VDU teminal. Ideal for
expanding company with
similar system, unused.
Offers (01) 837 5946 eves.
 MEMOTECH MTX-512. 64k

RAM, twin RS232 ports,
printer cable, manuals, lads,
some software, four months
old, boxed and virtually
unused. Cost £170, sell for
£100. Tel: Garston (0923)
678657 (eves).
 SIRIUS 256k. Twin 600k
floppy disks. MS DOS CP/
M86, £700 ono. Contact Harry
Melton on 0908 670630 eves.
Some software also
available, plus technical
documentation.
 SHARP MZ700. Plus
double disk drive, expansion
unit and Sharp printer. Also,
assembler, disk basic, ten
disks, joystick and some
games, £250 ono. Tel: 041
638 0845 (Glasgow).
 ATARI 520ST. used once
only for 10 minutes, hi-res
monitor, 1Mb disk drive, TOS
ROMs, mouse, 512k RAM,
GEM, 1st word, DB master,
£600 quick sale. Rob, Northen
09323 46830.LAPHELD
CANON X-07 computer. Plus
X-710 colour plotter/printer.
Boxed, as new, all leads,
charger, manuals E&C. And
text/file processor software.
Tel: Rod Oxford 512571 or
eves Witney 72372.
 OSBORNE 01. Double
density, Supeficalc,
Wordstar, Mbasic, Microlink
(comms software) etc.
Manuals, approx 40, spare
disks. Current service
contract, (full) 10 months
unexpired. £365 ono,
Midlands. Forshaw 0907
222012 (daytime).
 HITACHI MBE -16002. MS-
DOS 2.11, PC compatible,
128k 2x 360k floppies.
Wordstar, Nucleus,
Calcmaster, Turbo Pascal,
Toolbox plus Epson FX80.
Must sell, £1,150 only. Tel:
(01) 623 5500 ext 8002. C Hill
(daytime).
 SHARP MZ700. 64k with
integral 4 -colour printer/
plotter and cassette unit,
£150. Sharp PC1246 pocket
micro with CE -125 printer/
micro cassette unit in case.
Plus accessories, £75. All as
new. Tel: 0934 732821.

1111111m irk isme iamb moo

TRANSACTION FILE ADVERTISEMENT FORM
All Transaction File ads must be submitted by readers on this form or a photocopy of this form. Maximum 30 words. Print one word per box, very
clearly. Name, address and/ortelephone number must be included in the 30 words. All ads must be accompanied by aflatfeeof£2.50. Makecheques or
POs payable to Personal Computer World. Ads accepted from private readers only. Ads cannot be repeated (unless sent in on another form) and we
cannot guarantee to print an ad in any specific issue. Please help ourtypesetterto help you by printing your ad very clearly. Send your completed form
to: Transaction File, PCW, 32-34 Broadwick Street, London W1A 2HG.

Please find enclosed my cheque/PO for £2.50 for the following Transaction File ad.
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MICROCHESS

Man vs Mainframe? Kevin O'Connell is the referee.

How do you set about beating a
chess computer or a chess pro-

gram playing on a big computer?
The best advice is still: 'Get out of

book' as soon as possible and then
keep everything very simple. The
'book' is the computer's possibly ex-
haustive knowledge of opening
theory which consists of a simple
IF... THEN... IF... THEN... sequ-
ence, although this can be very deep
indeed.

Here is an example of an amateur
player following just this advice and
winning, fairly easily, against one of
the strongest programs in the world
running on a Cray.

White: PG Bakker. Black: Cray Blitz.
Opening: Queen's Pawn.

1

2

3

d2 -d4 d7 -d5
N g 1-f3 Bc8-f 5
c2 -c3

This takes the computer out of its
book knowledge.
3 Nb8-d7
4 Bc1-f4 c7 -c5
5 e2 -e3 Qd8-b6
6 Qd1-b3 Qb6x b3

This is none too good. 6... e7 -e6
was better.

7 a2xb3

7 Bf5xb1
In a very simple position, Black

plays a move that no human would

ever consider. True, the white rook
is pulled, temporarily, off the half -
open a -file, but this is only achieved
at the cost of conceding the bishop
pair to White.
8 Ralxb1 c5xd4
9 e3 x d4 e7 -e6

10 Bf1-d3 Ng8-f6
11 0-0 Nf6-h5
12 Bf4-d2 Bf8-d6
13 g2 -g3 Nh5-f6
14 Rf1-el 0-0
15 Rb1-al

White has a very clear advantage
and it is extremely difficult for Black
to find anything constructive to do.
15 Bd6-c7
16 c3 -c4

White wants to take advantage of
his queen -side pawn majority (3 v
2 on the a,b and c -files).
16
17
18
19

Kgl-g2
c4 -c5
b3 -b4

Rf8-c8
Bc7-d6
Bd6-e7

19 - a7 -a6
Black's task is extremely difficult,

but this makes it easier for White
to convert his pawn majority.
20
21

22
23

b4 -b5
Bd3 x b5
b2 -b4
h2 -h4

a6xb5
h7 -h6

Kg8-f8
Kf8-e8

This is the end, losing material to
the following, positional, combin-

ation. Unfortunately for computers,
positional combinations tend to run
to large numbers of ply which make
them too deep for the computers to
see.

24 Nf3-e5 Rc8-d8
25 g3 -g4 Ra8xa1
26 Re1xa1 Ke8-f8
27 g4 -g5 h6xg5
28 h4xg5 Nd7xe5
29 g5 xf6 Be7 xf6
30 d4xe5 Bf6 x e5
31 Ra1-a7 Rd8-b8
32 Kg2-f3 Be5-d4
33 Bb5-a4 Bd4-e5
34 Bd2-f4 Be5xf4
35 Kf3xf4 f7 -f6
36 Ba4-d7

This is stronger than 36 b4 -b5,
which would allow the black king to
get into the game.
36 e6 -e5+
37 Kf4-e3 d5 -d4+
38 Ke3-d3 Kf8-e7
39 Bd7-c6 Ke7-e6
40 Ra7 x b7 Rb8 x e6
41 Bc6 x b7 Ke6-d7
42 b4 -b5

A

A

as viii
AW A A

42 1-0
(Black resigns)

White not only has the overwhel-
ming material superiority of bishop
v pawn, but the connected passed b
and c -pawns are bound to force their
way through to queen.

NUMBERS COUNT

Mike Mudge examines Sk - sets and their extension.

Sets (ti) for which titi + k is always a
square...sk - sets and some possi-
ble extensions
Definition (i) An Sk - set of size n is
a set (t1, t2, tn) of distinct posi-
tive integers such that t,ti + k is the
square of an integer whenever i 4 j;
k being constant.

For example, (1,2,5,) is an S_1 -
set of size 3 since 1x 2 - 1 = 12,

1x5 - 1 = 22 & 2x5 - 1 =32.
(1,79,98) is a P2 - set of size 3 since
1 x79 + 2 = 92,
1 x98 + 2 = 102 & 79 x 98 + 2 = 882.

Definition (ii) ACk - set of size n is

similarly defined using the condition
that tititp + k is the cube of an inter-
ger whenever i 4 j 4 p.

It should be observed that these
definitions are capable of modifica-
tion in many natural ways; typical
illustrations being
(a) t,ti + k is the cube of an integer,
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NUMBERS COUNT
(b) t, + ti + k is the square of an
integer,
(c) t, + ti + tp is the cube of an
integer.
Definition (iii) An Sk - set is 'extend-
able' if there exists a positive integer,
y say, not a member of Sk such that
the union of y and Sk is still an Sk -
set.

For example, the S1 - set (1,3,8)
of size 3 can be extended using the
integer y = 120 to generate the Si -
set (1,3,8,120) of size 4.

It has been shown (A Baker and H
Davenport, Quart Journal Math Ox-
ford Ser (3) v 20, 1969, pp129-137)
that no further extension of this Si -
set is possible.

The extendability of Ck - sets is
similarly defined.
Problem A Catalogue, according to
their size, all possible Sk - sets with
elements less than some given No.
Problem B Investigate the 'extenda-
bility' of these Sk - sets using inte-
gers y up to some given Y.
Problem C Repeat (A) & (B) above for
Ck - sets.... of which none are
known to the author.
Problem D Modify definitions (i) & (ii)
above and attempt (A), (B) and (C) as
appropriate.

Some reference to the theoretical

literature on these matters may be
helpful. Details of the history of this
problem are to be found in P

Heichelheim's; The Study of positive
integers (a,b) such that ab + 1 is a
square. Fibonacci Quarterly. v17,
1979, pp269-274, also LE Dickson;
History of the Theory of Numbers,
vol II, pp513-520.

Readers are invited to submit their
attempts at some (or all) of the
above problems to: Mike Mudge,
'Square Acre', Stourbridge Road,
Penn, near Wolverhampton, Stafford-
shire WV4 5NF, tel (0902) 892141.
Submissions, which must reach me
by 1 October 1986, will be judged
using suitably vague criteria, and a
prize will be awarded to the 'best'
contribution received by the closing
date.

Please note that submissions can
only be returned if a suitable
stamped, addressed envelope is pro-
vided.

Expanded reviews of previous
problems, together with, subject to
the approval of the contributor,
copies of detailed programs from the
winning entry may also be re-
quested. In the interests of efficiency,

interested readers are en-
couraged to contact the
prize-winner directly.

Mike Mudge welcomes corre-
spondence on any subject within the
areas of number theory and compu-
tationally -related mathematics, and
will endeavour to reply to all letters.

January review
This subject area produced re-
sponses ranging from 'What a load
of rubbish!' to 'In order to produce a
genuine program to perform two-
way arithmetic, it seems one would
'have to start from Peano's axioms
and communicate with the computer
in machine -language...

The subject is self-explanatory;
readers requiring further background
and state-of-the-art reports are en-
couraged to take out a subscription
to Colsen News (two-way numbers)
with Cedric AB Smith Cedric Smith at
141 Portland Crescent, Stanmore,
Middlesex HA7 1LR.

Detailed computer programs re-
ceived were minimal. This month's
prize-winner is A Sumner of 14 West-
ern Elms Avenue, Reading RG3 2AN
who has already received a com-
plimentary copy of Colsen News.

LEISURE LINES

Brain teasers courtesy of JJ Clessa.

A friend of mine has just had a birth-
day. If he multiplies the two digits of
his age in years, and doubles the re-
sult, the answer comes to one less
than his age. How old is he?
Prize puzzle
This problem can be solved fairly
easily by analytical methods. But if
you can't manage that, then it
shouldn't be too difficult to write a
computer program to do the trick.
(1) There are three numbers (5, 7,
and 11) which have no factors in
common (except unity) with the
number 12.
(2) There are seven numbers (3, 7, 9,
11, 13, 17, and 19) which have no
factors in common (except unity)
with the number 20.
(3) How many numbers are there
which have no factors in common
(except unity) with the number 720?

There's no need to list the numbers
- just tell me how many there are.

Answers, on postcards only please,
to reach PCW, 32-34 Broadwick
Street, London W1A 2HG, no later
than 31 July 1986.
April prize puzzle
Although the problem was slightly

harder than usual to program, it had
rather more solutions than we antici-
pated - about 400 or so more!
Perhaps that explains why there
were less than 50 submissions.

We accepted any valid entry that
matched the requirements:
The lowest was 124 739 586 with a

divisor of 3.
The highest was 785 926 314 with a
divisor of 9 and there were hundreds
inbetween.

The winning entry, chosen at ran-
dom, came from Mr Roy Filkins of
Basingstoke, Hants. Congrulations,
Roy, your prize is on its way.

'Oh, look - he knows it's walkies time.'
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ACC NEWS

A look at the local club scene with Rupert Steele.

The ACC is the national umbrella
organisation for computer clubs. It

provides clubs with publicity, advice,
cheap insurance and a speakers' list,
as well as an opportunity to take part
in running the ACC through its coun-
cil meetings. Clubs should contact
me, Rupert Steele, to find out about
these benefits, as should commercial
organisations wishing to take advan-
tage of the club's mailing service.

The ACC is also able to put people
in touch with their local computer
clubs; to use this, or to find the User
Group for your machine, contact
Mike Mudge at the address given at
the end of this column.

John Palmer writes from the Mic-
robeacon Project at 29 Guthrie
Street, Edinburgh. This group works
among community workers, the un-
employed and the disabled, and is
aimed at spreading computer litera-
cy. Attached to the project is the
'Microbeacon Supporters Group'
which meets on the first and third
Thursdays of each month; the latter
group acts as a computer club, with
its members being encouraged to
assist in the work of the centre at
other times. Areas of interest include
programming, word processing, us-

ing spreadsheets or databases and
printers. Write to John at the project
for details.

Mr L Howarth has written from 41
St Walburge Avenue, Preston, Lancs
PR2 2QT to tell me about the Preston
Computer Club (PACE). The letter
gives little else away, so if you live in
the Preston area, I'd advise dropping
Mr Howarth a line.

Also near Preston is the Chorley
Computer Club. The secretary, John
Moore, lives at 3 Stanley Road,
Farington, Preston PR5 2RH. If you
want to know more about the group,
write to him at the above address.

Ralph Quarton has written from 44
Whitley Spring Crescent, Ossett,
West Yorkshire WF5 ORE. He runs
Wakefield Amateur Computer Club,
which meets on the first and third
Fridays of each month (except for
August) from 7-10pm at Kettlethorpe
Community Centre, Wakefield. The
annual subscription is £6 (£3 for chil-
dren), plus a further charge of 25p
for each meeting.

Mr SJ Stanner has written about
the Manchester Amstrad User Club
(MAU Club), of which he is the edi-
tor. For more information, write to
the MAU Club at 21 Gatling Avenue,

Longsight, Manchester M12 5SX.
From 19 Walgrave Close, Congle-

ton, Cheshire CW12 4TS, Mr GA Har-
ratt writes. He is secretary of the
Congleton & District Computer Club.
Why not drop him a line if you live in
the area?

Not far from Cheshire is the Der-
byshire Glossop Computer Club.
Most, but not all of its members are
BBC owners, and newcomers are
welcome to the meetings which take
place on Monday evenings through-
out the year. For more information,
call the secretary, Mr TS Fox, on
New Mills (0663) 44260 or write to
him at 4 Park Lane, Little Hayfield,
Stockport, Cheshire SK12 5NW.

Over in west Wales lives Basil
Sparrow, who runs a computer club
in Fishguard, mainly for 8-12 year
olds (but the age range embraces 6-
13 years). His letter fails to mention
the times and dates of meetings, but
with children involved, Saturday
morning or afternoon might be a fair
bet. Anyway, give him a call on
(0348) 873480 or write to him at 10
Wallis Crescent, Fishguard, Pembs,
Dyfed SA65 9HY.

Further south, Matthew Tydeman
has written to tell me of the Lea Val-
ley Atari Users' Club, of which he is
vice president and editor (indicating
a newsletter?). The address for en-
quiries is 125 Cadmore Lane,
Cheshunt, Herts EN8 9JH.

I have received a news sheet from
the Harpenden Microcomputer Users'
Group (HUMBUG). Recent meetings
have included a demonstration of an
EPROM 'blower' attached to a BBC
Micro, a demonstration of the sound
facilities on the BBC, a showing of an
Apple Macintosh and a talk on how
to use an Amstrad Computer to
teach Bridge. Coming soon are a DIY
burglar alarm (30 June), a games
evening (14 July) and the annual
general meeting followed by games
(8 September). All meetings are in
the Silver Cup Public House, Harpen-
den; call Peter Cowley on Harpenden
5127 for confirmation and details.

Bob lbbotson has written from
Southwark ITEC, South Bank Tech-
nopark, London Road, London SE1
6LN (near the Elephant & Castle). He
is hoping to run a club for Apricot
users (including the 'F' series) based
at Southwark ITEC, which owns eight
Apricots as well as various other kits
including BBCs. For more informa-
tion, contact Bob at the ITEC or on
(01) 928 2900 x 261. ITEC stands for
Information Technology Centre, and
its function is to provide young, un-
employed people with an introduc-
tion to computers (concentrating par -
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ticularly on work skills - that is, op-
eration of packages, simple main-
tenance, and so on. The Southwark
ITEC is located in the South Bank
Technopark, a purpose built block
comprising small industrial high-tech
workshop units.

Some months ago, the Sanyo
MBC-550 User Group, run by Tom
Drake, had to shut down as it was
taking up all of Tom's time. Mr MH
Syed of Wistaria, 53 Acacia Grove,
New Malden, Surrey KT3 3BP (01)
942 9009 has written saying that he
would like to help start a new group
offering similar facilities to the ori-
ginal. Anybody wanting to join or

ACC NEWS
able to help should contact him
directly.

Finally, from Brighton, I have re-
ceived a newsletter from the TI99/4A
Exchange. This non-profit making
organisation (as are, to my know-
ledge, the others mentioned here)
publishes a quarterly magazine with
over 60 pages of information, arti-
cles, hints and programs for an
annual subscription of £6. Billed as
the only active nationwide TI (Texas
Instruments) User Group, it orga-
nises national meetings and exhibi-
tions for the public and its members.
For more details, contact Clive Scally
at the TI99/4a Exchange, 40 Barrhill,

Patcham, Brighton, BN1
8UF or call (0273) 503968
after 7:30pm.

For a mention in this column, to tell
the ACC about your club, or to obtain
address labels for mailing to UK
computer clubs, contact: Rupert
Steele, 12 Philbeach Gardens, Lon-
don SW5 9DY.
For any other enquiry, contact: Mike
Mudge, 'Square Acre', Stourbridge
Road, Penn, near Wolverhampton
WV4 5NF or call (0902) 892141.

DIARY DATA

organisers
Readers are strongly advised to check details with exhibition

duebefore making arrangements, in order to avoid wasted journeys

London

to cancellations, printers' errors, and so on.

17-20 JuneOlympia; Computers in Manufacturing Exhibition. Contact: Independent
Exhibitions (01) 891 3426

Manchester G-Mex Centre; Computer Show - COMPUTER. Contact:
Reed Exhibitions (01) 643 8040

24-26 June

London Wembley Conference Centre; Knowledge Based Systems '86.
Contact Online Conferences (01) 868 4466

1-3 July

London Royal Lancaster Hotel; Computers in Personnel Exhibition, Contact:
Peter Mirrington Exhibitions (0787) 277354

8-10 July

London Olympia; PC User Show & Conference. Contact: EMAP International
Exhibitions (01) 608 1161

16-18 July

London Barbican Centre; Acorn Computer User Christmas Show. Contact
Edition Scheme (01) 349 4667

24-27 July

WRITING FOR PCW

Your chance to contribute to the magazine.

We're offering readers the chance to
get rich (well, at least richer) and
to influence what's published in the
magazine - by writing for it. We
welcome approaches from would-be
writers, including those who have
never appeared in print before. It's
often users with practical experience
who have the most interesting things to
say, so don't worry if your prose is less
than perfect, we can take care of the
polishing.

If you have an idea fora feature write,
with a brief synopsis, outlining the
proposed structure and content. If your
article is already written, then send it in

for consideration. Remember to put
your name and address on both the
covering letter and the manuscript -
along with a daytime phone number if
possible. Manuscripts should be typed
or printed out (dot matrix output is fine),
in double -line spacing, with margins
top and bottom and on each side.

We'll try to return all submissions
sent in with a suitable sae, but make
sure you keep a copy of everything
you submit as well for reference.

Any accompanying program listings
should be supplied on disk or cassette,
ideally with a printout as well.

Bear in mind that it's worth taking a

look at the Back Issues advertisement to
see what sort of things we have already
published-after all there's no point in
reinventing the wheel. And please be
sure to tell us if you've contacted
another magazine (perish the thought):
it would be very awkward if the same
article appeared elsewhere. Frank.y,
we're more likely to accept something
which has been offered exclusively to
us.

Finally, we do pay for published work
- the rate is £65 per 1000 words, and
payment usually follows about four -six
weeks after publication.

So, get writing. END
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ARKRAIN DATA SERVICES LTD.
78 West Street, Portchester, Hampshire P016 9UN Tel: (0705) 325212

YOUR APRICOT BUSINESS CENTRE FOR SOUTH COAT

STOP!!! LOOK!!!
THIS MONTHS SPECIAL OFFERS

JUKI PRINTERS PRICE ON REQUEST
KAGA TAXAN 810 PRINTERS £228
10 x 51/4" UNBRANDED CONTROL. DATA SS/SD £5.99
10 x 51/4" UNBRANDED CONTROL DATA SS/DD £8.50
10 x 51/4" UNBRANDED MAXELL
IN PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE £13.80
10 x 31/2" UBRANDED FUJI IN
PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE £33.92
3" DISK FOR AMSTRAD £3.99
LISTING PAPER 11 x 91/2" 60 grm 2000 SHEETS £11.99
A4 85gm (WORD PROCESS) 500 SHEETS £7.40
LABELS ACROSS 31/2 x 17/16 PER 1000 £3.00

OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

8" 51/4" AND 31/2" BRAND NAMED DISKS IN STOCK
ASSORTED PRINTER RIBBIONS
PLASTIC LIBRARY CASES HOLDS 10 DISKS
B.B.C. PARALELL PRINTER CABLES

EXTRA DISCOUNG GIVEN ON LARGE ORDERS

CARRIAGE: -
PER 10 DISKS 60p
PER RIBBON 30p
PER 2000 SHEETS £3.50
PER PRINTER £9.75

ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE VAT
PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

CONTACT:
SYBIL HARPER ON 0705 380023

£1.10
£7.93

=SIZIM
VISA

EWEN

FERRANTI AT
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

£2898 (rrp (£3898)
FERRANTI XT 20 Mbyte £1899

XT10 Mbyte £1599
PC TWIN FLOPPY £999

OLIVETTI M21 from £1568
M24 from £1099
M2450 £2359

EPSON PC TAXI from £777
XT 20 Mbyte £1666

HEWLETT-PACKARD VECTRA £2595

SOFTWARE
LOTUS £265
SAGE ACCOUNTANT 495
CHIT CHAT £130

DELTA4 £350
SMART DATABASE £340
SUPERCALC 3 £180

OPEN ACCESS £320 MULTIMATE £265
DELTANET £395 dBASE 2 £258
REFLEX £99 WORDSTAR £190
OPTIONS £145 BONUS £299
FRAMEWORK £345 SYMPHONY £399

COMPLETE RANGE OF CIVIL ENGINEERING SOILS SOFTWARE.

PRINTERS
LAZER - DOT MATRIX DAISYWHEEL

FROM:
MICROLINE - BROTHER - OLIVETTI - OKI - JUKI

HEWLETT - PACKARD - CENTRNICS - NEC - EPSON
DYNEER-CITIZEN - QUME - PANASONIC-MANNESHIAN TALLY

etc
Call (0923) 46218

85 VICARAGE ROAD, WATFORD. HERTS WD1 8EJ

AVAILABLE Now!
at £119 inclvat

T

.\\\ ASHTONTATE

M FROM

FIRST SOFTWARE LTD

on Cw and AMSTRAD

For further details see your local dealer or call us on 07357 5244 or write to
First Software Ltd, Unit 20B Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne, Berks.



ABYTES
2 M
AND WICHED

IN

 The HARDPACK is a 31/2 inch twenty megabyte disk on
a 51/2 inch controller card

 The HARDPACK can be installed in minutes and is
guaranteed for a year.

The HARDPACK is as
economical on space
as it is on your pocket.
It fits snugly into the
empty space between
the floppy controller
card and the power
supply of the PC. So
the HARDPACK only
takes up one slot, and
leaves you with your
two floppies.
Ingenious!

 The HARDPACK comes with free "1 DIR" file manager
software, so it's as easy to use as it is to install.

 The HARDPACK takes its power the safe way - direct
from the power supply, without overloading the bus.

 The HARDPACK is the takeaway hard disk at a
giveaway price - £695!

QUBIE
7 Ferrier Street,
London SW18 1SN

(01) 871-2855

Telex: 946240
CWEASYG

Ref. 19004415

Access and Barclaycard accepted
Overnight delivery service available
Telephone Hotline - Installation and Tech Support

 Los Angeles: 805-987 9741  Paris: 4884-4888  Sydney: 579-3322  Canada: 434-9444
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

A MAJOR SUPPLIER
HAS FOR DISPOSAL
A LIMITED STOCK
OF BRAND NEW

DAISY WHEEL
PRINTERS

FOR WELL UNDER

HALF
Excess stockholding has enabled us to
offer - for a limited period - a con- INCLUDES 12 MONTH
signment of professional high quality
daisywheel printers manufactured in Japan. These machines
offer an exceptional specification which will never again be
repeated at this price.
* Works with any home or business computer.
* 20 cps print speed * 10,12,15 and Proportional
* 2000 hour MTBF * Full WordStar compatability
* Qume compatible * Low noise - 60 dBA
* Centronics interface * Self -test facility
* Accepts Qume daisywheels and ribbons
* Snap -in cartridge with 'ribbon out' detector
* Optional tractors and sheet feeder

SAVE,
£296

ORIGINIAL kRP
£495 + VAT
NOW ONLY

£199
+ VAT & Carr.

GUARANTEE

FREE
Each printer is supplied with an interface cable
to your choice plus spare ribbons and one extra
daisywheel - WORTH £30.

HURRY - Order in confidence now whilst stocks last - Just complete the
coupon or telephone our 24 hr hotline. We will deliver to your door - carriage
charge £7 UK & Mainland only

zr 24hr HOTLINE I
FOR ACCESS &VISA

CARD HOLDERS

0242
573573

DATAPLUS PSI Ltd (Dept PCVV)
39-49 Roman Road, Cheltenham GL51 8QQ
Please supply Daisy Wheel I
Printers © £228.85 each (incl VAT) plus
£7 carriage.

I enclose cheque for £ or debit
my ACCESSNISA CARD No

DATAPLUSI NAME
(Dept PCW) I ADDRESS

39-49 Roman Road,
Cheltenham GL51 8QQ Reg in Eng. No.1715271

WIDE CHOICE OF DAISY WHEELS & RIBBONS IN STOCK

COMPETITIVE COMPATIBLES

OLIVETTI

20Mb
640K
360K Floppy

£1699
'4scarpiieriflimiaRMLAMalutiti erait(, '\\

OLIVETTI
All systems include keyboard & MSDOS
Olivetti M24 640k 1*360k £1234
Olivetti M24 640k 2'360k £1339
Olivetti M24 640k 10Mb £1599
Olivetti M24 640K 20Mb £1699
Olivetti M24 640k 30Mb £2199

Olivetti M24SP 640k 20Mb
Colour Monitor
7 slot Bus Convertor
1 slot Bus Adaptor

£2350
£435

£75
£30

HERMES
Hermes also supply the M24 but it is known as the H100 - we supply this at the same
price as the Olivetti but include 6 months free on site warranty.

IBM XT COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS
All systems are supplied with cabinet, 130 watt power supply keyboard, MSDOS.
serial and parallel ports, and display adaptor.
Multitech 640k 20Mb £950 Multitech 640k 40Mb £1323

Multitech 640k 30Mb £1185

Components
Case £83 Keyboard £60

Power Supply £83

Boards
Multitech XT motherboard £202 Multifunction Card £85

Floppy Controller £39 Add-on memory 512k £125

Hard disk Controller £95 Clock card £38

Hercules Compat. Card £99 Serial £25

EGA Card £338 Serial (2 ports) £35

Colour card £68 Parallel £25

Monochrome card £62
There are other cards available - phone for more detail.

IBM AT COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS
All systems consist of 512Kb motherboard, case. power supply, 2 serial ports, a
parallel port, a display adaptor, a keyboard, 1.2Mb floppy.
Peacock 512Kb,20Mb £1699 Peacock 512Kb,40Mb £2399
Peacock 512Kb,30Mb £1999

Components
Case £120 Keyboard ' £85
Power Supply 220 Watt £145

Boards
Peacock AT 1Mb, 8/6Mhz £600 Controller HD/FD £260
Multitech AT 512k,6Mz £800 Multifunction 3Mb £185

All compatibles may be built to your specific requirements - please ask for a quote.

Zenith TTL Amber
Zenith Composite Amber

Seagate 10Mb
Seagate 20Mb
Seagate 20Mb (fast)

Toshiba 64k
Toshiba 256k
Intel 8087 (4 7MHz)

Dbase II
Dbase III
Framework
Lotus
Symphony

MONITORS
£86 Zenith Composite Green
£74 TVM Colour 14"

HARD DISKS
£270 Seagate 30Mb
£300 Seagate 40Mb
£478

CHIPS
£1.00 Intel 8087 (8 OMHz)
£2.50 Intel 80287
£125

SOFTWARE
£235 Multisoft
f325 Open Access
f325 Pegasus
£275 Sage
£395 Wordstar

TERMS
Prices do not include VAT or Carriage. Telephone Orders confirmed in
except large Institutions.

H.A.T. Ltd. - 0963 24551 (5 lines)
Hornblotton House, Hornblotton

Shepton Mallet, Somerset BA4 6SB

£64
£288

f594
£726

£150
f195

£295
£345
£180
£250
£299

riling. C. W.0



Bonnie Blue belongs to the new
generation of Word Processors.
It has all the features you'd expect
from the high priced programs.

YET IT COSTS ONLY £99.95
(plus VAT)

SPECIAL REDUCTION
TO £89.95* (plus VAT)

Which makes us wonder why other
packages are so expensive, We're so
convinced you'll agree, we're
offering you the chance to try it
ten times Free! You get the full
program - not a demo, but after
ten uses it will cease to run.

WHAT THE PAPERS SAY...
"There seems no end to the
advanced features on offer. Feature
for feature it matches packages
costing many times more including
Microsoft Word, Wordstar 2000,
and the Multimate:'

MicroDecision Nov '85

"The package is re -writing the rules:'
Mind Your Own Business Feb '86

"The mail -merge facility is
unusually powerful . . . If you want
a straightforward word processor
at a modest price, Bonnie Blue may
well be for you:'

PC User Dec '85

PACKED WITH WHAT -
YOU -WANT FEATURES
It is impossible here to tell you
about all of the many superb
features that have been packed into
Bonnie Blue. But to give you an
idea, in addition to all the expected
text editing operations, page and
layout capabilities and support of
multiple documents in memory,
with any two windows on the
screen at one time, there is full
control of printer functions as well
as index creation and sorting.
A built-in database with mail -
merge, macro and key -redefining,
word, character and line count,
help screens (that you can change),
WordstarTM conversion . . . and
soon.

FULL FEATUR
WORD PROCESSING

BONNIE BLUE
F EE

SUBJECT TO £5 FOR HANDLING, P&P

HIGH POWERED,
LOW PRICE WORD PROCESSING

-AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

"TRY BONNIE BLUE
FOR YOURSELF TEN
TIMES ON YOUR OWN
IBM (OR COMPATIBLE).
IF YOU LIKE IT WE'LL
GIVE YOU £10 OFF
THE PRICE".bmited period offer.

Frb Paperlogic Limited, 12 Nottingham Place,
London W1M 3FA.
YES-I want to prove Bonnie Blue does everything you
and everyone else says it does.
I enclose my £5. Please send the Bonnie Blue Trial Use
Offer as soon as possible.

1-1 Cheque/Postal Order/Cash enclosed

nCharge my Visa/Access Card

No

Credit Card details

Expiry date 

Card Owner's Name

Address

Post Code Tel

Signature

Delivery address (if different from above)

Name

Address

Post Code Tel

ORDERS BY PHONE - CA LL 01-486 4004 ANYTIME!
Cheques payable in UK Sterling.
Please allow up to 28 days for delivery.

Lis offer is only valid in the United Kingdom.

FREE HOTLINE SUPPORT
If you already have a word -
processor that doesn't do exactly
what you want, the way you want,
Bonnie Blue could be the answer.
There's an easy way to find out...

PROVE IT FOR YOURSELF!
Simply complete and send the
coupon with £5 (to cover handling,
packaging and postage) for your
Trial Use copy of Bonnie Blue.
You'll get the complete program -
not a demo - which you can use
ten times to test its power, and a
short tutorial manual. If you like
it when you've finished ... order
your Bonnie Blue from us and we'll

give you £10 off the
retail price!

Runs on IBM
PC, XT, AT or 100%
compatible, 256k RAM (min), colour or
monochrome display, with two 360k
floppy -disc drives, PC/MS DOS 2+,
Conc. DOS, or GEM.

To all Software
Publishers, Developers,
Dealers, Distributors etc.
`pSee' - the unique TRIAL USE

FEATURE used by us in this offer is
also available to you. Call us for

further details of how you can benefit.

ROGIC
Paperlogic Ltd., Glengate House,
12 Nottmgham Place, London W1M 3FA

Tel: 01-935 0480 Tlx: 295043 Fax: 01-486 2803





We've taken
everything that makes

a

a business presentation
unimpressive and
thrown it away

Every picture tells a story.
The problem is it's not always the picture you

had in mind. Now is the time to make a clean
sweep, with a new and highly professional
approach to presenting your company's image.
Make outside art
services a thing of
the past.

Forget the hours
spent trying to resolve
complex statistics into
a logical chart.
Abandon hand lettered
charts, uninspiring
rows of numbers and
analytical graphs.

Now there's a
powerful way to get
exactly the quality
graphics you need for
effective reports and
presentations.
Communicate your
facts quickly and clearly with more impact.

All you need is an *IBM PC or compatible, a
printer or plotter (we support over 100) and the
versatile business graphics software from Decision
Resources. Our five minute 'get acquainted' lesson
and clear menus quickly guide you through the
entire creation process step-by-step.

You'll soon gain command over every kind of
business graphics, text and diagrams, with a wide
choice of layouts, sizes, colours and styles.

DECISION RESOURCES
National account Raps

t MAP -MASTER

'IBM is a regrstered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
}DIAGRAM -MASTER and MAP -MASTER are trademarks of Demon Resources, Inc. SIGN -MASTER

and CHART -MASTER are registered trademarks of Decis+on Resources, Inc.

The professional touch.
Choose programmes from our range to suit your

individual needs. At the touch of a button you can
produce quality diagrams and charts, create your
own designs, illustrate company structures, convey

marketing data and
indicate distribution
channels. Even
reproduce detailed
maps of regions
throughout the world.

The capacity is
endless and the results
enhance productivity
and deliver a message
you won't want to
throw away.

Join over 100,000
busy executives who
manage and present
information
professionally with
Decision Resources.

MONEY
TERM

DO Day
e Moran
12 Monte.
le Mon1n
24 Month
30 Month

MARKET CERTIFICATES
ANNUAL ANN, Al
YIELD HAIL= '-

10.67 10.00
10.30
10.137 10.00

11.614 10.76
11.614 10.76

For more information on what Decision Resources can do for you, simply
return the completed coupon to the address below.

Name

Company

Address

Telephone
PCW

Decision Resources Inc. International Headquarters: 7.86
Silbury Business Centre, Silbury Court, 356 Silbury Boulevard,
Central Milton Keynes MK9 2LR
Telephone: 0908 604848. Telex: 825264. Fax: 0908 662615.

Decision Resources
Presenting a better image



MICROLINK
for the missing

pieces in

Data Acquisition
and Control.

THE SOFTWARE
MICROLINK programs written in BASIC
are available for computers including
IBM PC, Apricot, Hewlett Packard,
Victor and BBC. A new range of
applications software for use
in data logging and waveform
capture is designed for those without
programming experience, and can be customised
to meet your precise specification.
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!THE HARDWARE
MICROLINK is the most popular modul
interface in the U.K. because it is the mo

flexible.With a range of more than 40 module
including analogue and digital inputs/output

transducer inputs and timers and counter
MICROLINK can be used to connect almo

any instrument to your compute

If you are looki
for a total systems answe

we can fit all the piec
together. Just let us kno

about your applicatio

Sales literature and pric
from: Biodata Lt

10 Stocks Street, Manchester M8 8QG. U.
Tel: 061 834 6688. Telex 665608 BIODAT
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We'll sell you a 20 megabyte hard disk for £995
- and throw in the computer for free.

Bristol Micro Traders have been selling 20 MB
hard disk upgrade kits for £549 for some time,
but we've noticed that the competition is still
charging nearly a thousand pounds for the same
product. (We won't even mention the prices from
Big Blue!) So we decided that for this special
offer we would match their prices - but add a
little value.

Included with the 20MB upgrade kit is our Micro
20, a full IBM PC compatible, running all of the
standard software (Flight Simulator, 1-2-3,
Sidekick, Framework, etc), and the usual
hardware accessories as well. It's so compatible
that you can use it with IBM's PC/DOS, as well
as MS/DOS and CP/M86.

111111111111111

It's a complete system, supplied with keyboard,
monochrome monitor, printer port, 360K floppy
disk drive, and documentation.

And it's a full-size system, with a heavy duty
power supply and 8 expansion slots.

We're sure you'll agree that above all, it's an
amazing bargain.

XT-Compatible
20 Megabytes

£995
How can we do this at such a low price? Bristol
Micro Traders buy and sell in volume. We bring
in parts from all over the world, test and assem-
ble the resulting kit here in the West Country -
and then sell directly to you. We don't buy from
middlemen, and we don't sell through middle-
men - so you don't have to pay for their adver-
tising budgets and expensive High Street store
fronts.

Maintenance. A delicate subject. We do
thoroughly test drives and systems before ship-
ping them out, but should the unthinkable occur,
we also provide a full twelve month parts and
labour warranty on the entire system. Alterna-
tively, you will find that the PC compatible has
become such a standard that trained repairmen
are found on every High Street, and machines
can be serviced through nationwide maintenance
organizations.

How do you order one? Give us a ring on (0272)
279499. Send an order to Bristol Micro Traders,
Systems Group, Maggs House, 78 Queens Road,
Bristol BS8 1QX. Or just stop in and chat with
our sales staff. We look forward to hearing from
you.

The Bristol Micro 20 System includes
 256K RAM. expandable to 640K on the motherboard
 heavy duty /50 watt switching power supply
 8 expansion slots
 enhanced 5/50 -style keyboard
 IBM standard 360K.floppy disk drive
 20 MB hard disk drive
 Hercules -compatible monochrome graphics card
 high resolution monochrome monitor
 clock/calendar, parallel printer port, serial port, game port
 tree software upgrades Sr\ months

Dealers/volume buyers (0272) 298 228

rrOV
rc-06e1S

"-vcS0
(0272) 279499

Telex 449075
IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation, Reflex. of Borland Analrerca, Inc



Bristol Boards
Seven -function add-on board for the IBM PC and compatibles at a fraction of the price of US -manufactured multi-
function boards.

 up to 384K of parity -checked memory in banks of 64K
 serial RS232 port (for modems, etc)
 parallel printer port, Epson/Centronics compatible
 battery -backed clock/calendar, automatically sets system date and time
 RAMdisk software
 print spooling software

Price is for OK board; add £10 for each 64K of memory.

Mono Graphics
Card

£89

Serial (RS232C standard) interface card for
connections to modems, printers, etc.

 selectable baud rate - 50 to 9600 baud
 5, 6, 7, 8 bit characters with 1, 11/2, 2

stop bits
 fully prioritized interrupt system
 controllable from DOS, BASIC, various

languages

Colour graphics adapter, fully compatible with
Big Blue's.

 Standard 80 x 25 as well as 40 x 25 text
modes

 640 x 200 high -resolution mono graphics
mode

 320 x 200 colour graphics mode
 16 colours each foreground and back-

ground
 light pen interface
 Standard one year warranty

Combination floppy disk controller and multi-
function card

 controls 2 floppy disk drives
 parallel printer port
 RS232 (serial) ports
 battery -backed clock/calendar
 game port (for joystick)

1 r --

Multifunction
Board

£99

High -resolution monochrome graphics adapter with printer port
 directly replaces the IBM PC monochrome adapter
 text mode. 80 columns x 25 lines, fully compatible
 software -selectable high -resolution graphics mode 720h x 348v
 fully compatible with 1-2-3, Symphony, Reflex, other leading graphics products under 'Hercules' option
 manual includes advanced programming section
 built-in parallel printer adapter
 includes our standard one-year warranty

Serial Card
£29

Colour
Graphics
Card

£69

Multi I/O
Card

£99

These boards are all available for the IBM PC. XT. AT and compatibles. All are
provided with our standard 12 month hardware warranty: if it doesn't work, we will
replace it.

Bristol Micro Traders distribute a full range of hardware and software, including chips,
boards, and drives for PC-, XT-, and AT -compatibles, as well as XT- and AT -
compatibles systems.

For further information on hardware products. write to our Upgrades Group or ring us
on (0272) 279499.

Volume buyers. telex 449075 or ring ((1272) 298228.

We supply all Borland products, both the Turbo Pascal family and business productivity
. software. Turbo Pascal (£49), the Database Toolbox (£39), and the Turbo Tutor (£25) are

available for virtually all 180 -based CP/M systems, CM/M86, MS/DOS. and PC/DOS.
They will shortly be available on the Macintosh, Atari 520ST. and Amiga. Enhanced 8087
and BCD versions (at £79, or £89 for both) are available for 16 -bit machines.

The Graphix Toolbox (£39), Editor Toolbox (£49), and Turbo Gameworks (£49) are
available for the IBM PC/XT/AT and true compatibles. In addition we supply various
tools to support programming in Turbo Pascal.

Productivity products include Sidekick (09, £59 for unprotected and Mac versions),
Reflex -the Analyst (£69). and Turbo Lightning (09).

We also distribute other programmers tools, especially those for the language C; write or
ring us on (0272) 279499 for more information.

Full-length RAM card, expandable to 512K
maximum in parity -checked banks of 64K.
User -selectable base address. One-year
warranty, as with our other board products.

Please add 10 for each 64K of memory.

Interface card for IBM/Epson graphics printer.
other printer using parallel (Centronics)
interface.

512K RAM
Board

£49

Printer Card
£19

BOARDS
Please send me:

Quantity Amount

Multifunction board (12' £99+

Sets of 64K RAM g £10

RAM board C £49-h

Sets of 64K RAM g

Mono graphics card g £89

Colour graphics card Cr £69

Mono card (text) g £79

Multi I/O card 61(99

Printer card g £19

RS232 serial card g£29

Game port (2 joysticks) Cr £19

Floppy controller Ca" £39

Hard disk controller CilT129

Hard/floppy controller

gi £149

Carriage included within the UK. Else-
where in Europe, add £3 per board. Out-
side Europe, add £8 per board.

Carriage

Total enclosed (UK add 15% VAT)

Name:

Shipping Address:

City:

Postal Code:

Telephone:

Please note that these boards are
compatible with the IBM bus, and
therefore are available for the IBM PC, XT,
AT and compatibles only. Where software
is supplied, it is supplied in PC-DOS/MS-
DOS format.

These products are warranteed for a full 12
months. Defective RAM or boards will be
repaired or replaced.

Official orders accepted from PLC's,
government and education authorities
only. Outside UK, make payment by bank
draft payable in pounds sterling.

Send your order to: Bristol Micro Traders,
Upgrades Group, Maggs House, 78
Queens Road, Bristol 8S8 10X. --



The 1
Survival Guo,

Personal Computer World announces the brand
new 1986 Business Computing Survival Guide.
Available now the 1986 guide explains,
entertains and advises anyone who has
purchased or is about to purchase PC hardware,
software and peripherals to further their
professional needs. Editorially, the new guide
combines reviews, comments and comparisons
with in-depth articles focusing on areas of
particular interest such as communications, IBM
compatibility and expansion. Written by a
hand-picked team of business computing
experts the 1986 guide is a must for anyone who
wants to get the very best from their personal
computer. Don't delay - order now while stocks
last.

PRIORITY ORDER FORM
Please send me a copy of Business Computing - The
1986 Survival Guide costing £2.95. Simply complete
this order form and return with your remittance to
the address stated. No postage is required.

Please Tick
I enclose a cheque made payable to

Personal Computer World for £2.95.

II Please charge L] Visa I Access

American Express

Card No:
Expiry Date:

Signed

Name
Job title
Company
Address

Please send this order with your remittance to Personal
Computer World, Subscription Dept, FREEPOST 25, 32-34
Broadwick Street, London ME 6EZ.



U -MAN: The next
Supermicro power
10 MHz 68000 main
processor and 6809 I/O
processor standard.

128 Kbyte to 15 Mbyte
directly addressable RAM
available.

10, 21 and 42 Mbyte hard
disc options available.

4 slot I/O bus expansion
system standard.

Single - or multi-user
UCSD p -system and CP/M-
68K industry standard single
user operating systems.

MIRAGE advanced
multi-user, multi -tasking
operating system designed
specifically for the powerful
68000 processor. (Can run
CP/M 68K as a task).

Languages
APL, LISP, C, FORTRAN,
PASCAL, BASIC, FORTH
68000 assemblers,
cross -assemblers and
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software development aids
available.

Interfaces
Comprehensive range of
multi -channel ADC, DAC
and parallel interfaces
available.

Applications
Fast data acquisition,
instrument control, number
crunching large data sets,
software development,
business control (accounts,
financial, statistics,
database management,
spreadsheet, and word
processing software
available).

Users
The growing list of U -MAN
users includes:

British Telecom.

Oxford and Cambridge
Universities.

Scientific and Industrial
Research Association.

British Cast Iron
Research Association.

London Weekend
Television.

To take your next step, and
be in good company,
contact:
Malcolm Birkett,
U -Microcomputers Ltd,
Winstanley Industrial Estate,
Long Lane, Warrington,
Cheshire, WA2 8PR,
England.
Telephone 0925 54117

step.
Telex 629279 UMICRO G
Dealers, OEM and export
distributor enquiries
welcome.

Enquire about our
special terms for systems
integrators, software
developers and vertical
market vendors.

U -Micro is pleased to
quote for customised
software and hardware
systems.

Jeries 1000 and GT models

32 bit supermicro

Dual 800K floppy disc
models from £2499.00.
10Mb hard disc models
from £3789.00.

making it easy for programmers to make easy to use! U-1111CRO
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THIS FULLY CONFIGURED PC

when you buy an IBM AT system.
NO STRINGS ATTACHED!

Plus an UNBEATABLE range of support services
Nationwide Maintenance Contracts Multi-user Systems
Average call out time 5.7 hours

Training Centre
Full range of courses from beginner to
advanced levels

Range of UNIX systems

Networking
Installation, consultancy & support

Call your nearest branch now
for details and conditions
You could have a free PC within 7 days!

Hot line
telephone
support

ESSI1STOP
IBM new

models
now in stock:

Call for details

MICROWARE
THE COMPUTER STORE

Authorised
Dealer

NORTH LONDON

01.281 2431
637 Holloway Road,

London N19 5SS

SOUTH LONDON

01.771 6373
67 Westow Street,
London SE19 3RW

MIDLANDS SURREY

(0782) 269883 01.940 8635
14 Charles Street, Hanley, 8 Hill Street,
Stoke-on-Trent ST1 3AR Richmond TW9 ITN

YORKSHIRE

(0532) 444687
REGENTS PARK, REGENT STREET

LEEDS LS2 7QA



MODEMS SOFTWARE
ANSWERCALL / CONCORD DATA / DACOM / EASYDATA /
EPSON / GENERAL DATACOM / INTERLEKT / ISTEX / MICOM
BORER / MIRACLE TECHNOLOGY/ MODULAR TECHNOLOGY
/ PACE / PC COMMS / RACAL / SAGESOFT / SENDATA /
STEEBEK / TANDATA THORN EMI

STEEBEK
QUATRO £595
STEEBEK SB1212 V22 AA £369
STEEBEK SB1212 AA AD £495
STEEBEK SB1212 V22 AA AD (HAYES) £495
STEEBEK SB1212 ERROR CORRECTION £529
STEEBEK MIMMO V21/23 AA AD £209
STEEBEK TRIO V21/22/23 AA AD ERROR CORRECTION £495
STEEBEK SB2426 V26 D/L £269
STEEBEK SB2426 V26 D/L + SB SA £325
STEEBEK SB2426 V26 DII + SB AA 4310

PACE
PACE NIGHTINGALE MODEM 99
PACE COMMSTAR PROM FOR BBC 427
PACE AUTO DIAL/AUTO ANS FOR APPLE 4199
PACE AUTO DIAL/AUTO ANS FOR BBC 4109

AUTO DIAL BOARD/APPLE-BBC 445

MIRACLE TECHNOLOGY
MIRACLE TECHNOLOGY W52000 V21/23 AD £85
MIRACLE TECHNOLOGY WS3000 V21/23 AA AD (HAYES) £245
MIRACLE TECHNOLOGY WS3000 V22/21/23 AA AD (HAYES) £405
MIRACLE TECHNOLOGY WS3000 V22Bis/V22/21/23
AA AD (HAYES) £545

RACAL
RACAL INTERNAL + SOFTWARE V21/23 AA AD £367
RACAL INTERNAL V21/23 AA AD £289
RACAL EXTERNAL + SOFTWARE V21/23 AA AD £369
RACAL EXTERNAL V21/23 AA AD £275
RACAL MPS 1222 V22 £612
RACAL MPS 1222 V22 AD £703

£519
4846

RACAL MPS 24 V26/26
RACAL V12422 V22/V22 AA AD

SAGESOFT
SAGESOFT CHIT CHAT IBM PACK V21/23 AA AD
SAGESOFT CHIT CHAT APRICOT PACK V21/23 AA AD
SAGESOFT CHIT CHAT AMSTRAD PACK V21/23 AA AD

289
4289
4189

CONCEPT
CONCEPT HOMEBASE + ONE TO ONE + MODEM £299
CONCEPT ONE TO ONE + MODEM
CONCEPT HOMEBASE + ONE TO ONE £89

MODEM SOFTWARE
SAGESOFT DATATALK VICOM MULTICOM

SAGESOFT
SAGESOFT CHIT CHAT IBM £99
SAGESOFT CHIT CHAT APRICOT 499
SAGESOFT CHIT CHAT AMSTRAD £65

VICOM
VICOM FOR MAC
VICOM FOR APPLE
VICOM FOR IBM

£125
£125

P.O.A.

MULTICOM
MULTICOM FOR IBM £125
MULTICOM FOR APRICOT £125
MULTICOM FOR SIRUS £125
MULTICOM FOR CPM/80 £125

GENERAL COMMUNICATIONS
ACCESS 10 £375
BSTAM £135

£120CROSSTALK

SOFTWARE
BUSINESS GRAPHICS

DR ASSEMBLER PLUS TOOLS £169
DR DRAW £195
DR GRAPH £195
DR LOGO £124
DR LEVEL II COBOL £525

13111FISPY
Telephone (0342) 24631
Telex: 957418
DIGITASK Business Systems Ltd,
Unit M, Charlwoods Business Centre,
Chanwoods Rd, East Grinstead W. Sussex RH19 2HH

OTHER
COPY II PC £39.95
FUGHT SIMULATOR £54
GEM PROGRAMMERS TOOL KIT £350
GEM COLLECTION £94
GEM DESKTOP £47

GEM DRAW £115

GEM COLLECTION £115

GEM GRAPH £145

GEM WORDCHART £115

GSX PROGRAMMERS TOOLKIT £275
PARADOX £458
Q&A SYMANTEC £175

SIDEKICK WITH TRAVELLING SIDEKICK £75
SIDEKICK £42
SIDEWAYS £39
TRAVELLING SIDEKICK £42
TURBO HOLIDAY NEW PACK £59
TURBO HOLIDAY JUMBO PACK £145

TURBO GRAPHICS TOOLBOX £32
TURBO GAMEWORKS £42
TURBO EDITOR TOOLBOX £42
TURBO TUTOR £21

TURBO TOOLBOX 434
TURBO PASCAL £49
TURBO PASCAL W/BCD V.3.0. £64
TURBO PASCAL W/8087 £64
TURBO PASCAL 8087W/BCD £75
TURBO LIGHTNING TOOLBOX £55
VP PLANNER £57
WINDOWS £89

DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
CARDBOX PLUS £240
DATAMASTER £495
DBASE III PLUS £375
DBASE II £224
DBASE III 4315

DELTA 4 £345
DMS 4180
DMS DELTA 4345
INFOSTAR £180
R BASE 5000 £487

PERSONAL PRODUCTIVITY
FRAMEWORK II 4340
NORTON UTILITIES £69
OPEN ACCESS £275
PERTMASTER 1000 £475
PERTMASTER 2500 £600
PERTPLOTTER 975
PERTPRINTER £235
SMART £450
SUPERPROJECT £345
SYMPHONY £346

ACCOUNTS
ACCOUNTANT + PAYROLL £377
ACCOUNTANT PLUS 4435
ACCOUNTANT PLUS + PAYROLL £530
ACCOUNTANT £315
BOOKKEEPER + PAYROLL £290
BOOKKEEPER 4190
PAYROLL £155
SAGE ACCOUNTS + PAYROLL £315
SAGE PLUS + PAYROLL £490
SAGE PLUS £435
SAGE ACCOUNTS £260

WORD PROCESSORS
CORRECTSTAR £125
DISPLAYWRITE 2 £375
DISPLAYWRITE 3 £418
EASY £125
EASYWRITER
MACSPELLER £57
MAILMERGE 4.125
MULTIMATE ADVANTAGE 4220
MULTIMATE £215
PERFECT WRITER II £95
SPELLSTAR £125
STAR INDEX £98
WORD £265
WORDCRAFT £350
WORDPERFECT 4325
WORDSTAR 2000 £273
WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL £220
WORDSTAR 2000 PLUS 4335
WORDSTAR F180

FINANCIAL MODELLERS & SPREADSHEETS
1-2-3- REPORTWRITER £99
CALCSTAR 475
JAVEUN £457
LOTUS 1-2-3 4265
MULTIPLAN £175
PFS WRITE £95
PFS PLAN/GRAPH £140
PFS FILE/REPORT £140
SUPERCALC II £130
SUPERCALC III £220

Prices do not include VAT and carriage
Eff=-1



NETWORK REVELATION
How many databases successfully run on

all these networks?
How many databases have been installed by end users for the past 15 months on all
these networks?
How many databases are also used by developers on all these networks?

NETWORK REVELATION
offers

* Application Generator suitable for non -programmers
* Easy to use 4th Generation English Query Language

* Enhanced programming language for the systems developer
* Full Screen Text Editor

* Record Locking
* Variable length fields

* Unlimited number of files, records and fields
* Truly relational

* DBase and lotus etc. conversion utilities
* PC DOS and MS DOS compatibility

* Prime, Microdata, Aston, and GA etc. compatibility
* Automatic Systems Documentation

* Basic Compiler
* Network and single user from £750

NETWORK REVELATION
runs on

IBM 3270 NOVELL 3COM
TORUS G -NET NESTAR TEXAS
SPERRY ORCHID PROTEON HINET
TELEVIDEO DAVONG BANYAN MS -NET
NORTH STAR CORVUS UNGERMANN BASS SANTA CLARA
AST ARC NET

* * * NOW DISTRIBUTED BY IBM USA * * *

"The most comprehensive and powerful database management system available"
- PC Magazine
Cosmos Europe Ltd.,

29 Thetford Road,

New Malden, Surrey KT3 5DP

Tel: 01-942 1188 Telex: 298681 COMSER G

"IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation"





See the latest in
personal computingcome
tolight at the mainevent.

The main event in the personal
computing calendar has got to be
the PCW Show at Olympia. It's the
largest event of its kind held under
one roof. And this September we're
proud to be celebrating our 9th year.

Once again you've the golden
opportunity to see all the
famous names in the
business battling for top
positions alongside
fresh, talented
newcomers. At your
leisure you can pick and
choose the ideas that
will profit you best.

And with an

Advisory Service and consultancy
area, our Product Locator system,
the new PCW Show Education
Centre and the Association of
Computer Clubs.

All offering help and advice with
your computing problems.

So how will the stars fare against
the smaller specialist suppliers

this year? Get set for the
main event when all will
be revealed.

3-7 SEPTEMBER 1986

OLYMPIA LONDON
Sponsored by Personal Computer World

extensive range of hardware,
software and peripherals on show,
you can be certain there's something
of interest for everyone. Whether
you're a seasoned professional, a
teacher or an enthusiast.

There's also a line-up of services
and facilities to help you make the
right decisions. Like the Application

The stadium is London's
Olympia. The dates 3-7
September 1986. Send for
your tickets now.
[Business, professional

and trade only days 3-4 September].
For advance tickets at £2.00 each

ring the PCW Show ticket office on
01-487 5831 with your Access or
Barclaycard number.

Or send a cheque to PCW Show
Tickets, 11 Manchester Square,
London W1M 5AB.
Organised by Montbuild Limited 11 Manchester Square London WIM 5AB



SMASHINty THE PC
PRICE BARRIER!

WITH FULLY COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS

11.111111111ii 11
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UDM PC

640K RAM

Twin 360K Drives

Mono Graphics Adaptor

Mono Monitor

Keyboard

I UDM PC ENHANCED

640K RAM
20 Mb Hard Disk
Single 360K Drive

Mono Graphics Adaptor
Mono Monitor

Keyboard

TOTAL COST £795 TOTAL COST £1295

UDM 286

1 Mb RAM
20 Mb Hard Drive

1.2 Mb Floppy
Mono Graphics Adaptor

Mono Monitor
Keyboard

Colour Upgrade ADD £395

TOTAL COST £2495

EXCLUSIVE OF VAT
10 Mb Tape Streamer ADD £695

II High quality  Legal BIOS
Japanese manufacture Nationwide

 12 month Warranty maintenance
contracts
available

Assembled in the UK
under license by UDM
- the people who
brought you the
successful DDFS
for the BBC in 1983

FREE
with each machine

V2 DAY TRAINING
in our Central London

Training Centre

01.281 2161
STANHOPE HOUSE FAIRBRIDGE ROAD

LONDON N19 3ZP



imm
gi FOR THE AMSTRAD WORD PROCESSOR

InterGem will allow the fitting of any BBC -
Microcomputer compatible disk drive to
the AMSTRAD PCW 8256, in place of
the second disk drive. The drive(s) may

be 5.25", 3.5", or 3"; 80 or 40/80 track; half -
height; and with or without power supply. It is
easily fitted via the front panel which covers the
slot for the second disk drive (where the Amstrad
label is affixed.)

'InterGem' offers an additional 720 kilobytes
of storage space, four times the amount offered
by a single disk drive system. A 5.25"/3.5" disk -
drive may be used in exactly the same way as the
AMSTRAD PCW 8256 second disk drive, with-
out the use of software overlays. Instructions for
its use can be found in the 8256/8512 operating
manual. (N.B. This product can only be fitted
to the 8512 if the second disk drive is removed).

'InterGem' is supplied in the form of a PCB,
mounted on a replacement front panel. The
PCB of 'InterGem' has the necessary connectors
for linkage to the PCW 8256 second disk drive
connectors. Another socket on the front panel is
provided for disk drives without their own
power supply.

'InterGem' comes complete with extensive
utility software, available on 5.25" disk (or 3.5"
to order), allowing the user to configure a 5.25"/
3.5" BBC compatible disk drive to accept CP/M
disks in double density format for nearly 80
other machines as listed. Therefore 'InterGem'
will offer you the facility to access a wide range of
commercial CP/M software not yet available on
3" disk format. Many companies and
educational establishments with information
stored on 5.25"/3.5" disks, in CP/M, MS-DOS/
PC -DOS, or ACORN 1770 DFS (or equivalent)
formats, would find 'InterGem' an invaluable
asset if they wished to take advantage of the
AMSTRAD PCW 8256 and its facilities.

The software enables the user to READ
FROM and WRITE TO disks created by the
MS-DOS/PC-DOS operating system, as well as

enables the
PCW, via 'InterGem', to READ FROM and
WRITE TO computers running MS- DOS /PC -
DOS, including the IBM PC/PC-XT and
compatibles, Apricot computers (using 3.5" disk
drives) and the BBC Microcomputer using a
double density disk controller. A separate
program is also included to allow the transfer of
information on single density BBC disks to
double density, (using BBC).

Alternatively, 'InterGem' may be used with
Locoscript and CP/M in exactly the same way as
with the second PCW 3" disk drive.

The package comes complete with a compre-
hensive, user-friendly manual which explains
installation and use of 'InterGem' and the
software.

The cost of 'InterGem' plus a new 40/80 track,
double sided 5.25" disk drive without power
supply, is comparable to the cost and installation

RRP £99.95
(inc. VAT)

of the Amstrad PCW 3" second disk drive. An
important advantage is the low cost and avail-
ability of 5.25" disks, which are at least a third of
the cost of comparable 3" disks. (A company
which would anticipate using 50 or more disks
would benefit by more than the cost of
'InterGem' plus disk drive, because of the price
difference between 5.25" and 3" disks.)

INTERGEM was designed and developed in
conjunction with Dynamic Data Technology -
"Welsh Young Business Persons of 19136"

FORMATS SUPPORTED:

AmSTRAD DRIVE A
AmsTRAD DRIVE B
AmsTRAD DATA FORMATS
AmsTRAD sTEm FORMAT
ANDROMEDA ALFA
BBC
oLymP1A Boss 2c
CROmEmC0 DD
FUTURE Fx20
IBM PC CP/M 86 ISSPT,
IBM PC CP/MB6 CASPT,
1CL PC2
IOTEC IONA
IBM PC CP/M86 185PT,
K.DAVIDSON
KAYPRO 2
LUCAS LOGIC
LYNX
MICROBES
BRITISH MICRO MIMI 8101
BRITISH MICRO EMI 803
mIcRomIx mx 400
NEWBRAIN
NEWBRAIN
PIED PIPER
DEC RAINBOW
RP, 480/
FOIL 480Z
STAN SMITH
TATUNG EINSTEIN
TIKI 100
TS100 SARACEN
DEC VT180
ANNA° LITTLE BOARD
ANDROMEDA ZITA P2
INTERAK
TRANSTEC
WORKHORSE
MORROW DECISION
OSBORNE
EPSON DX 10
SANYO M. 1000
HEWLETT PACKARD HPI25
ANDROmEDA ZITA ps
DTI BULLET
ICL DRS20
EQUINOX ImS 5000
GENIE III
GENIE III
GENIE III
FRENCH GEMINI
HEATH He9
HEATH H89
mEMOTECH FOX
SHARP

TEAR

NASCOM 23G809
NEC PC 8001
NEC PC8001A
NNW MICRO SYSTEM
LSI OCTOPUS
PHILLIPS PC2000C
REDIFFUSION
sANYO MSC 2000
SIRTON
SLICER CP/P1 86
T )TON
TELEVIDEO TS003
TELEVIDEO TS 802
LOBICA vTS 2000
DTI JET
MOSCOW
HEWLETT PACKARD HP86
EFSEN HX20

512E FILENAME

SS/40T 11731) AMPCW
DS/SOT 1706K, AM720
SP1/401. 1178K, AMDAT
SS/40T 1169K1 RESTS
S/BOT 1380K, ANDRO A

ALL FORMATS VARIOUS
DS/801. 1698K) BOSS 2C
DS/40T 306F, CROmEMCO
06/80T 1784K, FUTURE Fx2
DS/40T MIK, IBm86D4
D6/40T 13500, IBM xT
DS/210T (776K, ICL PC2
DS/407 138411 IONA
88/40T (15410 10M86813
DS/80T 1704K, K.BAVID
68/40T 1193K) KAYPRO 2
S9/80T 1318610 LUCAS
S6/40T 1188K, LYNX
DO/40T (36K) MICROS
O 6/40T 13185 611 MIMI 801
DS/401. 1376K) MIMI 1305
SS/40T (119610 MX400
S6/40T 1188K, NEWS 40
D S/SOT 784K, NEWS BO
DS/80T (7766) PIPER
SS/GOT (386K, RAINBOW
S9/40T 1164K, RP, 480/40
59/SOT (342K) RmL 480/80
DS/40T (384K1 SMITH
sS/40T "BOK, EINST
Ds/GOT (7816K, TIKI100
S/40T (388K/ 1.6100

SS/401. (16911 DEC VT 180
013,40T (38611 AMP LB
ss/401. (1B0K, ANDRO ZP 2
DS/SOT 1786K, INTERAK
SS/SOT 1388K, TRANSTEC
6/SOT 17812K, WORKHORSE
SS/40T 1186K1 HORROR
ss/40T 1183K, OSBDD
DS/40T (302K, EPS. 10
DS/40T 13101) SPN .0
DS/351. 1264K1 HP125
SS/1901. 1310K) ANDRO P3
DS/SOT (788K, DTI BALL
DS/210T 1624K, 1CLORS 20
DS/40T 1310() E0115000
ss/40T 1164K1 GEN4OSS
38/SOT 168e1) GEN BO DS
SS/SOT 134210 GEN SO SS
DS/SOT 1628K, GEM FR 80
SS/40T 114811 H89/40
SS/80T 13000 1109/80
DS/40T 131011 MEMO FOX
DS/40T (304K) MZ3500
6S/35T (336K1 RASED
DS/40T (3101, NEC8001
SS/401. 1150K1 NEC 8001A
DS/40T (302K) NNN MICRO
DS/SOT 1782K1 LSIOCT
SS/40T ,1541. PC2000C
S8/SOT 1304K, REDIF
S8/80T 130211 SAN 2000
DS/40T 12861, SIR40
88/807 1392K1 SLICER 86
86/351 11141) TRITON
DS/40T 134001 TELE 803
DS/40T 1387K, TELE802
DS/357 12531, LOG2000
08/80T (78811 OTIJET
D8/810T 1784K, MOSCOW
DS/351. 1264V, HEBB
DE/40T (7,1,

***1FM:lic3icgoic**
SUPERNOVA'S SPACE INVADERS
The first arcade action game in the world
ever written for the PCW, (RRP £19.95)
comes free with 'InterGem'.

softwa ; cm, ottamil7r1Tre,m trtIt' range of computers.

AVON
COMPUTER NEWS BATH
GEORGE'S COMPUTER BOOKSHOP BRISTOL

BEAKS
SOFTWARE CITY NEWBURY
GOTO COMPUTERS LTD SLOUGH

BUCKS
SOFTSHop CHALFONT

0225-60541
0272-276602

0635-31696
0753-34191

0753-889010

CAMBS
CAMBRIDGE COMPUTER STORE cAmBRIDGE 0223-358264

CHESHIRE
MIDsHIRE cOMPUTERs
PYRAMID MICROS
FAIRHUST INSTRUMENTS

CORNWALL
FALSOFT
THE SOFTWARE sou.

CUMBRIA

DERSYS
FIRST BYTE

DEVON
GEMINI MARKETING LTD
SYNTAX COMPUTERs

DORSET
LAMM:1044SE COMPUTER CENTRE
DENSHAM COMPUTERS
SILICON CHIP COMPUTERS

CREWE
wARRINGTON
WILMSLOW

FALMOUTH
PENZANCE

BARROW

DERBY

EXMOUTH
PLYMOUTH

BOURNEMOUTH
POOLE
WEYMOUTH

! SUSSEX
THE DATASToRE HAILSHAM

ESSEX
CAREY ELECTRONICS

0270-589191
0925-35713
0625-525696

03226-314664
0736-69477

0229-44753

0332-36528o

0395-265165
0752-28705

0202-290165
0202-737493
0305-787592

0323-846777

NALToN-ON-SEA 02556-6993

GLOS
DAUS RUBIN ASSOCIATES GLOUCESTER

HANTS
ELECTRoNEQUip EAREHAM
Pati ELECTRONICS TAME,/

0386-841101

0329-230670
0252-877222

HEATS
RSC LTD
WATFORD ELECTRONICS

KENT
D.G.H. COMPUTERS
CANTERBURY SOFTWARE CENTRE

LANCS
P V MICROS
B LACKPOOL COMPUTER STORE
CAB sysTEms
HOMEB BUSINESS COMPUTERS

LINOS
EHLIX COMPUTERs
JOHN HoLMES COMPUTERS LTD

LONDON
GAMIlsWORLD
SQUARE DEAL COMPUTERS
TECHNOMATic
VIC ODDENs
SPEEDYSOFT
sOFTwARE CiTy
PILOT SOFTWARE

GTR MANCHESTER
SSC CoMPUTERS
MIGHTY MICRO

MERSEYSIDE
B ITS 8 BYTES
CENTRAL COMPUTE.
MICROMAN

MIDDX
ADAMS WORLD OF SOFTWARE
JKL COMPUTERS

N IRELAND
EDCO MICRO CENTRE

NOTTS
S. P. ELECTRONIcs

SALOP
BULLRING COMPUTERS

wATFORD 0923-43301
WATFORD 0923-60588

ASHFORD 0233-32597
cANTERBURY 0227-053531

AccRINGTON 0254-36521
SLAcKPOOL 0253-27091
BOLTON 0942-815794
OLDHAM 061-633-1608

BosTON 0205 56321
GRANTHAM 0400-72818

HAmMERSMITH 01-741-4467
NEN ELTRAM 01-859-1516
N010 01-723-0233
5E1 210 01-403-1988
SWI3 9. 01-846-9353
ST13

41

5112 01-352-9220
w1 01-636-2666

MANCHESTER 061-832-2269
MANCHESTER 061-224-8117

LIVERPOOL 051-259-7548
SOD1RPORT 0704-31081
ST HELENS 0744-885242

EDGWARE 01-952-0451
UXBRIDGE 0895-51815

BELFAST 0232-231027

HUCKNELL 0602-640377

BRIDGNoRTH 07462-66839

SCOTLAND
COMMSCOT LTD

STAFFS
LEEK COMPUTER CENTRE
MICROTRONICS

SUFFOLK
SUDBURY MICROSYSTEMS

SURREY
ELECTRONICS

SOFTWARE CITY

SUSSEX
BITS AND BYTES
GAMER

TYNE 8 WEAR
HCCs
TELE-RENTALs

W MIDLANDs
MAINTENANCE WORLD

SUSSEX
WORTHING COMPUTER CENTRE

WILTS
TROWBRIDGE COMPUTERS

YORKS
ERRICKS OF BRADFoRD
RESOURCE FACILITIES
THOUGHTS 8 CROSSES
ROTHERHAM COMPUTERS

GLASGOW 041-226-4878/9

LEEK 0538-387859
TAMWORTH 0827-51480

suDBURY 0787-311839

BAGSHOT 0276-72928
KINGSTON 01-541-4911

BoGNoR
ON
REGIS 0263 867143

BRIGHT 0273-698424

GATESHEAD 091-482-1924
mORPETH 0670-513537

STOURBRIDGE

WORTHING

TROWBRIDGE

0384-370811

0903-210E61

02214-67299

BRADPORD 0274 309266
HALIFAX 0422-65935
HECKmoNDWIKE 0924-402337
ROTHERHAM 0709-69912

Gemini Marketing Limited
Gemini House, Concorde Road, Exmouth, EX8 4RS, England.
Telephone (0395) 265165 Telex 42956 Gemini.



THE PC
METAMORPHOSIS

DriveCard and RaceCard boost PC performance
to AT standards.

How often have you wished that
your IBM PC had the speed, power,
and performance of an enhanced
AT? Now it can - and at a fraction
of the cost of a new AT. The answer
comes from Mountain Computer -
DriveCarc and RaceCard.

DriveCard gives
you the memory
you'd like. It's a
self-contained 31/2",

20 Megabyte
hard disk
drive with
controller on a
single plug-in card. It
fits neatly insice the
PC and requires no
wires, leads, cables,
switches or extra power supply. Just
plug it in and you're ready to run
without sacrificing one of your
existing floppy disks. v5i

Mountain.

littnittututtittitimIIMt

RaceCard gives you the speed
you'd like - in some cases running

software faster than an AT can. In
fact RaceCard lets you run software

up to six times faster than on a
standard PC or XT. Consuming

only 7 watts of power,
RaceCard fits into any

short or long
slot inside the

PC. Just plug in
and you're away.

Both cards
provide total
compatibility

with virtually all IBM
software, RAM, and

peripheral cards and are
backed by a 12 month warranty.

Both come ready to support the
3 COM Ether Series, Novell, IBM's

PC Network, Nestar, AST PC Net 1 1 ,

and other networks.

For further details take this ac to
your IBM dealer.

cMICRO DISTRIBUTORS LTD

Todd Hall Road, Carrs Industrial Estate, Haslingden,
Rossendale, Lancs. BB4 5HU Tel. 0706 217744
Telex: 635740 PETPAM G

1 Gleneagle Rd., London SW16 6AY
Tel. 01 677 7631 Telex: 919220 PPMICR G

Dale St., Bilston, West Midlands, WV14 7JY
Tel. 0902 43913



We challenge you
to find a better

spreadsheet package.
From the makers of

WordPerfect comes a powerful
new spreadsheet package
which combines data manage-
ment with text graphics.

MathPlan offers all the
versatility, speed and flexibility
you're ever likely to want.

Colour -coded function keys
simplify the use of the many
features available.

Graphics can be produced
on a mono screen without the
expense of a graphics adaptor,
or in colour if you prefer.

MathPlan uses a virtual
memory technique which
allows you the use of all 64,000
cells with no more than 192K.

Individual spreadsheets,
which can be linked together,
allow for consolidation of
many plans.

Feature for feature, MathPlan
compares with the most
popular spreadsheet.

The difference is that
MathPlan costs just £195.

Can you really afford not to
see this program in action.

SENTINELSOFTWARE
Sentinel, Wellington House,
New Zealand Avenue,
Walton -on -Thames, Surrey, KT12 1PY.
Telephone: (0932) 231164.



rff, UZ-ff,

Advanced Digital's PC -Slave is the solution to your
multi-user or local area network problems.

11111111111111111

Just plug Advanced
Digital's PC -Slave board

into your PC expansion N.
slot, a connecting cable, a

low-cost dumb terminal or a
PC look -alike terminal and

you're in business. As many as 31
low-cost workstations may be added

to your IBM-PC. AT. XT, and the com-
patibles. Share a common data base

without loss of speed or efficiency since \
each PC -Slave has its own 8088 CPU. 256- \

768K RAM dedicated to each user. Advanced
Digital provides additional software which sup-

ports File & Record locking and print spooling.
Advanced Digital's slave concept provides the best

multi-user PC system available today! For the location
of the dealer nearest you contact:

Advanced Digital Corporation
5432 Production Drive

Huntington Beach. CA 92649
(714) 891-4004 (800) 251-1801
Telex 183210 ADVANCED HTBH

AL

Advanced Digital U.K. Ltd.
27 Princes Street. Hanover Square
London W1R8NQ-United Kingdom

(01) 409-0077 (01) 409-3351
TLX 265840 FINEST



On paper it's

possibly the best

value around.
The DPX 2000 - the optimum format

You want a high performance plotter for high-tec applications. You don't want to berestricted to Al format.

Now Roland DG introduce the DPX 2000, a new plotter with all the features you
would expect - digital co-ordinate display, 400mm per second drafting speed, 12.5
micron resolution but designed to save money in two ways. Firstly, compare the cost -
£3,800 (+VAT) -a lot less than Al plotters with comparable features. Secondly, the DPX
2000 has an electrostatic paper holder, so you can work on any paper or film size, from
business card right up to A2.

The DPX 2000 recognises H.P. graphic language, is remarkably silent in operation
and has a built-in pen sensor which just has to be seen to be believed.

The DPX 2000 - the optimum format on paper and in practice.Roland The natural choice
Roland DG, 983 Great West Road, Brentford, Middx TW8 9DN Tel: 01-568 4578

Please send me more information on the DPX 2000
I Name

Address

LISIBINMINNIO

_at*
N'eJS*

PCWJ 1986

4mmeimpomiimaimmomoini

\e- 4.0

%C) e"

6, \
eN

Pie

24 MR Despatch in the UK

2 ept PCW2_2 D
11. IV WWI .1. .=1, III/IM

City House  Maid Marion Way  Nottingham NG1 68h
Tel:0602 413258. Fax:0602 413820 Telex:377844 ABCF15-0 Ref 5JB

01111111111.........11110e101111

Stand Illustrated is extra
*HP GL Is a registered trade mark of Hewlett Packard.
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GREAT VALUE ON
IBM & COMPAQ PC's

ku'imil. 1iT 01-891-4477

IBM
IBM PC 256k 1 x 360k D/D £885 IBM Colour Display £360
IBM PC 640k 2 x 360kb D/D £1270 IBM Mono Display £138
IBM PC 640k 1 x 360k D/D 1 x 20 MEG Hard IBM 360k D/D £135
Disk £1650 IBM Mono Display/PrinterAdapter £140
IBM ATE 512k 1 x 1.2MB D/D + 20MB H/Disk Keyboard IBM AT £157

£2540 Keyboard IBM UK .£122

SOFTWARE TOP 10
Symphony £375
Lotus 1-2-3 £285
Rbase 5000 database £385
dBASE II £270
dBASE III £375
Framework £375
Wordstar 2000 £275
Wordstar Professional £245
Multimate £245
Smart £520

Full training
courses are

available on all
these packages

IBM ADD-ONS
Extra Memory 64kb (9 Chips) £30
Hercules Colour Graphics/Printer Card £181
Hercules Mono Graphics/PrinterAdapter £325
IBM Colour/Graphics Adapter £120
IBM Asynch CommsAdapter £60
IBM PC Dos V3.0 £49
IBM PrinterAdapter £41
Multifunction Card 1 Serial, 1 parallel clock and
384k £210
384k Memory Card £130

COMPAQ PORTABLES
Portable 2 x 360k D/D 256k £1365
Portable 'Plus' 1 x 360k D/D + 1 x 10MB H/Disk

£1995
* Portable II Model Ill 640K + 10MB H/Disk

£2800
Portable II Model IV 640K + 20MB £3190

COMPAQ
DESKPRO MODELS
640k 1 x360k D/Drive + 20MB H/Disk with
Keyboard + Monitor £1975
10 meg Tape backup unit £550
Deskpro 286- 30 meg H/Disk with keyboard +
Monitor £3340

NETWORKS
TORUS
TAPESTRY
NOVELL

FULL TRAINING
INSTALLATION AND
SUPPORT

SPECIAL OFFER
* IBM PC XT FD 10MB HARD

DISK
IBM XT 256K RAM

1 x 360K DISK DRIVE
1x10 MEG. H/D

MONO DISPLAY/MONO DISPLAY
PRINTER ADAPTER CARD

UK KEYBOARD

£1699
For computerised solutions to business problems contact

SIMMONS MAGEE COMPUTERS LTD
13 YORK STREET, TWICKENHAM, MIDDLESEX TW1 3JZ

Telex 947080 01.891.4477 All prices exclusive of VAT



SECOND HAND SYSTEMS
BUYING/SELLING

APRICOT, APPLE, IBM, SIRIUS, OLIVETTI,
TELEVIDEO . . .

We buy and sell all types of computer
equipment from Micros to Mainframes

XEN
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFERS

AND PART EXCHANGE AVAILABLE
FULL APRICOT DEALER
INSTALLATION AND

SUPPORT

Cr ell Buisiviess
Covvir lifters

BARNWELL HOUSE, BARNWELL DRIVE
CAMBRIDGE CBS BUJ

Tel: (0223) 241446 Telex: 817847

PEACH. COMPUTERS
(MICRO-COMPUTER SERVICES)

STOP!!! LOOK!!!
WHILE STOCKS LAST

MOUNTAIN DRIVECARD (20MB) _1755
For Your IRM PC XT AT

PRINTERS

EPSON LX 80P £192

BROTHER TWINWRITER £1030

NEC 3550 SPINWRITER £622

SOFTWARE MEMORY EXPANSION

LOTUS 123 V2 £275
AST 6 PACK 64K £199

LOTUS SYMPHONY £359 AST 6 PACK 384K £345

OPEN ACCESS £295

FRAMEWORK £335

SMART SOFTWARE SYS f475

SUPERCALC3 REL2 £260

CALL US NOW!!!
OR SEND YOUR ORDER TO THE ADDRESS ABOVE

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY

ALL PRODUCTS CARRY 12 MONTH WARRANTY
AND ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY

18 Putton Lane 0305
Chickerell
VV eymouth 77 1 72 1
Dorset DT3 4A1

Uninterruptible Power Supply Featuring
Models from 180 VA to 1000 VA (RMS)
High Quality Sine wave output from Constant Voltage Transformer
High Overload Capability
Very Fast Recharge
Backup time from 10 minutes to 7 Hours
Audible and Visual alarms

Also manufacturers of Stabilfilt a stabiliser and filter in one unit.

Eccleston Electronics 8 Legge Lane Birmingham B1 3LG
Telephone: 021 236 6220/1226
Dealer enquiries welcome.



/THIS MONTH'S
SUPER SAVERS

GENERAL

Cables POA

Disk Boxes (10 5.25") .. £1.95
Disk Boxes (50 5.25") £18

5.25" Head Cleaning Kit £12

Disks (10 5.25") From £13.50

DAISY WHEEL
PRINTERS

Brother HR 15
Brother HR 25
Brother HR 35 (Serial or
Parallel)
Epson DX 100 (Serial)
Epson DX 100 (Parallel)
Qume Letterpro 20
(Centronics)

£339
£649

£749
£319
£309

£575

DOT MATRIX
PRINTERS

Brother Twinwriter 5
Epson FX 85
Epson FX 105
Epson LQ 1500
Epson LX 80
Epson JX 80 (7 Colour) .

. £1175

£339
£439
£655
£199
£425

1.

DOT MATRIX
PRINTER

ACCESSORIES

Brother Twinwriter
Tractor £95
Brother Twinwriter Sheet
Feed £255
Epson FX 85 Cut Sheet
Feed £115

Epson FX 105 Cut Sheet
Feed £135
Epson LQ 1500 Tractor
Feed £49
Epson LQ 1500 2 Bin
Sheet Feed £435

EPSON RX 100+ ... £249
List price £309
With 15.5" carriage, this printer
will take A3 paper, and print 233
characters per line in condensed
mode.

FINGER PRINT £24
Epson MX, FX80, RX, FX100

FINGER PRINT turns an
ordinary Epson MX, FX & RX
model into a more versatile,
harder working, problem
solving match for your
computer!
This plug-in module for your
Epson printer puts up to 10
special print functions at
your fingertips.

TRIUMPH ADLER
TRD7020 £250
Serial or Parallel Daisy Wheel
Printer
A 20 CPS Daisy Wheel Printer at
an amazing 50% off list price.

A complete catalogue is available
with details of

PRINTERS & ACCESSORIES

PLOTTERS & ACCESSORIES
MODEMS

APPLE II & MAC HARDWARE

APPLE II & MAC SOFTWARE

ALSO AVAILABLE:

EX -DEMO STOCK AT
UNBEATABLE PRICES

MONITORS

Kaga 12" Green Monitor £109

Kaga 12" Amber Monitor £114

Zenith 12" Green
Monitor £80
Zenith 12" Amber
Monitor £95
Zenith Tilt Base £14

L
14;4"
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DAISY WHEEL
PRINTER

ACCESSORIES

Brother HR 15 Sheet
Feed £192

Brother HR 25/35 Sheet
Feed £192

Epson DX 100 Tractor
Feed £77
Epson DX 100 Sheet
Feed £192

Qume Letterpro 20
Tractor £155

Qume Letterpro 20 Paper
Guide £17

RS232 1/2 £69
RS232 1/3 £79
Centronics 1/2 £89
Centronics 1/3 £110

04 ;;11r
. Please add 35 for

P+P and 15%
VAT to Total

RCS Ltd
132 Evelyn Crescent
Sunbury -on -Thames
Middlesex TW16 6NA

0932 761815

Mail Order Only



111ERO PIEDIR Su
Computer

pplies
0707 52698 or 0707 50913 Rydal Mount Baker Street

Potters Bar, Herts EN6 2BP

UNBRANDED 51/4" DISCS
Certified lifetime warranty
hub rings, envelopes, labels
Prices per 10 Discs 10+ 30+

Tracks
SS/DD 40 7.50 6.80
DS/DD 40 9.00 8.20
DS/DD 80 9.50 8.70

3M 51/4"
SS/DD 40
DS/DD 40
SS/DD 80
DS/DD 80

3M 31/2" TPI
SS/DD 135 21.90 21.00
DS/DD 135 30.20 29.40

VERBATIM DATALIFE
SS/DD 40 12.80 12.40
DS/DD 40 15.80 15.40
SS/DD 80 15.80 15.40
DS/DD 80 20.50 20.10

Lifetime Guarantee
11.90 11.60
14.00 13.70
17.50 17.00
18.70 18.00

COMPUTER LABELS
Continuous fanfold Price per 1000
sprocket fed 1,000 2,000+

70 x 36 4.40 4.00
89 x 36 4.50 4.10
89 x 49 6.20 5.70

102 x 36 4.70 4.40

Please state no of labels across
sheets (1 2 or 3)

91/2" BACKING SHEET FOR FIXED

TRACTOR

2,000
70 x 36 3 across 4.00
89 x 36 2 across 6.60

102 x 36 2 across 6.70

ENVELOPES

110 x 220 41/4x85/8
White Self seal
90gsm
Manilla Banker
Gummed 70gsm
Bond
324x229 123/4"x9"
Manilla self seal
90gsm

Price

Boxed per box

500 11.90

500 9.90

250 17.90

COMPUTER PAPER
Plain, fanfold, micro pert edges

Weight 1300s Price per box

Sire gsm per Bx 1 box 2 Bxs+

11 x 91/2 60 2 13.00
80 2 16.20

EXACT A4 70 2 21.50
112/3 x 91/4 90 1 13.70
EXACT A4 Fixed Tractor Feed
112/3 x 91/2 80 1 16.75

100 1 29.00

12.20
14.60
18.90
11.50

14.20
27.50

PRINTER LEAD
Centronics lead to connect BBC to
EPSON KAGA CANON etc

1 mtr - 6.50
2 mtr - 8.50

SWIVEL BASES
FOR MONITORS

Pan tilt revolves around 360"
12.5' tiltable up and down
Adjustable by inside screw.

12" MONITORS £14.00
14" MONITORS £16.00

COPY

HOLDERS

Adjustable arm desk clamping
£18.00

Desk top with detachable
line guide

£11.00

PRINTOUT BINDERS

Adjustable hardback ring binder
for 11 x 91/2 12 x 91/4 con't paper

40mm paper capacity
BLUE RED or BLACK

£4.90 each
set/5 indexes £2.30

PRINTER RIBBONS
Mixed types for quantity breaks, 1 &

2 offs if ordered with other
products.

ACORN AP 80
AP100

INK JET CART.

BROTHER HR 5

M1009
HR15 MS
HR15 Fabric

CANON PW1156/1080
Red Brown Blue

CENTRONICS G.L.P.

DAISYSTEP 2000 M/S
Fabric

EPSON FX/MX/RX 80
Red Blue Brown
LX 80

Red Brown Blue

JUKI 6100 MS
6100 SS
Red Brown Blue

2200 Fabric
2200 SS
2200 corr

KAGA KP810/910
Red Brown Blue

M/TALLY MT 80 M/S

NEC PC 8023

OKI 80/82
Red Brown Blue

PANASONIC KPX 110

QUENDATA 2000 MS
Fabric

SEIKOSHA GP 80

GP 100/250
GP 500

SHINWA CP 80 M/S

3+ 6+
2.95 2.40
2.95 2.40

6.00 per 6

3.00 2.80
3.70 3.20
3.50 3.00
3.60 3.10

3.40 2.90
5.30 4.70

3.70 3.20

3.10 2.60
4.90 4.20

3.00 2.60
4.20 3.50
3.00 2.60
4.20 3.50

2.50 2.10
1.60 1.30
2.50 2.10
3.70 3.40
3.10 2.75
4.00 3.60

3.40 2.90
5.30 4.70

4.00 3.20

3.60 3.00

1.60 1.30
2.40 2.00

7.50 6.30

3.10 2.60
4.90 4.20

2.95 2.40
2.95 2.40
3.90 3.30

4.00 3.20

SMITH CORONA

EL 1000/2000 M/S 8.50 7.90
Fabric 3.90 3.60

Correctable 5.00 4.70

STAR GEMINI 10x 15x 1.60 1.30
Red Brown Blue 2.40 2.00

NL 10 5.60 4.90

WALTERS VM 80 M/S 4.00 3.20

If the ribbon you require is not listed
ring 0707 52698 and let us quote

DISC MAILERS
Price each 50+ 100+

Rigid Cardboard
holds up to 3 discs 40p 28p

MM 100N
51/4 x 100

MM 70L
51/4 x 70

MM5OL
51/4 x 50

MM4OL
31/2 x 40

Rexel Mini
Disc Box 30.

51/4 x 30
Brown smoked
Tilt lid. Cream plastic base

Plastic
Library
Case
51/4 x 10

DISC BOXES
MM 100 51/4 x 100 11.90
MM 70 51/4 x 70 10.90
MM 50 51/4 x 50 8.90
MM 40 31/2 x 40 8.90
Mini Box Rexel 51/4 x 30 5.00
Library Case 51/4 x 10 1.50
All MM boxes anti -static with lock.

DISC CARE
51/4" Head Cleaning Disk with
15m1 cleaning solution 5.50

 Educational and HMG orders accepted.  Trade enquiries.  Personal callers welcome.

ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF POSTAGE & PACKING

Please add VAT at 15%
Credit24- HC rudr

Orders 0107 52698
frill rin Mirrift frirrilri 17111-1111 frorrilri
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Even Joe recommends
PC Promisee

When we launched our new
Database Management System we
decided not to market the package
through the high street.

But that hasn't stopped dealers
recommending it.

Because its very Powerful, Fast and
also very Easy to use. It's also
remarkably Cheap.

That's why PC Promise is now
available through selected dealers.

Ideal for first-time users
as you don't need to learn a

programming language. In fact it's been
said that "if you can be trained to use a
calculator - you can use PC Promise".

For professionals looking for a fast
way to design simple or complex
systems PC Promise is ideal.

Using a "Screen
Painting" technique, you'll

be able to design your own system
within seconds:
- You can open 10 files simultaneously.
- There's unlimited indexing per file.
- Screens can be redefined as windows
(so you can view several screens at once).

- You can define your own Menus and
Help Screens.

And unique to PC Promise is its
flexibility, allowing adding, changing
and deleting of fields without affecting
the structure of the file. All other
DBMSs say 'take care to design your
system first'.

With PC Promise you can design your
system as you go.

All fields are variable length with
upto 1800 Bytes per field and you can
access 250 fields per record.

In terms of both design
and usage PC Promise is very,

very fast. Entering data and retrieving
information is done instantly.

Screen handling is so fast that it has
to be seen to be believed.

PC Promise is written in "C" and
Assembler.

DUNCAN

Don't be fooled by the
low price - E175+ VAT. As far as

Power and Compatibility goes - it's
second to none. And the saving doesn't
end there.

As the package only needs 160KB
Ram and one floppy disk, it's ideal for
Portables, and any minimum
configuration machine.

And it interfaces with most
commonly used packages.

Is it any wonder we're being
recommended?

Thanks Joe.

NOW AVAILABLE THROUGH

SELECTED DEALERS

Duncan Databases Limited, !

MBA SES 9 Chestnut Grove, New Malden,
Surrey KT3 3JJ, England.

DUNCAN DATABASES LTD Telephone: 01-942 2538. I Telephone

To: Duncan Databases Limited, 9 Chestnut Grove,
New Malden, Surrey. KT3 3JJ. England.

Telephone: 01-942 2538.

Please send me a Free PC Promise demonstration
diskette.

Name

Position

Company

Address

PWK2

J

The new standard in Database Management Systems for IBM PCs and Compatibles
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TAS-Plus just made it faster, easier and
cheaper to build database applications.
TAS-Plus combines the power of a
relational database with the ease of a
screen printer and a program generator.
Then TAS-Plus adds a runtime compiler to
produce lightning fast code that will
outperform any database we know of. Just
look at what TAS-Plus gives you:-

+ Relational Database
+ 4th Generation Language
+ Source Code Editor
+ Runtime Compiler
+ Screen Painter
+ Program Generator
+ Database Browser
+ Report Writer

TAS-PLUS FOR NOVICE AND PROFESSIONAL

With TAS-Plus you can build
professional database applications on day
one. Even if you have never programmed
before. Just "paint" the screen the way you
want and the TAS-Plus program generator
writes the program for you, and custom
reports are just as easy. When you have
created your first database applications, the
database browser and report generator
allow you to retrieve the information
quickly and print it to screen, disk or
printer.

The excellent 350 -page tutorial and
reference manual will teach you step-by-
step how to use the source code editor and
expand your programs to support multiple
files and screens including the "fancy stuff"
such as pull -down menus and TAS-windows
(we're the ONLY database that can do this).
TAS-Plus has 128 colour combinations
available and can display all IBM graphic
characters. You can even get at or set the
system time and date. TAS-Plus allows you
to produce programs that are more
professionally looking and with more
"polish" than even the very expensive so-
called "professional" software packages.

Finally, when it comes down to the
speed of writing and more importantly
running your programs (because that's what
you do every day) you will find that the
compiled code makes it load, read and
write data quicker than any other database
we know of. And don't feel sorry for
yourself if you already have dBase, TAS-Plus
can read and write those files as well. Now,
you must agree that's respectable at any
price, at £69.00 its awesome. And if you
still need convincing that this is the bargain
of a lifetime we offer a 60 -day money back
guarantee*.

AT 169 TAS-PLUS
IS COMPLETE

It consists of the Relational Database,
4th Generation Language, Source Code
Editor, Runtime Compiler, Screen Painter,
Program Generator, Database Browser,
Report Writer and 350 Page Tutorial and
Reference Manual. TAS-Plus has over 86
commands and over 200 options available
in its source code editor. TAS-Plus supports
16 simultaneous open files, each with up to
16 indices and a total of 65,000 records per
file with up to 10,000 characters per record.

So Stop Evaluating
dBase £595
Rbase £595
Dataflex £995
Paradox £550
Delta £495
TAS-Plus 69

TAS-PLUS DEVELOPER'S VERSION f199

For those who need even more power.
Open 32 files, each with up to 32 keys per
file. Save up to 17 million records. Includes
programmers toolkit (includes the source
code of the editor which is written in TAS).

TAS-PLUS MULTI-USER VERSION 1299
Includes TAS-Plus developer and

supports DOS 3.1 NETBIOS file and record
locking.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
TAS-Plus runs on IBM PC, XT, AT and all

true compatibles. It requires at least two
floppy discs and a minimum of 384KB
RAM. The current TAS Level -1 product is
available for CP/M and non -IBM compatiblt
MS-DOS systems (including Apricot) for
£199.

TAS.PLUS FOR THE TECHNICALLY MINDED

Because TAS compiles down to
intermediate machine code your programs
will execute fast, TAS itself is written in
Assembler. TAS uses B -Tree multi -key file
access and is the fastest database we know
of. It provides an incredible, but easy to
learn, 85 + commands including IF, DO,
WHILE, FOR/NEXT, GOTO, GOSUB, ON

BUSINESit Exclusively Distributed by MEGATECH* *
"I'

LS
111-113 Wandsworth High Street, London SW18 4JB.

TWI Tel Orders: 01-874 6511. Enquiries: 01-870 8541. Telex: 21768.

(Apologies, there are al present no brochures available for TAS-Plus).
 'Previously the software division of NEWTONS laboratories.

All trademarks are recognized.

statement etc. Excellent array handling and
string manipulation.

Time and date fields are supported (incl.
European and king or short dates). Full date
arithmetic (add and subtract dates). Get/set
system time and date. TRAP all functions
keys, numeric keypad and file 10. Run other
TAS programs. Run non TAS programs. Run
DOS commands. Read and write dBase files.
Read and write non TAS (ASCII) files. Multi -
company filing system and commands.
Initialize, rename, reindex and delete files
from within programs and calculate file
sizes. You can even compile programs as a
command.

Excellent 350 page tutorial and
reference manual. Totally automated menu -
driven, syntax -checking Source Code
Editor which even tells on which page in
the manual to get help. Create pull down
menus and 10 overlapping windows. Up to
128 colour combinations. All IBM business
graphics supported. Set video
highlight/normal/reverse. Powerful scroll
and wrap commands. User definable
printer control characters. Full Function
Key access and control. Not Copy
Protected. So . . . at £69.00 it's a must.

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY

IPAPlease send me the following items

TAS-Plus @ £ 69:

TAS-Plus Developer @ £199

Handling & Shipping @ £6:

Add 75% VAT

I enclose a total of.

Payment

Cheque 0 Access 0 Visa O

Card Number:

Card Expiry Date:

Card Name:

Card Address:

Postcode:

Daytime Tel. No..

Signature:

A VAT Invoice will be included in the Parcel. Enclose
a company letterhead if invoice name and address
needs to be different from card name and address.

60 Day Money Back Guarantee
"Money back guarantee valid for 60 days after date
of purchase if product does not perform in

Laccordance with our claims (excludes shipping and

handling chargesl.

I= Mill ..1 ME
Ring Round 1516



TurboCAD
£326

EX VAT

Wow

WOW

* MENU DRIVEN
* HAS ALL THE FEATURES GENERALLY ASSOCIATED

WITH PACKAGES 4-6 TIMES THIS PRICE
* USED IN AT LEAST 12 COUNTRIES IN 4 CONTINENTS
* RUNS ON ALL IBM & COMPATIBLES
* COST PRICE HARDWARE SERVICE AVAILABLE

FEATURES INCLUDE :-

COPY, MOVE. SEARCH. AUTO DIMENSION. ROTATE. ZOOM. GRID, PAN,
LIBRARIES, LAYERS, CALCULATOR, WINDOWS. HATCH, SKETCH. TEXT

FONTS, SNAP, ELLIPSE, RUBBER BAND. AND MUCH MORE

USERS INCLUDE:-

B T BMW, British Rail, British Gas, Volkswagen, Design Studio,
Northern Telecom, Universities. Architects, Designer, Engineers,

Builders, Artists, etc.

Epjotijoatoutj
SoOsf.T.W.floftof

Tel: 937 4800
Studio 3, 5 Kensington Church
Street, London W8 4LD.

FIRST SOFTWARE LTD

FUGITECH
P.C. 'X.T.'

* 20 MEG HARD DISK
* 704K RAM
* 360K FLOPPY DISK
* MONO MONITOR
* MS-DOS 3.2
* FULLY COMPATIBLE
* 8MHz TURBO

£1250 + VAT & Carriage

BRENTWOOD COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Tel: (0277) 230664
(0322) 338889

Write: FREEPOST, BRENTWOOD
ESSEX CN14 5YE

Also:
"AT 2000" 20 MEG + 80286 £1,995

1 YEAR ON -SITE SERVICE INCLUDED

dBASE"

AMSTRAD

£119 incl.vat
ANOTHER FIRST FOR FIRST - dBASEII, the world's best selling database is now available

on your computer (if you have an AMSTRAD 6128, 8256 or 8512, Commodore 128, Tatung and
Atari) exclusively through First Software Ltd or your local dealer for only £119.00 inc VAT, including

the full manual.

Join the millions of users worldwide, doctors, students, solicitors, accountants, stockbrokers and
collectors, who get the best from their information by using dBASEII. Use simple English like
commands to do your repetitive tasks, by commands such as Do invoices, Do analysis etc.

At last, the business world's standard database, available for you.
dBASEII quite simply dBEST.

For more information call us on 07357-5244 or write to First Software Ltd, No. 20 Horseshoe Park,
Pangbourne, Berks.

LYV

VISA
Access

382 KINGS ROAD CHELSEA Tel 01 352 9220 FIRST SOFTWARESOFTWARE ITO



BUDGET SOFTWARE,
26 DEVONSHIRE STREET, THE RIGHT
KEIGHLEY, SOFTWARE AT THE
WEST YORKS, BD21 2AU.
0535 663145 RIGHT PRICE!

THE CREATOR
The complete application
development system
including: Screen + Report
Genorator, Relational File
Structor, Isam File access, no
limit for file or Rechord size,
up to 99 indexs per file, data
dictionary, rechord locking
produces complete system
documentation.
Was sold for $1350, but now

£99

MIRROR
A software clone of Crosstalk
XVI does everything Crosstalk
does + more. Featuring:
background operation call
progress monitoring,
wordstar text editor with help
facility, !mutation of 9
different terminals, modem
instaisation, haze, X modem
+ kermit protocols, password
facility. Supplied with
comand files for UK modems
+ service. P.C. com sati  le only.

£85

USA
SOFTWARE
PRODUCT

OF THE YEAR

HOMEBASE
The ultimate desk top
manager! If you liked side
kick you'll love Homebase. It
has multiple diaries, multiple
databases, communications
switch, auto dialer, Wordstar
type text editor, calculator,
DOS shell, cut + paste, etc.
All available at the press of a
key in windows on top of
your other P.C. software. P.C.
compatible 256k or more.

£69.95

BUDGET P. C. AIMS TO BRING
THE BEST IN LOW COST
SOFTWARE PRODUCTS TO P. C.
USERS, DEALERS, CALLERS FOR
TRADE PRICES. YOUR
CUSTOMERS WILL WANT THESE
PRODUCTS.

To Budget PC, 26 Devonshire Street, Keighley,
West Yorks BD21 2AU - Please supply:
 Copys of Homebase at £69.95

 Copys of Mirror at E85.00
 Copys of Creator at £99.00

Postage & Packing £1.50

TOTAL GOODS

V.A.T. at 15%

Payment can by made by [7 Cheque Access Barclaycard
Cheques crossed and made payable to Budget PC
Mr/Mrs/Miss Company Name

Address

Postcode

Telephone

Computer presently used

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE: If you are not fully satisfied we promise a full refund within 10 days.
We don't expect any returns.

DON'T BUY AN OLIVETTI PC
Before you read this

COMPSTAND LTD. are able to offer highly competitive prices on all Olivetti PC products.

EXAMPLE

Olivetti M24
20Mb Hard Disk
640Kb RAM
Mono Screen
Keyboard
MS-DOS £1,795

Prices for other configurations and models
available on request. Volume discounts
also available.

SOFTWARE PRICES

Lotus 1-2-3
DBase Ill +
Symphony
Wordstar Prof
Wordstar 2000
MS -Word
Psion Xchange
Framework II

Other software prices available on request.
Volume discounts also available.

CALL ON US NOW ON CHICHESTER (0243) 771786

£245
£330
£340
£224
£222
£267
£275
£320

Compstand Ltd., Quarry Lane, Chichester, West Sussex, P019 2NY
All prices exclude VAT and delivery



irrefleA
DISKETTES DIRECT BY MAIL
FROM THE MANUFACTURER

ft
REFLEX MAGNETICS are a new
manufacturer who set out to design and
engineer the highest quality and most reliable
diskette ever made.
ft
Each REFLEX disk carries a full Lifetime
Warranty - and is certified 100% error -free.

REFLEX 51/4" diskettes ore available in units of 50, either in 5 FREE
modules of the unique interlocking DiskBank Filing System or a FREE
LOCKABLE storage box, as shown above. Choose whichever suits your
needs.

REFLEX 31/2" diskettes are available in units of 30 in a FREE
LOCKABLE storage box, as shown above.

MAGNETICS

ft
Constructed of the highest quality materials
available, each diskette is then individually
tested to some of the most stringent levels
known to industry.
ft
REFLEX are already an established
manufacturer and supplier to large
corporations and industry. Now, we are
making our high quality diskettes available to
you by mail.
To order REFLEX diskettes simply fill in the coupon or order by
telephone (01) 722 9231 (24 hour answering). Reflex will accept
Access, Visa or cheques; official orders from Government or Education
departments and Companies are also accepted.

Please despatch today: (FREE DELIVERY)

TYPE OF DISK PRICE INC. VAT TOTAL
51/4" SSDD 48 TPI 0x50 @ L 57.50=
51/4" DSDD 48 TPI 0x50 @ £ 63.90=
5%" SSDD 96 TPI 0 x50 @ L 7 I .90 =
51/4" DSDD 96 TPI Dx50 @ £ 78.00=
51/4" HD 1.6 MB 0x50 @ £126.50=
31/2" SSDD 135 TPI Ex30 @ L 75.90=
31/2" DSDD 135 TPI Ex30 @ £ 89.70=

TYPE OF FREE BOX METHOD OF PAYMENT
51/4" Modules 0 Access D VISA
51/4" Storage Box 0 Cheque 0 Official Order 
31/2" Storage Box 0

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

POSTCODE TELEPHONE NO

CARD NO.
Please send this coupon to:

Reflex Magnetics Limited. Unit 2, 32 Lawn Road, London NW3 2XU
or 'phone us on (01) 722 9231

MU7



apricot users !

We are Ansible Information: an independent software house supplying
professional users of the Apricot with real enhancements to the supplied

software. All models are catered for, from the Xen to the Portable.

ASD
This is our top -selling product, crammed with Apricot "extras"... now in
two volumes. More than 150 new files! Here are just a few of the features:

* Printing in 2 superwriter (or more) columns
* Automatic Save & Resume
* Powerful address and label database uses superwriter or

any other WP System
* Lost file recovery - safe and non -technical
* Disk Directories made private
* Instant undelete
* Marginal notes, footnotes
* Printing foreign alphabets

much more!

The ASD disks can be purchased separately (L57.5 each) or together
(L103.50). Both are fully supported by detailed book i plain English... see

what the manuals omitted!

We also supply AnsiblelndeX, a sophisticated Luxt indexer for
SuperWriter (L86.50), and AnsiblePatcH, which improves screen
display on the Apricot F Series and Portable (LI 5.00). Discounts for

package orders ... please enquire.

We are a small firm providing efficient, personal service.

Payment with order, please. All prices include carriage, VAT, etc. Ring
round number below, or write for full details to:

ANSIBLE INFORMATION (Dept. C7)
94 London Road, Reading,
Berkshire, England, RG I LAU
Tel: 0672 62576

ai

PALAN Electronics Ltd

(A Prestwich Holdings Plc Company)

Unit 10, Brunswick Industrial Park, Waterfall Road,
New Southgate, London N11 1JL.

C: COMMODORE
NEOS MOUSE FOR USE WITH CBM 64/128 RRP £39 95
TRADE DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
DISK BASED SOFTWARE FOR COMMODORE AVAIL-
ABLE AT UP TO 80% DISCOUNT
51/4" BLANK DISKS AT EXCELLENT DISCOUNTS.

Other Products include:-
Moonraker Joysticks only £4.99
Quickshot II Joysticks at £5.99
Wide selection of home computer software, at up to
80% discount
A wide selecton of Commodore Books RRP £8.95 our
price only £1.25

SPECTRUM
SPECTRUM + COMPUTER £79.99

All prices inclusive of VAT. Postage and
Packing Free.
TO OBTAIN YOUR COPY OF OUR CURRENT TRADE
PRICE LIST PLEASE PHONE GRAHAM COOK ON
01-368 1276

PALAN Electronics Ltd.
Unit 10, Brunswick Industrial Park,
Waterfall Road, New Southgate,
London N11 1JL.
Tel: 01-368 1276

VISIT PALAN AT
THE PCW SHOW

3rd - 7th September 1986
on STAND 3001

PEOPLE LIKE S&S's
£10 SOFTWARE!

IT STILL COSTS 110, BUT YOU
CAN CHOOSE ANY FIVE FOR f40

UNDELETE

SECRET
READONLY
ENCRYPT
ZAP
DOSMENU

DOTOALL

QDEL
QMOVE
QCOPY
SSDISK
HEXDUMP
FXPOUND

SETFXPR

CRISIS
TYPEWRITER
QUERY
THEPOUND
EPSTAR

SIDELINE
ADVENTURE

Lets you recover files that you have accidently deleted
from floppy or hard disk; also works in subdirectories.
Makes files invisible/visible to directory searches.
Makes files so that they cannot be deleted or changed.
Encrypts files without a password; also decrypts.
Permanently deletes files by overwriting their contents.
A menu -driven front end for DOS, choose any program
or DOS command from a menu.
Makes commands and programs apply to all sub -
directories.
Wild -card deletion of files on a disk, with confirmation.
Quick move of files between subdirectories.
Wild -card copy of files, with confirmation for each one.
Turns part of your memory into a very fast floppy disk.
Displays a file in hexadecimal and ASCII.
Makes EPSON FX printers do a £ and all other
characters.
Makes your Epson FX do Double width, compressed,
etc.
Cash Crisis; not space invaders, but similar.
Turns your computer into a typewriter.
Lets you ask Yes/No questions in a batch file.
A LOTUS worksheet of the complete character set.
Lets your Epson print out WordStar documents with
bold, subscript, superscript, italics, condensed etc.
Prints your wide spreadsheet printouts sideways.
The original classic Colossal Cave adventure.

These programs cost £10, except Undelete, £15.
You can buy a package of any eight for £65, or any five for £40.

Add 15% for VAT. Send your order to:

S & S Enterprises (Amersham) Ltd
Micro Division, 31, Holloway Lane, Amersham, Bucks HP6 6DJ
Or phone: Amersham (02403)4201 or Amersham (02403) 28095

IBM-compatible
systems, Wyse -style

INCLUDES:

* 14" tilt and swivel

monitor

* Adjustable keyboard

* Low profile design

* 256k RAM standard

*2 x RS232 ports

*1 x Parallel port

* MS-DOS+GW Basic

2xFD £1071

10MD+FD £1521

20M6+ FD £1701

Extra 256K £131

Call
(0206)
391228
Today

SOFTWARE AVAILABLE:

* Full range of IBM

Packages

* Single or multi-user

Beamjoy business

software

* Bespoke and tailored

software as needed

3EAritiOY SY End
Beamjoy Ltd. Wesley House Cattawade Manningtree Essex C011 1RJ

JULY 1986 PCW 255



NORTHWEST COMPUTER SUPPLIES SPCC LTD)
82 School Lane, Didsbury, MANCHESTER M20 ORY

Tel. (061) 434 9747 Gold 72: DTB10175 ""`''

2 mins M63/A34 Junction- Upgrade fitting service available

60mb Tape Streamers
Half Height
Image (5mb/min.)
or File by File
Restore individual
files from
either system

£8.35
+ VAT

20mb AT Compatible
640K Memory
1 x 1.2mb drive.
1 x 20mb drive
6 and 8 mbz 8 slots.
extra 20mb Hi Speed
Drive (add 750) £1,995

+ VAT

PC Compatible (Turbo

144, ILZI

256K Memory
2 x 360K drive
t/i Res Monitor
4.77 and 7.16 mhz £775

+ VAT

30mb Hard Disk
Extra Hi Performance when used
with 8 mz CPU's

Complete with fitting
Instructions. £645

-4- VAT

see OrderLink section on MIRCOLINK for latest
prices and new products

ADD: £10 P&P for each Computer/Printer Monitor Purchased
Otherwise FREE Postage & Packing

All prices plus VAT at 15% (except EXPORT).
Manufacturers' Guarantees

EPSON PC-OLIVETTI - SANYO 885- COMPATIBLES
EPSON
Epson PC (20360K drive, 256K Ram

Serial/Para I lel/MS DOS 2.11) 880
Epson PC (as above with 1 x 360

and 20 Mb internal Hard Drive) 1280
NEW - FASTER - MORE SLOTS wa

Epson PC+ (10360K, 1 x 20mb, 640k Ram
Clock, Parallel, Serial MS DOS 3.1.
All graphic modes i nc Hercules) 1795

Just add a monitor
Colour Graphics/Mono Monitor add 185
Hi-res Mono Card/I9Res monitor add 285
256K Memory Card (PC only) 120
OLNETT1
OLIVETTI M24 - RITA Award Winner

(20360K drives. 640K RAM, HiRes Mono
Screen, Kbd, Ser/Par/Ms-DOS 2.11) 1595

OLIVETTI M24
(10360K, Drive and
1 x 20rnb Hard Disk Drive 1999

Colour Monitor with M24 add 299
Colour Monitor EXTRA 495
OLIVETTI M28 IAT Comport Call

SANYO 885
Sanyo 885 Series Computer

(2 x 360K, 256K Ram, Wordstar) 1145
FERRANTI - PC860 Ex Demo 750
NCS PC2000 IXT Compatt

(2 x 360K, 256K, PArallel, Mono card
with Hi -Res Mono Monitor) 875

NCS AT Compatible
(1 x 20mb, 1 x 1.2mb, Par/Serial
640K Ram, 6mhrtmhz 1995

Graphics cards and monitors - see above
Free Data base/Spreadsheet/WordProcessor

with all above Computers

TURBO PASCAL / BORLAND / UCSD PECAN
Turbo Pascal (vers 3) 48 SideKick and Travelling SideKick 67

Turbo Pascal (V.3 with 8087 or BCD) 78 SideKicklUnpaTravelling SideKick 47/39
Turbo Pascal (V3 with BCD and 8087) 87 Turbo Lightning (Spell + Thesaurus) 69

Turbo Database Osa in etc) 37 Word Wizard (Lightning Toolbox) CallTurboTutor24 Turbo REFLEX: the analyst database 69

Special-Turbo Pascal/Toolbox/Tutor 99 Reflex Toolbox Call
Special -Turbo 8087/Toolbox/Tutor/8CD 138 PROLOG - superfast 62
Graphics Toolbox (18M cornets only)........ ............ .38 SURE RKEY art, NEW ,,,,, 39
Turbo Editor Toolbox 40 PECAN (low prices}
Turbo Gameworks linc CHESS prog I 40 USCD Pascal DOS -Hosted (PECAN) 55

Holiday Special (Editor/Gameworks) 78 Above with Symbolic Debugger (PECAN) 90
Professional Pack (PECAN) 125

HARD DISKS; CONTROLLERS / PRINTERS
20mb Internal Complete 525 Filecard 10mb/20mb (Western Dig) 699/835
20mb Fast Access Olivetti only) 595 60rnb Hi -Speed Logical Tape Streamer 835
30mb Internal Complete 645 Epson L0800 (very quick) 495
Drivecard 20mb (Mountain/1.5 slots) 775 Epson L01000 (very quick 14") 670

Princeton Colour Monitors (Exc Res).. ............ . Call

EXPANSION CARDS / MICE / CO -PROCESSORS
NCS RAM/Multifunction Card Serial Card (1 with 2nd option) 49

(With 384K FtAM:Ser:Par:Clock: Games AST RampageI2mb memory) 799

Ram Disk/Spooler Software etc) 199 MEMORY UPGRADES 64K/128K RAM 31/49
NCS RAM/Multi. (as above with OK) 135 (Olivetti or Above Boards) 512K RAM 99
NCS Hi -Res Mono -Par lHerc. Cornett.) 185 8087s 5 mhz /8 mhz/ 10mhz 95/195/295
NCS Colour/Graphics 95 Microsoft Mouse (Ser or Bus) 165

Quadrant EGA (plus Herc/Colour/Mono) 455 Mouse Systems Mouse with Paint 145

PCB Design and CAD/CAM
VU -TUX - Dratt/Sketching Package

(16 layer, comp libs, pan & zoom,
.001" res, re -sizing, mirror,
inversion, rotation, replication,

re-pos. silk screen) 1200

20mb Olivetti M24 see above
with 8087, Epson RX 100+, Mouse
and VUTRAX draft/sketch package 3799
NCS AT see above, plus 80287 and

Herc Compact card and Monitor 4230
VU -TUX - upgrade modules

Auto Track. Auto Plac, Wiring, smARTWORK (PCB Design Package) 895
Schematic capture) Call AutoCAD 1000

VUTRAX Demo System (Refundable) 70 Extensions 1,2,3 each 500
Micro Cap II (Logic Analyser) 995 CAD Plan Call
Galaxy Colour Systems Call Cherry Graphics Tablet
- THE BEST PCB Design Packages - (CalCornp/Suinnar etc compel 499

SELECTED SOFTWARE PC/MS DOS
RBASE 5000 375
DBASE II / III Plus 295/455
Paradox Call
DOS 3.1 (most compete) 57
Concurrent PC -DOS 4.1 195
GEM Draw 105
GEM Collection Desktop/Write/Paint 105
Microsoft Windows 79
Microsoft Quick GW-Basic Compiler 79
Desmet 'C' Compiler and 8086 Assam . 145

"- Symbolic Debugger 50
Microsoft 'C' 295
Lattice 'C' Compiler 245
MenuEase (PC -DOS Menu System) 36
MenuGen (Single User)
Norton Utilities Ver 3.1
Keyworks / ProKey
LOTUS 1-2-3 Ver 2.0
LOTUS 1-2-3 Report Writer

Javelin 485
Supercalc 2/ 3.2 159/195
VP -Planner (Lotus Lookalike) 75
VP - Dbase Lookalike Call
Sideways 42
Framework II / Open Access 399/299
Smart (vers III) 475
Ready 54
Volkswriter 3 259
Wordstar 3.3-3.4 / Professional 195/355
Word Perfect 4.1 345
Multistate 355
Flight Simulator 55

40 Jet (full graphics simulator) 42
55 Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy .............. 23

62/72 ZORK 1,2 or 3 (Adventure)... ............... each 19
299 Infocom games- REDUCED either 19 or 23
96 Other software prices Call

Quickcode for 123 (Release 2) 74
SEND FOR FULL GAMES LIST

COMMUNICATIONS/MODEMS/TELECOM GOLD
MODEMS
Buzz Box (V21 Bat)/ Mains Adaptor 99/12 Cable (Mcidem/Comp) 14
Nightingale V21N23 95 IBM & compats Communications Special:
Pace S.4 Modern (V21N22N23) Call (Datatalk or Crosstalk with Digisolve
Epson CX21/CX23 Accous. Coupl 10/150 2123AD Modern and Cable) 339
Digisolve CC2123AD Auto-answer/dial 195 SANYO 55x Communications Special:
WS3000 V21,V22,V23 Auto-answer/dial 475 (Mi-Term/Nightingale V21/23 Modem
WS3000 V21,V22,V23,V22bis Auto-a/d 625 Cable and Serial Interface 199
WS4000V21N23 (Speed buffering) Call SANYO 55x Prestel/Text Package
UDS 1200/1200 AA 225 (requires 2.11 and 192k) 355

(including serial interface 399COMMS SOXWARE
Datatalk 3.0 (Inc. Prestel Graphics) 119 FREE Registration for MicroUnk Telecom
Crosstalk 3.6 (Inc. KERMIT) ... ..... ..... ..... .. . 95 Gold Box wfth emery modern purchased
Mi-Term (Sanyo 55x Ser only) 65
Vicom (IBM etc) 160

Chit Chat If orSANYO 550 req 2.111 129

SANYO 55x SERIES- COMPUTERS / UPGRADES
IBM/Lotus Video Board (MS-DOS 2.11 (DOS 2.11, twin 360,128k RAM) 789
and GW.BASIC 145 Senyo550 Computer (with 2 x 800k) 849
Memory Upgrades 646 (128-192k) 28 Info Star/Mailmerge/Spellstar..............................199

128k(128 -256k) 45 Disk Upgrade Software DS -DOS Plus... ..... ..... ...... ..39
Disk Drive Upgrades 2x 360k 195 MS DOS 2.11 39

2x 800k 235 Serial Interface (RS232) 49
Hard Disks (Internal 10 / 20mb) 646/806 BASIC Manual 27
Sanyo 550 Series Computer Joystick (2 Button) with ext cable 25

SANYO 550 SOFTWARE - Discount Prices
Graphic Special: Picasso/Quick Pro + I 70/60

(Picasso:Freeze Frame:Joystick) 118 Sandcalc (super spreadsheet) . ........ .. . ............ 55
Bridge/Checkmate (CHESS) 20/35 Snap Invoice / Softspool 55/25
Cornerrnan (SANYO's Sidekick) 38 Super Zap/Type Right 35/25
DC-10/Emperor (War Game) 25/25 Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy 23
Freeze Frame (Epson)/ Master Graph 25/55 ZORK 1/2/3 (Adventure) 19
M -Disk / Mi-Key 25/25 SEND FOR FULL LIST



DISK COMPATIBILITY PROBLEMS...

WE CAN TRANSFER PROGRAMS TO, AND
FROM THE FOLLOWING FORMATS:

MPM, CP/M, CP/M-86, CP/M-68, MS-DOS, PC -
DOS, TRS DOS, APPLE DOS

MACINTOSH, ATARI ST, COMMODORE 128, SIRIUS
SIZES AVAILABLE:

8 inch, 5'/4 inch, 31/2 inch, 3 inch
AMSTRAD 3 inch NOW AVAILABLE

COMMERICAL AND PUBLIC DOMAINS SOFTWARE
FOR ALL DP/M AND MS-DOS COMPUTERS

DISKS FOR SALE - AMSOFT CF2
3"x10 £38 51/4DSDDx10 £10

Contact DISK FORMATIONS on

01-515 2766
ANYTIME

OR SEND SOURCE DISK AND DETAILS TO:

DISK FORMATIONS
60 COVENTRY CROSS
ST LEONARD STREET
BOW, LONDON E3 3JT

Charges:
£10 per disk for conversion to 8" or 51/4"
£12 per disk for conversion to 3" or 31/2"

PRICE INCLUDES RETURN P&P AND US
SUPPLYING DISK

BULK DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

The multi-user computer specialists.

Minstrel 4
The closely coupled network with built-
in reliability, designed & built in Britain.

* SMB
A sophisticated multi-user package for
all accounting needs from Thorn EMI.

* Q -PRO -4
The flexible and powerful multi-user
data base system with applications and
reports generator.

For unrivalled experience with Minstrel
equipment, true multi-user packaged or
customized software contact the
specialists.

Crystal Management, 46 Theobalds
Road, London, WC1X 8NW.
Telephone 01 404 4030.

SHOW US THE HARDWARE

-WE HAVE THE
SOFTWARE
That's what we said to the Royal Navy when they wanted administrative
support.

They took Lex on board because it was software with a difference. They

could see it was a powerful word processor, yet it provided them with a database

and applications generator in the same package.

Lex is a complete administrative system. It is a flexible multi-user
package which can run on more than sixty different micros and across the

complete Digital Equipment range. And it is so

easy to use.

If Lex is helping to keep the Royal Navy

shipshape, think what it could do for your
business.

Dept PCW
Ace Microsystems Ltd, Kew Bridge House
Kew Bridge, Brentford, Middlesex TW8 OEJ

microsystems Telephone: 01-847 4673 Telex: 929460 ACESYS
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AMSTRAD 8256
OWNERS

RAM UPGRADES only £29.95

* Double the PCW 8256 onboard ram to 8512
specification

* Simple conversion accomplished in 15 minutes
* Easier disk procedures

* Full detailed documentation and instructions
* Assumes no prior electronics knowledge

* Only quality dram chips supplied
* Printer -monitor extension lead (one metre) £9.95

RAPID RESPONSE
* Ram conversion completed on your premises -

send for details

Add £1.50 post + packing + VAT at 15% to total.

Send all orders and payments to:

COMPTON ELECTRONICS
(Computer System Developments)

Ilford, Ilminster, Somerset TA19 9EB
Tel: (04605) 4781

Memotech 64K Computer
plus matching

Panasonic Printer, Monitor and 1Mb Drive

COMPLETE SYSTEM
Discount Price

only

'499.95
All prices INCLUDE VAT

64K COMPUTER
only

£69.95

MONO MONITOR
only

£82.95

DISC CONTROLLER
only

£54.95

1Mb DISC DRIVES
only

£179.95

PRINTER
only

£139.95

COMPUTER Robust typewriter style keyboard with sepa-
rate numeric pad * Z80 CPU running at 4MHz *
Centronics Printer Port * Monitor + TV Outputs * Joystick
and Cassette ports * 64K RAM + Extra 16K Video RAM *
PRINTER Standard Centronics Interface - compatible
with most computers * Made by Panasonic * 80 CPS
MONITOR Hi -Definition * Professional quality
DRIVES High quality tested 1Megabyte double sided,
double density disc drive * Cased with own power supply
DISC CONTROLLER BOARD Runs two 1Mbyte drives

All items are Brand New and Fully Guaranteed * Export Orders - carriage charged
at cost * Government and Educational orders welcome * Stock items despatched
by return post * All paces subject to change without notice * Please add £5.00 P+P &
Insurance per ITEM.
Please send cash, cheque money order or postal order to
Electro-Mech Industries Limited
Unit 2, Wessex Industrial Estate, Station Lane, Witney, Oxfordshire.
Telephone (0993) 75827 or 76605 (Answerphone)

C GEN
Basic to C
translator

* +VAT

DOS

UNIQUE IN PRODUCING
MAINTAINABLE BASIC -LIKE

FORM IN C
Support service available

Call Keith Maskell on 06285 24999
W

=i
software reincarnation M.S. Associates Ltd

St. Marks House, 1 Station Road, Bourne End, Bucks. SL8 5QF. Telex: 846180
*Microsoft Basic to Microsoft C v. .3-0 Microsoft is a TM of Microsoft Corp.

IN OUR PREVIOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
CONCEPT DATA UMITED REPRODUCED
FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES THE

MODEM OF P.C. COMMUNICATIONS
LIMITED, SUCH MODEM BEING EXCLU-
SIVELY MANUFACTURED FOR P.C.

COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED AND ONLY
AVAILABLE THROUGH P.C. COMMUNI-
CATIONS LIMITED'S MAIN DISTRIBUTORS

AND THEIR DEALER NETWORK.

WE WERE NOT AUTHORISED TO USE P.C.

COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED'S MODEM
IN OUR ADVERTISEMENT AND WE
APOLOGISE UNRESERVEDLY FOR THE
EMBARRASSMENT THIS HAS CAUSED.
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20 meg HARDCARD

65ms ACCESS TIME

'Jul

1.1.1
Lim

Specifications

Fully ruggedised: Specifically constructed
for portable applications

Atomic head retract

Atomic head lift mechanism
28,000 MTBF

Built in Formatter
Low power consumption

Controls 2 Winchesters

Occupies 11/2 slots

Capacity formatted 20meg: Transfer rate

5Mbytes: Access time, track to track 15ms:

Average 65ms specifications. Reliability

28000 MTBF hours: Service life 5 years:

Power + 5 0.52amps: + 12V:
074 amps dissipation 11.5W:
Weight £1.2kg

1 meg HD+CONT £350
28meg HD+CONT £450

Prices exclude VAT. Carriage extra

ALL TEC
84 HIGHFIELD ROAD, ROMFORD, ESSEX

Tel: (0708) 27043

/11 C
MICRO COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY LTD
31 Forge Lane, Hanworth, Middlesex TW13 6UN

Tel: 01-8980560
Diskettes and Disk Storage boxes
3M Floppy Disks 744 SS/SD 5.25" £14.00 per box of 10
Maxell MD1-D Disks SS/SD 5.25" £16.99 per box of 10
Control Data 35tpi SS/SD 5.25" £89.99 per Pkt of 100
3M 35SSDD 3.5" Micro disks for Mac £23.99 per box of 10
ABA M35 5.25" storage box 40 cap £14.50 each
ABA M85 5.25" storage box 80 cap £17.50 each

MCT
Dot Matrix and Daisy Wheel Printers RRP price
Epson RX100 + RRP £399.00 MCT Price £255.00
RitemanI1160cps DMP Parallel £299.00 £276.00
Riteman 15 160cps

DMP 15" platern Parallel £499.00 £461.00
Riteman F+ 105cps

DMP NLQ front loading Parallel £270.00 £249.99
Olivetti DY250 DWP 30cps

132 columns Parallel £739.00 £683.50
Xerox 635 DWP 55cps

132 column Parallel £1160.00 £1000.00

for the Apple II family
Wildcard Plus £65.00
Wildcard £24.95
Mailmerger for Appleworks £49.95
Appleworks 11,11+ preboot £45.00

for the Macintosh
Quartet for Mac £150.00
PFS: File and Report MAC £60.00
MAC Publisher £90.00
MAC Multiplan £150.00

Other prices for Apply, Macintosh and IBM PC available on request.
All prices quoted are exclusive of VAT. Please add 15%

)ILATARI
Power Without the Price"

520 STM £347.00
1040ST MONO £799.00
1040ST COL. £999.00

(All ex VAT)

Accounts, Spreadsheets, Wordprocessing,
Graphics, Design, Databases, Communicat-
ions, C.A.D., Investment Management,
Terminal Emulation, Music, Development
Languages & Leisure

MICROBYTE
71 SEAVIEW ROAD, WALLASEY,

MERSEYSIDE
051 638 1420

ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD WELCOME

LOW COST - HIGH QUALITY -
PRODUCTS FOR THE BBC MICRO
EPROM PROGRAMMER: programs 2764, 27128,
2764A and 27128A eproms. Operating software.
supplied on eprom. ROM formatting facility £69

NUMERIC KEYPAD: facilitates rapid entry of numeric
data. Fully programmable. Hand-held or free-standing
£60.25

LOGIC ANALYSER: multiple functions include: test
and repair development of logic circuits, and
education. 8 MHz 8 channel
£250

All products complete
with comprehensive

documentation and
1 year guarantee. All prices excl.
VAT inc. P&P

For further information contact: Gary Daltrey
Softlife Limited 87 Silvertown Way
London E16 4AH Tel. 01 474 0330
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MICRONIX BREAKS THE
PRICE/PERFORMANCE BARRIER

MICRONIX AT TURBO

AT1: 640K RAM,
1.2MB FLOPPY,
KEYBOARD, COLOUR MONITOR El 9 699

AT2: 640K RAM,
1.2MB FLOPPY, KEYBOARD,
20MB HD, COLOUR MONITOR

£1
9 999

11111111111111111111111111111011111111111111111111111111111

eit*

 IBM PC/AT COMPATIBLE
 640K RAM CLOCK/CALENDAR BATTERY
 SWITCH SELECTABLE 6 OR 8MHz OPERATION (80286)
 SERIAL AND PARALLEL PORTS
 FREE ONE YEAR ON -SITE WARRANTY BY NATIONAL ADVANCED

SYSTEM - FURTHER 2 YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY AT LOW
COST!

 HIGH DUALITY JAPANESE MANUFACTURE

MICRONIX PC/XT TURBO
PC1: 640K RAM, IN FLOPPY, KEBOARD.

COLOUR GRAPHICS ADAPTOR,Y MONO MONITOR £799
PC2: AS PC1 BUT

FLOPPY, 20MBSINGLEHARD DISK E999
PC3 AS PC2 BUT ADDITIONALLY WITH £1,999FAST 20MB CASSETTE BACK UP

COLOUR SYSTEMS:
ADD £200

lill111111111111111

! 1 flPf10/11,1111111 'It'll!
I II I I 11111111

 IBM PC/XT COMPATIBLE
 640K RAM CLOCK/CALENDAR BATTERY
 SWITCH SELECTABLE 4.77 OR 7.33 MHz OPERATION (8088-2)
 2 SERIAL PORTS (RS232). 1 PARALLEL PORT, GAMES PORT
 HIGH QUALITY JAPANESE 4 LAYER, 8 SLOT MOTHERBOARD
 FREE ONE YEAR ON -SITE WARRANTY BY NATIONAL ADVANCED

SYSTEM - FURTHER 2 YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY AT LOW COST
 150W PSU

 =." :I.; 1;:,

FAST 20MB CASSETTE BACKUP Ow £699
FOR PC/XT, AT, OLIVETTI, ERICSSON & COMPATIBLES

Supplied with Controller, Cable & Software

Why use slow, Cumbersome cartridge backup when you can
use fast, easy to use cassette? Check out the features:

 Cassette is fast, -4 minutes to backup 20MB!
Unlike Cartridge, Cassette requires no servowriting or
formatting (a 10MB cartridge needs approx. 45 minutes
to servowrite, format & verity before you can use it!).
Cassette is ready for operation the moment you load it!
Cassette media is cheaper-a 20MB Cassette costs little
more than a 10MB cartridge. Telex: 295173 MICROX G

Cassette is quieter & operates on low power.
Intelligent, menu driven, one key Software commands
e.g.

 A clear on -screen menu of one -key commands

Please select your option from the list below

Image Backup

Select Drive

File Backup

File Directory

Diagnostics

-h

H

H

A

H

-
Fl I F2 - Image Restore

4- 4-

F3 I

4_

F5 I F6 - File Restore

F74
F9 Fio Exit to DOS

Press the "F" key that corresponds to your choice:

ALL PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF CARRAGE & VAT

1 Grangeway,

Tel: 01-625 0295/9 (5 lines)
London NW6 2BW 1161 micronixKilburn,

computers Ltd



THE BEST DEAL ON OLIVETTI, ERICSSON AND 1 Tnift7t(e:V7C

PERIPHERALS FOR IBM PC/XT,AT'AND COMPATIBLES conazaarestmentemia

AT COMPATIBLE
TURBO

MOTHERBOARD
£899

(WITH 640K RAM)

SUPPLIED WITH 640K RAM
SWITCHABLE 8 OR 6MHz OPERATION 1802861- 80287 OPTION
8 EXPANSION SLOTS
ON -BOARD BIOS
HIGH QUALITY JAPANESE MANUFACTURE

INIENENSEMESMINNUENNOMINIE

XT COMPATIBLE
TURBO

MOTHERBOARD

WITH OK RAM £219

WITH 640K RAM £299

SUPPLIED WITH BIOS ROM
SWITCHABLE 7.33 OR 4 77 MHz OPERATIONI8088-21- 8087 OPTION
8 SLOTS. HARDWARE RESET. SPEAKER OUTPUT
HIGH QUALITY 4 LAYER JAPANESE PCB

HARD DISK UPGRADES PC/XT, AT &
COMPATIBLES
20MB - PC/XT £399 40MB - PC/XT £799
20MB - AT (WITHOUT CONTROLLER) £299

INCLUDES SHORT SLOT HD CONTROLLER (EXCEPT FOR AT) WITH JUMPER
SELECT FOR 15 DIFFERENT TYPES OF HO. SPLIT DRIVE IE G 40MB HO CAN
BE LOGICALLY SPLIT INTO 2 20MB 801 AND CABLES. ALL DRIVES ARE
PRETESTED AND COME WITH A ONE YEAR WARRANTY.

FAST 20MB
CASSETTE BACKUP

PC/XT,
AT & COMPATIBLES

£699
WHY USE SLOW CARTRIDGE BACKUP, CASSETTE NEEDS NO TIME
WASTING SERVOWRITING OR FORMATTING BACKS UP 20M8 IN 4
MINUTES, INTELLIGENT MENU DRIVEN SOFTWARE - ONE KEY
COMMANDS FILE -BY -FILE BACKUP RESTORE. IMAGE BACKUPTIESTORE.
FILE DIRECTORY AND DIAGNOSTICS SUPPLIED WITH CONTROLLER.
CABLE 8 SOFTWARE

IBM PC/XT COMPATIBLE INTERFACE CARDS
ALL WITH A ONE YEAR WARRANTY

MULTI I/O FLOPPY
CARD: CT6260

(SHORT SLOT) £99
PERFECT FOR

THE 640K MOTHERBOARD

2 DRIVE FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER - CABLE SUPPLIED
I - RS232 SERIAL PORT E. OPTIONAL 2ND SERIAL PORT 10161
PARALLEL PRINTER POR1
GAMES PORT
CLOCILCALENDAR BATTERY
SOFTWARE SUPPLIED CLOCK UTILITIES RAmoisK
PRINTSPOOLER

MULTIFUNCTION
CARD: MF640

WITH OK RAM £99
WITH 384K RAM £149

COMPARE SPECS A PRICES
BEFORE WING OTHER CARDS

UP TO 640K RAM USING 64K AND OR 25511 CHIPS
CLOCK/CALENOAR BATTERY
1 RS232 SERIAL PORT 2ND SERIAL PORT OPTION ICI61
PARALLEL PAINTER PORT
GAMES PORT - CABLE SUPPLIED
SOFTWARE SUPPLIED CLACK UTILITIES. RAMDISK.
PRINTSPOOLER
BOTH SERIAL A PARALLEL CONNECTORS ON THE SAME BRACKET
EXTERNAL SERIAL CABLE 1D139 TO DB25) SUPPLIED

COLOUR GRAPHICS
ADAPTOR

- JAPANESE
QUALITY f79

FULLY COMPATIBLE
WITH IBM COLOUR CARD '"-

2 VIDEO INTERFACES RGB COLOUR AND COMPOSITE

MONOCHROME
COLOUR GRAPHICS MODE 320 200
MONOGRAPHICS MODE 640 , 200
SWITCH SELECTABLE 2 DIFFERENT CHARACTER FONTS
LIGHT PEN INTERFACE
QUALITY JAPANESE MANFACTURE

MONOCHROME
GRAPHICS CARD £89

FULLY COMPATIBLE
WITH IBM MONOCHROME

ADAPTOR &
HERCULES GRAPHICS

640K RAM
CARD: CT6280

(SHORT SLOT)

WITH OK RAM £49

WITH 384K RAM £99
WITH 512K RAM £109

UP TO 64001YES 640KI) RAM ON BOARD
USE 64K AND/OR 2560 CHIPS
USE 3 BANKS OF 2566 CHIPS FOR TOTAL 640K RAM

MAW

LOTUS/SYMPHONY COMPATIBLE
TEXT MODE 80 25

GRAPHICS MODE 720  348
PARALLEL PRINTER PORT

RAM CHIPS:
64K (9 CHIPS)1501IS £10
128K PIGGYBACK (9 CHIPS)150115 - FOR AT' £36

256K (9 CHIPS)15ONS £30

FLOPPY DISK
DRIVE

ADAPTOR £49

0674

gooL ,

leen it 'tea
.$4.. awn j..

't!
SUPPORTS UP TO 4 FODS-DSD013600) -2 INTERNAL. 2 EXTERNAL
INCLUDES CABLE FOR 2 INTERNAL DRIVES
STANDARD OR 37 CONNECTOR FOR EXTERNAL DRIVES

PC/XT ASYNCHRONOUS SERIAL CARD
WITH 1 RS232 PORT £39
PC/XT PARALLEL PRINTER CARD -
SELECTABLE LPT1 OR LPT2 £29

bigniff&kaaninatedainianaiii
IBM PC/AT COMPATIBLE INTERFACE CARDS
ALL WITH A ONE YEAR WARRANTY

3MB MULTIFUNCTION
CARD: MF3000

WITH OK RAM £199
FULLY COMPATIBLE

WITH IBM AT
AND COMPATIBLES

ADD £30 PER 256K RAM

UP TO 3MB RAM ON BOARD- 1 SMB ON MAIN BOARD AND FURTHER
1 5MB ON PIGGYBACK BOARD
MEMORY STARTING ADDRESS CONFIGURABLE AT 2560 512K OR
ABOVE 1MB
1 RS232 PORT - 2ND PORT OPTION
PARALLEL PORT GAMES PORT

SERIAL -PARALLEL CARD FOR AT: AT8120 £89

mitssivionvannammusims
IBM COMPATIBLE KEYBOARDS

FOR PC/XT £69

FULLY PC XT COMPATIBLE
LED STATUS INDICATORS FOR CAPS 8 NUMBER LOCK
83 KEY IDENTICAL TO IBM

FOR AT £139

FULLY AT COMPATIBLE
IDENTICAL TO IBM AT KEYBOARD

RSESSESONANWOMaiiitina
MONITORS
IBM COMPATIBLE
- COMPOSITE MONOCHROME - CONNECTS TO COLOUR GRAPHICS
ADAPTOR - £99
IBM COMPATIBLE

TIT CONNECTS TO MONOCHROME GRAPHICS CARD £125

IBM COMPATIBLE: 14 MITSUBISHI COLOUR MONITOR
£249

OLIVETTI & ERICSSON AT UNBEATABLE

OLIVETTI M24: PRICES
640K RAM. SINGLE FLOPPY. OLIVETTI KEYBOARD. OLIVETTI MONITOR.
DOS. 20M13/40M8 HD INEC/BASF1 8 7 SLOT BUS CONVERTER

ERICSSON PC:
640K RAM. SINGLE FLOPPY. KEYBOARD. MONITOR 000 8 2044R,4niAR
HO (NECTIASF1

£1,799/£2,199

£1499 / £1899

MENNEEKSTAMMIINSIME
PANASONIC

PORTABLES - WITH
PLASMA DISPLAY

MODEL 1113301 TWIN FLOPPY
256K HIRES 12 PLASMA SCREEN

£1,599 4111118=-1111%
ril ANWAR

2 ABOVE WITH ONE FLOPPY 20MB

HO (NEC BASF) WEIGHT 11KGI

£1,999 dmodmiimmoiii

ENSMINNIMMEGMEMENZIEN
POWER SUPPLY "110

I .w
150W

FOR PC/XT £89

°
220W

FOR AT £175

iiilialganNEMISSEIVAina
ENHANCED GRAPHICS ADAPTOR (EGA)
COMPATIBLE WITH IBM EGA, 260
IBM COLOUR GRAPHIC ADAPTOR,
IBM MONOCHROME ADAPTOR AND HERCULES CARD
SUPPORTS MONOCHROME AND COLOUR MODES
640 350 MONO 720 348 MONO 640 350 COLOUR 640 200 COLOUR

256 K RAM ON BOARD AS STANDARD

MEMMENWINEWEINIVERSOW
IBM STYLE COMPUTER CASE
FOR PC/XT MOTHERBOARD:
SWITCH CUTOUT ON SIDE FOR PC/XT STYLE PSU. CUT OUT FOR 8 SLOTS.
STEEL CASE. HINGED LID £69

FOR AT MOTHERBOARD:
SIDE SWITCH FOR PSU 8 SLOTS £125

aminsiaremationuniza
PRINTERS

PANASONIC FOR

QUALITY, RELIABILITY
AND GREAT VALUE

PANASONIC KXP1092:
IBM COMPATIBLE. 80 COLUMN 180 CPS 33 CPS NLO £350

PANASONIC KXP1592:
IBM COMPATIBLE 136 COLUMN. 180 CPS 38 CPS NLO £450

PANASONIC KXP1595:
IBM COMPATIBLE 136 COLUMN 240 CPS'51 CPS NLO DUAL I F fsgg

IBM PRINTER
CABLE

£15

DB25 TO CENTRONICS
SHIELDED CABLE -3 METRE

eithWAVEINSIONSIMMOS
FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
1/2 HEIGHT DS/DO 360K (PC/XT) £120
360K (IBM AT) £160
800K EXTERNAL 3.5 (MACINTOSH)-£345

VISA, ACCESS 
WELCOME
Ordering Information:
Prices are exclusive of Carriage & VAT Please add 15 , to Iota'
Cost Carriage Systems & Subsystems £20.Doves &
Keyboards £8 Boards RAM Chios £1 Monitor Printer £15

Visit oui DianU rww Showr00,,, Off Stleut parkIng
11P FN MON FHi 111,1,71 i(lpm

WSA

micronix
computers

1 Grangeway, Kilburn,
London NW6 2BW
Tel: 01-625 0295/9 (5 lines)
Telex: 295173 MICROX G

KILBURN HIGH ROAD

immix MBE
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BAS IC LANGUAGE
PASCAL LANGUAGE

MODULA- 2 COMPILERS

i
i

ZBASIC is new to us and performs well
at a very good price. We have some new

libraries and utilities also.

BASIC INTERPRETERS

BetterBASIC
Professional BASIC
Microsoft MS -BASIC
MEGABASIC

Dig.Res. CBASIC.
MEGABASTC
MEGABASIC

Dig.Res. CBASIC
Microsoft MBASIC
BBC BASIC

PC -DOS

PC -DOS

MS-DOS
MS-DOS

1195
1 99
£245
1265

CP/M-86 £290
CP/M-86 £265
MP/M-86 £365

CP/M-80
CP/M-80

Z80+CP/M-80

BASIC COMPILERS

Microsoft OuickBASIC
Softaid MIBASIC
ZBASIC
Alcor Multi -Basic
Microsoft MS -BASIC
MS Business Basic
Dig. Res. CBASIC

Dig.Res. CBASIC

Microsoft MBASIC
Dig.Res. CBASIC
ZRASIC
Softaid MTBASIC
Alcor Multi -Basic

Database

1130
1110
1 95

PC -DOS 1 75
PC -DOS t 60
MS-DOS 1 75
MS-DOS 1 95
MS-DOS 1285
MS-DOS 1325
MS-DOS 1390

CP/M-86 1390

CP/M410
CP/M-80

Z8O+CP/M-80
z80+cP/m-80
z80+cp/m-80

1185
£435
I 75
1 65
£ 95

LIBRARIES & UTILITIES

CADSAM (source code)
Btrieve MS -BASIC

Btrieve/N MS -BASIC

Multikey MS -BASIC

MS-DOS 1135
+ MS-DOS 1225
+ MS-DOS 1485
+ MS-DOS £145

CADSAM (source °ode) CP/M-(iO 1135

Graphics

Multi -Halo
GSS Kernel
GSS MS -BASIC BINDING

Tuning & Debugging

Betatools Dev.System
Figureflow Tuning Kit
Active Trace

Active, Trace

MS -BASIC + MS-DOS £130
PC -DOS £325

PC -Dos £110

PC -DOS 1110

PC -DOS £ 43
MS-DOS £ 85

CP/M-80 1 85

FORTRAN COMPILERS

New version from Lahey will ensure its
suFeriority for the present. Microsoft

on CP/M-80 is down in price.

Lahey F77L v2.00
RM/FORTRAN 77
DR FORTRAN 77
MS -FORTRAN V3.31
Pro Fortran v2.1

Pro Fortran v2.1
DR FORTRAN 77

MS Fortran -80
Pro Fortran V1.25
Nevada Fortran

MS-DOS
MS-DOS
MS-DOS
MS-DOS
MS-DOS

£395
£450
£290
£250
£220

cp/m1-86 £220
CP/M-86 £290

CP/M-80 £150
CP/M-80 £220
CP/M-80 £ 35

Pro Fortran 77 ATARI 520ST £120

We have Fortran Graphics Libraries and
Scientific Subroutines in stock.

y

Pegg Meadow Ashburton Devon 1.013 7DF
TEL. (0364)53499

Two notable new products, the Pecan
UCSD Pascal, and our first Pascal

Interpreter, called ALICE.

PASCAL INTERPRETERS

ALICE Pascal Intrprtr. PC -COS £ 80

PASCAL COMPILERS

Pro -Pascal v2.14
MS -Pascal V3.3
MS -Pascal v3.2
SBB Personal Pascal
SBB Professional

MS-DOS
MS-D1S
MS-DOS
MS -DDS

MS -COS
Pascal MT+86 MS-DOS
Turbo -Pascal MS-DOS & PC -DOS
Practical Pascal PC -DOS

UCSD Pascal (Pecan) PC -DOS

£220
£225
£ 95
£150
£335
£335
£ 49
£145
£ 65

Pro -Pascal v2.14 CP/M-86 £220
Pascal MT+86 CP/M-86 £335
Turbo -Pascal CP/M-86 £ 49

Pascal MT+ v5.6 CP/M-80 £ 99
Pascal MT+ v5.6.1 CP/M-80 £290
Pro -Pascal v2.18 CP/M-80 £220
Turbo -Pascal CP/M-80 £ 49

UCSD Pascal (Pecan) ATARI 520ST £ 65
UCSD Pascal (Pecan) APPLE ][ £ 65

We have many Pascal Libraries. Enquire

PASCAL LIBRARIES

New products for use with Turbo Pascal
keep coming, otherwise fairly quiet.

TURBO PASCAL LIBRARIES

Blaise Power Tools PC -DOS

Blaise Turbo Asynch PC -DOS

Paragon Supertools PC -DOS

TUrbopower Utilities PC -DOS

Turbo Gameworks PC -DOS
MetaWINDOWS PC -DOS

Turbo Graphix Toolbox PC -DOS

Turbo Editor Toolbox PC -DOS

Turbo Database CP/M & MS-DOS
Turbo Tutor CP/M & MS-DOS

The Logitech range has been repriced
and repackaged. Every Atari programmer

should consider the TDI Modula-2.

Interface M2-SDS
Interface M2-SDS-XP
Modula 2/86 BLS v2.0
Modula 2/86 BLS/8087
Modula 2/86 BLS/512K
Volition Mod.2
Modula Corp.PC Mod.2

Modula 2/86

Volition Mod.2

PC -DOS

PC -DOS

PC -DOS

PC -COS

PC -COS

PC -DOS

PC -DOS

£ 75
£185
£ 95
£135
£180
£410
£120

CP/M-86 £410

APPLE ][ £195

Hochstrasser Mod.2 Z80/CP/M=80 £145

TDI Modula-2 ATARI 520ST £ 75

MacM1dula-2 MACINTOSH £125

Library source is available with some
compilers. Please enquire about

other utilities available.

PROLOG LANGUAGE

New to our catalogue are Chalcedony
Prolog V & V -Plus. Arity continues to
establish a professional reputation.

PROLOG INTERPRETERS

Arity Standard
Arity Prolog v4.0

PC -DOS £ 85
PC -DOS £310

1 75 Chalcedony Prolog V MS-DOS

1 75 Chalcedony Prolog V-PlusMS-DOS

£ 45 Micro -PROLOG Professnl. MS-DOS

£ 75 Micro -PROLOG v3.1 MS-DOS

£ 49 PROLOG -86 v2.01 MS-DOS

£ 49 PROLOG -1 v2.2 MS-DOS

£ 39 ADA Educ.Prolog MS-DOS

£ 49 ADA FS Prolog MS-DOS

£ 39 ADA VMI Prolog MS-DOS

£ 25 ADA VML Prolog MS-DOS

GENERAL PASCAL LIBRARIES

Blaise Tools (s'ce)(MS)
Blaise Tools 2 (s'ce)
Blaise Asynch (s'ce MS)
Btrieve (MS,SBB)
MetaWINECWE (MS)

Multi -Halo (MS)

Blaise View Mngr. (MS)

Source extra

PC -DOS

PC -DOS

PC -DOS

PC -DOS

PC -DOS

PC -DOS

PC -DOS

Shark database (Propas) MS-DOS
Prospect Graphics (Pro) MS7DOS
Panel (Screen) (MS) MS -COS

£ 95
£ 75
£145
£245
£120
£165
£205
£135

£250
£ 70
£225

Shark database (Propas) CP/M-86 £250
Prospect Graphics (Pro) CP/M-86 £ 70

Shark database (Propas) CP/M-80 £150

The excellent XTC Editor comes with
MS -Pascal source code @ £ 70

PRICES & DELIVERY
Prices do not include VAT or other

local taxes but do include delivery in
UK and Europe. Please check prices at
time of order, ads are prepared some

weeks before publication.

For other products in our range see
our other page in this issue or ask us
to send you a complete price list.

4 Pegg Meadow Ashburton. Devon 1013 7DF
TEL. (0364)53499

Micro -PROLOG V3.1
Prolog -1 V2.2

Micro -PROLOG V3.1
Prolog -1 V2.2

£ 65
£ 90
£265
£150
£115
£299
£ 45
£ 55
£ 85
£165

CP/M-86 £150
CP/M-86 £299

CP/M=80 f 75
CP/M-80 £225

PROLOG COMPILERS

Arity Intrprtr+Campiler PC -DOS £685
Prolog -2 Compiler PC -DOS £1995

PROLOG LIBRARIES

Arity Exprt.Sys.Package PC -DOS
Arity SOT Develop.Pack. PC -DOS
Arity Screen Dsgn.TOols PC -DOS
,Arity File Interchng. PC -DOS

APES Expt.Sys for micro -PROLOG

ADA COMPILERS

£260
£260
£ 49
£ 49
£150

The Janus C pack gives an entry to ADA
which everyone can afford. Augusta is

for budding compiler writers.

JANUS/Ada C -Pack
JANUS/Ada D -Pack
JANUS/Ada S -Pack

Augusta (Source)
JANUS/Ada C -Pack
JANUS/Ada D -Pack
Supersoft Ada

MS-DOS £ 75

MS-DOS £ 860
MS-DOS £1275

CP/M-80 £ 75

CP/M-80 £ 130
CP/M=80 £ 260
CP/M-80 X 250

4 Prigg Meadow. Ashburton. Devon 1013 7DF
TEL. (0364)53499



Light on the feet, heavy on
the irony .. . look, there's
something about Californians
that just - well, can you see
where I'm coming from?
These people jump from
jacuzzi® to en -suite
saunaramaTM in two shakes
of a Diners' Card
(probablyTml, pausing only
for 20 push-ups and a half -
marathon along the beach at
Clint Eastwood's Carmel.
They avoid 'red meat',
possibly because they don't
know that chickens have
blood too, and get mellow
on a (definitely C)) Paul
Masson carafe of unpleasant
white wine mixed with gassy
club soda that has probably
been recycled via the
digestions of half the
population of Sacramento.

And now, at last, they can
plug their running shoes into
their yuppie computers.

One can forgive Puma,
maker of trainers to the
upwardly -mobile, for putting
a custom gate array chip into
the heel of its new products.
One can even forgive the
company - just - for
bundling a software program
that will read the gate array's
output into an Apple Ile, a
Commodore 64 or 128, or an
IBM PC.

But words fail us when it
comes to the company's
English. Words do not,
unfortunately, fail Puma.

'Serious runners know it
takes more than great
running shoes to improve
performance. It takes
knowledge. Now Puma gives
you both. With the RS
Computer Shoe. The first
training shoe to combine
advanced footwear
technology with computer
technology.' The. Short
sentences. Are to make you
think. That what Puma is
saying. Is. Important.

It is not.
These people are serious ...
there are times when
paranoia just seems like
reasonable caution in the
face of the facts. Paranoia is,
we fear, the only reaction to
the wild-eyed fanatics of
International Resources
Development Inc.

We have told you here
before about this company's
crazed views on AIDS, rectal
(or even retinal) pattern
recognition, and how we can
all be aquanauts mining our
nodules from computerised
bubbles on the sea bed. But
now IRD's pontifications are
increasing in frequency, well
beyond the average dose for
an adult. One a month is
amusing. Three a week is
persecution.

For instance, IRD's Peter
Kibler, obviously another in
the long line of banana -
heads at the company's
Norwalk, Connecticut, HQ,

DeskEnquiry

0

We were going to run an exciting, new competition
this month, asking you to give us a witty balloon or
caption for this picture, along with an explanation of
what it has to do with computers.

But then we thought, why bother? It's only CRA
Software showing off its enquiry management
package, said to make sure that half your sales
enquiries don't spend time 'dozing in your in-tray'.
Geddit?

Please send your entries to anywhere else but here.

Congratulations to Cetronic for shipping the Reguvolt
'M' range of mains conditioners, designed 'functionally
to eliminate the problems of irregular voltage and
mains interference, and aesthetically for the modern
office enviroment.'

The congratulations are due for the company's proof,
as our picture shows, that mains conditioners cannot
be made to look like anything but great lumps of
unidentifiable negligible -scale -integration electronics in
a box. Of course, it's hard to tell from the picture
whether the 'M' range is 12 feet high or the size of a
matchbox. But it would be nice to think that this neo-
brutalist design will be the shape of the next
headquarters of the DHSS, and win the Sir Hugh
Casson award for the most rebarbative piece of
architecture of 1986.

says that if it weren't for
batteries, 'our lifestyle might
be closer to that enjoyed by
our 19th -century
counterparts than we enjoy
today.' And if it weren't for
fire, oddly enough, our
lifestyle might be closer to
that of the Stone Age than
the 19th century, but that's
by the way.

'Younger people have a
more positive perception of
batteries and battery -
operated appliances than do
older people,' says Kibler,
digging himself deeper.
'Batteries simply work better
today that they did in the
past.'

The conclusion, from
Kibler's 215 -page report, is
that people buy a lot of
batteries and that the
Japanese want a bigger
share of the market. We
stand amazed.

But hardly has the dust
settled from Kibler's backside
hitting the pavement than
another IRD pronouncement
flutters through the transom.

'Health care for the elderly,
in particular, will be
increasingly dominated by
the use of prostheses and
artificial organs,' says our
old burbling pal Mark Pine
(he of the aquatic
astronauts). 'Literally, we
may be talking about factory -
installed kidneys in just a
few years time. Very, very
specialised surgeons actually
operating on an assembly

line, handling hundreds of
thousands of patients per
day.'

But until we reach this
Nirvana, Pine sees some lean
years ahead with a need for
prosthesis companies to
diversify. 'A particular
conspicuous example of this
trend is supplied by
Thoratec, an artificial heart
company, whose Bion-II
plastic material is expected
to become the chief
competitor in the
performance textile market,'
whatever a 'performance
textile' may be.

And Christiaan Barnard's
line of Glycel cosmetics,
based on chemical materials
developed to aid healing
after transplants, is another
example. 'If Christiaan
Barnard -a name
synonymous with heart
transplants - can sell eye
cream for $75 an ounce,
perhaps some day we'll see
charismatic Willian DeVries
figuring in an ad for ski
clothing!' concludes Pine
impenetrably.

And perhaps some day
we'll find Kibler and Pine
running a double act at the
Grimsby Palace of Varieties.
Form a queue for the
tomatoes.

(PS - IRD's public relations
person is called Suzanne
Bores. We just thought you'd
like to know that.) END
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The Art of
Daisywheel
Printing /

aLI IIC I
6100

2OCPS(max)
13" Platen

No. 1 Best Seller

FABOUT £ 349*

When you're looking for your printout to look its best, then there's nothing

to beat the letter quality of daisywheel printers. When it comes to choosing

a daisywheel printer you can't buy better than JUKI. With a choice of
several machines for both the home and professional user alike, and a vast

range of printwheels to choose from, you too can add a little character to

your text. Take for example the following three models from the JUKI

range, ideally suited for home and small business use.

2100/2200
Even with the advent of low-cost wordprocessors, the low cost electronic
typewriters still offer the easiest and most flexible means of putting the
printed word onto paper. The JUKI 2100 & 2200 offer unparalled features
at a realistic price. Printing at 10cps in either 10, 12 or 15 pitch they will
print up to 135 characters on a line. The portability of the JUKI electronic
Typewriters allow you to produce true letter quality print almost anywhere.

While the JUKI 2100 offers all the standard features such as auto correcting,
centering and tabulation, the JUKI 2200 offers the additional feature of

either parallel or serial interface to enable connection to almost any micro-

computer.

BAUM
2100

FULLY PORTABLE
TYPEWRITER/
PRINTER

FA2UT £ 169*

2200
WITH PARALLEL
OR SERIAL
INTERFACE

'LOUT £ 229*

litaaalwasart

EJLIKI 6100
Ideal for the small business/home/educational user alike, the JUKI 6100
includes many features normally only found on more expensive printers.

With its Diablo 630 compatible protocols it will run most wordprocessing

packages including WordStar and even offer a graphics capability - all at

a speed of up to 20cps. The JU KI 6100 will print in 10/12/15 pitch as
well as proportional spacing and features a 2k buffer, parallel interface,
revolutionary linear motor mechanism and uses IBM Selectric ribbons.

Optional extras include tractor feed, sheet feeder and serial interface.

Micro
Peripherals Ltd
'THE POWER BEHIND THE PRINTED WORD'

INTEC UNIT 3, HASSOCKS WOOD, WADE ROAD,
BASINGSTOKE, HANTS. ENGLAND, RG24 ONE.

Tel: SOUTH 0256 473232 - NORTH 0706 211526
Telex: 859669 MICROP G Facsimile: 0256 461570

F WI 12 months warranty - R RP ex. VAT.
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We bring out
the star quality
in every trainee !
We think you've got microcomputing talent. And our expert instructors can prove it
with a course that exactly fits your needs (however deeply your qualities are hidden).

You're an individual, so our small work groups give you personal attention (who
wants to be a computing clone?). Value -for -money one -day courses for new or
advanced users regularly cover leading software like Lotus 1-2-3, Multimate, d Base
Ill Plus, Framework and many more. But we also handle private tuition, executive
briefings, company groups-in your offices or ours.

As one of the largest and longest established microcomputer specialists in the
country, we've groomed Jiterally thousands of starlets for successful careers-so
you can be sure our experience and superbly equipped training centres will bring out
YOUR star quality too!

Take a leading role today: call 01-3771200 or (0532) 441631 for our free training pack,
or write to:

Personal Computers Ltd.
218 & 220/226 Bishopsgate,
London EC2M 4JS
Telephone 01-377 1200

Munro House,
Duke Street,
Leeds LS9 8AG
Tel (0532) 441631




